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DISCOVERY TIER II

Case No.: ______________________
Honorable: _____________________

Petitioners Living Rivers and Center for Biological Diversity (collectively, “Petitioners”),
by and through counsel, submit this Petition for Extraordinary Relief against Respondents Utah
Permanent Community Impact Fund Board, Utah Department of Workforce Services, Division
of Housing and Community Development, and Seven County Infrastructure Coalition
(collectively, “Respondents”). See Utah R. Civ. P. 65B(d); Utah Code Ann. § 78B-6-401; Utah
Const. art. 8, § 5.

INTRODUCTION
This lawsuit challenges as unlawful and ultra vires two large monetary grants
made by Respondent Utah Department of Workforce Services, Division of Housing and
Community Development, through Respondent Utah Permanent Community Impact Fund Board
(the “CIB”) to Respondent Seven County Infrastructure Coalition (the “SCIC”) for the study and
development of a railroad intended to transport crude oil from Utah’s Uinta Basin (the “railway”
or the “oil railway”) to the national rail network, enabling increased transport to out-of-state
processing facilities and increased national and international sales.
The CIB is charged with the administration and distribution of the Utah
Permanent Community Impact Fund (the “Impact Fund”). See Utah Code Ann. § 35A-8-303(1).
The primary source of monies in the Impact Fund is mineral lease payments, royalties, and
bonuses paid to the State of Utah under the federal Mineral Leasing Act (the “MLA”) for
purposes of alleviating the burdens to local communities of oil, coal, and gas production on
public lands (“MLA funds” or “MLA monies”). See 30 U.S.C. §§ 181-287.
To date, the CIB has granted nearly $28 million in MLA funds to the SCIC for the
proposed oil railway.
Under state and federal law, however, funds paid to states under the MLA may be
used only for planning, construction and maintenance of public facilities, and the provision of
public services, and only to alleviate the social, economic, and public finance impacts of mineral
development on local communities.
The SCIC’s railway project does not fall within these categories or purpose.
Indeed, the SCIC’s purpose in developing the oil railway is not local planning or the creation or
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maintenance of any public facilities or public services; its express purpose is economic
development in the form of increased fossil fuel development. As the SCIC has repeatedly stated,
the railway is intended to serve as a new transportation route for shipping Uinta Basin crude oil
to the national rail network, in hopes of substantially ramping up the production, sales, and price
of crude oil throughout the Basin. Thus, rather than alleviating the impact of fossil fuel
development, the MLA funding will be used for the opposite purpose, i.e., to increase
development, which necessarily will increase the social, economic, and public finance impacts
on the affected areas.
The grants issued by the CIB to the SCIC for the proposed oil railway are in
violation of state law and amount to an abuse of the CIB’s authority to administer the Impact
Fund, which includes substantial amounts of MLA funds. In addition, the CIB has failed to
follow or enforce its own regulations and procedures in issuing the grants, depriving the public
of any meaningful opportunity to offer input or otherwise participate in the process.
Accordingly, Petitioners are entitled to the extraordinary relief requested herein.
THE PARTIES
Petitioner Living Rivers is a non-profit organization based in Moab, Utah that
promotes river restoration through mobilization. By articulating conservation and alternative
management strategies to the public, Living Rivers seeks to revive the natural habitat and spirit
of rivers by undoing the extensive damage done by dams and water-intensive energy
development on the Colorado Plateau. Living Rivers has approximately 1,200 members in Utah,
Colorado, and other states. Living Rivers’ members and staff include residents of the counties
that receive funds from the Impact Fund (including Duchesne and Grand counties), who will be
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adversely affected by the diversion of the CIB’s needed funds away from important public
services and projects, by the construction and operation of the railway, and by the accompanying
increased fossil fuel production in the Uinta Basin. Living Rivers brings this action on its own
behalf and on behalf of its adversely affected members.
Petitioner Center for Biological Diversity (the “Center”) is a non-profit
membership corporation with its headquarters in Tucson, Arizona, and staff and offices located
in a number of states, including Utah. The Center has over 74,000 active members, including
many who live in and near Utah, who routinely visit and intend to continue to visit eastern
Utah’s public lands for recreational, scientific, educational, spiritual, and other pursuits, and who
are particularly interested in protecting the many native, imperiled, and sensitive species and
their habitats that may be directly or indirectly affected by the railway. The Center’s members
also include residents of the counties that receive funds from the Impact Fund (including
Duchesne and Uintah counties), who will be adversely affected by the diversion of the CIB’s
needed funds away from important public services and projects, by the construction and
operation of the railway, and by the accompanying increased fossil fuel production in the Uinta
Basin. The Center brings this action on its own behalf and on behalf of its adversely affected
members.
Respondent Utah Department of Workforce Services, Housing and Community
Development Division (the “Division”) is a state agency charged with a variety of duties related
to local infrastructure projects, community services, and housing development. See Utah Code §
35A-8-202.
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Respondent Utah Permanent Community Impact Fund Board (the “CIB” or the
“Board”) is a state board created under Utah Code § 35A-8-304. The CIB is part of the Division.
The CIB is headquartered in Salt Lake City, Utah, where it holds regular meetings, administers
the Impact Fund, and makes decisions regarding distributions from the Impact Fund like those at
issue here.
Respondent Seven County Infrastructure Coalition (the “SCIC” or the “Coalition)
is an interlocal entity created under Section 11-13-203 of the Utah Interlocal Cooperation Act.
See Utah Code Ann. §§ 11-13-101 to 11-13-608. The SCIC’s members are Uintah, Duchesne,
Carbon, Daggett, Emery, San Juan, and Sevier counties. According to the SCIC’s website, the
SCIC’s “mission is to plan infrastructure corridors, procure funding, permit, design, secure rights
of way, and own such facilities.” The SCIC states that its infrastructure projects “will produce
major economic benefits for the citizens of the region.” Upon information and belief, the SCIC is
headquartered in Carbon County, Utah. The SCIC holds meetings at least once a year in Salt
Lake City at the CIB’s headquarters.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
The Court has jurisdiction under Utah Code Ann. §§ 78A-5-102(1) and (2). The
Court also has jurisdiction under Utah Code Ann. §§ 78B-6-401 and 78B-6-406.
Venue in this Court is proper under Utah Code § 78B-3-307(1) and (2).
STANDING
The interests of Petitioners and their members are threatened by Respondents’
acts as set forth herein. See Utah R. Civ. P. 65B(d)(1) & (2)(A)-(B) (“A person aggrieved or
whose interests are threatened” may seek extraordinary relief when an administrative agency
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“has exceeded its jurisdiction or abused its discretion” or when it “has failed to perform an act
required by law as a duty of office, trust, or station.”).
Petitioners and their members’ rights, status, and legal relations are impacted by
the statutes and regulations discussed herein, including but not limited to the Utah Community
Impact Alleviation statute (the “UCIA”), Utah Code Ann. §§ 35A-8-301 - 38A-8-309, and the
regulations authorized and implemented under the UCIA (the “UCIA Regulations”). See Utah
Admin. Code R. 990-8-1 - 990-8-8. Petitioners and their members have been and will be
adversely affected by Respondents’ conduct in this case. Petitioners have members who live in
Duchesne and Uintah counties, in the other counties that are members of the SCIC (Carbon,
Emery, San Juan, and Sevier Counties), and in other mineral-producing counties, all of which are
eligible for loans or grants from the Impact Fund and receive these funds. These members’
interests in the alleviation of mineral development impacts in their counties will be harmed by
the illegal diversion of CIB funds. Rather than being used to reduce the burdens of federal
mineral development, these funds will be used to develop an oil railway and spur oil production,
which will only worsen existing burdens from fossil fuel development, such as traffic
congestion, road hazards, and air pollution, in conflict with the purpose of these funds. These
increased burdens from mineral development threaten Petitioners’ members’ and supporters’
health and safety, economic, and other interests.
In addition, Petitioners have staff and members who work, live, and/or recreate
near or along the proposed routes for the oil railway and on public lands in the Uinta Basin that
are open to oil drilling, tar sands extraction, and oil shale mining. They regularly visit and use the
public lands and waterways surrounding the proposed routes and public lands open to fossil fuel
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extraction for wildlife study and observation, hiking, and other outdoor activities. They derive
recreational, aesthetic, scientific, inspirational, educational, commercial, and other benefits from
these activities and have an interest in preserving the possibility of such activities in the future.
The grants and proposed construction and operation of the railway threaten to injure the
aesthetic, commercial, conservation, scientific, recreational, education, wildlife preservation, and
other interests of Petitioners and their staff and members. The unlawful approval of the railway
grants without adequate opportunity for public participation has also injured Petitioners’
procedural interests in participating in the SCIC’s decision to pursue the grants. Petitioners’
interests are threatened by the CIB’s abuse of its authority and its unlawful grant of monies to the
SCIC for development of the railway; the CIB’s payment of expenses pursuant to its grant
contracts with the SCIC; and the CIB’s failure to adhere to its own rules and enabling statute.
There is a causal relationship between the injuries and threatened injuries to
Petitioners and Respondents’ conduct.
The requested relief is substantially likely to redress the harm to Petitioners’
interests caused by Respondents’ failure to comply with their duties under state law, and would
resolve matters of great public interest and societal impact.
Additionally, Petitioners are appropriate parties to bring this action before the
Court, as they have the necessary interest in ensuring that the CIB and SCIC comply with the
law, and in preventing the misuse of Impact Fund monies for purposes other than to benefit the
public, including for the development of the oil railway. Petitioners’ interests are sufficient to
ensure their ability to effectively assist the Court in developing and reviewing all relevant legal
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and factual questions. Whether the Impact Fund may be used for the development of the railway
is an important public issue that is unlikely to be raised by parties other than Petitioners.
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
The grants issued by the CIB to the SCIC for the oil railway are in violation of
state law and amount to an abuse of the CIB’s authority to administer the Impact Fund, which
includes substantial amounts of MLA monies. Moreover, the CIB and the SCIC failed to comply
with the CIB’s own rules and the UCIA Regulations in connection with the grants. The funding
released to date should be returned to the Impact Fund, and the CIB and SCIC should be
prohibited from allocating or using any additional monies from the Impact Fund for any aspect
of the railway.
The Mineral Leasing Act
The MLA authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to lease minerals, including oil,
gas, and coal, located on federal public lands for development. See 30 U.S.C. §§ 181, 226(a)(1).
The MLA instructs the Secretary of the Treasury to pay 50% of the revenues from
mineral lease rental, royalty, and bonus payments to the states—like Utah—from which the
minerals are extracted. See id. § 191(a).
While the state legislatures may select which of their localities or agencies receive
federal lease funds, they are required to give “priority to those subdivisions of the State socially
and economically impacted by the development of minerals.” Id.
The MLA also restricts the uses to which such funds may be put, stating that the
funds may be used only “for (i) planning, (ii) construction and maintenance of public facilities
and (iii) provision of public services.” Id. (emphases added).
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Although the MLA does not define these terms, legislative history affirms that
private, for-profit, economic development projects – like the proposed oil railway, which is to be
constructed and operated by private entities for the benefit of private oil and gas producers – are
not among the intended uses of MLA funds.
Through numerous amendments to the MLA, which originally was enacted in
1920, Congress has made clear that the purpose of providing MLA funding to states was to
alleviate the social and economic impacts of mineral development on local communities by
assisting them to plan for an influx of new workers and to develop needed public facilities and
services.
For example, he Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975 (“FCLAA”)
increased the amount of mineral lease revenues provided to states by 12.5 percent, from 37.5 to
50 percent. See FLCAA, Pub L. 94-377 (S. 391), 90 Stat. 1083, § 9(a) (August 4, 1976).
Explaining the need for the increase, Senator Lee Metcalf, who introduced the
bill, said:
Western States with Federal coal reserves stand in dire need of
monetary assistance for planning and creating public facilities and
services demanded by the thousands of workers who will be
attracted to jobs in the coal mines and related processing and power
generating plants. . . . We must avoid burdening the coal-producing
regions with the social and environmental costs associated with coal
development. By increasing the royalty rate to a minimum of 12.5
percent and by insuring that the States get a 50-percent cut of the
revenues from leased minerals, S. 391 would help to spread the
load. 1

1

Floor Statements on S. 391 by Senator Metcalf (From the Congressional Record, June 21,
1976) (“S. 391 Floor Statements”), at 114 (emphasis added), Published in Federal Coal Leasing
Policies and Regulations, Prepared at the Request of Henry M. Jackson, Chairman Committee on
(continued...)
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The FCLAA also expanded the purposes for which the newly-allocated 12.5
percent in MLA funding could be used by states. Up until that time, the MLA had mandated that
all such funds be used only for “the construction and use of public roads or for the support of
public schools or other public educational institutions,” 30 U.S.C. § 191 (1976). But Congress
recognized that the rapid expansion of mining operations would cause “a sharp increase in all
local public services, such as hospitals and sewer systems, as well as schools and roads.” S. 391
Floor Statements at 112 (emphasis added).
Thus, under the FCLAA, states were allowed to use the additional 12.5 percent in
MLA funding for “(1) planning, (2) construction and maintenance of public facilities, and (3)
provision of public services. See Pub L. 94-377 (S. 391), 90 Stat. 1083, § 9(a) (August 4, 1976).
Shortly after the enactment of the FCLAA, the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976 (“FLPMA”), amended the MLA again, extending the eased restrictions
to the states’ entire 50 percent share of lease revenues. See FLPMA, 94 Pub. L. No. 579, 90 Stat.
2743, § 317 (1976).
Significantly, Congress declined invitations from both the Department of Interior
and a small group of representatives who argued that the restrictions on states’ use of MLA
Funds should be removed altogether, see H.R. Rep. No. 94-681 at 42, 59 (1976) (“[W]e do
support repealing the present roads and schools restriction in order to give the states complete
discretion in the expenditure of mineral leasing revenues.”), opting instead for the language that
remains in the statute to date.

Energy and Natural Resources United States, January 1978, Publication No. 95-77, available at
https://archive.org/stream/coalleasi00unit#mode/2up.
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As reflected in the legislative history, the “traditional” public facilities and
services intended for capture in the FLCAA include facilities and services like schools, roads,
hospitals, sewer systems, and police protection. See, e.g., H.R. Rep. No. 94-681 at 19 (“When an
area is newly opened to large scale mining, local governmental[] entities must assume the
responsibility of providing public services needed for new communities, including schools,
roads, hospitals, sewers, police protection, and other public facilities, as well as adequate
planning for the development of the community.”); S. 391 Floor Statements at 112 (referencing
schools, roads, hospitals, and sewer systems).
Notably absent from examples of public services and facilities discussed by the
legislators is any reference to projects designed to facilitate economic development for the
benefit of private parties.
Senator Metcalf’s comments regarding the FCLAA likewise make clear that the
term “planning,” as used in Section 35(a) the MLA, is not just a general term that might
encompass something like “pre-construction” planning for an economic development project.
Instead, the term references the planning needed to address the social and economic changes
precipitated by mineral development: “Advance local planning for community development is
another pressing deficiency. The sudden jump in population growth, the emergency [sic] of new
urban centers, and the possible ‘boom-bust’ economic cycle will cause many social and cultural
changes.” S. 391 Floor Statements at 111-12.
Applicable Utah Statutes and Regulations
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Like the MLA, Utah law requires that MLA funds be used for the planning and
construction of public facilities and public services, with priority given to the areas most
impacted by mineral development.
Both the CIB and the Impact Fund are products of the Utah Impact Alleviation
statute (the “UCIA”). See Utah Code Ann. §§ 35A-8-301 to 38A-8-309.
The UCIA mandates that the CIB manage and distribute the Impact Fund in
accordance with the purposes and limitations of the MLA, specifying that the funds must be used
to alleviate the impacts of natural resource development on public lands in the state:
It is the intent of the Legislature to make available funds received
by the state from federal mineral lease revenues . . . and all other
bonus payments on federal mineral leases to be used for the
alleviation of social, economic, and public finance impacts resulting
from the development of natural resources in this state, subject to
the limitations provided for in Section 35 of the [MLA].
Utah Code Ann. § 35A-8-301(1) (emphases added).
In accordance with the Utah Legislature’s declared intent to use MLA funds to
alleviate the impacts of oil, gas, and coal development and to comply with the limitations
imposed by the MLA, the UCIA directs that MLA revenues deposited into the Impact Fund
“shall” be utilized “in a manner consistent with” the MLA and the UCIA itself. Id. § 35A-8303(5)(a).
The UCIA likewise provides that the CIB “shall make grants and loans . . . out of
the impact fund to state agencies, subdivisions, and interlocal agencies that are or may be
socially or economically impacted, directly or indirectly, by mineral resource development,” and
that such loans and grants shall be made only for purposes of “(i) planning; (ii) construction and
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maintenance of public facilities; and (iii) provision of public services.” Utah Code Ann. § 35A-8305(1)(a).
Although the UCIA authorizes the CIB to “establish criteria for determining
eligibility for assistance,” the statute specifically reiterates that the criteria for awarding loans
and grants of MLA funds “shall be consistent with the requirements of Subsection 35A-8303(5),” which—as noted above—requires compliance with the MLA and the UCIA itself. See
Utah Code Ann. § 35A-8-307(b)(i).
The UCIA Regulations reflect the CIB’s understanding of the limitations
applicable to the Impact Fund. See Utah Admin. Code R. 990-8-1 - 990-8-8.
The UCIA Regulations describe the CIB’s purpose as providing loans or grants to
agencies or subdivisions “which are or may be socially or economically impacted, directly or
indirectly, by mineral resource development.” See Utah Admin. Code R. 990-8-1.
The rules further specify that projects eligible for Impact Fund loans or grants
include only “a) planning; b) construction and maintenance of public facilities; and c) the
provision of public services.” See Utah Admin. Code R. 990-8-2.
“Public Facilities and Services” are defined as “public infrastructure or services
traditionally provided by local government entities,” and “eligible applicants” are defined as
agencies, subdivisions, and interlocal agencies “which are or may be socially or economically
impacted, directly or indirectly, by mineral resource development.” See Utah Admin. Code R.
990-8-2. (emphasis added).
To ensure compliance with the CIB’s statutory mandates, the UCIA Regulations
also impose the following requirements on all applicants:
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(a)

“All applicants must provide evidence and arguments to the Board as to

how the proposed funding assistance provides for planning, the construction and
maintenance of public facilities or the provision of public services.” Utah Admin. Code
R. 990-8-3(I) (emphases added).
(b)

“All applicants to the fund must demonstrate that the facilities or services

provided will be available and open to the general public and that the proposed funding
assistance is not merely a device to pass along low interest government financing to the
private sector.” Utah Admin. Code R. 990-8-3(J) (emphasis added).
(c)

“All applicants must demonstrate that any arrangement with a lessee of the

proposed project will constitute a true lease, and not a disguised financing arrangement.
The lessee must be required to pay a reasonable market rental for the use of the facility.
In addition, the applicant shall have no arrangement with the lessee to sell the facility to
the lessee, unless fair market value is received.” Utah Admin. Code R. R990-8-3(K).
The UCIA Regulations incorporate strict requirements for soliciting and
considering public input about applicants’ projects:
The Board requires all applicants to have a vigorous public
participation effort. All applicants shall hold at least one formal
public hearing to solicit comment concerning the size, scope and
nature of any funding request prior to its submission to the Board.
In that public hearing, the public shall be advised the financing may
be in the form of a loan, even if the application requests a grant.
Complete and detailed information shall be given to the public
regarding the proposed project and its financing. The information
shall include the expected financial impact including potential
repayment terms and the costs to the public as user fees, special
assessments, or property taxes if the financing is in the form of a
loan. The Board may require additional public hearings if it
determines the applicant did not adequately disclose to the public
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the impact of the financial assistance during the initial public
hearing.
When the Board offers the applicant a financial package that is
substantially different in the amounts, terms or conditions initially
requested by an applicant, the Board may require additional public
hearings to solicit public comment on the modified funding package.
A copy of the public notice and transcript or minutes of the hearing
shall be attached to the funding request. Public opinion polls may be
submitted in addition to the transcript or minutes.
Utah Admin. Code R. 990-8-3(E) (emphases added).
The Utah Attorney General’s Opinion
Interpreting the MLA, its legislative history, and Utah law, the Utah Office of the
Attorney General (the “Utah AG”) in 1993 issued an opinion concluding that MLA funds could
not be used for economic development projects. See Utah Op. Att’y Gen. 92-003 at 1. More
specifically, although economic development could be an incidental or intended benefit of a
project, any project funded with MLA funds must nevertheless “qualify as ‘planning’
construction and maintenance of public facilities,’ or ‘providing a public service.’” Id.
The Utah AG further explained that its interpretation was consistent with the
treatment of the Impact Fund by the Utah Legislature and the CIB, which, “in its rules and
regulations and its grants and loan had avoided projects that only provide economic development
as an appropriate grant project. . . . [and] has always required the construction and maintenance
of a public facility or the provision of a traditional governmental service in order to fund a
project.” Id. at 6.
The Utah AG’s review of the legislative history surrounding the MLA and its
various amendments led to the conclusion that Congress purposefully “chose to limit the use of
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the funds to assist local communities in providing those traditional local government services
and facilities that may be impacted by resource development,” including services and facilities
“such as law enforcement, public health, and governmental facilities.” Id. at 6 (emphasis added).
The CIB Improperly Issued the Grants and Ignored Its Own Regulations
In February 2018, the SCIC submitted an application for a grant in the amount of
$30 million grant to develop a railway for transporting Uinta Basin crude oil from Duchesne and
Uintah counties to the national rail network. The application requested the money “to complete
pre-construction design and permitting” for the oil railway. Because the application was
incomplete, however, the CIB required the SCIC to resubmit its application.
In September 2018, the SCIC submitted a new application for a grant in the
amount of $27.9 million for the railway, including “pre-construction planning design, regulatory
approval process, and grant and loan procurement for such a rail line.” According to the SCIC
funding application, “[c]ompletion of these important steps are [sic] required in order for the
Coalition to quali[f]y for the available construction grants.”
The SCIC’s stated purpose in developing the railway is to increase production and
drive up the price of crude oil in the Uinta Basin.
Currently, Uinta Basin crude is delivered to and processed mainly at Salt Lake
City refineries with those refineries normally operating at or near full capacity. The SCIC has
asserted that a railway would remove this bottleneck by opening access to Gulf Coast or other
refineries, and approximately quadruple crude production in the basin, while also increasing the
demand for and price of Uinta Basin crude.
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At a November 8, 2018 meeting held by the CIB’s Board to determine whether to
approve the grant, the Utah AG’s office expressed concern about whether the project was
eligible for MLA funding, and whether the railway would further the MLA’s purpose of
alleviating the impacts of mineral development.
Despite numerous unanswered questions regarding the legality and necessity of
the funding, at its November 8, 2018 meeting, the CIB approved the first funding phase, a $6.5
million grant to pay for engineering and other technical studies for the project (“Phase I”).
In May of 2019, the SCIC announced a public-private partnership with Drexel
Hamilton Infrastructure Partners, LP (“Drexel Hamilton”), a Delaware infrastructure investment
fund with locations in New York and Florida. Drexel Hamilton has agreed to develop, finance,
and build the proposed railway.
The SCIC and Drexel Hamilton apparently have also partnered with Texas-based
Rio Grande Pacific Corporation to operate and maintain the railway.
The SCIC and Drexel Hamilton have agreed that SCIC will own the right-of-way
for the railway, while Drexel Hamilton and/or Rio Grande will own the railway and its
associated facilities, or arrange for their ownership.
Following the announcement of its partnership with Drexel Hamilton, the SCIC
submitted an Addendum to its initial application for the railway. The Addendum informed the
CIB that the public-private partnership with Drexel Hamilton would minimize risks associated
with the project due to Drexel Hamilton’s wide industry experience and connections and its
possession of the capital necessary “to complete the final design, acquire right-of-way, construct,
operate, and maintain” the oil railway.
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On June 13, 2019, even though the SCIC had indicated it would be receiving
substantial financial support for the project from Drexel Hamilton, the CIB voted to approve
another $21,400,000 grant for Phase II of the railway project, for “engineering, environmental
issues including [National Environmental Policy Act] compliance, mapping, operation and
maintenance planning, right-of-way planning and negotiation, communication, [Surface
Transportation Board] regulatory and legal support, commercialization planning, program
management, federal agency cost recovery including federal staff review of the [environmental
impact statement] and right-of-way permitting process, financial advisory services and
administrative travel expenses.”
In approving the grants, the CIB did not comply with or require the SCIC to
comply with the UCIA and the UCIA Regulations, as required by Utah Code Admin. Code R.
990-8-3-(A). Under this rule, “Applicants submitting incomplete applications will be notified of
deficiencies and their request for funding assistance will be held by the Board’s staff pending
submission of the required information by the applicant.” Id. (emphasis added).
For example, other than making a brief assertion in the Addendum that its
proposed oil railway is a “public facility” because it is “open to use by the public,” the SCIC
provided no evidence or argument to support its claim that the grants qualify for the purposes
enumerated in the MLA, the UCIA, and the UCIA Regulations or that a railway designed to haul
“up to approximately 500,000 barrels per day of crude oil or other bulk commodity product” is
“available and open to the general public.” See R. 990-8-3(I)-(J).
Further, the SCIC failed to provide any evidence to the CIB that the project would
alleviate the impacts of mineral development on local communities.
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Additionally, neither the CIB nor the SCIC made adequate efforts to involve the
public in the process, despite the requirements in the regulations regarding “vigorous” public
participation.
For instance, despite the requirement that “all applicants [must] have a vigorous
public participation effort,” including “at least one formal public hearing to solicit comment
concerning the size, scope and nature of any funding request prior to its submission to the
Board,” the SCIC held a hearing at its regularly scheduled meeting on February 9, 2018, after the
SCIC’s initial application had already been submitted and far outside the Uinta Basin, in Salt
Lake City.
At the CIB’s direction, the SCIC conducted a second hearing in Vernal on
October 11, 2018, but, again, it did so only after having already submitted its September 2018
grant application to the CIB.
The SCIC also made no efforts to publicize the February 2018 and October 2018
hearings other than posting notice of the hearings on its website and/or the state’s public notice
website shortly before each hearing. As a result, no public comment was received at the February
2018 hearing, and only one member of the public spoke at the October 2018 hearing.
The SCIC’s February 2018 and October 2018 meetings were the public’s only
opportunities to comment on the grant proposals in a public hearing. None of the SCIC’s
member counties held hearings or solicited public comment on the grant proposals.
The CIB did not solicit public comment on the grant proposal but relied
exclusively on the SCIC to involve the public. At its November 2018 and June 2019 meetings
approving the grants, the CIB did not allow public comment on the grant proposals.
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The SCIC and the CIB entered into separate grant contracts related to the $6.5
million and $21.4 million grants (the “Grant Contracts”).
Under the Grant Contracts, the CIB certified that its allocation of the grants to the
SCIC is in compliance with the UCIA and the MLA and “meets all the criteria of the rules and
statutes involved.”
The Grant Contracts require the CIB to recapture any funds that the SCIC has
used for unlawful purposes.
No part of the funds provided to the SCIC will be used to conduct planning or
construct or provide public facilities or public services for the benefit of the residents of the
Uinta Basin. Instead, these funds will support the construction of an oil railway that would be
operated and maintained by a private entity, for the benefit of privately held oil and gas
companies and the rail developer and operator.
Lack of Any Other Plain, Speedy, or Adequate Remedy
The MLA does not provide an express or implied private right of action. See
Cuba Soil & Water Conservation Dist. v. Lewis, 527 F.3d 1061, 1064 (10th Cir. 2008).
Neither the UCIA nor the UCIA Regulations adopted under its authority provides
for a private cause of action to enforce its provisions or challenge a violation.
The challenged action is not subject to review under the Utah Administrative
Procedure Act (“UAPA”). UAPA does not provide for judicial review of “state agency action
relating to management of state funds.” Utah Code Ann. § 63G-4-102(2)(g). Nor does it provide
for judicial review of “state agency action relating to the distribution or award of a monetary
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grant to or between governmental units.” Id. § 63G-4-102(2)(j). UAPA also does not allow
intervention in informal proceedings. Id. § 63G-4-203(g).
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
(Extraordinary Relief)
Petitioners hereby incorporate by reference each of the preceding paragraphs as if
fully set forth herein.
The Court has the authority to “issue all extraordinary writs and other writs
necessary to carry into effect [its] orders, judgments, and decrees.” Utah Code Ann. § 78A-5102(2); see also Utah Const. art. VIII, § 5 (“The district court shall have . . . power to issue all
extraordinary writs.”).
Petitioners, their members, and their staff are persons aggrieved by and whose
interests are threatened by Respondents’ acts enumerated herein.
Petitioners have no other available plain, speedy or adequate remedy.
By seeking, approving, and/or accepting funding for the SCIC’s proposed oil
railway in violation of the law, and by failing to comply with applicable statutes and regulations,
Respondents have exceeded their authority and abused their discretion.
Numerous relevant factors weigh in favor of granting extraordinary relief to
petitioners, including but not limited to the egregiousness of Respondents’ conduct, the
significance of the legal issues presented, and the severity of the consequences occasioned by
Respondents’ improper use of millions of dollars from the Impact Fund.
Petitioners are therefore entitled to extraordinary relief and respectfully ask the
Court to rule as follows:
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(a)

Declare that the CIB’s grants to the SCIC for the oil train railway are in

violation of Utah Code Ann. §§ 35A-8-303(5) and 35A-8-305(a) and Utah Admin. Code
R. 990-8-2 because the grant monies are not being used and will not be used for planning,
construction and maintenance of public facilities, or the provision of public services;
(b)

Declare that the CIB’s grants to the SCIC for the oil train railway are in

violation of the Utah Code Ann. §§ 35A-8-301(1) because the grant monies are not being
used and will not be used to alleviate the social, economic, and public finance impacts
resulting from the development of natural resources in this state;
(c)

Declare that the CIB and the Division abused their discretion by issuing

the railway grants to the SCIC;
(d)

Declare that the SCIC failed to comply with the Utah Admin. Code R.

990-8-3(E) in connection with the railway grants, including by failing to
(i)

have “a vigorous public participation effort;”

(ii)

“hold at least one formal public hearing to solicit comment

concerning the size, scope and nature of any funding request prior to its
submission to the [CIB];”
(iii)

give to the public “[c]omplete and detailed information . . .

regarding the proposed project and its financing;”
(e)

Declare that the SCIC failed to comply with the Utah Admin. Code R.

990-8-3(I) by failing to provide to the CIB “evidence and arguments . . . as to how the
proposed funding assistance provides for planning, the construction and maintenance of
public facilities or the provision of public services;”
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(f)

Declare that the SCIC failed to comply with the Utah Admin. Code R.

990-8-3(J) by failing to “demonstrate that the facilities or services will be available and
open to the general public;”
(g)

Declare that the Division and CIB failed to comply with Utah Admin.

Code R. 990-8-3(A) by failing to require that the SCIC demonstrate its compliance with
the UCIA Regulations before approving and issuing the grants;
(h)

Require Respondents to return to the Impact Fund all monies issued to

date by the Division and CIB for the railway;
(i)

Prohibit the reimbursement of any further expenses related to the railway;

(j)

Prohibit the issuance of additional grants or loans to the SCIC related to

the railway.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Petitioners respectfully request the following relief:
Declaratory relief that the CIB’s grants to the SCIC for the oil railway are in
violation of Utah Code Ann. §§ 35A-8-303(5) and 35A-8-305(a) and Utah Admin. Code
R. 990-8-2 because the grant monies are not being used and will not be used for planning,
construction and maintenance of public facilities, or the provision of public services;
Declaratory relief that the CIB’s grants to the SCIC for the oil railway are in
violation of the Utah Code Ann. §§ 35A-8-301(1) because the grant monies are not being
used and will not be used to alleviate the social, economic, and public finance impacts
resulting from the development of natural resources in this state;
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Declaratory relief that the CIB and the Division abused their discretion by
issuing the railway grants to the SCIC;
Declaratory relief that the SCIC failed to comply with the Utah Admin. Code
R. 990-8-3(E) in connection with the railway grants, including by failing to
(a)

have “a vigorous public participation effort;”

(b)

“hold at least one formal public hearing to solicit comment concerning the

size, scope and nature of any funding request prior to its submission to the [CIB];” and
(c)

give to the public “[c]omplete and detailed information . . . regarding the

proposed project and its financing;”
Declaratory relief that the SCIC failed to comply with the Utah Admin.
Code R. 990-8-3(I) by failing to provide to the CIB “evidence and arguments . . . as to
how the proposed funding assistance provides for planning, the construction and
maintenance of public facilities or the provision of public services;”
Declaratory relief that the SCIC failed to comply with the Utah Admin.
Code R. 990-8-3(J) by failing to “demonstrate that the facilities or services will be
available and open to the general public;”
Declaratory relief that the Division and CIB failed to comply with Utah
Admin. Code R. 990-8-3(A) by failing to require that the SCIC demonstrate its
compliance with the UCIA Regulations before approving and issuing the grants;
Compel Respondents to return to the Impact Fund all monies issued to
date by the Division and CIB for the railway;
Prohibit the reimbursement of any further expenses related to the railway;
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Prohibit the issuance of additional grants or loans to the SCIC related to
the railway;
Petitioners’ reasonable costs of suit and attorneys’ fees as allowed by law
or in equity; and
Such other and further relief as this Court may deem just and proper.
DATED this 4th day of August, 2020.
NONPROFIT LEGAL SERVICES OF UTAH

/s/ Aaron C. Garrett
Aaron C. Garrett
CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY

/s/ Wendy Park
Wendy Park
Attorneys for Petitioners
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CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY
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Petitioners Living Rivers and Center for Biological Diversity (collectively, “Petitioners”)
respectfully submit this Memorandum in Support of Rule 65B Petition for Extraordinary Relief
against Respondents Utah Permanent Community Impact Fund Board, Utah Department of
Workforce Services, Housing and Community Development Division, and the Seven County
Infrastructure Coalition (collectively, “Respondents”). See Utah R. Civ. P. 65B(d); Utah Code
Ann. § 78B-6-401.
INTRODUCTION AND GROUNDS FOR RELIEF
Petitioners seek extraordinary relief from the Court because there is “no other plain,
speedy, and adequate remedy” available to them and Respondents have abused their discretion
and failed to perform acts required by law with respect to the funding for a proposed railway
intended to transport crude oil from Utah’s Uinta Basin to the national rail network (the
“railway” or the “oil railway”). See Utah R. Civ. P. 65B(a), (d). In disregard of state statutes and
regulations governing the use of funding paid to states under the federal Mineral Leasing Act
(the “MLA”), 30 U.S.C. § 191, Respondents Utah Department of Workforce Services, Housing
and Community Development Division (“the “Division”) and the Utah Permanent Community
Impact Fund Board (the “CIB”) have granted nearly $28 million in federal mineral lease funds to
Respondent Seven County Infrastructure Coalition (the “SCIC”) for a $1.5 billion oil railway
project whose overall intent is to benefit private economic interests and increase mineral
development. These grants are antithetical to the statutorily-mandated purposes of MLA funds:
to alleviate the impacts of oil, gas, and coal development in affected local communities by
providing funding for critical community planning, public facilities, and public services.

1

The CIB was established by the Utah Legislature to administer the Permanent
Community Impact Fund (the “Impact Fund”), which consists primarily of the tens of millions of
dollars of federal mineral lease and bonus payments received by the state each year (“MLA
funding” or “MLA funds”) in connection with oil, gas, and other mineral development activities
on federal lands within its boundaries. According to both the MLA and the applicable state
statutes and regulations, MLA funds must be used to ameliorate the “boom and bust” cycle
effects of mineral development on Utah’s impacted communities and may only be used for
planning, construction and maintenance of public facilities, and the provision of public services.
A boom in production increases the local population and demand for essential local government
services and public facilities—such as hospitals, schools, and parks—while a “bust” cycle
decreases local tax revenues that may be required to keep meeting these needs. In either case,
MLA funds provide crucial funding for planning, public facilities, and public services that local
governments may otherwise lack.
The CIB’s grants to the SCIC for the proposed railway clearly contradict the statutory
purpose of alleviating the burdens of mineral development on local communities in Utah. Indeed,
the grants will be used for exactly the opposite purpose—to fund development of a railway
intended to spur increased crude oil production in the Uinta Basin. By issuing the grants, the
CIB—whose self-described “core mission . . . is to mitigate socio-economic impacts resulting
from natural resource development on federal lands” 1—has abused its discretion and acted in
violation of state law. The CIB and SCIC have also failed to comply with the CIB’s own rules

1

See Regional Planning Program page, Workforce Services website, attached as Exhibit 1.
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and regulations in connection with the grants, including by failing to require the SCIC to provide
critical and detailed information to the public and allow for vigorous public participation.
Petitioners respectfully request that the Court exercise its discretion and grant
extraordinary relief requiring Respondents to comply with the state statutes and regulations
governing the use of MLA funding by utilizing the funds received by the State in the manner and
for the purposes intended by the Utah Legislature and Congress. Extraordinary relief is well
warranted in this instance because the case presents significant legal issues that should be
resolved by the Court, Respondents’ conduct is egregious, and the consequences of allowing
Respondents’ conduct to go unaddressed will be severe.
STATUTORY AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
I.

THE FEDERAL MINERAL LEASING ACT
Utah is a recipient of monies collected by the federal government for natural resource

mining (oil, gas and coal) activities on public lands in the state. 2 The MLA requires the federal
government to return fifty percent of mineral lease monies (“MLA funds” or “MLA funding”) to
the states where the leased lands or deposits are located. See 30 U.S.C. § 191(a). In accordance
with the overall purpose of ameliorating the impacts of oil, gas, and coal development in the
affected communities, the MLA imposes certain restrictions on the uses of which MLA funds
may be put. See id.; Cuba Soil & Water Cons. Dist. v. Lewis, 527 F.3d 1061, 1064 (10th Cir.
2008) (quoting 30 U.S.C. § 191) (explaining that Section 191 is intended to benefit the “political

2

These monies include the state’s share of lease “bonus” payments (paid by the winning bidder
in a competitive lease auction), rental payments by lessees, and royalties earned from mineral
production on the leases. See 30 U.S.C. § 191(a).
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subdivisions of a State ‘socially or economically impacted’ by federal mineral development”).
Thus, in distributing MLA funds, states are required to give “priority to those subdivisions of the
State socially and economically impacted by the development of minerals,” and the funds may
be used only for the enumerated purposes of “(i) planning, (ii) construction and maintenance of
public facilities and (iii) provision of public services.” Id. (emphases added).
While the MLA does not specify the meaning of “social[] or economic[] impact[s]” of
federal mineral development, legislative history makes clear that Congress was concerned with
alleviating the increased demand for public services traditionally provided by local governments
in areas experiencing a mining boom. When Section 191 was first enacted in 1920, the federal
government was required to pay only 37.5 percent of federal mineral lease funds to the states,
and the funds could be used only for “construction and maintenance of public roads or for the
support of public schools or other public educational institutions.” Mineral Leasing Act, ch. 85, §
35, 41 Stat. 450, 450 (1920), attached as Exhibit 2. In 1976, however, Congress passed the
Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975 (“FCLAA”), which increased the proportion of
leasing revenues transferred to the states to 50 percent and allowed the additional 12.5 percent in
funding to be used not just for schools and roads but also for “(i) planning, (ii) construction and
maintenance of public facilities, and the provision of public service.” FLCAA, Pub L. No. 94377 (S. 391), § 9, 90 Stat. 1083 (1976), attached as Exhibit 3. The Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976 (“FLPMA”), enacted shortly after the FCLAA, amended the MLA
again to extend the eased restrictions on the use of the funds to the states’ entire 50 percent share
of MLA revenues. See FLPMA, 94 Pub. L. No. 579, § 317, 90 Stat. 2743, 2770-71 (1976),
excerpts attached as Exhibit 4.
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Senator Lee Metcalf, who introduced the FCLAA, explained the “dire need” for
increased funding to be directed to the states as follows:
Western States with Federal coal reserves stand in dire need of monetary assistance
for planning and creating public facilities and services demanded by the thousands
of workers who will be attracted to jobs in the coal mines and related processing
and power generating plants . . . . We must avoid burdening the coal-producing
regions with the social and environmental costs associated with coal development.
By increasing the royalty rate to a minimum of 12.5 percent and by insuring that
the States get a 50-percent cut of the revenues from leased minerals. S. 391 would
help to spread the load.
Henry M. Jackson, S. Comm. on Energy and Natural Resources, 95th Cong., Fed. Coal Leasing
Policies and Regulations, at 114 (Comm. Print 1978) (“S. 391 Floor Statements”) (Floor
Statements on S. 391 by Senator Metcalf ) (emphases added)., excerpts attached as Exhibit 5. 3
Senator Metcalf explained the need to ease the restriction on the use of MLA funds from
roads and schools only based on the increased demand for “all local public services” in new
mining regions:
Under section 35 of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, as amended, moneys returned
to the States from the leasing of coal and other leasable minerals are presently
available only for schools and roads. This restriction is onerous because areas newly
opened to large-scale coal mining face the need for a sharp increase in all local
public services, such as hospitals and sewer systems, as well as schools and roads.
Advance local planning for community development is another pressing deficiency.
The sudden jump in population growth, the emergency [sic] of new urban centers,
and the possible ‘boom-bust’ economic cycle will cause many social and cultural
changes.
Id. at 112 (emphasis added), Ex. 5. The House Report on the FCLAA echoed these concerns:

3

Published in Federal Coal Leasing Policies and Regulations, Prepared at the Request of Henry
M. Jackson, Chairman Committee on Energy and Natural Resources United States, January
1978, Publication No. 95-77.
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The current restrictions on the manner in which monies return to the States from
the sale of Federal leases within their borders are onerous. When an area is newly
opened to large scale mining, local governmental entities must assume the
responsibility of providing public services needed for new communities including
schools, roads, hospitals, sewers, police protection, and other public facilities as
well as adequate local planning for the development of the community. Since
Section 35 of the Mineral Lease Act of 1920 . . . currently provides the monies
returned to the states available only for schools and roads, it is difficult for affected
areas to meet the needs of their new inhabitants . . . .
The additional 12½ percent that will go to the states is not earmarked for schools
and roads, and may be spent by the state for planning, public facilities and public
services, giving priority to those communities impacted by the mineral
development.
H.R. Rep. No. 94-681, at 19-20 (1975) (emphases added), attached as Exhibit 6.
Significantly, the Utah Attorney General’s office (the “Utah AG”) has interpreted the
MLA’s legislative history in a similar fashion, concluding as follows:
Congress recognized that local communities need the funds to assist them in
building governmental infrastructure and providing local government services
during the boom and bust cycles that accompany natural resources development.
By restricting the use of the funds to planning, constriction [sic] and maintenance
of public facilities, and to the provision of public services, Congress provided a
source of funding for traditional local government services that are impacted, such
as law enforcement, public health, and governmental facilities.
Utah Op. Att’y Gen. 92-003 (“AG Opinion 92-003”) at 6 (emphasis added), attached as Exhibit
7.
II.

THE UTAH COMMUNITY IMPACT ALLEVIATION ACT
The Utah Community Impact Alleviation Act (the “UCIA”) provides the framework for

distribution of federal lease and royalty payments in the state. See Utah Code Ann. §§ 35A-8-301
et seq.. The UCIA establishes the Permanent Community Impact Fund, also known as the
“Impact Fund,” where certain funds, including MLA funds, are to be deposited. See id. § 35A-8303(1) – (2). The Act also establishes a board—the Utah Permanent Community Impact Board,
6

or “CIB”—for purposes of administering and distributing the Impact Fund. See id. § 35A-8303(4).
In numerous provisions, the UCIA expressly incorporates from the MLA both the intent
that MLA funding should be used to alleviate the impacts of natural resource development and
the statutory restrictions on the uses to which the funds can be put. The introductory provision of
the UCIA essentially reiterates and adopts the MLA’s intent as its own:
It is the intent of the Legislature to make available funds received by the state from
federal mineral lease revenues . . . and all other bonus payments on federal mineral
leases to be used for the alleviation of social, economic, and public finance impacts
resulting from the development of natural resources in this state, subject to the
limitations provided for in Section 35 of the [MLA].
Utah Code Ann. § 35A-8-301(1) (emphasis added).
Reflecting the legislature’s declared intent, the UCIA directs that MLA revenues
deposited into the Impact Fund “shall” be utilized “in a manner consistent with” the MLA and
the UCIA itself, id. § 35A-8-303(5)(a), and provides that the CIB may only make loans and
grants from the Impact Fund for purposes of “(i) planning; (ii) construction and maintenance of
public facilities; and (iii) provision of public services.” Id. § 35A-8-305(1)(a). The UCIA also
reiterates that the CIB’s criteria for awarding loans and grants of MLA funds “shall be consistent
with the requirements Subsection 35A-8-303(5),” which—as noted above—requires compliance
with the MLA and the UCIA itself. See id. §35A-8-307(b)(i).
III.

THE UCIA REGULATIONS
The UCIA authorizes the CIB to enact regulations for purposes of implementing its

duties with respect to the Impact Fund. See Utah Code Ann. § 35A-8-306(4). The regulations
adopted by the CIB (the “UCIA Regulations”) reflect its understanding that the CIB’s role is to

7

alleviate the impacts of natural resource development through the administration and distribution
of the Impact Fund. See Utah Admin. Code R. 990-8-1 et seq. Specifically, the CIB
acknowledges that its purpose is to provide “loans and/or grants to State agencies and
subdivisions of the State which are or may be socially or economically impacted, directly or
indirectly, by mineral resource development.” Utah Admin. Code R. 990-8-1.
The UCIA Regulations expressly incorporate the statutory language from the MLA and
Utah Code Ann. § 35A-8-305(1)(a) by stating that projects eligible for Impact Fund loans or
grants include only “a) planning; b) construction and maintenance of public facilities; and c) the
provision of public services.” Utah Admin. Code R. 990-8-2. The regulations define “Public
Facilities and Services” as “public infrastructure or services traditionally provided by local
government entities,” and they define “eligible applicants” as agencies, subdivisions, and
interlocal agencies “which are or may be socially or economically impacted, directly or
indirectly, by mineral resource development.” Id. (emphasis added).
To ensure compliance with the CIB’s statutory mandates, the UCIA Regulations state
that “[a]ll applicants must provide evidence and arguments to the Board as to how the proposed
funding assistance provides for planning, the construction and maintenance of public facilities or
the provision of public services.” Id. R. 990-8-3(I) (emphases added). In addition, “[a]ll
applicants to the fund must demonstrate that the facilities or services provided will be available
and open to the general public and that the proposed funding assistance is not merely a device to
pass along low interest government financing to the private sector.” Id. R. 990-8-3(J) (emphases
added).
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The UCIA Regulations also impose strict requirements on applicants for the solicitation
and consideration of public input about the projects for which they seek funding:
The Board requires all applicants to have a vigorous public participation effort. All
applicants shall hold at least one formal public hearing to solicit comment
concerning the size, scope and nature of any funding request prior to its submission
to the Board. In that public hearing, the public shall be advised the financing may
be in the form of a loan, even if the application requests a grant.
Complete and detailed information shall be given to the public regarding the
proposed project and its financing. The information shall include the expected
financial impact including potential repayment terms and the costs to the public as
user fees, special assessments, or property taxes if the financing is in the form of a
loan. The Board may require additional public hearings if it determines the
applicant did not adequately disclose to the public the impact of the financial
assistance during the initial public hearing.
When the Board offers the applicant a financial package that is substantially
different in the amounts, terms or conditions initially requested by an applicant, the
Board may require additional public hearings to solicit public comment on the
modified funding package.
A copy of the public notice and transcript or minutes of the hearing shall be
attached to the funding request. Public opinion polls may be submitted in addition
to the transcript or minutes.
Id. R. 990-8-3(E) (emphases added).
STATEMENT OF FACTS
I.

THE SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION
The SCIC was formed in 2014 under the Utah Interlocal Cooperation Act, Utah Code

Ann. § 11-13-101 et seq., and its current members are Carbon, Daggett, Duchesne, Emery, San
Juan, Sevier, and Uintah counties. See SCIC Website, Home Page, attached as Exhibit 8. The
SCIC describes its “main roles” as “to identify revenue-producing infrastructure assets” and “to
plan infrastructure corridors, procure funding, permit, design, secure rights-of-way and own such
facilities.” See SCIC Website, About Page, attached as Exhibit 9.
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II.

THE FEBRUARY 2018 GRANT APPLICATION
On February 1, 2018, the SCIC submitted an application to the CIB for a $30 million

grant to develop a railway for transporting Uinta Basin crude oil from Duchesne and Uintah
counties to the national rail network. See Feb. 2018 App., attached as Exhibit 10. Specifically,
the application requested the money “to complete pre-construction design and permitting” for “a
rail line from northeastern Utah into northwestern Colorado.” Id., at 10 of 20 (unnumbered
page), Ex. 10. “The proposed line would connect to an existing rail in Colorado, which would
then tie into the national rail network, allowing [oil] producers in the Basin to access markets
throughout North America.” Id., Ex. 10. 4
The stated purpose of the railway project is to promote increased oil production in the
Uinta Basin. See id., at 9 of 20 (unnumbered page), Ex. 10. Purportedly, a new railway would
allow access to “alternate markets” for Uinta crude oil outside Utah, thereby increasing
production and raising the price. The application explains:
Uinta crude is stranded in the Basin, resulting in a loss (due to discounts created by
limited access to outside markets) to oil producers of more than $3 billion over the
last decade.
Despite generally desirable quality, the Basin’s waxy, high pour point crude oil has
always presented a transportation challenge in the absence of pipeline or rail
options. Trucking is not an economic option for reaching alternate markets beyond
Utah. The Salt Lake City refineries are the most sensible choice under present
circumstances. The lack of competition for the product has resulted in a significant
price discount compared to West Texas Intermediate (WTI), the U.S. onshore
benchmark crude oil. The discount has averaged 17.5% over the past several years.

4

The project application provided no other details about the proposed railway’s location. The
application provided a map of the general “project area” in the Uinta Basin, see Attachment 2 to
Feb. 2019 App., Ex. 10, but no map of any proposed rail route.
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Access to alternate markets will raise the price paid for the Uinta Basin waxy crude
and allow significant increases in oil production.
Id., Ex. 10. The project description reiterates increases in the production and price of crude oil as
the primary “project benefits:”
• Industry participants indicate that oil production would double, at a minimum, if
they had adequate access to markets outside of Utah.
• Access to multiple markets is the best market force to reduce or eliminate the
loss/discount on the Uinta crude. Rail can access multiple markets with easily
expandable capacity.
Id. at 10 (emphasis added), Ex. 10.
The SCIC proposed to use the $30 million for “pre-construction” tasks related to the
railway, including the development of engineering designs; the preparation of environmental
analyses, federal regulatory permit applications, a plan of development, and federal grant
applications; the purchase of options to acquire rights-of-way; studies on configuration of the
railway corridor and revenue generation; and legal services. See id. at 10, 11-12, Ex. 10.
Although the CIB application form directs applicants to “[a]ttach a copy of the public
notice and a copy of public hearing minutes” concerning the application to demonstrate
compliance with UCIA regulations, Id. at 7 (emphasis in original), Ex. 10, the SCIC’s
application included no public meeting notice and no minutes of any public hearing, presumably
because the SCIC did not post any notice or conduct a public meeting until five days after it had
already submitted the application on February 1. On February 6, 2018, the SCIC posted an
agenda for a meeting of its Board to be held on February 9, 2018 in Salt Lake City. The agenda
was not a specific notice of a public hearing but listed “Public Hearing on CIB rail funding
application $30Million” as item number 6 on the agenda. Feb. 6, 2018 SCIC Meeting Agenda,
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attached as Exhibit 11. The agenda provided no other information about the funding application,
such as the purpose, general location, or intended beneficiaries of the rail, or whether the funding
application was for a grant or a loan. See id. On February 7, 2018, the SCIC posted an amended
agenda for the February 9 meeting, but no additional material was included. Feb. 7, 2018 SCIC
Amended Meeting Agenda, attached as Exhibit 12. The SCIC made no other effort to publicize
the hearing or to encourage the attendance of residents of SCIC’s member counties. 5
At the February 9, 2018 meeting, the SCIC Board discussed the application for the $30
million oil railway grant. 6 At the end of the discussion, the Board opened the proposal for public
hearing and, unsurprisingly given the lack of notice, no public comment was received:

5

Petitioner Center for Biological Diversity submitted an open records request through the Utah
Government Records Access and Management Act to the CIB and SCIC requesting all
information the SCIC provided to CIB in support of its application. The CIB’s and SCIC’s
responses did not include any documentation of public outreach efforts.
6

Feb. 9, 2018 SCIC Minutes at 3, attached as Exhibit 13; Feb. 9, 2018 SCIC Meeting Audio at
18:45-28:02, available at: https://scicutah.org/storage/app/uploads/public/5cd/1d6/925/5cd1d69250011594485932.mp3. The SCIC
had originally planned to apply for CIB funding in three annual increments of $10 million, but
after receiving its Board’s approval to submit the initial grant application for $10 million, it
decided to seek the entire $30 million amount in one CIB application, at least in part to “get the
public hearing [requirement] out of the way.” SCIC Feb. 9, 2018 Meeting Audio at 21:40-22:10.
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Feb. 9, 2018 SCIC Minutes at 3 (emphases added), Ex. 13. Having received no public comment,
the Board unanimously approved submission of the $30 million grant application to the CIB,
even though the application had already been submitted. See id., Ex. 13.
III.

THE SEPTEMBER 2018 GRANT APPLICATION
Sometime after the SCIC submitted its February 2018 application, the SCIC informed

CIB staff that it had commissioned a study to determine the feasibility of an oil railway by R.L.
Banks Associates (the “R.L. Banks Study”). Oct. 30, 2018 Letter A. Garner to E. Johnson (“Oct.
30, 2018 AG Letter”) at 4, attached as Exhibit 14. Because the R.L. Banks Study and other
supporting materials were missing from the application, the CIB deemed the application
incomplete and withheld it from consideration. Id., Ex. 14. CIB staff also directed the SCIC to
file an application for a grant from the Large Infrastructure Set Aside Fund, id., the purpose of
which “is to allow the [CIB] to participate and fund major transportation and other significant
infrastructure studies and projects where the [CIB] participation may exceed five million dollars
($5,000,000).” Utah Admin. Code R. 990-8-8(A)(2). Accordingly, the SCIC submitted a new
application for the oil railway to the CIB on September 13, 2018, which made significant
changes and clarifications to the original proposal. See Sept. 2018 App., attached as Exhibit 15.
First, the application states that the SCIC “will own the corridor and contract with a
Short-line rail operator for [operations and maintenance].” Id., “Part Four,” Ex. 15.
Second, the new application attempts to characterize the railway project as “planning,”
rather than as the “construction of a public facility” or “provision of a public service.” For
example, the project title is listed as “Uinta Basin Railway Planning,” id., “Part Three,” and the
application states, “The Coalition is not required to obtain permits for a planning project.” Id.,

13

Attachment A at 10; see also id. at 3 (referring to the “application for this planning project”); id.
at 4 (noting funding is for “pre-construction planning” (emphasis added), Ex. 15. 7
Third, the new application reduced the amount of the grant request from $30 million to
$27.9 million. Id., “Part Four,” Ex. 15.
Fourth, the application describes the findings of the R.L. Banks Study, citing its
determination that “rail would facilitate increased oil production in the Uinta Basin increasing
from approximately 80,000 to 90,000 bopd to 225,000 to 350,000 Bopd (Bopd = barrels of oil
per day)”—or roughly three to four times normal production levels, which are currently capped
by Salt Lake City refineries’ throughput capacity. Id., Attachment A at 3, Ex. 15.
Finally, the SCIC represented in its application that it had conducted “[p]ublic outreach in
[the] project area,” but it did not submit any supporting documentation. Id., “Part Four,” Ex. 15.
With respect to whether SCIC had held a “[p]ublic hearing…in [the] project’s immediate
jurisdiction,” the SCIC merely noted that a meeting had been scheduled but provided no detail as
to time or place. See id., Ex. 15. The SCIC attached the minutes for its February 9, 2018 Board
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The application identified the following breakdown for the use of the funds:

Attachment A to Sept. App at 8, Ex. 15.
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meeting in Salt Lake City, where no public comment was offered. Id., Attachment C at 3, Ex. 15.
Notably, Salt Lake City is not within the railway project’s “immediate jurisdiction.”
On October 11, 2018, the SCIC held another public hearing on the funding request, at
the CIB’s direction, presumably to cure the deficiencies of the February 2018 public hearing, this
time in Vernal, Utah. Oct. 30, 2018 AG Letter at 4-5, Ex. 14 (noting deficient notice and
information at February hearing). Two days before the scheduled hearing, the SCIC posted a
notice on the SCIC website and the state Public Meeting Notice website, which stated in full:

Oct. 9, 2018 Notice of Public Hearing, attached as Exhibit 16. No further details about the
proposal were provided in advance of the hearing, and the SCIC did not conduct any public
outreach effort to encourage members of the public to attend or provide input.
At the October 11, 2018, meeting, the SCIC’s private lawyer, Eric Johnson, explained the
need for the grant based on the findings of “several studies . . . by HDR and R.L. Banks with
routes to Colorado. Both studies indicated the Rail is viable, however, not at a rate of return that
would entice private industry. Therefore, it would be appropriate for a public body to proceed
with the Rail project . . . .” Oct. 11, 2018 SCIC Minutes at 3, attached as Exhibit 17. Mr.
Johnson also explained that the SCIC would “seek federal funding for the Rail project,” which he
estimated would be in the form of a $1.4 billion loan. Id., Ex. 17.
After these remarks, the SCIC Board entered the public hearing on the grant application.
See id., Ex. 17. One member of the public asked a question about the project’s support in
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Colorado, but no other public comment was received. See id., Ex. 17. The SCIC Board
unanimously reapproved submission of the application to the CIB—even though, as with the
prior go-around, the SCIC had already submitted the application. Id. at 4, Ex. 17.
IV.

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL’S
OFFICE AND SCIC’S LEGAL COUNSEL
On October 17, 2018, an attorney with the Utah Attorney General’s Office (“Utah AG’s

Office”), in her capacity as the CIB’s legal counsel, sent a letter to the SCIC regarding the grant
application, in which she raised “several serious questions about whether [the oil railway] is an
eligible project and whether it constitutes ‘economic development’ and an improper use of public
funds for private purposes in violation of federal and state law.” Oct. 17, 2018 Letter A. Garner
to E. Johnson (“Oct. 17, 2018 AG Letter”) at 1, attached as Exhibit 18. The Utah AG’s Office
explained that the proposed funding “is inconsistent with the examples of eligible projects found
in the MLA's legislative history or in Utah law,” and “may actually exacerbate current burdens
and create new burdens associated with increased mineral development,” in violation of the
Mineral Leasing Act’s intent to alleviate these burdens. Id. at 4, Ex. 18.
The Utah AG’s Office also questioned whether the project qualifies as ‘planning’ as
defined by statute or the CIB’s general practices:”
SCIC’s Application requests funding to: conduct studies, environmental and
regulatory permitting, rail line engineering and design, right-of-way planning,
revenue analyses, grant procurement, legal services, public involvement, and
administrative/program management. Traditionally, the CIB has not considered
these items as “planning” under the MLA or Utah’s statute. For example,
engineering and design services are generally paid as part of project costs, not as
part of a planning grant. Likewise, the CIB has not generally funded environmental
and regulatory permitting as part of a planning grant. Thus, SCIC’s characterization
of its Application as “planning” seems inconsistent with law and practice.
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Id. at 7 (footnotes omitted), Ex. 18.
On October 23, 2018, the SCIC’s attorney, Eric Johnson, responded to the Utah AG
lawyer’s letter, arguing that the SCIC had met all of the eligibilty requirements for funding. See
Oct. 23, 2018 Letter E. Johnson to A. Garner (“Oct. 23, 2018 Johnson Letter”), attached as
Exhibit 19. The letter claimed, among other things, that the railway would not increase burdens
on local communties, because oil production would increase regardless of whether the railway is
built. Id. at 3, Ex. 19.
The Utah AG lawyer responded to Mr. Johnson’s letter on October 30, 2018, reiterating
the concern that funding the oil railway would be contrary to Congress’s and the Utah State
Legislature’s intent to fund projects that alleviate mineral development burdens on local
communities. See Oct. 30, 2018 AG Letter, Ex. 14.
V.

THE CIB’S APPROVAL OF THE FIRST PHASE OF FUNDING
On November 8, 2018, the CIB’s Board considered the SCIC’s grant application for the

oil railway. During the meeting, the assistant attorney general advising the CIB Board repeated
the concerns set forth in her letters about the legality of the funding. See Nov. 8, 2018 CIB
Minutes at 24, attached as Exhibit 20. Neither the CIB Board nor the SCIC’s representatives
addressed these concerns during the meeting.
After discussion of the proposed funding for the project, the Board declined to approve
the full $27.9 million grant in light of the many unanswered questions about how the project
would be financed and developed. Nevertheless, the Board approved an initial grant of $6.5
million to fund engineering and other technical studies for the project (“Phase I”), reserving
consideration of whether to fund the remaining balance in the future phases See id. at 31, Ex. 20.
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VI.

CHANGES TO THE PROJECT AND THE SCIC’S REQUEST FOR THE
REMAINING FUNDING
In May 2019, the SCIC announced a public-private partnership with Drexel Hamilton

Infrastructure Partners, LP (“Drexel Hamilton”), a Delaware infrastructure investment fund with
locations in New York and Florida for purposes of developing the oil railway. See Senese, Kyra,
Utah coalition selects Drexel Hamilton Infrastructure Partners to build Uinta Basin Railway,
RT&S, May 15, 2019, attached as Exhibit 21. Drexel Hamilton had also partnered with Texasbased Rio Grande Pacific Corporation (“Rio Grande”) to operate and maintain the railway. See
id., Ex. 21. In a Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”), Drexel Hamilton agreed to develop
the proposed railway by “(i) financing the purchase of the property for the Right of Way” and
“(ii) undertaking . . . to finance, construct, own, operate and maintain the [railway].” May 10,
2019 MOU at ¶ 1, attached as Exhibit 22. 8
Following the announcement of its partnership with Drexel Hamilton, the SCIC
submitted a request for the remaining $21.4 million in grant funds. See June 2019 Request for
Remaining Funds (“June 2019 Request”), attached as Exhibit 24. In the request, the SCIC
informed the CIB of its public-private partnership with Drexel Hamilton, stating that Drexel
Hamilton “would provide the private capital to procure the contractor, construct, operate, and
maintain the [railway] . . . .” Id. at 7, Ex. 24. The SCIC further explained that the partnership
would minimize risks associated with the project due to Drexel Hamilton’s wide experience and
connections in the energy industry and its possession of the necessary capital. See id., Addendum

8

The MOU was later amended to jointly bind both Drexel Hamilton and Rio Grande as the
“Developer[s]” of the railway. See Oct. 31, 2019 MOU Amendment No. 1, Recitals ¶ G, attached
as Exhibit 23.
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to Request at 1, Ex. 24. The request did not address whether the SCIC still intended to seek a
federal loan for the oil railway’s construction, now that it had a private partner.
The Addendum also stated that the railway would likely no longer be routed to Rifle,
Colorado, as the original application had indicated. See id., Addendum to Request at 3, Ex. 24.
Instead, a route through Indian Canyon in Duchesne County to Kyune in Carbon County was
now the SCIC’s preferred route. See id., Ex. 24.
Despite significant changes to how it planned to fund the railway and its abandonment of
the original route for an entirely different route, the SCIC did not hold any further public
hearings to solicit public input on the project or on its supplemental request for CIB funding.
VII.

THE CIB’S APPROVAL OF THE SECOND PHASE OF FUNDING
On June 5, 2019, the CIB posted an agenda for its Board meeting scheduled for June 13,

2019, listing the SCIC’s request for the remaining $21.4 million grant for the oil railway as one
of many agenda items. See June 5, 2019 CIB Agenda at 2, attached as Exhibit 25.
At the June 13, 2019 CIB meeting, the Utah AG lawyer “admonished” the Board about
the same “legal risks and vulnerabilities” of approving the grants that she raised in her October
2018 letters to the SCIC and at the November 2018 CIB meeting. June 13, 2019 CIB Minutes at
12, attached as Exhibit 26. 9 Specifically, the Utah AG lawyer noted the Board must consider
two specific issues: (1) “Does the project constitute mere economic development?”—“mean[ing]
assistance to private business,” which is not “an eligible project under the Mineral Lease Act,”
and (2) “Will the requested funding be utilized for the intended purpose to alleviate the burden of

9

Audio for the June 13, 2019 CIB Meeting is available at:
https://www.utah.gov/pmn/files/504879.mp3 (starting at 31:55).
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mineral development impacts on local communities . . . ?” Id., Ex. 26. Neither the CIB nor the
SCIC addressed these issues in any meaningful way during the meeting.
The June 2019 CIB Board meeting was the first time the SCIC had discussed its
partnership with Drexel Hamilton in a public forum, but scant details on the financial
arrangement were provided. The SCIC’s Executive Director, Mike McKee, explained that the
rail “will be a Public/Private partnership with Drexel Hamilton, the [SCIC]” and others. Id. at 13,
Ex. 26, and Drexel Hamilton’s representative stated its commitment to invest $5 million to $15
million to commercialize the project. Id. at 11, Ex. 26. The discussion made clear Drexel
Hamilton’s interest in the railway project was based on expanding the market for Uinta crude. Id.
at 16 (Drexel Hamilton representative stating: “[T]his Basin has been limited by the Salt Lake
City Refinery market because a finite number of barrels can be processed; 75,000 - 80,000 a day.
This railway will open up this stranded Basin to be able to access the chief refinery market in
Louisiana. . . . . The Gulf Coast markets are excited to access crude from the Basin because of its
unique characteristics.”); id. at 21 (Drexel Hamilton representative stating that “the project has
been commercially and robustly perceived by the [oil] producer community which will be the
fundamental customers for the rail . . . .”), Ex. 26.
Both SCIC representatives and Drexel Hamilton were clear that the project could not go
forward without the full CIB grant request of $27.9 million—an amount far in excess of Drexel
Hamilton’s potential investment of $5 to $15 million. See id. at 20, Ex. 26. 10 Mr. McKee stated
that the SCIC may not be able to pursue the project and attract private investors without funding
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See also June 13, 2019 CIB Meeting Audio at 2:21:30-2:23:10, available at:
https://jobs.utah.gov/media/housing/cib/061319cib.mp3.
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the “planning” for the Railway. Id. (SCIC executive director stating, “If the funding is rejected,
the project may not move forward.”), Ex. 26. And Drexel Hamilton’s representative stated that
“from a capital partner standpoint after [the grant] allocation they should have commercial
viability and commit the rest of the funds for finalization of construction.” Id. at 17 (emphasis
added), Ex. 26. 11
At the same time, the details of the financial arrangement and private-public partnership
had not yet been worked out. Id. at 13, Ex. 26; see also June 2019 Request at 6 (noting need to
“develop a Commercial Engagement Agreement and a Lease Agreement”), Ex. 24. State
Treasurer and CIB Board member David Damschen expressed several concerns over the SCIC’s
rush to fund and complete the project given its size and complexity; the lack of a robust
procurement process to ensure the project’s success; the speculative nature of the return on
investment; and the potentially risky use of public funds. See June 13, 2019 CIB Minutes at 1820, Ex. 26.
Despite the many unanswered questions on the railway’s benefits, financing, and
implementation, and over the stated objections of the Utah AG’s Office, acting as the CIB’s
counsel, the CIB voted to approve the $21,400,000 grant for Phase II of the Uinta Basin Railway
pre-construction planning. Id. at 21-22, Ex. 26.
VIII. THE GRANT CONTRACTS
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See also R.L. Banks Study at 31, attached as Exhibit 27 (noting that “given the generally
conservative nature of the rail freight industry . . . any railroad which may eventually service the
[proposed oil railway] line has relatively little incentive to invest in the construction of the line,
especially given the high associated capital costs projected and lack of current production levels
sufficient to justify construction”).
21

After the approval of the grants, the SCIC and the Department of Workforce Services’
Housing & Community Development Division (which includes the CIB) entered into separate
grant contracts related to the $6.5 million and $21.4 million grants (the “Grant Contracts”) in
February 2019 and August 2019, respectively. See Phase I Contract, attached as Exhibit 28;
Phase II Contract, attached as Exhibit 29 (collectively, “Grant Contracts”). 12 In the Grant
Contracts, the CIB certified that its allocation of the grants to the SCIC is in compliance with the
UCIA and the MLA and “meets all the criteria of the rules and statutes involved.” Attachment B
to Grant Contracts, ¶ 1(b). 13
Both Grant Contracts provide a “scope of work” with an estimated budget for the SCIC’s
expenses for engineering, analyses of environmental conditions and resources, mapping,
operation and maintenance planning, right-of-way planning and negotiation, strategic
communication, Surface Transportation Board regulatory and legal support, commercialization
planning, program management services, federal agency cost recovery for preparation of
environmental reviews, financial advisory services, administrative travel expenses, and a
“contingency” fund for “unanticipated or expanded services.” Grant Contracts, Atts. C-D, Exs.
28 and 29.

12

The Grant Contracts use identical language, and the same attachment and paragraph citations
apply to both contracts.
13

These findings were purportedly “based upon the formal application of the [SCIC], the
evidence provided by the [SCIC] to the [CIB] and its staff, and information developed by the
[CIB] in its own investigations and at the hearings on the application of the [SCIC].” Attachment
B to Grant Contracts, ¶ 1, Exs. 28 and 29.
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The Grant Contracts allow the SCIC to be reimbursed for expenses up to the full grant
amount, although they purport to limit reimbursement to expenses allowed under the “scope of
work and authorization from the Board.” Attachment B to Grant Contracts, ¶ 4, Exs. 28 and 29.
After receipt of a reimbursement request, the CIB and/or Workforce Services reimburses the
expenses if they are eligible for reimbursement. 14 See id., Exs. 28 and 29.
The Grant Contracts require the CIB to recapture any funds that SCIC has used for
unlawful purposes: “State shall recapture, and Grantee shall repay, any Grant Money disbursed
to Grantee that . . . is used for any purpose in violation of the terms of this Contract or in
violation of the law.” Attachment A to Grant Contracts, ¶ 13(a); id., Attachment B, ¶ 4, Exs. 28
and 29.
According to the SCIC, as of March 2020, the SCIC had spent approximately $12.5
million of the $27.9 million in CIB grant funds reserved for pre-construction “planning” for the
oil railway. See excerpt of March 2020 SCIC Board Meeting Packet at 2, attached as Exhibit 30.
ARGUMENT
I.

LEGAL STANDARD
When “no other plain, speedy and adequate remedy is available,” a “person aggrieved or

whose interests are threatened” may obtain extraordinary relief under rule 65B where an
“administrative agency . . . abused its discretion” or “failed to perform an act required by law as
a duty of office, trust or station.” Utah R. Civ. P. 65B(a), (d)(2)(A)-(B).
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The Grant Contracts do not obligate the CIB to reimburse the SCIC the full grant amount
approved by the Board. The Grant Contracts “may be terminated without cause, in advance of
the specified termination date, by either party, upon 30 days prior written notice being given to
the other party.” Attachment A to Grant Contracts, ¶ 9, Exs. 28 and 29.
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“[A] petitioner seeking extraordinary relief establishes adequate grounds for the granting
of that relief upon showing that the [agency] abused its discretion.” State v. Barrett, 2005 UT 88,
¶ 24. A “mistake of law” such as the misinterpretation of a statute may constitute an abuse of
discretion. Id. ¶ 26. Arbitrary and capricious action lacking evidentiary support or legally
sufficient reasoning is also an abuse of discretion warranting extraordinary relief. See Davis Cty.
v. Clearfield City, 756 P.2d 704, 713 (Utah Ct. App. 1988) (affirming issuance of “extraordinary
writ” 15 where city council “acted arbitrarily and capriciously in denying the conditional use
permit for reasons which had no factual basis or were not legally sufficient”).
Once a petitioner establishes the grounds for extraordinary relief, the Court assesses
whether to grant relief based on factors such as “the egregiousness of the alleged error, the
significance of the legal issue presented by the petitioner, and the severity of the consequences
occasioned by the alleged error.” State v. Boyden, 2019 UT 11, ¶ 43 (quoting Barrett, 2005 UT
88, ¶ 24, internal alterations omitted). A party “need not show each of the above factors” for the
court to grant extraordinary relief. State v. Henriod, 2006 UT 11, ¶ 21; see also Salt Lake City v.
McCleve, 2008 UT 41, ¶ 11 (granting extraordinary relief where error was not egregious but
legal issue was significant); Barrett, 2005 UT 88, ¶¶ 25-26 (discussing factors).
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The extraordinary writ is the common law precursor to extraordinary relief under Rule 65B.
As explained by the Utah Supreme Court, “The writ was initially available to compel the
performance of a nondiscretionary duty and to compel action, when refused, in matters involving
judgment and discretion, but not to direct the exercise of judgment or discretion in a particular
way. In modern times, that writ has also been expanded so that it can be used to correct gross
abuses of discretion.” Renn v. Utah State Bd. of Pardons, 904 P.2d 677, 682 (Utah 1995)
(quotation simplified, citations omitted).
24

As set forth below, Petitioners have standing to maintain this action, they have no
available alternative remedy, and Respondents abused their discretion and failed to perform acts
required by law. Petitioners ask the Court to exercise its discretion to grant the requested
extraordinary relief, because this case presents issues of legal significance, Respondents’ errors
are egregious, and the consequences of denying relief would be severe.
II.

PETITIONERS HAVE STANDING TO BRING THIS ACTION
As aggrieved parties whose interests are threatened by Respondents’ conduct, Petitioners

are entitled to seek extraordinary relief under Rule 65B(d)(1). Petitioners are aggrieved and their
interests are threatened because the funding provided to the SCIC is being diverted from needed
public services and will be used to develop a railway that will harm their members’ property,
health, quality of life, and recreational interests. See Declarations of Allen Rydman, Chad
Hamblin, Tom Elder, and John Weisheit, attached as Exhibits 31, 32, 33, and 34. Petitioners
have also been deprived of the right to meaningfully participate in and comment on the SCIC’s
grant applications for the railway.
In addition, Petitioners have “associational standing” to file this action on behalf of their
members, because their members meet the requirements for traditional standing and taxpayer
standing. See Utah Chapter of the Sierra Club v. Utah Air Quality Bd., 2006 UT 74, ¶¶ 19-26
(finding Sierra Club had traditional standing to sue based on challenged project’s alleged harms
to its members’ livelihoods, health, and recreational interests). There is a “reasonable
probability” that the CIB’s approvals of the grants and SCIC’s misuse of these funds will lead to
development of an oil railway and divert funds from necessary public facilities and services,
Brown v. Div. of Water Rights of the Dep't of Nat. Res. of Utah, 2010 UT 14, ¶ 19, harming
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Petitioners’ members’ health, quality of life, property, and recreational interests. See Rydman
Decl., Hamblin Decl., Elder Decl., and Weisheit Decl., Exs. 31, 32, 33, and 34. Moreover,
Petitioners have associational standing because their members have taxpayer standing to
challenge the unlawful grants. Cf. Jenkins v. Swan, 675 P.2d 1145, 1153 (Utah 1983) (granting
taxpayer standing where taxpayer alleged misuse of public funds).
Petitioners also meet the requirements for alternative or “public interest” standing
because (1) they have “‘the interest necessary to effectively assist the court in developing and
reviewing all relevant legal and factual questions;’” (2) “the issues are ‘unlikely to be raised’ if
[Petitioners are] denied standing;” and (3) the issues raised “‘are of sufficient public importance
in and of themselves’ to warrant granting . . . standing [to Petitioners].” Sierra Club, 2006 UT
74, ¶¶ 36, 39 (quoting Jenkins, 675 P.2d at 1150).
Petitioners have the interest necessary to effectively assist the court, as demonstrated by
their conservation interests in preventing public investments in fossil-fuel development and by
their extensive monitoring, research, and public participation regarding the railway. See
Declaration of Ryan Beam at ¶¶ 4-11, attached as Exhibit 35; Weisheit Decl., ¶¶ 4, 24-25, Ex.
34. No other party is likely to raise these issues if Petitioners are denied standing. Utah courts
have never confronted whether CIB funds may be used to promote private economic
development or fossil-fuel infrastructure projects, despite longstanding controversy over this
issue. See generally AG Opinion 92-003, Ex. 7; May 2020 Report to the Utah Legislature No.
2020-03, A Performance Audit of the Permanent Community Impact Fund (“CIB Audit”), at 1220, attached as Exhibit 36 (discussing several controversial projects funded by the CIB,
including Uinta Basin Railway). Further, the lawfulness of spending tens of millions of dollars
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on large fossil-fuel infrastructure projects, to the detriment of local communities twice-over—
first, by diverting funds from traditional local-government projects that these communities need,
and second, by exacerbating the need for such projects with increased mineral development—is
an issue of such great public importance that the Court should grant Petitioners standing to
resolve the issue.
III.

PETITIONERS LACK ANY OTHER PLAIN, SPEEDY, AND ADEQUATE
REMEDY
Petitioners have grounds for extraordinary relief because “no other plain, speedy and

adequate remedy is available,” to them to redress the CIB’s improper allocation of money to the
SCIC for the proposed oil railway. Utah R. Civ. P. 65B(a).
In Utah, administrative agency decisions are not subject to judicial review unless judicial
recourse is provided for by statute. See Wisden v. Dixie Coll. Parking Comm., 935 P.2d 550, 553
(Utah Ct. App. 1997) (“[T]he district court's jurisdiction to review the decisions of administrative
agencies and lower courts must be provided by statute.”). 16 Neither the UCIA nor the UCIA
Regulations provides for a direct appeal of the CIB’s decisions, through either judicial review or
any other administrative remedy.
The Utah Administrative Procedure Act (“UAPA”) also provides no recourse to
Petitioners. UAPA does not apply to agency actions relating to “management of state funds,” or

16

This is because judicial review of agency decisions is a form of “appellate” review, but under
Utah’s constitution, appellate review is only allowed by statute. See Utah Const. Art. VIII,
section 5 (“The district court shall have appellate jurisdiction as provided by statute.”); see also
S. Utah Wilderness All. v. Bd. of State Lands & Forestry, 830 P.2d 233, 234 (Utah 1992) (“In the
absence of a specific statute granting us jurisdiction over a writ of review from an agency
proceeding, we have no jurisdiction.”).
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“distribution or award of a monetary grant to or between governmental units.” Utah Code Ann. §
63G-4-102(2)(g), (j). Here, the CIB’s management of the Impact Fund, and its distribution of
grants from the Fund to a governmental unit 17—the SCIC—are at issue, foreclosing review
under UAPA.
Accordingly, no other plain, speedy, and adequate remedy is available, and the Court
may grant extraordinary relief. See State v. Christiansen, 2015 UT 74, ¶ 10 (where applicable
statutes did not provide for a direct appeal of the challenged decision, petition for extraordinary
relief was appropriate).
IV.

THE CIB’S GRANTS TO THE SCIC ARE IN VIOLATION OF THE UCIA AND
ITS REGULATIONS AND AMOUNT TO AN ABUSE OF DISCRETION
As noted above, the UCIA specifically provides that MLA monies deposited in the

Impact Fund are “subject to the limitations of provisions of Section 35 of the [MLA],” Utah
Code Ann. § 35A-8-301(1); must be used “in a manner consistent with the provisions of the
[MLA],” id. § 35A-8-303(5)(a)(i); and may be used for grants or loans only for “(i) planning, (ii)
construction and maintenance of public facilities; and (iii) provision of public services.” Id. §
35A-8-305(1)(a). These same restrictions are incorporated into the UCIA Regulations. See Utah
Admin. Code R. 990-8-2 (defining “eligible projects” as “a) planning; b) the construction and
maintenance of public facilities; and c) the provision of public services”). The CIB’s grants to
the SCIC for the proposed oil railway violate these restrictions on the use of MLA funding. An
oil railway that is intended for the use of a private rail operator and to aid private oil producers

17

Interlocal entities like the SCIC are a “political subdivision of the state.” Utah Code Ann.
§ 11-13-203(1)(c).
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does not fall within the categories for which MLA funds may be used under the plain meaning of
the relevant terms. Further, neither the statute’s express legislative purpose nor its legislative
history support Respondents’ overbroad reading of these terms. Nor does the railway’s purported
ownership by governmental entities or “common carrier” status qualify it for MLA funds.
A.

The Railway Grants Are Not for “Planning”

The SCIC’s application states that the project qualifies as “planning,” asserting simply
that “Planning is an authorized use of mineral lease funds.” Addendum to June 2019 Request at
2, Ex. 24. The application notes that the SCIC will use Impact Funds “to complete preconstruction planning, design, regulatory approval process, and grant and loan procurement for
such a rail line.” Attachment A to Sept. 2018 App. at 4, Ex. 15. The SCIC’s exceedingly broad
understanding of the term “planning” must be rejected, because it violates the plain meaning of
this term and disregards the statutory context in which it is used.
Courts look first to a statute’s plain language to ascertain its meaning. See, e.g., State v.
Powell, 2020 UT App 63, ¶ 28 (“We interpret statutes with the aim of giving ‘effect to the
legislature’s intent,’ and the ‘best evidence of the legislature’s intent is the plain language of the
statute itself.’” (quotation simplified)). However, “if doubt or uncertainty exists as to the
meaning or application of an act’s provisions, [the Court] analyze[s] the act in its entirety and
harmonize[s] its provisions in accordance with the legislative intent and purpose. Additionally,
each section must be read in the context of the entire Act.” See Savely v. Utah Highway Patrol,
2018 UT 44, ¶ 25 (internal citations and quotation marks omitted).
From the SCIC’s perspective, “planning” could be defined merely as “the act or process
of making or carrying out plans.” https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/planning. See
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Powell, 2020 UT App. 63, ¶ 29 (“In determining the ordinary meaning of nontechnical terms of a
statute, our starting point is the dictionary.” (citation omitted)). Such an indeterminate definition
would allow the planning of a birthday party, the planning for a person’s college education, or
the planning for the construction of a private residence or business facility, for example.
Read in context, however, the word “planning” has a more precise meaning, as in “the
establishment of goals, policies, and procedures for a social or economic unit,” such as “city
planning,” id. (emphasis added), or community planning. See also Oct. 17, 2018 AG Letter at 7
(AG’s Office criticizing SCIC’s broad interpretation of “planning”: “engineering and design
services are generally paid as part of project costs, not as part of a planning grant”), Ex. 18; see
also infra n. 20. Here, not only does the term “planning” appear alongside the terms “public
facilities” and “public services”—evincing an intent to benefit the general public and not private
parties, see section B, infra—but also the term must be read to accord with the Legislature’s
stated intent that MLA funds deposited in Utah’s Impact Fund are intended to alleviate the
impacts of natural resource development on the affected local communities:
It is the intent of the Legislature to make available funds received by the state from
federal mineral lease revenues . . . and all other bonus payments on federal mineral
leases to be used for the alleviation of social, economic, and public finance impacts
resulting from the development of natural resources in this state, subject to the
limitations provided for in Section 35 of the [MLA].
Utah Code Ann. § 35A-8-301(1) (emphasis added). “Planning,” as in city or community
planning to prepare for increased industrial development and increased demand for housing and
local services precipitated by an oil boom, serves this legislative purpose. See Savely, 2018 UT
44, ¶ 25 (courts analyze statutory provisions “in accordance with the legislative intent and
purpose”).
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On the other hand, planning for an oil railway that is intended to increase oil production
does not and will not serve this purpose and therefore cannot fall within the definition of
“planning” under the UCIA. From the outset, the SCIC has made clear that the primary reason
for developing the railway is to drive up production and the price of Uinta crude oil, and that the
oil industry is the primary intended beneficiary of the project. The initial grant application
pitched the project based solely on these purported economic benefits. For example, the SCIC
stated that “[a]ccess to alternate markets will raise the price paid for the Uinta Basin waxy crude
and allow significant increases in oil production;” that “oil production would double” with
access to markets outside Utah; and that “[a]ccess to multiple markets is the best market force to
reduce or eliminate the loss/discount on the Uinta crude.” Feb. 2018 App., at 9-10 of 20
(unnumbered pages), Ex. 10. Aside from a passing reference to the “efficient transport of nonenergy goods,” id. at 10, the railway’s touted benefits are all directly traceable to the increased
price and production of Uinta crude. See id. at 9 (noting that the project’s “winners” would
include “[oil] producers, royalty recipients…and taxing authorities”); id. at 10 (list of railway’s
“benefits”), Ex. 10. None of these “benefits” alleviates the impacts of mineral development in
the Uinta Basin.
The September 2018 application repeated these economic claims about the railway, and
projected even greater increases in oil production based on the findings of the R.L. Banks
Study—from 80,000 to 90,000 barrels of oil per day to 225,000 to 350,000 barrels of oil per day,
or a tripling to near quadrupling of oil production volumes. See Attachment A to Sept. App. at 12, 3, Ex. 15. Indeed, the project’s proponents have acknowledged that the railway will not be
viable unless it results in a significant increase in crude oil production. The R.L. Banks Study’s
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conclusion that the railway would be financially feasible was based on the specific assumption
that crude oil production in the Basin would substantially increase once the railway was
established. See R.L. Banks Study at vii (“[shipping volume] forecasts reflect a ‘ramp up’ period
in their early years, driven by gradually increased production of crude oil in the Uinta Basin and
an assumed greater acceptance of the Uinta Basin’s crude at various refineries. . . .”), Ex. 27; see
also Oct. 17, 2018 AG Letter at 4 (“SCIC’s economic analysis relies heavily upon a model that
will significantly increase oil production in order for the railroad to become economically
viable.”), Ex. 18. Accordingly, the project’s financial viability is contingent upon the railway’s
anticipated effects of increasing crude oil production in the Basin. Neither SCIC, Drexel
Hamilton, nor Rio Grande would have sufficient incentive to develop the railway without these
anticipated effects, having made plain that their objective is to ship crude oil out of the basin for
a profit. See June 13, 2019 CIB Minutes at 16 (Drexel Hamilton stating: “This railway will open
up this stranded Basin to be able to access the chief refinery market in Louisiana.”), Ex. 26; id. at
21 (Drexel Hamilton: “[Oil] producer community . . . will be the fundamental customers for the
rail road [sic].”), Ex. 26.
Accordingly, the Utah AG lawyer representing the CIB repeatedly raised with the SCIC
and CIB Board members that the railway’s purpose of increasing crude oil production is
antithetical to the legislative purpose of CIB funds. See, e.g., Oct. 17, 2018 AG Letter at 4 (the
railway “may actually exacerbate current burdens and create new burdens associated with
increased mineral development”), Ex. 18; Nov. 8, 2018 Meeting CIB Minutes at 24, Ex. 20; June
13, 2019 Meeting Minutes at 12, Ex. 26. The Utah AG lawyer also repeatedly raised the need to
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show how an oil railway would mitigate the impacts of mineral development, but neither the
SCIC nor the CIB meaningfully addressed any of these concerns. 18
In any case, the SCIC’s understanding of the term “planning” seems to include any “preconstruction” activity, but activities that the SCIC will perform prior to construction are not
“planning.” For example, “strategic communications” to garner public support and
“commercialization” of the project (signing up shipping customers) (Attachment D to Phase II
Contract, Ex. 29) are not planning in any sense of the word, nor is the CIB in the habit of funding
such activities. See Oct. 17, 2018 AG Letter at 7, Ex. 18. 19
“Planning” under the UCIA plainly means local community planning, not planning for a
private development project. Further, the plain objective of the oil railway is to increase crude oil
production in the Uinta Basin, and in fact, the project will not be viable unless it meets this
objective. But increasing oil drilling and production would only increase the strain on local
government provided public facilities and services and on local government budgets to provide

18

For example, while certain Board members speculated at the CIB’s June 2019 meeting that the
Basin’s air quality could benefit from the railway, see, e.g., June 13, 2019 CIB Minutes at 16,
Ex. 26, the SCIC’s contractor stated that any studies on air quality effects would be completed as
part of the environmental review process for the railway, see June 13, 2019 Meeting Minutes at
14, Ex. 26, which in turn would be funded by the requested grants, see Feb. 2018 App., at 10-11
of 20 (unnumbered pages), Ex. 10—after the funds had already been allocated.
19

Nor are “legal services” “planning,” including attorney time spent on purportedly rail-related
litigation and on responding to public records requests under Utah’s Government Records
Access and Management Act (“GRAMA”). See excerpt of Reimbursement Request No. 9
submitted by SCIC to CIB at 5-9 (Aug. 13, 2019), attached as Exhibit 37 (noting SCIC attorney
charges for work on “litigation,” “lawsuit,” and work on GRAMA appeal and responses); id. at
1-4 (CIB approving reimbursement); excerpt of Reimbursement Request No. 11 submitted by
SCIC to CIB at 22-26 (Sept. 23, 2019), attached as Exhibit 38 (noting attorney charges for
“Environmental Litigation,” “TW Litigation,” and GRAMA-related work); id. at 1-4 (CIB
approving reimbursement).
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such facilities and services. A project with a purpose and effect antithetical to the UCIA’s
express legislative intent cannot be properly understood as “planning” entitled to Impact Fund
money under the UCIA.
B.

A Private Railway for Transporting Crude Oil is not a Public Facility and
Does Not Provide a Public Service

The railway grants issued by the CIB are also impermissible under the UCIA and the
UCIA Regulations because they are not intended as payment for the “construction [or]
maintenance of public facilities” or for the “provision of public services.” See Utah Code Ann.
§ 35A-8-305(1)(a); Utah Admin. Code R. 990-8-2. The plain meaning of these terms affirms that
private, for-profit, economic development projects—like the SCIC’s proposed oil railway, which
is to be constructed and operated by private entities for the benefit of private oil and gas
producers—are not among the intended uses of CIB funds.
As an initial matter, the funding for engineering, environmental studies, strategic
communications (i.e., public relations), procurement of oil producers, and other budgeted
activities will not go toward the railway’s actual “construction” or its “maintenance.” Utah Code
Ann. § 35A-8-305(1)(a)(ii). The SCIC classified the project as a “pre-construction planning”
project, which would necessarily mean that funding the project does not encompass the
construction of the railway but only the pre-construction work. In fact, construction of the
railway will be financed by Drexel Hamilton. See June 2019 Request at 7, Ex. 24. Nor will the
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grants go toward “provision” of a rail service, which will only come after the pre-construction
planning and construction. 20
In any case, the funding has not been allocated to a “public” facility or service. The
statutes at issue use the term “public” to describe the facilities and services eligible for MLA
funding. In its form as an adjective, the word “public” is defined as “relating to, or affecting all
the people or the whole area of a nation or state;” “relating to, or being in the service of the
community or nation;” “of or relating to business or community interests as opposed to private
affairs;” or “devoted to the general or national welfare;” or “accessible to or shared by all
members of the community.” https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/public. None of
these definitions encompasses economic development projects such as a private railway to be
used by private industry for the transport of crude oil. Rather, the term “public” clearly implies
general availability to all and an intent to benefit the general welfare of the people.
The SCIC’s submissions to the CIB make plain that the intent of the project is not to
benefit the general welfare. To the contrary, the overall and most-emphasized purpose of the
railway is to increase crude oil production for the benefit of oil producers, as discussed above.
The SCIC touts that “[e]nergy producers, midstream companies, service companies, and
refineries are anxious to move crude oil more efficiently.” Attachment A to Sept. 2018 App. at 2,

20

Indeed, the CIB has previously declined to fund projects to develop preliminary plans or
engineering for a project, as opposed to actual construction of the project, “for not meeting
statutory guidelines.” See CIB Appropriation Overview, “Six Projects Denied During FY 2014
for Not Meeting Statutory Guidelines, attached as Exhibit 39, available at
https://le.utah.gov/lfa/reports/cobi2015/li_LZN.htm#issuesTab (CIB denied funding a “water
source improvement plan,” because “[t]he project was mostly engineering and the Board does
not fund stand-alone engineering;” CIB denied funding designs for a “public safety facility” and
“new fire station,” because “[t]he Board does not fund stand-alone design projects”).
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Ex. 15. Indeed, both the SCIC and Drexel Hamilton have acknowledged that, although private
entities stand to benefit the most from the proposed railway, such entities are unwilling to make
the necessary investment on their own. See Oct. 11, 2018 SCIC Minutes at 3, Ex. 17; June 13,
2019 CIB Minutes at 16, 17, Ex. 26. The allocation of the funds for the railway directly aids
these private companies—by funding all of the groundwork necessary to the development of the
railway—as opposed to the general public.
Further, the railway will not be “accessible to or shared by all members of the
community.” https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/public. There is no evidence to
suggest that anyone other than crude oil producers and related industry interests will utilize the
railway; the only evidence is the contrary. For example, the Surface Transportation Board
(“STB”)—the federal agency considering the SCIC’s application to construct and operate the
railway—has stated that the SCIC’s application shows “there are no plans for passenger service
on the proposed rail line and no anticipated demand for passenger service.” Aug. 6, 2019 Email
from STB, attached as Exhibit 40. And despite a number of anecdotal statements about the
possibility of farmers using the railway to transport alfalfa, for example, the SCIC has presented
no evidence showing any demand for rail transport by any industry other than crude oil
producers.
In any case, a project intended to increase crude oil production runs counter to the
UCIA’s legislative purpose and cannot fall within the definition of “public facility” or “public
service” under the UCIA, in light of the statute’s express legislative intent to alleviate the
impacts of mineral development on local communities, as explained above. The oil railway is
neither a “public facility” nor “public service” under the plain meaning of these terms under the
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UCIA, and thus the CIB abused its discretion when it granted $27.9 million for the railway’s
development.
C.

Legislative History Confirms that an Oil Railway is Not the Type of Project
Contemplated for MLA Funds

Even if the “planning,” “public facilities,” and “public services” language of the relevant
statutes were unclear or ambiguous when viewed in light of the expressed legislative intent of the
UCIA (which it is not), the legislative history further confirms that MLA funds are not intended
for economic development projects like an oil railway. See Marion Energy, Inc. v. KFJ Ranch
P’ship, 2011 UT 50, ¶ 15 (“When statutory language is ambiguous, courts “generally resort to
other modes of statutory construction and ‘seek guidance from ‘legislative history’ and other
accepted sources.” (citation omitted)). Through numerous amendments to the MLA, Congress
has made clear that MLA funds are intended for local planning and traditional public facilities
and services aimed at alleviating the social and economic impacts of mineral development on
local communities. This legislative history necessarily informs the interpretation and meaning of
the UCIA and UCIA Regulations, which are expressly based on and incorporate specific
provisions of the MLA.
Up until 1976, when Congress passed the FCLAA, the MLA mandated that mineral lease
funds paid to states could be used only for “the construction and use of public roads or for the
support of public schools or other public educational institutions.” 30 U.S.C. § 191 (1976).
Leading up to the FCLAA, both the Department of Interior and a small group of representatives
argued that these restrictions should be removed so that states would have full discretion on how
to use MLA funds. See H.R. Rep. No. 94-681 at 42, 58 (1975) (“[W]e do support repealing the
present roads and school restriction in order to give the states complete discretion in the
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expenditure of mineral leasing revenues.”), Ex. 6. Congress declined this invitation, however,
opting to expand the allowed uses of such funds beyond roads and schools but only to planning,
public facilities, and public services generally, to help local governments deal with the increased
demand for local government services that accompanied mining booms. See S. 391 Floor
Statements at 112, Ex. 5.
For example, Senator Lee Metcalf’s comments regarding the FCLAA evidence the intent
that the term “planning” as used in the MLA references the community planning needed to
address the social and economic changes precipitated by mineral development:
Western States with Federal coal reserves stand in dire need of monetary assistance for
planning and creating public facilities and services demanded by the thousands of
workers who will be attracted to jobs in the coal mines and related processing and power
generating plants. . . . We must avoid burdening the coal-producing regions with the
social and environmental costs associated with coal development. By increasing the
royalty rate to a minimum of 12.5 percent and by insuring that the States get a 50-percent
cut of the revenues from leased minerals, S. 391 would help to spread the load.
Id. at 114 (emphasis added), Ex. 5. Senator Metcalf further explained that “[a]dvance local
planning for community development is another pressing deficiency. The sudden jump in
population growth, the emergency [sic] of new urban centers, and the possible ‘boom-bust’
economic cycle will cause many social and cultural changes.” Id. at 111-12 (emphasis added),
Ex. 5; see also H.R. Rep. No. 94-681 at 19 (1975) (explaining the need for “adequate local
planning for the development of the community” (emphasis added)), Ex. 6.
Further, Congress recognized that increased production in mineral-producing areas would
cause “a sharp increase in all local public services, such as hospitals and sewer systems, as well
as schools and roads.” S. 391 Floor Statements at 112, Ex. 5. As reflected in other portions of the
discussion on the FLCAA, these are the types of traditional public facilities and services
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intended for capture in the FLCAA. See, e.g., H.R. Rep. No. 94-681 at 19 (“When an area is
newly opened to large scale mining, local governmental[] entities must assume the responsibility
of providing public services needed for new communities, including schools, roads, hospitals,
sewers, police protection, and other public facilities, as well as adequate planning for the
development of the community.”), Ex. 6. A crude oil railway is plainly dissimilar to these
examples of public services. See also AG Opinion 92-003 at 6 (reviewing legislative history
surrounding the MLA and its various amendments, and concluding that Congress purposefully
“chose to limit the use of the funds to assist local communities in providing those traditional
local government services and facilities that may be impacted by resource development”
(emphasis added)), Ex. 7.
In summary, the legislative history of the MLA further makes clear that planning, public
facilities, and public services to be funded by mineral lease and royalty payments returned to the
states do not include private enterprise or an oil railway.
D.

The SCIC’s Arguments that the Oil Railway Is a Public Facility that
Provides Public Service Lack Merit

The SCIC has argued that the oil railway qualifies as a “public facility” and that it would
provide a “public service” because it would be “owned entirely by public bodies,” because it
would be “a common carrier, open to all including individual farms who can rail alfalfa and
other products,” and because “public rail is a traditional local government service.” Oct. 23, 2018
Johnson Letter at 1, 4, Ex. 19; see also Addendum to June 2019 Request at 2 (citing Union Pac.
R.R. v. Public Serv. Comm’n, 211 P.2d 851 (Utah 1949)) (“[A] rail facility that is open to use by
the public is a public facility” and “a project is a public facility when the public has a right to use
it that cannot be denied at the pleasure of the owner.”), Ex. 24. These arguments are unavailing.
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First, despite the SCIC’s representations that the railway would be wholly owned by the
SCIC, see, e.g., Sept. 2018 App., “Part Four”, Ex. 15, it is not at all clear that this will be the
case. In a supplemental request for funding submitted in June 2019, the SCIC stated that it will
only own “the right-of-way (ROW) for the project,” but Drexel Hamilton will “construct,
operate, and maintain the [railway].” June 2019 Request at 5, 7, Ex. 24. The November 2019
Amendment to the MOU between the SCIC, Drexel Hamilton, and Rio Grande, confirms that the
SCIC will own only the ROW. See generally MOU Amendment No. 1, Ex. 23. Drexel Hamilton
and Rio Grande will develop, own and operate the railway and all related facilities. See May 10,
2019 MOU ¶ 1, Ex. 22. In any case, public ownership is not a dispositive factor as to whether a
project qualifies as a “public facility” or “public service,” particularly where the project does not
meet the plain meaning of “public facility” or “public service” when viewed in the context of the
statutory scheme as a whole. For example, publicly owned buildings, which are leased to private
enterprise (e.g., for major league sports games or private offices) are not for the general public’s
benefit or use.
Second, unlike a public park, the railway will not be physically open to the public, but
will be for the operator’s exclusive use. 21 No member of the public will have the “right to use”
the railway’s facilities (e.g., by riding the train, operating their own train, or physically
occupying the rail facilities), in the same way that the public has the right to use or occupy a

21

Union Pacific, which the SCIC cites for the definition of a “public facility” is also
distinguishable on this basis. Cf. Addendum to June 2019 Request at 2, Ex. 24. The “loading and
unloading pens” at issue there were physically open to the public: “the indefinite public generally
[had] the right to…use” the facilities to allow for the safe passage of livestock near a railway.
Union Pacific, 211 P.2d at 855.
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public tennis court, library, street, or park. Accordingly, the SCIC’s attempt to shoehorn the
railway into the meaning of “public facility” on the basis that it would be a “common carrier,”
and therefore “open to all,” is misguided.
Third, even assuming that the railway’s shipping services would be “open to all”
(although in reality they would only be used by an extremely narrow set of the population, i.e.,
oil producers), the proposed non-passenger freight railway does not constitute a “public service.”
The UCIA Regulations define “Public Facilities and Services” as “public infrastructure or
services traditionally provided by local government entities.” Utah Admin. Code R. 990-8-2
(emphasis added). Similarly, the SCIC’s position contradicts the longstanding guidance of AG
Opinion 92-003 regarding the proper use of MLA funds. The AG’s review of the legislative
history of the MLA and its amendments led it to conclude that a “public service” under the
meaning of the UCIA must “provide[] a traditional local governmental service,” such as public
recreation, health care, or public transit. AG Opinion 92-003 at 6 (emphasis added) (noting that
publicly owned and operated golf course is a traditional governmental service), Ex. 7; see also
id. at 7 (“If the [CIB] is funding…a project that provides a traditional local governmental
service, such as public safety or public health, funding the project would be a lawful use of the
mineral lease monies.”), Ex. 7.
The SCIC’s broad interpretation of “public service” would allow the CIB to fund services
like taxis, airlines, and cruise ships, which are common carrier services available to the general
public (and used by a far broader class of people than an oil railway), but which are not in the
category of traditional local government services impacted by mineral development. Likewise,
using CIB funds to provide shipping services for oil and other bulk freight is not permitted under
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the MLA or UCIA. Communities have not traditionally relied on their local governments to
provide commercial shipping services for bulk commodities, and MLA funds were not meant to
fund these types of services that primarily benefit private industry.
The SCIC’s strained attempt to fit the railway within the meaning of “public facility” and
“public service” does not accord with the language or intent of the UCIA and its regulations and
should be rejected.
V.

THE CIB AND SIC FAILED TO COMPLY WITH IMPORTANT UCIA
REGULATIONS
Petitioners are entitled to extraordinary relief under Rule 65B(d)(2)(B) because

Respondents failed to perform acts required by law. See, e.g., Preece v. House, 886 P.2d 508,
511 (Utah 1994) (holding that petitioner appropriately sought relief under Rule 65B(d)(2)(B)
where board of pardons failed to comply with its own rule). In approving the grants, the CIB
failed to comply with the UCIA regulations by failing to require the SCIC to demonstrate “a
vigorous public participation effort,” including “at least one formal public hearing to solicit
comment concerning the size, scope and nature of any funding request prior to its submission to
the Board.” Utah Admin. Code R. 990-8-3(E); see also id. R. 990-8-3(A) (“Applicants
submitting incomplete applications will be notified of deficiencies and their request for funding
assistance will be held by the [CIB] staff pending submission of the required information by the
applicant.”).
First, as explained above, the SCIC did not hold a public hearing on either of its grant
applications until after it had already submitted them to the CIB, treating the public hearing and
public participation requirement as nothing more than a pro forma exercise. However, the SCIC
was required to hold the public hearing “prior to [the grant application’s] submission to the
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[CIB]” so that the public could weigh in on SCIC’s decision to request the grants. Utah Admin.
Code R. 990-8-3(E) (emphasis added); cf. City of Coll. Station v. USDA, 395 F. Supp. 2d 495,
515 (S.D. Tex. 2005) (finding agency violated law by approving loan first, and then having a
public hearing on it, instead of vice versa). 22 The public hearing requirement is a necessary step
to inform the public and gauge public support for and concerns about the project, including its
financial impact on taxpayers. See Utah Admin. Code R. 990-8-3(E) (“In that public hearing, the
public shall be advised the financing may be in the form of a loan, even if the application
requests a grant. Complete and detailed information shall be given to the public regarding the
proposed project and its financing. The information shall include the expected financial impact. .
. .”). No such information was provided by the SCIC at any point in this case, let alone in
advance of the submission of the grant applications.
Second, the SCIC wholly failed to “hav[e] a vigorous public participation effort.” Id. R.
990-8-3(E). The UCIA Regulations do not specify what a “vigorous public participation effort”
entails. However, the plain meaning of “vigorous” is (1) “done with vigor: carried out forcefully
and energetically,” and (2) “possessing vigor: full of physical or mental strength or active force:
strong.” See https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/vigorous. Rather than having a strong
or energetic public participation effort, the SCIC made only minimal effort even to inform the
public of its funding request, let alone to solicit public comment or participation, resulting in
virtually no public participation in its decision to pursue the grant, which, as noted supra, had

22

See also City of Coll. Station, 395 F. Supp. 2d at 515 (“[T]he level of attendance and
participation is likely to be reduced due to the fact of the prior approval…Plaintiff was entitled to
demand a hearing that would be administered in such a way as to not diminish public attendance
and participation.”).
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already occurred by the time the public meetings were scheduled. For instance, three days before
the February 9, 2018 hearing, the SCIC posted a meeting agenda for its regularly-scheduled
meeting in Salt Lake City (which is outside the oil railway’s “immediate jurisdiction”) with
“Public Hearing on CIB rail funding application [for] $30Million” included as an item on the
agenda. See Feb. 6, 2018 SCIC Agenda, Ex. 11; Feb. 7, 2018 Amended Meeting Agenda, Ex. 12.
No information about the project was supplied. Cf. Ohio Valley Envtl. Coal. v. U.S. Army Corps
of Eng’rs, 674 F. Supp. 2d 783, 809-10 (S.D. W. Va. 2009) (public notice’s failure to provide
enough information for public to weigh in violated duty to “mak[e] diligent efforts to involve the
public”). The “notice” for the October 11, 2018 hearing in Vernal was likewise deficient. Just
two days before the scheduled meeting, the SCIC posted on the state Public Meeting Notice the
following, equally-uninformative notice:

Oct. 9 Notice of Public Hearing, Ex. 16. Between the two hearings, just one public comment—in
the form of a question—was received. See Feb. 9, 2018 SCIC Minutes at 3 (noting “No Public
Comment”), Ex. 13; Oct. 11, 2018 SCIC Minutes at 3, Ex. 17. Other than posting the notices on
its website and the state public notice website, which most Utah residents do not routinely
follow, the SCIC did not use any other public information channels to advertise the hearing or
invite public comment. Cf. Dine Citizens Against Ruining Our Env’t v. Klein, 747 F. Supp. 2d
1234, 1260-62 (D. Colo. 2010) (in light of agency’s duty to make "diligent efforts to involve the
public,” agency’s notice of project in newspaper that was not tribe’s primary news source, which
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generated no public comment, was inadequate; agency should have published notice in tribe’s
news sources, which previously resulted in significant public comment).
In short, the SCIC disregarded its duty to inform and involve the public in its decision to
request the grants, the CIB failed to require the SCIC to comply with its duties, and the CIB’s
“Findings of Fact” in the Grant Contracts to the effect that the SCIC complied with this
application requirement are unsupported. Attachment B to Grant Contracts, ¶ 1.
VI.

EXTRAORDINARY RELIEF SHOULD ISSUE TO CORRECT RESPONDENTS’
ABUSES
The CIB’s decisions to grant the SCIC $27.9 million for development of an oil railway,

in violation of the UCIA and its implementing regulations, are an abuse of discretion and the
CIB and SCIC have failed to comply with statutory and regulatory requirements. These errors
warrant extraordinary relief. See Utah R. Civ. P. 65B(d)(2).
Once a petitioner has satisfied the requirements for obtaining extraordinary relief, courts
consider factors such as “the egregiousness of the alleged error, the significance of the legal issue
presented by the petitioner, the severity of the consequences occasioned by the alleged error, and
additional factors” in determining whether to grant the requested relief. State v. Boyden, 2019
UT 11, ¶ 43 (quoting Barrett, 2005 UT 88, ¶ 24). A party “need not show each of the above
factors” for the court to grant extraordinary relief. State v. Henriod, 2006 UT 11, ¶ 21. Here, the
CIB’s egregious errors, the public interest in the proper distribution of MLA funds, and the
illegal diversion of tens of millions in public funds from local communities to private interests
heavily favor the granting of extraordinary relief.
Although “[a] petitioner need not show a gross and flagrant abuse of discretion in order
to establish adequate grounds for this relief,” Barrett, 2005 UT 88, ¶ 26, the errors raised in the
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Petition are egregious violations of the CIB’s enabling statute and procedural rules.
Longstanding guidance in the Utah AG’s 1993 Opinion makes clear that the CIB may only fund
services traditionally provided by local governments, which is also codified in the CIB’s own
regulations. See AG Opinion 92-003, Ex.7; Utah Admin. Code R. 990-8-2. And the Utah AG
repeatedly raised that the CIB could not fund mere economic development in correspondence
with the SCIC (which was shared with the CIB, see Nov. 2018 CIB Meeting Minutes at 24, Ex.
20) and in the CIB’s public meetings to consider the proposed funding. But the scant public
record reveals the CIB’s failure to seriously consider these issues before approving the grants.
For example, the CIB could have made detailed findings to explain its rationale for approving the
grants, or required studies to show how an oil railway would alleviate the burdens of oil and gas
development in local communities, but did not.
The SCIC’s failure to inform and involve local residents of the Uinta Basin in its decision
to pursue $27.9 million in public grants for a major infrastructure project with projected costs of
over one billion dollars, and the CIB’s failure to uphold this application requirement, are also
serious errors. The public hearings conducted by the SCIC were the public’s only opportunity to
be heard on whether the SCIC should apply for the grants, but these hearings occurred only after
the SCIC had submitted its applications and drew virtually no public participants due to a lack of
public outreach. None of the SCIC’s member counties held a hearing or solicited public
comment on the application. Even the CIB did not solicit public comment or invite public
participation on its funding decision but relied exclusively on the SCIC to involve the public.
Extraordinary relief is also warranted given the significant legal issues at stake. Boyden,
2019 UT 11, ¶ 43 The public has a strong interest in the proper allocation of millions of dollars
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in federal mineral leasing revenues, and the alleviation of the burdens of mineral development on
local communities in Utah, as directed by federal and state law. Enforcement of the UCIA’s
intent for these funds would also further the Legislature’s purpose to “maximiz[e] the long term
benefit of [the Impact Fund”] and provide for “the greatest use of financial resources for the
greatest number of citizens of this state.” Utah Code Ann. § 35A-8-301. 23 In addition,
extraordinary relief would vindicate the public interest in government transparency and public
involvement in deciding how these moneys should be spent.
Allowing the SCIC to keep the grants, however, would result in severe consequences to
local communities and their residents by diverting millions of dollars from public projects, such
as hospitals, police and fire services, courthouses, libraries, water and sewer service, and other
public facilities and services. Rather than serving a valid public purpose, the funds will be used
to aid the economic interests of oil and gas producers and the railway developer, to the detriment
of communities that would have otherwise applied for and received these funds.
Moreover, the continued misuse of these funds could lead to development of an oil
railway, which its proponents project could quadruple oil production in the Uinta Basin.
Increased oil production would worsen the Uinta Basin’s poor air quality, increase truck traffic

23

Indeed, these legal (and policy) issues are significant enough that a recent audit of the CIB by
the Office of the Legislative Auditor General highlighted the irregular application of CIB
policies in the distribution of CIB funds. See CIB Audit, Ex. 36. The report specifically
recommends the adoption of “policies which can clearly determine if a project is adding rather
than alleviating the impacts of mineral extraction, primarily promotes economic development, or
provides low interest government financing to the private sector,” contrary to the MLA and
UCIA’s intent Id. at 11, Ex. 36. The report also notes that CIB funding applicants “frequently”
fail to “demonstrate that the public has been adequately informed about a project’s details and
potential funding contingencies” in the applicant’s public hearing for the funding proposal. Id. at
29, Ex. 36.
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on local roads and highways, and exacerbate other public health and safety burdens on
communities, contrary to the MLA and CIA’s intent to alleviate these impacts. See Rydman
Decl. ¶¶ 5-13, Ex. 31; Hamblin Decl., ¶¶ 5-9, Ex. 32; Elder Decl. ¶¶ 4-14, Ex. 33; Weisheit Decl.
¶¶ 10, 20-22, Ex. 34.
These harms could be especially severe for communities dependent on tax revenues
generated by the oil and gas industry, which have likely declined during the COVID-19
pandemic and the current economic crisis. Congress set aside mineral leasing revenues for
mineral-producing states to mitigate boom-bust cycle effects like the current “bust” in the oil
market. The misuse of $27.9 million on a speculative oil-train project will deprive communities
in the Uinta Basin of significant financial resources they may need to weather the downturn.
In light of the CIB and SCIC’s egregious misuse of public funds in aiding the oil and rail
industries instead of local communities, and the threat of severe economic and environmental
consequences to these communities, Petitioners respectfully request the Court to grant their
petition for extraordinary relief, require the Impact Fund monies distributed to the SCIC for the
railway to be returned, and prohibit the use of additional funds for the project.
DATED this 4th day of August, 2020.
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provisions of this Act from lt,nds within the naval petroleum reserves
shull be deposited in the Treasury D.S " Miscellaneous receipts."
SEC. 36. That all royalty accm inO' to the United States under any Oil" ' " "y,uti"
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.
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Secretary of the Interior shull determine that It is unwise in the public
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said if the delivery of Buch water shall be detrunental to the water
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UNITED STATES PUBLIC LAWS
94th Congress - Second Session
Convening January 19, 1976
DATA SUPPLIED BY THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. (SEE SCOPE)
Additions and Deletions are not identified in this document.
PL 94-377 (S 391)
August 4, 1976

An Act to anlend the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assenlbled,
That (a) this Act may be cited as the "Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975". II 30 USC 181 note. II
(b) Except as otherwise expressly provided, whenever in this Act an anlendment or repeal is expressed in terms of an
anlendment to, or repeal of, a section or other provision of the Mineral Lands Leasing Act, the reference shall be considered
to be made to a section or other provision of the Act of February 25, 1920, II 30 USC 181 note. II entitled "An Act to promote
the mining of coal, phosphate, oil, oil sbale, gas, and sodium on the public domain" (41 Stat. 437).
Sec. 2. The first sentence of section 2(a) of the Mineral Lands Leasing Act (30 U.S.C. 201(a) is anlended to read as follows:
"(1) The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to divide any lands subject to this Act which have been classified for coal
leasing into leasing tracts of such size as he fmds appropriate and in the public interest and which will permit the mining of
all coal coal which can be economically extracted in such tract and thereafter he sbal1, in his discretion, upon the request of
any qualified applicant or on his own motion, from time to time, offer such lands for leasing and shall award leases thereon by
competitive bidding. No less than 50 per centom of the total acreage offered for lease by the Secretary in anyone year shall be
leased under a systenl of deferred bonus payment. Upon default or cancellation of any coal lease for which bonus payments
are due, any unpaid renlainder of the bid shall be inlmediately payable to the United States. A reasonable number of leasing
tracts shall be reserved and offered for lease in accordance with this section to public bodies, including Federal agencies, rural
electric cooperatives, or nonprofit corporations controlled by any of such entities: Provided, That the coal so offered for lease
shall be for use by such entity or entities in inlplenlentiug a definite plan to produce energy for their own use or for sale to their
menlbers or customers (except for short-term sale to others). No bid shall be accepted which is less than the fair market value,
as determined by the Secretary, of the coal subject to the lease. Prior to his determination of the fair market value of the coal
subject to the lease, the Secretary shall give opportunity for and consideration to public comments on the fair mmet value.
Nothing in this section shall be constroed to require the Secretary to make public his judgment as to the fair market value of
the coal to be leased, or the comments he receives thereon prior to the issuance of the lease.".
Sec. 3. The last sentence of section 2(a) of the Mineral Lands Leasing Act (30 U.S.C. 201(a» is anlended to read as follows:
"(2) (A) The Secretary shall not issue a lease or leases under the terms of this Act to any person, association, corporation,
or any subsidiary, affiliate, or persons controlled by or under common control with such person, association, or corporation,
where any such entity holds a lease or leases issued by the United States to coal deposits and has held such lease or leases for
a period often years when such entitly is not, except as provided for in section 7(b) of this Act, producing coal from the lease
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deposits in commercial quantities. In computing the ten-year period referred to in the preceding sentence, periods oftime prior
to the date of enactment of the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975 shall not be counted.
"(B) Any lease proposal which permits surface coal mining within the boundaries of a National Forest which the Secretary
proposes to issue under this Act shall be submitted to the Governor of each State within which the coal deposits subject to
such lease are located. No such lease may be issued under this Act before the expiration of the sixty-day period beginning
on the date of such submission. If any Governor to whom a proposed lease was submitted under this subparagraph objects to
the issuance of such lease, such lease shall not be issued before the expiration of the six-month period beginning on the date
the Secretary is notified by the Governor of such objection. During such six-month period, the Governor may submit to the
Secretary a statement of reasons why such lease should not be issued and the Secretary shall, on the basis of such statement,
reconsider the issuance of such lease.
"(3) (A) (i) No lease sale shall be held unless the lands containing the coal deposits have been included in a comprehensive
land-use plan and such sale is compatible with such plan. The Secretary of the Interior shall prepare such land-use plans on
lands under his responsibility where such plans have not been previously prepared. The Secretary ofthe Interior shall inform the
Secretary of Agriculture of substantial development interest in coal leasing on lands within the National Forest System. Upon
receipt of such notification from the Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of Agriculture shall shall prepare ac omprehensive
land-use plan for such areas where such plans have not been previously prepared. The planof the Secretary of' Agriculture
shall take into consideration the proposed coal development in these lands: Provided, That where the Secretary of the Interior
finds that because of non-federal interest in the surface or because the coal resources are insufficient to justify the preparation
costs of a Federal comprehensive land-use plan, the lease sale can be held if the lands containing the coal deposits have been
included in either a comprehensive land-use plan prepared by the State within which the lands are located or a land use analysis
prepared by the Secretary of the Interior.
"(ii) In preparing such land-use plans, the Secretary of the Interior or, in the case of lands within the National Forest
System, the Secretary of Agriculture, or in the case ofa fmding by the Secretary of the Interior that because of non-Federal
interests in the surface or insufficient Federal coal, no Federal comprehensive land-use plans can be appropriately prepared,
the responsible State entity shall consult with appropriate State agencies and local governments and the general public and
shall provide an opportunity for public hearing on proposed plans prior to their adoption, if requested by any person having
an interest which is, or may be, adversely affected by the adoption of such plans.
"(iii) Leases covering lands the surface of which is under the jurisdiction of any Federal agency other than the Department
of the Interior may be issued ouly upon consent of the other Federal agency and upon such conditions as it may prescribe
with respect to the use and protection of the nonmineral interests in those lands.
"(B) Each land-use plan prepared by the Secretary (or in the case oflands within the National Forest System, the Secretary
of Agriculture pursuant to subparagraph (A) (i) shall include an assessment of the amount of coal deposits in such land,
identifying the amount of such coal which is recoverable by deep mining operations and the amount of such coal which is
recoverable by surface mining operations.
"(C) Prior to issuance of any coal lease, the Secretary shall consider effects which mining of the proposed lease might
have on an impacted community or area, including, but not limited to, impacts on the environment, on agricultureal and
other economic activities, and on public services. Prior to issuance of a lease, the Secreatry shall evaluate and compare
the effects of recovering coal by deep mining, by surface mining, and by any other method to determine which method or
methods or sequence of methods achieves the maximmn economic recovery of the coal within the proposed leasing tract.
This evaluation and comparison by the Secretary shall be in writing but shall not prohibit the issuance of a lease; however,
no mining operating plan shall be approved which is not found to achieve the maximmn economic recovery of the coal
within the tract. Public hearings in the area shall be held by the Secretary prior to the lease sale.
"(0) No lease sale shall be held until after the notice of the proposed offering for lease has been given once a week for
three consecutive weeks in a newspaper of general circulation in the county in which the lands are situated in accordance
with regulations prescribed by the Secretary.
"(E) Each coal lease shall contain provisions requiring compliance with the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U .S.C.
1151-1175) and the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 1857 and following).". II 33 USC 1251 et seq. II
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Sec. 4. Subject to valid existiog rigbts, section 2(a) of the Mioeral Lands Leasiog Act (30 U.S.C. 201(b» is amended to read
as follows:
"(b) (1) The SecretaIy may, under such regulations as he may prescribe, issue to any person an exploration license. No person
may conduct coal exploration for commercial purposes for any coal on lands subject to this Act without such an exploration
license. Each exploration license shall be for a term of not more than two years and shall be subject to a reasonable fee. An
exploration license shall confer no rigbt to a lease under this Act. The issuance of exploration licenses shall not preclude the
Secretary from issuiog coal leases at such time and locations and to such persons as he deems appropriate. No exploration
license will be issued for any land on which a coal lease has been issued. A separate exploration license will be required
for exploration io each State. An application for an exploration license shall identify general areas and probable methods
of exploration. Each exploration license shall contaio such reasonable conditions as the SecretaIy may require, iocluding
conditions to iosure the protection of the environment, and shall be subject to all applicable Federal, State, and local laws and
regulations. Upon violation of any such conditions or laws the Secretary may revoke the exploration license.
"(2) A licensee may not cause substantial disturbance to the natural land surface. He may not remove any coal for sale but
may remove a reasonable amount of coal from the lands subject to this Act iocluded under his license for analysis and study.
A licensee must comply with all applicable rules and regulations of the Federal agency haviog jurisdiction over the surface of
the lands subject to this Act. Exploration licenses coveriog lands the surface of which is under the jurisdiction of any Federal
agency other than the Department of the Interior may be issued only upon such conditions as it may prescribe with respect to
the use and protection of the nonmioeral ioterests io those lands.
"(3) The licensee shall furnish to the Secretary copies of all data (iocluding, but not limited to, geological, geophyscal, and
core drilling analyses) obtaioed during such exploration. The SecretaIy shall maiotaio the confidentiality of all data so obtaioed
until after the areas iovolved have been leased or until such time as he determioes that makiog the data available to the public
would not damage the competitive position of the licensee, whichever comes fIrst.
"(4) Any person who willfully conducts coal exploration for commercial purposes on lands subject to this Act without an
exploration license issued thereunder shall be subject to a fine of not more than $1,000 for each day of violation. All data
collected by said person on any Federallnads as a result of such violation shall be made immediately available to the Secretary,
who shall make the data available to the public as soon as it is practicable. No penalty under this subsection shall be assessed
unless such person is given notice and opportunity for a heariog with respect to such violation.".
Sec. 5. II USC 201-1 note. II (a) Subject to valid existing rigbts, subsections 2(c) and 2(d) of the Act of August 31, 1964 (78
Stat. 710; 30 U.S.C. 201-1) are hereby repealed.
(b) II 30 USC 20 I. II Section 2 of the Mioeral Lands Leasiog Act is amended by the addition of the followiog new subsection
at the end thereof:
"(d) (I) II 30 USC 202a. II The Secretary, upon determioiog that maximum economic recovery of the coal deposit or deposits
is served thereby, may approve the consolidation of coal leases ioto a logical mioiog unit. Such consolidation may only take
place afer a public heariog, if requested by any person whose ioterest is or may be adversely affected. A logical mioiog unit
is an area of land io which the coal resources can be developed io an efficient, economical, and orderly manner as a unit with
due regard to conservation of coal reserves and other resources. A logical mioiog unit may consist of one or more Federal
leaseholds, and may ioclude ioterveniog or adjacent lands io which the United States does not own the coal resources, but all
the lands io a logical mioiog unit must be under the effective control of a siogle operator, be able to be developed and operated
as a siogle operation and be contiguous.
"(2) After the SecretaIy has approved the establishment of a logical mioiog unit, any mioiog plan approved for that unit must
require such diligent development, operation, and production that the reserves of the entire unit will be mioed withio a period
established by the Secretary which shall not be more than forty years.
"(3) In approviog a logical mioiog unit, the SecretaIy may provide, among other thiogs, that (i) diligent development,
contiouous operation, and production on any Federal lease or non-Federal land io the logical mioiog unit shall be construed
as occurring on all Federal leases io that logical mioiog unit, and (ii) the rentals and royalties for all Federal leases io a logical
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mining unit may be combined, and advanced royalties paid for any lease witbin a logical mining unit may be credited against
such combined royalties.
"(4) The Secretary may amend tbe provisions of any lease included in a logical mining unit so that mining under tbat lease
will be consistent witb tbe requirements imposed on tbat logical mining unit.
"(5) Leases issued before tbe data of enactment oftbis Act may be included witb tbe consent of all lessees in such logical
mining unit, and, if so included, shall be subject to tbe provisions of this section.
"(6) By regulation tbe Secretary may require a lessee under this Act to form a logical mining unit, and may provide for
determination of participating acreage witbin a unit.
"(7) No logical mining unit shall be approved by tbe Secretary iftbe total acreage (botb Federal and non-Federal) oftbe unit
would exceed twenty-five tbousand acres.
"(8) Nothing in this section shall be construed to waive tbe acreage limitations for coal leases contained in section 27(a) of
tbe Mineral Lands Leasing Act (30 U.S.C. l84(a)).".
Sec. 6. Section 7 oftbe Mineral Lands Leasing Act (30 U.S.C. 207) is amended to read as follows:
" Sec. 7. (a) A coal lease shall be for a term of twenty years and for so long tbereafier as coal is produced annually in
commercial quantities from that lease. Any lease which is not producing in commercial quantities at tbe end of ten years shall
be terminated The Secretary shall by regulation prescribe annual rentals on leases. A lease shall require payment of a royalty
in such amount as tbe Secretary shall determine of not less tban 12.5 per centom of tbe value of coal as defined by regulation,
except tbe Secretary may determine a lesser amount in tbe case of coal recovered by underground mining operations. The lease
shall include such otber terms and conditions as tbe Secretary shall determine. Such rentals and royalties and otber terms and
conditions of tbe lease will be subject to readjustment at tbe end of its primary term of twenty years and at tbe end of each
ten-year period tbereafier if tbe lease is extended
"(b) Each lease shall be subject to tbe conditions of diligent development and continued operation oftbe mines, except where
operations under tbe lease are interrupted by strikes, tbe elements, or casualties not attributable to tbe lessee. The Secretary of
tbe Interior, upon determining tbat tbe public interest will be served tbereby, may suspend tbe condition of continued operation
upon tbe payment of advance royalties. Such advance royalties shall be no less tban tbe production royalties which would
otberwise be paid and shall be computed on a fixed reserve to production ratio (determined by tbe Secretary). The aggregate
number ofyears during tbe period of any lease for which advance royalties may be accepted in lieu oftbe condition of continued
operation shall not exceed ten. The amount of any production royalty paid for any year shall be reduced (but not below 0)
by tbe amount of any advance royalties paid under such lease to tbe extent tbat such advance royalties havew not been used
to reduce production royalties for a prior year. No advance royalty paid during tbe initial twenty-year term of a lease shall
be used to reduce a production royalty afier tbe twentieth year of a lease. The Secretary may, upon six montbs' notification
to tbe lessee cease to accept advance royalties in lieu of tbe requirement of continued operation. Nothing in tbis subsection
shall be construed to affect tbe requirement contained in tbe second sentence of subsection (a) relating to commencement of
production at tbe end of ten years.
"(c) Prior to taking any action on a leasehold which might cause a significant disturbance of tbe enviornment, and not later
tban tbree years afier a lease is issued, tbe lessee shall submit for tbe Secretary's approval an operation and reclamation plan.
The Secretary shall approve or disapprove tbe plan or require tbat it be modified. Where tbe land involved is under tbe surface
jurisdiction of anotber Federal agency, that otber agency must consent to tbe terms of such approval.".
Sec. 7. The Mineral Lands Leasing Act is amended by inserting afier section 8 tbe following new section 8 A:
" Sec. 8 A. // 30 USC 201-1. // (a) The Secretary is autborized and directed to conduct a comprehensive exploratory program
designed to obtain sufficient data and information to evaluate tbe extent, location, and potential for developing tbe known
recoverabe coal resources witbin tbe coal lands subject to this Act. This program shall be desigued to obtain tbe resource
information necessary for determining whether commercial quantities of coal are present and tbe geographical extent of tbe
coal fields and for estimating tbe amount of such coal which is recoverable by deep mining operations and tbe amount of such
coal which is recoverable by surface mining operations in order to provide a basis for-,
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"(1) developing a comprehensive land use plan pursuant to section 2;
"(2) improving the infmmation regarding the value of public resources and revenues which should be expected from leasing;
"(3) increasing competition among producers of coal, or products derived from the conversion of coal, by providing data and
information to all potential bidders equally and equitably;
"(4) providing the public with infmmation on the nature of the coal deposits and the associated stratum and the value of the
public resources being offered for sale; and
"(5) providing the basis for the assessment ofthe amount of coal deposits in those lands subject to this Act under subparagraph
(B) of section 2(a) (3).
"(b) The Secretary, through the United States Geological Survey, is authorized to conduct seismic, geophysical, geochemical,
or stratigraphic drilling, or to contract for or purchase the results of such exploratory activities from commercial or other
sources which may be needed to implement the provisions of this section.
"(c) Nothing in this section shall limit any person from conducting exploratory geophysical surveys including seismic,
geophysical, chemical surveys to the extent permitted by section 2(b). The information obtained from the exploratory drilling
carried out by a person not under contract with the United States Government for such drilling prior to award of a lease shall
be provided the confidentiality pursuant to subsection (b).
"(d) The Secretary shall make available to the public by appropriate means all data, information, maps, interpretations, and
surveys which are obtained directly by the Department of the Interior or under a service contract pursuant to subsection (b).
The Secretary shall maintain a confidentiality of all proprietary data or information purchased from commercial sources while
not under contract with the United States Government until after the areas involved have been leased.
"(e) All Federal departments or agencies are authorized and directed to provide the Secretary with any infmmation or data that
may be deemed necessary to assist the Secretary in implementing the exploratory program pursuant to this section. Proprietary
information or data provided to the Secretary under the provisions of this subsection shall remain confidential for such period
oftime as agreed to be the head of the department or agency from whom the information is requested. In addition, the Secretary
is authorized and directed to utilize the existing capabilities and resources of other Federal departments and agencies by
appropriate agreement.
"(t) The Secretary is directed to prepare, publish, and keep current a series of detailed geological, and geophysical maps of,
and reports concerning, all coal lands to be offered for leasing under this Act, based on data and information compiled pursuant
to this section. Such maps and reports shall be prepared and revised at reasonable intervals beginning eighteen months after the
date of enactment of this Act. Such maps and reports shall be made available on a continuing basis to any person on request.
"(g) Within six months afier the date of enactment of this Act, the Secretary shall develop and transmit to Congress an
implementation plan for the coal lands exploration program authorized by this section, including procedures for making the
data and information available to the public pursuant to subsection (d), and maps and reports pursuant to subsection (t). The
implementation plan shall include a projected schedule of exploratory activities and identification of the regions and areas
which will be explored under the coal lands exploration program during the frrst five years following the enactment of this
section. In addition, the implementation plan shall include estimates of the appropriations and staffing required to implement
the coal lands exploration program.
"(h) The stratigraphic drilling authorized in subsection (b) shall be carried out in such a manner as to obtain infmmation
pertaining to all recoverable reserves. For the purpose of complying with subsection (a), the Secretary shall require all those
authorized to conduct stratigraphic drilling pursuant to subsection (b) to supply a statement of the results of test boring of core
sampling including logs of the drill holes; the thickness of the coal seams found; an analysis of the chemical properties of such
coal; and an analysis of the stratalayers lying above all the seams of coal. All drilling activities shall be conducted using the
best current technology and practices.".
Sec. 8. The Mineral Lands Leasing Act is further amended by adding afier section 8 A the following new section 8 B:
"Sec. 8 B. II 30 USC 208-2. II Within six months afierthe end of each fiscal year, the Secretary shall submit to the Congress
a report on the leasing and production of coal lands subject to this Act during such fiscal year; a summary of management,
supervision, and enforcement activities; andrecommendations to the Congress for improvements in management, environmental
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safeguards, and amount ofproductioo io leasiog and mining operations on coal lands subject to tbis Act. Each submission shall
also cootaio a report by tbe Attorney General oftbe United States on competitioo io tbe coal and energy iodustries, iociudiog an
analysis ofwhetber tbe antitrust provisions oftbis Act and tbe antitrust laws are effective io preserviog or promoting competitioo
io tbe coal or energy iodustry.".
Sec. 9. (a) Sectioo 35 oftbe Mineral Lands Leasiog Act, as amended (30 U.S.C. 191) is further amended by deleting "52.5 per
centum tbereof shall be paid ioto, reserved" and iosertiog io lieu tbereof: "40 per centum tbereof shall be paid ioto, reserved",
and is futber amended by striking tbe period at tbe end of tbe Proviso and ioserting io lieu tbereof tbe followiog language:
"Provided further, That an additional 12.5 per centum of all mooeys received from sales, bonuses, royalties, and rentals of
public lands under tbe proviosoos oftbis Act and tbe Geotbermal Steam Act of1970 1130 USC 1001 note. II shall be paid by tbe
Secretary oftbe Treasury as sooo as practicable after December 31 and June 30 of each year to tbe State witbio tbe boundaries
of which tbe leased lands or deposits are or were located; said additional 12.5 per centum of all moneys paid to any State 00 or
after January I, 1976, shall be used by such State and its subdivisions as tbe legislature oftbe State may direct giving priority
to tbose subdivisions of tbe State socially or ecooomically impacted by development of mioerals leased under this Act for (I)
planning, (2) constructioo and maintenance ofpublic facilities, and (3) provisioo of public services: Provided further, That such
funds now held or to be received, by tbe States of Colorado and Utah separately from tbe Department of tbe Interior oil shale
test leases known as" C-A''' , C-B'; 'U-A' and 'U-B' shall be used by such States and subdivisions as tbe legislature of each
State may direct giving priority to tbose subdivisions socially or economically impacted by tbe development of mioerals leased
under tbis Act for (I) planning, (2) constructioo and maintenance of public facilities, and (3) provisioo of public services.".
(b) In tbe first sentence ofsectioo 35 oftbe Mineral Lands LeasiogAct, 1130 USC 191. II before tbe words "shall be paid ioto
tbe Treasury oftbe United States" iosert "and tbe Geotbermal Steam Act of 1970, notwitbstandiog tbe provisions of section 20
tbereof," before tbe words "from lands witbio tbe naval petroleum reserves" iosert "and tbe Geothermal Steam Act of 1970";
and, io tbe secood sentence, before tbe words ''not otberwise disposed of' iosert "and tbe Geothermal Steam Act of 1970".
Sec. 10.1130 USC 201 note. II The Director oftbe Office of Technology Assessment is autborized and directed to cooduct a
complete study of coal leases entered ioto by tbe United States under sectioo 2 oftbe Act of Febmary 25,1920 (Commonly
known as tbe Mineral lands Leasiog Act). 1130 USC 201.11 Such study shall iociude an analysis ofallmioiog activities, present
and potential value of said coal leases, receipts of tbe Federal Government from said leases, and recommendations as to tbe
feasibility of tbe ues of deep mioiog technology io said leased area. The Director shall submit tbe resnlts of his study to tbe
Congress witbio ooe year after tbe date of enactment of tbis Act.
Sec. II. (a) Section 27(a) (I) oftbe Mineral Lands Leasiog Act (30 U.S.C. 184(a) (I», is amended to read as follows:
"(I) No person, associatioo, or corporation, or any subsidiary, affiliate, or persons cootrolled by or under commoo control
witb such person, association, or corporation shall take, hold, own or control at ooe time, whetber acqnired directly from
tbe Secretary under tbis Act or otherwise, coal leases or permits 00 an aggregate of more tban forty-six tbousand and eighty
acres io any ooe State and io no case greater tban an aggregate of one hundred tbousand acres io tbe United States: Provided,
That any persoo, association, or corporation currently holdiog, owniog, or controlliog more tban an aggregate of one hundred
tbousand acres io tbe United States on tbe date of enactment of tbis section shall not be reqnired on account of tbis section to
relinquish said leases or permits: Provided, further, That io no case shall such person, association, or corporation be permitted
to take, hold, own, or cootrol any furhter Federal coal leases or pennits until such time as tbeir holdings, ownership, or control
of Federal leases or permits has been reduced below an aggregate of ooe hundred tbousand acres witbio tbe Unites States.".
(b) 1130 USC 184 note. II Subject to valid existing rights, section 27(a) (2) oftbe Mioeral Lands Leasiog Act (30 U.S.C.
184(a) (2» is hereby repealed.
Sec. 12. (a) Section 3 oftbe Mineral Leasiog Act for Acqnired Lands (30 U.S.C. 352) is amended by striking out "(b) set
apart for military or naval purposes, or (c)" and iosert io lieu tbereof"or (b)".
(b) Such section 3 is furhter amended by ioserting tbe followiog after tbe first sentence tbereof: "Coal or lignite under acqnired
lands set apart for military or naval purposes may be leased by tbe Secretary, witb tbe concurrence oftbe Secretary ofDefense,
to a govemmental entity (iociudiog any corporation primarily acting as an agency or iostrumentality of a State) which produces
electrical energy for sale to tbe public is such governmental entity is located io tbe State io which such lands are located.".
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Sec. 13. II 30 USC 204 note. II (a) Subject to valid existing rigbts, section 4 oftbe Mineral Lands Leasing Act (30 U.S.C. 204)
is hereby repealed.
(b) Subject to valid existing rigbts, section 3 oftbe Mineral Lands Leasing Act (30 U.S.C. 203) is amended to read as follows:
"Sec. 3. Any person, association, or corporation holding a lease of coal lands or coal deposits under tbe provisions of this Act
may witb tbe approval oftbe Secretary oftbe Interior, upon a finding by him tbat it would be in tbe interest oftbe United States,
secure modifications oftbe original coal lease by including additional coal lands or coal deposits contiguous to tbose embraced
in such lease, but in no event shall tbe total area added by such modifications to an existing coal lease exceed one hundred sixty
acres, or add acreage larger tban tbat in tbe original lease. The Secretary shall prescribe terms and conditions which shall be
consistent witb this Act and applicable to all oftbe acreage in such modified lease.".
Sec. 14. Section 39 of tbe Mineral Lands Leasing Act (30 U.S.C. 209) is amended by adding tbe following sentence at tbe
end tbereof: "Nothing in tbis section shall be construed as granting to tbe Secretary tbe autbority to waive, suspend, or reduce

advance royalties.".
Sec. 15. Section 27 oftbe Mineral Lands Leasing Act of 1920 (30 U. S.C. 184) is amended by adding at tbe end tbereoftbe
following new subsection:
"(1) (1) At each stage in tbe formulation and promulgation of rules and regulations concerning coal leasing pursuant to this
Act, and at each stage in tbe issuance, renewal, and readjustment of coal leases under this Act, tbe Secretary oftbe Interior shall
contain such information as tbe Attorney General may require in order to advise tbe Secretary oftbe Interior as to whetber such
leases would create or maintain a situation inconsistent witb tbe antitrust laws. If tbe Attorney General advises tbe Secretary
of tbe Interior tbat a leases would create or maintain such a situation, tbe Secretary of tbe Interior may not issue such lease,
nor may he renew or readjust such lease for a period not to exceed one year, as tbe case may be, unless he tbereafter conducts
a public hearing on tbe record in accordance witb tbe Administrative Procedures Act II 5 USC 551 II and fmds herein tbat
such issuance, renewal, or readjustment is necessary to effectuate tbe purposes of tbis Act, tbat it is consistent witb tbe public
interest, and that tbere are no reasonable alternatives consistent witb this Act, tbe antitrust laws, and tbe public interest.
"(3) Notbing in this Act shall be deemed to convey to any person association, corporation, or otber business organizstion
immunity from civil or criminal liability, or to create defenses to actions, under any antitrust law.
"(4) As used in tbis subsection, tbe tenn 'antitrust law' means-,
"(A) tbe Act entitled' An Act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for otber
purposes', approved October 15, 1914 (15 U.S.C. 12 et seq.), as amended;
"(C) tbe Federal Trade Commission Act (15 U.S.C. 41 et seq.), as amended;
"(0) sections 73 and 74 oftbe Act entitled' An Act to reduce taxation, to provide revenue for tbe Government, and for other
purposes', approved August 27, 1894 (15 U.S.C. 8 and 9), as amended; or
"(E) tbe Act of June 19, 1936, chapter 592 (15 U.S.C. 13, 130, 13b, and 21a).".
Sec. 16. Nothing in this Act, or tbe Mineral Lands Leasing Act and tbe Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands which are
amended by tbis Act, shall be construed as autborizing coal mining on any area of tbe National Park System, tbe National
WIldlife Refuge System, tbe National wildreness Preservation System, tbe National System, of Trails, and tbe Wild and Secnic
Rivers System, including study rivers designated under section 5(a) oftbe Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. CARL ALBERT
Speaker oftbe House of Representatives. LEE METCALF
Acting President of tbe Senate pro tempore.
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES, August 3, 1976.
The Senate having proceeded to reconsider tbe bill (S. 391) entitled" An Act to amend tbe Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, and
for otber purposes", returned by tbe President oftbe United States witb his objections, to tbe Senate, in which it originated, it was
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Resolved, That the said bill pass, two-thirds of the Senators present having voted in the affinnative.
Attest:
FRANCIS R. VALEO Secretary.
I certify that this Act originated in the Senate.
FRANCIS R. VALEO Secretary.
IN TIlE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES August 4, 1976.
The House of Representatives having proceeded to reconsider the bill (S. 391) entitled "An Act to amend the Mineral Leasing
Act of 1920, and for other purposes", returned by the President of the United States with his objections, to the Senate, in which
it originated, and passed by the Senate on reconsideration of the same, it was
Resolved, That the said bill pass, two-thirds of the House of Representatives agreeing to pass the same.
Attest:
EDMUND L. HENSHAW, Jr. Clerk.
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY:
HOUSE REPORT No. 94-681 accompanying H.R. 6721 (Comm. on Interior and Insular Affairs).
SENATE REPORT No. 94-296 (Comm. on Interior and Insular Affairs).
Congressional RECORD:
Vol. 121 (1975): July 31, considered and passed Senate.
Vol. 122 (1976): Jan. 21, considered and passed House, amended, in lieu ofH.R. 6721.
June 21, Senate concurred in House amendment.
WEEKLY COMPILATION PRESIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS:
Vol. 12, No. 27 (1976): July 3, votoed; Presidential message.
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD: Vol. 122 (1976):
Aug. 3, Senate overrode veto.
Aug. 4, House overrode veto.
PL 94-377, 1976 S 391
End ofDoeument
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Excerpt from Public Law 94-579

90 STAT. 2743

PUBLIC LAW 94-S79-0CT. 21. 1976

Public Law 94-579
94th Congress
An Act
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Se<'. 313. Sun8hlne In government.
Sec. 814. Recordation of mining c1aima and abandonment.
Sec. 31:i. Recordable dlsclalme" of inten!st.
Sec. 316. Correction of conveyance documenta.
Sec. 317. }f1neral revenue&.
Sec. Sl8. AIJjlroprlatJon nuthorlzatlon.
TITLE IV-RANGE MANAGEMENT

Sec.
See.
See.
Sec.

401. Grulng leea.
402. GraJling leafles and permlta.
400. Grazing advi80ry I)oa:dII.
fO.l. Manngewent of certain borses and bUrroe.

TITLE V- RIGHTS·OF·WAY

Sec. 001. AUlborbaUon to grant rlgb ta-of·way.
Sec. (502. Coet-sbare r oad autborlsatlon.
Sec. M3. CorrldonJ.
Sec. 504. General provl.s[ons.
Sec. OOCI. Terms and condltJons.
See. MIJ. SWlpelUlion and termination of rlght&-ot-wa,..
Sec. 001. Rigbta-of-way tor Fed.eralageneletl.
Sec. 008. Conveyance of lands.
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Sec. 009. Esistlug 1'Igbta-of·way.
Bee. 510. EfI'ect on other laws.
See. 1)11. Coordination of applleaUons.
TITLE VI-DESIGNATED MANAGEME!>IT AREAS

Sec. 601. California deaert conservation area.

Sec. 602. KiDg range.

Sec. 603. Bureao of land management wUdernll88 atudy.

TITLJ!J VlI-EFFl:CCT ON EXISTING RIGHTS: REPEAL OF EXISTING
LAWS; SEVERABILITY

Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
See.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

701. Effect on uil!t1ng right...
102. Repeal of law! relY.t1ng to homesteading and small traeu.
703. Repeal of lawa related to d18posais.

1M.
706.
706.
707.

Repeal of wltbdrawallawl.
Repea l of law! relating to adminlatra.Uon of public lands.
Repeal of laws relating to l'ight8-of-way.
Sevembillty.

TITLE I-SHORT TITLE) DECLARATION OF
POLICY, A!\T)) DEFINITIONS
SHORT TITLE

43 USC 1701
Dote.

SEC. 101. This Act ma1 be cited as the "Federal Land Policy and
)Ianagement Act of 1!)76' ,
m:CLARATION OF roLlCY

43 USC 1701.

Sv.c, 102, (a) The Congress declares that it is the policy of the
United States that(1) thejublic lands be retained in Federnl ownership unless ng
a. result 0 the land use planning procedure provided for in this
Act, it is determined that disposal of It particular parcel will serve
t.he nation III interest;
(2) tJle national interest will be best renlized if the public lands
and their resources are periodically and s,YstematicaUy inventoried
and their present and future use is pl'OJecte<i througb a. land use
planning process coordinated with other Federal and State plnnlIin~ efforts;
(8) public lnnds lIot previousll desi~ntcd for allY specific use
a.nd all existing classifications 0 pubilc lands that were effected
by executive ~tion or statute before the date of enactment of this
Act be reviewed in accordance with the provisions of this Act j
(4) the Con~ress exercise its constitutional authority .to withdl'a.w or otbennsedesignltte Ol' dedicate Federal lands for Ii~cified
purposes and t hat Congress delineate the extent to WhICh the
Executive ma), wit hdl'RW lands without legislative action;
(6) in administering public land statutes and exercising discretionary .authority g ranted by them, the Secretary be required
to est..ablish comprehensive rules and regulations .after considering
the views of the general public; and to structure adjudication
procedures to assure adequate third party ,Pu,ticipation, objective
II.dministrative review of initial deciSIOns, and expeditiou8
decisionmakingj
(6) judicial review of public land adjudicati.)u decisions be pl'Ovided by In. W;
(7) goals and objectives be est.ablished by law as guidelines for
public land use planning, and that management be on the ba.sis

90 STAT. 2770
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(d) Such recordation or application by itself shall not render valid
any c1uim which would not be otherwise valid under applicable law.
Nothing in this section shall be construed as a waiver of the assessment and other requirements of such 1nw.
REOORDABLE OISCLAJ.l{ERS OF L... 1."EREI!T IN LAND

43 USC 1745.

SEC. 316. (a) After consulting with any affected Federal n~ncy,
the Secretary is authorized to issue a document of disclaimer of mterest or interests in any lands in any form suitable for recordation,
where the disclaimer will help remove a cloud on the title of such
lands and where he determines (1) a record interest of the United
States in landil has terminated by operation of law 01' is otherwise
invalid; or (2) the lands lying between the meander line shown on
a plat of survey 'approved by the Bureau or its predecessot'S and the
actual shoreline of a body of water are not lands of the United Slateli;
or (3) accretcd, relicted, or avulsed lands are not lands of the United
States.
(b) No document or disclaimer shall be issued pursuant to this
section unless the aJlplicant therefor has filed with the Secretary an
application in writmg and notice of such application setting forth
the grounds supporting such application has been I?ublished in the
Federal &gister at least ninety da.ys preceding the lssuance of such
disclaimer and until the applicant therefor has paid to the Secretary
the administrative costs of issuing the disclaimer as determined by
the Secretary. All receipts shall be deposited to the then-current
appropriation from which expended.
(c) I ssuance of a document of disclaimer by the Secretary pursuant
to the provisions of this section and regulations promulgated hereunder shall have the same effect as a quit-claim deed from the United
States.
CORRECTION OF CONV>;YANCE DOCUMENTS

43 USC 1746.

SEC. 316. The Secretary may correct patents OL· documents of conveyance issued pursuant to section 208 of this Act or to other Acts
relating to the disposal of public la.nds where necessary in order to
eliminate errors. In addition, the Secretary may make corrections of
errors in any documents of conveyance which have het'etofore boon
issuoo by the Federal Government to dispose of public lands.

30 USC 191.

SEC. 311. (a) Section 3li oJ the Act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat.
431, 450· 30 O.S.C. 181, 191) , as amended, is further amended to
read as follows: "All money received from sales, bonuses! royalties,
and rentals of the public lands under the provisions of this Act and
the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970, notwithstanding the provisions
of section 20 thereof, shall be paid into the Treasury of the United
States; 50 per centum thereof shall be paid by the Secretary of the
Treasury as soon as practicable after March 31 and September 30 of
each year to the State other than ~<\Jaska within the boundaries of
which the leased lands or deposits are or were located; said moneys
paid to any of such States on or after January 1, 1976, to be used
by such State and its subdivisions, as the legislature of the State may
direct ~ving priority to those subdivisions of the State social1y or
economically impacted by development of minerals leased under this
Act, ,for (i)jlanning, (ii) construction and maintenance of public
facilities, an (iii) proviSIon of public service; and excepting those

30 USC 1001
Dote.
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from Alaska, 4.0 per centum thereof shall be paid into, reserved,
a.ppropriated, 118 part of the reclamation fund created by the Act
of Congress known 8S the Reclama.tion Act, approved June 17, 1902}
and of those f!"Om Alaska as soon as practicable after March 31 and.
September 30 of ell(:h year, 90 }?Ell' centum thereof shall be paid to
the State of Alaska for disposibon by the legislnture thereof: Provid~d, That all moneys which may Rccrue to the United States tfidel'
the prOl'isiolls of thIS Act and the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970
from lands within the nava.l petroleum reserves shall be deposited
in the Tn!fl.Sury as 'miscellaneous receipts" as provided by the Act of
June 4,19-20 (41 Stat. 813») as amended June 30, 1938 (52 Stat. 1252).
All mOIl~ys received under the pl'o\1sions oJ this Act and the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 not otherwif;e disposed of by this section
shall be credited to miscellaneous re<!c.ipts.".
(b) Funds now held pursuant to said section 35 by the States of
Colorado and Utah separately from the Department of the Interior
oil shale test leases known as C-Aj C-Bj U-A and U-B shall be
used by such States and subdivisions as the legislature of each State
may dlre<!t giving priority to those subdivisions socially or economically impacted by the development of minerals leased under this
Act for ( L) llannin g , (2) construction 8.Ild maintenance of public
faciliti es, an (3) provision of public services.
(c) (1) The Secretary is authorized to make loans to States and
their politica.l subdivisions in order to relieve social or economic
impacts occasioned by the development of minerals leased in such
States purs uant to the Act of Februllr;.: 25, 1920, as amended. Such
loans shall be confined to the uses specified for the 50 per centum of
minelll.\ t'e\-enues to be received by such Stales and subdivisions pursuant to section 35 of such Act. All loons shall bear interest at a
rate not to exceed 3 per centum and shall be for such amounts and
durations as the Secretary shall detel·mine. The Secretary shall limit
the amounts of such loans to all States except Alaska to the anticipated mineral revenues to be received by the recipients of said loans
and to Alaska to 55 per centum of antirupated mineral revenues to be
received by it pursuant to said section 35 for a.ny prospective 10-year
period. Such loans shall be repaid by the loa.n recipients from minel1l.1
revenues to be deri\·ed from said section 35 by such recipients, as the
Secretary determines.
(2) The Secretary, after consultation with Governors of the
affected States, shall a.llocate such loans among the States 8.Ild their
subdivisions in a fair and equitable manner, glvin~ priority to those
States and subdivisions su.ffering the most severe Impacts.
(3) Loans under this subsection shall be subject to such terms and
conditions as the Secretary determines necessary to assure that the
purpose of this subsection will be achieved. The Secretary shall issue
such regulations as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of
this section.

90 STAT. 2771

43 USC 391
note.

30 USC 1001
note.

30 USC 191
note.

LoaDS.
43 USC 1747.

Intel"i!$l fale.

Reguu.tiol1B.

APPROPRIATION AUTHORIZATION

SEC. 318. (a) There are hereby authorized to be appropria.ted 43 USC 1748.
such sums as are necessary to carry out the purposes and provisions
of this Act, but no amounts shall be appropriated to carry out after
October 1, 1978, any program, function, or activity of the Bureau
under this or any other Act unless such sums are specifically authorized to be appropriated as of the date of approval of this Act or are
authorized to be appropriated in accordance with the provisions of
subsection (b) of this section.

90 STAT. 2772
31 USC 1301
note.
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(b) Consistent with section 607 of the Congressional Budget Act
of 1974, beginning AIay 15, 1977, and llot later than May 15 of each
second even numbered ycar thereafter, the Seerclary shall submit to
the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the President of
the Senate a ~uest for the authorization of appropriations for all
programs, functions, and activities of the Bureau to be carried out
dUl"lllg the four-fiSCJI.l-year period beginning on October 1 of the
calendar year following the calendar year in which such request is
submitted. The Secretary shall include in his request, in addition
to the information contained in his budget request and justification
statement to the Office of Management and Budget, the funding levels
which he determines can be efficiently and effectively utilized in the
execution of his responsibilities for each such pro~ram, function, or
activity, notwithstanding any budget guidelines or limitations imposed
by any official or agency of the execut.ive branch.
(c) NotJling in this section shall apply to the distribution of
receipts of the Bureau {rom the disposal of lands, natural resources,
and mterests in lands in accordance with applicable law, nor to the
use of contributed funds, private deposits for public survey work,
Rnd townsite trusteeships, nor to fund allocations from other Federal
agencies, reimbursements from both Federal and non-Federal sources,
and funds expended for emer~ncy firefighting and rehabilitation.
(d) In exercising the authonty to acquire by purchase grllnted by
subsection (n) of section 205 of this Act, the Secretary may use tlle
Land Rnd 'Vater Conservation Fund to purchase lands which are
nocessary for proper management of public lands which are primarily
of value for outdoor recreation purposes.

TITLE IV-RANGE MANAGEMENT
GRAZING FEES

Silldy.
43 USC 1751.

Report to
ClngreM.

SEC. 401. (a) The Secretary of Agriculture and the Sect·etary of
the Interior shan l0intly cause to be conducted a study to determine
the value of gl"llzmg on the lands under their jurisdiction in the
eleven Western States with a view to establishing a fee to be charged
for domestic livestock grazing on such lands which is equitable to
the United States and to the holdors of grazing I?Crnuts and leases
on such lands. In making such study, the SecretarIes shall take into
com~ideration the costs of production normally associated with
domestic livestock grazing in the ele.ven Western States, dUferences in
forage values, and such other factors as may re.b.te to tiIe reasonableness of such fees. The Secretaries shall report the result of such study
to the Congress not later than one year from and after the date of
approval of this Act, together with recommendations to implement
a reasonable grazing foe schedule based upon such study. If the report
required herein has not been submitted to the Congress within one
year after the date of approval of this Act, the grazing fee charge
then in effect shall not be altered and shaJl remain the same until such
report has been submitted to the Congress. Neither Secretary shall
incre&S6 the grazing fee in the 1977 grazing year.
(b) (1) Congress finds that a substantial amount of the Federa1
range lands is .deteriorating in quality, and that installation o~ ~di
tional range unprovements could arrest much of the contmumg
deterioration /lnd could lelld to substantial betterment of fONlb"6
conditions with resulting benefits to wildlife, watershed protection,
and livestock production. Congress therefore directs that 50 per centum
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ME:lIORANDD:lI OF THE CHAIRMAN

To l11embers of the Senate Oommittee on Energy and Natural
Resources:
On August 4, 1976, the Congress enacted into law over the President's veto, Public Law 94-377 the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments
Act. The August 3 vote in the Senate was 76-17. The August 4 vote in
the House of Representatives was 315-86. This new law makes a number of highly significant, long overdue changes in the :.\Iineral Leasing
Act of 1920. It is designed to (1) eliminate speculation with Federa1
coal leases ; (2) enhance competition among leaseholders; (3) assure
a fair return to the public; (4) provide for coordination with State
and local officials, public participation, and environmental protection;
(5) require thorough evaluation of Federal coal deposits to be offered
for lease; and (6) encourage maximum economic recovery of the coal.
Senator Lee )Ietcalf, chairman of the Subcommittee on Public
Lands and Resources, has taken the lead in developing this legislation.
At his request, this compilation, bringing together the newly revised
regulations of the Department of the Interior which affect Federal
coal leasing and including various comments on the adequacy of those
regulations, has been prepared.
This committee print was written and compiled by David M.
Lindahl and Duane A. Thompson, energy policy analysts with the
Environment and Natural Resources Division of the Congressional
Research Service, Library of Congress.
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APPENDIX

}'LOOR STATEMEXTS OX S. 391 BY SEXATOR

~IETCALF

(From the Congressional Heeord, June 21, lOiG]
FEDERAL COAL LEASIXG AMEXD"EXTS ACT OF

19i[)

)fr. ~IETC.\I.F. ~Ir. President. S. 3!J1 passed the Senate on .July 31. WiT). hy a
rollcall yote of 84 to 12. At that tillle it consisted of two titil's. Title I ex("ept
for SOllIe amendllH?nt:-: from the other body was pSf.:(,lltially the ~.;ame UH it i~ toua;\".
Title II ,yas a recognition that Congl"l'ss h," rl'peatedly attempted to enact a

modl?rnte Rtrip
fl'u~tl'ated the

lllillil1.~

a('tion~

law and that IH'p:.:idf'utial vet OPE-: hayp jUf.:t a~ ('oludxtently
of ("ollgre~H. In fl tinal attf-'lllpt for CongTPfo'H to carry

(lnt its special ("onstitutional rl'sponsibilities with reslle("t to the pnblic dOlllain
<>f the l"uitPfI States. til!' Senate took all of the IIl'eYions surface mining bills as
ng-rped to hy tlIp l'oufpl"PI1cP ('ommittt'Ps; dph-'tp(l all f'x('ppt thof.:f'

POl'tiOIlS

dealing

with the pnblic lands and enacted it '" title n.
When the bill went to the otl",r hody. titlp II was strieken. Title I was amended
jll ~f'n.'l"al l>articlllars, threE-' of which are sig-nifirant. It was l'l?turnNl to the
:::enate on .January 22, 1976, and has hePIl on the Prpsident"s dp:-.:k eyer since.
1 remain eOlH"iu(,pd thnt CongTP,"':-': 111l1f't ]Irps~ forward in its pffort~ to ennct
a ~trong Federal ::.;trip mine law. I haTe, therefore tleferred action on S. 391 for
'OYi';>r ;) months in hopes that tlIP :-:tri}l miup hill. whieh has hpe11 reilltrodu('ed in
the House as II.H. !J723. would be p..Hi:-;pd O1lce again au(1 ::';P11t to tlw ~PllHte. The
lIon,e n\Jl~s ('ommittpe yotpd to tahle lI.n. !li2;;. Thrpp mouths hayp passp<l
but 1'11'01"1, to di,charge tile hill from Rnles Committee haye hepn of no ayail. r
]un"e eonc]nded that 11l'OSlIPcts fo]' tinu.>ly enactment of strip mine If'g'i:-:lation in
thi~ Congref'R ar(k not hrig-ht. :\,pitlwr flops it apprar thnt any suhstantia1 support
pxi-.:ts in thp lIons€' for cmnhining- the Fe(]pral lanfl::.: I)royi~iow.: of the ~trip mine
bin with the l~~pdel'al conI ]pnsillg' hill, as wns done in tlIP ReBate ver:-:ion of R. ~!)1.
In yip,," of tlle IimitPfI tiulP Ipft for PlwctUlPllt of 1l?gi~latiou in thi~ Cong-fPss.
I b"lipYe that the SpuMe ,hOllld approYe th~ HOBS .. yprsion of the FedI'm! ("oal
lea.'·:ing- hill. R. 301 :I::.; nIllP]Hled, aud ~pnd it to thp Presiopnt.
K 3D] is dpsig-ned to pliminate thp sprcnlnth-e holding of Fl?dprnI coa1 leases
nncl to insnre tllat tlwy will be dI?Yf']o[lpd on a timely ha:-d~ an(] in a manner which
i" of henptit to the pulilie. 'l'h~ people om) the F~<Ipr:l1 coal lands ("oYere,1 h~' the
)IiIwl'al LC'HSillg- £\ct of 1!120, a~ aIllP]H1pd. whirh i:-: tlw ~uhje("t of this ]egi:-:lation.
It i:-:, tllPreforp. incumhput upon COllg-rp:-:f' 10 SP(' to it thnt the pa~t alm:-.:ps of our
Fp(]Pl'al ("onl It'a~ill.~ Iiolicy firp p]Hlpd, "~e llln~t hnn' in('rea~pd ('on I prmlnction
from 0111' FNlpl'al coal Innc1:-: to lwlp l1]('Pt nntiollal pnprg'Y npp(]:-:, ""f' mnst also
have n (]pf'Put retnrn from thnt con] production to tl1p r.K Trea~lIrr and to the
8tatp~ wliic-h will hp 1I10:-:t affrctp(l hr Ft'dernl ('oal mining.
'fhilf' tllp liP,,· rp.~lll11ti()ns l'p(,t~ntly n<loptp(] hy Tnterior Re("retary Kleppe nre
n rOllsidl?l'nhlf' imprOYPlllent oyel' tlIf' llrpyion~ rpg'ulntions, they still fall fnr f-;hort
of thp l<,vel of f-;t ring-PIl('Y nnd ~IIPdfirity which wa~ atTor<le(1 liy the Yetol?(] strip
nlil lP llill.
I illll aWar(' that tlw administration ha~ certain oh.ip('tion~ to the ITon:':.(' fl lllenrl·
mellt. whif'h ~prrpt:lry KIPIIJ)1? ol1tlinr(1 in n rf>port to Chnirmnn lIn]f'Y of the
H nll:":p In"prior aIH] Tn:-:u]nr Affair:-: ('OlllIllittpP on .Jam]'lry l!l. 1!l7fi.
Tn my opinion, !lip..:p oh,lP('tion'" ar(' i11·follnI1Nl and not }Il?r~·.:na:-:iyp. )fy COIU ·
lllPutS on thPlll, to~ptht'r with ~('(·rph\l';\· Klt'II}lP'S Iptt('r to Chnirmau Hnley,
f ollm\".
1.

PAY~fF.XTR

1'0

STATES

rnc1pr ~p('ti()l1 :ti of th(' ~rh1(>rnl L('n~ing' Act of 1!120. n~ nrnended, InonC'YR
rf'tllrlwd to tllp ~tntp:-: from thp lpn~ing of ('on 1 flnd other }pnsnhle ll1iuf'rnl~ nre
Ill'p:,pntly a'Tlilnhlf' only for s("ho()lf.; find ronds. 1'hi~ rpstriction i~ onp.rOu~ he(,flllSP
arC':1S n(·wl.\' OI)(,lIPO to Inrg'p-s("Hlp ('onl mining' f:H'p the lwC'd for n sharp incr("l1f.;e
(111)

112
ill nil local lIuhlic sf'l'vices. sucll as hO!'ivitnls and sewer systems, as well as scbo{)ls
and rOtld~. Advance local planning for community development is another pressing
deficiency.
(The reasons aceording to the Counil on Eeonomic Priorities ;folio,,' :)
TIlP sudden jump in population growth. the emergency of new urban center~.
[lIlt1 the Vo:-:;:sible 'boom-bust' economic cyelp will cause lllany social and cultul'al
,·hange<. The Bnreau of Reclamation prl'dicts that coal development in the Xorthf'I'll Plains could re:-:ult in a seyen-fold inerea~e in the present population. Between
:!OO.OOO and 400.000 people are expected to migrate to eastprn ~lontana.
S. 391. as amended hy the Hon<e. would act to alleviate these problems by in('rl'a~ing from 37.:' to ;')0 per(,pnt the proportion of revenues g-oing to the State~
from mineral lea,ing. and reducing from 52.5 to ..10 percent the portion deposited
in the reclamation fund. The additional 12.;; percent returned to the States would
lIe available for u::;£> in planning, construction, and maintenance of public facilities. \Yith priority to he given to those areas impacted by deyelopment of the coal
re~ource. The remaining 10 perce-nt of the revenues would be retained, as under
existing law, by the {l.S, ':rreasury.
In addition. sec·tion :l:i of the :lIineral Leasing Act is further amended by pro·
Yiding that all moneys recl'iYed from geothermal leasing under the provisions of
the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 "'ould be disposed of nnder the above stipUlation. thus incre:lsing' from 5 to 12.5 percent the percentage available to the States
for use on public facilities.
Xo other suhstantial Federal assistance is a\'ailable to the coal-producing
States to deal with predicted population increases triggered by Federal coal
clPyelopment. The new financial resources proyided in S. 391 could spel! the difference between. on the one hand. the chaotic disintegration of a stable life-style
dominated hy agriculture. together with al! the attendant social ills, and on the
other bane}. an orderly, rational transition to an urban and Semilll'han s()(>iety,
Aside from the endronmental effects of the strip mining' of Federal coal, no
other aSllPct of western coal development is likely to have more devastating COIlsP'luences for the people of the Xorthern Great Plains region in particular, th:lll
the coming' population change. The help offered in S. 391 is badly needed.
The administration objects to this provision de,pite the fact that the original
f'PlJa te hilI called for 00 II<'rcent payment to the States.
2.

FEDERAL

EXPLORATIO~

PROGRAM

This legislation adds a new section 8A to the :lIineral Leasing Act. Referred to
as "exploration," if really is a comprehensive evaluation program for lands to
h" offered for coal leasing'. Under this new section. the Geological Suney is
authorized to conduct or ('on tract for exploration activities, including Reismic.
g-eophysical, geochemical. or ,tratigraphic drilling. but it does not limit the right
of any party to carry out such activities under section 4 of the hill. The Secretary
is to submit to Congrl'ss within G months of the effecti\'e date a plan for illlplementa tion of the prol(ram.
Rtrutigraphic drilling is to be carried out so as to obtaiu information OI! all
recoverable Inineral resources, One purpose of the provifdon iR to assure that
lands are not lea Red for surface mining development when greater amounts of
cnal ('ould he produced throul(h underground mining methods. Xo similar pro\'ision was included in the Senate yersion of S. 391.
ruder existing law exploration on lands in which the reSOllrc~ is not known i.'l
f':!ITipd out lar~wl)· under a f::YRtem of b:suing proRpecting llermits. Snch permit~
arp i"ned for 'pPf'ific area" of land and carry with them the right to a preferenre
lease. That i, to say, if the holder of a prospcctinl( permit demonstrates the ('xistfuce of ('oal ill commercial quantities in the permit area, h(' is entitled to a prefprell('e ri~ht lpa~e, Xo ('()mpetitiY~ l('Hf.::e ~flle iR hpI<l in ~n('h casps, ~ecrptnry
Kll'J1pe recently announced susllension of this policy of issuing preference right
}(':l"=PH.

Xo\\', due to its relianre Ullon sueh pri\'utp explorntor:r firth·ity. the' Dep:trtmf'nt InR hf'f'u RPriollRly handicapped in determining- th~ nc'hwl valne of trn('ts
whi('h nrp up for If'flRe ~al(', and alRo in pstilllfltin!!' reSf'rn'-.: fOt' lng-i<:"nl 1Ilini:n~
nnitR and ndvancpd royalty pa,Vllle-BtR, both critical judgmellts ill the matter of
as..:uring ndf"(]llate rptUrIl to the puhlic,
The Departmpnt has gradually come to realize thl' prepostl'rOnSllPsS of heinl(
at the mercy of the proRppctive lef:Rep in (If'terlllining conI tract valllatiollR in the
('xpalH1ill~ pl'()~l'alll of stratig-rH},hi(' drilling ('arriP(1 out hy thp (;pologienl Rllt'\·,-.y.
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According to data supplied by the Department subsequent to oYersight hearings
expanding program of stratigraphic drilling carried out by the Geological HurYPj".
spent $1.9 million in fiscal 1975, and is projecting an increasp to $4.5 million in
fiscal 1979 for its coal reserve base investigations. The total projected for the
lwriod 1975-79 amounts to $16.9 million. Despite this fact, Se<.-retary Kleppe
objects to this provision of the House amendment. Apparently, he i;; unaware
that it is already being implemented by the Geological Suryey.
(In a recent study of Federal coal leasing, the GAO strongly recommends
increased funding for the Federal coul eyaluation programs, specifically recom-

mending to)
Direct a coal drilling program which would pronde data for the de"elopment
and implementation of a systematic plan for appraising coal resources a nd ez,"Ure
implementation of planned and coordinated drilling through Federally financed
actiyities. Data produced through wholly financed actiyities should be made
a yailablo for public inspection.
In responding to the GAO recommendation, the Department acknowledged
that "expnn.ion of this---eoal drilling program-is necessary to supply the Gm'prnment with additional data to facilitate thp coal leasing program:' Why the
Department objects to the coal evaluation program is beyond comprehension.
3.

LOGICAL

~n::s'I1\G

us IT ACREAGE LDUTATIOX

The logical mining unit is a concept ad,'ocated by the Department of the Interior. The Department recognized that multiplicity of land holdings-Fedpral,
State. prh'atp, and Indian ownership--and the likelihood that a failure to COllsolida te "arying types of holdings under a single ownership and control could
result in waste of the resource where tracts are too small for economical mining
by themseln?s. Hence the combining of leases in "logical mining units."
The restriction on the size of a logical mining unit-L~IU-as set forth in the
bill is 23,000 acres.
(According to calculations based upon the ayerage coal tonnage contained in
lands located in the major coal production western States, 2G,OOO acres--3[) square
mines--of coal lands would yield the following quantities of coal)
Campbell Connty. Wyo .. 3 billion tons.
Johnson County, ,,'yo., 6 billion tons.
Sheridan County. Wyo .• 750 million tons.
Sweetwater Connty, "'yo., 4:;0 million tons.
Jackson County, Colo., 800 lllillion tons.
~Iontrose County, Colo .. 250 million tons.
Powder River County, :lIont., 1 billion tons.
Custer County, ~Iont., 500 million tons.
To get an idea of ho,,' adequate these quantities of coal are, gh"en a consuming
utility seeking a 40-year reserye of coal, a 2.000 megawatt ]lower generating st~
tion would consume 280 million tons of coal o,'er a 4O·year period. A large strzp
mine in the West can be expectp<l to produce GOO million tons of coal oyer the
same 40-year period. It would, thereforE', appear that 25,000 acreR of coal land
would amply meet the coal reserve requirements of large powerplants and is
not an unreasonabl~ limitation upon the size of the L~IU.
State and national acreage limitations in the bill-46,OM acres and 100.000
fl(·res. re~pecth~cly-are neeessary to IIreyellt thf" concentration of hoI(1ing-:-:. Of
the top 15 Federal leaseholders, none holds more than 100,000 ncres of FedNul
coal lands, so the Federal limitation would not unduly reRtrict the actiyities of
pxisting Iesseps. The Rtate limitation already exists in law. hadug- hren inrreal'P(]
IIY CongreRs from 10,2-10 acres in 100-1.
By any ohjective criteria, the acn"a~e restrictions on I1.H. 6,21 npp~nr to Ii("
eminently rcasonable.
EHSentially these three propositions are those to which the allmillistrntioll
objeets. In addition, Secretary Kleppe outlinNI other ohjt'diolls to ('hail'llliln
lIaley. ~ly comments on these are as follo,,'s:
4.

1 :!.u Pf:nCEXT HOY.\J.TY

The 11lll1nllllm rOT'nlty and rental estahli:-:hed ill the )lillPral Len:-:illg' ..\c't of
lD20. a~ amended,
~ents per ton and ~:; ('(\utR I)(>r flrre for thp first YC':lI". :i0

is ;)

cents per year for the

s~cor.d

to fifth Fars, $1 per

a('l'~

thN('aftpr. In

Ih~

past
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;;4 years the Federal GOWl'Illllellt has reportedly colleeted a totnl of :323.373.920 in
royalty pa:nllellt~ for a total of lSU.O!Jf).(j;J3 tons of eoa1. This hoil~ dow11 to an
n H:'rage roralty of a lllE're 12 ..:; cellt~ It!?l' tOll of ('onl. ,yith hituminons coal nlhu's
at t h e llliue ri:.;ing' frOlll S-t.67 in ]!)liS to ~18.7ri per tOll in IU75-according t o
the Burean of )Iines. 12.;; ('Pllt~ per ton iR n l'i(1i('u]()nsl;\~ low rate of return.
~\ :-5tu<1y hy the General Accountillg OfficE' rightly ('ollclude:o; that l'o~'alty pflr~
lllPllts han' not heen e~tahlished on a fair lm~is. S. mH would rectify thi~ injustice
h,\' e~ t alJlishillg a lllillillllllll royalty of 12,:3 pt~reellt of the yalue of the ('oal. with
tIle Sef'retary haying (liscretion to Sf't a ]owpr ratf' for ~on] lll"odnC'ed h~' llnd(lr~
grou nd nlining'.
" "'estern Statps with Federal coal rf"!'IerVes stand in dire nef"d of monetary
a~ :-ij:-itanrp for planuing and creating IHlhIi(' fueilitiex and sen'ices demallclp,l
hy t he thou~allcl8 of worl\:Pl'!-: who will he attraeted to .ioh~ ill the coal lui lies and
l"plat ed pro(,PH:-iing and power genernHng- VI:llltS. Sprrptary of Interior Kleppe
rece ntly flllllOll lH'ed that the GovernlllPut will re!-:ume Ff"deral coal lea:-;ing' and
Pll('our ngp it in order to ("mmter the threat of auother oil embarg-o. If llational
p('onomir g-rowtll COl1les to depend on this new Federal ('onl lea:-;ing' poliey. tItPll
in a ll fuirllexs. thp Congres:-; lllU:-;t see to it thnt the rost8 are e\'ellly diHtrihutpd.
'Ye must avoid burdpning the coal~prodnrillg' reg-ions with the ~ocial and ell\'iron·
Huont .. l co:-;ts asxo('inted with conI deYelo}llllellt. 11y inerea:-;iug" the royalty rnte
t o a luiniulluu of 1205 percput and h~' in!"luring' that the ~:;rates get a 50·perrent
(ont of the rt'nmue!-: frOtn leased Illinerals. R. ;{!l1 would help to spread the lond.
Ry the ~allle token, Cong-re~s should a'\oid ovprhuroeniug' industry with exres·
xi ve r oyalty I)fl~'lllpnts. Thl1:-; discoura~illg productivityo There is 110 evidpn('e to
~l1pport the a lleg-nti'O l1 thnt a l:?;)·perrent minimum rO;lynlty would prerllHlt' roal
d pyelopmellt on }<\'dernl Inl1d~. On the contrnr,'\, thi~ proposed rate i~ entirt'l;l'
('o mnlen~urate with royalties nnd t axeH already on the hook~.
The ~tnte of )lont:1na rpcently enacted conI taxps aho'\e 20 to 30 percpntd t'vendiug- on the qnnlity of the ('oal-with lIO ~ignitif.'nllt reduction to conI production pvident. ()utpr ContillPlltnl ~hplf lands oil :lnd goas royalty ure spt at 1()2h
I,pree nt. with n o indieation that this rate di~rouragp~ OC'S leasing aud produc·
tio n. Given the fact that oil i!'l oyer riO perct'nt mol'€> expen:-;jve for utilities on a
B tn LJa ~i~ tlwn roa1. it i:-; hnnl for me to nndpfstand how it can be rea:-;ollnhly
:tl',glH-'d thnt a l:.!.:)·percPlit luillimum royalt~·, would rt'Ilot'l' .F'cderal conI llneco·
uOlllical t o mine.
Fnrthpl'uHH'P. ~petion 3D of tIlP :'IIineral Lensing Act. as amended. would con·
tinne to allow t hp ~f'(,l'p t alT to rp(hwe the millillllllll royalty helow 12.5 percent on
n tract "for tht.· Plll'PO~(' o f' eu('olll'agoing- the grpnt€>st llltimatt' rpco\'pr,l' of ('oal."
Thus an operator ('onld })a~' u le:-;~f'r roynlty 011 tlw t portion of the ('on 1 It-nse
whiell lui,g-ht n o rmally hp llIH'(OOnOlnicnl to minp gh'en a 12.5·lwrcent royalty. in
tlIp intprf'sts of con:-:ervution of the resonrre.
T he lowe r roy nlty rntp for 111Hlpl'g-rOtllHl luined coni is entirely di8cretion~
fir,\". If t he ~e(' r etnry should deteruline that Sf\ttill~ n lower roynlty pnyulPut
would t pn(1 t o di...:tol't vrn(111r t ion t oward uw1er,g-roullo mining, he would ha\'e the
option t o main tain tIlf' hig-her ratp. If it. howe\,pr, n w e ll·lnlOWl1 fact thnt ul1<1(1r·
~I'Ollllc1 mining' i!-' lllOl'e ('o~tlr h,\" far than slll'faee mining. a differential which
ronlc1 he eqnnlbwd \\'herp\'er til(' 12.ri-Ilercent royalty should prove excessi\,cly
hi.e:h.
Tn other \\'0 1'(1:-;. t he ftf'xihilit)y hnilt into tile minimum royalty prodl'ions, in S.
3!1l :l llow tIH'" ~p('rp t n rY' t o PUCOlll'ng-p maximum rpro\'l'Q' of coal while also g'f'Ilf'r·
ating a fair rp tu rn t o the pnillic.
5 . PUBLTC JIEARINGS

S. 0!H p ro hih it~ tIl P l{'n !-: in ~ of an~· Inllds contninillg' coal deposits unless the
h a \,£' hpen illC'llldPf1 ill a ('olllpl'l'llf'usin" laud u~e plan prepnn'd hy the
~t'('rt'tn r yo Lan (1 n ~ p planuing- rpf(nirp:-; ('oll:-;nltn tion with ~tnte and local gO\'t'l"Il·
lIlPut!-:. nn oppo r t nnity for puhlic Ilf'flring on the pInn. nnd an a~s{,-~sl11pnt of the
amount of ('oa l in thp ln nd . ronlllpd with an f'stirnntp of the nlllOl1nt rero\'er:1hle
h.\· >.:nrfa('p :u}(1/01' llwlpl'g'l'OlllHI mining. Prior to lpn ~ ing a trart. the ~pcretary
1Il1l!-:t hol(1 n. hpal'illg'. f'P pal':1tp f rom tllf' land w;:e plnu Il(lo:trill~. on til(' If':lse in thp
implH:t pd HI'f':t: li f' Ill W.;t r ouf' idf'1' tllp ('ffp('t~ which i !'l ~llnn('e of the 1(':18(' might
ha ,'e 0 11 tllp n re a :t s IIPrtn i liS to PH \'i rOIlIllf' lltn I di ~ rnllt iOIl!-:. ('Olllllll1uitr :-.;el·\· i<-£' ~
nlHI t h e likp.
lan(l~
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The Secretarr wuuld al,o he required to bold a puulie hearing if requested by
allY ]Jerson wbose interest Illay ue a(]Yersell' affected hy a proposed consolIdation of leaHPS into a Iogicalluilling uuit. L\ fourth opportunity for puhlic hearing
occurs ill the bill upon the >;ecretaQ"s decisioll to issue a lease despite tbe stated
uvinioll of the Attorney General that such IN18t:' would create a situation (;OIl~i:;1ellt with ulltitl'llst laws. Howeyer, there i~ no provision for a public hea ring ]Jrior to the deterlllillation of the fair market value of tbe coal deposit whicb
is about to he 1PHsed, Lmt only a requirement that the ~e('retal'Y vrovide opportunity for puulie COllllllt'ut thereon.
rrhe fiual ypr~i()ll of tIlt-' Ft,l1el'al ('nnl lnillill~ l'egl1latioll~ is~np(l hy Secreta ry
Kleppe on )Iay 10 reljuil'e four oVllortullities for pul.JIic hearillgf.:- hearing-s on
ellyironmental illlllal't statpment:-:; ('an ~mb.stitllte in SOllIe case. The Governors
of ,,-estern coal ~tateH reportedly insisted 1.111011 illdllsion uf theHe [)uuIic varticipatiOll clanses hecause of a widesV1'ead eOlleern that local nllprehen:--iolls regarding
the adnlrHe impaets of snrface milling of coal might uot reeeivp proller consideration uy the Seeretnr.r hefor{l, during, and aft{lr mining olleratiolls.
This ('OUe{lrll is :-;hared hy the l'ongr{lss. Hperetnry IGeVlle's regulations are
cOll,istellt witII ,;. 3m.
The l)ppartlllPlltR predoll' ohjection to tile term " apIlI'm'ul of the lea,e" hus
IH-'pn dpalt with lIy a IIon:-:p :llllP1Hlment ,yhieh I'Pphaspd the VllbIic heariug provision in sectioll 3 ~o that it 110W reads, "prior to lea::::e sale:'
6. AXTITRCHT PROVlSIOXS

Rectioll 1;") of ~, 3D1 adds a new sl1hf'e<"tioll to S{l('tioll 27 of the )Iilleral Leasill.~ . . \('t. It refJuire~ the ~eeretal'.r to (,OIl:-;ult with the AttorllP)" Gelleral hefore
drafting rules and r{lgulntious. or i~slling. renewing, and readjusting" lease~ nnder
the act, to pren'nt a ~ituati()ll that would he in eont1'avelltioll of the autitru~t
In ws, This amendment is designed to reduce the chance of leugthy and costly
alltitrll~t Iitig-atioll,
The Dppartmellt objects to this Pl'O"hiioll n~ IIpjllg- ··admillistratin·ly cllmuerf.:OllW" and thell YOIullt{lerS tlIP information thnt the .Tnsticp DppuI'tmPllt i~ "{lXtl'emely reluetallt to off{ll' cOllcll1:-ionf,; Oil nlltitrn~t qlwstiollS ill UC1Y:tllce of particlllar fil:'tivit,v:' The .Tu:-;;tic-{l J){l});utmel1t reg-nlal'l;r adyi.ses illdnstry about the
Hntitrn:-;t implicatiolls of IH'oposed nctioll~.
TllP ,Tnsti('{l Departuwllt ha~ rel)Qrtp(Uy hePll eoncel'ued ahout th{l possibility
of violations of :llltitrnst laws by the ('oal-eu{ll':!Y in<ln:-::tr;r, Thi~ 11l·Oyif,;ion w ou ld
allow the Attorney GplIel'i.l1 to illtel'Y{lUf> b('forp iSSnftlH'e of a IpHse hy th p
nf'}lHrtlll(lllt whpIIPYel' he finds e\'idellCP of such pl'ospectiY{l Yiolatioll, It wonld
cPl'tninl;r not call for illtpn'{llltion ill e'-ery case, Rp('tioll!-o: ~7 (k) and 30 of the
:UiU{lI'HI Leasillg- Ad lll'e~elltl.r contnin alltitrnst lallg-nag-c a<1(}p<1 nnder the ~\l a ska
l'illt'lille Act.
1, TRACTS RESERVEn TO PUBLIC BODIES

During- th('

1!)7~-7-l

oil

~hortag-e.

many rural ele('triC' ('oopel'atiYes and otlwr

slwil smflll pl{l('tl'il' }l1'ocll1cers W{lre hanl IH'psse<l to C01l111Pte ag-:lillst the la l'g-e

utilities for ayaiInhle <:onl sUV1)]ies. It is still diffieult for lllallY ~Ilch g-roups t o
olltnin a<1pquutp ('oal sllpplips for thpir futul'e ll{leclK It is therefol'f' quite nppropriate that COllgTPsS should a~Slll'e ftC'('PS!-: to Fp(lrral ('oal IflIHls for tllf'S(l :"lII nllp r
f"f1tities. ill kl..'ppillg with tlw policr of pl1couI'a.:.dn.~ alHl fOl'terillg- rnral electritieatiun nuel til(> S{l}'yillg" of HI't.'HS which 1I1'h':1t(' illdu:;.:try hn:-- pass('lll l)",
(R. ~f)1 ,ta tp,)
..-\ l'pasollahle 1I1l111IIPr of lensing- trn( ots f'hnll hf' r p:;,:pl'\'p<1 and otrp l't'(l fo r Ip:1 ~ p
ill :t(,(,Ol'dml('{l with tl1i:-:: :-::PC't ioll t o Il1lhIic ho(li{ls, illdn(lill~ Ff'<leral n~(lllC'i {l~, l'lll"n l
elf'ctri(' coopel'ntiY(ls or llOIl11rolit ("oI']lOl'atiollf.: c'on t rol1f'<1 hy ally SUdl Plltiti p~ , , .
rrhp "l'pa~ollnilip lllllllllPr" 1lIH'f'rtnint)' (':1ll h{l <1{lnlt with th l' o l1 ~h rlllp ..: awl
r('~nIntjolls of thf> nppfll'tlllPllt. IIt'l'hn}l!-: sJI(lC'ifyillg" tlI nt n (,p rt ni n S{lt proportioll
of nil IC'HsP snIps ill :1 :!iY{lll yeaI' nrp t o lip 1II;J('('d within tll is ('atp.~l) l'Y .
R, DE F F.RREn

Boxr~

Po·\ Y:\f EXT

K :ml would foster ('OIll}lPtitioll i11 tI1P hi(lclillg fo r I PHSP ~ lJ)" reqUll' l n g thnt
:iO )IPI'PPllt of nil n('I'C':1.!!f' IpHI'PIl ill all,Y Oll{l ~'('al' 11(' llll(ll'r a S,\' stPlIl of d pfC'l'l'P(1
IHllnl~ hiclc1ill.!!, Tlds \\'0111<1 allow a sort of ill~t n lllll(lllt pl a n f or 1J:lyillg- t llp hOllll....:.
1h110;,: rf'-<lllc'ill.!! thp frout-Pllcl c':JJlita l outlay llPc'('ssary n nd enabli ng- s llla ll pI' ('Ol'Jloratioll~ to C'Olllp{lte with thf' g-iants.
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The Xational Coal Association is on record as favoring methods for ensuring entry into Federal coal leasing lIy small coal companies.
Without such a provision. it is a foregone conclusion that the field willllecome
increasingly dominated by the largpst coal companies and the multi-national oil
corpomtions with large amounts of capital aYailable. The 50-50 split is reasonable.
It will guarantee against the possibility that the Secretary, as he comes under
illcreasing pressure to boost Federal coal production, could fail to keep in mind
the disudl'untageous position in which smaller companies find themselves. A di,·pr~ifierl

coal industry, which thi f: [unendment would foster, is certainly in the

pulllic interest.
fl.

~n:xr="G

AXD RECLAMATIOX

PLA~S

.\11 olw·ration and reelumation l)lan is required prior to any significant disturbanep of the em'ironmpnt and within 3 years after issuance of the lease, under
l'ro yh:ions of ~. 3Hl. ThiR IH'OYision i!=o; an important means of assuring diligent
den'lopllIent of the coal lease. If production is to oecur by the 10th year. as
r<"luirerl lIy thp bill, thpn it is a matter of some urgency that the lessee begin
timely de,"elopment of hi:-; mining and reclamation plan so as to allow sufficient
tiuH:' for rpYiew, mortification-if necesF!ary-and appro\-al hy the Secretary.
1 n. DEPARTMEXT AL REPORT

TIlP annual report to Congress h)' the f\e('retar), as required in 8. 391 would
illelude not only data rpgal'dillg' leasing and production of Federal coal lands,
H :-;UlllllUUr of thp management. ~ul>ervision, and enforcenlent actiyitie :5 and
re('OlllIllPIHlation:;:; to Congre.ss for improYementR in Inanagement and ellyirOIlllIPlltnl safe;::uards, hut would also include a report by the Attorney General
011 ('ompptition within the eonl and energy industry, and an analysis of the effect
of the antitrust laws on the industry.
Whether or not-as the Department daims-some of this information would
he available in other reports iq llot important. Rather, it is es,ential that CougreRs have readily available to it in onp report all of the information relating
to Federal ('oalleasing and production so that emlgress has access to a ll tlIP rele,'ant faets ne(~ded in cal'l'~'ing (Jut its ongoing re-sponsilJilit;v to monitor awl ;:.:O:S('RS
til(> implementation of the nct.
11,

1'IWIlPCTIOX

UEQUIREMEKTS

f'. 391 states in section 6 that "any lease which is not producing in cOlllmercial
quantitips at the end of 10 )'ears shall lie terminatl'd." Under the proyisions of
~ection :1, the SpC'retn ry could not i!=oi!=oine a new len!=oi? to any party holding ~u('h a
nonproductive lease, the 10-sear pprioll to UP eompnted frolll the effective' date of
tlIP act.
TIlPse two provisions arp llleallt to gnarantpe diligent cle\'elopment nnd an pno
to the speculative holding' of kases. Contra 1')' to what the Dl'partnIPnt claims,
the t\,'o provisions are entirely cOllsh,tent, The Secl"ptary would simpl)' hp prerlucled from issuing any new lea:;:;p to a party whieh had fnilpo to llrodnep roa l
in commercial quantities-as defined by regulations-within 10 )'ears after tbe
('nactllleut of the hill. Such party 1V0uid he l'e~uired to db'est itself of til(' nnprocl uf'ti n'" If'a~p hpforp it would hecome eligible for a new IpaRP,
The hill would thns mukp it possihle for other operators to hid for tile nonl'roductin' lease and undertake to oen'llop the len:;:;p nnd produc-e ('on I in kpf'ping \Yith
tlip intent of thp l(·gislation. In this way, oypr time, the large proportion of idle
Ipases which ha I'C heen held. hy the nepnrtment'R own admiqsion. for jlllrply
R'})(>('ulntive r(>a~OllR. will PYentually !lp hroll.c:ht into produrtioll nIHI royalty payIIlPllts ('omlllen~lll'ate with thp "nlue of the coal \Yill oegin flowing' into til(> Vllhlic
t1'(,3 su rips,
12, RTUlJY OF RECOVERY \lET lIons
Coal re('o\~ery by underground
ill\'oh'e~ fluite difff'rput impacts

mining' met hods and hy strip millIng' methods
upon the PllvironnH'nt. upon surrolln ding' COlllmunities, and upon land use pnUf'rns in nffC'ctrd arens, and com::iclC'ring tIl(> UP\\"
recovery methodR R11('h as in-sitn g-usifiration now being uC'tiYely researchednotahly hy the Burpau of ~[iIlCs-f'. 3tH would r('"niI'e the Sp(,I'ctary to el'alnntc
Hnd ('onlllnrp thp pffeeb~ 011 coal rero\'ery by both traditional and Ilovf'l mining
tpcilniqup,,,,; h('forp issning a Ipnsf',
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The Secretary would also be required to study the possible sequences of such
methods which would yield the maximum recovery of the resource. This latter
requirement is of great moment because many of the thick-seam, thin-overburden
deposits of coal in the west are eqnall~' snsceptible to surface mining and undergronnd mining. The failure to consider the possible repercussions of one method
upon the other could mean the virtual ahandonment of immense amounts of the
deepest coal reserves if rendered economically nnattractive or overly hazardous
to mine.
This requiremeut for a study of mining methods by the Secretary makes plain
hor~esen~e.
l~.

STATEWIDE

LICEXSE

The difference between the language of H.R. 6721-"a separate exploration
license will he required for exploration in each State"-and the language preferred by the Department-hno exploration license shall cover land in more than
Olle State"-is semantic-Bot substnnth'e.
(The House report on the other provisions of the bill is as follows) :
AXALYSIS FRO~I HOUSE REPORT

ox

H.R.

6721 (94-681)

SECTIOX-BY-SEC'tION AXALYSIS

Section 1 designates the official citation of the Act as the "Federal Coal Leasing
Amendments Ad of 1075". It also clarifies the reference to the }lineral Lands
Leasing Act (30 e.~.C. uS! el SC'I. I within the hody of the bill.
Section 2 amends the first sentence of spction :l(a) of the ~Iineral Lauds
Leasing .\ct (30 U.S.C. :lOl(a». The first sentence of section 2(a) presently
authorizE's the ::;ecretary of HlP Interior to divide clas!;ified Or ullclas~ifietl coal
lands into -to acre tracts, or mUltiples thereof and to lense these tracts by competitive bidding "or by such other methods a~ he may by general regulation
adopt." This amendment removes the referenC'e to "40 acre tra('ts.~' perlllit~ lpa:..;ing of classified lands only. and require" that all leasing be h~' competitive bidding. It Hpecifies that the "ize of a 10asing tract be such that it will pt'rmit th ..
milling of all coal which can be C'conomically extracted. The purpo~e of this
provision is to insure that ('oal. which might yield a lower profit than that ",hieh
lie ...; in the most readily aYHilahlr depo:o::its, \Yill not bp left in the ground _ The
ameudmput pro,'ide;-.; that at It'Hst ;")0 ppr centUlll of all lnnd~ leaspd within any
YPHr be on the bUf.;is of a dpferred honus bidding Systpill, . .\. reasonable number
of leasing tracts are to he set aside by the :;ecl'ptary and made uyailhle for leasing only to public bodies, including I·"lederal agpnC'iC's, rural electric cooperatives
or nonprofit corporations controlled by any of such entities. Finnlly, the amendIllt:'nt would prohihit the Secretary from accepting any bid for lps~ than the fair
market value of the coal suhj('ct to lease, In detC'rmining SHell fair market
value, the f)ecretary shan give consideration to publi C' comments. pro,-ided tha t
he shall not be required to re\'eal either his judgllll'nt as to th0 \'alue. or the
cumments he rereiYes prior to issuance of u lean', 'The COlIlll1ittep fplt that this
information should he nYailallle for lJUhli(' scrutiny after leasing- of the tract in
que4ion occurs,
HectiGu 3 amends the la st sentenee of , .. etion ~ (a) of the }lineral Lands L pnsing Act (0 tT,~,C_ 201 (a)). Thif' RPlltell('e requires the Secl'C'tary to issue notice~
prior to a cOlnpetitin' IpHsr sall-, ~rhis allH.'Jl(luH'nt would bar tllp is~nallce of
IlC'W lea~es to auy ilulh·idllat or cOl'poratiollf:: that hnyp held a lea!-:(> for a IH'riod
of 15 year~, heginning on tll e datf' of enaC'tment of tllp J;"lC'<1eral Coal Ll'flSillg'
AUH-'IHiUH'lIt...; ..\ct of 107G, without produ('illg ('oal tlu.'l'pfrOUl_ I t would require
that 110 1f'c.1se saIl' be hC'lel lIul(>f.\f.; it were compatible with a ('omprf'IH'l1sin:' land
u:-;e plan prepared lly the ~e(,l'etarr or, in tilt' ('a~p of lnn(l~ in thC' Xational
FOl'Pst ~y:-:tt'lll. hy thC' ~ecl'etary of ..\~Ti('ultul'C'_ On lands wllf'l'(l til(' ~nrface
i.s under the jnrisdiction of n FC'dl'rnl agency ot1l(>r than the J)(>partnH?lIt of tllp
Intprior, leasing" ma;\· occur only with tlw con~C'llt of that ngPIH'Y,
'VhC'r(> the Fp(h'ral intt'l'f'st in th(> lands or ('onls (h'po:"its is nominal. l'itlll'l' n
('omprpllcnsh'e laud usp plan pr<,parpd hy tIl(' ~tatc in which tIl(' l('a~f' is to he
ofTC'rpd. or a land use analysis 11l'C'par('d hoY tllP ~p('retary wo~11c1 hp reqnil-(·(l. III
the lntter in:.;tance, a land use <lnal;\·sis. prPluu'prl in tIl(' C:1:-:0 of a miuor F('(h'ra l
illtel'e~t in the lan(}:-\ or coal dpposits, lIped not 110 dptui}pd as tlip C'OIIlJll"f'IIPllSiY(>
lund lls(~ plan whieh is l"C'quirpd ill till othrr inst:1u('ps,
In prf'paration of tllp lund lI~e plnn, ('onsultation with ~tatp anel local C'Iltitip~
is lHmlllatf'd and all opportunity for a puhli c h('arill,~ lIlllst ill' ~ralltp(l if l't'qllC'st(l(1
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a }Wl'son haying an interest whic'h is or may be ad\j?r~ely affected. In addition.
prior to issuance of anr lea~e. the ~prretary is to con,::irlpl" the sorial, E'collomic
and other impaC"tR on the COllllllUllitif's affected and give OIllwl'tnllity for a puhlic
hparin.g'.

Each land use plan i, to contain an a"e"ment of the amonnt of coal dpposit.
in the lund. inelucliug- nnderg'l'olllHI and Fo:llrfacp l'pco"4?l'ahle l'e~prn:"R. The ~f'rl'e
tury is al:-:o reQuirpd to e"uhwte and ('ompare the pft.'e(·ts of l"Pco\'€'l'illg' conI by
underground luiniug'. ~urf~u"e mining und hy othpl" lI1eth()-d~ to (]ptpl'll1iu€' whi('h
method:-; will assllre maximum pcollomic l'proyery of til(' coal. XC) mining- plan
may ill:' approved whk~h i~ not found to arhipve tllP lllflximum ('{'onomie l'eCOYPIT
of ('oal and no COlllIU?titiYe lease ~hall he alllll'O\'pd until notice ha~ hpen gh'pn in
a 1(H'ul new~paper.
All coal leasps shnll contain pro,-h;iollS rpl]lliriug complianre with tlIP Federal
'Yntpl' PoIlntion ('ontrol Aet (33 U.S.C. 11;;1-11,:0) IInll the Clean Ail' Act (~::!
r.~.C.

1857 pt

~Pq.).

Se..-tion -! would repeal,

~nhje..-t to ,'alitl exi:"ting- ri::!ht~, sE'<'tion 2(b) of the
r.~.C. :!01 (b»
,,"hieh authorizes the issnan("e of

)Iineral Land, Lea,in.c: Apt (XO

:llltllH'pferPlIf"e riA'ht lea~ps,
law. :-;el"tioll 2(h) pl'o"ides that l)l'O~pe..-ting or pxplntor~' work
may IJP pprmitt(l(l to t10tpl"mille the 0xi!'itance au(l worknhilit~' of ('oal dppo:,;it~ and
tile fo;p{"retary is uutiiorizpd to bsue prol'e("tillg" llprlllits "'hid} pntitled tl10 IIPl"mittt:'{" to th0 pxC'lnRh'p rig-lit to IH'OSp~'t fOl" roal on thp land dps(,l'ihpd therpill for
a tprm of two yearr.::. A llOld0r of a l"oal IIl'OS}leeting- llPrmit who shows. hefOl'p the
eXlliration of his permit, that thp lHIHl illdndf'd ill thp l'prmit contaills coal in
eOlllllWl"eial quantities, is putitle(l to a }ll'C'feren('e right Ien~e for all or part of tlw
land inelllded in the pro!"perting }lPl'lllit,
In repealillg IJrp~ellt ~p('tion 2(11), H,H. n721 would rppI:1<'p it with a sy:4em of
nonpxclusiye p:s:ploratol'Y licen~E'~. Sneh exploratory 1i('PIl~e:-; would he for pel'iod~
of 1I0t more than two ~'pars and would ('arl'~- no preferential ri;.dlt to a lea:-:t), if
IT.R, G7~1 i~ enactpd in it~ llresPllt form. An alllilicatioll f01':1I1 exploration licf'n;;;,p
is l'pQllired to identify the p;pneral ar0as and pl'oliahip method.,,", of exploration and
thp Herrptary i~ authorized to illlll()~e slH'h eondition:-; a~ hI' dePllls refl~onnIII(>
Ilf-'fm'0 issuing- a lieell~l', 'Yhere the surf:H'e is UIHlpr thf' jnri~diction of a Fedpl'al
Hgell(T other than the npJlartnwllt of tIl(' Illtpl'iol·. pxplol'ntiou li(,f'lIse~ lIlay be
i~!'ined olll~- llndf'l' the condition~ IIl'f'~crihec1 hy suc-h a_~ellCY. Fnrtllermol'P, wllt'n
the exploration area illyolyes BlOl'p than onp ~tatp, sPp:1ratp lirf'IH'PS are I'PqUi1'0d
for pach of the ~tates HO inyol\'0d, Tn no eypnt maya lirellSe(· he perlllittf'd to
('an~e snlJ~talltial di~tlll~llfln('e to the 11at111'al land ~ul'fn('e in NIlHluctin~ hi~
eXI Ilora ti on opera ti (illS,
,All data rollectpd h~" tllP licpllspe is to he fUl'lli:,;hpj} to tIlf' ~erretal'Y, who :-;liall
mailltaiu the confidelltiality of tIl(> clata until tIll' lands ill qllp:':tion arp lea~Nl or
until the SE'rretal'~' determines that lIJ:lkill~ tlw clata nyailnhle to the pHblic
would not chunage the C'ompetitiYe positioll of tIle lif'ensf:'e.
An)" PPI'SOIl ,yllo willfully ('ollthwts pxploration without a li(,f'n~p is snlijf'rt to
n fine of $1.000/"a)' and the "urrPlldpl' of all d"ta ("olIpet"d to the Rpcrl'tary.

conI

pro~pp..-tillg- permit~

l~udpr pre~pnt

"'hie" data iR to he madp puillie.
~p(,tioll

;;

l"PI}{,fll~, ~nb.ie('t

of the Act of Augu"t
10:-;S~f'S

:n.

to Y:"llhl

f'xi~ting'

rig-hts,

~nIlsection~

2(c) alHl 2((0

1!lf).! (30 U.R.C. 201-11. Thp"e "ub"ec-tiOlIR "P!"mitted

of a ('oaltif'I<l to enter iuto (,()lltrart~ for eollpctiyp PI'Osp('ctinA", dpYf>II)p.
lIlellt 01' oVpl'ntioll of the ('oal rp~Ol1r('('~, Tht';\' nl:-;o Pllahh)d tIlP ~p{'l'ptar~' to eomhint', alter. or l'eyoke l('n~e~, royalty agTpPIllPllt:" alHl the liI,p ill furtllPl':1nce of
collpf'tive ('ontrads.
Tillis IH'W Iang-wlg'f' elilllinntp~ ..-0110C'th-p contrnct~ in fa,"nl' of thp COIICp}lt of
tlIP Io~';('nl mining unit (L::\lrL A log-i('al mining llliit is n contig:twlls tract of
la1l<1. und(ll' tllp control of a sing-Ie opt'ra tor, whi('il is <ie:-:igU0d to PI'Oll1ot(1 the
"f'flid(lllt. p('ollomi('al and o}'(lpl"ly" l'f'ro"Pl'Y of the l'(':-:Olll'rpS NllItaillf'<l tIIPrf'in.
The Ill',," lang-nfige puabl('R th(> ('ollsoli<intioll II.\" tIlP ~f'rrptnl'.'" of ~{,,,pl'nl tl'n('l\~
(he thp)' Fpdpl'al. ~t:1tp or pl'iYatf') into n :-;ill.~Ip tl'H<'t 1I0t PX('P('(lll,g' :!."'i.OOO a('rp~
:..() that th('~' lIlay lip millf'd in tllP IIIO .... t P('ollollli('ally PtfiC'i0ut mHIlIH'r, .\11 the
}'(.s('rves within the entil'f' L:\n" 1Il1l!'.:t lip mitlpil ill a pPl'io<l not to pX{,Pf'd fOl"t~'
YPHI'S, aIHl til(> Ullit aR a whoI(' i~ ~llbj('('t to thp l'f'<JlliI'PIII(,lItS of <1ilig-Pllt (}p,'plopl11Pllt and rOlltinuous ()llPration, TIl(' llf'W lall,gnag-f' also lIPl'lIlits the ~('eret:.ll'Y to
rf'qlliI'p a Ips~f'p to form all L:\ llJ ,
R",:tioll f) amendR Redioll 7 (30 ll.R.C'. 207) of tlw )!inPI'nl Lmlll, Lea,il1~ Art
whidl d(':1Is with the tprms of }(':lSPS awl If'n~p l'Plltah: :lu<1 l'o;raltipR,
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it l'l'oride:o; that lea""es ::;hull U9 for terlllS of :!O years and for so long
as coal is beillg IJl'Ouueetl in ("ulIllllereinl quantities. AllY lea~e not
pl'ududllg" ill eOIllllwrdal quantities at the elld of tlH-' l:Jth j."{-' ar of the lease will
ue terlllilwted. Tlw t'xistin:,.!" law IJl'oYides that lea~p:-; "~11<l1l be for iudeterminate
pf-'rioc1s upon COlHlition of (liligPllt den~l()plllent."
~eculld, tlle rf-'yispu lallgua~e ehullges Ule miuimulII royalty from $.00 per tOll
to tweb'e find ollP-haif ller eeutulll of thf:' nilue of tlw eonl, t'x('(~l)t that the ~ecre·
tar)", llUl.Y determillP a If-'ssel' :lmouut for Ilnd(~ r:.!TOlllld mining olJel'utioIH;,
Thinl, II.H. (jj":.!1 l'l"oyides for a l'eadjnstmE'ut ill the terII •.s of the h~ase at tile
end of tIlt' 20th ,year awl (~yery tell r(~ars tlI(~n~aflt:'r illstead of a rPfHljustiUt'll'[
en:,r;\~ :!O .rt'ar~ as 1I1'oYi<it'd in tht' vrt':;ent law.
Fourth. It'use:-; rt'llIaill (as tht'y art' uJHlt'r exi:-:till~ law) ~nhject to the con(litions of (lili~(,llt de\'elopmellt and tOlltiIllwd overatioJl!-'. pXt"ellt where interl'uIJh'(l
by :;trikt',s. P}('l1H-'ntH or ('a~ualtips not altl'ilmtahle to the lessee.
Fifth, H.n. tj"i:!l permits the ~t:"el'etury to wain-' th<...' rp(luireUlt'llt for continued
operation for a period not to PXl't'('Q 15 ~r('nrs ulld <ll'('t'pt in lit'll thert'of an (1(1yun<..-ed ro,yalt,y. AUYall('eu ro;nllti(is 111ll~t ue 110 It's:.; pel' year than productioll
l'o~'alti ('.s that woulcl otht'rwbt' 11(' paid for aetnal IIl'ociuctioJJ, awl will lie eOllJ 4
pnted on a fixed reserye to pl'oduction ra tio. ~h()uld the yalne of the coal mined
in thp ,yt'al' of <letnu I llroduction t'x(,t'ed tilt' YHIut-' UPOll which tllt' adyanced
royalty was lJa~et1, 111(> (lifi'Pl'ellee :-:IUlll lIe l'aid by the olwrntor. Howt'yer,
~h()uI d the adnuu'p l'oyalt,y t'x('t't'd tilt' pl'()(lllction royalty, 110 rebate:.; will he
g-rullted, Imt the erpdit lllay Iw ('alTh'd forwartl. ]n no ease ('an adnlllced royalty
IJaYllu-'nt lIP u ... ed to wain:, tlIP ausoIutp n"luin-'lllent of produetion from a lease
withi n 15 year:.::. 'Yllik existiug law llel'lllit:o: in li('u royalty IJayments and Pl'04
vides that they shall Bot lI(' It'~s than the annual rental paid, it dOt~S lIot mnl\e
reference to a fixed l'(':';:('I'Ye to prtldu('tion ratio. ""here the surface is under
the ('ontrol of HnotllPr ngeuC"y, sHeh agency Blust COlll::ient to the plan.
Finally, the sC'ction t'lillliJJates a IU'oYision of current law which permits the
cn-dit of l't'ntalR ag'aiul::it l'Oralticl::i; and it eliminates the IH'Oyh;ion permitting
the ~U::;I>P1l8iol1 of op('rations of six JllOnths whell, ill the judgment of tbe Sec~
reta ry. market condition~ \yarrant such :-:UHpPllsion.
:O-;eetion 7 adds a IH'W ;,ection b.-\ to the )linernl Lands Leasing- Act wbic.:h Pl'O~
yides for a cOlllprelww.;iyt' Fedt'l'al eXI)lorH tion llrogralll for lands to be offered
for leasing. LlHler it, the r.H, G('oiog-ieal ~urYt'.\· is authorized to conduet or to
('on tract for pxplol'atioll £1<..-ti\-itiC's, illdudillg ~eilllie, geollh.n.;i(',aI, g"pochemical,
Dr stratigl'Hllhie IlrilliJJg', but it does not limit the right of all~' IlHl'ty to carry
then~afte r

out sueh actiyities ullder ~e("tion ~ of II.R 6'i:!1.
All data, lJUlI'~, illtpl'}ll'etutiolls alld HUTers re~llltiJlg frolll u<..-tiYities under
this sp('tion are l'P4juil'('11 to h(, llUHlp publiC' IIY thp Ht'("l'etal'Y, .-\11 Federal df'4
l'ilrtlIJeuts and ag-ellde:; al'e directed to cooperntp ill proyidillg the Secretary with
pertinent infonna tioll,
On tlw lIa,i" of the information so collected, the Recretary is to jlrepare and
maintain a spri(':.; of (lptailell gpolo~i('nl alld ~(:,o}!h.n,d('al mal's of the coal lauds
to lIP offerpd for h'u:-:ilIg' lluder the terms of thi:-; le.gjRlatioll.
1'11r:-;11ant to tlli:-: R(-'ction. thp :-;e('['(·tary i:-: dire<.:t('d to deyelo11 and transmit to
COlJgl'es~ within six months Hfter eHuc-tlnent, u plan for iIllplementation of the
explol'utioll l'l'og'r:tlll, iJleiu(liug' pl'o('('dul't':; for making; the data uYailalJIt'- to tlIP
Jluhlico.
:-;tratig'l'aphic (lrilling JllU~t lip ('arried ont so or in such u manner that infOl·.
m.atiolJ llprtaillill~ to all rC'('o\'prahle r('l-'Pl'Yes is obtained. All information l'e4
pndillg' r("~tlltlo: of t(>~t iJoring's is to 1)(' :->lJ}IJlli(-'d to the ~ecr('tar.v. The lml'l){)~e of
tlIi:-: reqnil'l'llleJJt is to a~~;nre tha t lands an" not lea:.:pd fol' ~au'face mining- d(k
yp lOlHllt'llt \\'hpil ~reater HUWllllt:-; of ('oal eould lip reeoH.'l'ed thl'ough deep milling
OI'PI'H tion.
Section r; add:.: a nt'w :o:ectioll 8B to tllp ).Iineral Lands L('a~illg .\(·t. reqniring'
the ~£'crf'tar,\' th sllbmit all alllllJal rppol't to ('ou,;!l'e:-::-: Oil l('a~ing' and }Jrodndioll
of coal lands ~lIbj4'(·t to tht, .\ct. The 1'(lpOl't is to iuchulp information 011 nWlHlg'p.
ll1£'ut. :O:Ul'C'ITisioll, aIHI pnfOl'l'PlllPllt uetiYities allil l'P('omllIt'ndations for improyem(:,llt~ ill lIIHlIHA'PllIPlIt awl PU\'1l'OIlIllf'lltal ~:lfpg-ll:trtl!-;. H:.: \\'1'11 :IS a rf'1'o1"t lJ)' the
.\ttOl'lley GpllPl'al 011 comp('titioll ill the eoni awl Pll(>r~O' iIHl11:-:trip~. illPlwling'
an a1Jaly~i:-: of wlH'thpr til(' alltitl'u:.;t law~ are (lffe('tiyp ill pl'p~erYiII'" or IJl'OlJIot4
illg' ('oUJlletitioJl ill thp ('oal or PllPrgy illdn~tI'Y.
l'o
Section !l :llll!'llIls ~('Ctioll 3"', (::lO T'.~.('. 1m) of th!' ~(iJlPl'al Lantl, TA'n<inl!'
.\('t by rednciug' the I~l'eentag'e of re\'£,1JllP:-:: from mill£'ral l(\n~illg dpl'o~ited ill
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the reciama tion fnnd from 52.5% to -10% and rat"lllg the percentage of the
rpvenues going to the Statps from 37.5% to 50%. The 37.5% of the funds which
is currentlv returned to the States under the law \vould remain available only
for use in' construction and maintenance of schools and roads. The additional
12.5% returned to the Htates would he available for usp in planning, construction and nHlintenance of public facilities. with priority to be given to those
ar(>as impacted by the development of the resource involved.
i;ub,ection (b) would further amend Section 35 of the ~lineral Lands Leasing
Act by proddin!!' that all moneys received from Geothermal leasing under the
Geothprma I Stell III ,,\ct of 1970 be disposed of under the above provisions of
Spdion 35. Existing law treats such moneys as if they were received from the
sale of public lands, with about Ih'e percent going to the States and the remaindpr
dispersed in th(\ same manner a~ other rt'('eipt.~ from public lands.
Section 10 provides for a study by the Office of Technology Assessment which
is to include a fe\"iew of existing Federal coal leases and recommendations as
to the fea~dhility of using deep mining technology in such lease areas.
!:lpction 11 amends !:If'ction 27(a) (1) of the ~Iineral Lands Leasing Act (30
r.!:l.c. 184(a) (1» to Ill'O\'ide that no corporation, person Or association may
control more than 100,000 acres of Federal coal lands in the Unitpd States at
anyone timp. The 100.000 national acrpage limitation is added to any existing
limit of 46.080 acrps per State. !:lubsection (a) (2) which presently permits the
~ecl'etary to lease an additional :;.120 acres GY(lf ancI abo\"e any acreage restrictions contained in subsection (a) (1) is repealNI.
This amendment to !:lection 27 of the ~lineral Lands Leasing Act also has the
effect of hroad(>ning the definition of the entity to w'hich the acreage limits are
aplJlicable. rndf'f pxisting law, reference is made to "person, association or
corporatiou". The alnelldment language reads: "person, association, or corpora·
tiOll. 01' any suhsidiary. affiliatp, or 11ersons controlled lJy Or under common con·
trol with each person. association, or corporation". The purpose of broadening
this language is to aRsure that the restrictions on leaseholdings are not circum·
vented by the formation of holding companies, or other devices of ('orporate
organization. Hpnceforth, no one entity, uuder whatever corporate or other
form, will he permitted to take, hold, own or control coal leases on more than
100.000 acres in the "Cnited States Or more than 46,080 acres in anyone State if
H.R. 6721 is enacted.
Section 12 amends section 3 of the ~Jineral Leasing Act for Acqnired Lands
(30 V.S.C'. 3:;2) by providing that coal in lands set aside for military Or naval
purpo,ps may hI' ieased to a govE'l'nmental entity if the Secretary of Defense
agl'ee~ to ~lH'h lpa~ing.
f:eetion 13 repeals, suhject to valid existing rights. f:ection 4 (30 n.s.f'. 20~)
whic'h presently permits the Spcretary to is'llp a new lease, not to exceed 2,r.oo
acres, through the sanle procednre aR used in the original lease. where coal dp~
Ilosits under the existing leasp will be ('xhausted within three years. In addition,
it amends r-::ertioll 3 to allow modification of existing lea~es. not to eX('eeel 2.;~;O
aerps. to inciudp contiguous coal deposits. rndpr the recommended ampndmpnt
this pradic'" may eontinup. hnt the size of such modification would be lirnit(>d to
lfiO a('rp~ or an acreage nO greater than the original leaRe.
S{'ction 14 amends Sedion 31) of thp ~linpral Lands Leasing Act (30 1'.S.f'.
20!l) to insurp that nothing in ~ection 3f) can b(' constrnNI as giving the Secretary
the right to waivp. snspend or reduce the advance royalties. llayable npon Sl1~rlen~
~ion of tllP normal requirement of continuec} operation.
f.;p('tion lfi aclels a nc)w suh~ection to Hertion 27 of the ~Iineral LandFi Leasing'
Ad. It r{'qnires the Secretary to consult with the Attorney General be forI' drafting ruie-s anel rpg'lllations. or issning. renewing and rpadjllsting It)ase~ nnder the
..:\(·t to prp\'pnt a ~itnatioll tl1nt \Yould hp ill ('ontra'lention of the antitrust laws.
This alllpl!(lnlPnt is d(>signpd to rerlllcp the chancp of length), and co'tl~' antitmst
litigation.
(A Sll III Ill" r)' of all the differencps between the Housp and Senate hill is as
fOllows: )
:\!.\.JOR })T!<'FEHF.:\,C'ES TIETWEEV REXATE AXil ][ot'Sl-~ YEHRIO~R Ol-' S. ~!11. FEDF.R .... L
('OAL LEAAIXG A~IEXIJ:\IENTS ACT

1. I>Cy"IOPlllPllt of LPHS(I 1I01l~e- I)rovidp~ thnt any lpa~e which iR not IJrodueillg
in ('ommprt'ial quantities at till' end of ten ~\'ear~ from the issuant'p of the IpaA'P
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shall be terminated. Senate aUol'I's se, en years for development of the lease,
except for an extension of time for good cause by the Secretary of the Interior.
2. Logical ~Iining Unit. House places a limit of 25,(}()() acres 011 hoth Federa l
and non-Federal lands within allowable logical mining ullit. Senate has no limit.
3. Amount of Royalt~·. House sets the rOJ'alty rate at no less than 12'/ 2 percent
of the value of the coal, except for royalties on coal produced hy under;.cround
mining, \vhich may be set at a lesser rate. Senate sets royalty at not ll's~ than
5 percent.

4. Exploration. House authorizes the SecretarJ' to conduct exploratory act ivity
to evaluate the extent, location and potential for developing known coal r"soUrces
on Federal lands. Senate has no comparable provision but assumes continuation
of existing program.
5. Revenue Sharing with States. House increases from 37'h percent to 50 percent the proportion of reyenues going to States from mineral leasing by the Federal Goyernment, with the additional 12'h percent earmarked for puhlic facili!;'
construction and maintenance, plus an extra ]2 percent of the revenues accumula ting under the Geothermal Steam Act to be available to States for the same
ImrpORP.

~ellate

would increase the

~tatps'

share of ::'tIineral Lf'HSiIlg' Act 1ll0lWY=-,

from 37'h percent to 60 percent. the additional 22112 percent to be used for public
facilities. Xo proyisions affecting the Geothermal Steam Act revenues.
6. Diligent De\'elopment. House requires that all coal re:;erves within a lo;,.oical
mining unit must be produced within a period of 110 more than 40 ~;f'ar:-:. ~ f' llatf'
has no comparable proyision.
7. Xational Forest Lands. House proyides that the goyernor of any State where
('oal within a Xationul Forest will be leaspd. must be- allowed an O}I}lOrtunity to
comment before the Secretary ma~' lease the coal. Senate has no comparable
provision.
S. ~Iining Impacts Assessment. House obligates the Secretary to consider (,01nparison of different mining methods and the effects upon impacted communities
and em'ironment before issuing a coal lease. Senate has no such requirement.
9. Antitrust Laws. House calls for consultation with the Attorney General a<
to the possible violations of antitrust lal'l's prior to issuing a coal lease. Senate
has 110 such proYision.
10. Leasing Program. House does not require the Secretary to ]lre]lare alld
maintain a Federal coal leasing program, as the case in Senate versioll.
11. Leases to Railroads. House does not delete the provision in the ~Iineral
Leasing Act which prohibits issuance of coal leases to a railroad except for
railroad purposes. Senate does.
[From the Congressional Record, June 29, 1976]
PRESIlJEXT SHOULD SIGX FEDERAL COAL LEASIXG RILL

(Hon. Lee

~Ietealf,

of

~Iontana)

)11'. ~IETCALF. ~Ir. President, on June 21. the Senate passed S. 3m. the Federal
Coal Leasitll( Amendments Act, and sent it to President Ford for his apPI'OYal.
This le~islation is eagerly awaited by western States where strip mining of
the yast reserves of Federal coal will be ac(· .. lerated under the new Federal coal
leasing llOlicy recently enunciated b~' Interior Secretary Kleppe. The financial
aid which it affords these States for preparinl( to Illeet the needs of the hundreds
of thousands of new workers and their families who ,yill be attrac ted uv coal -

rela ted jobs will come not a moment too soon.
.
The ~ecretary of the Interior will also receiYe important help under the ]11'0,'isions of R. 3!ll, in the form of broad authority to expand the coal evalnation
program whleh the Geolol(ical Survey has already initiated. so that he may han>
available the information he requires to detpl'llliue the fair market value of

tra('ts heilll; put np for lease sale.
I wisiJ to make it very clear on tiJe record.

~Ir,

President , that a t

110

time ill the

('onsideratioll of S. :1nl has there been any intpntion uy the Congress to pl'evpnt
1l('W lpa~p salf;'s hy the Ht-'crptary until all Fedpral ('oul land s hH n~ Ilt'Pll l'y:l1n-

ated. The unmistakahlp purpose of this bill is to faeiliat!" the ]lrodllcti on of coal
from F{'dpral lands in a manller that i!o' fail' to both the le~s('e o r coal OIK'ra tO l'
and to the llulilic who own:-=; the coal.
HiIu'(> the Rpcretary has an ouli,:tatioll to ~pe thn t hOll11s hi<l~. royalties and
relltals paid IJ)' thl· lel'::wt-' truly refiert n rt'Hl-'onahlt' rt'turn to till' l)ilUlic tl'£'a811l'ips. lJefoI'f' 1)(' pstalilishf's a l(>n~f' :-:[lle for n gh'Pll traN Ill' llllJ.... t han· cl Ol W a
lIIint-'rnll'YHll1:tti(H1 for that parti{'ular trac t.
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That is ,,-hat th~ bill s~ts forth in s~ction 4. Tlwr~ is no r~qnirelllent that all
known Federal {'oal re~Olll'("f's Ill:' enlluatt·u before any can he INlsecl.
I huy€' joined COll~resswOlllan Pats~' T. ~Iink!'. chairman of thp Ilon~e ~uh('om~
mittee 011 ~IiIH:"S and )lilliu;! aud floor lllaUU}!ef of tIte bill in the other hocly. in
writing Presiclf'Ilt Ford to l1rgt> his fa\'ol':lulp consideration of this lC'g-i:-;lntiou.
I H:";k unallimolls conseut that our It-tter clatpd .June 25! ue lIrinted ill tIl€'
Rpcord.
(There being no objection, th~ letter was order~d to be printed in th~ H~ord,
as follo\\"s :)

r.s.

~EX.'TE,

llasltiJl{lfoJi, June 24,1976.
The PRESlDEXT.
The ll'lIifr J[OIl.'C.
ll"a.lIillgfoll. D.C.
PEAR ~IR. PnESIDEXT: We r .. 'peetfllll.,· nrge yon to a]l[lro,'~ R. 3fll. the Fe<lPl'fll
Lo["al Lptlsing" AUH?l1clment Ac·t H. 391 is de:'liglwd to eliminate thl:' ~pf'clllath'e
holding of Fpc1el'al coal It-asps and to illSHl't> den·iopmpnt of Federal coal on fl
tilliely bfl~i~ :nul ill a lIWnllE?'r heuetieinl to thE?' {mIllie. It would lIut olll~· illel"pa:-:e
coal Vl'OChH·tioll to fulfill national enprg-y llee<l~. hut also guarantee a t!Pl,pnt retUrn to the Cnited ~tate~ Trea:-:ur.r and to Statps iIllpaetpd by Federal eoal
lIlillillg'.
While th~ Administration ha" supported the ('on(,ppt of anwndment, to thp
:\Iine1'al LPflf'illg' .\.('t llpflling with coal. ill .}ullufl1'Y ~perptary KIPlJpp pxp1'pssed
:-:ome e()Jl("e1'n~ ahout thp bill. 'Y(' llelieYe that the mnjor In'oyisiollS of the bill arE?'
("ompatible with the new policies and regulatiollS of the })ppu1'tlllPllt of the
Interior.
1. ':\Iininlllln Roynlty. Dllrillg' thp past G-I years. thr Federal (;o"erllll1PlIt has
("ollptted an H'·E?'rage of only 1:!V:! cents Ilf'r ton of Ip:l:-;pd coal in rO~'alty p:tyllIpnts. Tlti!-' i~ a ridiculousi., low rate (If rptUl"u. R.e('ognizing tIIi:-: fnct. thp [11terior Df'partment lUH; now rahwd its royalty ratE?' to b%. K :~!)1 would go furthpr
in rectifyiIlg thif.; inp(}uity by estaolif.;hiug' a minimum royalty of 12lh C;c. a rate
,(!PllPl"nlly in lille with coal taxes allel royalties of wpstprn States HlHI Indian
trihe:-:.
The ~e('retary would be gh'Pll discretionary anthority to ~E?'t a 10'H'r rate for
("onl vroduc·pd by IIlHlprgrfJund mining'. whic'h is a rplnth'elr co~tl~· method of 1'p('o,·ery. In additioll. HE?'etioll 3D of tltp :\lillernl Lensing' Aet would eOlltinnt' to allow the ~ecrpta1'Y to r('(hlrt-> the minimulll ro.nllt~· helow 1:!Y:!7r "for the IHHI'OSE'
of enconrn,ging' thp ~!Teatpst Vossible I'Pco\"el'r of (·oal"'. Thns. all npf'rntor ("(Jnhl
IIH.'· a lesser rO,yalty on n 1I0rtion of his coal lease ,,,hi(.'h Uli~ht otherwise lip Ullp("ollomicul to lllinp, while o"erall tilt> 1'E?'tllrn to the puhlie trpa~llrips will f.;nU~talltiHlly ill('rea:o:p.
~. PaYlllPllts to StntpR. ~. 3D1 would illcrPilsP from :-nlhifr to ;;Ol/c the portiou
of rp,'pnnps goillg' to tIlP Statp~ from millPral lE?'asillg', and 1'f'duf'illg fl'olll 5:!%10
to -10'/0 the vortion dE?'positeel in the reclamatioll fund. The additional 121/2 rPtlll"llpd to the States would he anlilahlE?' for l1:'\e in plnllllillg', cOll!"trnctioll awl
nmintenaurp of public facilitips. with priority to 1If' gh'pn to a1'e.\s impa("ted by
c'oal clPYE?'Iopmeut. 1'hp If.H. Trpasury would eontillllP to re('piYe thE?' I'Plllaillillg1fJ'70. ns undpr pxb.;till~ law. Tltp ,,'estefn c(J:ll-producing ~tatE?'S l1lU~t dpnl with
the prohlelllf.; of }I0111l1ation influx trig-g-E?'ff'd hy Fpderal coal dp'·E?'lopl1lpnt. For
thp,'::'p Statps. Ilew tiwlllcial rpSOlll"('PS lIl"oddpd by S. mH could sllPll tl1f' diffprpnce
hptwE?'en a chnlltic disintpg'l"atioll of tntditionnl rurnl lifpst.\"lps, and the orclerly
transitioll to urhall and semi-ufilanlidng vattprns.
3, FNlernl ('oal "~"nltUltion Pl'og-ralll. The Pp(lartlllent hns hf'f'll ~priolI~ly
hnn<lieflll}led ill <leh,'rmillill,g' thE?' netnal \"ithlf' of ronl tl'ac't~ whirh nfe lpaspcl.
However. throug-h tile Geologi('al !-\nlTP~' it hfl~ /If'g-Ull to {'OI"l"N·t thi~ dptiriPIlcy.
III Fiscal IH7ri, $1.H millioll Wfl~ spf'nt for ~tl';ttig-l'allhic drilling awl otilf'l'
p,'aluntiolls of FeclPfal coal l:lll(l~. Ac('ol'clill,!! to tlIp HIllPIHlpd illHlgf't rpqnf>:-:t
IInw IIPlUlillg' bf'fol'c-" ('Ollg-I'P:;:~, Intpl'iol"~ pl'og'ralll would illCl'pn~e from n pro·
jPpted $:!.;') millioll to $7.(; million fO!' Fis('all!l77.
Thp J)epnrtlllPnt has stnt-pd thnt "f'xpansioll of this (conI ell'iIling-) l,rngrall1
b llE?'{'p,~~ary to ~ltpply tlte OO"f'rlllllf'lIt with Hclditiollal <lntn to fUf'ilitnte thp ('oal
h',l:-lillg' IIrogrnm", ~('('tiOll 7 of thp hill p~sPlltiHl1.\' extPIlels nlHI c'(J(litiPR tltp 011g'oil1;! eYaluatioll pfo~rnlll cnrrif'cl out hy the O('olng-i<'nl ~nf\"PY h;r directing- the
~N'rptary "to evaluate . . . thE?' known f('('o"ernlll(' ('onl" OIl Fp(]f'ral Inlld~. This
fJfo~ralIl dO('~ not lll'(l\'(lnt the Spcrf'tal'Y from issuing- ('0,,1 1('Hl-'PS witpl'P he lIP~
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lipyes he already has adequate informatiolI about the nature and extent of the
ceal, nor does it require that all known toal be emluated lJefore any is leased.
4. Logical )lining 'Gnit. Considering that thp lllultipli('ity of land holdings ana

the failure to consolidate varying types of holdings under a single coutrol can
lead to "'usted resources where coal tracts are too small fol' profitalJle lllinin~
separately, the Department has produced the so-called "Iogital mining unit", an
administrative constru('t now incorporated into its regulations. The definition of
a logical mining unit (L:lIU) in S. 31ll and the Department's definition are essentially alike, with the exception of the term "contignous·'. The lJill would provide
new discretionary authority to the ~ecretary to require the formation of L:lIU's
and (as in the Department's regulations) require mandatorily the mining out of
the coal reserves contained in the L:llU within a 40-year period ..\ :!5,OOO-acre
limitation in the bill would provide ample coal resenes within an L:llU's to
supply eyen the largest electric generating plants, calculated on the basis of
tonnage yield averages in the IIlajor coal-producing counties of the western coal
States.
5. Competitiye Bi<1<ling. In suspending the future issuance of preference right
leases, Secretary Kleppe has adopted a cardinal principle of S. 3DI. namely confinding lensing to cOlnpetitive hidding only. The De-partlnellt's regulatiolls llnw
contain rel]Uirelllent~ for competitive hidding Oll coal leases and for detPl'mil1ation of fair market yalue which-although not as detailed-are generally COIIIparable to prol'isions in S. 391. S. 391 would require that half of all acreage
leased in anyone year be leased under a system of deferred bonus lJidding.
Deferred bonus bidding woud prevent domination of til(' f.eW hy th .. largl'st coal
companies and the multinational oil corporations.
G. Diligent Development. Both S. 3DI and the Interior Department's regulations require actual production from coal leases within 10 years. The Department's regulations, while containing a possible 5 year extenRion of thp tell year
limit, also require production of 2'/2 % of the 40 ~'ear coal resenes of the L:lIU
by the enrl of year 10 of the lea"(~a rpquirement which is arguably more
stringent than the provisions of ~. 391 calling only for production "in ('ommercial quantities" at the end of the tenth year.
In both cases, leeway is provided for interruptions br strikes, the elements
or casualties not attributable to the lessee. Both systellls combin,> flexihilitr
with a mechanism for ending the wasteful speculative holding of Federal coal
leases which has frustrated the intent of Congress over the past few deeacles.
7. Other ProviRions. In passing, we would mention Revel'ul other provisions
of S. 3!l1 which art' comparable in most respects to thosp contained in the
Department's regulations. These are as follows: (1) I" Section 3, requir(>ments for a land Use plan, public hearings, consultation with other Fecleral
agencies mineral assessment, review of likely cOllllliunity impacts; puhlic notice,
compliance with ~'ederal environmental statutes; (2) In ~E'Ction 4, the exploration license and data: and (3) In Section 10, exclusion of the Xationul 1':1rk ancl
similar Federal-protected areas from coal leasing.
In sum. ~Ir. l'resiclent. we are convinced that S. 391 would strpngthen the
hand of the Secretary of the Interior in Cflrryin~ out his mandate to bring
about the orderlJ' and equitable deyelopment of F"deral coal resources upon
which this Xation will more ancl more come to depend in the foreseeable future.
Respectfully,
LEE ;\IETCALF.

Chairma 11, S" bcollllllitee on M illcrals, Materials a lid Fllcl".
Senate Interior Committce.
PATSY T. ;\IiXK.
Chail'1colllan, Subcolllmittee O1t Mines alld Jiillillu.
HOIlBe Interior COllllllittee.
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H.R. REP. 94-681, H.R. Rep. No. 681, 94TH Cong., 2ND Sess.
1976,1976 U.S.C.C.A.N. 1943, 1975 WL 12515 (Leg.Hist.)
**1943 P.L. 94-377, FEDERAL COAL LEASING AMENDMENTS ACT OF 1975
Senate Report (Interior and Insular Affairs Committee) No. 94-296,
July 23, 1975 (To accompany S. 391)
House Report (interior and Insular Affairs Committee) No. 94-681,
Nov. 21, 1975 (To accompany H.R. 6721)
Congo Record Vol. 121 (1975)
Congo Record Vo. 122 (1976)
DATES OF CONSIDERATION AND PASSAGE
Senate July 31,1975; June 21,1976
House January 21, 1976
The Senate bill was passed in lieu of the House bill after anIending its
langusge to contain the text of the House bill. The house report is set out.
(CONSULT NOTE FOLLOWING TEXT FOR INFORMATION ABOUT OMITTED
MATERIAL. EACH COMMITTEE REPORT IS A SEPARATE DOCUMENT ON WESTLAW.)

HOUSE REPORT NO. 94-681
Nov. 21, 1975
*1 The Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, to whom was referred the bill (H.R. 6721) to anIend the Mineral Leasing
Act of 1920 and for other purposes, having considered the SanIe, report favorably thereon with an anIendment and recommend
that the bill as anIended do pass.

**• *
*8 PURPOSE
The basic purpose ofH.R. 6421, by RePresentatives Mink, Ruppe, BinghanI, Eckhardt, Howe, Seiberling, Steelman, Udall,
and Vigorito, is to provide a more orderly procedure for the leasing and development of coal presently owned by the United
States or in lands owned by the United States and to assure its development in a manner compatible with the public interest. 1
At the SanIe time, H.R. 6721, as recommended, provides environmental safeguards which are essential to the long-term interests
of the nation and the regions involved.

**1944 BACKGROUND AND NEED
The oil =bargo by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in October, 1973 served the useful purpose
of focusing attention on the probl= of U.S. energy supplies. Since that time, numerous proposals have been made as to how
best to deal with the energy crisis.
The most abundant domestic source of energy is coal. The U.S. Geological Survey has identified coal deposits containing an
estimated 1.6 trillion tons. It is hypothesized that an additional 1.6 trillion tons exists. The Bureau of Mines currently estimates
that, of this total, approximately 434 billion tons fall within the measured and indicated reserve base category.
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The current rate of domestic consumption of coal is approximately 550 million tons per annum. Exports in 1974 amounted
to 60 million tons. Total coal production in 1974 is estimated at 601 million tons.
At the current rate of production, the U.S. has sufficient coal reserves to last about 725 years. As tecbnologies improve, the
cost of fuel rises and further knowledge is gained with respect to our coal resources, an ever greater portion of our coal resources
will become available as recoverable reserves. -- -- -- -*9 Since coal represents some 88 percent of our total domestic recoverable hydrocarbon reserves, it is clear that it is likely
to prove a major energy source in the near term. (See Table I.)

TABLE I.-TOTAL U.S. HYDROCARBON RECOVERABLE RESERVES
TABULAR OR GRAPIDC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT TIllS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
The Federal Energy Administration has projected an increasing need for coal. In 'Project Independence Blueprint; Final Task
Force Report: Coal,' FEA projects a supply of 895 million tons by 1980, (assuming a business as usual approach) and 1.376
billion tons, (assuming accelerated development). The Department of Interior has estimated 13,825 trillion Btu's 2 in 1975 to
31,360 trillion Btu's in the year 2000. (See Table 2.)

Table 2.-Projected demand for coal
TABULAR OR GRAPIDC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT TIllS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
""1945 FEDERAL COAL DEVELOPMENT (CURRENT SITUATION)
It is estimated that the Federal government owns 50% of the total coal reserves of the nation. In the Western States this figure
approaches 60"/0 and because of ownership patterns, Federal leasing policy may affect over 80% of all known reserves (see
Table 3). A sizable portion ofthese reserves have already been made available to private industry for development. According to
testimony received by the Subcommittee on Mines and Mining, there are presently 533 active Federal coal leases. These leases
cover some 782,878 acres and include reserves estimated at over 16 billion tons (see 1Itble 4). The overwhebning majority of
these leases lie in the Western United States.

Although all but 19 of the existing leases are more than 5 years old, some are more than 40 years old and many were entered
over 20 years ago. Notwithstanding this fact, it is reported by the u.s. Geological Survey that only 59 of the 533 leases are
currently producing coal.
In 1974, the active Federal coal leases produced 20.6 million tons of coal, or slightly more than 3 percent of the national
total. Given the fact that these leases contain 16 billion tons of reserves and have been available for development since 1970, it
wonld seem that their contribution to the nation's energy supply should be far greater than 3 percent of the total if leaseholders
are developing this valuable resource at the most effective and efficient rate possible.

"10 TABLE 3.-FEDERAL COAT IN 6 WESTERN COAL STATES
TABULAR OR GRAPIDC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT TIllS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
TABLE 4.-FEDERAL COAL UNDER LEASE
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TABULAR OR GRAPIDC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT TillS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
**1946 In addition to the coal already under lease, there is an estimated 12 billion tons underlying 478,400 acres of land
in preference right lease applications. Thus, a total of28 billion tons of Federal coat are committed, in one manner or another,
to private concerns (see Table 5).

Table 5.-Federal acreage committed to coal mining, 1975
TABULAR OR GRAPIDC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT TillS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
The current status of Federally leased coal lands has not gone unnoticed. In a 1972 report entitled 'Improvements Needed in
Administration of Federal Coal-Leasing Program' (B-169124), the General Accounting Office states:
There has been relatively little mining of Federal coal deposits, and most lessees apparently have no immediate plans to begin
coal-mining operations.
A follow-up GAO report, entitled 'Forther Action Needed on Recommendations for Improving The Administration ofFederal
Coal Leasing Program' (B-169124), published in April, 1975 states:
(The actions taken by the Department since the 1972 report) do not require coal production within a specific time nor *11
a justification as to why development or operations should be deferred or suspended as we recommended in our 1972 report.
The Council on Economic Priorities has issued a report entitled 'Leased and Lost: A Study of Public and Indian Coal Leasing
in the West'. This report concludes that the Department of the Interior'· • • has leased coal rights far ahead of market demand
for coal at prices too low to profit the public.'
In a review of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Federal Coal Leasing Program of the Bureau of
Land Management, Department of the Interior, the Institute of Ecology's Environmental Impact Assessment Project states:
Despite the conclusion of the EIS that renewed Federal coal leasing is necessary to meet the nation's energy needs, this
review demonstrates that more Federal coal is already committed through lease and preference right lease application than could
feasibly be mined in many decades.
The Ford Energy Policy Project finds that:
The coal leasing program presents a clear picture of private speculation at the public expense. In the past decades, but
particularly during the 1960's, vast amounts of Federal coal passed freely to private ownership under situations of little or no
competition and extremely low payments. 3
The Department of the Interior has recognized the inadequacies of its coal leasing program. Until the late 1960's the
Departmental role in the issuance of leases was based upon response to industry **1947 applications for coal leases. Rather
than initiating a leasing program based on knowledge of existing Federal coal reserves, national energy needs and environmental
considerations, the Department nonnally leased those portions of Federal coal lands for which industry interest was expressed.
A Bureau of Land Management report issued on November, 1970, entitled 'Holdings and Development of Federal Coal
Leases' showed that while the acreage under lease was increasing dramatically, production from Federal lands was falling. The
study pointed out that 91.5% of all active leases in existence at the time of the study were not producing coal.
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In response to these fmdings, the Bureau of Land Management issued no leases during the period from May 1971 to February
1973. In February, 1973, the Secretary of the Interior both suspended further issuance of coal prospecting permits and halted
all Federal coal leasing (except under sbort term relief criteria). This moratorium is still in effect
In March 1973, the Department sent to Congress a proposal for revision of the laws governing development of all minerals
on Federal lands. Included in the proposal were a number of recommended changes in the law governing coal leasing. This
proposal presently is under review.
The Department also initiated an inter-agency study of the impact of coal development in Montana, Wyoming and Nort
Dakota. This helped to indential problems and needs for additional plan-effort, entitled the Northern Great Plains Resources
Program, has "12 ning and data gathering. The Department has also been developing in the Bureau of Land Management
a system for competitive coal leasing called Energy Minerals Activity Recommendation System (EMARS). According to
testimony received from Jack Horton, Assistant Secretary of the Interior for Land and Water Resources, this program consists
of three phases:
(I) Leasing goals for Federal energy resources will be establisbed by analyzing current coal ownership, resource value,
industry nominations and applications, national and regional energy and coal demands, and State policies and goals;
(2) Tracts are selected at the field level, (that is State BLM districts), in response to leasing goals establisbed for each BLM
State office in consideration of resource trade-offs through use of the Bureau's planning system, including information gained
through public meetings; and
(3) Leasing is initiated beginning when selected tracts are combined into a leasing schedule.
Assistant Secretary Norton went on to state that the successful implementation ofEMARS requires the completion of six tasks:
(I) Identification of areas of particular interest for coal leasing and those areas which are thought to be undesirable for coal
development.
(2) Incorporation into EMARS of data from the Northern Great Plains Resource Program study. Data from this study will
""1948 be integrated into the first phase ofEMARS and will help in establisbing leasing goals.
(3) Preparation of surface and mineral ownership management maps.
(4) Complete analysis of current leases.
(5) Possible changes in regulations and lease stipulations requiring diligent development and continuous operation on existing
and new leases to prevent speculative holding of coal resources.
(6) Completion of the final coal programmatic environmental impact statement.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement-Proposed Federal Coal Leasing Program designated as task No.6 was released
by the Department on May 7, 1974. The final EIS was publisbed in September 1975.
On December II, 1974, the Department of the Interior publisbed proposed regulations the purpose of which were to remedy
both the problem of speculative holding ofleases and that of adequately sized leases for mining development. Because of their
importance to this legislation, they are reprinted here.
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BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
(43 CFR Parts 3500, 3520)
COAL LEASES
DILIGENT DEVELOPMENT AND CONTINUOUS OPERATIONS
Basis and Purpose.-- Notice is hereby given that the Department of the Interior proposes to revise the regulations relating
to coal leases by *13 including a definition of a 'logical mining unit' and the terms 'diligent development' and 'continuous
operation'. The Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, as amended (30 U.S.C. 207), authorizes the issuance of coal leases for an
indeterminate period upon condition of diligent development and continued operation of the mine. The present regulations
do not define what constitutes diligent development or continuous operations. In addition, a definition is proposed which will
pennit establishment of a logical mining unit for the operation of several leases under the control of a single operator. These
new regulations will be applicable to leases issued after the effective date of these regulations and to the extent possible to
existing coal leases.
Interested persons are invited to submit their comments in writing to the Director, Bureau of Land Management, Department
of the Interior, Washington, D.C. 20240, on or before January 10, 1975.

It is proposed to amend Chapter II of Title 43, Code of Federal Regulations, as set forth below.

I. Section 3500.0-5 is amended by adding definitions (d), (e), and (f) to read as follows:

3500.0-50 DefInitions
(d) Logical Mining Unit (LMU).-- An LMU is a compact area of coal land that can be developed and mined in an efficient,
economical and orderly manner with due regard to conservation of coal reserves **1949 and other resources and in accordance
with an approved Mining Plan. An LMU may consist of one or more Federal leaseholds, and may include intervening or adjacent
non-federal lands, insofar as all lands are under the effective control of a single operator. It may also consist oflands committed
to a contract for collective prospecting, development or operations approved by the Secretary pursuant to 30 U.S.C. 201-1. The
Mining Supervisor is authorized to approve or establish an LMU.
(e) Diligent development.- Diligent development means preparing to extract coal from an LMU in a manner and at a
rate consistent with a Mining Plan approved by the Mining Supervisor. Activities that may be approved as constituting
diligent development of an LMU include: environmental studies, including gathering base-line environmental data and design
and operation of monitoring systems; on-the-ground geological studies, including drilling, trenching, sampling, geophysical
investigation, and mapping, engineering, feasibility studies, including mine and plant design, mining method survey studies;
and research on mining methods, contracting for purchase or lease of operating equipment and development and construction
work necessary to bring the LMU into production. The work performed and the expenditure of monies may take place on or for
the benefIt ofleased land, or on other lands within the LMU, or at a location remote from the land so long as they are undertaken
for the purpose of obtaining production from the LMU.

(f) Continuous operation.-- Continuous operation means, extraction, processing, and marketing of coal in commercial
quantities from the LMU without interruptions totaling more than six months in any calendar year, subject to the exceptions
contained in 30 U.S.C. 207 and in the lease, if any.
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*14 3522.1-2 Tenns
(d)Exception.-(I).
(2) Coal.-- A coal lease will be maintained only upon the condition of diligent development and, when required by the lease
or the Mining Supervisor, continuous operation of the mine or mines in the logical mining unit of which the leasehold is a
part. A lessee must have his lease included within an LMU within two years after the effective date of this regulation or by
the second anniversary date of that lease, whichever is later. Where the holder of a lease on the effective date of this regulation
can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Mining Supervisor that he has in good faith been unable to form such an LMU for
the purpose of this regulation. The lessee is responsible for diligent development of the LMU and must report such work and
expenditores within thirty days after each anniversary date of the LMU falling within years ending with the digits 2, 4, 6, 8, or O.
The Mining Supervisor is responsible for determining whether the lease has been or is being diligently developed. In addition,
on each such anniversary date, the lessee shall advise the Mining Supervisor in advance of how he plans to diligently develop
the LMU for the coming two years.
Dated: December 5,1974.
JACK HORTON,
Secretary of the Interior.
**1950 MAJOR ISSUES
The problems associated with the current Federal coal leasing program can be traced in part to deficiencies in the coal
provisions of the Mineral Landa Leasing Act of 1920, and in part to the interpretstion and enforcement of this Act by the
Department of the Interior. For the purpose of analysis and discussion these problems are identified in this report as seven
major issues as follows: speculation, concentration of holdings; fair retorn to the public; environmental protection, planning
and public participation; social and economic impacts; need for information; maximum economic recovery of the resource;
and military lands.

I. SPECULATION
Under existing law, any coal lease issued by the Secretary is effective virtually forever. Although Section 7 pennits revision
of leasing tenns every 20 years and a lease can be terminated for lack of compliance with the terms of the Act through lengthy
coort proceedings, no Federal coal lease has ever been cancelled in this manner.
The current law also specifies that a coal lease shall be subject to the conditions of 'diligent development' and 'continued
operation'. Although an effort is now underway (see Proposed Regulations), these terms had never been defmed by the
Department of the Interior before December 1974. The condition of continued operation can be waived at the direction of the
Secretary ifhe determines that it is in the public interest to do so. Payment of a minimum royalty may be accepted instead. Since
these terms had never been defined, cancellation of a lease for lack of compliance with the law under Section 31 of the *15
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 would have been very difficult had any proceeding ever been initiated. According to testimony
received by the Subcommittee on Mines and Mining, except for the 59 leases currently in production, all of the remaining 474
Federal leases are being held under a waiver of the condition of continued operation issued by the Secretary of the Interior.
In addition to the lack of development of existing leases, the provision ofthe existing law which allows issuance ofpreference
rights associated with coal prospecting permits (section 2(b) has contributed to speculative holding of leases Oy making it
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possible to gain control of public resources at virtually no cost. According to the study 'Leased and Lost,' 45 percent of all
Federal leases have been issued on a preference right basis, with no competitive bidding involved. Consequently, holding
companies and energy resource speculators have entered the market for Federal coal in large numbers. An unpublished
Department of Interior working paper concludes that:
By far the dominant force in the acquisition of coal prospecting permits is the 'lease broker'. Ofthe top 20 coal permit holders,
on an acreage basis, only four are actively engaged in production of coal ... Suffice it to say that brokers-- not coal producers
or users-- are the predominant holders of Federal coal prospecting permits.
**1951 The problems of speculation are addressed directly by H.R. 6721, which requires termination of any lease which
is not producing in commercial quantities at the end of IS years. Old leases (those existing on the date of enactment of the
1975 Act) would be exempt from this provision, except to the extent it might be made applicable upon readjustment oflease
terms, but the lessees would be prohibited from acquiring any new Federal leases should they continue to hold old leases
15 years after enactment without producing therefrom. Additionally each lease will be subject to diligent development and
continued operation. As under current law, the condition of continued operation may be suspended in favor of an advanced
royalty payment. However, the new advanced royalty must be no less than the production royalty which would otherwise have
been due under a fixed reserve to production ration schedule. Therefore, should the production royalty based on the value of
coal in the year of actual production exceed the advance royalty paid on a given amount of coal, (i.e., the value of the coal
on which the advanced royalty was based has risen), the advance royalty will be credited toward the production royalty due,
with the excess paid by the operator. In the event the advance royalty paid exceeds the production royalty due, no rebates will
be given, but the excess payment may be carried forward. Advance royalties may be substituted for continued operation for
a total of IS years only, and may be tenninated by the Secretary in favor of resumption of continued operation requirements
upon six months notice to the lessee.
H.R. 6721 further discourages speculative holding of leases by tenninating the preference right prospecting permit.

2. CONCENTRATION OF HOLDINGS
Approximately 66 percent of the Federal and Indian acreage under lease is held by IS leaseholders, although there are a
total of 144 *16 lessees (see Table 6). This data reflects the trend of dominance in the energy field by a handful of major
corporations which is evident in virtually every resource area.

TABLE 6.-TIIE TOP 15 LEASEHOLDERS
TABULAR OR GRAPIDC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT TIllS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
**1952 This dominance is due in part to the system of cash bonus bidding which is used when leases are offered on a
competitive bidding basis. Such a bidding system requires substantial 'front end' capital (i.e. a larger initial investment in the
bonus bid). Smaller companies do not have the fmancial resources to compete with the giants in the energy and mining industries.
A second factor contributing to the accumulation of Federal leases by a limited number of companies has been the revision
of the Mineral Leasing Act which restricts the total amount of leased land which anyone company can hold. In 1964, P.L.
88-526 increased the total acreage which can be controlled by anyone entity in anyone State from 10,240 to 46,080 acres by
amendment to Sec. 27(a) (I) of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920.
*17 H.R. 6721 attacks the concentration of holdings problem in the following manner: A tighter definition of corporate
entities in Section 11 (a) ofthe bill is aimed at preventing an evasion of the bill's acreage holding limitations through the formation
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of holding companies or other such corporate organizational devices. While retaining the present limit of 46,080 acres on which
an entity can hold leases or permits in anyone state, a new national limit of 100,000 acres is imposed. Section 27(a)(2) of the
1920 Act permitting the leasing of an additiona15,120 acres in a state is repealed. Enforcement of these limitation provisions
may in some cases require the piercing of the corporate veil **1953 to determine the nature and extent of control being
exercised by parent corporations.
H.R. 6721 facilitates competition in bidding for leases by requiring that 50 percent of all acreage leased in anyone year be
on a system of deferred bonus bidding. This reduces the front end capital outlay, enabling smaller corporations to compete.
Similarly a provision increasing production royalties to not less than 12.5% of the value of the coal should reduce the front end
bonus paid, thus minimizing the required initial investment.
To prevent concentration of leases in the private sector a 'reasonable number ' of leasing tracts are required to be reserved
and offered for lease to public entities which produce energy.

3. FAIR RETURN TO THE PUBLIC
Several aspects of the current law have contributed to a situation in which the public is being paid a pittance for its coal
resources. The first such provision is that which establishes a prospecting system for lands in which the resource is not known
to the Department of the Interior. Such permits are issued for specific plots ofland and carry with them the right of a 'preference
lease'. That is, if a holder of a prospecting permit demonstrates the existence of coal in commercial quantities in the permit
area, he is entitled to a preference right lease. No competitive sale is held and the lessee is subject only to the minimum royalty
and rental provisions of Section 7 of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, or such other rates of royalty and rental as the Secretary
may determine.
Additionally, although more than 50 percent of all leases have been offered for competitive bid, 72 percent of these
'competitive' sales had less than two bidders, not really reflective of a competitive environment. Since the bid is related to
the number of bidders, those tracts which attract only one bid are not likely to result in payment of a fair return to the public.
(See Table 7.)

TABLE 7.-NUMBER OF COMPETITORS AND AVERAGE BID, FEDERAL COAL LEASES
TABULAR OR GRAPIDC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT TIllS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
Source: 'Leased and Lost: A Study of Public and Indian Coal Leasing in the West;' Council on Economic Priorities.
*18 The fact that the minimum royalty and rental established in the law (royalty-5 cents/ton; rental-$.25/acre-lst yr, $.50/
acre for the 2nd to 5th years and $1.00/acre thereafter) also contributes to the lack of fair return to the public. According to the
Council on Economic Priorities, the Federal government has collected a total of $23,373,920 in royalty payments in the last 54
years, from a total production ofl89,099,653 tons of coal. This total represents an average royalty of **1954 12.5 cents per ton.
The study points out that although royalty rates have increased 75 percent in the last half century, the price of a ton of coal has
more than doubled. Thus, the actual royalty being paid is a smaller percentage of the value of the coal now than it was in 1920.
The 1972 GAO study on coal leasing policy concludes: 'We believe that royalty payments have not been established on a
fair basis.'
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The GAO report does on to recommend that the Secretary of the Interior initiate a study to detennine the desirability of
seeking a change in the law that would permit the adjustment of royalty rates and other lease tenns more frequently than at
20-year intervals.
A fourth factor affecting the amount received by the Government for sale of its coal resource may result from basing the
determination of the payment on an estimate as to extent and value of the coal by the u.S. geological survey. These estimates
are not always correct and the extent to which the estimate varies from the actual coal produced often results in an unrealistic
return to the public.
H.R. 6721 contains many provisions designed to insure a fair return to the public from Federal leases. First, all leases are
to be awarded by competitive bidding only and not by 'such other methods as he (the Secretary) may by regnlations adopt'
as in the present law. Second, a bid is not acceptable uuless it is at least as high as fair market value, as detennined by the
Secretary. Third, a minimum royalty of 12.5 percent of the value of the coal is placed on all new leases except for underground
mines. Fourth, readjustment of the tenns of the lease will occur every ten years to allow the Secretary to adjust the terms to
more closely reflect changing market conditions than the present 20-year readjustment period permits. Finally, preference right
leases for holders of prospecting permits are abolished. Henceforth, holders of prospecting permits must compete with all other
interested parties in bidding on a leasing tract, their sole advantage being that any data they may have obtained on a tract up
for lease shall be held confidential by the Secretary until after the lease sale.

4. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION, PLANNING, AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Heretofore, there has been very little control exercised by the Department of the Interior over the effects that a mining
operation on the Federal lands has upon the environment.
Until recently the Department issued leases on a reactive basis, answering the stated needs of industrY. As discussed earlier,
this situation is rapidly changing. Initiation of the Northern Great Plains Resources Program, the Energy Minerals Allocation
Recommendation System (EMARS) and the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act have all contributed to
a planned approach to coal leasing. It is important that the effort initiated by the Department in this direction be sup ported
by legislation.
H.R. 6721 prohibits the leasing of any lands containing coal deposits uuless the lands have been included in a comprehensive
land *19 use plan prepared by the Secretary. Land use planning requires consultation with state and local governments, an
opportunity for a public hearing on the plan, and an assessment of the amount of coal in the land coupled with an estimate of
the amount of coal in the land coupled with an estimate of the amount recoverable via surface and/or **1955 deep mining
methods. Prior to leasing any tract, the Secretary must further hold a hearing (separate from the land use plan hearing) on the
lease in the impacted area, and consider the effects which the issuance of the lease might have on the area as it pertains to
environmental disruption, cornmunity services, economic impacts and the like. Further, any lease issued must contain provisions
requiring compliance with the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1151-1175) and the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C.
1857 et seq.). Exploration activity is restricted to holders of exploration licenses. The bill provides that a license must refrain
from activities that cause a 'substantial' disturbance to the natural land surface, a provision aimed at curbing present exploration
practices that often lead to severe erosion and enviroumental pollution.

5. SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACTS
The current restrictions on the manner in which monies returo to the States from the sale of Federal leases within their borders
are onerous. When an area is newly opened to large scale mining, local governmental, entities must assume the responsibility
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of providing public services needed for new communities, including schools, roads, hospitals, sewers, police protection, and
other public facilities, as well as adequate local planning for the development of the community. Since Section 35 of the Mineral
Leasing Act of 1920 currently provides that the monies returned to the states be available only for schools and roads, it is difficnlt
for affected areas to meet the needs of their new inhabitants. 1bis situation exists both with respect to coal and geothermal
development, as well as other mineral resources.
For example, the Council on Economic Priorities report states:
The sudden jump in population growth, the emergence of urban centers, and the possible 'boom-bust' economic cycle will
cause many social and cultural changes. The Bureau of Reclamation predicts that coal development in the Northern Great Plains
conld resnlt in 'the sevenfold increase in the present popnlation.' Because 200,000 and 400,000 people are expected to migrate
into eastern Montana.
An effort must be made to alleviate these problems by making funds available for the various aspects of community
development.
As shown below, H.R. 6721 will add 12.5 percent of the moneys received under section 35 of the Mineral Lands Leasing
Act to the 37.5 percent share currently returned to the states.

(In percent)
TABULAR OR GRAPIDC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT TIllS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
*20 The additional 12 112 percent that will go to the states is not earmarked for schools and roads, and may be spent by
the states for planning, public facilities and public services, giving priority to those communities **1956 impacted by the
mineral development. The remaining 37 112 percent of the states' 50 percent share continues to be earmaIked for schools and
roads under existing law. H.R. 6721 wonld increase total receipts under section 35 of the Mineral Lands Leasing Act by adding
thereto revenues from the Geothermal Stream Act of 1970. At present, geothermal receipts are treated as ifreceived from the
sale of public lands (only 5% are returned to the states).

6. NEED FOR INFORMATION
In light of the projections for rapid growth in coal production, especially with respect to disposition of Federal coal in the
West, and the fact that the overwhelming majority of domestic coal reserves are recoverable through deep mining only, it is
necessary for Congress to obtain an independent assessment of the existing situation with respect to outstanding Federal coal
leases and the feasibility of the use of deep mining teclmology in these areas. H.R. 6721 directs such a study be undertaken by
the Office of Teclmology Assessment with results to be submitted within one year of enactment of the 1975 amendments.
The bill also directs the Secretary of Interior to undertake a comprehensive exploratory program to reveal the existence and
location of viable coal deposits on the public lands and to provide a basis for formnlating land use plans, developing accurate
maps of resources, and upgrading information on the value of public resources. Finally, the Secretary is directed to submit a
yearly summary of Federal lands leasing and production together with his suggestions for improvements in the program.

7. MAXIMUM ECONOMY RECOVERY OF THE RESOURCE
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A primary concern of any future coal leasing program on public lands should be the maximum economic recovery of the
available coal resources. At present, easily reached surface deposits which yield the highest profits are often the ouly resources
developed in an area that contains vast amounts of coal not so easily or profitably extracted. This results in the waste of valuable
resources, and the creation of severe environmental impacts. H.R. 6721 seeks to prevent such waste by requiring the Secretary
to form leasing tracts which 'permit the mining of all coal which can be economically extracted'. In addition, the Secretary
is prohibited from approving any mining plan which he fmds does not achieve the maximum economic recovery of the coal
within the tract.
To further enable the maximum economic recovery from coal deposits, the Secretary's concept of a 'logical mining unit' is
adopted in Section 5 ofH.R. 6721. Under current ownership and leasing patterns, a coal deposit or seam often underlies lands
embracing a combination of Federal leases which may be individually too small, remote or subject to differing lease terms, time
requirements, or the like, to be developed in an efficient and economical manner.
Federal tracts are often interspersed with State, Indian, and private lands. In such cases, a coal deposit may be physically and
economically "21 less attractive for development than if it could be mined as a unit. Accordingly, H.R 6721 authorizes the
Secretary to approve, or by ""1957 regulation to require, the consolidation of Federal coal leases (including leases in existence
at the time of enactment) with other Federal coal leases, with state leases, or with private holdings so as to form a 'logical miniug
unit.' Within such a logical miniug unit, the mandate of section 6 requiring production within 15 years would be modified so
that commercial production from any part of the unit within the 15-year period would satis/)' the requirement. In any event, all
of the coal resources of a logical miniug unit must be developed within 40 years.
Under further provisions of section 5, a logical miniug unit must be under the effective control of one operator, must require
diligent development, operation and production and may not exceed 25,000 acres in size. The logical mining unit concept
replaces the more limited consolidation authority granted the Secretary under the provisions of 30 U.S. 20 I-I.

8. MILITARY LANDS
Present law does not permit the Secretary to lease the minerals underlying acquired military property, thus precluding the
development of significant reserves known to exist under Camp Swift in Texas. These reserves are desired for electric power
generation by the city of Austin, Texas. Section 12 of the 1975 amendments would amend the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired
Lands (30 U.S.C. 352) to permit leasing to a government entity of coal or lignite under acquired lands provided the Secretary
of Defense concurs.

SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS
Section I designates the official citation of the Act as the 'Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975'. It also clarifies
the reference to the Mineral Lands Leasing Act (30 U.S.C. 181 et seq.) within the body of the bill.
Section 2 amends the first sentence of section 2(a) of the Mineral Lands Leasing Act (30 U.S.C. 201(a» . The first sentence of
section 2(a) presently authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to divide classified or unclassified coal lands into 40 acre tracts,
or multiples thereof and to lease these tracts by competitive bidding 'or by such other methods as he may by general regnlation
adopt.' This amendment removes the reference to '40 acres tracts, , permits leasing of classified lands only, and requires that
all leasing be by competitive bidding. It specifies that the size of a leasing tract be such that it will permit the mining of all
coal which can be economically extracted. The purpose of this provision is to insure that coal, which might yield a lower profit
than that which lies in the most readily available deposits, will not be left in the ground. The amendment provides that at least
50 per centum of all lands leased within any year be on the basis of a deferred bonus bidding system. A reasonable number
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of leasing tracts are to be set aside by tbe Secretary and made available for leasing only to public bodies, including Federal
agencies, rural electric cooperatives or nonprofit corporations controlled by any of such entities. Finally, tbe amendment would
prohibit tbe Secretary from accepting any bid for less tban tbe fair market value oftbe coal subject **1958 to lease. *22 10
determining such fair market value, tbe Secretary shall give consideration to public conunents, provided tbat he shall not be
required to reveal eitber his judgment as to tbe value, or tbe conunents he receives prior to issuance of a lease. The Conunittee
felt that tbis information should be available for public scrutiny after leasing of tbe tract in question occurs.
Section 3 amends tbe last sentence of section 2(a) oftbe Mineral Lands Leasing Act (30 U.S.C. 20 I (a)). This sentence requires
tbe Secretary to issue notices prior to a competitive lease sale. 1bis amendment would bar tbe issuance of new leases to any
individual or corporations tbat have held a lease for a period of 15 years, beginning on tbe date of enactment oftbe Federal
Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975, witbout producing coal tberefrom. It would require tbat no lease sale be held unless it
were compatible witb a comprehensive land use plan prepared by tbe Secretary or, in tbe case of lands in tbe National Forest
System, by tbe Secretary of Agriculture. On lands where tbe surface is under tbe jurisdiction of a Federal agency otber tban tbe
Department of tbe 1oterior, leasing may occur only witb tbe consent of that agency.
Where tbe Federal interest in tbe lands or coal deposits is nominal, eitber a comprehensive land use plan prepared by tbe State
in which tbe lease is to be offered, or a land use analysis prepared by tbe Secretary would be required. 10 tbe latter instance,
a land use analysis, prepared in tbe case of a minor Federal interest in tbe lands or coal deposits, need not be detailed as tbe
comprehensive land use plan which is required in all other instances.
10 preparation of tbe land use plan, consultation witb State and local entities is mandated and an opportunity for a public
hearing must be granted if requested by a person having an interest which is or may be adversely affected. 10 addition, prior
to issuance of any lease, tbe Secretary is to consider tbe social, economic and other impacts on tbe communities affected and
give opportunity for a public hearing.
Each land use plan is to contain an assessment oftbe amount of coal deposits in tbe land, including underground and surface
recoverable reserves. The Secretary is also required to evaluate and compare tbe effects of recovering coal by underground
mining, surface mining and by otber metbods to determine which methods will assure maximum economic recovery oftbe coal.
No mining plan may be approved which is not found to achieve tbe maximum economic recovery of coal and no competitive
lease shall be approved until notice has been given in a local newspaper.
All coal leases shall contain provisions requiring compliance witb tbe Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C.
1151-1175) and tbe Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 1857 et seq.).
Section 4 would repeal, subject to valid existing rights, section 2(b) oftbe Mineral Lands Leasing Act (30 U.S.C. 201(b))
which autborizes tbe issuance of coal prospecting permits and preference right leases.
Under present law, section 2(b) provides tbat prospecting or exploratory work may be permitted to determine tbe existence
and workability of coal deposits and tbe Secretary is autborized to issue prospecting permits which entitle tbe permittee to
tbe exclusive right to **1959 prospect for coal on tbe land described tberein for a term of two years. *23 A holder of a
coal prospecting permit who shows, before tbe expiration of his permit, tbat tbe land included in tbe permit contains coal in
commercial quantities, is entitled to a preference right lease for all or part of tbe land included in tbe prospecting permit.
10 repealing present section 2(b), H.R. 6721 would replace it witb a system of non-exclusive exploratory licenses. Such
exploratory licenses would be for periods ofnot more tban two years and would carry no preferential right to a lease ifH.R. 6721
is enacted in its present form. An application for an exploration license is required to identifY tbe general areas and probable
methods of exploration and tbe Secretary is autborized to impose such conditions as he deems reasonable before issuing a
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license. Where the surface is under the jurisdiction of a Federal agency other than the Department of the Interior, exploration
licenses may be issued only under the conditions prescribed by such an agency. Furthermore, when the exploration area involves
more than one State, separate licenses are required for each of the States so involved In no event maya licensee be permitted
to cause substantial disturbance to the natural surface in conducting his exploration operations.
All data collected by the licensee is to be furnished to the Secretary, who shall maintain the confidentiality of the data until
the lands in question are leased or until the Secretary determines that making the data available to the public would not damage
the competitive position of the licensee.
Any person who willfully conducts exploration without a license is subject to a fme of $1,OOO/day and the surrender of all
data collected to the Secretary, which data is to be made public.
Section 5 repeals, subject to valid existing rights, subsections 2(c) and 2(d) of the Act of August 31, 1964 (30 U.S.C. 201-1).
These subsections permitted lessees of a coalfield to enter into contracts for collective prospecting, development or operation
of the coal resources. They also enabled the Secretary to combine, alter, or revoke leases, royalty agreements and the like in
furtherance of collective contracts.
This new language eliminates collective contracts in favor of the concept of the logical mining unit (LMU). A logical mining
unit is a contiguous track ofland, under the control of a single operator, which is desigued to promote the 'efficient, economical
and orderly' recovery ofthe resources contained therein. The new language enables the consolidation by the Secretary of several
tracks (be they Federal, state or private) into a single track not exceeding 25,000 acres so that they may be mined in the most
economically efficient manner. All the reserves within the entire LMU must be mined in a period not to exceed forty years, and
the unit as a whole is subject to the requirements of diligent development and continuous operation. The new language also
permits the Secretary to require a lessee to form an LMU.
Section 6 amends section 7 (30 U.S.C. 207) of the Mineral Lands Leasing Act which deals with the term ofleases and lease
rentals and royalties.
First, it provides that leases shall be for terms of 20 years and for so long thereafter as coal is being produced in commercial
quantities. ""1960 Any lease not producing in commercial quantities at the end of the 15th year of the lease will be terminated
The existing law provides "24 that leases 'shall be for indeterminate periods upon condition of diligent development.'
Second, the revised language changes the minimum royalty from $.05 per ton to twelve and one half per centom of the value
of the coal, except that the Secretary may determine a lesser amount for underground mining operations.
Third, H.R. 6721 provides for a readjustment in the terms of the least at the end of the 20th year and every ten years thereafter
instead of a readjustment every 20 years as provided in the present law.
Fourth, leases remain (as they are under existing law) subject to the conditions of diligent development and continued
operation, except where interrupted by strikes, elements or casualties not attributable to the lessee.
Fifth, H.R. 6721 permits the Secretary to waive the requirement for continued operation for a period not to exceed 15 years
and accept in lieu thereof an advanced royalty. Advanced royalties must be no less per year than production royalties that would
otherwise be paid for actual production, and will be computed on a fIXed reserve to production ratio. Should the value of the
coal mined in the year of actual production exceed the value upon which the advanced royalty was based, the difference shall
be paid by the operator. However, should the advance royalty exceed the production royalty, no rebates will be granted, but
the credit may be carried forward. In no case can advanced royalty payments be used to waive the absolute requirement of
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production from a lease within 15 years. While existing law pennits in lieu royalty payments and provides that they shall not
be less than the annual rental paid, it does not make reference to a fixed reserve to production ratio. Where the surface is under
the control of another agency, such agency must consent to the plan.
Finally, this section eliminates a provision of current law which permits the credit of rentals against royalties; and it eliminates
the provision pennittiug the suspension of operations for six months when, in the judgment of the Secretary, market conditions

warrant such suspension.
Section 7 adds a new section 8A to the Mineral Lands Leasing Act which provides for a comprehensive Federal exploration
program for lands to be offered for leasing. Under it, the U.S. Geological Survey is authorized to conduct or to contract for
exploration activities, including seismic, geophysical, geochemical, or stratigraphic drilling, but it does not limit the right of
any party to cany out such activities under Section 4 of H.R. 6721.
All data, maps, interpretations and surveys resulting from activities under this section are required to be made public by the
Secretary. All Federal departments and agencies are directed to cooperate in providing the Secretary with pertinent information.
On the basis of the information so collected, the Secretary is to prepare and maintain a series of detailed geological and
geophysical maps of the coal lands to be offered for leasing under the terms of this legislation.

Pursuant to this section, the Secretary is directed to develop and transmit to Congress within six months after enactment, a
plan for **1961 implementation of the exploration program, including procedures for making the data available to the public.
*25 Stratigraphic drilling must be carried out so or in such a manner that information pertaining to all recoverable reserves
is obtained. All information regarding results oftest borings is to be supplied to the Secretary. The purpose of this requirement
is to assure that lands are not leased for surface mining development when greater amounts of coal could be recovered through
deep mining operations.
Section 8 adds a new section 8B to the Mineral Lands Leasing Act, requiring the Secretary to submit an annual report to
Congress on leasing and production of coal lands subject to the Act. The report is to include information on management,
supervision, and enforcement activities and recommendations for improvements in management and environmental safeguards,
as well as a report by the Attorney General on competition in the coal and energy industry.
Section 9 amends Section 35 (30 U.S.C. 191) of the Mineral Lands Leasing Act by reducing the percentage of revenues
from mineral leasing deposited in the reclamation fund from 52.5% to 40% and raising the percentage of the revenues going
to the States from 37.5% to 50%. The 37.5% of the funds which is currently returned to the States under the law would remain
available ouly for use in construction and maintenance of schools and roads. The additional 12.5% returned to the States would
be available for use in planning, construction and maintenance of public facilities, with priority to be given to those areas
impacted by the development of the resource involved.
Subsection (b) would further amend Section 35 of the Mineral Lands Leasing Act by providing that all moneys received from
Geothermal leasing under the Geothermal Stream Act of 1970 be disposed of under the above provisions of Section 35. Existing
law treats such moneys as if they were received from the sale of public lands, with about five percent going to the States and
the remainder dispersed in the same manner as other receipts from public lands.
Section 10 provides for a study by the Office of Technology Assessment which is to include a review of existing Federal coal
leases and recommendations as to the feasibility of using deep mining technology in such lease areas.
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Section 11 amends 27(a)(I) of the Mineral Lands Leasing Act (30 U.S.C. 184(a)(I» to provide that no corporation, person
or association may control more than 100,000 acres of Federal coal lands in the United States at anyone time. The 100,000
national acreage limitation is added to any existing limit of 46,080 acres per State. Subsection (a)(2) which presently permits the
Secretary to lease an additional 5,120 acres over and above any acreage restrictions contained in subsection (a)(I) is repealed.
This amendment to section 27 of the Mineral Lands Leasing Act also has the effect of broadening the definition of the entity

to which the acreage limits are applicable. Under existing law, reference is made to 'person, association or corporation'. The
amendment language reads: 'person, association, or corporation, or any subsidiary, affiliate, or persons controlled by or under
common control with such person, ""1962 association, or corporation.' The purpose of broadening this language is to assure
that the restrictions on leaseholdings are not circumvented by the formation of holding companies, or other devices or corporate
organization. Henceforth, no one entity, under whatever corporate or other form, will be permitted to take, hold, own or control
coal leases "26 on more than 100,000 acres in the United States or more than 46,080 acres in anyone State if H.R. 6721
is enacted
Section 12 amends section 3 of the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands (30 U.S.C. 352) by providing that coal in lands
set aside for military or naval purposes may be leased to a governmental entity if the Secretary of Defense agrees to such leasing.
Section 13 repeals, subject to valid existing rights, Section 4 (30 U.S.C. 204) which presently permits the Secretary to issue
a new lease, not to exceed 2,560 acres, through the same procedure as used in the original lease, where coal deposits under the
existing lease will be exhausted within three years. In addition, it amends section 3 to allow modification of existing leases, not
to exceed 2,560 acres, to include contiguous coal deposits. Under the recommended amendment this practice may continue, but
the size of such modification would be limited to 160 acres or an acreage no greater than the original lease.
Section 14 amends Section 39 of the Mineral Lands Leasing Act (30 U.S.C. 209) to insure that nothing in Section 39 can
be construed as giving the Secretary the right to waive, suspend or reduce the advance royalties payable upon suspension of
the normal requirement of continued operation.
Section 15 adds a new subsection to Section 27 of the Mineral Lands Leasing Act. It requires the Secretary to consult with
the Attorney General before drafting rules and regulations, or issuing, renewing and readjusting leases under the Act to prevent
a situstion that would be in contravention of the antitrust laws. This amendment is desigued to reduce the chance of lengthy
and costly antitrust litigation.

COMMlTTEECONSIDERATION
The Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975 was frrst considered by the Subcommittee on Mines and Mining in
the 93d Congress. A Senate-passed bill, S. 3528, the 'Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1974,' was the subject of
Subcommittee hearings on August 13 and 15, 1974. A committee print incurporating several changes to the Senate bill was
considered in Subcommittee markup on September 19, 24, and October 8, 1974, but no recommendations were made at that time.
The committee print was introduced as H.R. 3265 by Representative Patsy T. Mink in the 94th Congress on February 19,
1975. Hearings were held on March 14, 1975. After considering the measure on April 22, and May 2, 1975, the bill was revised
and unanimously recommended by voice vote on May 2, 1975. The revised text was then introduced as H.R. 6721 by Mrs.
Mink, Mr. Ruppe, Mr. Bingham, Mr. Eckhardt, Mr. Howe, Mr. Seiberling, Mr. Steelman, Mr. Udall, and Mr. Vigorito on May 6,
1975, and it was this measure which was considered by the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs on July 23, 30, September
18, 24, October 1, 7, 22, November 5, and 12, 1975. At the November ""1963 12 meeting, the bill was ordered reported
favorably in amended form by a voice vote.
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INFLATIONARY IMPACT
Pursuant to Rule XI, clause 2(1) (4), of the House of Representatives, the Committee believes that enactment ofH.R. 2761
will have virtually no inflation8I)' impact on the u.s. economy; however, as development of these coal resources occurs, there
may be some regional *27 impact arising from increasing demands on limited facilities and services. On the other hand, any
failure to make reasonable and orderly progress on the development of these valuable energy resources will result in increased
demand for substitute sources of energy and could result in a significant adverse impact on the economy.

COST AND BUDGETARY IMPACT
Although the administrative burden on the Secretary might result in some increased costs, it is uulikely that they will constitute
a significant burden on the national budget. In fact, ifH.R. 6721 is enacted in its present form and Federal coal leasing is revived,
the provisions of the legislation will produce revenues to the United States which should more than offset the administrative
costs envisioned. No appropriations are specifically authorized by the legislation.

OVERSIGHT STATEMENT
In developing the legislation, the Subcommittee on Mines and Mining reviewed the existing program and took this background
into consideration in developing the terms of the bill which it has recommended. No recommendations were submitted to the
Committee pursuant to Rule X, clause 2(b)(2).

COMMITTEE AMENDMENT
The Committee amendment deletes all after the enacting clause and inserts a substitute text which is fully explained in the
text of this report.

COMMITTEERECO~ATION

The Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs recommends the enactment of H.R. 6721, as amended. The motion ordering
the bill reported favorably was adopted by voice vote on November 12, 1975.

DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS
Both the Department of the Interior and the Department of Agriculture commented on the proposed coal leasing act
amendments, generally favoring enactment of the legislation but suggesting amendments which were considered in the course
of subcommittee and committee consideration. They reported frrst on H.R. 3265, the basic bill on which hearings were held,
and the Department of the Interior also **1964 reviewed H.R. 6721 as it emerged from the subcommittee markup. These
reports are as follows:
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,
Washington, D.C., March 13, 1975.
Hon. JAMES A. HALEY,
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Challman, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
House of Representatives,
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This responds to your request for this Department's views on H.R. 3265, a bill 'To amend the
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, and for other purposes.'
*28 H.R. 3265 is similar to the Committee Print ofS. 3528 in the 93rd Congress as issued by the House Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs, Subcommittee on Mines and Mining. It would amend the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 (30 U.S.C. 181-287)
to require that coal leases be issued by competitive bidding with limited exceptions, repeal authority to issue prospecting pennits
and provide for issuance of exploration licenses after approval of an exploration plan, prohibit leasing lands unless they are
included in a land use plan, limit lease terms to 10 years and so long thereafter as coal is produced annually in paying quantities,
requiring a minimum royalty, and allow States greater discretion in spending their shares of Federal coal leasing revenues.
In the previous Congress it was the position of this Department that total revision of the Mineral Leasing Act was preferable
to the piecemeal approach of coal leasing amendments. However, we stated that the Department would not object to such coal
leasing provisions if amended to conform to the general approach of the Department's proposed 'Mineral Leasing Act of 1973' .
While we still prefer adoption of a comprehensive revision of the mineral leasing laws to include all presently leasable mineral
resources, and intend to submit such legislation on this matter in the future, we would not object to the subject bill if amended
in accordance with the following comments:

(1) Forty-acre Leasing Tracts.-- Sec. 2(a)(I) on page. The requirement that leasing units be in tracts of 40 acres or multiples
thereof was established during a period when average leaseholds and leasing operations were relatively small and 40 acres
was a meaningful size for a lease. There is no special significance to tracts of 40 acres or multiples thereof. Indeed, there may
be tracts of leasable lands which are not in multiples of 40. More leeway should be given to the Secretary to offer leases in
tracts that he deems appropriate in the public interest. We recommend, therefore, that section 2(a)(I) be amended so that the
fITSt sentence reads:
'The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to divide any lands subject to this Act into leasing tracts of such size as he deems
appropriate and in the public interest, and thereafter he shall, in his discretion, upon the request of any qualified applicant
or on his own motion, from time to time, offer such lands or deposits of coal for leasing, and shall award leases thereon by
competitive bidding.'
(2) Bidding Restrictions.-- On page 2, the italicized words beginning on line 8 and ending with the word 'basis' on line 18,
would seriously constrain the Department's flexibility in holding competitive **1965 coal lease sales.They would require
sealed bidding, they would prohibit royalty bidding, and they would impose a 10 year bonus payback system for at least 50
percent of the acres covered by each lease. We recommend that these restrictions be deleted.

Our experience is that sealed bidding does not always attract the highest bids. Generally, when there is little competition, sealed
bidding is preferable since it introduces a degree of uncertainty and induces higher bids. However, when there is significant
competition, sealed bidding followed by oral bidding has proven to be more satisfactory since bidders are then influenced by
other bidders and the competitive spirit of the sale. The success of each auction therefore depends largely on the Secretary's
ability to call for sealed or oral bids.
*29 As we reported to you earlier, the Department of the Interior is presently studying whether bonus bidding is preferable
to royalty bidding. Under the authority granted the Secretary in the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act on October, 1974, the
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Department auctioned leased for land on the Outer Continental Shelf for oil and gas development. Several of the leases were
awarded through bonus bidding and a few through royalty bidding. We expect a thorough examiuation of operations under these
leases will help us determiue whether a system of royalty bidding or bonus biddiug will assure the highest monetary returu
to the public and maximum miueral recovery, while assuriug that qualified bidders are not restricted from biddiug because of
large 'front-end' costs. Data is now available to help us make this detenniuation and to implement the best biddiug methods,
we urge that H.R 3265 permit the Secretary the same flexibility for detenniuiug biddiug methods as he has under the Outer
Continental Shelf Lands Act.
Fiually, we know of no iuformation iudicating that a 10-year bonus payback system for collectiug bonus payments on all or
part of a lease is the most satisfactory method for collectiug such payments.
In short, these restrictions seem to be arbitrary. It is not iu the public iuterest to impose a siugle, rigid method iu legislation
for auctioniug leases and collecting royalties until there is frrm evidence to iudicate that the method is and will continue to
be the best one.
(3) Public Comments.-- H.R 4365 contaius three provisions pertaiuiug to public comments. On page 2, the sentence begiuniug
on liue 21 and endiug on line 24 would require public comments on the assessment of coal lands before leasiug lands; on page
3, line 12, the words begiuniug with 'and the general public' and ending on line 16 with 'such plans', provide for consultation
with the public and public hearings before the implementation of land use plans; and on page 4, the sentence begiuniug on line
12 and endiug on line 14 would require 'adequate' public hearings before issuiug coal leases.
Public iuvolvement is very important iu the development ofland use plans. Any future leasiug of Federal coal lands iu the
West will be based on the vast amount of iuformation iu land use plans presently being prepared. The plans iuclude an assessment
of the coal iu the land. The public is iuvited to comment throughout the planniug process.
While public participation is important, H.R. 3265 does not establish clear and coordiuated procedures for allowing people
to express their views. We therefore recommend that the three provisions for ""1966 public participation be deleted and that
the followiug siugle subsection providing for public iuvolvement be iucluded iu the bill by addiug a new paragraph (3) on page
4 and by renumberiug the subsequent paragraphs accordiugly:
'(3) Duriug the preparation ofland use plans and before a planniug unit is opened to leasiug under this section, the Secretary
of the Interior, or iu the case of lands withiu the National Forest the Secretary of Agriculture, shall provide the opportunity
for public comment.'
(4) Land Use Planniug iu National Forest Lands.-- On page 3, as subsection (2)(A) lines 4 through 9 on page 3 is drafted, the
Secretary of Agricultore is given the authority to develop comprehensive land use plans for the land withiu the National Forest
System and to "30 miue whether lease sales withiu the National Forest System are consistent with such plans. This provision
would divide the authority between the Secretary of Agriculture and the Secretary of the Interior who handles lease sales iu
nearly all other areas to be considered for miuiug. We therefore suggest that subsection (2) (A) be amended to read:
'(2) (A) (I). After identifying the areas where there is substantial development iuterest iu coalleasiug, the Secretary of the
Interior shall prepare comprehensive land-use plans on lands under his responsibility where this has not already been done.
The Secretary of the Interior shall iuform the Secretary of Agriculture of substantial development iuterest iu coalleasiug on
lands withiu the National Forest System. Upon receipt of such notification from the Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of
Agriculture shall prepare a comprehensive land-use plan for such areas which takes iuto consideration the proposed miueral
resource development iuterest iu these lands where they have not done so. In preparing such land-use plans, the Secretary of
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the Interior, or in the case oflands within the National Forest System, the Secretary of Agriculture, shall consult with State and
local governments and the general public. '
To provide that the issuance of leases on N ationai Forest System lands would be subject to the consent of the Department
of Agriculture and subject to such conditions as that Department might prescribe with respect to the use and protection of
nonmineral interests, we suggest adding new subsection (2) (A) (2) as follows:
'(2) (A) (2). Leases covering lands the surface of which is under the jurisdiction of any Federal agency other than the
Department of the Interior may be issued only upon consent of the other Federal agency and upon such conditions as it may
prescribe with respect to the use and protection of the nonmineral interests in those lands.'
(5) Concurrence ofEPA.-- On page 3, the phrase beginning 'and shall obtain ' on line 16 and ending on line 21, requires
the Secretary, before adopting land use plans for areas to be leased, to obtain the written concurrence of the Admiuistrator
of the Environmental Protection Agency with respect to air or water quality standards promulgated under the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act or the Clean Air Act. We recommend that the phrase be deleted since the Secretary is already bound
by the requirements of both laws. The written concurrence from the Administrator for each plan would only serve to add an
unnecessary administrative step and to delay leasing programs.
**1967 (6) Land Use Plans.-- The sentence beginning on page 4, line 4 and ending on page 4, line 7, appears to provide that
the Secretary shall include in land use plans a statement of the effects of one method of mining on the recovery of other beds
of coal in the land by other mining methods. As a matter of course the Secretary already makes this determination, but he does
not include this information in land use plans. Land use plans are diagrams for management of the resources in lands and it is
not appropriate to indicate mining methods in the plans. The Secretary makes a determination of the proper mining methods
after land use plans are completed and before leases are issued. In order that the provision identified above does not complicate
our present procedures, we recommend that it be deleted from its present position in the bill, that it be inserted after the word
'services' *31 on page 4, line 12, and that it be amended to read as follows: 'The Secretary shall also consider the effects of
each method of mining on the recovery of any other beds of coal in the land by other mining methods.'
(7) Surface Mining Legislation.-- Paragraph (4) on page 4, lines 21 tbrough 24, would require 'satisfactory assurances' of
compliance with the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1974 before a lease is issued We recommend that the
paragraph be deleted. The surface mining legislation was not enacted. If surface mining legislation is enacted, it will naturally
control activities under leases issued pursuant to H.R 3265. In the event the Committee finds it necessary to make reference to
the surface mining legislation if it is enacted, it would suffice simply to specifY in H.R 3265 that leases shall be in accordance
with the requirements of that Act.
(8) Logical Mining Units.- H.R. 3265 does not contain specific authority for the Secretary to consolidate leases into logical
mining units so that production within a unit rather than on a single lease would satisfY the renewal and diligence requirements.
Authority to unitize leases would give the Secretary and lessees greater flexibility in planning the development ofleases so that
there is a maximum recovery of coal with a minimum impact on the environment. The authority would be particularly valuable
in planning for the development of lands where some tracts are federally owned and some privately owned. Mining units could
then be designated to encompass private lands, thus ensuring the development of isolated Federal tracts which ordinarily might
not be developed.
We recommend that in order to authorize unitization, the following new section 4 be added on page 5 to read as follows and
that the subsequent sections be renumbered accordingly:
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'Subject to valid existing rights, subsection 2(c) and (d) oftbe Act of August 31, 1964, 78 Stat. 710, 30 U.S.C. 201-1, is
amended to read as follows:
(c) At tbe discretion of tbe Secretmy, leases issued under tbis section may, in tbe interest of conservation or in tbe public
interest, be consolidated into logical mining units. The Secretary may require among otber tbings tbat (I) production on any
lease in a logical mining unit will be construed as production on all leases in tbat unit, (2) tbe rentals and royalties for all Federal
leases in a logical mining unit may be combined, and advanced royalties paid for any lease witbin **1968 a logical mining unit
may be credited against such combined royalties, and (3) leases issued before tbe date of enactment oftbis Act may be included
witb tbe consent of all lessees in such logical mining unit, and, if so included, shall be subject to tbe provisions of tbis section.
'(d) By regulation tbe Secretary may require a lessee under tbis Act to form a logical mining unit, and may provide for tbe
determination of participating acreage witbin a unit. '
(9) Exploration and License Plan, on page 5.- We favor tbe concept of exploration licenses set out in H.R. 3265 witb tbe
specific requirement for submission to tbe Secretary of an exploration plan. In order to assure tbe Govermnent has tbe right to
initiate tbe leasing process and to lease at any time, section 4 ofH.R. 3265 should be amended. On page 5, delete tbe sentence
beginning on line 8 and ending on line 9, and insert instead: 'Each exploration license shall be for a term of not more tban two
years. The issuance of exploration *32 licenses shall not preclude tbe Secretmy from issuing coal licenses shall not preclude
tbe Secretary from issuing coal leases at such times and locations as he deems appropriate. No exploration license will be issued
for any land on which a coal lease has been issued. '
We also recommend adding tbe following langusge to tbe end of proposed section 4(b) (2), page 5, line 24, to conform to
present practices on National Forest System's lands.
'Exploration licenses covering lands tbe surface of which is under tbe jurisdiction of any Federal agency otber tban tbe
Department of tbe Interior may be issued only upon such conditions as it may prescribe witb respect to tbe use and protection
oftbe nomnineral interests in tbose lands.'
(10) Discovery of New Deposits.-- The Department is analyzing alternative means of stimulating private exploration for
leasable minerals otber tban coal, and intends to deal witb tbese issues in tbe Administration's proposal for a total revision of
tbe Mineral Leasing Act.
(II) Penalties.-- On page 5 and 6. We believe tbat tbe language in H.R. 3265 dealing witb tbe assessment of fines, section
4, page 5 lines 24-25 and page 6 lines I and 2 should be amended. As presently drafted tbe language is worded in terms of
what appears essentially to be a criminal violation subject to payment of a fine. Confusion and litigation may result over tbe
provisions dealing witb data collected by a violator. We would recommend tbat lines 24-25 on page 6 and lines 1-2 on page
7 of tbe existing bill be revised to read:
'Any person convicted of violating tbis section shall be required to make available immediately to tbe Secretary all data
collected by said person on any Federal lands as a result of such violation. The Secretmy shall make any such data available
to tbe public as soon as it is practicable.'
(12) Lengtb of Lease Terms.-- Section 5 ofH.R. 3265 would require a primary term of 10 years coal is not produced from
lands under a lease, tbe lease would be terminated. There is also a reference to tbe 10-yearprimary term on page 2, line 10. We
strongly recommend that tbe primary term be increased to 20 years.
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All available information indicates that IO-year primary terms would not increase coal development. On the contrary, they
would discourage **1969 developments in many instances and could cause waste of coal reserves. Ownersbip patterns ofland
and coal geology often necessitate the leasing of land that will be not developed for over 10 years because it is ouly profitable
for a lessee ifhe can develop the adjacent lands first. Ifprimary terms are too short, coal development on Federal lands in these
cases would be discouraged and recoverable reserves may be lost forever.
There are other problems with 10-year primary terms. First, manufacturers of mining equipment cannot meet orders within
6 years. Steel shortages are causing increasing delays. These unavoidable delays would seriously impede the ability oflessees
to meet production requirements within 10 years. Second, periods between the time when decisions to build coal consuming
plants are made and the time when coal deliveries are needed are at least 8 to 10 years, and delivery commitments are necessary
before the constroction of plants can begin. *33 The lead times are longer for gasification plants. Third, 80 percent of all coal
is sold pursuant to long-term contracts which do not call for deliveries for 10-15 years. Finally, a very significant advantage
to long-term reserves is that they minimize demand-supply lags and thus improve our resource allocation and our ability to
avoid fuel shortages.
In addition, we feel that readjustment oflease terms should be every 10 years. More frequent readjustment would only create
an unnecessary administrative burden.

We therefore urge that primary terms for coal leases be increased to 20 years and readjustment of lease terms be increased to
10 years. We favor provisions which reasonably encourage production, but we do not favor attempts to encourage production
by imposing primary terms of 10 years. All indications are that 10-year terms would only serve to reduce production.
(13) Royalty and Rental Payments.- On page 7, the langnage in lines 12 through 15 would impose a minimum royalty based
on a percent of the sale price of coal. We recommend deletion of this provision. Royalties are usually based on a percent of the
'value' of the coal rather than the 'sale price' of the coal because coal that is produced is often not actually sold and because
the sale price, for one reason or another, may be less than fair market value. The bill should give the Secretary authority to set
a minimum royalty rate, rather than setting a maximum royalty.
The provision on page 7 and the failure to include in line 17 the word 'rents ' before 'royalties' appears to eliminate the
Secretary's authority to charge rentals. We oppose eliminating that authority, and we recommend that subsection 7(a)(I) be
amended to include (a) prior to the sentence beginning at line 10, the following new sentence: 'The Secretary shall by regnlation
prescribe annual rentals on leases of not less than $1 per acre or fraction thereof,' and (b) the addition of 'rents,' prior to the
word 'royalties' in line 17.
(14) Paying Quantities, on page 7.-- We recommend that the term 'paying quantities' in subsection 7(a)(I), lines 8 and 9, and
its definition in subsection 7(a)(2)(I), lines 8 and 9, and its definition in subsection 7(a)(2), lines 21 through 24, be deleted and
that **1970 the following language be adopted in place of the first two sentences of7(a)(I):
'A coal lease shall be for a term of twenty years and for so long thereafter as coal is continuously produced in quantities
which, in the judgment of the Secretary, would justify the continued operation of the mine or mines.'
The use of profitability as the yardstick for continuation of a lease is administratively cumbersome and ultimately may be
more costly. Based on our experiences with the term 'paying quantities' in oil and gas leasing, we now foresee great difficulty
in applying this term to non-oil and gas leasing. The purpose of the provision is to ensure sufficient development of Federal
coal leases to justify continuation. Contrary to this intent, however, the defmition as stated in H.R. 3265 may have the effect of
terminating leases which are temporarily shut down, in the early nonprofitable stages of production, or are producing at levels
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which cover only part of production costs, or are being developed as part of a larger mining unit containing several Federal
or non-Federal lease units.
*34 There may well be times in the production of coal from a particular lease or leases where continued production would
be in the public interest in satisfying economic and energy needs, even though not paying a profit to the lessee.
(l5) Advance Royalty Payments, on page 8.-- The language of the proviso beginning with 'that' on line 6 and ending with
'lessee,' on line 8, in subsection 7(b) would appear to limit the Secretary's authority to seek or require advance royalty payments
to limited circumstances outside of the control of the leasees. While it would be in the public interest for the Secretary to permit
advance royalties under these limited circumstances, it is also in the public interest to allow the Secretary discretion to accept
advance royalties in lieu of continuous production. The inclusion of this concept is critical.
(l6) Restriction in State Spending of Coal Revenue.-- Section 6 of H.R. 3265 would give States greater flexibility in using
their share of moneys received under section 35 of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 (30 U.S.C. 191). We view the restrictions
in section 35 of the Act as no longer necessary. The Department has strongly endorsed the concept of complete relaxation of the
restrictions on State use of its share of funds from mineral leasing activities and has objected to previous proposals which were
unnecessarily restrictive. Consistent with this position, we therefore recommend that the spending restrictions on the States be
repealed by deleting from section 35 ofthe Act the words 'for the construction and maintenance of public roads or for the support
of public schools or other public educational institutions.' This would give States complete discretion as to the expenditure of
coal and other mineral leasing receipts from Federal lands.
(17) Noncompetitive Modifications ofleases.-- Section 3 and 4 of the Mineral Leasing Act (30 U.S.C. 203, 204), provide
for modification and additions to leases without competition of not more than 2,560 acres. H.R. 3265 would not affect these
sections. As a general rule most modifications or additions do not warrant competitive authorization. However, such authorized
modifications or additions to leaseholds should not be used to circumvent the intention of a competitive system. **1971
Therefore, we recommend that sections 3 and 4 be repealed, and H.R. 3265 be amended to add, as section 9, the following
language:
'(b) Any person, association, or corporation holding a lease of coal lands on coal deposits under the provisions of this Act may
with the approval ofthe Secretary ofthe Interior, upon a finding by him that it would be in the interest of the United States, secure
modifications of the original coal lease by including additional coal lands or coal deposits contiguous to those embraced in such
lease, but in no event shall the total area added by such modifications to an existing coal lease exceed one hundred and sixty
acres (l60), or add acreage larger than that in the original lease upon such terms and conditions as the Secretary may prescribe.'
(18) As an added incentive to produce, provisions should be included to allow annual rentals to be credited against royalties.
We recommend that H.R. 3265 be amended to add a section 10 as follows: '10. All leases may be conditioned upon payment
each year of an annual rental in advance. Rentals paid for anyone year shall be credited against royalties accruing for that year.'
(l9) Although H.R. 3265 requires an exploration plan it does not require an operation and reclamation plan. There is a real
need for *35 such a plan before the commencement of any activities under a lease if those activities will siguificantly affect
the environment. We recommend that another subsection be added to section 7 of the Act of February 25, 1920, as it would be
amended by section 5 ofH.R. 3265. The new subsection should be placed on page 8 ofH.R. 3265 before line 12, and should
read as follows:
'(c) Prior to taking any action on a leasehold which might cause a significant disturbance of the environment, and not later
than three years after a lease is issued, the lessee shall submit for the Secretary's approval an operation and reclamation plan
describing the manner in which his activity will be conducted in a manner consistent with environmental regulations issued
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by the Secretary. As promptly as possible after the lessee submits a plan, the Secretary shall approve or disapprove the plan
or require that it be modified. Where the land involved is under the surface jurisdiction of another Federal agency, that other
agency must consent to the terms of such approval. No action that would significantly disturb the environment shall be taken
by the lessee until he has received appropriate Secretarial approval of the operation and reclamation plan.'
The Office of Management and Budget has advised that there is no objection to the presentation of this report from the
standpoint of the Administration's program.
Sincerely yours,
JACK HORTON
Assistant Secretary of the Interior.
**1972 DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,
Washington, D.C., April 21, 1975.
Hon. JAMES A. HALEY,
Chairman, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Department of Agriculture would like to offer its views on H.R 3265, a bill 'To amend the
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, and for other purposes.'
The Department of Agriculture believes H.R. 3265 would provide beneficial changes in the system of leasing Federallyowned coal. Similar attention should be given to the laws governing the leasing and disposal of other minerals, and we would
prefer that broader legislation be enacted. However, we have no objections to enactment ofH.R. 3265 if amended in accordance
with amendments offered by the Department of Interior in its report of March 13, 1975, on the bill. Because of our particular
concern that mineral development on National Forest System lands be accomplished in a manner that will minimize its impact
on surface resources and uses, we would like to expand upon the purpose of two of the amendments offered by the Department
of Interior.
H.R. 3265 would amend the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 (41 Stat. 437), as amended (30 U.S.C. 181 et sew.) as it applies to
the leasing of Federal-owned coal. The bill would change present law governing exploration for coal deposits and issuance of
coal leases. The responsibility "36 for administration of the Mineral Leasing Act rests with the Secretary of the Interior.

Our interest in this bill relates to the fact that the Department of Agriculture through the Forest Service is responsible for
the administration of 187 million acres of Federal land within the National Forest System. The Mineral Leasing Act of 1920
applies directly to National Forest lands reserved from the public domain-- approximately 140 million acres. Mineral leasing
on 47 million acres of acquired National Forest lands is governed by the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands. That Act
incorporates the leasing provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 by reference. Approximately 6 112 million acres ofland
within the National Forest System are known to be underlain with coal.
National Forests are Federal lands that are dedicated to specific uses and purposes. There are best expressed in Multiple UseSustained Yield Act of 1960. We believe the decision as to whether a particular coal development lease should be issued on
National Forest System lands should rest with this Department on a consent basis. We have the responsibility to administer the
various surface resources and uses to which the lands are dedicated. We have a longstanding familiarity with these lands and the
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related expectations of people who have an interest in those resources and uses. We are therefore in the best position to evaluate
the merits of a mineral development proposal in relationship to its impacts on other resources and uses, and also to evaluate
how such development might be accommodated in conjunction with those uses. The Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands
**1973 recognizes this principle and provides that no mineral deposits covered by that Act shall be leased except with the
consent of the head of the department having jurisdiction of the lands and subject to such conditions as he may prescribe to
insure the adequate utilization of the lands for the primary purposes for which they are acquired or are being administered. We
believe a comparable provision should be added to H.R. 3265, thereby establishing a uniform approach to leasing on all of the
National Forest System lands. To provide for such authority, we recommend that a new subsection (2) (A) (2) be added on page
3 of the bill as suggested in comment (4) of the report of the Department of the Interior. It would read as follows:
'(2)(A)(2). Leases covering lands the surface of which is under the jurisdiction of any Federal agency other than the
Department of the Interior may be issued ouly upon consent of the other Federal agency and upon such conditions as it may
prescribe with respect to the use and protection of the non-mineral interests in those lands.'
In recognition of the responsibility of the Federal agency having jurisdiction over the surface of lands, section 4 of the
bill appropriately provides that a person holding an exploration license must comply with that agency's rules and regulations.
Exploration activities may result in significant surface disturbance and have considerable impact on surface resources and uses.
Control of such activities can best be handled under the terms of the license. Therefore, we believe it should be a requirement
that licenses contain such conditions as the Federal land administering agency deems necessary to protect surface resources and
uses. To provide for this requirement, we recommend that language be added at the end of the proposed section (2) (b) (2), on
*37 page 5, line 24, as suggested in comment (9) of the report of the Department of the Interior. I would read as follows:
'Exploration licenses covering lands the surface of which is under the jurisdiction of any Federal agency other than the
Department of the Interior may be issued only upon such conditions as it may prescribe with respect to the use and protection
of the nonmineral interests in those lands.'
The Office of Management and Budget advises that there is no objection to the presentation of this report from the standpoint
of the Administration's program.
Sincerely,
RICHARD A. ASHWORTH,
Deputy Under Secretary.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Office of the Secretary,
Washington, D.C., July 22, 1975.
Hon. JAMES A. HALEY,
Chairman, Committee on Interior and lnsular Affairs, House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: H.R. 6721, formerly H.R. 3265, a bill 'To amend the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, and for other
purposes,' was reported by the House Subcommittee on Mines and Mining on May 22, 1975. We wish to comment on H.R
6721 and also on other proposed amendments to the bill.
**1974 While we still prefer adoption of a comprehensive revision of the mineral leasing laws to include all presently
leasable mineral resources, and intend to submit such legislation on this matter in the future, we would approve of enactment
of the subject bill, if amended in accordance with the following comments:
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I. Leasing Tracts, page 2, line 10: H.R. 6721 would authorize the Secretary to divide lands into leasing tracts which would
'permit the most economical mining of all coal' in such lands. In most instances, all the coal in a tract will not be mined.
Accordingly we recommend that the word 'all' on line 13 be deleted in order to avoid a literal interpretation of the word.
2. Deferred Bonus Payments, page 2, line 14-19: H.R. 6721 would amend the first sentence of section 2(a) of the Mineral
Leasing Act, as amended. It would require that not less than 50 percent of the total acreage offered for lease by the Secretary
in anyone year shall be leased under a system of deferred bonus payment. We agree that it is desirable that the Secretary have
the option to lease under a system of deferred bonus payments. However, since the Department has never sold coal with a
deferred bonus payment, we have no experience with such arrangement and do not know whether such a procedure will be
advantageous. Therefore, we believe the Secretary should not be constrained by the requirement that 50 percent of all acreage
offered be subject to deferred bonus payment. Rather the Secretary should be given the discretion to offer leases under any
competitive system which he believes to be necessary to achieve the goals of timely development and production and receipt
of fair market value, or otherwise in the public interest.
The sentence, beginning on line 17 and continuing through line 19, requires that if a lessee cancels his lease and if a portion
of the bonus *38 is still due, it shall become payable immediately. This sentence should be revised so that any unpaid bonus
would become payable whether the lessee or the Secretary cancels the lease. We suggest the following revision of this sentence:
'Upon default or cancellation of any coal lease for which bonus payments are deferred, any unpaid remainder of the bid shall
be immediately payable to the United States. '
3. Primary Terms, page 2, lines 22-25 and page 3, lines 1-11: Section 3 ofH.R. 6721 would amend the last sentence of section
2(a) of the Mineral Leasing Act to prevent any person who holds or has held for 10 years a Federal coal lease which is not
producing in commercial quantities, from taking, holding, owning or controlling any lease under this Act, and would prohibit
the Secretary from issuing a lease to such person.
This section should be deleted. Although we favor early production, there can be valid reasons for holding reserves under a
Federal lease for more than 10 years without development. This is particularly true if the lease is part ofa logical mining unit
which is being developed. Lead time for power plants is now generally approaching 10 years; in many cases it now exceeds
10 years. The start-up period for a new mine may be as long as 5 to 7 years. This provision might force an uneconomic and
perhaps more enviroomentally costly technique of mining in order to avoid the limitation it would impose.
It should also be noted that the penalty for not producing within 10 years would not only be cancellation of the lease, but
cancellation of **1975 any other lease issued under the Mineral Leasing Act that the person, association, or corporation holds.
We recommend that this unusually onerous subsection be deleted from the bill.
4. Land-Use Plan: Section 3 ofH.R. 6721 would also amend section 3(A) (i) and (ii) of the Mineral Leasing Act to allow the
Secretary to hold a lease sale in an area where the State has prepared a comprehensive land use plan where, because of nonFederal interest in the surface or because the coal resources are insufficient, the cost of preparation of a Federal comprehensive
land use plan caonot be justified Guidelines relating to public participation are provided for development of such State
comprehensive plans.
We believe that it is undesirable to require that no lease can be issued if it is located in an area not covered by a comprehensive
land use plan. In the event that a lease was proposed in an area where a Federal land use plan was considered infeasible and a
State plan did not exist, a comprehensive environmental analysis would be prepared and, if necessary, an enviroomental impact
statement would be completed. Therefore, although the area was not covered by a land use plan, the environmental impacts of
such a lease would have been adequately considered in the leasing decision.
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The Department continues to urge adoption of the provisions it has recommended on land-use plans in previous reports.
The land-use planning provisions proposed by the Department would not require the preparation of land use plans in every
instance. For example, under those provisions the Department would not be required to prepare plans for several tracts of coal
land in Alabama which are either isolated or of limited value. If plans are required for those lands, whether they are prepared
by the Secretary or the State, the cost *39 might discourage the development of the coal when development would benefit
the local area.
As a purely editorial note, we bring to your attention that the bill does not explain how the series of paragraphs relating to
land use plans on pages 3, 4, 5 and 6 fit into section 2(a) of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920. Furthermore, pages I through 4
of the bill would amend the first and last sentences of section 2(a) of the Mineral Leasing Act, but they make no reference to
the middle sentence of section 2(a). It is not clear how that middle sentence would appear in the Act in relation to the preceding
and succeeding sentences which would be divided into several subsections.
5. Public Hearings, page 4, lines 14-19 and page 5, lines 21-23: Lines 14-19 on page 4 would require a public hearing before
a proposed land-use plan was adopted, and the last sentence in paragraph (C) on page 5 would require public hearings before
the issuance of each lease. We recommend that a public hearing be required only once, as specified in the Department's report
on H.R. 3265 as the bill was introduced.
6. Study of Discovery Methods: Section 3 ofH.R. 6721 would provide in section 2(a)(3)(C) of the Mineral Leasing Act that
prior to the issuance of any coal lease the Secretary shall consider the impacts ofthe proposed mining on an impacted community
or area, including impacts on the environment, and evaluate and compare 'the effects of deep coal mining and surface mining on
the recovery of coal by other methods so as to achieve maximum recovery of coal within the proposed **1976 leasing tract.'
We are uncertain of the meaning of the second sentence of the subsection and specifically of the wording, 'on the recovery of
coal by other methods,' in the context of the sentence.
Additionally, we are bothered by the term 'maximum recovery of coal' which may be intended to mean the complete
exploitation, regardless of practical or economic considerations, of all coal within a particular lease. We would suggest that this
language be amended to read 'maximum economic recovery of coal.'
7. Maximum Economic Recovery of Coal, page 6, lines 10-15: New subsection 3(t) requires that before issuing a lease,
the Secretary must make an affmnative fmding that the proposed methods of mining the coal will insure maximum economic
recovery. On page I of the bill, the Secretary would be required to lease tracts in sizes that would permit the most economical
mining of coal. The latter requirement is reasonable. However, the Secretary would usually not be in a position at the time of
issuance of a lease to determine which method of extraction would insure maximum economic recovery of coal, as subsection
3(t) would require. A lease is generally issued before detailed information is available. The Secretary would be better able to
make the determination after issuance when the lessee submitted his mining plan and when more complete environmental, as
well as geologic and geophysical information would be available. The approval of an operating plan after a lease, as required
in subsection 7(c) on pages 9 and 10, is granted would, in effect, accomplish the intent of this subsection. At that time, the
Secretary would evaluate the proposed methods of extraction in the mining plan, and, if necessary, require *40 alternative
methods. Therefore, we recommend deletion of this subsection. Approval under subsection 7(c) would, we believe, constitute
such an 'affirmative finding.'
8. Exploration Licenses, pages 6 and 7: Regarding this section we have a number of technical suggestions. First, the sentence
appearing on lines 13-14 of page 7 which reads: 'An exploration license will confer no right to a lease under this Act', would
be more appropriate after the word 'fee' on line 25 of page 6. Second, on line 2 of page 7, we suggest the addition of the words
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'and to such persons' after the word 'locations'. Third, we suggest that the sentence on line 5 of page 7, beginning with the
words 'Each exploration license ... ', be divided into two sentences and revised to read as follows:

'An application for an exploration license shall identi/Y general areas and probable methods of exploration. Each exploration
license shall contain such reasonable conditions as the Secretary may require, including conditions to insure the protection of
the environment, and shall be subject to all applicable Federal, State, and local laws and regulations.'
We suggest this change because it is more appropriate that the proposed methods of exploration and areas of exploration be
specified in the exploration application rather than on the exploration license.
9. Length of Readjustment Period: Subsection 7(a) of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended by section 5 ofH.R. 6721, would
require a primwy term of20 years for each lease with readjustments oflease terms every five years thereafter. We believe that
readjustment oflease terms should be every 10 years. More frequent readjustment **1977 would only create an unnecesswy
administrative burden. We strongly recommend that the readjustment term be increased to 10 years.
10. Royalty Payments, page 9, lines 6-10: Section 5 ofH.R. 6721 would amend section 7 ofthe Mineral Leasing Act. It would
require royalty in the amount of not less than 10 percent of the value of the coal, except that the Secretary would be authorized
to determine a lesser amount in 'unusual circumstances. '
Ten percent is presently about the highest rate charged on either Federal or non-Federal lands.
Additionally, a fIXed minimum rate of 10 percent could make Federal leases uncompetitive in certain instances, forcing
development of private, Indian and State lands with possibly higher environmental costs. Such a provision does not take into
account different conditions in different areas which should affect royalty rates and this could have an adverse effect on small
operations.
We strongly urge, therefore, that the minimum royalties of 10 percent be eliminated.
Furthermore, the exception allowed for 'unusual circumstances' is vague and would be apt to invite litigation whenever the
Secretary imposed a royalty rate less than 10 percent. In previous drafts the exception was for underground mining. Under
the present draft, it would appear to be difficult to justify a royalty rate for underground mining of less than 10 percent, since
underground mining would probably not be an 'unusual circumstance.' We also recommend that this provision be deleted
*41 The Secretary should have the authority, after a lease has been issued, to either accept or reject advanced royalties in
lieu of production. Accordingly on line 22 of page 9 after the word 'payments' add the words 'subject to his annual approval.'
11. Federal Exploration Program, pages 10-15: New section SA would direct the Secretary of the Interior to conduct a
comprehensive exploratory program to obtain sufficient data and information to evaluate the extent, location and potential for
developing the coal resources in public domain lands.
The program, as proposed, would be costly and time-consuming and its benefits would not appear to justify the cost and
effort. The Geological Survey already knows the location of practically all coal deposits on the public lands. These known coal
deposits are sufficient to meet the demands for coal leasing on public lands for many, many years.
We are strongly opposed to enactment of this provision.
We offer, only as examples of the other problems which we have with this provision, the following comments:
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'Subsection SA(f)': It is not possible to prepare 'detailed geological and geophysical maps and reports of the coal lands subject
to this Act' within one year after the date of enactment of the Act, particularly if the word 'detailed ' is interpreted to mean
maps prepared as the customary scale of 1.24,000. On the average, it requires six man-months to prepare a geologic map and
resource report on one 1.24,000 quadrangle in western coal lands. Equally, it is unreasonable to anticipate that all such maps
and reports could or should be revised every six months. We suggest that the second sentence of this **1978 section be deleted
and the following language substituted: 'Exploratory activities leading to the preparation of such maps and reports shall begin
one year after the date of enactment of this Act.'
'Subsection SA(g)': This subsection requires that plans for a coal lands exploration program be developed and submitted to
Congress within six months after the date of enactment of the Act. This requirement is reasonable, but it appears incongruous
in light of the requirement in 'Section SA(f)' that coal lands maps and reports be prepared within one year. See comment above.
-SUBSECTION SA(h)': The Branch of Coal Resources drills many holes to obtain stratigraphic information. In some cases
it is not necessary or desirable to drill to the depth of the deepest known recoverable coal bed. The present language in this
section could lead to a waste of time and money through uonecessary deep drilling or to the elimination of shallow test holes
thst could provide valuable stratigraphic information at low cost. We suggest that any reference to a required depth for such
test holes be eliminated
'Section SA(h)(2)': If the language in this Section includes the type of stratigraphic drilling done by the Branch of Coal
Resources, it is unreasonable to expect thst the location of all such holes can be identified four months in advance of drilling
operations. Stratigraphic drilling is done to augment information obtained from surface mapping; and it may occur within
one month after surface mapping is completed, or indeed, while surface mapping is still in progress. The problem here is to
distinguish between drilling done to obtain geologic *42 maps and reports ('scientific drilling') and drilling done to evaluate
coal lands for leasing purposes ('exploratory drilling '). Furthermore, the public announcement of the locations of drill holes
in advance of drilling could very well lead to 'well sitters' obtaining valuable resource information prior to its release to the
public at large.
'Subsection SA(h)(3)': 'Scientific drilling,' as described above, is done at specific locations, perhaps ouly one per quadrangle,
rather than on a grid basis. Such drilling is not now considered a 'major Federal action' so far as the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 is concerned. Considering the randomness of this type of drilling and the need to coordinate it with surface
mapping, it should not be considered as a major Federal action.
'Subsection SA(i)(3)': This subsection requires that the selection and determination of areas for exploratory drilling and
potential leasing shall be considered a 'major Federal action' for the purpose of compliance with section 102(2)(c) of the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. We believe that each such action should be examined on its own merits to determine
whether or not it will result in impacts which will significantly affect the quality of the human environment and, therefore, be
considered a 'major Federal action. ' Departmental resources require such case-by-case analysis of Federal action.
12. Restrictions on Use of Moneys Paid to States: We recommend that all restrictions on State use of funds paid to the State
from receipts under the mineral Leasing Act be eliminated. Therefore section 7, lines S-17, page 15, should be changed to read:
'Section 7. Section 35 of the Mineral Lands Leasing Act (30 U.S.C. 191) is amended by striking out: 'for the construction
and maintenance **1979 of public roads or for the support of public schools or other public educational institutions."
13. Public Utilities Preference on Military Lands, page 17, lines 3-15): Section 10 ofH.R. 6721 would amend section 3 of
the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands to permit a governmental entity which produces electricity for sale to the public
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to lease lands set apart for military or naval purposes if such governmental entity is located in the State in which such lands
are located. We believe that Federal coal resources should be leased on a competitive basis in all cases without preferential
treatment for a selected consumer. This section should be deleted.
14. Logical Mining Units: H.R. 6721 does not contain specific authority for the Secretary to consolidate leases into logical
mining units so that production within a unit rather than on a single lease would satisfy diligence requirements. Authority to
utilize leases would give the Secretary and lessees greater flexibility in planning the development of leases so that there is the
greatest recovery of coal with a minimum impact on the environment. This authority would be particularly valuable in planning
for the development of lands where some tracts are federally owned and some privately owned. Mining units could then be
designated to encompass private lands, thus ensuring the development of isolated federal tracts which ordinarily might not be
developed.
We therefore recommend that in order to authorize unitization, the following new section 4 be added on page 6 to read as
follows and that the subsequent sections be renumbered accordingly:
'Subject to valid rights, subsection 2(c) and (d) of the Act of August 31, 1964,78 Stat. 710, 30 U.S.C. 201-1, is amended
to read as follows:
'(c) At the discretion of the Secretary, leases issued under this section may, in the interest of conversation or in the public
interest, be consolidated into logical mining units. The Secretary may reqnire among things that (I) production on any lease
in a logical mining unit will be construed as production on all leases in that unit, (2) the rentals and royalties for all Federal
leases in a logical mining unit may be combined, and advanced royalties paid for any lease within a logical mining unit may be
credited against such combined royalties, and (3) leases issued before the date of enactment of this Act may be included with
the consent of all leases in such logical mining unit, and, if so included, shall be subject to the provisions of this section.
'(d) By regulation the Secretary may reqnire a lessee under this Act to form a logical mining unit, and may provide for the
determination of participating acreage within a unit. '
15. Antitrust Amendment: As to the proposed new amendment captioned 'antitrust provisions-- new section 27(1):' the
Secretary presently and continually examines antitrust questions in coordination with the Federal Trade Commission. Leases
are not 'renewed' according to the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 but their terms are subject to readjustment after the primary
term. The use of the word 'renewal' in the proposed amendment implies that the Secretary does not have to grant a lease after
the expiration of the primary term. This is a significant variation from readjustment of terms after expiration of the primary
term, and is not in keeping with the provisions of the **1980 Mineral Leasing Act. tu addition, this proposed amendment
would precipitate cumbersome procedures to resolve issues presently being examined by the Department of the tuterior.
We do not favor this amendment.
16. Railroad Amendment: The proposed new amendment to repeal subsection 2(c) of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 (30
U.S.C. 202) would remove the restriction which prevents railroads from obtaining or holding a permit or lease for any coal
deposit. Presently they can hold such leases ouly for their own use for railroad purposes.
We do not believe that there is a sound reason to prohibit railroads from leasing coal today; therefore we would support this
amendment if amended to include a proviso that such lessees could not give preferential treatment to the hauling of coal from
such lease over its railroad lines.
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The Office of Management and Budget has advised that there is no objection to the presentation of this report from the
standpoint of the Administration's program.
Sincerely yours,
JACK HORTON,
Assistant Secretary of the Interior.

••••
*57 ADDmONAL VIEWS ON H.R. 6721
H.R. 6721 was favorably reported out of Committee by voice vote only after the Committee decided, by a narrow margin,
not to combine with this bill a Surface Mining bill applicable to all lands. The Committee was distracted throughout markup
by the expectation that it would once again confront the Surface Mining issue.
The Committee rejected the marriage of the Surface Mining bill with H.R. 6721, in the fmal hour. The presence of this
overriding issue prevented, in our judgment, the proper perfecting of the Coal Leasing Act Amendments.
Although several important amendments were adopted, serious issues remain that have not been adequately addressed. We
strongly feel the following provisions of H.R. 6721 should be amended on the Floor.

Antitrust Provisions
The Committee adopted an amendment requiring the Secretary of the Interior to consult with and obtain the advice of the
Attorney General with respect to each stage in the issuance, renewal and readjustment of every coal lease to detennine whether
such lease would create or maintain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws. We believe this language should be deleted
It amounts to regulatory overkill when viewed in light of existing and proposed acreage restrictions. The Secretary presently
and continually examines antitrust questions in coordination with the Federal Trade Commission. This new 'antitrust' language
is administratively cumbersome and unnecessarily time consuming.

**1981 Comprehensive Exploratory Program
Section 7 of the bill directs the Secretary to conduct a comprehensive exploratory program designed to obtain sufficient
data and information to evaluate the extent, location, and potential for developing the kuown recoverable coal resources in the
public domain. While we recognize the potential value of inventorying public resources, we feel that such a program should be
conducted only after a careful study of the cost of the program and a determination that the historical role of the private sector
in the exploratory phase of development is no longer adequate.

12 112 Percent Minimum Royalty
The Committee amended H.R 6721 to require that a minimum royalty of not less than 12 112% be charged on Federal coal
leases. The Department of the Interior reports that 12 112% is the current ceiling on coal leases. It is not realistic to set as a
minimum the highest royalty rate presently charged by the Department. Such a rete could *58 very well have the effect of
making large acreages of Federal coal lands uneconomical to mine. The bill should be amended either to give the Secretary
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authority to set a minimum royalty rate or to set a more realistic rate of 5% such as is presently in S. 391. The 12 112% minimum
will only result in passing higher fuel costs on to the consumer.

Public Hearings
H.R. 6721 currently requires a public hearing or gives opportunity for public comments at four different stages in the
leasing process. We believe that public participation would be preserved while at the same time making the leasing process
administratively more workable if these opportunities for public hearings and comments were consolidated into one or two
proceedings wherever possible.

Acreage Restrictions
Under the Logical Mining Unit section adopted by the Committee, no LMU may exceed 25,000 acres (including both Federal
and non-federal lands). We believe that this restriction is arbitrary and unnecessary in the face ofthe limitation of 46,080 Federal
acres in anyone State provided by current law and the total limitation of 100,000 Federal acres nationwide provided in the bill.
Since approving H.R. 6721 in Full Committee, the Subcommittee on Mines and Mining has heard testimony from Departmental
witnesses outlining LMU'S in excess of 25,000 acres. The facts support LMU'S of a larger size in order to economically and
efficiently recover the resource. We feel the 25,000 acre limitation should be deleted.

Revenue Sharing With the States
Section 9a ofH.R. 6721 amends Section 35 of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 by increasing the states share of the total
Federal revenues derived from the leasing of Federal coal, gas, phosphate, sodium, potassium, **1982 oil, oil shale, native
asphalt, and solid and semi-solid bitumen from 37 112% to 50 percent. The additional 12 112% would be earmarked specifically
for (I) planning, (2) construction and maintenance of public facilities, and (3) provision of public services in those areas
suffering social and economic impacts as a result of energy development. Current law restricts the 37 112% to construction and
maintenance of public roads or for support of public schools. The Committee bill leaves this restriction unchanged.
While strongly sympathetic with the problems faced by the state and local governments in meeting increased demands for
public services because of expansion of the Federal mineral leasing program, we have received no evidence that the existing
level of revenue sharing is insufficient to meet the adverse impacts. As the Federal Government embarks on a renewed leasing
program, the states will realize a tremendous increase in Federal payments under the present 37 112% share. Therefore, until
further need is demonstrated, we are opposed to increasing the states percentage share of the formula at this time. However, we
do support repealing the present roads and schools restriction in order to give the states complete discretion in the expenditure
of mineral leasing revenues.
*59 We are greatly encouraged by the bi-partisan spirit of debate and hard work that has marked this bill throughout the
Committee process. H.R. 6721 currently contains several needed revisions of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920. We are hopeful
that the concerns discussed above will be adequately addressed by action on the floor so that we may support the passage of
this bill without reservation.
Philip E. Ruppe.
J. Skubitz.
Keith G. Sebelius.
Robert J. Lagomarsino.
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Vrrginia Smith.
Shirley N. Pettis.
Bob Bauman.
Sam Steiger.
I A similar bill, S. 391, passed the Senate 00 July 31, 1975.
2 A British thermal unit (Btu) is the amount of heat necessary to raise ooe pound of water ooe degree Fahrenheit.
3 'A time to Choose: America's Energy Future,' Energy Policy Project of the Ford Foundatioo, 1974.
(Note: 1. PORTIONS OF TIlE SENAlE, HOUSE AND CONFERENCE REPORTS, WInCH ARE DUPLICATIVE
OR ARE DEEMED TO BE UNNECESSARY TO TIlE INlERPRETATION OF TIlE LAWS, ARE OMITIED.
OMITTED MAlERIAL IS INDICAlED BY FIVE ASlERiSKS: •••••. 2. TO RETRIEVE REPORTS ON A
PUBLIC LAW, RUN A TOPIC FIELD SEARCH USING TIlE PUBLIC LAW NUMBER, e.g., TO(99-495))

H.R. REP. 94-681, H.R. Rep. No. 681, 941H Cong., 2ND Sess. 1976, 1976 U.S.C.C.A.N. 1943, 1975 WL 12515 (Leg.Hist.)
End of Document
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Opinions/Tools
web.archive.org/web/20100213233053/http://attorneygeneral.utah.gov/505.html

AG Opinion Number 92-003
Opinion No. 92-003
February 24, 1993
Joseph A. Jenkins
Chairman
Permanent Community Impact Board
Department of Community and Economic Development
BUILDING MAIL
Re: Attorney General Opinion 92-03
Use of Mineral Lease Monies for Economic
Development
Dear Mr. Jenkins:
You have requested an Attorney General's opinion regarding the use of Mineral Lease Funds. Specifically, you have
asked whether the Permanent Community Impact Board may make loans and grants from the Mineral Lease
Account for economic development projects. We conclude that an economic development project, in and of itself, is
not eligible for funding with mineral lease monies because it does not qualify as "planning" construction and
maintenance of public facilities," or "providing a public service." Economic development may be a goal or intended
benefit of a particular project as long |as the project qualifies as "planning," "construction and
maintenance of public facilities" or "provision of public services." Our opinion deals primarily with issues of federal
law, although we briefly reference state law requirements that are consistent with the federal mandates and
requirements.
Under the Federal Mineral Lease Act of 1920, as amended, 30 U.S.C. 181 through -195 (1988), lease holders on
public domain make royalty payments to the federal government for the development and production of nonmetalliferous minerals. In Utah, the primary source of these royalties is the commercial production of fossil fuels
(bituminous coal, crude oil and natural gas) on federal land held by the U.S. Forest Service, the Bureau of Land
Management, and the various Indian Tribes. Since the enactment of the Mineral Lease Act of 1920, a portion of
these royalty payments have been
returned to the States. Current law provides that one-half of the monies received by the federal government shall be
returned to the state where the lease lands are located, to be used:
by such State and its subdivisions, as the
legislature of the State may direct giving
priority to those subdivisions of the State
socially and economically impacted by the
development of minerals leased under this
chapter, for (i) planning, (ii) construction
and maintenance of public facilities and (iii)
provisions of public services.
Mineral Lease Act, 30 U.S.C. 191 (1988) (emphasis added).
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The Utah Legislature has provided for the creation of a
mineral lease account and for the allocation of monies from that
account in accordance with the requirements of the Mineral Lease
Act. See Utah Code Ann. 59-21-1, 2 (1992). The Permanent
Community Impact board allocates a portion of those mineral lease funds pursuant to Utah statute, which provides
that the Impact
Board shall:
make, subject to the limitations of the
Leasing Act, grants and loans from the amounts
appropriated by the Legislature out of the
impact fund to state agencies and to
subdivisions which are or may be socially or
economically impacted, directly or indirectly
by mineral resource development, for:
(i) planning;
(ii) construction and maintenance of public
facilities; and
(iii) provision of public services
Utah Code Ann. 9-4-305(1) (Supp. 1992) (Emphasis added). As you will note, the State statute imposes the same
restrictions on the use of mineral lease monies as the Federal Mineral Lease Act.

Until 1976, mineral lease monies returned to the State could only to be used for "the construction and maintenance
of public roads or for the support of public schools or other public educational institutions." Mineral Lease Act, 30
U.S.C. 191 (1976). That limitation on the use of the funds was specifically addressed along with various other issues
in the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975 (FCLAA), Pub L. No. 94-377, 9, 90 Stat. 1083 (1976). The
House Report accompanying the FCLAA noted:
The current restrictions on the manner in
which monies return to the States from the
sale of Federal leases within their boarders
are onerous. When an area is newly opened to
large scale mining, local governmental
entities must assume the responsibility of
providing public services needed for new
communities including schools, roads,
hospitals, sewers, police protection, and
other public facilities as well as adequate
local planning for the development of the
community. Since Section 35 of the Mineral
Lease Act of 1920 [30 U.S.C. 1991] currently
provides that monies returned to the states be
available only for schools and roads, it is
difficult for affected areas to meet the needs
of their new inhabitants. . .
The additional 12 1/2 percent that will go
to the states is not earmarked for schools and
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roads, and may be spent by the state for
planning, public facilities and public
services, giving priority to those communities
impacted by the mineral development.
H.R. Rep. No. 681, 94th Cong.., 2d Sess. 19-20 (1976).
The U.S. Department of the Interior, in its official response to Congress concerning the Act, specifically requested
that the restrictions on state use of the money be deleted in there entirety. See H.R. Rep.. No. 681, 94th Cong., 2d
Sess. 27, 43 & 37, 42 (1976) (letters from Jack Horton, Assistant Secretary of the Interior, to the Honorable James A.
Haley, Chairman, Committee of Internal and Insular Affairs, House of Representatives (March 13, 1975 and July 22,
1975). Although Congress did expand the uses of the funds being returned to the state, it did not remove all
restrictions on the use of the funds.

The FCLAA allowed an additional twelve and one-half percent
(12 1/2) of the royalty payments received by the federal government to be returned to the states to be used solely
for:
(1) Planning;
(2) Construction and maintenance of public
facilities
(3) Provision of public services.
FCLAA, Pub. L. No. 94-377 9, 90 Stat. 1083, 1089 (1976). In its section-by-section analysis of the FCLAA, the
House Report
emphasized this limitation of the allowable uses:
Section 9 amends Section 35 (30 U.S.C. 191) of
the Mineral Lands Leading Act by . . . raising
the percentage of the revenues going to the
States from 37.5% to 50%. The 37.5% of the
funds which is currently returned to the
States under the law would remain available
only for use in construction and maintenance
of schools and roads. The additional 12.5%
returned to the States would be available for
use in the planning, construction and
maintenance of public facilities, with
priority to be given to those areas impacted
by the by the development of the resources
involved.
H.R. Rep. 681, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 25 (1976).
The operative section returning mineral lease monies to the states, 30 U.S.C. 191, was amended one month later by
the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965 (LWCFA), Pub. L. No. 94-422, 90 Stat. 1313, 1323 (1976). The
LWCFA made two changes to 191. First, it eliminated the distinction between the use of the 37.5% revenues (to be
used in construction and maintenance of schools and roads) and the 12.5% revenues (to be used in planning,
construction and maintenance of public facilities and provisions of public services), by allowing the entire 50% of the
royalties returned to the state to be used in the same manner. Second, it required that the money only be used for
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"planning, construction and maintenance of public facilities, and the provisions of public services." In making the
change the LWCFA altered the operative language of section 191 to the language used in the congressional report
that accomplished the prior FCLAA:

All monies paid to any state from the sales.
bonus, royalties and rentals of oil shale
from public lands may be used by such state
and its subdivision for planning,
construction, and maintenance of public
facilities, and provision of public services,
as the legislature of the state may direct,
giving priority to those subdivisions of the
State socially or economically impacted by the
development of the resource.
LWCFA, Pub. L. No. 94-422 301, 90 Stat. 1313, 1323 (1976). The
Report accompanying the LWCFA explaining the expanded use of the
mineral lease monies, stating:
This amendment would permit each State to use
its share of oil shale revenues for planning,
construction and maintenance of public facilities and provision of public services.
This Nation has recently embarked on a
program of leasing those public lands for the
development of our shale resources.
This Nation has recently embarked on a
program of leasing those public lands for the
development of our shale resources.
If, as seems likely, there is a
substantial oil shale boom, State and local
governments will have to provide a wide range of
community service to large numbers of new
residents. Roads and schools are just part of
such services.
The need to provide the necessary
flexibility to State and local governments to use
funds derived from sales, bonuses, royalties,
and rentals of public lands for oil shale
development is obvious. The local people will
bear the impact of helping to meet national
energy needs. This provision will help them
provide the necessary planning and
construction funds to help them.
S. Rep. No. 367, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 8 (1976).
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The Public Lands and Local Government Funds Act (PL & LGFA), P. L. 94-565, 90 Stat. 2662 (1976), affected a
number of federal statutes that provide assistance to local governments to alleviate the impact of federal lands and
activities, including 30 U.S.C. 191, the Mineral Leasing Act. The Report accompanying the PL & LGFA, Senate
Report No. 94-1662, discussed the problems faced by local governments because of the limitations on the use of
federal funds generally and mineral lease monies specifically:
[T]oo many of the revenue sharing provisions
restrict the use of funds to only a few
governmental services -most often the
construction and maintenance of roads and schools.
Yet, local governments are called upon to
provide many other services to the federal
lands or as direct or indirect result of
activities on the Federal lands. These
services include law enforcement; search rescue and
emergency; public health; sewage disposal;
library; hospital; recreation; and other
general local government services. It is only
the most fortunate of local governments which
is able to juggle its budget to make use of
those earmarked funds in a manner which will
accurately correspond to its community's
service and facility needs.
S. Rep. No. 1262, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 9 (1976). The Report also
noted that not enough of the funds given to the states went to the impacted local subdivisions:
In far too many States, the result has been
that the funds are either kept at the State
level and not distributed to local governments
at all or are parceled out in a manner which
provides shares to local governments other
than those in which the federal lands are
situated and where the impact of the revenue
and fee generating activities are felt.
Id.
One day after the PL & LFGA was passed, the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA), Pub. L.
No. 94-579 317, 90 Stat. 2743, 2770-71 (1976) returned the language of 30 U.S.C. 191 to the prior wording and
phrasing of FCLAA. In discussing that prior language and its meaning, Senate Report 1262 noted:
In this Congress, the Senate has made
numerous efforts to amend these statutory
provisions to increase the amount of, and
render more useful, the payments to State and
local governments. The Federal Coal Leasing
Amendments Act of 1975 . . . amended section
35 of the Mineral Lands Leasing Act [30 U.S.C.
191] to increase the States' share of revenues
derived under the Act from 37.5 percent to 50
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percent. It also authorized the use of the
additional 12.5 percent not just for roads and
schools but for "(1) planning,
(2) construction and maintenance of public utilities
[sic], and (3) provision of public services"
and required that priority for distribution of
that 12.5 percent be afforded the local
governments which experience the social and
economic impacts of the mineral development
from which the revenues are derived.
S. Rep. No. 1262, 94 Cong., 2d Sess. 7 (1976).
The federal legislative history consistently shows the intent\and approach of Congress regarding mineral lease
monies, notwithstanding some changes in the language. Although Congress expanded the uses of the mineral lease
funds by local governmental entities beyond roads and school, it resisted the Interior Department's request to
remove all restrictions on the use of the funds. Congress recognized that local communities need the funds to assist
them in building governmental infrastructure and providing local governmental services during the boom and bust
cycles that accompany natural resources development. By restricting the use of the funds to planning, constriction
and maintenance of public facilities, and to the provision of public services, Congress provided a source of funding
for traditional local governmental services that are impacted, such as law enforcement, public health, and
governmental facilities.
Your question centers on whether the Permanent Community Impact Board may make grants and loans for
economic development consistent with the state and federal restrictions on the use of the funds. Specifically, it must
be determined if a grant or loan for economic development constituent "planning," "construction and maintenance of
public facilities" or the "provision of public services." Based on the language of the acts and the purposes for which
they were passed, it is our conclusion that grants or loans "merely" for economic development are not authorized
under the state and federal acts. However, a grant and loan for the construction and maintenance of a public facility
or the provision of public service, which may have economic development as an additional goal or benefit, would be
authorized
Economic development, by itself is not one of the traditional local government services that Congress intended to be
eligible for funding by mineral monies. Had Congress adopted the interior Department's suggestion of removing all
restrictions on the use of the funds so that the funds could be spent on any lawful public purpose, undoubtedly
economic development would be an appropriate program to be funded. Congress, however, chose to limit the use of
the funds to assist local communities in providing those traditional local government services and facilities that may
be impacted by resource development.
This conclusion is consistent with past interpretations of the federal law by the Utah Legislature and the Impact
Board. The Impact Board in its rules and regulations and in its grants and loans had avoided projects that only
provide economic development as an appropriate grant project. The Board has always required the construction
and maintenance of a public facility or the provision of a traditional local governmental service in order to fund a
project.
This is not to say that economic development cannot be a goal or purpose of a funded project. Many of the project
funded over the years by the Impact Board and the Legislature have had the enhancement of economic
development as a main component. The funded project, however, has always been the construction and
maintenance of a public facility or the supervision of a traditional local governmental service. For example, the
Board funded a golf course to be owned an operated by a local governmental entity. Recreation is a traditional
public service provided by local governmental but, as in this case, it may also be designed to further economic
development, encourage tourism, and encourage the influx of new business. To retain its character as a public
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facility, however, to golf course was required to be publicly owned and operated. See Informal Op. Utah Att'y Gen.
No. 84-80 (December 3,1984). If the Impact Board is funding: (1) a project which is a public facility, i.e., one owned
and operated by a public entity or to which the public has a right to use that cannot be denied at the pleasure of the
owner, Union Pac. R.R. v. Public Serv. Comm'n 211 P.2d 851, 895 (Utah 1949); or (2) a project that provides a
traditional local governmental service, such as public safety or public health, funding the project would be a lawful
use of the mineral lease monies even if economic development were one of the primary anticipated results.
The use of mineral lease monies for "mere" economic development--usually meaning assistance to private
businesses and enterprises in their operations--raises Utah Constitutional issues. The Utah Supreme Court has held
that article VI, section 29 of the Utah Construction bars the State from subscribing to stock (or lending its credit) in
aid of any private enterprise, regardless of whether or not there are public benefits. Utah Technology Finances Corp.
v. Wilkinson, 723 P.2d 406, 413-14 (Utah 1986). In addition, the Court has recognized a constitutional principle that
"public funds cannot be expended for private purposes." See id. at 412-13. The Court stated:
[T]|he fundamental test of the
constitutionality of the statute requiring the use of public
funds is whether the statute is designed to
promote the public interest, as opposed to the
furtherance of the advantage of individuals.
Tribe v. Salt Lake City Corporation, 540 P.2d 499, 504 (Utah 1975).
Further:
While it is improper to send public funds for
private purposes, such private benefits incidental to a dominant public purpose do not
detract from the constitutionality of the
legislation.
Utah Housing Finance Agency v. Smart, 561 P.2d 1052, 1055 (Utah
1977.)
The funding by the Impact Board of economic development projects, without extensive legislative factual
determinations of public purposes and need, raises significant constitutional issues that would have to be resolved
on a fact intensive basis for each proposes project. Utah Technology Finance Corp. V. Wilkinson, 723 P.2d 406, 412413 (Utah 1986). Limiting grants and loans to funding the construction and maintenance of public facilities and
providing public service avoids such constitutional questions.

If you have additional questions or if we may be of further assistance to you in this matter, please do not hesitate to
call.
Sincerely,
RICHARD D. WYSS
Assistant Attorney General
THOM D. ROBERTS
Assistant Attorney General
RDW\TDR\bbs
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EXHIBIT 9

EXHIBIT 10

Department of Workforce Services
Housing & Community Development Division

PERMANENT COMMUNITY IMPACT FUND BOARD

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
&
APPLICATION FORM
(Revised September 2017)

Permanent Community Impact Fund Board
1385 South State ~ 4th Floor
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
Office: 801-468-0043
Fax: 801-468-0211

PERMANENT COMMUNITY IMPACT FUND BOARD
APPLICATION FORM
(Revised May 2016)
PART A. GENERAL INFORMATION
Project Title:

Uinta Basin Railway
Duchesne & Uintah Counties, UT /
Moffat County, CO.

Project Location:

Applicant has attended CIB Tutorial?

1. Applicant Agency
Name:
Mailing Address:
City:

Yes ☒

No ☐

Population

70,184

Applicant has provided application to *SHPO: Y

N

N/A

Seven County Infrastructure Coalition
751 East 100 North #1100
Price

County

Carbon

Utah

Zip

84501

Contact Person (Must be with the applicant agency and registered in WebGrants, see page 6)
Name:
Mike McKee, Executive Director
Phone:
Email:

435-823-5010
Fax:
mmckee@7county.utah.gov

Federal Tax Identification Number:
2.

47-1899055

Presiding Official (this person must sign the application; page 6)
Name and Title:
Email:

3. Clerk/Recorder
Name and Title:
Email:
4. Engineer/Architect
Name:
Mailing Address:
City:
Email:
5. Bond Counsel
Name:
Mailing Address:
City:
Email:

Jae Potter, Co-Chair
jae.potter@carbon.utah.gov

Seth Oveson, Carbon County Clerk / Auditor
seth.oveson@carbon.utah.gov

Brian Barton, P.E.; Jones & DeMille Engineering, Inc.
1535 South 100 West
Richfield
Zip: 84701
Phone: 435-896-8266
brian@jonesanddemille.com

Eric Johnson
5995 South Redwood Road
Salt Lake City Zip: 84123
eric@bcjlaw.net

Phone:

801-261-3407

Fax:

435-896-8268

FAX:

801-261-3503

6. Financial Consultant (optional)
Name:
Zions Public Finance Group
Mailing Address:
One South Main, 18th Floor
City:
Email:

Salt Lake City Zip: 84133-1109 Phone:
Marcus.Keller@zionsbancorp.com

801-844-7373

Fax:

801-844-4484

*State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) https://heritage.utah.gov/history/compliance-historic-structures
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PART B. PROPOSED FUNDING―Project Title: Seven County Infrastructure Coalition - Uinta Basin
Railway
1. Cost Sharing
Funding Source

Cost Share

a.
b.

Applicant Cash
Applicant In-Kind (specify)**

c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Other Local Cash (specify) Local Energy Comp.
Other Local In-Kind (specify)**
Federal Grant (specify)
Federal Loan (specify)
State Grant (specify)
State Loan (specify)

i.

Total CIB Funds (total of Lines 2a & 2b below)

30,000,000

Total Project Cost

$

30,000,000

Note: The CIB may limit its total participation in any given project to a maximum of $5,000,000
regardless of grant/loan mix.

2. Type of CIB Funds Requested (Loans should be rounded to the nearest $1,000)
a.

Loan Amount:

% Rate:

Years:

1st Payment Due:

Security for Loan (circle one)
1. General Obligation Bond
2. Revenue Bond (specify revenue source):
3. Building Authority Lease Revenue Bond (specify lessee):
4. Class B & C Road Fund Revenue Bond:
5. Other (specify):
b.

Grant Amount

$30,000,000.00

3. Cost Over-Runs
All applicants must indicate how they propose to finance cost over-runs for the proposed project.
Any overruns will either be covered by the Six County Infrastructure Coalition or a supplemental funding
request will be made to the CIB.

**In-kind funds cannot be included as part of the local contribution, unless the in-kind has a
demonstrable value, such as real property. Donated labor or staff time cannot be counted as either
cash or in-kind contribution.
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PART C. PROJECT BUDGET―Project Title: Seven County Infrastructure Coalition - Uinta Basin Railway
Date Cost Estimates For Project Were Prepared

January 2018

Individual or Firm Responsible For Cost Estimates

Jones & DeMille Engineering, Inc.

1. Construction This refers to the prepared estimate included with
application (specify quantity and unit price below or to attached estimate)

1. See attached Probable Cost
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. Construction Contingency (///%)

$

$

Construction Subtotal:
2. Engineering Services
Preconstruction Engineering Services:
(Preliminary studies, layouts, cost estimates, design
drawings, specification and contract documents)
Special Engineering Services:
(Soil investigations, geotechnical studies, land surveys,
environmental evaluations, permitting, water rights and other
special investigations)

$

10,000,000

$

9,500,000

Construction Engineering Services:
$
(Representation during construction, special inspections,
materials testing and construction phase services)
Engineering Services Subtotal:

0

$

19,500,000

Planning/Feasibility Studies Subtotal:

$

4,500,000

Land/Easements/Water Rights Subtotal:

$

1,000,000

Equipment and Facilities Subtotal:

$

0

$

5,000,000

$

30,000,000

Alternate Engineering Opinion

$

3. Planning or Feasibility Studies

4. Land/Easements/Water Rights

5. Equipment and Facilities

6. Administration
Legal
Financial Consultant

$

5,000,000
0

Administration Subtotal:
TOTAL PROJECT COST:
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PART D. APPLICANT AGENCY FINANCIAL INFORMATION
1.

Current Year Total Budget:

$ 148,989,350.00

2.

Current Year General Fund Budget:

$ 148,989,350.00

3. Current and Prior Four Years Property Tax:
Year

Property Tax Rate

$ Collected

NOT A TAXING AUTHORITY

4. General Obligation (G.O.) Debt Structure:
a.

Assessed Valuation:

0.00

b.

G.O. Debt Capacity*:

0.00

c.

Outstanding G.O. Debt:

0.00

d.

Remaining G.O. Debt Capacity (b-c=d)

0.00

*County G.O. debt limit is 2.0% of assessed value. City, town and school district G.O. debt limit is 4.0% of assessed
value. Cities of the first and second class may incur an additional 4.0% in G.O. debt for water, artificial lights or sewers.
Cities of the third class and Towns may incur an additional 8.0% in G.O. debt for water, artificial lights or sewers.

5. Bonded Debt Summary.
Bonded debt information must be submitted in the format shown on Page 5. The submission of bonded debt
information in an alternative format will not be accepted, since it precludes easy reference to the actual debt
structure of applicant agencies. Please attach additional pages in the same format if there are insufficient
columns on Page 5 to list all bonded debt issues.

-5-

Bonded Debt Summary (attach additional sheets as necessary)

BOND ISSUE
PURPOSE

BOND ISSUE
PURPOSE

BOND ISSUE
PURPOSE

$ Issued:
Interest Rate:
Date Issued:
Due Date:
Bond Holder:

$ Issued:
Interest Rate:
Date Issued:
Due Date:
Bond Holder:

$ Issued:
Interest Rate:
Date Issued:
Due Date:
Bond Holder:

NO BONDED DEBT
Annual Debt Service (P+I)

Year

$ Amount

Annual Debt Service (P+I)

Year

$ Amount

Annual Debt Service (P+I)

Year

Current

Current

Current

+1

+1

+1

+2

+2

+2

+3

+3

+3

+4

+4

+4

+5

+5

+5

+6

+6

+6

+7

+7

+7

+8

+8

+8

+9

+9

+9

+10

+10

+10

+11

+11

+11

+12

+12

+12

+13

+13

+13

+14

+14

+14

+15

+15

+15

+16

+16

+16

+17

+17

+17

+18

+18

+18

+19

+19

+19

+20

+20

+20

-6-

$ Amount

PART E. PRE-SUBMISSION ATTACHMENT CHECKLIST
Note: Please refer to CIB PROGRAM SUMMARY https://jobs.utah.gov/housing/cib/index.html.
Applicants must meet ALL of the requirements listed below. Incomplete applications will be held
pending completion of the PART E. requirements.
1.

Registration (*one-time registration only)
To be eligible for funding, the applicant must be registered in WebGrants (http://webgrants.community.utah.gov). For
new registration, the applicant will receive an email with their login ID and password. Note: Please register one time only.
If applicant has submitted an application previously, they may already have a login and password. Do NOT register again.

2.

Project Description (Note: Is the project on the entity’s adopted general plan yes
Attach as Attachment #1. This description should cover the following areas:

no

)

WHO—A description of the applicant agency including the problem, situation, condition or need to be addressed by
the proposed project. The description should cover the number of persons, land area, governmental facilities,
services or operations impacted by the problem.
WHAT—A description of the proposed project including size, location, development timetable, etc. Include
explanation of projected benefits and alternatives considered. Attach 8½ x 11 maps, floor plans, site plans, and
prepared estimate, etc. as Attachment #2.
WHY—Has the applicant investigated other sources of funding for this project and an explanation of why the applicant
agency requires financial assistance from CIB.
3.

Consolidated Local Capital Improvement List – Permanent Community Impact Fund Board
Attach the current consolidated capital improvement list as Attachment #3. Projects not identified on the CIB Capital
Improvement List of the Housing & Community Development Division will NOT be funded by the CIB unless they address
a bona fide public safety or health emergency, or for other compelling reasons.

4.

Public Hearing (Per CIB Program Summary, discuss size, scope and nature of any funding request to be submitted to
the CIB.) Attach a copy of the public notice and a copy of public hearing minutes as Attachment #4.

5.

Association of Governments Notification
Provide a copy of the application to the AOG and attach required AOG review & comments as Attachment #5.

6.

Affordable Housing Plan (Do not submit the entire housing plan)
Attach a brief summary of the applicant’s efforts to comply with the requirements of Section 10-9a-403 UCA
(municipalities) and Section 17-27a-403 UCA (counties) as Attachment #6.

7.

Water and Sewer Applications require a Department of Environmental Quality Review
Utah Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) staff act as technical advisors to the CIB on drinking water and
wastewater projects. Applicants for proposed drinking water and wastewater project funding MUST COMPLETE AND
SUBMIT the Drinking Water & Waste Water Project Supplement to DEQ. (DEQ supplemental form and Street and Road
Addendum are located on CIB website: http://jobs.utah.gov/housing/cib/cib.html.)

8.

Street & Road Applications (Must complete Street & Road Addendum with all road/street applications)
Street and Road Addendum is located on CIB website: http://jobs.utah.gov/housing/cib/cib.html.

9.

Construction and Excavation Applications and SHPO

(CHECK HERE THAT THIS REQUIREMENT HAS BEEN ACCOMMODATED

)

Applications which include building, altering or disturbing properties fifty (50) years of age or older, or which may include
new site excavation, shall include photograph, address and map of the proposed project.

PART F. PRESIDING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE
I,

Jae Potter
(typed name)

, the

Co-Chair
(typed title)

of

Seven County Infrastructure Coalition
(typed name of applicant agency)
do hereby certify the information presented in this application is accurate and correct to the best of my knowledge
and this application has been authorized by the applicant agency.
01-31-2018

(signature)

(date)
-7-

Attachment 1: Project Description

UINTA BASIN RAILWAY
Background
The Uinta Basin is rich in mineral resources, producing crude oil, natural gas, phosphate, and gilsonite,
along with many other resources. This production requires a network of transportation options to
export the products to areas outside of the Basin. Importing materials and supplies is also critical to the
development of these resources. Currently, the primary method for exporting products is via truck
transport along US-40 and US-191. This method of transportation limits the distance products can be
shipped and remain economical to the producers in the Basin.
Uinta crude is stranded in the Basin, resulting in a loss (due to discounts created by limited access to
outside markets) to oil producers of more than $3 billion over the last decade.
Despite generally desirable quality, the Basin’s waxy, high pour point crude oil has always presented a
transportation challenge in the absence of pipeline or rail options. Trucking is not an economic option
for reaching alternate markets beyond Utah. The Salt Lake City refineries are the only sensible choice
under present circumstances. The lack of competition for the product has resulted in a significant price
discount compared to West Texas Intermediate (WTI), the U.S. onshore benchmark crude oil. The
discount has averaged 17.5% over the past several years.
Access to alternate markets will raise the price paid for the Uinta Basin waxy crude and allow significant
increases in oil production. The winners would be the producers, royalty recipients (Ute Tribe, producing
counties, CIB, SITLA, federal agencies, and fee landowners), and taxing authorities (producing counties,
Utah, and Ute Tribe).

Prior Planning
As referenced above, several planning projects have been completed over the past 20 years, each aimed
at understanding the potential benefits, costs, and implications of constructing a rail facility into the
Basin. The CIB participated in a study in the early 2000s to evaluate the options to alleviate the “Isolated
Empire,” also known as the Uinta Basin. Rail options were considered before the oil and gas production
increased significantly.
The most recent studies include the 2014 UDOT Transportation Study that showed an estimated cost of
$6 billion to construct a rail line to the southwest, through Indian Canyon, and tying into the rail network
at Soldier Summit along Highway 6.
A 2016 study completed by HDR Engineering and Jones & DeMille Engineering showed that rail through
Colorado would be profitable for all 20 years that were projected.
A second HDR study for rail through Craig is currently underway and the Seven County Infrastructure
Coalition (Coalition) is coordinating with oil industry participants on this study. Moffat County, Colorado,
has committed $25K for this second study and is expected to commit an additional $25K in Q1 of 2018.
Additionally, petroleum pipeline options have been investigated in detail. However, the pipeline concept
is thought to be a break-even option under conservative conditions, assuming the common boom and
bust cycle in the industry. There isn’t enough projected revenue to attract private investment.

Benefits of Rail
The most recent planning and efforts to communicate with the major producers in the Basin have
resulted in significant excitement about the possibilities that local rail would bring to the Basin, region,
state, and nation. Primary considerations include:
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Industry participants indicate that oil production would double, at a minimum, if they had
adequate access to markets outside of Utah.
Access to multiple markets is the best market force to reduce or eliminate the loss/discount on
the Uinta crude. Rail can access multiple markets with easily expandable capacity.
In addition to allowing efficient transport of non-energy goods into and out of the Uinta Basin,
rail can haul in frack sand and oil field tubular goods, and haul out crude and refined lube oil
feedstock.
There are options to construct a railway that costs on the order of $1 billion by going east rather
than the $6 billion price tag required to go west. Initial calculations show that this concept could
be cash-positive in year 1 of its operations.
Lost taxes and royalties to public bodies over a decade are estimated by HDR to be $563 million
over the past decade due to the Uinta crude discount relative to WTI.
A study developed by the Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) in 2013 determined that
without additional transportation options, the Uinta Basin would potentially lose approximately
$30 billion in economic opportunities over a 30-year period.
Moffat County, Colorado, is fully supportive of the rail project.

If rail can supplant trucking as the primary transportation method of Uinta Basin crude to downstream
markets, then the following social benefits are expected to be achieved over the 40-year study period:
Project Life Cycle Impact
Truck-miles Diverted from Public Roads to Rail
Reduced Truck Travel Time
Avoided CO₂ Emissions
Avoided NOx Emissions
Avoided VOC Emissions
Avoided PM2.5 Emissions
Increase in SO₂ Emissions
Fatalities Avoided by Diverting Trucks from Public Roads to Rail
Injuries Avoided by Diverting Trucks from Public Roads to Rail
Source: HDR’s Uinta Basin Oil Pipeline Study, August 2017, Table 6

915M miles
18.3M hours / 2088 days
1,346,063 tons
645 tons
29 tons
55 tons
48 tons
42 fatalities
1,030 injuries

The Rail Project
It is clear that the concept of the Uinta Basin Rail should be pursued aggressively. Studies conducted in
recent years have identified the need for a rail line from northeastern Utah into northwestern Colorado.
A rail facility would overcome the transportation-based limitations referenced above.
The Coalition is seeking funding to complete pre-construction design and permitting for such a rail line.
The proposed line would connect to an existing rail in Colorado, which would then tie into the national
rail network, allowing producers in the Basin to access markets throughout North America.

The project would consist of the following tasks:

Preliminary Engineering
The rail will be a freight line to benefit the region by linking the natural resources between the Basin and
outside markets. Engineering analysis will be initiated to consider the project design criteria, hydrologic
conditions, hydraulic functions, bridge and culvert locations, switching locations, monitoring systems,
material selection, earthwork, right-of-way widths, and many other elements. A preliminary engineering
design will be developed showing high-level alignments and cost estimates for construction of the rail
line into the Basin for use in refining the financial models.

Environmental and Permitting
Permitting will be a critical task for construction of the rail line. The Surface Transportation Board (STB)
is anticipated to be the lead agency, with BLM, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers as cooperating agencies, at a minimum. Inventories for cultural resources, special status
species, and waters and wetlands will be required. We anticipate that an environmental impact
statement (EIS) will be required to document the NEPA process. Formal consultation for impacts to
listed species or critical habitat may be necessary to complete the process. Permitting with the Army
Corps may also require wetland mitigation.

Plan of Development
A summary of the project alignment, materials, construction methods, schedule, impacts, mitigations,
and other critical elements will be compiled in order to provide the necessary information to the STB for
NEPA processing.

Right-of-Way Planning
There have been previous studies and considerations for potential routes for the rail line. As part of this
project, these potential alignments will be analyzed to identify which route will best meet the needs of
the Uinta Basin. Public and private lands will be assessed to determine the most feasible routing
options. Right-of-way (ROW) options will be secured to accommodate the alignment. ROW may be
acquired within this funding allocation if the budget allows.

Freight and Multi-Modal Rail Analysis
Freight volume and growth are parameters that affect the viability of the project. All initial indications
are that there is a significant demand for rail service into and out of the Basin. Detailed analyses must be
completed to properly configure the railway corridor(s) to accommodate the freight demand most
efficiently. Passenger rail isn’t considered to be a major factor in the rail project, but the opportunity to
add this service must be considered.

Revenue Generation Modeling
Previous studies have identified a potential for revenues to local governments, and community benefits
from freight transportation in and out of the Basin. The project will refine what those potential revenues
might be. This process will include identifying potential users of the rail line and developing preliminary
agreements for use of the line.

Intermediate Engineering
The preliminary engineering and other analysis tasks will answer many technical questions that will
allow the project team to continue forward with more detailed design. This scope element will include
structural, railway, geotechnical, electrical, and many other engineering tasks required to prepare for
construction. Final engineering will be included in a subsequent request for funding.

Federal Grant Filing
Upon completion of the above tasks, potential funding partners and agencies will be identified to find
the best method for funding the construction of the rail line.
These steps set the stage for the following funding plan:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Seven County Infrastructure Coalition is eligible for Federal funding for 100% of the cost of
construction at Federal borrowing rates, which are currently less than 3%.
Transportation Infrastructure Finance & Innovation Act (TIFIA) can fund up to 30%, government
bodies only, with no credit risk premium.
Railroad Rehabilitation & Improvement Financing (RRIF) can fund all 100% cost of construction,
but with an estimated 5% credit risk premium.
Best option is to combine TIFIA & RRIF funding programs, assuming Coalition owns 100%.
The federal funding sources are flush with available funds for large projects.
It is assumed the Credit Risk premium will be approximately $50 million.
Cost of construction estimated between $700 million and $1.2 billion, depending on length and
routing.

A short-line rail operator is intended to be selected to operate and maintain the railway, with potential
to participate as an equity investor.
Significant effort will be required to plan and procure the funding packages.

Legal
This project will require the extensive legal services of attorneys specializing in railway regulatory
approval, funding, planning, and construction law. The Coalition has been in contact with nationally
renowned attorneys who are prepared to assist.

CIB Funding Request
Based on discussions with several professionals in the railway development industry, approximately
$30-40 million is required upfront for completion of these tasks (regulatory approval and other preconstruction tasks).

Service
Preliminary Engineering
Environmental and Permitting
Plan of Development
Right-of-Way Planning
Freight and Multi-Modal Analysis
Revenue Generation Modeling
Intermediate Engineering
Federal Grant Filing
Legal
TOTAL

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Budget
5,000,000
9,000,000
500,000
1,000,000
1,500,000
1,000,000
5,000,000
2,000,000
5,000,000
30,000,000

These costs are based on the best available information. There are some rail professionals who believe
that it will take $40M to complete the upfront work for a project of this length and location. The
Coalition would consider a supplemental request for funding should the project dynamics cause the
costs to increase.

Schedule
The STB regulatory approval process could be complete in 3 years, making it feasible that this facility
could be operational within 5-6 years. The current regulatory and approval climate is positive and could
expedite the process.

Attachment 2: Maps | Floor Plans | Estimate
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Attachment 3: Capital Improvements List

SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS LIST
Impacted Counties

Project Name

Estimated Cost

Swinging Bridge Reconstruction

$

Coal to Liquids
Coalition Resource Management Plan (RMP)

$
$

San Juan

Broadband Transmission

$

Uintah, Grand

SR-88 to I-70 Connector

Potential Funding Partner Types

Priority

Jurisdiction

Summary Description

Project Time Frame

Rehabilitate existing bridge located near Brown's Park
Wildlife Refuge. Roadwa is used by workers in Vernal Utah 0 - 1 Years
to access gas fields in Colorado.
0 - 1 Years
Take Coal and convert to diesel or other fuels
0 - 1 Years
Extends Broadband line from Blanding to areas south and
0 - 1 Years
throughout the Navajo Nations

Anticipated Time of
Submission to CIB

A

Coalition

A
A

Coalition
Coalition

10,000,000 CIB / Private / Federal / State

A

Coalition

$

150,000,000 CIB / Private / Federal / State

A

Coalition

Connection between Uintah County and Interstate 70

0 - 1 Years

October-17

Duchesne to Carbon Oil Pipeline

$

300,000,000 CIB / Private / State / Local

A

Coalition

Petroleum Pipeline between Duchesne and Carbon County.
0 - 1 Years
Purpose is to improve the export of oil produced in the
Basin and get it to the national rail network.

October-17

Sevier Rail Feasibility Study

$

100,000 CIB / Private / State / Local

A

Coalition

Project includes further analysis into the concept of a rail
line from Levan to Salina to aid in exports from the Sevier
County Area.

0 - 1 Years

October-17

Moab to Arizona Rail Line Feasibility Study

$

200,000 CIB / Local

A

Coalition

This study would investigate the potential and feasibility of
0 - 1 Years
constructing a new rail line from Moab, UT to Winslow, AZ.

February-18

Ongoing Organizational Funding

$

A

Coalition

Continuing organizational Funding for Coalition

0 - 1 Years

February-18

Sevier County

Rail Line (Levan to Salina)

$

110,000,000 CIB / Private / State / Local

A

Coalition

Rail line to be located between Levan, UT and Salina, UT.

0 - 1 Years

February-18

Carbon County

Hydrogen Resource Infrastructure

$

106,000,000 CIB / Private / State / Local

A

Coalition

Infrastructure related to Hydrogen Resource Development 0 - 1 Years

February-18

0 - 1 Years

October-17

0 - 1 Years

October-17

2 - 5 Years

June-18

Daggett
Carbon
Daggett, Uintah, Duchesnes, Carbon,

Carbon, Duchesne

Sevier County

San Juan, Grand
Daggett, Uintah, Duchesnes, Carbon,
Emery, Sevier, San Juan

100,000 CIB / Local

Wednesday, April 5, 2017

2,000,000 CIB / Private / Federal / State / Local
500,000 CIB / Local

5,000,000 CIB

High Pressure Natural Gas Line (Carbon to Emery) Feasibility Study

$

100,000 CIB / Private / State / Local

A

Coalition

This study will analyze the potential for a natural gas line
from Carbon County to the Hunter Power Plant in Emery
County. Hunter Power Plant is looking to upgrade to a
Natural Gas Plant.

Craig Rail Line Feasibility Study

$

200,000 CIB / Private / State / Local

A

Coalition

This study will investigate the potential for extending the
Union Rail line from Craig, CO to Duchesne, UT.

Ridge Road Reconstruction

$

30,000,000 CIB / Private / State / Local

A

Coalition

Recreational Trail System

$

2,000,000 CIB / Private / State / Local

A

Coalition

Sevier County

Sevier Broadband

$

10,000,000 CIB / Private / State / Local

B

Coalition

Emery, Grand

Natural Gas Pipeline to Green River

$

33,000,000 CIB / Private / State / Local

B

Coalition

Carbon, Emery

High Pressure Natural Gas Line (Carbon to Emery)

$

50,000,000 CIB / Private / State / Local

B

Coalition

Craig Rail Line

$

764,000,000 CIB / Private / State / Local

B

Coalition

Multiple Basin CO2 Pipeline

$

330,000,000 CIB / Private / State

B

Coalition

CO2 pipeline corridor between Carbon to Duchesne in
order to access CO2 in the Price area. This pipeline would
parallel existing pipeline corridors where possible.

Pariette Road Extension

$

132,000,000 CIB / Private / Federal / State / Local / Tribal

B

Coalition

The project includes extending the existing Pariette Wash
Road approximately 14 miles to connect on to the existing 2 - 5 Years
Seep Ridge Road south of Pelican lake.

Carbon, Emery

Duchesne, Uintah

Carbon

Daggett and Uintah

Duchesne, Uintah

Carbon, Daggett, Duchesne, Uintah

Duchesne, Uintah

Project consists of reconstructing approximately 7.5 miles
of road between UT-10 South of Price to US-6 East of
Wellington in order to relieve truck traffic throughout
Carbon County.
Recreational trail system between Flaming Gorge and
Dinosaur Monument
This project would include expanding the current
broadband network to high enough speeds for business
development and growth.
Project includes constructing a natrual gas line into Green
River area. Green River has no existing natural gas lines.
Project would consist of constructing a high pressure
natural gas line from Carbon County to the Hunter Power
Plant in Emery County.
Project consists of expanding the existing rail line which
ends in Craig Colorado into Duchesne, UT.

2 - 5 Years
2 - 5 Years

2 - 5 Years

2 - 5 Years
2 - 5 Years

2 - 5 Years

In Process
June-17
October-17

October-17

Attachment 4: Public Hearing

February 9, 2018

Attachment 5: AOG Notification

February 1, 2018

Uintah Basin Association of Government
330 East 100 South
Roosevelt, UT 84066
RE:

Seven County Infrastructure Coalition - CIB Application

To Whom It May Concern:
SCIC is proposing to pursue planning and engineering funding for a railway in Uinta
Basin.
The Permanent Community Impact Board application requires your concurrence and
support for the project. Please see the attached exhibits for project information.
Please forward your comments to our office. If you have any questions, please call.
Sincerely,
JONES & DEMILLE ENGINEERING, INC.

Brian Barton, Principal
Attach.
cc:
Six County Association of Governments
Southeastern Association of Governments
1612-013
chrono

Attachment 6: Affordable Housing Plan Summary

N/A

EXHIBIT 11

EXHIBIT 12

EXHIBIT 13

SEVEN COUNTY
INFRASTRUCTURE
COALITION
SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION
MEETING MINUTES
February 9, 2018 at 10:00 a.m.
1385 S. State Street, Salt Lake City, UT 84115
(435) 636-3214

Present: Phil Lyman, Jac Potter, Jack Lytle, Ken Burdick, Ken May. Brad Horrocks, Lynn
Sittcrud.
Also in attendance - Mike McKee, Brian Barton, Seth Oveson, Eric Johnson.
Absent: None.

Attended telephonically: None.

1. Welcome (Phil Lyman)
All Present
2. Meeting Minutes o f January 13, 2018 meeting (Phil Lyman)

Motion to approve January 13, 2018 minutes by Commissioner May. seconded by
Commissioner Horrocks. Unanimously approved 7-0.

3. Public Comment (Phil Lyman)
Pam Juliano introduced Randy Parker. Randy Parker, Rural Development Director for
Utah USDA, he invited everyone to meet and familiarize themselves with USDA and its
programs that provide support the rural communities.
4. Finance Director Report and approval of Expenses (Seth Oveso n)
The followi ng invoices were presented for approval.
Vendor

Invoice #

ET! Lnw Inc

1301

ET! Lnw In

1300

Amount

Description

$2,250.00 Legal 1-70 Extension
$812.50

Legal Pipeline Project
ll P age

Legal 1-70 Extension

ETJ Law Inc

1295

$750.00

ETJ Law Inc

1294

$4,875.00

ETJ Law Inc

1293

$ 18,670.00 Legal - not project specific

ETJ Law Inc

1299

$18,875.00 Lega l - not project specific

Legal Pipeline Project

DeMille

0117620

$1,111.20 Transportation Corridor mgmt.

DeM ille

0117619

$2,555.30 Pipeline project

DeMille

011761 8

$1,821.10 Leland Bench Utilities

DeMille

0117617

DeMi ll e

0117482

Jones & DeMille

0117483

$54,825.77 Upgrader Utility Project

0117484

$23,028.51 Category 8 Planning

Jones &
Eng
Jones &
Eng
Jones &
Eng
Jones &
Eng
Jones &
Eng

Eng
Jones & DeMille
Eng
Jones & DeMille
Eng
Jones & DeM ille
Eng
CIVCO Engineering

$ 18,699.74 Category 8 Planning
$180.00 Transportation Corridor mgmt.

0117485

$2,983.00 Pipeline Project

0117486

$6,667.50 Sevier County documentation &
planning

2018104

$90,266.34 1-70 Transportat ion Corridor

Inc

Engineering

San Juan Record

153541

KNJ Consulting

1802

$21.00 Coalition meeting schedule notice
$2076.07 Pipeline Consultant

Travel Reimbursement - Director

Mike McKee

Jan 2018

ETJ Law Inc

1331

$8,812.50 Legal - not project specific

ETJ Law Inc

1330

$4,125.00

ETJ Law Inc

1329

$21,576.96

Marc T. Ecke ls

SCIC 2-6-2018

$309.21

Legal Pipeline project
Legal Rail-Uinta

$7,692.84 Pipeline Consultant
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Hatch, James and

31312

$1,581.11

Leland Bench Utilities

Dodge
Motion to approve by Comm issioner Lytle, seconded by Commissioner Horrocks.
Unanimously approved 7-0.
5. Introduction of Municipal Advisor (Eric Johnson I Zions)
Marcus Keller and Alex Buxton introduced themselves. Coming up to speed on Coalition
projects. Zions team wi ll attend meetings as invited. Zions team is excited to work with
the Coalition and support as needed.
6. Public Hearing on CIB Rail funding application - $30Million (Eric Johnson)
Jae Potter clarified this application for funding is a $30Million total, which includes the
$ 10Million previously approved for application in the January 2018 meeting. This
amends, and not rescinds, the previous crn application.
Motion to enter Public Hearing by Comm issioner Horrocks, seconded by Commissioner
Sitte rud. Unanimously approved 7-0.
No Public Comment
Motion to exit Public Hearing by Comm issione r Lyt le, seconded by Commissioner
Potter. Unanimously approved 7-0.
7. Resolution on CIB rail funding application for $30Million (Eric Johnson)
Motion to approve by Commissioner Potter, seconded by Commissioner Burdick.
Unanimously approved 7-0.
8. Presentation on Green River Natural Gas (Mike Mckee/McCandless)
Mike McCandless was introduced by Mike Mckee. Mr. McCandless is the utility
consultant to Green River. Green River City worked with Questar from 2004-2010.
Since 2010 the City has been working on natural gas on its own. Sunrise is the
engineering firm for this project. Phase 1 study is done. Phase 2 study is underway to
get rights of way. The project distance is 16 miles to get gas to city and then a
distribution system in city. EPA and CIB helped fund the study. EPA may be able to
fund half of $7.5Million project. The city is interested in managing the natural gas
distribution. The Coalition may be interested in the natural gas pipeline to the city.
Looking at funding options. EPA process should be done by April.
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9. Resolution to support Green River Natural Gas (Mike McKee)
Motion to approve by Commissioner Horrocks, seconded by Commissioner May.
Unanimously approved 7-0.
10. Presentation by Utah Thorium (Eric Johnson/Edouard Saget)
Edouard Saget indicated that Utah Thorium is a combination of scientists and
entrepreneurs working on a Molten Salt Reactor (Thorium).
Dr. Sheldon Hansen (Scient ist): A molten salt reactor cannot melt down like traditional
nuclear reactors. Fukushima Japan (nuclear facility) is very interested in Dr. Hansen's
inventions. Molten sail reactors have no carbon emissions. Plasma gasification for coa l
industry. C02 is a by-product of a molten salt reactor/power plant.
Commissioner May: Thorium energy has great potential for low cost power and in
small er generat ion units. Technology first developed in 1940·s. Medical isotope
potential. Thorium is fai rly plentiful.
Mike McKee: The other Thorium company is also Utah based.
11 . Resolution creating Thorium subcomm ittee (Mike McKee)
Sub-committee consisting of Executive Director Mike McKee, Commissioner Ken May,
Commissioner Phil Lyman and Comm issioner Lynn Sitterud.
Motion to approve by Commissioner Lyman, seconded by Commissioner Sitterud.
Unanimously approved 7-0.
12. Resolution approving RFQ on Rail pre-feasibili ty level engineering alignment and cost
estimate (Mike McKee)
HDR study from 2016/2017 outlined next steps. This RFO is to pursue these next steps /
options. The RFQ will be published in rail publications to connect with appropriate
candidates in the Rail industry. The RFO will also be prov ided to others that we know.
Motion to approve by Commissioner Horrocks, seconded by Commissioner Burdick.
Unanimously approved 7-0.
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13. Resolution approving RFQ on waxy crude consultant (Mike McKee)
Marc Eckels has done a great job working with the Coalition on the oil pipeline. This
RFQ is for a waxy crude consultant with experience with the Ute Tribe and technical data
regarding waxy crude.
Motion to approve by Commissioner Horrocks, seconded by Commissioner Burdick.
Unanimously approved 7-0.

14. Executive Director Report (Mike McKee)
Oil Pipeline: Met with Chevron. C hevron has removed heaters from the pipeline and has
no interest in reactivating the heated pipeline.
Lube Oil Refinery: Met with Uintah Advantage. Uintah Advantage assigned rights of
way to Coalition, and signed Master Agreement. Uintah Advantage's business model is
to pay WTI prices on up to 40,000 Bopd. The goal is to be in production by first quarter
2021.

Resolution to approve LOI with Uintah Advantage.
Motion to approve by Commissioner Horrocks, seconded by Commissioner Burdick.
Unanimously approved 7-0.
Other Utilities: Found 1,500 acre feet of water. Potential revenue project for the
Coalition.
SR-88 to 1-70: Troy Ostler, CIVCO Engineering, met with BLM and stake holders in
Moab and San Juan & Grand Counties. Alignment to be finalized. Legislature approving
and $3.5Milliion over two years to complete EIS is in process. This also puts this proj ect
on the Stale Roads priority list.
Broadb.md: Broadband in Daggett is a go and moving forw ard. Funding is approved.
Will start this summer. Contract duration will need to be extended to get it all done.
Trails: Awaiting signatures from the CIB. Per Brian Barton, Jones and DeM ille is
creating a regional trails plan for all of the counties in the Coalition.
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Update on Thorium Energy: The subcommittee will work more closely w/Alpha Tech.
Resolution to approve NDA with Alpha Tech.
Motion to approve by Commissioner Lytle, seconded by Commissioner May.
Unanimously approved 7~O.
Other: Mike Thanked the cm for everything.
15. Monthly Infrastructure Report/Study Update (Jones & DeMille)
Getting Zion's Bank up to speed on projects & existing financial tools. Ridge Road
moving forward. Sevier County coming to a conclusion. Winding down petroleum
pipeline. Dashboard sheet available to all commissioners. Teeing up next steps for
projects. The Coalition board has access to the data via passwords provided by JOE.
16. Miscellaneous
The Coalition's March 91h meeting will also be held in Salt Lake City at this same
location (Cm Building), 1385 S. State Street, Salt Lake City, UT 84115.
17. Ctosed (executive) Session pursuant to §52-4-205 (Eric Johnson)
(potential real estate acquisition, trade secret related to procurement, personnel
competency)
Motion to enter closed session by Commissioner May, seconded by Commissioner Lytle.
Unanimously approved 7~O.
Motion to leave closed session by Commissioner Lytle, seconded by Commissioner
Horrocks. Unanimously approved 7~O.
18. Motion to adjourn (Phil Lyman)
Motion to adjourn by Commissioner Horrocks. Meeting closed by acclimation.
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Motion to approve meeting minutes by Commissioner
Commissioner U--o rr " c
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SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION

Carbon
Daggett
Duchesne
Emery
San Juan
Sevier
Uintah

(2

{t

"-~)\e-k

' seconded by

VOTING:

Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Yea L No _
Yea
No
~r....~
Yea z No _
Yea L No _
Yea _ No ---"'-hS~
Yea ,rNo
Yea L No _

Co-Chair Phil Lyman

ATTEST:

Eric John n
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EXHIBIT 14

STATE OF UTAH
O FF ICE O F H IE ATTORN E Y GEN E RAL

SEAN D . REYES
ATTORNEY GENERA L
Spencer E. Austin
Ct.;er 0 ....... Oe""'r

RicCa nllen

T yler R. Green

ChoeI 01 Stall

SoI ociIo<~

Brian l. Tarbet

"'" ""' ,.,.,

October 30, 20 18

via E-mai l
Eric Joh nson
5995 S. Redwood Road
Salt Lake City, Utah 84 123
eric@bcjlaw.net

Dear Mr. Johnson:
Thank you for your letter of October 23, 20 18, I which responds to the Office of the
Attorney General (OAG) letter of October 17,20182 regarding the App li cat ion to the Pennancnt
Community Impact Fund Board (e[8) from the Seven County Infrastructure Coalition (SClC)
for a loan of $27,900,000 for Uinta Basin Rail Line planning (Appl ication or Proposed Project).
The purpose of the Octoher 17 letter was 10 raise important questions and legal concerns about
the Application. It is possible-perhaps likely, even-that the crn 's decision on the Application
wi ll be challenged in court. Therefore, it is critical that the ClB members and SCIC are fully
aware of the potential claims and legal risks that may arise duringjudiciai review. The ClB 's
decision must be supported by substantial evidence, and so, it is imperative for the CIB members
to be fully informed of all legal and factual issues because thorough anal ys is of these issues is
essent ial to its decision . Should the CIB grant the Application, it is in the CIB 's interest-as well
as SCIC-to have a well-supported, well-documented decision. Moreover, it is the dut), of the
CIE, as a steward of public funds, to closely exam ine each appl ication it receives, including
SCIC' s application. With this in mind, the response below to the October 23 letter follows the
numbered secti ons in mat letter.

1.
Previous CIB approvals "for rail" may be distinguishable from SCIC's Application.
The October 23 letter stales that the cm has previously approved applicati ons "for rail," and
therefore SCIC's Application can be funded. 3 The primary example discussed involves a 20 14
Letter from E. Johnson to S. Reyes, October 23, 20 18.
Letter from A. Gamer to E. Johnson, October 17. 20 18.
3 Oct. 23 letter at 1-2.
I
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160 E. 300 5 ., FIFTH FLOOR' P.O. Box 140857, SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84114-(1857
TELEPHONE: (801) 366-0353· FA)(: (801) 366-0352

application from SCIC's predecessor. There th e CIS approved a $50 million granlto begin
saving for a credit scori ng amount for a future possible loan application from the U.S.
Department of Transportation for a railroad . This money was to be set aside and reserved as part
of what was plann ed to be a larger amount of money used to secure that loan, with UDOT acting
as the pennitling sponsor lor the project. That application did not request funding for planning,
pemlitting, legal fees, or engineering/des ign costs.
The October 23 Ictter is correct that ClB has approved fundin g in the past for small
studies, mostly for analyzing potential rai l routes. However, those studies arc much more like the
stud ies SCIC commissioned from HDR, Inc. or RL Banks than SCiC's Application. Because
previous approvals can be di stinguished from SC IC ' s Application, the October 17 letter raiscd
the issue.
2.
Will th e requ csted gran t be used for the M incm l Lease Act's (MLA) inten d ed
p u r p ose? The October 17 letter raised questions about whether the proposed UinLa Rail Line
mi ght exacerbate impaclS from mineral development, rather than mitigate burdens, consistent
with the purposes of the MLA and state slatutc. 4 SCIC's Application and supporting materials do
not appear 10 adequatel y address this question . Importantly, the CIS 's expert com;ultants have
raised factual questions about whether the rail wililruly alleviate truck traffic if oi l production is
increased exponentia ll y.s serc's supporting studies do not offer much (if any) evidence to
support the claim Ihat truck traffi c wil l decrease, addressing this queslion in a single page of the
RL Banks study. As explained by the Cllrs expert consultants a lypi cal study of this kind would
include far more reaching analysis on this key question. 6

The cases ciled in the October 23 lener are not re1evanl. 1 They recogni 7.-C that state
legislatures may, within their discretion and with few limitations, d irect the use of mineral lease
funds. The Utah legislature did so with the Community Impact Al leviation statute. s The question
of stale legislative authority to draft a starute for use of mineral lease funds is not at issue here.
The October 17 also letter raised questions about the impact of mineral development to
make the CfB aware of the issue and so that SCIC could have the opportunity to respond.
Raising questions does not attempt to "determine priori ties" or "direct 0 political prioritics.,,9
Oct. 17 letter at 4.
S See Zions Public Finance on the RL Banks P rc~ Feasi bility Srudy, nt 3, provided to SCIC on
Oetober23,2018.
6 !d.
7 October 23 Jetter at 3 (Cuba Soil and Water Cons. Disl. v. Lewis, 527 F.3d 1061 (IOth Cir.
2008); BradJordv. lron Cnty. C-4 Sch. o;SI., 1984 WL 1443 (E. D. Mo. 1984) (unreported);
United States ex rei. Hogan v. Uintah Special SV.f. Disl. , 395 F. Supp. 2d 1088 (D. Utah 2005»).
• Utah Code Ann. 3SA-8-301, el seq.
9 Nor does the October 17 letter "argueO that jf mineral production might increase from a
project, then it becomes ineligible because it would 'exacerbate' impacts rather than alleviate
them." Oct. 23 letter at 3.
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Whether n project is consistent wi th the fundamen ta l purpose of the MLA and stale statute is an
ohvious question, a nd one that any appli cant to the C IB should be able to a nswer and support.

3.
Is th e Proposed Project an eligible public proj ect '! The October 17 letter cited
examples of e ligi ble projects found in federal and state law. lo The October 23 letter notes that
one of those statutory examples ll includes " transportation," defi ned as: " includi ng the receipt of
fed eral secure rural school funds under Section 5 1-9-603 for the purpose of constructing,
improv ing, rcpa iring, or maintaining public roads. " 12 It is silent on rai l, specifi cally freight rail.
Likewise, Ilone of the cases c ited in the October 23 leiter speci fic ally reference frei ght rail , but
instead are a hout passenger rail or publi c transit, not freight r<lii. J3
The arguments in the October 23 letter conflate public transit/passenger rail with freight
ra il , and gene ral funds with mineral lease funds. A court may ultimately determine that the MLA
statutory lan guage encompasses freight railroads, bu t it docs not appear that the question has
been addrcssed. Therefore, questions exist as to whether SCIC's Proposed Project constitutes an
eligible public project under the MLA and state law.

4.
Does the Proposed Project constitute " mere econom ic tlc\'clopm cn t" as the prim ary
purpose? Relying on a 1993 Utah Allom ey General Opinion, the October 23 letter argues tbat
economic development may be a goal or intended benefit of a projcct. 14 This is an accurate
inte rpretation of the 1993 Opinion. However, that Opinion also explains that " use of mineral
tease monics for ' me re' e conomic development - us ually menning assistance to private
businesses a nd ente rprises in their opcrati on - raises Utah Constitutionallssues.,,15 The October
17 letter rai sed the question of mere economic dcvelopmcnt, in part, because SCIC's application
and it s supporting studies place the issue at the forefront: " the ultimate goal of the [Uinta Rail
Line1 is to provide prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers with the lowest cost transportation
option between the Uinta Basin and national markets . .. .,, 16 " [T]he ultimate goal of constructing
the prospective railroad is to advance the economic development of the Uinta Basin ... .',17 And
" ltJhe winners wou ld be the producers, roya lty rec ipi ents . . . and taxing authorities .. ... >18
Becausc the MLA expressly forbids the use of mjnerall casc funds for mere economic
development, the issue is one scre must address.
Oct. 17 letter at 4 .
" Utah Code Ann. § 170-1-201.
121d. a t -201(7).

10

Salt lake on Track v. Salt Lake City. 939 P. 2d 680 (Utah 1997) involved an initiative petition
for light rai l public transit in SaIt Lake City. The case does not mention § 17D-I-201 . nor does it
discuss freight rai l. Likewise. Rich \I. SaIl Lake City Corp, 437 P.2d 690 (Utah 1968) a lso re lates
to public transit or "street rai lways."
14 Oct. 23 let1er at 5-8.
IS A. G. Opinion 92-03 at 6_
16 RL Banks study at 66.
17 Id. at 67.
1& App. Addendum at 1.
13
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5.
SCIC's Application is considered submitted on September 13, 2018, not in
February. The October 23 letter expresses frustration at "delays" or "postponements" in hearing
the Application. 19 However, the application SCIC submitted on February I, 2018, was
incomplete. In meetings with CIS staff following submission of its application, scrc
representatives volunteered that SCIC had commissioned a study from RL Banks that would not
be comp leted until July or August 2018. 20 CIB staff then explained that the cm would not
consider an incomplete application for which supporting materials were not yet ready. This
conclusion is consistent with the CIB's rules and conunon practices. R990-8-3 states:
"Applicants submitting incomplete applications will be notified of deficiencies and their request
for funding assistance will be held by the Board's staff pending submission of the required
inform ation by the applicant. " At the time of these meetings, SCIC representatives did not object
to waiting for CIB review until the RL Banks study was completed.
CIB staff asked SCIC to file an application for the Major Infrastructure Set Aside Fund,
since this is the fund /Tom which it seeks a grant. The ClB received this application on
Septcmber 13, 20 18. Thus, SClC's application is considered submitted for hearing in the second
trimester of FY20 19 (October, November, December).
In multiple meetings and phone call s, SCIC was informed that the CtB staff required time
to consider the application. The CIB and its staff have an obligation to conduct due diligence on
every application submitted. It is only logical that the more complicated an application, or the
more money requestcd, the more time the staff and Board may take to conduct this due diligence.
Also, at the May 3, 2018 CIB meeting, the Board discussed the fact that it needed additional
support to conduct due diligence for certain major infrastructure project applications it expected
to receive this year, including for the Uinta Rail LineY SCIC representatives attended that
meeting, and the CIB minutes and audio have been available to thc public since that time.
And, regarding CIB staff's request for a new public hearing, the CIB's rules counsel in
favor of public disclosure:
The Board requires all applicants to have a vigorous public participation effort. All
applicants shall hold at least one formal public hearing to solicit comment
concerning the size. scope and nature of any funding request prior to its submission
to the board. In that public hearing, thc public shall be advised the financing may
in the fonn or a loan, even jfthe application requests a grant. Complete and detailed
information shall be given to the public retarding the proposed project and its
financing. The information shall include the expected financial impact including
potential repayment terms and the costs to the public as user fees, speciaJ
assessments, or property taxes if the financing is in the fonn of a loan. The Board

19
20

21

Oct. 23 letter at 8-9.
SCIC provided the RL Banks study to the
See May 3, 2018 CIB meeting minutes.

cm staff on August 17,2018.
4

may req uire additiona l public hearings if it detennines the app li cant did n01
adequately d isclose to the publi c the impact of the fin ancial assistance during the
in itia l public hearing. 22
Whi le SCIC held two public hearings in January and February 20 18, it did not advi se the
public that the financin g may be in the form or a loan. Nor did SClC provid e "complete and
detail ed infomlation " abou t its Proposed Proj ect. In addition, at the Fehruary meeti ng. the SC IC
Board C ha ir expressed concem s about whether the public had received adequate notice of the
subject to be discussed at the meeting. Many months had passed since the public meeti ngs and
submi ssion or lhe Application in September. And, until October II , no meet ings had been he ld
in the Proposed Proj ect area, allowing local resi dents who wi ll be most impacted by the Proposcd
Project the o pportunity to receive infonnution about it and to provide comments to SCIC. The
CIB thanks SC IC for ho ldi ng a meeting in U intah County on October 11 for th e benefi t of th ose
res idents who may be most impacted by the Proposed Project. The October 17 lette r does not
suggest or a rgue for a de lay of the scheduled November hearing date. Whether the Board invokes
R990-8-4(F) is a dec ision for the Board at the hearin g.

6.
Does SCIC's Application qua lify llS " planning" as defined by slatute and CIn
pracfice? T he October 23 letter raises some good points regard ing the question of planning.
However, none of the letter' s citations to Utah Code are fou nd in the c m 's code. The MLA and
slate statutes arc si le nt o n the definition of planning, and no COUl1 has directly addressed the
issue. Nor has the C IB heard any application that is remotely like SCIC's Appl ication. And, as
mentioned in the October J7leller, the CIB's general pr<lctice has been to co nsider items such as
environme nta l and regulatory permitting, engineering and design, and legal servi ces (outside o f
bonding) not planning expenses, but as project expenses to be funded '\.\lith constructi on. Thus,
the C LB members and SCIC should be aware of this outstanding issue.
We hope this letter has narrowed the issues between the October 17 and October 23
letters. The Office of the Atto m ey General regards these issues as questions for the policy
makers on the CIB. We are eager for the CIS to hear thi s Appli cation. Please do not hesitate to
contact me should you have any quesi ions.
Sincere ly,

f\t\~V\.~~
Al ison D. Gamer
Assistant Attorney General
Counsel to cm
cc:

Jonathan Hardy. CIS C hair

CIB Staff
22

R990-8-3(E}.
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EXHIBIT 15

Large Infrastructure
Set-Aside Fund
FY2019 Application

Permanent Community Impact Fund Board
1385 S. State Street, 4th Floor
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
Office: 801-468-0043
Fax: 801-468-0211

PART ONE: RESPONSIBILITIES AND POLICIES
Applicant Responsibilities
The applicant is responsible for facilitating the coordination of all activities necessary for the
implementation of the project. The applicant will:
Hold scheduled project meetings with Board staff and/or corresponding experts as needed.
Perform project close-out audit to ensure contractual compliance and issue close-out report.
Submit to Board all project deliverables and documentation pertinent to the project.
Comply with all Board project reporting requirements including but not limited to:
1. Status of project by task breakdown and percent complete (quarterly).
• Changes if any in scope, schedule and/or budget. (specify)
• Description of issues and probable resolutions
• Summary of work completed to date
• Projected completion schedule
2. Annual meeting with Board staff to review project and recipient finances.

Fund Policies
Fund allocation
Per Utah Administrative Code Rule R990-8-8 (2) The Purpose of this Fund is to allow the Board to
participate and fund major transportation and other significant infrastructure studies and projects
where the Board participation may exceed five million dollars ($5,000,000).
Projects financed in whole or in part by Fund grants must be owned by the applicant for a
minimum of ten (10) years. In the event that the applicant terminates its ownership within ten (10)
years applicant will repay the Fund for the full grant amount. Projects funded with loan funds
must be owned and operated by the applicant for the term of the loan.
Loans made from the Fund must have a maximum maturity of THIRTY(30) years.
Projects must be on the one year CIB Capital Improvement List.
Applications must be complete at time of submission. Incomplete applications will be rejected and
will not be considered by the Board.
Fund will not reimburse the applicant for costs incurred prior to written funding authorization from
the Board.
Applicant must have and utilize an authorized procurement policy.

The Large Infrastructure Set Aside Fund (Fund) was created in Utah Administrative Code in 2015 and is
managed by the Permanent Community Impact Fund Board (Board). The Fund is intended for use on
major infrastructure projects that improve transportation infrastructure.
R990-8-8. MAJOR INFRASTRUCTURE SET ASIDE FUND.
A. Creation of Fund
1. There is hereby created within the Permanent Community Impact Fund the Major Infrastructure Set
Aside Fund.
2. The Purpose of this Fund is to allow the Board to participate and fund major transportation and other
significant infrastructure studies and projects where the Board participation may exceed five million
dollars ($5,000,000).
B. Transfer of Monies to the Fund
1. At each funding meeting, after action is taken on all projects on the prioritization list, the Board shall
consider whether to transfer any money in the Permanent Community Impact Fund to the Major
Infrastructure Set Aside Fund. The Board may transfer such amounts as it deems appropriate, in its
discretion, based on motion and a majority vote of the Board.
2. When money is transferred to the Major Infrastructure Set Aside Fund the Board shall identify
whether the money being transferred is Bonus or Mineral Lease money. The status of the money as
Bonus monies or Mineral Lease monies shall continue while the monies are in the Major Infrastructure
Set Aside Fund and may only be granted or loaned in accordance with that status.
3. The Division shall maintain an accounting of the funds in the Major Infrastructure Set Aside Fund as
bonus funds or mineral lease funds and shall separately identify the status of the money in the Major
Infrastructure Set Aside Fund in its briefings to the Board.
C. Use of the Fund
1. Money in the Major Infrastructure Set Aside Fund may only be used to fund major transportation and
other significant infrastructure studies and projects. These projects would include pipelines, roadways, rail
lines, and other major infrastructure activities where the cost may exceed five million dollars ($5,000,000)
and where the project is within the purposes for the creation and use of the Fund. The Board, on motion
and majority vote, shall designate and allow the use of the money from the Fund, specifying whether the
money comes from the Bonus or Mineral Lease monies in the Fund.
2. Repayment on any loans from the Major Infrastructure Set Aside Fund shall be credited to and
placed in the Major Infrastructure Set Aside Fund. Payments on Bonus money loans shall maintain their
status as Bonus monies. The Division shall maintain a separate accounting of all loan payments in the
Major Infrastructure Set Aside Fund.
D. Reconversion of Monies from the Fund
1. The Board may, at any time on motion and majority vote, reconvert and transfer funds from the
Major Infrastructure Set Aside Fund back to the general Permanent Community Impact Fund. The motion
and action of the Board shall specify if the money being transferred back to the general Permanent
Community Impact Fund is Bonus or Mineral Lease money, and that status of the money shall continue in
the general Permanent Community Impact Fund.

PART THREE: GENERAL INFORMATION
Infrastructure Project Information
Project Title:
Uinta Basin Railway Planning
Project Location:
Duchesne & Uintah Counties, UT / Moffat, Rio Blanco, Garfield Counties,
CO.
Est. Completion Date:
2022
Applicant Agency
47-1899055
Federal ID
Legal Name:
Mailing Address:
City:

Seven County Infrastructure Coalition
751 East 100 North #100
Price
County:

*Contact Person (must be within applicant agency)
Mike McKee
Name:
Title:
435-8236-5010
Phone:
Fax:
mmckee@7county.utah.gov
Email:

Project Staff
*Presiding Official
Jae Potter
Name:
Title:
435.637.3273
Phone:
Fax:
Jae.potter@carbon.utah.gov
Email:
*Treasurer
Name:
Phone:
Email:

Smuin Rich & Marsing
435-637-1203
srmr@emerytelcom.net

*Engineer/Architect
Jones & DeMille Engineering
Name:
Mailing Address: 1535 South 100 West
Richfield
City:
435-896-8266
Phone:
Brian@jonesanddemille.com
Email:

Title:
Fax:

Carbon

Utah ZIP:

Executive Director

Co-Chair

Accountants

Title:
State:
Fax:

UT
84701
435-896-8268

*Project Manager
Name:
Mailing Address:
City:
Phone:
Email:

Mike McKee
PO BOX 760032
Tridell
435-8236-5010
mmckee@7county.utah.gov

Title:

Executive Director

State:
Fax:

UT

*Legal Counsel
Name:
Mailing Address:
City:
Phone:
Email:

Eric Johnson
5995 South Redwood Rd.
Salt Lake City
801-261-3407
eric@bcjlaw.net

Title:
State:
Fax:

ZIP 84076

UT
ZIP
801-261-3503

84123

84501

PART THREE: GENERAL INFORMATION

Bond Counsel
Name:
Mailing Address:
City:
Phone:
Email:

Eric Johnson
5995 South Redwood Rd.
Salt Lake City
801-261-3407
eric@bcjlaw.net

Financial Consultant
Lewis Young Robertson &
Name:
Burningham
Mailing Address: 41 North Rio Grande St.# 101
Salt Lake City
City:
801-596-0700
Phone:
Email:

Title:
State:
Fax:

UT
ZIP
801-261-3503

84123

UT

ZIP

84101

VA

ZIP

22201

Title:

State:
Fax:

Feasibility Consultant
R.L. Banks & Associates, Title:
Name:
Inc.
Mailing Address: 2107 Wilson Boulevard, Ste. 750
Arlington
City:
State:
703-276-7522
Phone:
Fax:
Email:

PART FOUR: FUND REQUEST & INFORMATION
Fund Request
Loan: $
Grant $:27,900,000

Maturity Date:

Terms

Long-Term Operation & Maintenance
What entity will be responsible for long term maintenance
Operation and Maintenance?

Contract Risk Assessment
What is the applicant credit risk?
Loan Security Debt Capacity
Annual Revenue:
Applicant Debt $0

Coalition will own the corridor and
contract with a Short-line rail operator
for O&M.

Not applicable
Debt capacity:

Project Eligibility
Please select project category – please specify
Major Infrastructure Type
Pipeline
Roadway
Rail line
X
Study / Planning
Other (specify)

Project Ownership or Interest
Please explain ownership and specify the level of interest in the project to be funded
X Ownership (full)
Ownership (partial)
Projects financed in whole or in part by Fund grants must be owned by the applicant for a
minimum of ten (10) years. In the event that the applicant terminates its ownership within ten (10)
years applicant will repay the Fund for the full grant amount. Projects funded with loan funds
must be owned and operated by the applicant for the term of the loan.
Public Outreach
Public outreach in project area
Public hearing held in project’s
immediate jurisdiction

Yes
Yes

X

No
No

Scheduled

PART FIVE: PROJECT TERMS, CONTRACTS, AND ASSETS
The Permanent Community Impact Fund Board prefers shovel-ready projects. The project should have
acquired and completed all necessary permits, studies, and contracts for a construction application prior
to submission. Commentary to be added below each question.
Land Owner Agreement
Has applicant acquired rights to all necessary property?

Yes

No

X

Right-of-Way
Has applicant acquired all necessary rights-of-way & easements?

Yes

No

X

Permits
Has applicant acquired all necessary permits?

Yes

No

X

Studies
Has applicant completed all necessary studies?

Yes

Service/User Agreements (i.e. water systems, sewer systems etc.)
Has applicant accommodated necessary service agreements or letters of intent
with users/customers?
Has applicant signed all service agreements or letters of intent with suppliers?

X

No

Yes

No

X

Yes

No

X

Memorandum of Understanding with governments
Has applicant accommodated all necessary MOUs with proper public entities?

Yes

No

X

Procurement Policy
Applicant has a procurement policy

Yes

X

No

PART SIX: DESCRIPTION AND ATTACHMENTS
Please provide the following requested documents as attachments to the application. Clearly label each
attachment properly. Applicants must meet ALL of the requirements listed below. Incomplete
applications will be rejected.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.
10.

11.

12.

13.

Project Objective- Please clearly describe the issue that the project will address; the work that will be
accomplished by the applicant; the end-state of the project; and the public benefits that the project is
intended to achieve. (complete below or state information attached)
Information attached.
Project Background- Please provide a high-level overview of the project and the applicant’s interest
in the project. (complete below or state information attached)
Information attached.
Project Location- Provide information to provide information related to the geographic scope of the
project. Be specific and detailed. (complete below or state information attached)
Information attached.
Description of Work- Describe the primary phases, tasks, and steps necessary to complete the project.
(complete below or state information attached)
Information attached.
Project Ownership or Interest- Provide relevant documents for ownership/interest terms and
contracts for eligibility. (complete below or state information attached)
Information attached.
Project Partners- List other funding sources and partners in the project. Describe their participation.
(complete below or state information attached)
Information attached.
Project Benefits- List the reasonable benefits of the project. (complete below or state information
attached)
Information attached.
Timeline- Provide project timeline. (complete below or state information attached)
Information attached.
Project Budget- Provide project budget. (complete below or state information attached)
Information attached.
Operating Budget- Provide the estimated operating budget of the completed project (complete below
or state information attached)
Information attached.
Applicant Budget- Provide the applicant budget for the most recent fiscal year (complete below or
state information attached)
Information attached.
Applicant Debt: Provide a complete listing of applicant debt, organized by loan security. (complete
below or state information attached)
Applicant must include:
Bond holder
Security
Remaining principle balance
Annual payment
Interest rate
Maturity Date
None.
Procurement Policy- Please provide copy of applicant procurement policy and evidence of
compliance with said policy. Include all RFPs, RFQs, relevant contracts, etc.

14.
15.
16.
17.

Studies- Please provide cop ies of completed studies.
Permits- Please provide copies of acqu ired permi ts. Include acquisition date and proof of acquisition.
Right-ot-Way- Please provide list of acquired ROW. Include acquisition date and proof of acquisition.
Impact- Please describe the loca l im pact of the project on:
• Comm unity
• Local/Regiona l Economy
• Loca l Infrastructure
•

Environment

18. Public Outreach- Please provide evidence of app licant public outreach. Include public hearing notice
and minutes of said meeting. (please attach)
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Attachment A: Project Description

Seven County Infrastructure Coalition
Uinta Basin Rail Line Planning
Addendum to Project Description
Background
The Uinta Basin is rich in mineral resources, producing crude oil, natural gas, phosphate, and gilsonite,
along with many other resources. This production requires a network of transportation options to
export the products to areas outside of the Basin. Importing materials and supplies is also critical to the
development of these resources. Currently, the primary method for exporting products is via truck
transport along US-40 and US-191. This method of transportation limits the distance products can be
shipped and remain economical to the producers in the Basin.
Uinta crude is stranded in the Basin, resulting in a loss (due to discounts created by limited access to
outside markets) to oil producers of more than $3 billion over the last decade.
Despite generally desirable quality, the Basin’s waxy, high pour point crude oil has always presented a
transportation challenge in the absence of pipeline or rail options. Trucking is not an economic option
for reaching alternate markets beyond Utah. The Salt Lake City refineries are the most sensible choice
under present circumstances. The lack of competition for the product has resulted in a significant price
discount compared to West Texas Intermediate (WTI), the U.S. onshore benchmark crude oil. The
discount has averaged 17.5% over the past decade.
It is believed access to alternate markets will raise the price paid for the Uinta Basin waxy crude and
allow significant increases in oil production. The winners would be the producers, royalty recipients (Ute
Tribe, producing counties, CIB, SITLA, federal agencies, and fee landowners), and taxing authorities
(producing counties, Utah, and Ute Tribe).

Benefits of Rail
The most recent planning and efforts to communicate with the major producers in the Basin have
resulted in significant excitement about the possibilities that local rail would bring to the Basin, region,
state, and nation. Primary considerations include:
•
•
•

•

•

Industry participants indicate that oil production would double, at a minimum, if they had
adequate access to markets outside of Utah.
Access to multiple markets is the best market force to reduce or eliminate the loss/discount on
the Uinta crude. Rail can access multiple markets with easily expandable capacity.
In addition to allowing efficient transport of non-energy goods into and out of the Uinta Basin,
rail can haul in frack sand and oil field tubular goods and haul out crude and refined lube oil
feedstock.
There are options to construct a railway that costs on the order of as little as $1 billion by going
east rather than the $6 billion price tag required to go west. A recent HDR study conducted
indicates that the rail could be cash-positive in its first year of operations.
Lost taxes and royalties to public bodies over a decade are estimated by HDR to be $563 million
over the past decade due to the Uinta crude discount relative to WTI.
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•

•

A study developed by the Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) in 2013 determined that
without additional transportation options, the Uinta Basin would potentially lose approximately
$29 billion in economic opportunities over a 30-year period.
Affected Colorado counties are supportive of the rail concept.

Prior Rail Planning
As referenced above, several planning projects have been completed over the past 20 years, each aimed
at understanding the potential benefits, costs, and implications of constructing a rail facility into the
Basin. The CIB participated in a study in the early 2000s to evaluate the options to alleviate the “Isolated
Empire,” also known as the Uinta Basin. Rail options were considered before the oil and gas production
increased significantly.
The most recent studies include the 2014 UDOT Transportation Study that showed an estimated cost of
$6 billion to construct a rail line to the southwest, through Indian Canyon, and tying into the rail network
at Soldier Summit along Highway 6.
A 2016 study completed by HDR Engineering and Jones & DeMille Engineering showed that rail through
Colorado would be profitable for all 20 years that were projected.
HDR Engineering completed an independent study for a primary energy company in the Basin. The study
was finished in early 2018 and indicated a need for the railway and demonstrated that it could be
completed with a return on investment.
Additionally, petroleum pipeline options have been investigated in detail. However, the pipeline concept
is thought to be a break-even option under conservative conditions, assuming the common boom and
bust cycle in the industry. There isn’t enough projected revenue, at present, to attract private
investment. However, a pipeline may become part of the suite of transportation options to move
resources out of and into the Basin.
A Feasibility Study was recently completed by RL Banks and will be discussed in more detail later in this
document.

Project Support and Partners
The concept of a railway connecting the Uinta Basin to the national rail network has created significant
excitement in the region, states, and nation. Several meetings have been held in Colorado in which the
local leadership has expressed their excitement about an infrastructure project that could provide
significant economic improvements and transportation enhancements. For example, the Associated
Governments of Northwest Colorado, comprised of six Colorado counties, has been a strong partner in
the development of the concept and evaluating the potential benefits to rural communities.
It is safe to say that key players in Utah who are aware of the project concept are fully supportive. The
Coalition has had significant support and assistance from officials representing the State of Utah. Utah’s
local government leaders in Eastern Utah are thrilled about the concept and have expressed interest in
assisting in any way possible. Energy producers, midstream companies, service companies, and
refineries are anxious to be able to move more crude oil more efficiently. Agriculture and manufacturing
entities have expressed their interest in such a facility.
We have had ongoing discussions with the UTE Tribe and believe they will be a partner.
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Initial CIB Application
The Coalition submitted an application for this planning project on February 1, 2018. Coordination
meetings were held with CIB leadership to review the strategies and approach for the rail planning
project. As a result, CIB leadership assigned a planner to work with the Coalition staff to review
the scope of the project and provide additional information. Communication with CIB staff has
been ongoing for several months.

Feasibility Study Conclusions (RL Banks & Associates)
In an effort to allow the Coalition to understand the opportunities and risks of such a project and to
answer important questions from funding partners, the Coalition pursued a second initial financial
feasibility study that would evaluate the many elements required to determine a potential return on
investment. The “Feasibility Study of a Prospective Railroad Connecting the Uinta Basin to the National
Rail Network” was completed by RL Banks & Associates and resulted in the following conclusions:
1. The RL Banks report believes that rail is viable as a government project, but that with a lower
return on investment it would have difficulty attracting private investment.
2. Rail to Rifle from Myton/Leland Bench plus transloading is roughly estimated to cost $1.5
Billion. Refining the routes selection may reduce the cost.
3. Rail to Rifle is the preferred route because it allows shipping on two major rail carriers, Union
Pacific and Burlington Northern, once it reaches the rail mainline along Interstate 70.
4. The RL Banks report believes that rail would facilitate increased oil production in the Uinta Basin
increasing from approximately 80,000 to 90,000 bopd to 225,000 to 350,000 Bopd (Bopd =
barrels of oil per day) [current production for Salt Lake City (SLC) refineries is capped near
80,000 to 90,000 Bopd]
5. Rail has been found to be viable in multiple studies.
6. This RL Banks report reaffirms the viability of rail, seconding the 2016 HDR study on rail.
7. The cost to transport oil by unit trains to the gulf coast would be 20% to 25% less than what was
previously believed.
8. Generally, Uinta Waxy Crude should sell at approximately West Texas Intermediate (WTI) prices
less the price of transportation to gulf coast refineries.
9. It is believed the discount in SLC on Uinta Waxy Crude would be reduced to the difference
between transporting to SLC vs. transporting to the Gulf Coast refineries and is approximately
$5 per barrel depending on location of Gulf Coast refinery. The discount has been as high as $20
per barrel during the last 5 years.
10. Rail into the Uinta Basin would lower the cost of transporting oil to Gulf Coast refineries more
than trucking oil to a rail head or transporting oil to rail via an oil pipeline.
11. At higher ranges of oil production (350,000 Bopd), transporting oil to SLC is cost competitive
with trucking and could get oil trucks off highway.
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12. It is much easier to scale rail to transport more oil than it is for an oil pipeline.
13. Rail carries products into and out of the Basin, and can haul all types of commodities, like
Gilsonite, Soda, Fly Ash, Frac Sands, tubular goods, etc. It would lower the overall cost of
producing oil and increase the price of crude oil produced in the Uinta Basin.
14. Rail would have a greater economic impact on the Uinta Basin and the State of Utah than other
transportation alternatives. This has been confirmed in several studies on rail since 2001.

The Next Steps – Railway Planning
The concept of the Uinta Basin Rail should be pursued aggressively. Studies conducted in recent years
have identified the need for a rail line from northeastern Utah into northwestern Colorado. The
proposed line would connect to an existing rail in Colorado, which would then tie into the national rail
network, allowing producers in the Basin to access markets throughout North America. A rail facility
would overcome the transportation-based limitations referenced above.
The Coalition is seeking funding to complete pre-construction planning, design, regulatory approval
process, and grant and loan procurement for such a rail line. Completion of these important steps are
required in order for the Coalition to quality for the available construction grants.

Environmental and Regulatory Permitting
The Surface Transportation Board (STB) would oversee the NEPA and regulatory permitting of the
proposed rail line due to its congressionally-delegated authority over railway facilities.
1. Complete the environmental review process, which is anticipated to include preparation of an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), to support a decision by the STB.
2. Acquire the environmental, land use, and construction permits required for the construction,
operation, and maintenance of the railway.
3. Implementation of the NEPA process, including public outreach, for environmental review of the
proposed railway, including preferred and alternate routes.
4. Preparation of an appropriate environmental review document, anticipated to be an
Environmental Impact Statement, through the NEPA process and in accordance with STB policy
and regulation. This would include the base-line studies to support the environmental analysis.
5. Preparation, submittal, and acquisition of environmental, land use, and construction permit
applications required to construct, operate, and maintain the railway.

Rail Line Engineering
The proposed railway would require extensive planning and engineering. The primary goals of the
engineering efforts are as follows:
1. Obtain from the U.S. Surface Transportation Board (STB) a license to construct and operate a
common-carrier railroad.
2. Perform engineering of the railway including main line and side tracks, terminals, earthwork,
tunnels, bridges and drainage structures, roadway crossings and grade-separations, train control
and communications systems, and maintenance and operations facilities.
3. Prepare the construction contractor procurement plan and construction bid package.
4. Prepare the real-estate acquisition plan and upon obtainment of construction financing for the
railway perform real-estate acquisition services, but not including real-estate purchase costs
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5. Develop the railway’s operating and maintenance plan.
6. Prepare the operation and maintenance contractor procurement plan and bid package.
7. Develop cost estimates for construction inclusive of professional services, legal, and program
management, and cost estimates for operation and maintenance of the railway
8. Perform legal services related to the STB license, construction plan and procurement,
environmental clearance and permitting, operation and maintenance plan and procurement,
and financing of construction and working capital.
9. Develop commercial contracts for shipments on the railway with shippers and connecting
railroad companies, and develop revenue and income forecasts.
10. Program management services to oversee the execution and coordination of all technical
elements.
11. Preparation of an operating and maintenance plan.
12. Preparation of a complete bid package for the operations and maintenance of the railway by a
contractor, including financial and commercial requirements, specifications, terms and
conditions, and selection of a contractor.
13. Development of a long-term management plan

Revenue Analyses
Revenue plays a major role in determining whether to continue forward with the implementation of a
project. Capital, operating, and maintenance costs must be compared to the revenue that could be
generated by the railway. Primary tasks include:
1. Development and negotiation of transportation services contracts with shippers and connecting
railways for freight transportation services.
2. Development of a financing plan and financial proformas and other documents necessary to
support obtaining financing for the railway’s construction, operation, and maintenance.
3. Preparation of freight traffic, revenue, and income forecasts, and preparation of anticipated
operating and maintenance cost forecasts.
4. Freight Traffic Market Study
a. Macro-economic analysis of the macro-economic factors that are likely to affect the
future transportation demand and the economic and financial viability of the project.
b. Freight traffic demand would be evaluated over short and long-term horizons
c. Existing and future freight traffic supplies will be evaluated
5. Development of a financing plan that ensures the long-term viability and risk management of
the railway

Right-of-Way Planning
The right-of-way planning process is critical. It can have significant implications on all other aspects of
the project delivery process. Primary tasks include:
1. Identify property ownership and management agencies along the railway route
2. Professional services required to prepare instruments and legal documents
3. A real-estate acquisition plan, and after financing of the railway the necessary real-estate
acquisition services (but not actual cost of real estate).
4. Secure options or other agreements required to secure right-of-way with long-term financing
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Grant Procurement
Upon completion of the above tasks, potential funding partners and agencies will be identified to find
the best method for funding the construction of the rail line. Significant effort will be required to plan
and procure the funding packages.
These steps set the stage for the following funding plan:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

The Seven County Infrastructure Coalition is eligible for Federal funding (RRIF) for 100% of
the cost of construction at Federal borrowing rates, which are currently less than 3%. The
Coalition can qualify for a 50% reduction of the interest rate because the project is located
in a rural region.
Transportation Infrastructure Finance & Innovation Act (TIFIA) funds will be explored.
Railroad Rehabilitation & Improvement Financing (RRIF) can fund all 100% cost of
construction, but with a estimated Credit Risk Premium, which for planning purposes is
estimated to be 5%.
The federal funding sources are flush with available funds for large rail projects.
If the process to obtain federal funding for rail would delay construction, then the Coalition
intends to seek traditional underwriting to initially fund rail construction and after
construction, it would anticipate obtaining a RRIF loan to refund the market loan for
construction.
It is assumed the Credit Risk Premium will be approximately $75 million.
Cost of construction estimated between $1.2-1.5 billion, depending on length and final
routing.
The Coalition will seek grants, such as CIB grants, and appropriations, including legislative
appropriations, to fund the Credit Risk premium and provide a reserve fund needed to
qualify for financing.

At present, short-line rail operator is intended to be selected to operate and maintain the railway, with
potential to participate as an equity investor.

Legal Services
Legal services will be a primary element of the planning effort. There are several complex issues to
consider and resolve as the project is delivered.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Legal assistance for environmental clearance
Application for RRIF Loan and grants, including meetings in Washington DC
Direction and review for rail regulatory attorneys, currently, Venable LLP.
Rail regulatory attorneys will help with environmental and STB common-carrier license and
provide legal guidance on developing plans of operation, etc.
Resolution of ROW challenges, including environmental and regulatory
Proposals for State and Federal funds, including Colorado participation
Coordinate with funding underwriters
RFQs and negotiate contracts with shortline carriers
Negotiate contracts with Class One carriers
Negotiate LOIs and contracts with potential shippers
RFQ and negotiate contracts regarding transloading operations
Negotiate contracts/ROW with Ute Indian Tribe
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13.
14.

Negotiate or coordinate with potential refineries to take Uinta Basin Waxy Crude (key to
increasing shipping)
Coordinate with State and Federal Government officials and legal offices.

Public Involvement
Public involvement is one of the most important elements of the project. The Coalition intends to work
carefully within the public arena to proactively distribute facts and promptly address rumors and nonfactual information.
1. Development of a strategic communications plan including public and tribal outreach.
2. Perform strategic communications to inform the public, tribes, elected officials, and the media,
to engage the public and tribes and perform public outreach, including public meetings,
websites, and solicitation and review of public comment.
3. Support regulatory processes

Administrative & Program Management
This is a complex project, requiring significant effort to proactively manage the planning, engineering,
surveys, multiple consultants and scientists, public involvement, financial evaluations, funding
procurement, and many other tasks. Administrative efforts will be required to manage the process so
that it fits into the strategic goals of the Coalition. Program management services will be required to
navigate the technical tasks mentioned above.

Milestones – Key Decision Points
The Coalition has evaluated the project delivery process to identify the decision points that will trigger
go/no-go decisions. These key points and supporting factors to be considered are summarized as
follows:
1. Milestone 1 – Completion of Conceptual Engineering, Environmental Baseline, and Operating
Plan (Approximate budget of $6,500,000)
a. Conceptual operating plan and operating basis of engineering design rejected by
prospective shippers and/or connecting railroads as uneconomic or impractical.
b. Proposed connection location with Class I railroad(s) rejected as uneconomic or
impractical.
c. Environmental clearance lead agency expresses substantial doubts about
reasonableness of purpose and need.
d. Conceptual CAPEX cost estimates significantly above anticipated cost and/or failure to
meet commercial objectives.
e. Environmental initial screening reveals fatal flaws that are unlikely to achieve mitigation.
f. Right-of-way across private lands cannot be optioned or appears that condemnation
would have successful court challenge by landowner, and/or federal or state agency or
tribe owning needed land indicates it will refuse transfer or easement.
g. It is assumed that the environmental and NEPA processes will be initiated immediately
following funding approval.
2. Milestone 2 – Completion of Preliminary Engineering and NEPA (An additional $8,500,000 after
completion of Milestone 1)
a. Preliminary cost estimates too high.
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b. Satisfactory commercial agreements with connecting Class I railroads cannot be
reached.
c. Operator bids too high or would require subsidy.
d. Draft EIS comments or cooperating agency comment indicate that project would not
achieve environmental clearance or would not survive court challenge.
e. Final EIS rejected by lead agency.
f. Court challenge to Final EIS that appears to have significant chance of success.
g. STB does not issue construction license (Certificate of Public Need and Convenience).
3. Milestone 3 – Completion of Final Design and Bid Package Prep (An additional $5,500,000 after
completion of Milestone 2)
a. Construction financing cannot be obtained.
b. Construction bids significantly above estimates.
Of course, an extreme change in commercial, market, or economic conditions that render business plans
invalid, or indications of excessive CAPEX or OPEX, could create a key decision point that may affect the
progress of the project.

Schedule
Based on technical analysis and discussions with several industry professionals, it is believed that the
planning, regulatory, and design processes could be completed in less than 3 years. Construction would
take a minimum of two seasons. The bottom line is that this railway could be operational in 5 years – by
the end of 2023.

Costs
The level of effort required to address all preconstruction activities for a long railroad spur is significant.
The typical cash outlay for similar rail projects is on the order of $30M. The estimated costs are as
follows:
Category

Budget Amount

Environmental & Regulatory Authorization

$8,200,000

Rail Line Engineering

$11,200,000

Revenue Analyses

$1,100,000

Right-of-Way Planning

$1,500,000

Grant and Appropriation Procurement

$800,000

Legal Services

$2,500,000

Public Involvement

$1,000,000

Administrative & Program Management

$1,600,000

TOTAL

$27,900,000
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Primary Risks to Budget and Schedule
There are a few keys areas that have the highest likelihood to negatively affect the budget. These risks
are summarized below:

Environmental
The STB requires the project sponsor to pay for the services of a 3rd party environmental contractor.
However, the level of effort and overall efficiency of the process is not controlled by the project sponsor.
Mitigation of this cost risk is making special efforts to define the project up-front and to eliminate
obvious pitfalls that can add effort to the process.

Right-of-Way Letters of Intent
As with any major infrastructure project, 90-95% of the property owners will work with the project
sponsor. There may be a few property owners who are concerned enough to significantly increase the
costs of these negotiations. Alignment adjustments call have significant impacts on the design and
construction costs.

Public Involvement
Large projects always create excitement as well as concern. Proactive public involvement will be key to
reducing cost and schedule risks.

Geotechnical Analyses
Geotechnical engineering investigations are required to understand the soil structure, strength, and
design parameters. Complex analyses and investigations may be required, depending on what is
discovered during the initial research and investigations.

Cash Flow/Phasing of Funding
Due to the size of the project budget request, the Coalition desires to coordinate closely with the CIB to
phase the cash flow over a two-year period. It is recommended that $15,000,000 be budgeted in Year 1
with the remainder coming in Year 2.
As outlined in the Milestones section, there will be key decision points along the way that may affect the
cash flow requirements. Coalition leadership and staff is committed to working closely with CIB staff to
navigate the cash flow demands in a concerted manner.

Additional Requested Information
The Large Infrastructure Set-Aside Fund application requests information in several categories. Most of
these topics have been addressed in the forgoing pages. The topics that have not been addressed above
will be discussed below:

Property Ownership
The railway corridor options include a broad mix of private, state, federal, and tribal lands. The planning
effort will further quantify the right-of-way needs and result in an acquisition plan.

Overall Schedule
The Coalition is aware that there is significant interest in moving the project forward as efficiently as
possible to begin positively impacting the quality of life in the Basin. There are several risks to the
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schedule but completing construction within five years is reasonable based on conversations with
several political and regulatory personnel.
Significant milestones and the associated target dates follow:
Schedule Milestone

Begin Planning Project
Conceptual Engineering, Environmental Baseline, Operating Plan
(Milestone 1)
Completion of NEPA, Preliminary Engineering (Milestone 2)
Completion of Final Design and Bid Package Prep (Milestone 3)
Select Contractor and Begin Construction
First Train

Completion Date
November 15, 2018
November 1, 2019
October 1, 2020
April 1, 2021
June 1, 2021
November 1, 2023

Operating Budget
The operating budget will be calculated and confirmed as part of the planning project.

Applicant Debt
The Coalition has no debt.

Procurement Policies
The Coalition’s procurement policy is attached.

Permits
The Coalition is not required to obtain permits for a planning project.

Impacts
The planning project would identify and evaluate the impacts, both positive and negative.

Request to Suspend Rules and Fund Immediately
The schedule for the rail planning project is urgent. The initial CIB application was submitted on
February 1, 2018. CIB and Coalition staff have been coordinating closely during the past several months
to ensure that any significant questions have been answered and that there is a clear path forward.
Additionally, the project needs to be approved and built as soon as possible to capitalize on current
positive momentum and support. Several of the elements that will be addressed by the planning project
are on the “critical path” schedule, including the environmental approvals, STB permitting, right-of-way
planning, and funding procurement. The sooner the project is started, the sooner the significant benefits
will be realized.
The Coalition respectfully requests that the rules be suspended and that the project be funded
immediately.
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Attachment B: Procurement Policy

Attachment C : Public Outreach

SEVEN COUNTY
INFRASTRUCTURE
~ COALITION
SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION
MEETING MINUTES
February 9, 2018 at 10:00 a.m.
1385 S. State Street, Salt Lake City, UT 84115
(435) 636-3214

Prescnt: Phil Lyman, Jac Potier, Jack Lytle, Ken Burdick, Ken May, Brad Horrocks, Lynn
Siltcrud.
Also in attendance - Mike McKee, Brian Barton, Seth Oveson, Eric Johnson.
Absent: None.

Attended telephonically: None.

I. Welcome (Phit Lyman)

All Prescnt
2 . Meeting Minutes of January 13,2018 meeting (Phil Lyman)

Motion to approve January 13, 2018 minutes by Commissioner May. seconded by
Commissioner Horrocks. Unanimously approved 7-0.
3. Public Comment (Phil Lyman)

Pam Juliano introduced Randy Parker. Randy Parker, Rural Development Director for
Utah USDA, he invited everyone to meet and familiarize themselves with USDA and its
programs that provide support the rural communities.
4. Finance Director Report and approvaJ of Expenses (Seth Oveson)

The following invoices were presented for approval.
Vendor

Invoice #

ETJ Law Inc

1301

ETJ Law In

1300

Amount

Description

$2,250.00 Legal 1-70 Extension
$812.50

Legal Pipeline Project
ll Page

ETJ Law Inc

1295

$750.00

ETJ Law Inc

1294

$4,875.00

ETJ Law Inc

1293

$18,670.00 Legal - not project specific

ETJ Law Inc

1299

$18,875.00 Lega l - not project specific

Legal 1-70 Extension

Legal Pipeline Project

Jones & DeMille
Eng
Jones & DeMille
Eng
Jones & DeM ille
Eng
Jones & DeMille
Eng
Jones & DeMill e
Eng
Jones & DeMille
Eng
Jones & DeMille
Eng
Jones & DeM ille
Eng
Jones & DeM ille
Eng

0117620

$1,111.20 Transportation Corridor mgmt.

0117619

$2,555 .30 Pipeline project

0117618

$1,821.10 Leland Bench Ut il ities

CIVCO Engineering
Inc

2018104

San Juan Record

153541

KNJ Consulting

1802

$2076.07

Mike McKee

Jan 2018

$309.21

ETJ Law Inc

1331

$8,812.50

Legal - not project specific

ETJ Law Inc

1330

$4,125.00

l...cgal Pipeline project

ETJ Law Inc

1329

$21,576.96

SCIC 2-6-201 8

$7,692.84

Marc T. Eckels

0117617
0117482

$18,699.74 Category 8 Planning
$180.00 Transportation Corridor mgmt.

0117483

$54,825.77

Upgrader Utility Project

0117484

$23,028.51

Category 8 Planning

0117485

$2,983.00 Pipeline Project

0117486

$6,667.50 Sevier County documentation &
planning
$90,266.34 1-70 Transportation Corridor
Engineering
$21.00 Coalition meeting schedule notice

Pipeline Consultant
Travel Reimbursement - Director

Legal Rail-Uinta

Pipeline Consultant
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Hatch, James and
Dodge

31312

$1,581.11

Leland Bench Uti lities

Moti on to approve by Commi ssioner Lytle, seco nded by Commissioner Horrocks.
Unanimously approved 7-0.
5. Int roduction of Municipa l Advi sor (Eric Johnson / Zions)
Marcus Keller and Alex Buxton introduced themselves. Coming up to speed on Coalition
projects. Zions team will attend meetings as invited. Zions team is exci ted to work with
the Coalition and support as needed.
6. Public Hearing on CIB Rail fundin g application - $30M illion (Eric Johnson)
Jae Potter clarified this application for funding is a $30Million total, which includes the
$ 10Million previously approved for application in the January 2018 meeting. This
amends, and not resci nds, the previ ous em application.
Motion to enter Public Hearing by Commiss ioner Horrocks, seconded by Commissioner
Sitterud. Unanimously approved 7-0.
No Public Comment
Moti on to exit Publi c Hearing by Commissioner Lytle, seconded by Commissioner
Potter. Unanim ously approved 7-0.
7. Resolution on CIB rail funding application for $30Million (Eric Johnson)
Moti on to approve by Commissioner Potter, seconded by Commiss ioner Burdick.
Unanimously approved 7-0.
8. Presentation on Green River Natural Gas (Mike Mckee/McCandless)
Mike McCandless was introduced by Mike Mckee. Mr. McCandless is the utility
consultant to Green River. Green River City worked with Questar from 2004-2010.
Since 2010 the City has been working on natural gas on its own. Sunrise is the
engineering firm for this project. Phase 1 study is done. Phase 2 study is underway to
get rights of way. The project distance is 16 miles to get gas to city and then a
distribution system in city. EPA and CIB helped fund the study . EPA may be able to
fund half of $7.5 Mi ll ion project. The city is interested in managing the natural gas
di stribution. The Coalition may be interested in the natural gas pipeline to the city.
Looking at funding options. EPA process should be done by April.
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9. Resolution to support Green River Natural Gas (Mike McKee)
Motion to approve by Commissioner Horrocks, seconded by Commissioner May.
Unanimously approved 7-0.
10. Presentation by Utah Thorium (Eric Johnson/Edouard Saget)
Edouard Saget indicated that Utah Thorium is a combination of scientists and
entrepreneurs working on a Molten Salt Reactor (Thorium).
Dr. Sheldon Hansen (Scientist): A molten salt reactor cannot melt down like traditional
nuclear reacto rs. Fukush ima Japan (nuclear facility) is very interested in Dr. Hansen's
inventions. Molten salt reactors have no carbon em issions. Plasma gasification for coal
industry. C02 is a by-product of a molten salt reactor/power plant.
Commissioner May: Thorium energy has great potential for low cost power and in
sma ll er generat ion un its. Technology first developed in 1940's. Med ical isotope
potential. Thorium is fair ly plentifu l.
Mike McKee: The other Thorium company is also Utah based.
11. Resolution creating Thorium subcommittee (Mike McKee)
Sub~commiUee

consisting of Executive Director Mike McKee, Commissioner Ken May,
Comm issioner Phil Lyman and Commissioner Lynn Sitterud.
Motion to approve by Commissioner Lyman, seconded by Commissioner Sitterud.
Unan imously approved 7-0.
12. Resolution approving RFQ on Rail pre-feasibility level engineering alignment and cost
estimate (Mike McKee)
HDR study [rom 2016/2017 outlined next steps. This RFQ is to pursue these next steps /
options. The RFQ will be publ ished in rai l publ ications to connect with appropriate
candidates in the Rail industry. The RFQ will also be prov ided to others that we know.
Motion to approve by Commissioner Horrocks, seconded by Comm issioner Burdick.
Unanimously approved 7~0.
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13. Resolution approving RFQ on waxy crude consultant (Mike McKee)
Marc Eckels has done a great job working with the Coalition on the oil pipeline. This
RFQ is for a waxy crude consultant with experience with the Ute Tribe and technical data
regarding waxy crude.
Motion to approve by Commissioner Horrocks, seconded by Commissioner Burdick.
Unanimously approved 7-0.

14. Executive Director Report (Mike McKee)
Oil Pipeline: Met with Chevron. Chevron has removed heaters from the pipeline and has
no interest in reactivating the healed pipeline.
Lube Oil Refinery: Met with Uintah Advantage. Uintah Advantage assigned rights of
way to Coalition, and signed Master Agreement. Uintah Advantage's business model is
to pay WTI prices on up to 40,000 Bopd. The goal is to be in production by first quarter
2021.

Resolution to approve LOI with Uintah Advantage.
MOlion to approve by Commissioner Horrocks, seconded by Commissioner Burdick.
Unanimous ly approved 7-0.
Other Utilities: Found 1,500 acre feet of water. Potential revenue project for the
Coalition.
SR-88l0 1-70: Troy OsUcr, CIVCO Engineering, mel wilh BLM and Slake holders in
Moab and San Juan & Grand Counties. Alignment to be finalized. Legislature approving
and $3.5M illiion over two years to complete EIS is in process. This also puts this project
on the State Roads priority list.
Broadband: Broadband in Daggett is a go and moving forward. Funding is approved.
Will start this summer. Contract duration will need to be extended to get it all done.
Trails: Awaiting signatures from the CID. Per Brian Barton, Jones and DeMille is
creating a regional trails plan for all of the counties in the Coalition.
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Update on Thorium Energy: The subcommittee will work more closely w/Alpha Tech.
Resolution to approve NDA with Alpha Tech.
Motion to approve by Commissioner Lytle, seconded by Commissioner May.
Unanimously approved 7~O.
Other: Mike Thanked the cm for everything.

15. Monthly Infrastructure Report/Study Update (Jones & DeMille)
Getting Zion's Bank up to speed on projects & existing financial tools. Ridge Road
moving forward. Sevier County coming to a conclusion. Winding down petroleum
pipeline. Dashboard sheet available to all commissioners. Teeing up next steps for
projects. The Coalition board has access to the data via passwords provided by JDE.
16. Miscellaneous
The Coalition'S March 91h meeting will also be held in Salt Lake City at this same
location (Cm Building), 1385 S. State Street, Sail Lake City, UT 84115.
17. Ctosed (executive) Session pursuant to §52-4-205 (Eric Johnson)

(potential real estate acquisition, trade secret related to procurement, personnel
competency)
Motion to enter closed session by Commissioner May, seconded by Commissioner Lytle.
Unanimously approved 7~O.
Motion to leave closed session by Commissioner Lytle, seconded by Commissioner
Horrocks. Unanimously approved 7-0.
18. Motion to adjourn (Phil Lyman)

Motion to adjourn by Commissioner Horrocks. Meeting closed by acclimation.
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Motion to approve meeting minutes by Commissioner
Commissioner U--on-CI c:
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SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION

Carbon
Daggett
Duchesne
Emery
San Juan
Sev ier
Uintah

C2 (t

c~)\e-k

' seconded by

VOTI NG:

Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Yea L 'No _
Yea
No
~f....~
Yea z No _
Yea L No _
Yea _ No ----"ChS.v1l
Yea ,..- No
Yea ~ No _

Co-Chair Phil Lyman

Q

.~
Jaep tter

ATTEST:

Eric John n
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EXHIBIT 16

~~:9TICE
Entity: Seven County Infrastructure Coalition
Body: Governing Board
S."Jeet:

PublicWOlb

Notice no.:

Public Heuing

M..tbIz: LoeaUoD=

1S2E.looN.
"'"'"

84078

Oct:obc:r 11, 2018
Octobc:r 11, 2018 01:30 PM
Th, S.ven County Infrastructure
Collllt1on 11111 hold I Public Hurlnl to rlceivt! Inpvt 'fI'OII

the public !11th respect to In Ipp11cltion to the Connunlty
llPiIct BOiII'd 'for thl Riil project 'for $27,!IIe,"', and

rellted IIItters. The publ1c is iooted to .ttend end

provide connents.

Nodee ofSpedII

AceD

""edn.:

Notice ofEleetrollic: or
teIeplaOlle JMU1IdpatloJl.:

In compu.cc with the AmcricIIII willl DillbilitiCI Act,
individualJ needing IPcciII. l",oom",,>d,tiODll (incJnding IU'jljrgy
cO!Inmmjcative IidI and 1Cl'Vioc:.) during tbiI mcocti:ag Ihould
notifY Lm Perez .t 435-636-3228.
CoDtact Lori Perez lit 435-636-3228.

0Iller 1IIfonIII1dIoJa:
COIltaet IafonaWioA:

Hetlbcr B. HDyt
(43.5)219-1362
7CouDtyUtab@gmail,oom

Octobcr09, 2018 04:.53 PM
Octuber09, 2018 04:.53 PM
Prtnted from Utah's Public NoUCil WflbsIte (htlp:lJpmn.utah.govI)

EXHIBIT 17

. SEVEN COUNTY
INFRASTRUCTURE
···OALITION
SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION
MEETING MINUTES
October 11, 2018 at 1:30 p.m.
152 E. 100 N., Vernal, UT 84078

Present: Jae Potter, Brad Horrocks, Lynn Sitterud & Greg Todd
Also in attendance - Mike McKee, Eric Johnson, Doug Rasmussen, Kristi Sharp, Brian Barton,
Mike Hawley
Absent: Phil Lyman, Jack Lytle, Ken May
Attended telephonically: N/A

1. Welcome / Pledge of Allegiance (Jae Potter)

2. Meeting Minutes of September 14, 2018 meeting (Jae Potter)
Motion to approve September 14, 2018 minutes by Commissioner Horrocks, seconded by
Commissioner Todd. Unanimously approved 4-0-3 absent.
3. Public Comment (Jae Potter)
No comments from public.
4. Finance Director Report and approval of Expenses (Smuin, Rich & Marsing)
The following invoices were presented for approval.

4837-7196-4024/C0002-001
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October

a, 2018
Vendor

Invoitel!

Amollnt

Description

Grant

2018409

Cm,;cior

1395
ETJ law
Smuin, Rich & Marsin
Mike McKee

Marc T. Eckels

Total Payment Approval

$

93,438.43

Doug highlighted Kristi Sharp's diligent efforts with the cm on reimbursements. Mike
McKee offered his thanks for the Smuin Rich Marsing team efforts in obtaining timely
reimbursements from the CIB. Mike McKee also asked to review the profit and loss
summary prior to the monthly meetings with Doug. Brad Horrocks noted that Mike
McKee is doing a great job with all the travel he does on so little expenses. Thanks!
Commissioner Horrocks confirmed the dollar amount of $93,438.43 and then made a
Motion to approve, seconded by Commissioner Sitterud. Unanimously approved 4-0-3
absent.
Commissioner Horrocks exited the meeting at this point.
5. Executive Director Report (Mike McKee)
Rail Study Update:
The Coalition's Rail application will be heard in the CIB's November 8th meeting in
Moab.
Leland Bench:
Discussions with Uintah Water Conservancy District and Ouray Park Improvement
District on coordinating Green River water rights ..
Thorium Energy Center of Excellence:
A meeting will be held next week at the Governor's office regarding getting this project
in the legislative budget.

4837-7196-4024 /C0002-001
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Eastern Connector Road:
Moving forward and legislative appropriation was received.
Western States Rural National Gas Initiative:
Bergen Eskildsen, of the Governor's Office of Energy Development, provided an update.
He indicated that they are working on opening markets for local natural gas.
Commissioner Potter asked if there is a timeframe. No known timeframe at this time.
Both Duchesne and Uintah Counties also contributed.

6. Public Hearing on Rail CIB Application for $27,900,000 (Mike McKee)
Mike McKee provided background that the Coalition previously applied for $30,000,000
for Rail. This application revises the value to $27,900,000, to be utilized over a 2 year
timeframe. The Coalition is on the CIB's agenda for the November 8th meeting regarding
this application. Eric Johnson provided further background that several studies were
done by HDR and R.L. Banks with routes to Colorado. Both studies indicated the Rail is
viable, however, not at a rate of return that would entice private industry. Therefore, it
would be appropriate for a public body to proceed with the Rail project for the public
good. Eric Johnson indicated that a meeting was held with the Build America Bureau
earlier this year. The Coalition will seek federal funding for the Rail project, which is
estimated at $lAB and the Coalition qualifies for an interest rate of approximately 1.7%,
half of the current federal interest rate, which would be locked in at the start of
construction of the project. The Build America Bureau that administers the federal
funding also indicated that $35B in funding has been set aside for rail projects such as
this.
Commissioner Horrocks re-joined the meeting at this point in time.
Motion to go into Public Hearing by Commissioner Todd, seconded by Commissioner
Horrocks. Unanimously approved 4-0-3 absent.
Public comment:
Scott Hagman asked how Colorado feels about this project.
Mike McKee stated that meetings have been held·with leaders and commissioners in
Craig and Rifle Colorado, as well as a meeting with Kathleen Stacks of the Colorado
Governor's Office of Energy. All of the Colorado participants seemed excited. Mr.
McKee indicated that Ms. Stacks sent a letter to all government agencies in Colorado, to
which no objections were received.
4837-7196-4024/C0002-001
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Brad Horrocks indicated overwhelming support from industry.
Motion to close Public Hearing by Commissioner Todd, seconded by Commissioner
Horrocks. Unanimously approved 4-0-3 absent.
7. Resolution 2018-10A Approving Cody Deeter as Municipal Advisor for Utilities for
Lube Oil Refinery (Mike McKee)
Discussion of agenda item #6 was postponed until Commissioner Horrocks could re-join
the meeting. The Coalition Board proceeded to introduce the background and purpose of
agenda item #7, the Public Hearing (see more below).
Mike McKee indicated his confidence in Cody Deeter as well-suited for this project. In
order for the Board of Water Resources to fund the water utility for the Lube Oil
Refinery, they require the entity to fund 15%. Mike McKee indicated the Coalition is in
a position to meet the Board's requirements. Approving this resolution includes
approving Mike Mckee to sign the agreement with Mr. Deeter.
Motion to approve by Commissioner Horrocks, seconded by Commissioner Todd.
Unanimously approved 4-0-3 absent.
8. Resolution 2018-lOB Approving CIB Rail application (Mike McKee)
Motion to approve by Commissioner Todd, seconded by Commissioner Horrocks.
Unanimously approved 4-0-3 absent.
9. Finalizing Rail Planning Selection Committee (Mike McKee)
Selection Committee will include: Executive Director, Engineer, Attorney, Uintah,
Duchesne & Sevier county commissioners.
10. Monthly Infrastructure Report/Study Update (Jones and DeMille)
Additional information on the utilities for Lube Oil Refinery.
11. Legal report on Rail (Eric Johnson)
Prior practice of crn and prior position of the Attorney General's office indicate that the
,/-~

(
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cm can fund the rail project from general CIB funds and not draw on Throughput funds.
12. Closed (executive) Session for (potential real estate acquisition, trade secret related to
procurement, personnel competency) pursuant to §S2-4-20S (Eric Johnson)
Motion to enter closed session at 2:52 p.m. by Commissioner Sitterud, seconded by
Commissioner Todd. Unanimously approved 4-0-3 absent.
Motion to re-enter open session by Commissioner Sitterud, seconded by Commissioner
Horrocks. Roll call vote and unanimously approved 4-0-3 absent.
13. Motion to adjourn (Jae Potter)
Motion to adjourn by Commissioner Horrocks, seconded by Commissioner Sitterud.
Adjourned by acclimation.

4837-7196-4024/C0002-001
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Motion to approve meeting minutes by Commissioner )..\"
Commissioner ~ to' rcA \ c,...l:

tC.c.1::.s

, seconded by
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SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION VOTING:
Carbon
Daggett
Duchesne
Emery
Sanjuan
Sevier
Uintah

Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
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STAT E OF UTAH
OF I' ICE Of T ilE ATTORN I!¥ GENERA l;

SEAN D . REYES
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Spencer E. Austin

Ric Cantrell

CI*I or s,~~

Cr»o! C,,,,,n;.I Otpu\y

Tyler R, Green

Brian L Tarbet

SoI<","" G<rnotOll

C/\it/ Ci.,
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October 17,2018

via U.S. Mail and E-mail
Eric Johnson
5995 S. Redwood Road
Salt Lake City, Utah 84123
cric@bcjlaw.ncl

Dear Mr. Johnson:
The PCOl1ancnt Community Impact Fund Board (CIB) received on September 13, 201 8,
an Application from the Seven County Infrastructure Coalit ion (SCIC) for a loan of $27,900,000
from the Major Infrastruc ture Set Aside Fund for Uinta Basin Rail Line plannin g (Application or
Proposed Project). As counsel to the CIB , ] have rev iewed the Application for compliance with
slate and federa l law. SCIC's Proposed Proj ect rJises several serious questions about whether it
is an eligible project and whether it constihltes "econom ic development" and an improper usc of
publi c fund s for private purposes in violation offederal and state Jaw. In addition, as explained
be low, before the ClB can properly consider the Application, it requires further infonnation from

SCIC.
In 1976 Congress amended the Minera l Leasing Act (MLA), significantly expanding the
allowable uses of mineral lease monies to fund planning, construction and maintenance of public
facilities, and provision of public services. It explained: "Too many of the revenue sharing
provisions restrict the use o f funds to only a few governmental services-most often the
construction and maintenance of roads and school s.") Yet, " local governments are called upon to
provide many other services to the federal lands or as a direct or indirect result of activities on
the Federal lands. These services include as enforcement; search rescue and emergency; public
health; sewage disposal; library; hospital; recreation; and other general local government
serv ices."2 However, local governments must provide these services without the ability to tax

S. Rep. No. 1262, 94th Congo 2d Sess. 9 (1976); Public Lands and Local Government Funds
Act, P.L. 94-565, 90 Stat. 2662 (1976).
I

' [d.
160 E. 300 S .• Firm FtooR ' P.O. BOX 140857. SAlT LAKe CITY. UT 84114-0857
TELE?HONe: (801) 366-0353' F.-.x: (801) 366-0352

those activities , such as mineral lease development, laking place on federa l lan d. Imponantly, in
expand in g the allowable uses ofmincrdll easc funds, Congress rejected a request from the
Department of the Interior 10 eliminate all limitations and to allow the monies to be uscd for any
public purpose. 3
In 1993, the Stale of Utah, Office of the Attorney General (OAG) issued an Opinion
analyzing this legislative hi story and the allowable uses of minera l lease funds under the MLA
and Utah law. Since that time, the CIB has relied upon the analyses and legal concl usions of the
1993 Opinion, which explains:
Congress recognized that local commumt les need the funds to ass ist them in
building governmental infrastmcture nnd providing local governmental services
during the boom and bust cycles that accompany natura l resources development.
By restricting the use of the fund s to planning, construction and maintenance of
public facilities, and to th e provision of public services, Congress provided a source
of funding for traditional local governmental services that are impacted, such as
Jaw enforcement, public health, and governmental faci l ities:~
While the iegislatjve history of the MLA does not provide a complete list of all eligi ble
projects, it docs provide a methodology to delennine eligible projects using the lists of traditional
local governmental services in the congressional reports. Utah statutes also offer clear examples:
parks, recreation facilities, open space, and tra il s;s public safety facilities;6 police and fire
protection;7 environmental mitigation;8 garbage coll ection and disposal;9 street lighting; 10
emergency dispatch; LI cemeteries; 12 animal shelter and control;l] water rights and water suppl y,
treatment, storage, and di stribution faciliti es; 14 wastewater collection and treatment faci lit ies; IS
storm water, drainage, and fl ood control faciliti es;16 sewage facili ties;17 road facilities;18
correctional and rehabililative facili ties and programs for prisoners; 19 and hea lth care. 20

' Id.
Utah Attorney General Opinion 92~03 at 4.
, Utah Code Ann. § 40-1 0-2S(2)(d); § 63M-S-302(1); § 17D-I -20 I; § 78B -2-21 6.
, Utah Code Ann. § 17D- I-20 1; § 11-36a- 102(16)-(18).
7 Utah Code Ann. § 17-27a-403(3)(b).
'Utah Code Ann. § 11 -360- 102(16)-(18).
'Utah Code Ann . § 170-1-1 20 1.
10 Jd.
II Jd.

4

12

[d .

Id.
" Utah Code Ann. § 11-36a-1 02(1 6)-(18); § 17-27a-403(3)(b); § 73- lOd- l ; § 78B-2-216.
IS ld.
161d.
17 Utah Code Ann . § 17-27a-403(3)(b).
"Utah Code Ann. § 11-36a-I02(16)-(18).
"Utah Code Ann. § 17D-I-1 20 1.
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With this infonnat ion in mind, the 1993 Opini on concluded-and the C18 has
consistentl y determined- th at "economic developmeni" is not a proper or eli gible project under
the MLA. Economic development usually means assistance to private businesses in their
operations. The expectati on that economic development acti vity may provide jobs, taxes, and
other benefits that may accrue Lo benefit the community may j ustify governmental entities in
spending their genera l fund manics for economic development. However, it is not a proper use of
mineral lease monies. Thus, the CIB has limited eli gible projects to Iraditionallocal
governmental faci lities and services, like those di scussed above and referenced in the legislati ve
history and Utah law.
1n addition to the MLA , three legal sources limit the ability o f the e lB to fund economic
development project s to aiel private enti ties: (a) the Utah Constitution; (b) the elB statute ; and
(c) the ClB Rul es.
The Utah Constitution prohibits the CIB from funding projects to benefit private entities.
The Utah Supreme Court in Ufah Technology Finance Corp. v. Wilkinson recognized that under
the Utah Constitution, it is "the principal of law that public funds cannot be expended for private
pUrposes.,,2 1 And , in Tribe v. Salt Lake City Corp., the Court held "the fundam ental test" of
constitutionality of the use o f public fund s is whether the proposed proj ect "is designed to
promote the pub li c int erest, as opposed to the fmtherance of the advantage of individuals." 22 A
project should not he rejected "because of the fact that , incidental to the main purpose, there
results an advantage to ind ividuals:>23
This const itutional limitation is discussed in several Utah OAG Opinions. Opin.ion 84-80
concluded that the cm could not fund the construction of a city golf course on privately-owned
land . Similarly, Opinion 78-297 determined that using state hmds for a dry land terrace
demonstration on private land was unconstitutional. It offered a simple lest: if the benefits of the
proposed project to private entities are direct, the project is unconst itutional .24 If the benefits are
merely incidental to the accompl ishment of the public purpose of the expenditure, the project
might be constitutional.2s
The Utah Legislature has also directed the cm to fund only public projects for public
entities - state agcncies, subdivisions, and interloeal agenci es:
It is the intent oflhc Legislature to make avai lable funds received by the state from

federal mincmJ lease revenues ... to be used for the allev iation of social, economic,

" 723 P.2d 406, 41 2 (Utah 1986).
22 540 P.2d 499 (Utah 1975).
23 Id. See also Utah HOllsing Finance Agency v. Smart, 561 P .2d 1052, 1055 (1977) ("While it is
improper to spend public fund s for private purposes, such private benefits incidental to a
dominant public purpose do not detract from the constitutionality of the legislation .")
24 Utah Attorney General Opinion 78-297.
2S Jd.
3

and public finance impacts resulting from the development of natural resources in
this state, subject to the limitations prov id ed for in [30 U.5.c. § 191 ].26
And, as with the MLA , the eIB statutc limits the C IB to runding public proj ects - public
plan ning, construction and maintenance or public racilities, and provi sion o r public serv ices. 27
The C IS Ru le R990-8-3(J) likewise directs the CIB to fund only projects for public
enti ties: "All applicants must demonstrate that the facilities or serv ices provided wi ll be available
and open to the general public and that the proposed funding assistance is not merely a device to
pass along low interest government financing to the private sector."
Here, SClC's Application raises many serious questions abollt whether the Proposed
Project is trul y a public project as defined under rederal and state law, whether expending
restricted mineral lease funds outside of Utah is consistent with federal and state law, and
whether the Proposed Proj ect constitutes improper economic development.
First, serious questions exist as to whether SCiC's Proposed Project const itutes an
eligible public project under the MLA and state law. An application requesti ng $27.9 million to
conduct a variety of preliminary work ror a 150- to ISO-mile railroad project is inconsistent with
the examples of eligible projects found in the MLA's legislative history or in Utah law. 28
Second , SClC's Application raises serious questions about whether ils requested grant
will be used for the MLA' s intended purpose: alleviating the burden of impacts from mineral
development on local communities. Instead, it appears the Proposed Project may actually
exacerbate current burdens and create new burdens associated with increased mineral
development. SCIC' s economic analysis relies heavily upon a model that will significantly
increase oil production in order for the railroad to become economically viable. SClC
representati ves have cl aimed that tbe railroad will provide a transportation alternative to trucks
that are currentl y used to haul crude oil, which cause pollution, traffic, and accidents. 29 However,
the CIB 's experts believe that even if the railroad is bui lt, truck traffic to Sa lt Lake City area
refi neries will still occur at relatively similar levels to those currenUy experi enced. And , even if
truck traffic is reduced, a signi ficant increase in oi l production will nevertheless increase burdens
to local communities-not all eviate these burdens, as required by the MLA.
Third, serious questions exist as to whether SCIC's Proposed Project constitutes
"economic development" because it will improperly aid private entities with public fund s. Whil e
SCIC claims that a resu lt of the Proposed Project may be more royalties for the cm to distribute
(along with jobs and revenue for the counties),30 at bottom, the Proposed Project wi ll first and
primarily benefit private businesses (i.e., oil companies). For increased royaltics to flow to the
crn and local governments, oil companies must first obtain or increase production. thus

" Utah Code Ann . § 35A-8-301(1).
27 Utah Code Ann. § 35A-8-J05(1)(a).
28 See supra.
29 See Seplember 19,20 18 Memorandum provided to the Utah OAG by SCIC, at 3.
30 App. Addendum at I .
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primarily increasing profits for these private enti ties. Indeed, SCIC ' s Application admits as
much: "rtj he winners wou ld be the producers, royalty reci pients . .. and tax ing authorities.... ") 1
The RL Banks study makes this even more clear: " the ultimate goal of the [Uinta Railroad] is to
provide prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers wi th the lowest cost transportation option between
the Uinta Basin and national markets .... ,,)2 Also: " ... the ultimate goal of constructing the
prospecti ve rai lroad is to advance the economic development of the Uinta Basin .... ,,33 The
MLA expressly forbids this use of mineral lease funds.
Fou rth , SCIC's Appli cation raises serious questions about the expenditure of state fund s
outside of Utah because approximately two-thirds of th e mileage for the rail line will be located
in Colorado. SC IC has allempted to address thi s issue in meetings and communications with the
OAG. Specifica ll y, SCiC has mentioned a 2016 mccting wi th Assistant Attorneys General Susan
Eisenman and Wade Farraway about the Swinging Bridge, a proposed project located in
Colorado, a few miles across the border from Daggett County.34 SC IC applied to the CIB for
mineral lease funds to replace tbe bridge in Colorado. sere wi thdrew its application when the
OAG advised that the cm could not fund the project because it had no nexus to Utah. sc rC's
communications claim the OAG based its opinion on the cm statute, Utah Code Aml. 3SA-S30 I (I), which slates:
It is the intent of the legislature to make avai lable funds received by the slate from
federal mineral lease revenues under Section 59-2 1-2, bonus payments on fede ral
oil shale lease tracts U-A and U-B, and all other bonus payments on federal mineral
leases to be used for the alleviation of social, economic, and public finance impacts
resulting from the development of natural resources in thi s state, subject to the
limitations provided for in Section 35 of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920.
The OAG fo cused on the above phrase, "in this state," concluding it restricts the eIB [rom using
mineral lease funds for projects outside of Utah. JS SCIC's communications clai m that the OAG
statcd that mineral lease funds can only be used for "a public facility having a 'nexus'" to Utah. 36
This appears to extend the OAG's opinion beyond the advice given at the 20 16 meeting
regarding the Swinging Bridge. It is located entirely outside of the State of Utah, and therefore,
the OAG offered advice only about the project before it: a project wi th no nexus to Utah. No
evidence exists that the OAO offered an opinion or advice regarding a hypothetical project not
under consideration: one with at least some nexus to Utah.
In addi tion to the argument above, SCIC's communications have also offered a contrary
argumcnt about the CIB statute: "the phrase ' in this slate' indicates thatlhe mineral lease
reven ues Utah receives only come from the development of natural resources' in this stale' and

311d.
32

RL Banks study at 66.

33 Jd. at

67.

See June 1,2018 Memorandum provided to the Utah OAG; Sept. 19 Mem.; April 10, 20 18
email from Eric Johnson to Utah OAG.
3S June Mem . at 1-2; Sept. 19 Mem. at 2.
36 Sept. Mem. at 2.
34
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are to be used to alleviate the ' impacts reslillingfrom' the development of natural resources in
this state. "37 And the phrase mere ly exists to mirror language in the federal MLA J3
This argument is nawed for several reasons. It foc uses on one phrase in a single
subsection of the C IB statute and ignores the remainder of the statute and its greater context ,
which make c lear that the OB's mineral lease funds should be used within Utah . For example,
the followin g subsection in the crn statute states:
The pU'1lose o f this part is to maximize the long term benefit of funds deri ved from
these lease revenues and bonus payments by fostering funding mechanisms which
wi ll , consistent wilh sound financ ial practices, result in the greatest use or financial
resources for the greoteSf number of citizens of Ihis slate, with priority given to
those communit ies designated as impacted by the development of natuml resou rces
covered by the Mineral Leasing ACl. J9
In addi tion, and as di scussed above, the le gislati ve his tory of the federal MiA makes clear
Congress ' intent was to a lleviate impacts [rom mineral development in those communities where
the development takes place.
SCiC ' s communications have a lso cl aimed that a "narrow construc tion" oflhe la nguage
in Utah' s statute "wou ld arguably prohibit the CIS from funding an array of projects that it has
been funding in areas of Utah Ihat are nol heavi ly impacted by mineral development. .. .',40
However, no such projects have been identified. To the extent the argument refers 10 projects in
Utah cou nti es with little mineral production , this argument is flawed because the em statute
provides cri leria for determining an appl icant ' s eligibi lity for mineral lease funds. And
importantly, it states: "The impact board sha ll make grants and loans from the amounts
appropriated by the Legislature out of the impact fund to ::ilate agencies, subdivisions, and
inter/ocal agencies Lhat are or may be socia lly or economically impacted. directly or indirectly,
by m inera l resource development. .. :>41.
Si milarly, SClC' s communications have asse rted that the CIB may fund SCIC's Proposed
Project because SClC's request for $27.9 million is a small portion of the overall cost of the ra il
project (approximately $1.5 billion).42 SCIC has claimed that the planning funds " can be
allocated to the Utah side of the project.'>4J However, SCIC ' s communications have not offered
any explanation for how thi s could be accomplished, and il seems qu ite difficult in practice. For
example. SCIC ' s request seeks fun ding for National Environmental Policy Act planning, which
must analyze the enti re project area, not separate out the Utah and Colorado portions .44 Likewi se,

37 June Mem. at 1-2 (emphasis in Mem.).
38 Jd.
39 35A-8-30 1(2).
40 June 1 Memo at 2.
41 Utah Code Ann. 35A-8-305 (emphasis add ed).
42 June I Mem . at 4.
4J /d.
" See 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321, el seq.
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studies such as engineering, modeling, and freight analysis, wh ich all appear to appl y to the
entire project, and arc not easi ly apportionable by state boundary.
fift h, SC IC' s Application raises questions as to whether it qua lifies as " planning" as
defined by statute or the ClB's general practices. SCIC's Appli cat ion requests funding to :
conduct studies, environmental and regulatory permitt ing, rail line engineeri ng and design , right o f-way planning, revenue analyses, grant procu rement, legal services, public involvement, and
admin istrative/program managemenl. 4S ·J·raditionally, the C IB has nol considered these items as
"plannin g" under the MLA or Utah' s statute. For example, engincering and design services aTe
generall y paid as part of project costs, 110t as part of a planning grant. Likewise, the CIS has not
genera lly fu nded environmenta l and regu latory penlli lting as part of a planning granl.-16 Thus,
SCIC's characterization of its Application as "plannin g" seems inconsistent with law and
prac ti cc.~7

In addit ion to the serious concerns raised above about compliance with fed eral and state
law, SCIC's Application rai ses additional concerns with the CIB ' s rules. sere's Application
requests the crn suspend its rules and fund the Proposed Proj ect immediately. Utah Admin .
Code R990-8-4 states: " In instances of bona fid e public safety or health emergencies or for other
compelling reasons, the Board may suspend the provisions of thi s section and accept , process,
review and authorize funding of an application on an expedited basis." SClC has not met the
burden required under this rule. It has not cited any bona fide public safety or health emergency,
nor has it offered "other compelling reasons." SCiC' s Application mercly sta tes that " the project
needs to bc approved and bui lt as soon as possible to capitalize on current positi ve momentum
and support.,,48 49 Any app licant could offer the sallle reasoning for any project. Thus, und er the
CTS's rul es, serc's Application should be considered submi tted for review in the second
trimester, wi th a funding meeting in February 20 1 9.~o
Finally . to properl y consider SCye's Application, th e elB requires the fo llowing
information: 51

App. Addcndum at 4-7.
Wi th few lim ited exceptions, the CIS has not funded legal services (except for bonding
services) for any type of project or pl anning grant or loan.
47 In addition, the cm Rules state: "Planning grants and studies normally require a fifty percent
cash contribution by the applicant." R990-8-3(D). SCIC does not have any cash match for thi s
application.
48 App. Addendum at 10.
49 The App lication also erroneously states that it was submitted on February 1,2018. While
SCIC s ubmit1ed an application on that date, it was, by SCIC's own admission, incomplete, and
lacking the studies and information required under the law. 'nle em considers that application
withdrawn. Thus, to clari fy: the application under consideration by the c m was received on
September 13.20 18.
,. Utah Admin. Code R990-8-4(2).
51 Consistent with the ClS Rule R990-8-3(A), the c m staff reserves it right to hold SCIC 's
Application until thi s infonnation is received.
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•

SCIC's Application lacks a detailed description of costs. The eIB staff and the OAG
have repeatedly asked for greater detail in a cost breakdown. 52 SeIe representatives have
agreed to provide this informacion on several occasions, but have not done so. Please
provide this information immediately.
scrc's Application mentions discussions with county and local officials in Colorado.
Has SCIC held discussions with officials in Colorado state government? If so, please
provide written documentation. If not, please explain why.
SCIC's Application mentions discussions with the Ute Tribe of the Uintah & Ouray
Reservation. Please provide further information about these discussions, including any
written agreements or other documentation.
SCIC's Application states that SCIe may seek appropriations to cover its anticipated $75
million credit risk premium for a U.S. Depal1ment of Transportation loan. What is the
status of this appropriations request?

In sum, the Utah Office of the Attorney General has serious questions about SClC's
September 13,2018 Application for $27,900,000 for Uinta Rail Line planning. The CIB and its
staff require further information from SCIC to properly consider this application.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Alison D. Gamer
Assistant Attorney General
Counsel to CIS
cc;

52

Jonathan Hardy, em Chair
eIB Staff

For example, at meetings at the Department of Workforce Services on April 19, and 26, 2018.
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EXHIBIT 19

SEVEN COUNTY
INFRASTRUCTURE
COAlITION
October 23, 2018

Mr. Sean Reyes
Ms. Alison Garner
Mr. Brian Tarbet
Office of the Utah Attorney General
160 E. 300 S., Fifth Floor
P.O. Box 140857
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0857
Re: Eligibility oj Rail Jor CIB Funding.
Respected Mr. Reyes and Assistant Attorneys General;

The Seven County Infrastmcture Coalition ("Coalition") thanks you for the letter dated
October 17, 2018, regarding its applications to the Pennanent Community Impact Fund Board
("CIS" or "Community Impact Board") for a grant to fund the planning, including environmental
and rail permitting by the federal Surface Transportation Board ("STB"), for a rail line connecting
the Uinta Basin to the national rail network. The Coalition responds in numbered sections for
clarity.
l.

It]s Beyond Question that the CIB Can Legally Fund Rail Because It Already
Approved Rail Funding to the Coalition and Others.

Without question, the CIB can and already has approved funding for the proposed Uinta
Basin rail in Utah. As an interlocal entity, Coalition is an eligible applicant to the CIB. (Attached
is the Certificate of Establishment from the Lieutenant Governor's Office). In late 2014, the CIB
approved $50 Million to the Coalition for rail. This approval is memorialized in the CIB's 2017
annual report on page 14 (attached). There were no legal barriers or worries raised in 2014, and
the CIB approved rail funding. The rail will be owned entirely by public bodies and will be a
common carrier, open to all including individual farmers who can rail alfalfa and other products.
In 2014 the CIB was advised by a senior attorney who had long dealt with mineral lease
funds and he did not lodge any of the concerns mentioned in the October 17, 2018 letter. Nothing
has changed in the law or circumstances between 2014 and 2018 to make rail funding suspect now,
when it was plainly eligible before.
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The CIB has previously expended funds on planning rail to the Uinta Basin. Tn 200 1, the
engineering firm DMJM Harris prepared a feasibi lity report that considered bringing rail into the
Uinta Basin. This study, called the Isolated Empi re Rail Project, considered 15 different routes,
I I of which extended into the State of Colorado, and included the routes contemplated for rai l by
the Coalition. The 2001 DMJM Harris report was prepared for the Utah Department of Community
and Economic Development. At that time, in 2001, the CIB was directed by the Utah Department
of Community and Economic Development and the Departmcnt director or hi s designee sat on the
Board of the CIB. (See Utah Code Ann. §9-4-304( I) (200 I )).
In addition to the 2001 rail study, the crn helped fund a rail study in 2012 that examined
26 di ffe rent routes to bring rai l into the Uinla Basin, including the routes in Colorado that are now
contemplated. The CIS provided $350,000 to the Uintah Transportation SSD for this "rail access
plan/study." See Legislative Report of the Pernlanent Community Impact Fund Fiscal Year 2016,
Section 7 e IB Funded Projects FY 2012-20 16. The 201 2 study was completed by the engineering
firm HDR, Inc.
In addition to funding rail planning for the Uinta Basin, the CIS previously funded rail
planning for the Sevier County Special Service District # 1. See Legislative Report of the
Permanent Community Impact Fund Fiscal Year 2017, Section 7, at 11.
In short, the prior course of conduct by the cm has al ready estab li shed that its fund s can
be and have been used to fund planning aspects of rail , includ ing extending past the state li nc.
There have been no material changes in law or circumstances to prevent the CIS from funding the
Coalition's rai l application.

2. Rail Will Alleviate the Impact of Mineral Development.
The priorities for allev iating the impact of mineral development are a legislative funct ion
where deference is given to local legislative leaders. This legislative discretion is expressly stated
in the federal act and was also made clear in the legislative history in 1976 when the Mineral
Leasing Act was amended to its current condition. This has been followed by every court that has
addressed it. And, with respect to the Com munity Impact Board, it is reinforced in state law by
ensuring local representat ion on the board.
Determining how to alleviate the impacts of mincral extraction is a local legislative
function. The federal Mi neral Leasing Act expressly grants discretion to states as fo llows: mineral
lease funds are "to be used by such State and its subdivisions, as the legislature of the State may
direct giving priority to those subdivisions of the State soc iall y or econom ically impacted by the
development of minerals leased under this chapter, fo r (i) planning, (ii) constructi on and
maintenance of public facilities, and (iii) provision of public service." (30 U.S.C. § I 91 (emphasis
added)). The legislative hi story of th is statute reinforces that Congress intended local legislative
bodies to determine priority. The Senate Committee Report 94-583, at 26, 63-64, 87 references
that these funds are "to be used by those governments for the full range of governmental services".
The House Conference Repon 94 -1 724, at 62 repeats that these funds are to be used " for any
purpose the State legislatures direct[]").
All courts that have addressed the use or priori ty of mineral lease funds have reaffimted
this legislati ve prerogat ive. Most directly, the federal district court for the district of Utah so ruled
2

in United Slates ex rei. Hogan v. Uintah Special Servs. Dist., 395 F.Supp 2d 1088, 1097 (Utah D.
C!. 2005). Judge Kimball said, "[t]he State is fTec to use the funds it rece ives from the federal
government 'as the legislature of the State may direct. '" (citation omitted). This is controlling law.
Likewise, in Bradford v. Iron County C-4 Seh. Dist., 1984 U.S. Dis!. LEXIS 15924, *8 (E.D. Mo.
1984) mineral lease fu nds were described as " unrestricted federal funds". Controlling Tenth
Ci rcuit precedent states, "An array of legislative decisions might co nsti tute 'giving priority' to the
legions of political subdivisions affected by federal mineral development." Cuba Soil and Wafer
Conservation Dist. v. Lewis, 527 F.3d 106 1, 1065 ( lOth Cir. 2008). The Cuba court also held that
there is no pri vate right of action by which a disaffected political subdivision of the State of New
Mex ico could challenge allocations of mineral lease funds in that state.
The Utah Legislature ensured that the general legislative prerogative for mineral lease
funds would be extended to local legislative bodies by requiring local representation on the CIB
board. Local legislati ve bodies exercise discretion to set local priorities. The wide range of
projects funded by the CIB manifest this local legislative deference. Some projects, li ke those in
Cache and Rich counties, only all eviate the impacts of mineral extraction to a minimal degree.
The CIB fund ed a Shakespeare Theater in Iron County, also pools and recreation improvements in
Carbon. Duchesne, San Peete, Sevier, and Uintah Counties. some of which compete for patrons
against private recreation centers. All of these were unquestioned-eligible projects. Other elB
funded projects more directly impact mineral production, like road paving projects in Carbon,
Duchesne. Sevier and Uintah Counties that provide improved tran sportat ion to areas that are
largely used by extractive industries. These diverse CIB funded projects show that local legislative
leaders determine the priorities for miti gating the impacts of mineral extraction in their
communities.
The October 17, 2018 letter presents arguments that. if accepted, would usurp the broad
legislative discretion embedded in federal and state law. Specificall y, it argues that if mineral
production might increase from a project, then it becomes ine li gible because it would "exacerbate"
impacts rather than alleviate them. This concept wou ld be novel. but for the fact that an oddly
simil ar argument was posited by Californi a environmentalists in the lawsuit to bar Utah Counties
from shipping coal through the port in Oakland. California environmentalist want to keep all fossi l
fuels in the ground and their argument was framed to do exactly that. Regardless, the Cal ifornia
court entered judgment allowing coal to ship through Oakland. The argument of the Cali fornia
environ mentalists, reframed in the October 17, 20 18 letter, is nothing short of an argument that
mineral production in Utah cannot increase where CIB funds are expended. Such mischief cannot
be allowed to invade Utah.
It is for local officials to determine pnonlles for alleviating the impacts of mineral
extraction . The Office of the Attorney General oversteps its role when it attempts to influence and
direct those political priorities. The Coalition ' s February 2018 application for rail funding clearly
set forth the benefits in reduced highway traffic, accidents, and reduced air pollution that rail
proffers. The October 17,20 18 letter suggests that these benefits wi ll not be realized if oi l
production increases. However, discussions between local Utah leaders and oil producers reveal
that oil producers intend to increase oil production, with or without rai l, which is their right. They
have purchased transloading assets in Carbon County to increase shipments out of state. In short.
oil production will increase but without rail it will do so with greater impacts on air pollution, more
oi l spills, and far more road damage fro m heavy trucks, among other chall enges. Local Utah
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officials have studied the options and examined the anticipated impacts, which they know best as
they live with them dail y. Through the Coalition, loca l Utah officials have selected rail as the best
so luti on, and the po liti cal preferences of California environmentali sts should not be allowed to
prevail.
3.

Rail Is an Eligible Project as a Traditional Public Facility and Service, under
Utah Law.

Based on the Utah Code cited in the October 17,2018 letter, ra il is a traditional local
government service and eligible for CIB funding. The letter cites Utah Code Section 170-1-201
nine times for examples of traditional local government service. Subsection (7) of Section 1701-201 expressly authorizes " transportation". The Utah Supreme Court rul ed that the authorization
of "transportation" included the authorization of rail in Sail Lake on Track v. Sail Lake City, 939
1'.2d 680, 681 (Utah 1997). Since the Office of the Attorney General readily acknowledges that
the services in Section 170-1-20 I are traditional local government services, and since
transportation includes rail as part of the serv ices authorized, then there can be no doubt that public
ra il is an eligible proj ect for CIS funding.
In addition to the foregoing, public rail is a traditional local government service because it
has been authorized essentially since statehood. In Rich v. Sail Lake City Corp.,437 P.2d 690, 69 1
(Utah 1968) the Utah Supreme Court noted that even before 1907 Utah cities were authorized to
construct, maintain and operate railways and that the original rail system in Salt Lake City was
pu ll ed by horses and mul es before evolving to electric rail cars. Ironic to this discussion, in Rich
the Supreme Court wrestl ed, as recently as 1968, (0 dctcnnine whether the traditional authorization
for public rail should be construed broadly enough to also include public transportation by bus.
The Rich court concluded that the traditional and long-standing authori zation for public rai l should
be construed broadly to include public busing, even though busing was less traditional and only
rail transportation was directly named in the act. Whether a parti cular Utah city has provided
public rail or not, all cities have been authorized to provide public rai l, essentially si nce statehood.
Such a long-standing authorization establishes the traditional nature of publi c rai l service.
The traditional nature of public rail service is also manifest by its widespread use. On
August 27, 2018, the Coalition provided the CIS ' s counsel examples of 17 different public rail
systems, including rai l owned and operated by counties and cities, onc of which has been in
continuous operation si nce 1918. The Coal ition found these examples with a relatively quick
internet search. There are many more examples of public rail systems that were n01 included. The
examples provided are ample to demonstrate that rail is a trnditionallocaI government service for
two reasons. First. it is a service that has been provided for at least the last 100 years. Second, it
is a public service that is found in many states, including Washington, Alabama, South Carolina.
Indiana, Missouri , North Carolina, and Oregon [rom the examples previously referenced.
The law in Utah and other states demonstrate that rail is a trad itional local government
service. which is e ligible for e IB funding, consistent with the 2014 CIB fun ding approval for rai l
to the Coalition and other CIB funding approvals for rail.
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4.

The Proposed Rail Will Be a Public Facility Owned and Controlled by Publie
Bodies and Providing a Public Service Open to All.

As envisioned, the proposed rail will plainly be public because it will be completely owned
and controlled by public bodies. The Office of the Utah Attorney General stated that public
ownership and control identify a facility funded by the CIS as a pub lic facility. Utah Attorney
General Opinion No. 92-003 (February 24, 1993), 1993 Utah AG LEXIS 13. Further, the rail will
be a common carrier, open to everyone, including individual fanners who can rail alfalfa and other
farm products and implements. Again, the Utah Attorney General has previously opined that a
facility is public when members of the public have the right to use the facility, which right cannot
be denied by the owner. ld., citing Union Pacific Railroad 1'. Public Service Commission, 2 11
P.2d 85 1 (Utah 1949). Despite these hallmark s that identify the public nature of the rail facility
and rail service, the October 17, 2018 letter cites the exact same opinion of the Utah Attorney
General and argues that rail is ineligible as economic development. Such argument contorts the
1993 opinion.
The first paragraph of the 1993 opinion expressly states, "Economic development may be
a goal or intended benefit of a particular project as long as the project quali fies as ' planning,'
' construction and maintenance of public faci li ties' or 'provision of public services. '" ld In other
words, the label of "economic development" is not a fatal poison to a "public" project and the e IB
may fund it. The 1993 opinion made thi s amply clear stating; "grants or loans ' merely' for
economic development are not authorized under the state and federal acts. However, a grant and
loan for the construction and maintenance ora public facil ity or the provision ofa public service,
which may have economic development as an additional goal or benefit, would be authorized."
lei (emphasis added). The 1993 opinion openly acknowledged; "Many of the projects funded over
the vears by the Impact Board and the Legislature have had the enhancement of economic
development as a main componenl." ld. (emphasis added). The public nature of a proj ect
determines whether it is eligible for CIB fundin g, not its economic impacl.
The 1993 opinion gave an example of a CIB funded project that resulted in economic
development, which was a golf course "designed to further economic development, encourage
tourism, and encourage the influx of new business." ld. It then laid out why a golf course intended
to enhance the local economy could be fu nded by the CIS, stating; "To retain its character as a
public facility, however, the golf course was req uired to be publicly owned and operated." lei,
citing Infonnal Op. Utah Att' y Gen. No. 84-80 (December 3, 1984). The Uinta rail project
completely conforms to this aspect of a public facility. The rail is intended to be o\\'I1ed 100% by
public bodies. which will control its operations.
In addition to the public nature of the rail's ownership, it is also public because it will be
open for use by all members of the public. Citing a railroad case, the 1993 opinion stated; "If the
Impact Board is funding; (I) a project which is a public facility, i.e., one owned and operated by a
public entity or to which the public has a right to use that cannot be denied at the pleasure of the
owner, Union Pacific Railroad v. Public Service Commission, 211 P.2d 851 (Utah 1949); or (2) a
project that provides a traditional local government service, such as public safety or public health,
funding the project would be a lawful use of the mineral lease monies, even if economic
development were one of the primary antici pated results." ld. The rail wi ll be a public faci lity.
because it will be owned and controlled by public bodies, providing a public service - because it
5

will be open to all members of the public. Under these circumstances, the rai l is plainly eligible
for eIB fundin g.
Other states have construed the public nature of public facilities and serv ices consistent
wi th Utah. In 2004, the North Dakota Attorney General was asked whether mineral lease funds
could be lav.fu ll y used to fund a nursing home being operated as a private, nonprofit 501(c)(3)
corporation. 2004 N.D. AG LEXIS 5, *4. The attorney general reviewed North Dakota law, which,
like Utah, mirrored the federa l statute, and noted that the tenns "public faci li ties" and " public
service" were not statutorily defined. Id. at * 1. Turning to dictionaries, the AG stated that "[t]he
teml public means ' connected with or acting on behalf of the people, community. or government
rather than private matters or interests. '" Id.at *2 (quoting The American Heritage Dictionary 1001
(2d coil. ed. 1991)) Furthcr, the AG quoted another source defining public fac ility as one that "is
owned and operated by a public entity, is devoted to a public purpose, and is beneficial to a
substantial segment of public." Id. at *3 (quoting Words and Phrases 148 (2003 cum. supp.)).
Fi nally, the AG stated that "public service" has been defi ned as a "service provided or facilitated
by the government for the general public's convenience and benefit." Ill. (Black 's Law Dictionarv,
1246 (7th ed. 1999). Because the nursing horne "would not be owned or operated by a public
entity" and because it wou ld not "provide or facilitate a service by or for the government for the
general public' s convenience and benefit," fundin g such a private venture was impennissible. ld.at
*4; see also N.D. CENT. CODE § 15.1-27-25(4) ("As used in this sect ion, public facilities include
any fac ility used primarily fo r public use as dctennined by the board of county commissioners
whether located on public or private property.")
Thi s opinion from the North Dakota AG provides the clearest ana lysis of what consti tutes
a public serv ice as applicd to mineral lease funds. Services are public if " provided or fac il itated
by the government for the general public's convenience and benefit." Ill. Th is is contrasted agai nst
funding private fac ilities and services. In North Dakota the proposed nursing fac ility was not
public because it was neither owned nor operated by a public body. In contrast, in 2015 the CIB
funded a residential treatment facility in Sevier County. The same or similar service, when
provided by a public body becomes a publ ic service. This analysis is fully consistent with the
Utah AG's opinion that CIB funds cannot be used for pure economic development. Based on thi s
analysis, the proposed rai l is plainly public and eligible for CIB funding. The rail will be owned
by public bod ies only. It will be controlled by public bodies only. No private participation in
ownership or contro l is expected. In addition, the rail wi ll be open to the enti re public. Whi le
some member of the public may use it more than others. that does not alter its public nature.
A few other states have attempted to define when something is publ ic, as opposed to private
in nature. Code sections from both the state of Washington and from the state of New Jersey focus
on ownership of facilities to detennine if they are public. See Rev. Code Wash. (ARCW) §
43.160.020 (20 15), and N.J. Stat. § 4:24-4 1 (20 15). The Kentucky code focuses instead on whether
a project is "for the benefit of the general public." KRS § 100.111 (2015). Public ownership and
public benefit are important factors.
Control of a project. whether owned by a public body or not, seems to be a nother obvious
factor. Without question , a building that is owned privately but is leased by a public body to
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provide a service to benefit the public generally, like public health services, would be a public
facility as long as the service is publicly controlled.
These factors of ownership, control, and public benefit have been considered by courts
when evaluating whether a project is a public facility. In Oregon, the management of a public
facility by a private entity did not strip a facility of its public nature. In Thunderbird Motel, inc.
v. City of Portland, 596 P.2d 994 (Ore. App. 1979), the City of Portland proposed to construct
tennis courts across the street from a new hotel and to construct a skybridge between the new hotel
and a parking structure. Once constructed, the new hotel would manage both the sky bridge and
tennis courts that were built with public funds. Competing hotels objected and filed suit. They
felt the new hotel would receive an unfair benefit not shared by the public generally, and especially,
not shared equally by them. The Oregon Court of Appeals found that the private management of
the tennis court and skybridge was not inconsistent with their public use. The parties to the
management agreement intended the ownership and use of the facilities to remain public. The
Oregon Court of Appeals reasoned,
"The only valid criterion would seem to be whether the expenditures are
sufficiently beneficial to the community as a whole to justify governmental
involvement; but such a judgment is more appropriate for legislative than judicial
action. The judiciary should invalidate expenditures only where reasonable men
could not differ as to their lack of social utility." City oj Portland, 596 P .2nd at 705,
fn 3; quoting, Carruthers v. Pori ojAstoria, 438 P.2d 725 (Ore. 1968).
In City oj Portland apparently the skybridge and tennis courts remained open for use by members
of the public, even if patrons of the new hotel would most readily benefit. Public ownership and
the fact that the projects were available for public use swayed the Oregon court, even where it was
obvious that the project's location and private management would almost certainly result in an
uneven benefit to the new hotel. It is significant that the Oregon court gave deference to the City's
determination or intent to benefit the public, despite private involvement.
The Utah Supreme Court has considered the scenario where the use of facilities may in
theory be open to the public, but for practical purposes only two members of the public would
actually use the facilities. In Union Pacific Railroad v. Public Service Commission, 211 P.2d 851
(Utah 1949), the railroad objected to an order from the Utah Public Service Commission that would
require the railroad to construct loading and unloading pens at Wahsatch, Utah, asserting that the
limited use of the facilities would mean they were not public. The Utah Supreme Court held,
"It is apparent from this order that the commission has ordered the erection of
public facilities -- that is, facilities to which the public generally will have a right
of usc .... The test ... is ... whether the public has a legal right to the use which
cannot be gainsaid, or denied, or withdrawn at the pleasure of the owner. . . . True,
it is evident from its location and surroundings that only a limited number of
persons and business institutions will have occasion to use it, but that does not make
of it a private undertaking. The test is, will any and all persons and business
institutions who may have occasion to do so be permitted to use it? From what we
have said it follows that because at present there may be only two shippers from
the north who wish to avail themselves of the use of the facilities it does not follow
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that the facilities are private in nature so long as the indefinite public generally has
the right to its use" /d. at 854-55.
Thus, under Utah precedent, where the public generally has the right to use a facility, then it is a
public facility, even ifonly two members of the public avail themselves of this right. This would
have to be doubly true where the facility is owned or controlled by a public body as opposed to a
private uti lity providing public utility serv ices.
From the foregoing. it seems safe to conclude that if a facility is owned or controlled by a
public body and used to benefit the public, then it would be a public facility. The Uinta Rail wi ll
be owned by public bodies and it will be open for use by all members of the publi c. Hopefull y,
many will use rail service. The fact that some companies may use it more than others does not
disqualify rail from being funded by the CIB. The rail satisfies all of tile criteria that establishes a
facility or service as public.
5. The Coalition's Application Has Been Waiting to Be Considered by the
Community Impact Board Since February 1,2018.
The Coalition submitted its application for rail funding on February 1, 20 18, which could
have been heard as early as March 2018, but under standard policy was originally scheduled to be
heard by the Community Impact Board on May 3, 2018. However, at the request of staff,
consideration of the Coalition's rail application was postponed. Although the Coalition already
had one study by the engineering firm I-lOR, Inc. indicating that the proposed rail project was
feasible, as second study was desirable. The second rail study could have been funded as part of
the February 1, 2018, rail app lication. Regardless, the Coalition conformed to staffs preference
and agreed to postpone consideration of its application until a second study cou ld be completed.
The Coal ition se lected rail specialists RL Banks, which completed the second study in August
2018, and provided a second conclusion that mil was feasible.
A second time. the Coalition's February 2018 application was scheduled to be heard by the
Community Impact Board, this time in September 2018. However, again staff delayed
consideration until October 2018. In add ition, staff asked that the Coali ti on to complete a second
application, whic h it willingly submitted on September 13, 2018. Th is second application
expressly references the February 1. 2018 application.
Subsequently. staff agai n delayed consideration until November 20 18. Despite the fact
that the Coalition had held two public hearings regarding its CIB rail application in January and
February 2018, staff also asked the Coalition to hold a third public hearing with respect to its rail
application, which it held on October 1 I, 2018. Nobody objected to the Coalition's rail
applications in any of the three public hearings.
After ten months it is high time that the Commun ity Impact Board be presented with the
Coalition's rail applications and make a funding decision, without further delay. Ten months far
exceeds ClB standard rules and timeli nes. The original date for consideration on May 3, 2018,
complied with all of the CIB 's timing rules for a funding decision. Delays by or at the request of
staff should not be grounds to postpone decision further. and provide compelling reasons for a
fina l decision at the November 8, 2018 ClB meeting. A full funding deci sion in November wou ld
not be an expedited decision, rather it would be a decision long delayed.
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The potential safety benefits from rail, also encourage prompt and full funding in
November. Essentially every year trucks carrying Uinta crude oil are in accidents and spi ll oil.
Rail is a safer mode of transportat ion as demonstrated in studies the Coali tion has previously
provided to the CIB. Delays in funding postpone these safety benefits.
In add iti on, under the current federa l admin istration, time li nes to obtain regulatory
approval are being compressed. It appears possible that rail permitting by the federa l Surface
Transportation Board, that regulates rail approval. cou ld be obtained by December 2020, but on ly
if the project is funded now and federal application is made without further delay. If this project
is not pennitted under the current admin istration (by December 2020). the current expedited
processing may be eliminated. This is another compel ling reason for the CIB to fund rail in
November 2018.
There are no rules or laws that prohibit the CIB from funding our rai l application in
November. Safety and other compelling reasons, like the foregoing de lays, urge immediate
fund ing

6. The Coalition's App lication Is for Planning Functions that Have Previously Been
Approved by the CIB.
The Coalition's application is fo r planning, as will be set fort h in greater detail below.
However, rai l is an eligible project whether it is for planning, publi c fac iliti es or public selVices,
as is discussed above. Mi neral lease funds that the CIB admini sters are expressly authorized for
planning in the Mineral Leasing Act found in 30 U.S.C. § 191 . and in Utah Code Sectio n 59-2 1I (I )(b) and Section 35A-8-305(1 )(a)(I). Reports from the House and the Senate make it clear that
the purpose of using broad terms such as "planning" in 30 U.S.C. § 191 is to ensure that states
have the flexibility that they need to provide for the diverse needs of developing communities in
mineral lease region s. H.R. Rep. No. 94·68 1, at 19 ( 1975). S. Rep. No. 94-367, at 8 ( 1975). " If, as
seems likely, there is a substantial oil shale boom, SLate and local governments will have to prov ide
a wide range of community selVice to large numbers of new residents. Roads and schools are just
part of such selVices." S. Rep. No. 94-367, at 8 (1975). The current language used in 30 U .S.C. §
191 to designate the proper use of mineral lease funds for "planning" was added by An Act to
amend the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920. Pub. L. No. 94-377, 9, 90 Stat. 1083 ( 1976). In the Hou se
report accompanying the amendment the legisla ture made it clear that under the previous word ing
"The current restrictions on the manner in which monies return to the States from the sale of
Federal leases within thei r borders are onerous." H.R. Rep. No. 94-681, at 19 ( 1975).
What planning includes can be inferred from how it is used in similar statutes and
regulations. Smith v. City o(Jackson, 544 U.S. 228. 233 (2005). These other definitions of
"planning" sClVe as a speciali zed dictionary to understand their meanings as appl ied in the U.S.
Code.
42 U.S.C. § 1395x(z) (20 18) Provides an example of how a plan for a hospital is only
considered sufficient ifit includes a budget, has a capital expenditu re plan, and was prepared under
the review of state officials. 40 U.S.c. § 47102(5), (9) (2018) provides that "airport planning"
includes integrated systems planning, development of environmental management, and conducti ng
studies and SUlVeys to determine how to meet aeronautical needs. 31 U.S.C. § 6S0 1(2)(A)(i ii )
(20 18) adds that comprehensive planning includes the preparation of general plans for " the
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effective development and use of human and natural resources." 23 U.S.C. § I 35(m)(4)(F) (20 18)
prov ides that a public forum may be used to encourage participation in the transportation planning
process. 23 U.S.C. § 168(a)(3 ) (2018) defines a " planning product" as information that is gathered
from "an evaluation or dec ision[-]making process. II
23 U.S.c. § I 68(c)(2) (2018) provides a list of analysis that are considered as pan of the
comprehensi ve highway statutes as " planning analysis." This list includes analysis for: "(A) trave l
demands; (8) regional development and growth; (e) local land usc, growth management, and
development; (D) population and employment; (E) natural and bui lt enviro nmental conditions;

(F) environmental resources and environmentally sensitive areas; (0) potential environmental
effects, including the identification of resources of concern and potential direct, indirect, and
cumulative effects on those resources; and (H) mitigation needs for a proposed project, or for
programmatic level miti gation, for potential effects that the lead agency determines are most
e ffectively addressed at a regional or national program leve\." Id .
According to Utah statutes "planning" is the creation of maps, reports, spec ifications, and
guidelines sufficient to begin construction through gathering information a nd proper anal ysis and
is often perfonned by professionals and state officials. Utah Code § 58-22- 102(3). (9)(a) (2017).
Utah Code § 17-27a-103(15) (20 17).
The most relevant definition of planning in Utah statute refers to construction plans as " a
final set of plans, specifications, and reports [or a building or structure," Utah Code § 3 I A-8101 (3) (2017). This statute goes on to li st seve ral items that are often included in the plans such as
fl oor plans, elevations, site plans, structural design, framing detail , electrical design, plumbing
des ign, information required by the energy code, and all other documents required to obtain a
building permit. Id. This statute indicates LIle detai l to which it is necessary to create a useful plan.
This statute a lso shows that planning includes everything necessary to start construction o n a
building or structure. Id .
From the forego ing, it is clear that the Coaliti on's application is for the e li gible purpose of
plalUling. While the cm may often authorize construction funding with less planning than the
foregoing statutes describe, that does not restrict or change the nature or scope of planning. It
merely means that pl anning functions are authorized to be paid out of the authorized fundin g. A
practice of authorizing fundin g with less than fu ll planning, certain ly docs not restrict funding
mo re planning. If so then every CIB applicant would be penalized whenever it undertook more
detailed planning. That is an extremely undesirable policy and nothing in the law requires it.
In addition, contrary to the October 17, 2018 letter, the CIB regularly funds environmental
permitting as planning. The Coaliti on itself obtained a $500,000 grant to commence the
environmental study to extend a paved road from Uintah County south to the 1-70 corridor in Grand
Co unty. This grant was matched with $500,000 from the Uintah Transportation SSD and now an
additional $3 .2 Million in state appropriations for the env ironmental planning st udy.
The CIB also funds design engineeri ng. In 2014 the C IS granted Apple Valley Town
$50,000 for design/engineer bridge. In 20 17 the C IB funded a transportation master plan for
Hurricane City. The same for Springdale in 20 16. Also, the Coalition obtai ned a $600,000 C IB
grant to study a potential oi l pipel ine, whi ch incl uded right-or-way planning, initial engineerin g
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design, and revenue analysis - all aspects of the current rail grant appli cation. Frankly, the
concl usion of the October 17, 20 18 letter that planning does not include anythi ng in the Coalition' s
rail grant application is simply contrary to both law and regular eIB practices.
CONCLUSION

The Coalition requests the Office of the Utah Attorney General to withdraw the October
17, 20 18 letter. That letter stands in opposition to prior opinions of your office. In addition, the
Coalition invites the Office of the Utah Attorney General to write a lel1er supporting the Coalition' s
rail application and acknowledging that at various times rail has been deemed an eligible project
for cm funding.
The Coaliti on's rail application to the CIB is from an eligible applicant for an eligible
project. Suggestions to the contrary stand in opposition to prior CIB approvals. The Coalition is
ent itled to have its application heard by the board of the elB and not further delayed.
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WELCOME
The Permanent Community Impact Board (CIB) meeting was held on Thursday, November 8, 2018 at
the Red Cliffs Lodge, Mile Post 14, Highway 128, Moab, Utah. The meeting was called to order at 8:30
a.m. by Chairman Jonathan Hardy.
l. ADMINISTRATIVE ITEMS
Up-coming Meeting Dates and Locations
Thursday, December 13, 2018 – DWS Office, 1385 South State Street, Salt Lake City
Friday, January 11, 2019 - DWS Office, 1385 South State Street, Salt Lake City.
Financial Review
Candace Powers reviewed the status of the funds for today’s meeting.
Review of Agenda Items.
There are six new projects, one project seeking Large Infrastructure Set-Aside funds and one Request
for Special Consideration.
Chairman Hardy stated that we also have the obligation to make whole the Communities Transportation
Development Restricted Account. This has been discussed with the Legislative Fiscal Analyst.
Consideration should be given to this Trimester as well as the future through the accommodation of
loan funding for projects.
II. WELCOME
Chairman Hardy welcomed everyone and asked Board members and staff to give introductions.
Chairman Hardy welcomed Commissioner Michael Dalton from Beaver County to represent the Five
County Association of Governments on the Board. He is replacing Commissioner Jim Matson. Naghi
Zeenati was excused from this meeting as he is out of the country at this time.
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III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Chairman Hardy requested a motion to approve the minutes of the October 4, 2018 meeting.
Tooter Ogden made and Jack Lytle seconded a motion to approve the minutes from the October
4, 2018 meeting. The motion carried unanimously.
IV. NEW PROJECTS
1. Richfield City (Sevier County)
Richfield City presented a funding assistance request for a $1,620,000 loan for 10 years at 2.5%
interest and a $2,430,000 grant (total $4,050,000) for 2019 Street Improvements to include
18 miles of Micro-Seal treatment, approximately 2 miles of Mastic-Seal treatment, 1 mile of HMA
overlay, 1/4 mile of roto-mill placement, and 1/3 mile of full reconstruction on Flying J Drive, Terminal
Way and 1000 South.
The applicant stated the larger project would be more cost effective versus several smaller projects
each year. The new product is a micro seal and has been utilized quite a bit by UDOT. It is an
alternative to chip seal; a smaller chip blended with asphalt as it is laid down which condenses the
process, is much cleaner and levels uneven surfaces
The Board noted that Richfield City has not approached this Board for road improvements for several
years but expressed concern over the high cost of pre-construction engineering.
The applicant referred to issues to be corrected on Flying J Drive which was not designed for a truck
stop but approximately 800 semis a day utilize that corridor. The road is damaged and needs to be
engineered and reconstructed. The other two roads have some drainage problems that need to be
addressed. The 18 miles that will be micro sealed have pot holes, broken shoulders, culvert repairs,
etc. which will require measurement and documentation which is an engineering component of the
project.
The Board indicated that the public hearing minutes did not refer to various funding options but asked if
this project could be accommodated through a loan and paid with road funds.
The applicant stated that if all the road funds were utilized for this project there would not be funds for
routine maintenance on other roads. They have spent approximately $45,000 this year on crack
sealing and street lighting is also accommodated through road funds.
The Board suggested reversing the grant and loan amounts.
Chairman Hardy also suggested deferring the first payment as other loans are retired.
The applicant stated that the existing request is preferred but alternatives would certainly be
considered.
The Board suggested a 60% loan and 40% grant with a 2 year deferral of the first payment.
The CIB staff indicated that B & C road revenue could only be pledged for a term of 10 years and the
final payment must be made within 10 years of the loan closing. Any deferral would increase the
annual payment amounts.
The Board referred to awarded funding from this Board in Sevier County being more grant than loan
suggesting half grant and loan on this project.
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Bruce Adams made and Ron Winterton seconded a motion placing this project on the Priority
List for funding consideration at the February 7, 2019 funding meeting as a $2,025,000 loan for
10 years at 2.5% interest and a $2,025,000 grant (total $4,050,000). The motion carried
unanimously.
Chairman Hardy took a brief moment to acknowledge Councilman Curtis Wells of Grand County and
deferred time to him to officially welcome the Board to Grand County.
Councilman Curtis Wells officially welcomed the Board to Grand County, and Red Cliffs Lodge referring
to it as a gem of the community. He expressed appreciation to the Board for funding projects recently
in the region including the airport project, which has helped all southeastern Utah, and other vital
projects. He believes it is helpful for the Board to hold meetings like this in a rural setting in a rural
county with a rich natural resource development background. He thanked the Board for their service.
2. East Carbon City (Carbon County)
East Carbon City presented a funding assistance request for a $74,200 grant for the purchase of a
2019 Ford F-350 2wheel drive 6.7L diesel coach ambulance. Other funding includes $10,000 from the
Ashton Foundation and $110,000 as a Federal Grant from USDA.
The applicant indicated that the other funding is pledged with the requirement of matching funding and
there is flexibility in the grant request.
Chairman Hardy asked about the status of the CIB funding for the East Carbon City sidewalk
improvements.
The applicant indicated that the project has been withdrawn. They would like to upgrade the request to
a 4 wheel drive and add a grill to the front of the vehicle. The total request with those changes would
be approximately $79,000. The ambulance service is a volunteer service serving Carbon County as far
as Green River. Most residents are elderly and very low income – many without insurance.
Bruce Adams made and Gregg Galecki seconded a motion placing this project on the Priority
List for funding consideration at the February 7, 2019 funding meeting as an $80,000 grant. The
motion carried unanimously.
3. Town of Emery (Emery County)
The Town of Emery presented a funding assistance request for a $323,000 grant for the restoration of
the Old Church Community Center. The project will consist of repairing the foundation by constructing
concrete forms and placing reinforced concrete placed as the perimeter foundation of the building and
restoring the wooden siding and paint on the building.
The State Historic Preservation Office has been consulting with the applicant and stated, ”The Emery
Church is a historic building and we appreciate the City looking for options to renovate the building that
also takes into account its significant historical and architectural character.”
The Board referred to the public hearing discussion where the cost was indicated to be $179,000 and
the application request is $323,000 and asked about operation and maintenance.
The applicant indicated they had an engineering review wherein additional expenses were noted. This
grant is to stabilize the ‘envelope’ of the building. To complete the building, there have been fund
raising efforts. This request is for the building stabilization only.
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The Board responded that this work will not make the building useable but to keep the building standing
until financially ready to renovate
The applicant indicated this is a community center and the idea is to stabilize the envelope. It is
currently not useable due to deterioration but they hope to eventually restore it for activities and as an
information center for tourists. The Town owns the building and maintains it. It has electricity and
hopefully future activities will pay the maintenance for the building. The roof is good but the tiles need
conditioning, and the tower is not straight. Only siding and foundation will be accommodated with the
CIB funds.
The Board stated the structure was formerly an LDS meeting house and asked if they had approached
the LDS church for restoration support.
The applicant is in the process of setting up meetings with the LDS Foundation, Eccles Foundation,
Sorenson Foundation and other resources. The soil around the building is poor and saturated. The
structure is 6 -8 inches un-level.
The Board asked if there was an estimate for the cost of a complete renovation to restore functionality
and would that amount obtainable so the $323,000 is a good investment and asked when the building
was last used.
The applicant stated an engineer study, done in July of 2018 suggested the building be torn down and
totally rebuilt for $2,000,000. The restoration after to stabilization is estimated to be around $750,000
and there is confidence that funding will come through once this stabilization occurs. People of Emery
County have volunteered to help restore it. Use of the site was suspended in 2001 when groundwater
seepage caused sinking of the foundation.
Chairman Hardy referred to other restorations which have been funded by the Board. He suggested
that CIB might be able to give a smaller grant to the project to encourage a match in fund raising.
The Board indicated this project would be best served if other funding was accommodated and the CIB
application was for the matching funding to complete the restoration.
The applicant stated the building will keep getting worse and cost more if nothing is done. The canal by
the church is in the process of being piped which will help stabilize the soil. The non-profit organization
wants to lease the building from the Town and rent out the building for various activities and use the
revenue from those activities for maintenance. Stabilizing the building will provide the impetus for other
funding to complete the project.
The Board suggested seed funding as Phase 1 to begin the process.
Gregg Galecki made and Steve Farrell seconded a motion placing this project on the Priority
List for funding consideration at the February 7, 2019 funding meeting as a $250,000 grant.
After further Board discussion a substitute motion was made.
Michael Dalton made and David Damschen seconded a substitute motion placing this project on
the Priority List for funding consideration at the February 7, 2019 funding meeting as a $250,000
grant contingent upon the town raising an additional $500,000 to complete the project. The
motion carried unanimously.
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4. Mexican Hat Special Service District (San Juan County)
Mexican Hat SSD presented a funding assistance request for a $255,000 grant for a sewer pump
Replacement consisting of removing and replacing two lift stations including two wet well manholes,
two bypass pumps, two pump assemblies and two retrofit generator switches.
The applicant indicated that Mexican Hat is an unincorporated area which has 17 sewer connections
and no room for growth being surrounded by BLM lands. There is only one place for the effluent to go
which is in the river.
The Board asked if the SSD had a revenue source.
The applicant indicated the revenue comes from services provided. Lift stations must lift water to
where there are lagoons. If they fail, there is only one place for the effluent to go which is in the river.
Keith Heaton asked how many connections are commercial and do they pay a commercial rate.
The applicant stated the rate is based on the ERU on the number of units they have. Most commercial
structures are also living quarters. There are approximately 3 connections which are residence only.
The other connections are trailer parks, restaurants and motels.
Commissioner Adams stated the area offers services to traveling public and others. The connection
rates are high. Danny Fleming does a great job managing the remote system.
The Division of Water Quality indicated they have hardship grant funds which are limited. Mexican Hat
has not applied to the Division of Water Quality.
The applicant spoke with Water Quality and the best they could do was 50% grant 50% loan.
Ron Winterton made and David Damschen seconded a motion to place this project on the
Pending List allowing the applicant to talk with the Water Quality Board about possible funding
with the option of coming back to CIB.
The applicant indicated they have come to the CIB to expedite funding before tourism begins. One of
the pumps stopped working recently and needed repair and the deterioration was discovered. If the
upper lift station receives high flows, it backs up into a hotel. They have two lift stations and one has
been patched together and is temporarily working. The Division of Water Quality is a possibility but that
meeting is in December.
The Board inquired about the inclusion of engineering costs.
The applicant indicated that the pump stations will be reviewed for possible relocation which requires
engineering.
Bruce Adams made and Jack Lytle seconded a substitute motion to suspend the rules and fund
this request as a $255,000 grant. The motion carried unanimously.
5. San Juan County Local Building Authority (San Juan County)
San Juan County presented a funding assistance request for a $935,000 grant for the construction of a
road department office, maintenance and warehouse building. The project consists of building an 80’ x
180’ building with 3 offices, a reception office, a conference room, a file room, a unisex restroom, 2
change rooms, mechanical area, warehouse, maintenance area and a wash bay. The applicant is
contributing $874,000 cash.
November 8, 2018
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Currently the office, maintenance and warehousing area are located in five separate buildings.
The applicant stated that if the road department moving into a new building, the existing facilities could
accommodate the fire control and EMS departments which are in multiple buildings. The existing shop
building has had several additions but does not meeting the necessary efficiencies. The equipment is
too long for the doors to close to secure the equipment inside the building. Warehousing of parts is in
several buildings. They have purchased new lifts for the equipment and now there is concern about the
strength of the concrete floor to support the equipment.
The Board discussed funding options including $875,000 as a loan and the applicant keeps their cash.
The total CIB funding would then be $1,810,000 to be considered by the Board.
Tooter Ogden made and Ron Winterton seconded a motion placing this project on the Priority
List for funding consideration at the February 7, 2019 funding meeting as a $905,000 loan for 20
years at 2.5% interest and a $905,000 grant (total $1,810,000) and the applicant would keep their
cash.
The applicant indicated that the loan revenue source would be B & C road funds which are limited to a
10 year term. The cash they have saved is from that fund.
The Board suggested they bring in some cash, so the grant amount was reduced by the $130,000 as
suggested in the prior project motion.
Mike Dalton made and Gregg Galecki seconded a substitute motion to place this project on the
Priority List for funding consideration at the February 7, 2019 funding meeting as a $905,000
loan for 20 years at 2.5% interest, a $775,000 grant and $130,000 applicant cash (total
$1,810,000). The motion carried unanimously.
10:12 am Break – Reconvene at 10:30 am
The Chairman indicated that the Special Consideration project could be discussed more quickly than
the Seven County Infrastructure Coalition Projects and brought that project forward.
Chairman Hardy called for a vote to hear the Special Consideration request.
Jack Lytle made and Tooter Ogden seconded a motion to hear the Special Consideration
request. The motion passed unanimously.
VI. SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
October 4, 2018
1. Monticello Cemetery Special Service District (San Juan County)
Monticello Cemetery Special Service District’s funding request was advanced to the Priority List as an
$180,000 loan for 30 years at 2.5% interest and an $180,000 grant (total $360,000) for cemetery
improvements. This project consists of demolishing the existing equipment shed and constructing a
new 3,200 square foot equipment shed with three 12 foot garage doors, a 40 foot by 80 foot office
space and an asphalt parking lot,. A smaller building located at the entrance of the property will be
converted into a public restroom and indoor kiosk. The applicant is contributing $50,000 in-kind land.
Total Funding Request: $360,000 ($180,000 loan for 30 years at 2.5% interest and $180,000
grant).
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Naghi Zeenati made and Ron Winterton seconded a motion to fund this project as advanced to
the Priority List. The motion carried unanimously.
Bond Counsel inquired as to what the revenue source is for the Cemetery. The application indicates
the revenue source to be general funds. Pledging general funds or taxes requires a bond election.
Commissioner Adams indicated the plan is to increase taxes for this project through a bond election.
Kelly Pehrson spoke to the project and indicated that the cemetery district chairman discussed this at a
commission meeting and requested a tax raise in 2018 for this project. The Commissioners have to
approve the tax increase and they did which will be the revenue source.
Bond Counsel noted that a general obligation bond requires a vote and the next option for getting on a
ballot would be in the spring unless they have another revenue source such as selling plots in the
cemetery.
Chairman Hardy indicated it will be an administrative item.
Subsequently, the Monticello Cemetery Special Service District requested time at the November 8,
2018 CIB meeting to discuss reconsideration of funding for the project.
Chairman Hardy indicated that this request is for the Board to consider authorizing the $180,000 grant
funding only and omitting the $180,000 loan for 30 years at 2.5% interest. San Juan County will be
the lender to the Monticello Cemetery Special Service District for the additional $180,000 to expedite
the project. The general obligation bond necessary to accommodate the CIB loan would delay the
project up to 12 months.
Tooter Ogden made and Steve Farrell seconded a motion to authorize the $180,000 grant and
withdraw the $180,000 loan to expedite the project.
Commissioner Lytle made a substitute motion to have the applicant keep their cash and still provide a
loan.
Chairman Hardy indicated it was the revenue source that was the issue. A general obligation bond
requires a ballot election to accommodate the loan which may take up to a year.
Commissioner Lytle withdrew the motion.
Chairman Hardy called the question.
Tooter Ogden made and Steve Farrell seconded a motion to approve the $180,000 grant and
withdraw the $180,000 loan to expedite the project. The motion passed unanimously.
IV. NEW PROJECTS CONTINUED
6. Seven County Infrastructure Coalition (Daggett County, Carbon County, San Juan County, Emery
County, Sevier County, Uintah County, Duchesne County)
The Seven County Infrastructure Coalition presented a funding assistance request for a $3,000,000
grant for planning, administrative and operational expenses.
History
($5,000,000) Eastern Utah Infrastructure Study September 3, 2014
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The project consists of technical support to collect and compile a database of infrastructure resources for multiple counties within eastern
Utah to include highways, pipelines, rights of way, and railroad lines; cataloging all existing utility infrastructure (gas, sewer, electric,
telephone) to include current and future capacity; cost/benefit analysis of future increased energy extraction, mineral exportation and
delivery, current and future tax revenues, mineral lease revenues, etc.; environmental studies, petroleum, industry studies, testing and
laboratory equipment and development of infrastructure projects. (Funding broadly based on a study of rail by UDOT in excess of
$5,000,000 reviewing rail through Indian Canyon.)
Revised Scope of Work - April 2, 2015
The project consists of administration and technical support to collect and compile a database of infrastructure resources for multiple
counties within eastern Utah to include highways, pipelines, rights of way, coal terminals, electrical, railroad lines, etc. Cataloging all
existing utility infrastructure (gas, sewer, electric, telephone) to include current and future capacity; cost/benefit analysis of future
increased energy extraction, mineral exportation and delivery, current and future tax revenues, mineral lease revenues, etc.; environmental
studies, transportation studies, petroleum and mineral extraction industries studies, testing and laboratory equipment, administration and
development of infrastructure projects.
Revised Scope of Work - December 14, 2017
The project is for SCIC to identify, administer, and plan for, procure the funding for, permit, secure rights-of-way, own, and operate
revenue producing infrastructure assets, or public facilities, or services that will benefit the region. Potential infrastructure projects
include, but are not limited to, roads that may include tolling, rail, terminals to secure foreign markets for Utah’s coal and potentially
other Utah products, pipeline projects, electrical projects, etc. The project consists of the identification and development of such
infrastructure projects, including, but not limited to, administration and technical support to collect and compile a database of
infrastructure resources for multiple counties within eastern Utah to include, highways, pipelines, rights-of-way, coal terminals, electrical,
railroad lines, etc. Cataloging all existing utility infrastructure (gas, sewer, electric, telephone) to include current and future capacity;
cost benefit analysis of future increased energy extraction, mineral exportation and delivery, current and future tax revenues, mineral lease
revenues, etc.; environmental studies, transportation studies, petroleum and mineral extraction industries studies, testing and laboratory
equipment, etc. This includes administration and the potential development of infrastructure projects.

The CIB Staff referred to the Board policy concerning studies requiring a 50% cash match from the
applicant.
Mike McKee, executive director of the Seven County Infrastructure Coalition, stated that the SCIC was
funded for technical support to collect and compile the database of infrastructure resources, including
highways, pipelines, right of ways, railroad lines, cataloguing all existing utility infrastructure; gas,
sewer, electric, telephone and also environmental studies, petroleum studies, testing, laboratory
equipment, developing infrastructure projects etc. They looked at revenue generating projects with a
goal to be self-sustaining. They are at the back end of the initial funding, so this is to prevent running
out of funding.
Brian Barton with Jones and DeMille Engineering referred to a slide containing a map of the data
gathered and projects prioritized.
Mr. McKee mentioned that the counties have been utilizing the data base and continued with various
slides. He referred to vital rights of way they have been able to obtain and in contemplation of the rail
project there are two locations being considered, but the exact location has not been determined. He
referred to the Eastern Utah Regional Connection Corridor study and the plan is complete. SCIC has
received an appropriation from the State Legislature of $3.2 million to complete the EIS on that project.
He referred to other studies through the initial funding and other grants from CIB. Mr. McKee has been
executive director of SCIC for 1 ½ years. Prior to that there was a lot data gathering. SCIC is now
focused on the revenue generating types of projects. It was noted that monies from the participating
counties in the SCIC going to the Permanent Community Impact Fund is 93%. As to the requirement
for matching funds, he referred to the Regional Planning Program which does not require a match. The
Board considered the initial $5 million to be approximately matched by the UDOT study of the rail
corridor. Mr. McKee referred to the $3.2 million legislative pass through to the Coalition courtesy of
Senator VanTassel would be considered match.
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Chairman Hardy indicated that it is the planning, operating and administration funding being discussed
at this time. The rail funding will be the next agenda item of discussion.
Commissioner Dalton asked if the Coalition had any revenue sources other than grants and if any
projects had come to construction.
Mr. McKee indicated there is no other funding but they are seeking revenue projects.
Mr. Barton indicated there has been a significant effort in 2014-2016 to do data gathering and project
prioritization and regional projects that cross county lines, seeking the best strategic direction for the
Coalition.
David Damschen, State Treasurer indicated that of the $3 million requested, $1.92 million is projected
to go to administration and legal over four years of operation which would be $750,000 per year. He
asked about the remaining balance of the original funding.
Mr. McKee stated there is approximately $550,000 remaining and administration covers a lot of items.
Mr. Damschen referred to the ‘scale of projects’ being pursued, and asked about the Coalition
personnel’s experience in regard to completing large projects exceeding $1 billion dollars in total cost.
Eric Johnson, Legal Counsel to the Seven County Infrastructure Coalition stated the largest projects he
has been involved in would be approximately several hundred thousand.
Mr. McKee stated that as a county commissioner they worked on multi-million dollar projects.
Gregg Galecki referred to Phase I of the original $5,000,000 wherein the Board requested a report
concerning all that has been done and asked about the status of that report, and have those completed
studies been shared with the Board and/or staff and the various AOG’s.
Mr. McKee referred to the pipeline study that has been completed and some of the database has been
shared, and information not shared is available to the CIB on a thumb drive because some information
should be guarded.
Mr. Galecki suggested that the CIB request that information, and asked if the GIS, costing tools, etc.
had been shared throughout the state. The SCIC contract will end with deliverables in August of 2020
with no reference to a Phase 2. If SCIC is not funded additionally, what is the status of the deliverables
for 2020.
Mr. Barton stated that the Coalition website is the clearinghouse for all the information. Counties are
aware of how to access publicly available data. But there are sensitive and proprietary elements;
different levels of data security.
Mr. McKee believed it was always intended that the organization would continue, looking forward to
revenue generating projects. The UDOT funding starts in 2020 with $1.6 million each year for a total of
$3.2 million for the EIS and engineering concerning the Eastern Connection Roadway project.
Mr. Damschen inquired about the legal counsel billing rates.
Mr. Johnson indicated that his billing rate for the first 75 hours is a flat rate. Work beyond that is an
hourly billing.
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Mr. McKee indicated the SCIC did put out an RFP for legal counsel and the Board selected Mr.
Johnson at a significant saving compared to the other applicant. The results of the procurement were
not provided directly to CIB, but it was public.
Chairman Hardy referred to the Board suggestion at the policy retreat to engage in-house counsel. The
expenditures charged by legal would not be considered specialized, but administrative and asked about
that request.
Mr. McKee indicated the Coalition discussed in-house counsel. There is quite a bit of legal work. They
have looked at it, and will look at it deeper.
Mr. Damschen indicated that the Treasurer’s office utilizes bond counsel frequently, but only through
the constitutional authority of the Attorney General. The Coalition is an agency of and funded by the
CIB. SCIC has hired their own attorney and it may be technically legal but it’s functionally problematic.
The Board should think carefully about future agreements and the degree of control and discipline that
might be required for organizations that are solely funded by the CIB. There should be a high level of
discipline around meeting practices, compliance with the open and public meetings act, governmental
records and access. Procurement practices are insufficient as a lot of money goes to and through
SCIC and there should be a level of adherence and compliance with the law in all that SCIC does.
Mr. McKee stated the level and the type of work that is being done is beyond what most legal counsel is
involved in. Concerning the open meetings act, the Coalition goes into closed session frequently, but
he believes they can do that. Much of their business is done out in the open and they are working to
get procurement policies closer to State policy.
Mr. Damschen referred to procurement and one of the firms that will be bidding is CRS engineering.
In reviewing the rail study, the State’s municipal advisor Zions Public Finance, consulted with Mr. Eyre
from CRS Engineering to evaluate the RL Banks document . CRS is working for this Board today and
we’re counter parties with the Coalition in this regard. Does SCIC have the funds to procure the
engineer without receiving today’s funding request?
Mr. McKee stated that when they put forward a procurement they can’t prohibit any group from
submitting a proposal.
Mr. Damschen asked why their procurement would be open now.
Mr. McKee stated the procurement would be discussed in the rail application but they believe it is
important to accomplish the EIG under this administration. It is contingent on funding from the CIB.
Chairman Hardy acknowledged Commissioner Ogden.
Commissioner Ogden referred to the pie chart of the $5 million dollar original funding and asked where
or to whom the $2,261,904 dollars went. (Referred to a visual on the screen)
Commissioner Lytle asked who prepared the pie chart.
Mr. McKee indicated the chart was prepared by HCD and might be categorized a little bit different than
their accountant but it is close enough.
The CIB Staff explained the pie chart, acknowledging small differences in categorization.
Chairman Hardy asked for clarification of the $2,261,904 study expense.
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Mr. Barton stated it was to figure out what and where the existing infrastructure was and the existing
needs and identify regional projects that the Coalition could pursue. This is the majority of the initial
study expense. Jones & DeMille was selected to do the engineering and planning work for the
Coalition and had some consultant firms including an archaeologist, HDR, traffic planners, GIS
specialists and a number of people as part of the team. The initial authorization was undefined but
included determining the initial planning and GIS today and in 5 to 10 years.
Commissioner Ogden referred to Phase II – Plan Administration and Operation and referenced the
Green River study for which Commissioner Brady indicated that study was already done. And Castle
Dale City and a natural gas project and asked why the Coalition would be doing those projects that
have in-house expertise or that have already been studied.
Mr. Barton stated there was a need indicated by county government and discussions with PacifiCorp
about continuing the life of the Hunter Power Plant. We do as much as we can to understand a project
and make a go, no go decision as quickly as possible.
Mr. McKee interjected this was a request to look at utilizing natural gas.
Commissioner Ogden referred to a statement that ‘UDOT performed a multimillion dollar study
demonstrating the inadequacy of transportation in the Uintah Basin’ and asked why UDOT is not doing
these studies if they are so vital. They’ve been studying this for years and nothing is being done. Why
isn’t the Coalition getting funding from UDOT?
Mr. McKee interjected they hope to get a little funding out of UDOT to help with this but he believes
UDOT sees their mission as building roads. The UDOT Board indicated they might help.
Commissioner Ogden asked what Coalition projects are ready to move forward.
Mr. McKee said this rail project is and the Ute Tribe may be involved, a refinery needs some utility
services the Coalition may be involved in and a project that will help bring manufacturing into the
Coalition boundaries looks favorable.
Commissioner Ogden stated these are questions many might ask. The Coalition is doing engineering
and consulting work with public money and the CIB has also given $50,000 more to each one of the
AOG’s for planning. It appears there is redundancy in working for the same people; counties, cities etc.
Mr. McKee indicated this is a different type of work and deferred to Mr. Barton.
Mr. Barton stated project development and identifying infrastructure needs takes a certain level of
engineering expertise. They work with AOG planning staff. When looking at projects and costs and
implementation and environmental, it tends to be outside of the realm of the expertise of the planners
that the AOGs employ or the rural planning group.
Commissioner Ogden referred to the Coalition acquiring 15 miles of right of way and asked if the
Coalition actually owned that right of way.
Mr. McKee stated the Coalition is working with the private sector which has turned the right of way to
the Coalition.
Commissioner Ogden stated the rights of way are worth quite a bit of money; estimated at about $2
million dollars and asked if the Coalition could borrow against that to help with their costs.
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Mr. Johnson clarified ‘to use that as collateral’ and indicated they would see if they could.
Commissioner Ogden asked how providing utilities and water resources works with the Coalition versus
public funds.
Mr. McKee interjected he thinks the Board wants them to find a project to generate revenue instead of
coming to CIB for funding. There is a project the Coalition is working on that will be a revenue
generating project through the Board of Water Resources.
Mr. Farrell stated the application to Water Resource Board would be a loan, not a grant.
Mr. McKee recognizes it will be a loan but they will have a revenue source to accommodate that and
provide a revenue source for the Coalition.
Commissioner Ogden indicated that for $5 million dollars, the Coalition was to have a project at the end
but this is a request for additional funding so where are we?
Mr. McKee stated they have a project that will move forward shortly. Most of the projects ‘fell off the
table’. This last year and half they have come a long way. The value of this Coalition is to do regional
activities which wouldn’t be possible with a single county and the rail is an example. Union Pacific is not
going to build it.
Chairman Hardy observed this is going to take a while and requested those people asking questions
and answering them to be brief and to the point of the question. He acknowledged the desire speak
about ideology and philosophy but please try to keep it concise. The Chairman acknowledged Mr.
Galecki.
Mr. Galecki asked for clarity concerning the $2.2 million dollars that went through Jones and DeMille
with another $120,000 dollars for Jones and DeMille administration expenses for SCIC; for the Seven
County Coalition. Is Jones & DeMille staff?
Mr. McKee indicated they are the Coalition engineers.
Mr. Galecki stated there was not a procurement; they are staff.
Mr. McKee stated in part 8 within the contract for Jones & DeMille it was a 5 year contract.
Mr. Galecki again stated they’re on staff.
Mr. McKee indicated they are.
Mr. Galecki indicated that most of the planning requests come in with matching funds and then the
Board looks at the scale of that specific project and determines whether to fund it. Phase II should be
coming in project by project with matching funds and the Board can determine merit. The Coalition still
has half a million dollars to spend and after that it should come in project by project.
Mr. McKee asked if Mr. Galecki felt the same way about the regional planning role.
Mr. Galecki stated there is more accountability as state employees that come for funding each year.
He was on the CIB when SCIC was originally funded and does not remember a Phase I or a
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continuous spending. It was a project to see what could be done to support large infrastructure for $5
million dollars.
Mr. McKee acknowledged Mr. Galecki’s recollection but the $3.2 million dollars from UDOT should be
discounted. An earlier UDOT study was for Seep Ridge … for the eastern regional connection. The
$3.2 million dollars from UDOT is to study the exact same road which is being used for match today.
Mr. Galecki asked why the standard planning procedure utilized by CIB doesn’t work for SCIC.
Mr. McKee stated the Coalition is different. They are not a taxing entity but will get to the point to be
self-generating.
Mr. Galecki stated there are seven counties and if they are in support they should be able to contribute
as in every other town project; every other municipality.
Mr. McKee stated the Counties would say they don’t have that kind of funding.
Mr. Damschen acknowledged financial constraints but further suggested city and county fiscal practices
are more careful.
Commissioner Lytle asked what Mr. Damschen’s point was.
Mr. Damschen stated that the cities and counties invest in critical public services and infrastructure as
stewards of the public funds which result in a benefit to the public.
Commissioner Lytle stated that it is by constitution.
Mr. Damschen asked for clarity and expressed concern that much of what the Coalition is doing is
speculative.
Commissioner Lytle disclosed that he sits on the CIB and the Seven County Coalition Boards and this
is an anomaly in what CIB has created with SCIC. This line of questioning reflects some distrust and
feels [the Coalition] they are being very professional in their approach. The SCIC is out of the box of
public and private and the challenge with SCIC is, ‘how do we make that work.’ He asked if there are
things that can be done better to make this more manageable from the perspective of the State or the
commercial world looking in from their sides. How might this anomaly work relative to the economy of
the State?
Chairman Hardy asked that comments be run through the Chair in order for the record to reflect who
was speaking and for the benefit of those in attendance.
Mr. McKee requested to make a comment.
Chairman Hardy deferred to Commissioner Adams.
Commissioner Adams referred to an SCIC tool identifying right of ways within the counties and across
county borders so companies could access that tool to consider projects and locations. That was
delivered to every county and is and will be very useful.
Chairman Hardy acknowledged Brian Barton.
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Mr. Barton referred to the initial study stating it was to understand Coalition project needs as well as
help the counties and local governments to manage systems and compile data which has become very
valuable for local governments. It goes above what the State maintains and is applicable to the local
issues identifying gas lines, electric corridors, ditches, highways, bridges, dams, reservoirs,
classifications of roads, service levels of those roadways and broadband.
Commissioner Adams asked if that information is publicly available and asked if Jones & DeMille bid on
the contract.
Mr. Barton stated most of the information is public but some is private if the information came from
private entities requesting they protect that data; password protected. He also stated it was a
competitive selection for which Jones and DeMille interviewed in December of 2014 and were awarded
shortly thereafter.
Chairman Hardy acknowledged Treasurer Damschen.
Mr. Damschen referred to the procurement of counsel and asked the Coalition to provide the RFP
related to acquiring counsel to indicate there was an evaluation and selection process; all the proposals
received and the final selection and the resultant contract. Counsel is reimbursed to debate with CIB
staff and the CIB counsel whose job it is to administer the work of this Board in accordance with the
law, policy and procedure. The written communications from counsel use hyperbole in terms like
‘without question’ ‘clearly’, with respect to the rail project ‘the proposed rail was plainly public’ and
speaking to something that is clearly arguable from a strict legal analysis standpoint. The Board
requires sound legal analysis and not persuaded by hyperbole and sales tactics. He referred to written
communications from counsel of the Coalition. (Quotes in italics) “After 10 months it is high time that
the Community Impact Board be presented with the Coalition’s rail application to make a funding
decision without further delay”. He suggested the delays are tied to the provision of adequate
documentation as is required by law and policy of CIB. “The coalition requests the Office of the Attorney
General to withdraw the October 17, 2018 letter”. The October 17, 2018 letter contained detailed legal
analysis from CIB’s counsel. “That letter stands in opposition to prior opinions of your office. In addition
the Coalition invites the Office of the Utah Attorney General to write a letter supporting the Coalition’s
rail application and acknowledging that at various times rail has been deemed an eligible project for CIB
funding.” The CIB staff and Attorney General and his staff are overworked, underpaid public servants
and a contractor to an agent of the State should show professionalism and respect. These concerns
factor into funding the Coalition. Everyone who works for the Coalition, whether staff or by contract is
interacting with CIB and utilizing public funds in all that they do and there should always be respect and
the professionalism especially for those responsible for the prudent and legal administration of these
funds which he takes seriously.
Mr. Johnson asked the Chairman if he could respond.
Chairman Hardy acknowledged Mr. Johnson.
Mr. Johnson indicated that he respects each and every one of the CIB tremendously and felt it to be
unfortunate that his attempts to phrase things as clearly and in as stark a legal clarity as he could would
be construed that way. He stated there was absolutely no intent [along those lines]. He also noted it is
important that each person have the opportunity to be fully represented, and to have their voice heard.
It would be improper to try and bully someone down to not fully express what they feel are their legal
rights in these issues. He wanted to be clear and stated it is okay to make requests of the Attorney
General’s office by anyone in the State.
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Chairman Hardy stated if there is no further discussion necessary to have an opinion one way or the
other he would entertain a motion.
Gregg Galecki made and Tooter Ogden seconded a motion to place this on the pending list with
a request for a specific project and matching funds.
Chairman Hardy stated the motion is to put this request on the pending list with instructions to the
applicant to return with a project and matching funds.
Mr. Damschen indicated that the Coalition is involved in many ongoing things and this motion is unclear
possibly distracting them from what they’re doing.
Gregg Galecki withdrew the motion.
Chairman Hardy stated that the motion was withdrawn. This may take some time and apologized to
those in the audience. He indicated the Board could break to get their lunch and return for a working
lunch.
BREAK. – (Audio 3:25:54)
Chairman Hardy stated some Board members may need to leave. The first motion was withdrawn and
asked if there are other questions or a new motion. He acknowledged Commissioner Dalton.
Commissioner Dalton stated he has not been familiar with this issue and projects they are working on
are very sensitive, but they haven’t verified any project. He asked if there are any projects that are
ready to go and are they contingent on the funding today.
Mr. McKee referred to the Eastern Utah Regional Connection which will finalize the EIS in two years.
That funding is to the Seven County Infrastructure Coalition. There are utility type projects that are in
the works and projects of ‘these magnitudes’; just to do the environmental takes time.
Commissioner Dalton indicated that he had not answered the question; they have been in existence for
approximately four years. Is there a project that is under construction today?
Mr. McKee stated there is a project that is a little bit more indirect but wouldn’t have happened without
SCIC referring to the Daggett broadband and the trail project in Daggett County phase I.
Commissioner Dalton asked if it was planning or construction?
Commissioner Lytle interjected it was for planning
Mr. McKee said it is planning and the Swinging Bridge has been constructed.
Commissioner Dalton asked if it’s the one in Colorado.
Mr. McKee said yes.
Chairman Hardy asked if there were other questions, comments, motions. The Chairman
acknowledged Mr. Farrell.
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Mr. Farrell acknowledged this has great impact on the eastern side of the State but asked if members
of any of the counties pay administration costs so that the money from CIB can go into the projects
rather than administration.
Mr. McKee indicated he doesn’t see that happening.
Commissioner Winterton interjected they have $2.2 million in their budget.…
Chairman Hardy acknowledged Commissioner Winterton to continue.
Commissioner Winterton stated that Duchesne County has cut their budget as the projected revenue is
$2.2 million ‘under-funded’. The mineral lease revenue is just shy of $2 million dollars barely covering
the loan payments for projects
Mr. Farrell indicated the same situation in his county and stated Duchesne County is fortunate to
receive mineral lease money. In regard to the Coalition, it would be different if the counties ‘had a dog
in the fight’.
Commissioner Winterton felt the contribution is that they send somebody to the Board meetings every
month and contribute resources, personnel and GIS. He referred to it as in-kind. Each county is into
this $400,000 or $500,000 dollars since the creation and there’s a lot of value in the coalition.
Chairman Hardy acknowledged Mr. Damschen.
Mr. Damschen referred to the level of oversight, control, and accountability that most governments are
subject to and expressed concern over funding 4 years of operation. It should be on an annual basis.
One year would be about $750,000 and that’s what this Board should consider.
Mr. Galecki indicated his motion was for them to come with a project, but that doesn’t fit with the whole
structure and offered a new motion.
Gregg Galecki made and Tooter Ogden seconded a motion to fund Seven County Infrastructure
Coalition for $750,000 grant for one year with quarterly updates.
Mr. Damschen suggested accountability for what is being accomplished to increase the understanding
of productivity and the ultimate progress being achieved.
Commissioner Lytle indicated he feels everything has been visible. The face to face conversation is
important.
Chairman Hardy acknowledged Commissioner Adams.
Commissioner Adams asked Mike McKee if getting the annual amount was acceptable. He felt a
quarterly discussion was not necessary.
Mr. McKee stated they would make it work.
Commissioner Ogden indicated the Board ought to know what is being accomplished.
Chairman Hardy stated there is a different meaning in knowing what they’re doing and having a very
long discussion. The Chairman acknowledged Mr. McKee.
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Mr. McKee said they appreciate the Board’s considerations. He thanked Mr. Damschen for recognizing
the Coalition’s efforts. They want to accomplish what they need to do while watching the funds.
Chairman Hardy acknowledged Commissioner Dalton.
Commissioner Dalton concurred with the offer of annual funding but suggested setting guidelines or
goals to meet in order to receive additional funding. What standards do they need to get the next
$750,000? Is that going to be totally a decision by the Board? They need to have a goal to support
getting the next $750,000.
Chairman Hardy appreciated the comment because anything that exists outside of the application does
need to be specified by the Board and incorporated into contract and expectation and invited comment.
The Chairman acknowledged Commissioner Lytle.
Commissioner Lytle suggested that some projects are multi-year projects so it should be renewable up
to four years, but does not encumber the entire amount. His recommendation is for a four year project,
funded unless otherwise stated.
Mayor Baker: ……
Chairman Hardy asked if that was a substitute motion.
Commissioner Lytle suggested that the project be a four year project funded in annually approved
increments of $750,000.
Chairman Hardy reiterated the substitute motion to approve $3,000,000 with $750,000 on an annual
basis and at any annual checkpoint the Board could terminate the next year’s commitment. It would
continue unless the Board acted on early termination. And all state contracts have a 60 day nonrecourse clause to terminate. The substitute motion is on the table.
Jack Lytle made and Bruce Adams seconded a substitute motion to approve the $3,000,000 with
$750,000 allocations on an annual basis and at any annual checkpoint the Board could
terminate the next year’s commitment.
The Chairman acknowledged Mayor Baker.
Mayor Baker stated he was going to make a similar motion; 4 years with progress reports.
Chairman Hardy asked if there was further discussion on the substitute motion.
Commissioner Dalton stated it is just like giving them the $3,000,000 without any guidelines for the
Board to consider termination.
Chairman Hardy indicated it would take a separate action of the Board to terminate the contract. The
Chairman acknowledged Mr. Galecki.
Mr. Galecki concurred with Commissioner Dalton that there should be guidelines to avoid the problems
in the original funding. What are those milestones?
Chairman Hardy asked if the applicant could suggest milestones.
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Mr. McKee suggested they would work with staff to provide milestones before final approval in
February.
Chairman Hardy stated the Board would consider a draft in February as part of the funding meeting on
the deliverables. He indicated there are two concepts that should be discussed as a State Board.
1. There are state funds paying for 100% of the work product in many cases which will apply to the rail
discussion as well. CIB is the sole funder so who owns the work product? If the Board provides the
funding of an EIS for the rail, who owns the work product and do we have ownership rights to the work
product since CIB is paying for 100% of it.
2. It makes no sense to pay our legal counsel out of CIB funds and also pay other legal counsel to
argue with our CIB legal counsel out of CIB funds. This has happened and is a troubling issue as we
manage CIB funds. We should not be paying to argue amongst ourselves with those funds. It is
important to provide clarity on what shows up in the contract with Seven County for everybody’s benefit
and everyone is clear on what the deliverable is. He asked Mike to address this. The first issue came
up as a result of the Coalition selling a study that was paid for as part of the initial $5 million and using
the proceeds for their own purposes.
Mr. McKee indicated it was before he became the director, but that was his understanding.
Chairman Hardy stated that if the Board provides funding for the rail EIS, there is a valuable product
that, if at any point somebody else needs to continue with the project, those rights should be retained
as a State to help move the project forward. It isn’t known where this Board will fit into credit
guarantees or whether the Board will have the funds to do that. It’s important to delineate who has
ownership rights of the product and how to commit to moving that project forward. He admonished the
Board to consider that seriously. The Chair acknowledged Commissioner Lytle for comment to the
substitute motion on the table.
Commissioner Lytle expressed uncertainty in terms of the ownership and the State monies or CIB
administered monies. He asked when the ownership issue is applied since the Board has other projects
that are 100% grant. Has CIB ever chosen ownership in those projects?
Chairman Hardy stated the project is always collateral for a loan that gets issued by the Board. (When
100% grant funds are awarded, the project cannot be sold for 10 years without Board approval.)
Using the rail example, completion of the EIS, which is approximately $30 million dollars is necessary to
get to the next step and apply for the rail funding. Then 5 to 7 percent is required on the guarantee and
this Board doesn’t have that money, Seven County doesn’t have that money, and another funding
source may have a different idea on how that project proceeds forward. It is valuable to make sure that
as steward of the State funds the State’s rights to a valuable work product are maintained. There may
be different ways in which the ultimate project could proceed and there’s value in the products that
have been produced. This GIS mapping has been very valuable and it is publicly available. It should
be stated that the State shall retain rights of work products that have been publicly funded at any time.
This leaves options to move forward independent of any one organization. The Chairman
acknowledged Commissioner Dalton.
Commissioner Dalton clarified that the funds are not allocated today and suggested a second substitute
motion to award $750,000 grant per year based on goals, initiatives and results indicated by the
milestones established between the applicant and staff and presented and approved prior to the
February 7, 2019 funding meeting. $750,000 and possibly ongoing.
Commissioner Lytle said it’s an amendment…
Chairman Hardy asked if it was an amendment to the substitute motion.
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Commissioner Dalton indicated the applicant and the staff would come up with this ‘goals and
guidelines’ and wanted it specifically in the motion.
Mr. McKee agreed.
Chairman Hardy indicated Commissioner Adams was the second on the substitute and asked if he
accepted that amendment.
Commissioner Adams consented.
Jack Lytle made and Bruce Adams seconded a substitute motion to approve $3,000,000 grant
distributed over four years in annual $750,000 increments with deliverables to be put forward at
the February funding meeting as established by SCIC and CIB staff.
Mayor Baker questioned the motion and suggested that on legal, the counsel from the staff could do it
and if not, they would go out to bid for that work.
Chairman Hardy indicated the Board cannot obligate the Attorney General’s office to represent Seven
County but they should go out to bid and they shouldn’t be using CIB funds to pay both sides of a legal
discussion. That doesn’t preclude Seven County to use their own funds to hire legal counsel for any
other purpose or for a project related basis that they would employ legal counsel to represent them for
a project.
Commissioner Lytle reiterated those funds should not be used adversarily against the funding source.
Chairman Hardy referred the comment to Alison Garner. Typically attorneys don’t represent two sides.
They are representing a side in the discussion and whether we’re paying for one side of the discussion
or both sides of the discussion is all I really wanted to clarify.
Commissioner Adams stated that in the legal system, we pay for the defendant and we pay for the
prosecutor.
Ms. Garner clarified the Chairman’s comments stating this Board always pays for the Attorney
General’s office time with regard to the Community Impact Board issues. Here, there are times when
the Board is also paying for the Coalition’s attorney; every communication Mr. Johnson has with me is
billed. CIB is paying for me and for him and we’re trying to avoid that.
Commissioner Lytle stated it also gets driven by the questions asked, who responds, and how it’s
responded to from SCIC if they choose to use a response. I understand why there would be the
question raised ‘Why are we paying to be argued.”
Chairman Hardy noted this is the only organization that has this issue. Typically other organizations,
counties, special service districts have their own funding sources and pay their own legal counsel. I’m
not discouraging the discussion for trying to gain understanding but there is an inherent conflict with
using CIB funds on both sides of the coin on that particular discussion.
Commissioner Lytle reiterated that CIB created this anomaly that some things don’t fit the same box
and are somewhat justifiable in the conversations.
Chairman Hardy acknowledged Commissioner Dalton and then Commissioner Adams.
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Commissioner Dalton indicated that this issue can be answered in the agreement between staff and
applicant. If they come up with the suggestions that are generally liked, the Board can look at it in
January and approve it in February. We’re talking about the same things for an hour and half, not
getting anywhere.
Commissioner Adams said this group is out working in the field to feed the chickens so more money
can be produced in mineral lease for the Board to administer. If they come to us and make a report and
we have questions, they can answer them. If we like what they’re doing we’ll continue to fund what
they’re doing.
Chairman Hardy acknowledged Treasurer Damschen and then Mr. Galecki.
Mr. Damschen made a quick comment on the substitute motions that have a couple of things that are
similar.
Chairman Hardy indicated there is one substitute and it was amended; one substitute on the table.
Mr. Damschen stated that his constituents and legislators have a reasonable expectation that I and my
team are working on many initiatives that don’t start and end in one years’ time, but I go before my
appropriations sub-committee once a year and my budget is fully renewable on an annual basis. This
Board meets ten or eleven times a year and there is ample opportunity to revisit this on an annual basis
with no need whatsoever to make a long term commitment. It should be $750,000 for a year as with
everyone else, subject to a budget and oversight.
Commissioner Lytle indicated legislators meet for 45 days and we’re working on 8 hours.
Mr. Galecki stated he agrees with Treasurer Damschen having an off ramp every year; an annual
review.
Chairman Hardy called the question on the substitute motion which is $750,000 for four years. Staff
and SCIC can work together on specific deliverables and some legal stuff. We’ll draft a memo for
consideration at or before the funding meeting.
Jack Lytle made and Bruce Adams seconded a substitute motion placing the project on the
Priority List as a $750,000 grant annually for each of four years contingent on a list of
deliverables on or before the February funding meeting. The motion passed with Jack Lytle,
Dean Baker, Ron Winterton, Bruce Adams and Mike Dalton in favor and Gregg Galecki, David
Damschen, Steve Farrell and Tooter Ogden opposed.
Chairman Hardy noted that rail has been referenced in the previous discussion and suggested focusing
on anything that has been missed to get to a decision as quickly as possible. There is a lot of
information including letters of support, the RL Banks study, the Zions Bank analysis, the Attorney
General’s letters, and the letters from Eric Johnson which has been available for over a week. He
acknowledged time to Mr. McKee and the Coalition recognizing there are other people. Then to Zions
Bank, then the Attorney General’s office, then questions and answers. Be semi brief in your comments.
Mr. McKee referred to the yellow and black wax vials passed to the Board provided by Duchesne
County and talked about the pour point which provides the challenge. Utah refineries are limited to
70,000 to 90,000 barrels a day so it needs to get to outside markets. A 2014 UDOT study indicated 26
different routes. According to UDOT there will be $30,000,000 dollars of lost revenue in a 30 year
period if transportation issues are not addressed. By putting the rail in and using the more conservative
numbers in the RL Banks study there would be $3.2 billion dollars in additional taxes coming to the
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State and to CIB. He invited Mr. Donaldson to speak but he had left. He invited Ruland Gill, Chairman
of the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining to speak.
Ruland Gill indicated there’s a billion or two in funds available to CIB through what his Board is doing.
His purpose is to display what the asset is, how it compares to other states, what the economics are
and how those compare to other states giving an idea of the magnitude of what is being done.
(…having PowerPoint issues)
Mr. McKee noted the PowerPoint issues and invited Mark Hemphill, the National Director of Rail
Consulting for HDR to speak.
Mr. Hemphill stated that HDR has done six studies on the Uintah Basin for either Utah DOT or for the
Seven County Infrastructure Coalition. In 2013 and in 2014 they did a road capacity study for UDOT
demonstrating the highway network in the Basin is constrained. In 2015 they did a rail study feasibility
for Utah DOT. A route was chosen with too high of a price point. In 2016 the Infrastructure Coalition
asked HDR to reassess that study and came up with a substantial cost saving by looking harder at the
routes with more time available. In 2017a major producer in the Basin had HDR look at the study again
and provide a private rail feasibility study in the Basin. Also in 2017 HDR did an oil pipeline study for
the feasibility of a pipeline serving the Basin. All those rail studies found that rail is commercially viable.
The oil pipeline was NOT commercially feasible and would not pay for itself. The risk on rail is if oil is
simply no longer produced in the US economy or a general economic collapse.
Mr. McKee asked Charlie Banks of RL Banks from Virginia to speak. He did the RL Banks study.
Charlie Banks stated he has worked in the rail space since he was 18 and Mr. Hemphill’s firm is well
known and well thought of with a focus on engineering and design of rail and other modes. RL Banks
is 100% in the rail space focusing primarily on economics. He indicated that small loans for railroading
are very difficult to obtain. They have been objective and independent on this study.
Mr. McKee returned to Mr. Gill.
Chairman Hardy encouraged brevity to get whatever they have planned completed in 5 minutes or less.
Mr. Gill indicated he has not discussed an issue of this magnitude given this short of time and
apologized for making his presentation short. He stated that he created the SITLA Board and program.
When he started they had $32,000,000 after 96 years. When he left they had $432,000,000. When he
became chair of the Board of Oil, Gas & Mining, the drilling was about $50,000,000 a year. They
weren’t drilling in Utah because they didn’t know what’s down there and the rules only allowed one mile
horizontal wells. Today they are authorizing drilling down vertically two to three miles, turning the pipe
at a 90 degrees and drilling another two miles in these formations. About $600 million is being spent
drilling these kinds of wells and with 8 drill rigs they have swamped the refining capacity of the State of
Utah 200 percent. There is between 5.5 and 8 billion barrels out of recoverable oil that is known with a
gross revenue stream of about $275 to $400 billion. The problem is getting the product to outside
markets.
Chairman Hardy requested that all the presentations be done before questions. He indicated that
Commissioner Winterton will need to leave at 2:00 o’clock.
Mr. McKee introduced Ryan Clerico from Enefit and indicated that people from Crescent Point were
invited but didn’t make it. He introduced Mark Eckels, who is the Coalition’s oil and gas expert. He
asked Steve Evans to speak briefly.
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Steve Evans is from Evans Family Media, a broadcast media company in northeastern Utah since
1983. He presented a petition of support from local businesses, civic leaders, ecclesiastical leaders,
health care providers; 1632 signatures in the 10 days since they have known about this project. He has
witnessed the social consequences to families and individuals in the wake of the energy driven boom
and bust economy with sharp increase in domestic violence, drug abuse, crime, teenage truancy,
teenage suicide; these are real problems facing the community. This project will help mitigate those
issues and on behalf of the community he asked the Board to strongly consider helping mitigate these
problems in the community.
Mr. McKee invited Senator Van Tassel to speak.
Senator VanTassel stated that May 10, 2019 we will celebrate the driving of the Golden Spike at
Promontory Utah when 150 years ago the railroad came to Utah and without that, Utah wouldn’t be
what Utah is. The Eastern side of Utah is the only part of the State that has never had a railroad. It was
very expensive to build that railroad. The refineries in Salt Lake will never be enlarged to take more
product and there are air quality constraints. Railroad is the solution for the next 100 years to bring
diversification to the Uintah Basin for construction, manufacturing and other elements. This is a big deal
for the State of Utah and the Uintah Basin. He referred to the inland port in Salt Lake City which is to be
a huge economic driver and this [rail] is as big. He encouraged the Board’s support to move forward
and supported CIB control and access to the project components because this needs to get done. It will
generate CIB funds and mineral impact is the reason and the way that it should come.
Chairman Hardy invited Alex Buxton from Zions Public Finance to do a quick synopsis of their review of
the RL Banks study done for and supplied by Seven County Infrastructure Coalition. And on behalf of
the Board, raise any questions that Board should be asking.
Alex Buxton stated Zions Public Finance, as consultants to the CIB reviewed the RL Banks feasibility
study and the SCIC rail funding application submitted. They included CRS to view the technical
aspects of the rail. Memos were prepared. In the summary many questions were raised and CIB
should get answers to those questions as they consider funding this project. In the application the
breakout for the request for funding was for three different phases, or milestones. He suggested a
breakout of each of those costs included in those milestones. It was suggested that in consideration of
funding, the incremental amount that would be distributed could be done in smaller amounts;
particularly the EIS should be prepared and completed. When that is done, a lot of the questions would
be then be answered. An initial question concerns the lack of private partnership or participation, at
least initially. The CIB is the sole source of investment so is it possible to bring any other monies so
that CIB isn’t taking all of the initial risk? It came to light that TYR energy has a project for bringing oil
out of the Basin. Two of the gentlemen that work for TYR were invited to discuss their projects.
Chairman Hardy again stated questions will be at the end and invited TYR Energy up for a brief
overview to inform the Board of what private industry is planning, that isn’t in production already, but
possibly on the cusp.
Michael Walter, TYR Energy, stated that TYR was asked to share what the private sector is doing in
Utah. TYR energy is a privately held company. He talked about transportation possibilities which are in
the works to convey Uintah Basin product and rail is among the possibilities. TYR is also working in
Carbon County. The TYR plan is to provide producer assurances and have two contracts with local
producers for an additional 60,000 barrels of waxy crude to start shipping January 1 as phase 1. The
goal is to increase to almost 300,000 barrels with capabilities of 500,000 barrels. The basin is going to
grow and that needs to occur responsibly. TYR is a proponent of rail and in their master plan, they’re
going to build a rail from Duchesne County to Carbon County as the private sector. The opportunities
and strategies are available to every current producer and every possible producer.
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Chairman Hardy thanked TYR and acknowledged Alison Garner to sum up the information which she
has provided to the Board. The Board has the memorandum which was directed toward Eric Johnson,
but it’s information that the Board should have.
Ms. Garner referred to the correspondence between the Attorney General’s office and the Coalition.
Through that correspondence and other meetings, other communications, the goal was to resolve some
concerns and questions, or narrow those concerns. She gave background about the need to exchange
correspondence, as the application is unusual. It is her opinion this Board should be aware of the
potential legal risks and vulnerabilities that might arise in deciding this application. There is very little
case law addressing the questions this application presents leaving a lot of unknowns and if there is a
legal issue over the decision, a court will scrutinize the record to determine whether the decisions are
arbitrary and capricious. Did the Board ask questions, seek supporting evidence, and demand answers
to tough questions? If the Board avoids difficult questions and accepts flimsy explanations or excuses
acting as a rubber stamp, the decision will be struck down by a court. The decision should withstand
scrutiny and regardless of any court challenge this Board has a duty to closely examine every
application that appears in front of it. She gave a very brief overview of some of the outstanding legal
issues and concerns that still exist.
1. Is this project an eligible public project under the Mineral Leasing Act and State law? It is not
necessarily consistent with the examples that exist in Utah Statute, or with past practices of this
Board.
2. Will the grant be used for the Mineral Leasing Act’s intended purpose, which is to alleviate
impacts and burdens to communities from mineral development?
3. Will there be alleviation of truck traffic along highways?
4. Significant expenditures of State funds are outside of the State of Utah and the AG
correspondence goes into detail.
5. How does the project qualify as planning as defined by statute or by CIB’s general past
practices as this application requests items like engineering and design; right of way planning;
grant procurement; legal services; administrative services which are not generally things this
Board funds as part of a planning application.
Chairman Hardy indicated the discussion was open to the questions not yet resolved to get to a place
where an informed decision can be made. He asked for the Board to specify to whom the question is
directed. The Chairman acknowledged Treasurer Damschen.
Mr. Damschen directed his comments to Mr. Banks and asked who their primary competitors are and
how was RL Banks selected to perform the analysis that they’ve compiled.
Mr. Banks indicated he is not specifically the corporate person to answer the question about the
selection process, but it seemed to be a normal procurement with a pre-proposal conference then they
submitted a proposal. He considered RL Banks to be the best qualified to do the job and are 100% in
the rail space. They have competitors, but none who compete across all lines of business. Parsons
Brinkerhoff, HDR, L.E. Peabody and Associates, AE Com, and two boutique railroad economics firms
do similar work. There are plenty of other people that could have bid, and there were more people on
the initial conference call...
Mr. McKee added it came down to the top five which the Board interviewed.
Chairman Hardy noted the time, indicating that Commissioner Winterton would soon have to leave.
The Chairman acknowledged Mr. Galecki.
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Mr. Galecki referred his question to TYR Energy first clarifying they are a private company, there has
been discussion about doing public private partnerships and asked if TYR had interacted with the
Seven County Coalition to form a private public partnership?
Mr. Walter stated there was a brief conversation at the Governors Energy Summit this last year where
TYR suggested a non-disclosure agreement (NDA) but they were unable to come to an agreement on
that.
Mr. Galecki referred to the mention of getting a rail out of Carbon County and asked if the various
studies have been shared with TYR, or are they aware of those studies?
Mr. Walter indicated they have reviewed every study that’s been available within public forum and they
are getting ready to move into the next step of their railroad plan.
Mr. McKee interjected in connection with Mr. Walter and Mr. Galecki’s discussion he felt those are
complimentary efforts. Oil companies want to move product and don’t want to wait four to five years for
this rail to be built.
.
Chairman Hardy indicated that Treasurer Damschen had questions for Mr. McKee.
Mr. Walter interjected to state their plans on rail don’t align with the Coalition plans on rail but that
doesn’t mean they can’t be complimentary. The TYR plans on rail are driven by customers and
contracts
Commissioner Lytle interjected to ask how long are the TYR contracts?
Chairman Hardy returned to order and acknowledged Treasurer Damschen.
Mr. Damschen asked Mr. Walter if he felt they were responding to him as a complimentary, potential
partner, or if he thought they viewed him as competition.
Mr. Walter indicated in the private sector, they look at every opportunity and reached out, but if there
can’t be an NDA it lends itself more to a competitive than a complimentary nature.
Mr. Damschen asked if he needed significant government support to access capital or to finance some
of these major infrastructure projects that the company is pursuing?
Mr. Walter stated there is money and opportunities in private public relationships where it’s good for
everyone and would never discount the opportunity to work together, but he could call half a dozen
folks with billions of dollars to spend and his projects are supported economically moving forward. The
risk he will take on the railroad big picture is to spend a million dollars initially and if he was wrong, he
was wrong, but it’s his checkbook and not the State’s
Chairman Hardy noted the time and was uncertain if the Board was close to a motion. He asked if
Commissioner Winterton had some comments prior to leaving.
Commissioner Winterton stated his thoughts might be selfish, but this is Duchesne County’s economy.
They had the lowest unemployment rate and now have the highest and the cycle goes on. This project
alone will stop that cycle. Uintah County and Duchesne County have a lot of public land and [all] of the
mineral lease money comes out of those counties. If we can’t help ourselves by investing in our future,
then we’re wasting our time here today. This project is one of the largest plans that he’s seen. He is
100% behind this project. The private sector knows there’s money here but they’ve not been willing to
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put the infrastructure in. “As a government entity, that’s our responsibility. We do it with roads as tax
payers, we’re the ones paying that bill to rebuild that road. And yet we’re going to kick the tires about
$28 million dollars in a rail that’s going to be safer. This product is the safest product that you could put
down the road right now if it’s in solid form. So as far as the environmental concerns, I think people
read more into this than what’s here. But it’s our opportunity to make a difference. I want to be here for
the motion; I want to be here to vote. But I’ve got to leave, and that’s where I stand on this project.
And I hope that everybody else will too.”
Chairman Hardy asked if Commissioner Winterton would like to make a motion.
Commissioner Winterton stated he would make a motion that we accept the project as presented, and
fund the EIS. It will get us there. They’re sometimes very painful. The railroad study that we did before
with UDOT; that didn’t come from CIB, that came from Uintah and Duchesne County and UDOT. We
have invested in this. I’ll make a motion that we accept it as presented, fully funded, and let’s get this
going. Because the longer we wait… we could change administrations and then we’re going to have
problems.
Mr. McKee asked if the motion could include suspending the rules and funding.
Ron Winterton made and Bruce Adams seconded a motion to suspend the rules and fund this
project at today’s meeting as a $27,900,000 grant from the Major Infrastructure Set Aside Fund.
Chairman Hardy stated the motion on the table is to approve a $27,900,000 grant, Suspend and Fund.
$27,900,000 as requested. Seconded by Commissioner Adams. Discussion on that motion.
Mr. Damschen expressed concern that the Board would rush to approve $28 million after Counsel’s
comments.
Chairman Hardy acknowledged Commissioner Ogden.
Commissioner Ogden referred to the advice of legal counsel but then the Board ramrods it through not
knowing what partnerships are going to be, etc. Is this a public rail line or a private railroad? Are we
able to use these funds across State lines? This needs more discussion.
Mr. McKee asked the Chairman to say one thing real quick. “As far as the study itself, CIB, mineral
lease money was used to fund… this is only study money. Mineral lease money was used to fund the
2001 study that contemplated 15 different routes; 11 of them in Colorado. It also helped fund the 26
routes that HDR did. So that’s mineral lease money that’s funded… It also funded, from CIB funds, the
EIS that was done in Sevier County as well. …EIS… So, you know, …”
Chairman Hardy tabled Mr. McKee and acknowledged Mayor Baker.
Mayor Baker stated he’d like to call a vote on the motion.
Chairman Hardy called a vote on the motion to approve a $27,900,000 grant.
Ron Winterton made and Bruce Adams seconded a motion to suspend the rules and fund this
project at today’s meeting as a $27,900,000 grant from the Major Infrastructure Set Aside Fund.
The motion failed in a tie with Ron Winterton, Jack Lytle, Dean Baker, Steve Farrell, and Bruce
Adams in favor and Gregg Galecki, David Damschen, Mike Dalton, Tooter Ogden and Jonathan
Hardy opposed.
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Ron Winterton left the meeting.
Chairman Hardy stated the Chair may vote to cause a tie. Phasing would be the more appropriate
approach to get to more certainty on a number of questions and expressed support of the project in a
phased approach. That motion failed. The Chairman acknowledged Treasurer Damschen.
Mr. Damschen expressed concern that most of the project will be done in the State of Colorado with
policy and politics that are very different than Utah bringing significant uncertainty. The Coalition
should provide something from high levels of Colorado indicating support of this project. Projects done
within the State would be within the State’s control wherein going through Colorado introduces
uncertainty. He too, supports the project, but if up to $50 million is invested and then Colorado stops it
because of the politics of Colorado; that is an unknown but important consideration requiring more
information.
Mr. McKee stated they did have an opportunity to meet with commissioners in Western Colorado and
there was unanimous support. They met with Kathleen Stacks, energy advisor from Colorado and also
sent a letter to inform Colorado of the rail planning. He also stated there is an alternative that stays
completely in Utah which looks viable. It would not cost a lot to have Mr. Banks or someone else look
at the viability to that alternative which is a shorter distance. If this Board authorizes funding, they want
to move forward quickly during this administration. The RFP includes looking at a route that would
keep the project in Utah.
Commissioner Adams asked about the result of the vote.
Chairman Hardy indicated he voted and it was a 5 to 5 tie.
The Chairman acknowledged Commissioner Lytle.
Commissioner Lytle asked for clarification concerning the Chair’s vote. Typically the Chair votes if
there is a tie and otherwise not.
Chairman Hardy indicated the chair can vote to break a tie or to cause a tie.
Ms. Garner stated the CIB’s own rules are silent on this issue.
Commissioner Lytle asked if the Board had adopted Robert’s Rules?
Ms. Garner stated they have not.
Chairman Hardy noted he is a member of the Board.
Commissioner Lytle said he understands; the Chair and a member.
Chairman Hardy stated he is supportive of this project. The Board has a financial advisor that has
referred to unanswered questions and the Board should get answers to the questions utilizing a smaller
funding amount. There’s been a little bit of discrepancy between what has been indicated by the
applicant and what’s been indicated by the CIB financial advisor concerning the amount necessary to
move the project forward in this next phase with more certainty. I think that’s currently where I’m at. I
hope that’s the feeling felt here and I’d love to have more discussion around that. But I don’t want to
prohibit any other discussion because we’ve had four nay votes that probably have more questions.
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Commissioner Adams stated it is confusing because Chairman Hardy has not voted except when it was
a tie.
Chairman Hardy noted that’s typically been the practice as the Board has not had many close votes. At
this meeting there is a different number of members here at the time and he is uncomfortable with
$27.9 million dollars and unanswered questions. It’s worthy of a vote to get more answers to the
questions. There is a way to proceed incrementally and he will not be opposed if the Board gets the
answers to the questions after an initial investment and it indicates to go forward. The project should be
phased. He acknowledged Brian Barton.
Mr. Barton stated the total request is $27,900,000 but has been broken into three milestones. The first
milestone could be achieved for $6.5 million, the second milestone is at $15 million, and the third would
be the final amount. They don’t have to spend the $27.9 million to know whether it’s a feasible project.
The first $6.5 million includes $2.6 million for concept engineering and environmental; baseline
environmental, not a completed EIS but enough environmental baseline data that to make a decision
about the viability on the environmental side. $1.2 million for mapping, $300,000 for preliminary
operating and maintenance planning, $200,000 for right of way planning, $300,000 for public
involvement and STB regulatory; STB is the Surface Transportation Board which is the federal agency
in Washington DC that will have oversight over the NEPA and all regulatory processes with rail projects
which involves specialized legal services, $200,000 for revenue and freight modeling and gathering
contracts. It’s been mentioned earlier that it all comes down to a likelihood of being able to have
suppliers and producers saying yes to shipping on the rail which is how the project gets paid for. There
is $500,000 for program management, $700,000 contingency adding to $6.5 million. Having the STB
regulatory approval by December of 2020 which is the goal – all these tasks would need to be
significantly completed by the first part of July.
Chairman Hardy asked about the timeframe to have answers in milestone one, sufficient for milestone
two.
Mr. Barton indicated it could be discussed in June.
Chairman Hardy acknowledged Mr. Galecki.
Mr. Galecki referred to Mr. McKee’s remarks about an in-State rail corridor which would be significantly
less miles and was uncomfortable spending $6.5 million without seeing more specifics. He supported
phasing.
Chairman Hardy indicated the financial advisor had a different amount for the initial phase of the study
but may not have analyzed exactly that milestone. The Chairman asked for clarification from Alex
Buxton.
Alex Buxton stated he appreciated Brian’s breakdown. He indicated it appeared to only add up to $6
million so there’s $500,000 that still needs to be discussed. He referred to the number he provided as a
ballpark in order to get an EIS done which was $2 million to $4 million and suggested SCIC might want
to discuss that.
Mr. McKee stated that the Coalition has bids for the study that are greater than $6.5 million dollars and
asked Brian Barton to address that.
Chairman Hardy asked if there was an RFP based on the $27.9 million or the first phase.
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Mr. Barton stated the current RFP is a part of the $27.9 million project which included the engineering,
baseline environmental and right of way planning elements; those three. There are other elements
including right of way, the STB, legal, public involvement, revenue and freight, modeling, program
management, etc. that add up to $27.9 million in the application. In order to move the entire project
forward they have to have all of these other elements to start so they are not behind.
Mr. McKee stated there will be several alternatives evaluated to get to a preferred alternative which is
part of this process.
Chairman Hardy summarized that Zions and SCIC are looking at two different milestone points
regarding phase 1 estimates. But assuming everything is positive, where is SCIC planning to come up
with the money for the credit premium or credit guarantee for the federal rail money?
Mr. McKee stated it isn’t their intent to get everything from the CIB. He then reminded the Board of the
previous $50 million award which was subsequently withdrawn. They might pursue legislative support
and/or a combination of several sources including CIB and the Treasurer may have suggestions.
Chairman Hardy indicated there may not be enough money available to consider it within current
financials. Whoever is going to come up with that amount of money is going to push the project forward
or have control over it.
Mr. McKee stated that the Ute Tribe has some very strong interest and the Coalition will be discussing
the project with the Tribe and their attorneys.
Chairman Hardy acknowledged Alison Garner.
Ms. Garner referred to the cost breakdown discussed for milestone one which only totaled $6 million,
noting the cost was not stated for the STB and legal.
Mr. Barton indicated $500,000 was budgeted for STB and legal so that is the additional amount.
Ms. Garner indicated that it was stated that STB would be the lead agency for the NEPA process. And
they’re intending to seek a loan from the Department of Transportation so have they discussed whether
that agency or the Federal Railroad Association might be the lead agency?
Mr. McKee stated that on rail projects, the Surface Transportation Board will be the lead agency. Other
cooperating agencies include the Bureau of Land Management and US Fish and Wildlife. The federal
borrowing rate on this is less than 2% and there have been some initial discussions with the ‘Build’
folks. They’ve had initial legal counsel with Venable in Washington D.C.
Chairman Hardy acknowledged Commissioner Dalton.
Commissioner Dalton asked if he understood correctly that the private sector was building a rail from
Duchesne to Carbon.
Mr. Walter indicated yes.
Commissioner Dalton asked why the Coalition was not working a public private partnership with TYR if
they are building that rail. Are they not willing or are you not willing to form a partnership?
Mr. McKee stated the reason the 2014 rail up Indian Canyon was dropped was not because there
wasn’t great interest in the project. The problem was the cost which was $67 billion dollars. Rail
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generally needs to stay within a 2.5% grade and this corridor required a lot of tunneling and other
restrictions. The costs coming out of UDOT were not very accurate numbers.
Chairman Hardy acknowledged Commissioner Lytle.
Commissioner Lytle asked if it is correct that TYR is going to build a railroad.
Mr. Walter said ‘That’s correct.’ It’s in our master plan and we’re through the first phase of engineering,
moving on into full feed and …
Commissioner Lytle asked when it was expected to be complete.
Mr. Walter indicated they’ll be constructed in less than two years.
Commissioner Lytle asked about the expected cost.
Mr. Walter indicated it is less than $1.5 - $1.7 billion. They don’t believe the studies and the cost
estimates in the corridor were accurate. The private sector has different plans in the way they connect
and move and they don’t study the hell out of everything.
Commissioner Lytle asked about the agreement with the oil companies.
Mr. Walter indicated they just signed two producers to a five year contract on 60,000 barrels beginning
to move on January 1.
Commissioner Lytle asked if rail would be primary carrier.
Mr. Walter indicated ‘With whatever way I want to move it to market.’ …
Commissioner Lytle stated there’s no commitment to rail unless or until you get it done. It is in your
master plan, but it doesn’t necessarily mean it’ll get done because it is the private sector and you can
say ‘It doesn’t wash’.
Mr. Walter said if he has contracts for 60,000 barrels to move to the rail position, but he believes they’ll
meet the master plan of 300,000 barrels of commitment by January 19, after Christmas. The plan is to
move oil through the existing Carbon County facilities until his facility is up and running, and then a
combination…. Beginning in Carbon County and then phased into Duchesne County.
Commissioner Lytle asked how many years they have been in the planning process.
Mr. Walter indicated not years, months.
Commissioner Lytle asked how many NEPA and public land projects he has been involved in.
Mr. Walter indicated it is all private.
Commissioner Lytle stated you cannot get to Price on private land.
Mr. Walter said there are stake holders involved that have land. It depends on which direction we go
and how we get to where we need to be. He has strategic economic investments in the private sector
here today to tell you there’s alternatives that the private sector is pursuing. The difference is that if
we’re wrong, it was our checkbook.
November 8, 2018
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Commissioner Lytle said TYR energy paints a picture as an alternative but expressed concern that TYR
could do NEPA in two years. It is uncertain what TYR is doing relative to rail. Their story is uncertain
without more depth.
Chairman Hardy stated he supports the phasing approach of the current project on the table. There are
questions that will be answered in this first phase. It is important to have fully verified information.
There are a lot of concepts that have been talked about and he is supportive of moving this project
forward in a phased approach.
Chairman Hardy acknowledged Mayor Baker.
Mayor Baker said we can discuss this all day and not know, and expressed support to commit at least
that $6.5 million to get started.
Dean Baker made a substitute motion to approve $6,500,000 for phase 1 of the rail study.
Chairman Hardy asked if the motion was to suspend the rules and fund.
Dean Baker made and David Damschen seconded a substitute motion to suspend the rules and
approve a $6,500,000 grant to accomplish phase 1 of the Uintah Basin Railway Planning Project.
Mr. Galecki asked to include answering the questions indicated in the Zions Bank Study.
Chairman Hardy suggested a response to questions that can be answered in written form in the next 30
days and note when the Board can get the rest of the answers in phase 1.
Mayor Baker accepted the amendment.
Commissioner Lytle asked if there are specific questions that we want answered or the whole list?
Mr. Galecki indicated two questions he would like to be included; has the trucking alternative been
completely exhausted and what happened with the Book Cliffs Corridor Study.
Chairman Hardy called the question.…
Dean Baker made and David Damschen seconded a substitute motion to suspend the rules and
fund Phase 1 of the Uintah Basin Railway Planning Project as a $6,500,000 grant to include the
Board’s request for written documentation answering questions posed in the Zions Public
Finance review of the RL Banks Pre-Feasibility Study. The motion carried with Ron Winterton
absent from the vote.
Chairman Hardy indicated staff will work with the Coalition on that particular contract.
Mr. McKee thanked the Board for their deliberate thoughts.
Commissioner Adams said no more trucks in Wasatch County.
Chairman Hardy referred the discussion concerning small planning requests to be handled by staff
instead of bringing those before the Board to Keith Heaton.
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Mr. Heaton referred the Board to the documents in the packet which explains the proposal. It was
discussed in June at the policy meeting in Richfield. This will avoid spending an hour talking about
small planning projects then rush through the multi-million dollar projects. And the proposal is to better
help the communities with planning; to get the State and the Association of Governments more
involved. The Board would allow those projects with a request up to $50,000 to come before staff for
review. Staff would report to the Board on a regular basis and communicate concerning possible
issues.
Commissioner Lytle asked if it was $50,000 total for the planning.
Mr. Heaton indicated it would be a $50,000 grant request per applicant and would require the Board
policy of 50% cash match. All the rules apply plus the criteria listed in the packet for plan applications.
The match would be required for Board staff to approve it.
Dean Baker made and Tooter Ogden seconded a motion to approve review of planning grant
requests up to $50,000 by the Community Development Office beginning July 1, 2019. The
motion carried with Ron Winterton absent from the vote.
ADJOURNMENT
The next regularly scheduled meeting of the Permanent Community Impact Fund Board will be on
Thursday, December 13, 2018 in the DWS Office, 1385 South State Street, Salt Lake City, Utah at 8:00
a.m.
This meeting adjourned at 2:45 p.m.
Submitted by:
Candace Powers
Cristine Rhead
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Utah coalition selects Drexel Hamilton
Infrastructure Partners to build Uinta Basin Railway
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EXHIBIT 22

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDINC REGARDING THE D EVELOPMENT OF T HE
UINTA UASIN RAILWAY

This Memorandum of Understanding (the "MOU ~ ) regarding the development of the Uinta Basin Railway, DJl
infrnstnlcture development projcct conceived of and to be developed under the jurisdiction and mandate of Ihe
Seven Counties InfraSlnLClUre Coalition (the "Coalition"), an independent political subdivision of the State of Ulah,
is entered into as of May 10, 2019 (the "Effective O:lIe").
ltcci tH ls
A.
The Coalition has delennined that it is in the best interest of the Coal ition to acquire certain railroad Righ ts
of Way and develop the Uinta Basin Railway with all associated improvements. TIle Coalition has obtained a
docket number with the U.S. Surface Transportation Board and proposed three alternative routes. The preferred
route is approx imately 80 miles in length which is roughly from crude oil production centers ncar Roosevelt, Utah to
Soldiers Summit. Utllh, which is descri bed with mori! particularity in Exhibit A ("Preferred Route"). A map
showing nil three alternative routes is attached hereto.

B.
Thc Coalition has determined Ulill it would be in the best interests oflhe Coalition to develop a shon line
railroad and associated terminaVs with capacity to gather and load up to approx imately 500,000 barrels per day of
I:rude oil product or other bulk commodil:es, such llS DgricullUral products. and the infrastructure associated
therewith or to serve such tennin!!I, including ruilroad facilities, handling facilities, tank batteries, rail track, roads,
buildings and handlings facili ties (collectively, thtl "Facilities"). The Coalition has obtained funds and commenced
the design, financing and development of the Facilities, including the commercial faci litation and development
thereof.
C.
The Coalition has entered into an agreement with the Ute Indi:m Tribe with respeet to the proposed railway
nnd the Facilities nnd the Coalition and the Ute Indian Tribe arc negotiating additional ngreclOents related thereto.
The Coalition's Preferred Route crosses trust lands of the Ute Indian Tribe and the agreement of the Ute Indian
Tribe is necessary for the Preferred Route.
O.
Drexel Hamilton Infrustrueture Partners, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership (" Oeveloper") desircs 10
devclop the Facilities. including: (i) financing the purchase of the property for the Right of Way for the a lternate
route to be approved by the Surface Transportation Board (the "Right of Way"), and then (ii) undertaking the reafter,
purs uant to a long tenn arrangement for the use of the f:lci lities by the Developer, which nrronge mcni sholl be
acceptablc to the Coalition and Developer, to finance, construct, own, operate and maintain the Facilities.
NOW, THEREFORE, the Developer and Coalition hereby mutually agree and covenant, as follows:
(.
The Developer (Drexel Hamilton Infrastructure Partners, L. P.) agrees to develop the Facilities by (i)
financing the purchase of the propcrty for the Right of Way, and then (ii) undertaking, pursuan t to a long term
arrangement for the use of the Facilities by the Developer, which arrangement shall be acceptable to the Coalition
and Developer to finonce, construct. own, operate ond maintain tho Facilities. Developer agrees to use
commercially reasonable efforts und shall not engage in an y projects touc hing the State of Utah that may compete
with the rail or the Facililies or with the Coalition. lbis non-compete covenant shall survive the termination of this
agreement by two years.
2.
111C Coalition shall during the teml of this MOU, negotiate ill good faith with the Developer, and the
Developer shall negotiate in good faith with the Coalition, 10 agree upo n an arrangement (which may include a
professional services agreemcnt and/or a eooperouive endeavor agreement),lo be coordinated with the Developer, to
finance the purchase by the Coal ition for the Right of Way, for development of the Facilities, which linancing ffi3Y
include tax exempt or other municipal conduit bonds issued by the Coal ition, or other loan or eredit arrangements.
all subjecl to the Coalition Board's review and app roval. The Coalition further agrees and pursu'mlto a resol ution
of the Coalition's Board dated May 10, 20 t9, he reby selects the Developer to be its exclusive commercial facilitator
to assist and advise the Coalition and to develop the Facilities by (i) financing thc purehnsc ofllle propcrty for the
Right of Way, and then (i i) undertaking, pursuant to " long term arrangement for the use of the Facilities by the
Developer, which arrangement shall be IIceeptable to the Coalition and Devetoper to finance, construct, own, operate
1

and maintain the F:l.cilitics. Thc Developer may develop the Facilities either direc tly or indirectly (acting through
Dcvc:!opcr's Affilintc, which is defined as a portro lio tntil)' of Developer and assigns and their respective
contractor).
3.
The Developer understl nds and agrees that the Coalition intends to coopemte with the Ute Ind ian Tribe and
that the Ute Indian Tribe has been extended an invitation by tlle Coalition to particip:'l!e in the Preferred ROUle for
the rai l and the Facilities (irrespective of the route) to the extent it so desires. Any and all participation by the Ute
Indian Tribe or any interest in the rail, the transloading faciliti es, or any other Faci lities s hull be in the sole,
unfettered discretion of the Ute Indian Tribe. The Dc:veloper agrees to the term sheet between Ihe Coalition and the
Ute Indian Tribe that the Coali tion Board approved on May 10,20 19, recognizing that the Ute India n Tribe may not
agree to such terms. and the Developer further agrees that all negotiations and agreeme nts related to the participation
by the Ute Indian Tribe in the rail and Facilities shall bc within the purview :and under the direction or the Coalition,
however the Coalition agrees to consult with the Dcveloper and seek their input and consent prior to any agrecment.

4
In conllection with any financing ofa purchase of the Right ofWny for the anticipated development oflhe
Facilities, the Panics shall also negotiate in good fnlth for a long tcrm arrangement between the Coalition and the
Develo per, which arrangement shall be acccpt:r.ble to the Parties (and may include, without limi tation, a lease. a
concessio n, a license andlor a right of use), whereby the Developer, the Developer's Affi liates will have long tcrm
rights to arrangc for and coordinate the financin g, construction. ownership, operation nnd maintenance of thc
Facilities (with such agreement or agreements being referred to herein as the "Development Rights" ). subject to the
Board's approval.

5.

The term or this MOU will be for live years rrom the Effective Date unless extended or terminated by
ilgreeillcnl of the Partics; provided however, that if the Developer has not been successrul in presenting a proposal
reasonably acceptable to the Coalition Board to fi n:r.ncc thc purchase of the Righi of Way ror the alte rnate roUie to
be approvcd by the Surfacc Transportation Board coupled wit h Development Rights to finance development of the
Facilities by June 1.2020, then the Co:aHtion will have the right to terminale the MO U, with thirty days written
notice to Ihe Developer, Qnd to work with other par1ies to fimmce the purchnse oflhe Righi of Way and to develop il
ror any purpose the Coalition deems in its best intcres!. The Coalition, however, shall nol enter into any agreement
with any third party to finance thc purchase of tile Property or to grnnt any Dcvelopmcnt Rights to any such third
party with which thc Dcveloper materially negotiated to reach an agreement to finance the purchase oflhe Right of
Way or to exercise the Development Rights (each such third party bcing referred to "hereinafter as a "Proh ibited
Third Parly"), or with or to any Affiliate of any Prohibited TIlird Party, provided thai the Dcveloper has given
written notice. within the later or thirty days ( I ) of the execution of this MOU Of" (2) the initiatio n of such material
negotiation, 10 the Executivc Director identifying any such Prohibited Third Party. For purposes of this MOU, an
"A ffiliate~ is, with respect to the Developer or any Prohibited Third Party, IIny other person direc tly or indirectly
controlling, controlled by or undcr common COn tro l with Developer or ony Prohibited Third Pany. For the purposcs
of this definition: (a) the tenn "control~ (includ ing with correlative meaning, the temls "controlled by" and "under
common control with") as epplied to Ihe Dcvelopcr or any Prohibitcd Third Party, means the possession, directly or
indirectly, of the power to di rect or cause the direction of the manageme nt of the Developer or that Prohibited Third
Party whether through owncrship of 50% or more of the Developer's or such Prohibited Third Party's voti ng
securities, by contrncl, o r otherwise; and the term "pcrsonM means any individual, corporation, partnership, limited
liability company, trust, unincorpornted association or other entity.
G.
Except as is acceptable to the Developer, Iho Coalition shall not, through the Executive Director or any
othor person, directly or indirectly, ncgotiate a ny : (n) financing , lease, right of use, license, concession or purchase
of the Right of Way or the Devclopmcnt Rights: (b) fimmcing or othcr agreement regarding any development
thereof; (c) other encllmbrance o rt be Right of Way, wit h any person or emity other than the Developcr during the
tenn hereof witho ut the Developer's prior conscnt.

7.
Any agreemenl reached between thc Coalition with regard to financing a purchase of the Ri ght of Way,
coupled wi th a long-Ienll arrange ment for tile use of the Facilities by the Developer (or other arrangement
acceptDble to the Partics) and thc Dcvelopment Rights, will bc subject to the Coalition Board's review and appro\'a1.
The Parties intend Development Rights to include thc transponation of bulk commoditi ~ to and from the Uin ta
Basin to and ITom markets outside the State of Utah, which transpon:lIion may commence prior to construction of
the Uin!n Basin Railway.
2

8.

In carrying out their obligations hereunder both Parties shall comply with all applicable laws,

9.
This MOU is to be interpreted and enforced in accordance with Utah law, without the application of any
jurisdiction's conflicts of law principles.
10.

This MOU is not assignable by either Party without the written consent of the other Party.

I I.

Thc foregoing recitals are incorporated herein by reference and are made a pan hereof in Iheir entirely.
[Signed on Next Poge}

3

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have clluscd their duly <Iuthorized representatives to execute this MOU as or
the ElTective Date.

Seven Counties Infrastructure Coalition

BY ~ ~dhv
Name: Michael J.

cKee

Title: Executive Director

ArrESTED:

egal Counsel

Drexel Hamilton Infrastructure !lanners, L. P.

8Y' _

_ _ __ __

_ _ __

Name: Mark A. Michel
Title: Managing Partner

(Signalllre Page 10 Memorandum of Understanding Regarding the Utah Sellen COllnties Infrastructure Coali/ion
Vinla Ba.rin Railway Development)

4

EXHIRITA
The need for the Uinta Basin Railway is to enable the residents and industries in the Uinta Basin to have the same
economic opportunities and access to markets that are enj oyed by most of the residents and industries elsewhere in
the United StaICS. The cconomic burden on residents and industries in the Uinta Basin through their current costly.
truck-mediated access to railway service prevents them from enjoying the same economic opportunities that are
avai lable 10 mos t ofthe residents and industries elsewhere throughout the country.
The Uinta Basin Rail project is a proposed railro~d in the Uinta Basin region of eastem Utah. In 2012, the Utah
Department of Transportation, worki ng with the regional Six-County Infrnstructure Coalition, began studying
transpon ation in the basin. Afte r examining 26 potential routings, the detcnnination of thrce routes were superior,
( I ) a proposed longer route cast through c!lstern Utah connecti ng to the Union Pacific branch line in Craig.
Colorado, (2) a proposed 80 mile long railway route th rough the Indian Canyon west from the basin 10 ncar Soldier
Summit, and fin ally (3) a proposed 100 mile long route to Soldier Summ it through a. more southem route via Wells
Draw.
The righ t of way would largely follow existing roadways, including US Ro ute 40 and US Roult: 191. There are
intended to be one or two tenninals established in the basin for crude oil loading and to receive the importation of
fmc-sand and olher commodities needed for the extraction of natural n::sources in the state of Ulah. See the image
below for greater illustration oflhe preferred routes and locations.
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EXHIBIT 23

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING AMENDMENT NO.1 REGARDING THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
UINTA BASIN RAILWAY
This Memorundum of Undc:rstanding Amendment No. I (the "AMEND NO. I") Regarding thc Development of the
Uinta &sin Railway dated as of October 31, 2019 (the "Effective Datc''). bereby llI11ends lhe Memorandum of
Understanding Regarding the Development of Ihe Uinla Basin Railway enlered inlo as of May 10. 2019 (the
"MOU"). by and between the Seven Counties rnfr3SttUcture Coalition (lhe ·Coalition"). lind Drexel Hamilton
Infrasll'Utture Pllrtners, L.P,. a.Delaware limited partnCl'Ship ("Drexel,,).

A.
In May 2019. Drexel submiueci a proposal and response to a Request for Qualifications published by the
Coalition and as pan of their proposal. Drexel included Rio Grande Pacific Corporation ("Rio Grande Pacific,,) as a
co-respoodenl lind Drexel and Rio Grunde Pacific presented II joint response to the Coalition which \VIIS ultimlltely
chosen by the Coalition 45 the prefelfed proposal and which resulted in tbe original MOU.
B.
As set fonh in thc MOU. thc Coalition has dctennined that it is in the best interest of the Coalition to
acquire certain railroad Rights of Way and develop the Uinta Basin Railway widt aUusocillted improvements. The
Coal ilion Itu obtained a doeket number with the U.s. Surface Transpol1ation Board and proposed four alternative
roules. Consistent with lhis determination, lhe Coalition hllS expended public funds 10 identify owners of property
along these routes and 10 otherwise prepare to secure r.ailroad Right of Way.

C.
In the MOU. Drexel agreed. ,""ong other things. to develop the Facilities (as defined in the MOU).
including: financing the purchase by the Coalition ofthe property for the Right of Way for the alternate route to be
approved by the SUlfll£C Transponation Board (the "Right of Way').

•

D.
In Ihis AMEND NO. I. the Coalition and Drexel. along with Rio Grande Pac.ific. a shon line rail owner and
operator that bas entered into cmain I1lrcemc:nts wilh Drexel. desire to more: clearly define th.eir respeetive roles
willi respect 10 the acquisition of cenain railroad Riahts:pfWay wilh respect to lhe Uinta Basin Railway_

E.
For purposes of this AMEND No. I :md the MOU, "Right of Way" shall m=n Ilny propeny right useful for
a common carrier r;tilroad right of way, inclUding. but not limited 10. a purchase option. an easement option, fee
simple tide. a pcrpetwll casement. etc.
•
F.
For purpose: of Ihis AMEND No. I. Ihe term "Oevelopment Rights" shall have the: same definition as set
forth in the MOU.

G.
For purpose of this AMEND No. I. the tcnn "Ocveloper" shalln:fer to Drexel and Rio Grunde Pacific.
collectively.
NOW. THEREFORE. the Developer and Coalition hereby mutually agree :uJd covenant, as foUows:
I.
In furtherance of the MOU. in the event tbatlhe Developer purchases a Right of Way from private property
owners. the Panies agree that Developer sball rnmsfer the Righi of Way to the Coalirion as sel fanh hereafter. The
Ocvcl.opcr agrees to pay for all costs and expenses to be paid and de!i~ 10 the various propeny owners in
association witb the acquisition of Ihe Right of Way. Any agreemenl entered into by the Developer 10 obtain an
interest in the Right of Waysball colullin an express provision providing for assignment of such intCl'CS( in the Right
of Way to the Coalition. Ocvcloper acknowledJC$ that the Coalition, in its own name, has applied or willllpply for
permits from appropriate federall1gencies.
2.
The Panics agree thaI all Right of Way lind every RighI of Way acquired by the Ocvcloper shall be
tr.lnsferred to the Coalition and shall be exclusively in tbe name of the COIIlition in documents that are recordable
with tbe appropriate county recorders. upon the first to occur of either of the following conditions:

a.

•

Drexel and the Coalilion have entered into. each in its sole discretion. a definitive long-Ierm
agrec:ment(s) whereby Drete! or Drexel's aJrtJiates win have 100& term rights to urange for the
1

Development Rights of the proposed railwny. Such agrccmcntlMY include a professional services
agreement nndlor a cooperative endeavor agreement; or
By lind no Intcr than June 1.2020, provided that reimbum'lllCllt has been paid in full as specified
in Paragraph 3 below.
3.
The Developer'S obligation to transfer all Right of Way to the Coalition by June I, 2020. slWl be binding
regardless ofwhethcr Drexel and the Coalition have entered an agreement gi\;ng Drexel or Drexel's affiliates long
term rigbts 10 arrange for the Development Rights of the proposed railway and sball be transfcmd to the cxtent
pcnnitled by law and without violating the rights ofthinl patties from which or whom thc Dcvcloper acquired such
Right of Way. In the evenc me Right of Way is cransferred co the Coalition as set foreh in Paragraph 2(a) above,
such transfer shall be made at no cost to the Coalition. In the event the Rigbt of Way is lnU1.Sfem:d 10 the Coalition
as SCI forth in Paragraph 2(b) above. the Coalition $hall reimburse the Developer in full at the time oftransfcr for the
amounts paid by the Developer to propeny ownas to acquire the Right of Way. Tbe Coalition has no obligation to
reimburse Developer under paragraph 2{b) above in the event the Coalition elects to not proceed with the Uintah
Basin Railway or the route for which Right of Way has been purchased. Hawcver, in the event the Coalition elects
not to proceed with the Uinta Basin R4ilwny or the roule for which the Right of Way has been purdllised, the
Coalition has a 6O-dayfirsl right of refusal 10 reimburse Developer for the Right of Way commenei.ng on June I,
2020. and ending at midnight on July 30, 2020. after whieh time Developer ha$ no further obligation (0 make the
Right of Way available to the Coalition, and Developer al its sole choosing may relain. sell. or otherwise tranSfer the
Right of Way 10 any tbird party.

b.

The CoaJition agrees to pay for the cost of agents to act as subcontractors to the Coalition's engi~r of
Jones and DeMille Engineering. to acquire Righi of Way for the proposed railway and che Coalition further
agrees in consultation with the Developer 10 develop alternate alignmenl$ and roules as may be deemccl beneficial or
desil1lble as dcccnnined by tbe Coalitioo and to provide the Devcloper access 10 thc alignments and routes the
Coalition may develop.
4.

~ord.

3.
In carrying 0Ul their obli8Qtions hereunder the Porties shall comply with all applicable laws. Ex.C qll as
amendccl herein. the Memorandum O(UndersundiD& Reprding the Development of the Uinta Basin Railway dated
May 10,2019. remains in full force and effect and is in;lll rc:spccts rc.ffirmc:d hereby. IlI\d terms tbcn:of ace to be
~ as p3It of the terms o(this AMEND NO. I.

4.
This AMEND NO. I is to be interpreted and enfon:ed in accordance with Utah law. without the application
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S.
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The foregoing re1:itals are incorporated herein by reference and are made I part hereof in their entirety.
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Seven County Infrastructure Coalition
Uinta Basin Railway (UBRY)
Request for Remaining Funds

Overview
As outlined in the Milestone 1 Executive Summary, the UBRY project has made significant progress with
the initial $6.5M. Again, these accomplishments include:
•
•
•

The Coalition selected Drexel Hamilton Infrastructure Partners, LP, for a public-private
partnership (P3) to finance and build the proposed Uinta Basin Railway.
The Coalition and the Ute Tribe continue ongoing, positive discussions to take steps toward a
formal partnership.
Federal environmental, right-of-way, and regulatory approvals are moving ahead with significant
momentum.

Each accomplishment answers many of the questions that were asked by the Board during the
November 2018 meeting. The decision points will be discussed below. They also address several of the
items that have since been presented by CIB staff. The project is commercially viable, shippers are
anxious to move product via rail, critical land management entities are supportive, the NEPA process has
been initiated, and time is of the essence to continue to accelerate the delivery of the project.

Original Funding Request
The Seven County Infrastructure Coalition applied for a total of $27.9M in September 2018 to complete
the preconstruction phase of the project and to answer critical questions and address risks. The request
was reviewed by the Board in its November 2018 meeting. As a reminder, the original categories and
budget amounts are included in the following table:
Category
Environmental & Regulatory Authorization
Rail Line Engineering
Revenue Analysis
Right-of-Way Planning
Grant and Appropriation Procurement
Legal Services
Public Involvement
Administrative & Program Management
TOTAL

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Original Request
8,200,000
11,200,000
1,100,000
1,500,000
800,000
2,500,000
1,000,000
1,600,000
27,900,000

The CIB authorized the Coalition to move forward with the $6.5M that was budgeted to reach
Milestone 1, as outlined below.
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Status of Progress Milestones (Key Decision Points)
The original CIB application for the Uinta Basin Railway project (September 2018) included the following
critical funding Milestones (Key Decision Points) that were to be addressed by each funding phase,
should the full funding request not be authorized in a single allocation. The status of each decision point
is categorized by color below:
Milestone 1 (Authorized November 2018 - $6.5M):
1. Conceptual operating plan and operating basis of
KEY
engineering design rejected by prospective shippers and/or
Green Positive trend
connecting railroads as uneconomic or impractical.
Blue Unknown trend
2. Proposed connection location with Class I railroad(s)
Red
Negative trend
rejected as uneconomic or impractical.
3. Environmental clearance lead agency expresses substantial doubts about reasonableness of
purpose and need.
4. Conceptual CAPEX cost estimates significantly above anticipated cost and/or failure to meet
commercial objectives.
5. Environmental initial screening reveals fatal flaws that are unlikely to achieve mitigation.
6. Right-of-way across private lands cannot be optioned or appears that condemnation would have
successful court challenge by landowner, and/or federal or state agency or tribe owning needed
land indicates it will refuse transfer or easement.
Milestone 2:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Preliminary cost estimates too high.
Satisfactory commercial agreements with connecting Class I railroads cannot be reached.
Operator bids too high or would require subsidy.
Draft EIS comments or cooperating agency comment indicate that project would not achieve
environmental clearance or would not survive court challenge.
5. Final EIS rejected by lead agency.
6. Court challenge to Final EIS that appears to have significant chance of success.
7. STB does not issue construction license (Certificate of Public Need and Convenience)
Milestone 3:
1. Construction financing cannot be obtained.
2. Construction bids significantly above estimates.

Ongoing Coordination with CIB Staff
Monthly coordination meetings have been held with CIB staff leadership to ensure communication is
flowing freely between the Coalition and the CIB. A CIB staff member has been directly involved in
several meetings and a field trip to provide input and stay current with the status of the project.
Meetings have been held with CIB staff and Zions Bank Public Finance to review the financial feasibility
of the project, based on current and projected information. Additional meetings with CIB technical
reviewers are anticipated.
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Request for Remaining Funds
As demonstrated above and in the Milestone 1 Executive Summary, the project is moving along
efficiently and positively. The following table summarizes how the remaining $21.4M would be allocated
to the many project delivery categories:

Category
Engineering
Environmental (Baseline and STB 3rd Party)
Mapping
Operating & Maintenance Planning
Right-of-Way Planning
Strategic Communications
STB Regulatory and Legal
Commercialization Planning
Program Management
Federal Agency Cost Recovery (BLM, Forest, BIA)
Financial Advisor Services
Administrative Travel Expenses
Contingency
Total

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Budget
3,900,000
6,900,000
400,000
200,000
2,800,000
900,000
1,900,000
200,000
2,000,000
500,000
400,000
100,000
1,200,000
21,400,000

Budget categories are identical to the Milestone 1 categories except for the addition of the Financial
Advisor Services item. Budget amounts have been estimated based on the current levels of effort and
anticipated schedule.
The work contemplated by each category is summarized below.

Engineering
The engineering process is varied and complex and will include railway design, alignment refinement,
bridge structure layout and design, highway crossing design, tunnel design, tunnel geotechnical
engineering, hydrology and hydraulic design, and many other engineering tasks.
Each route carried into the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) process must have a similar level of design to provide the Surface Transportation Board (STB) with
enough detail to make an informed decision about the footprint of the project and its impacts. Priority
will be given to the Indian Canyon route, which is the Coalition’s preferred alignment, but the Craig and
Wells Draw routes will also be evaluated in similar detail.
It is important to note that the original CIB application anticipated approximately 200 miles of alignment
would be evaluated (two routes to Rifle, CO). The total length of the three routes under consideration is
approximately 380 miles (Indian Canyon, Craig, and Wells Draw routes).
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Environmental (Baseline and STB Third-Party Services)
The Coalition is providing the field survey work and reporting for the environmental resources in the
NEPA process to expedite the process. The baseline environmental work is being completed by HDR. The
STB and its third-party environmental consultant, ICF, will prepare the EIS and oversee the quality of the
field work and reporting. The methodologies have been coordinated with the STB and applicable
agencies.
The Coalition is responsible to pay for the baseline work by HDR in addition to the STB consultant work.
Environmental work, by its nature, is somewhat difficult to estimate. The Coalition has done its best to
work with the STB to understand the estimated costs based on current project dynamics.

Mapping
Most of the mapping is being completed under the Milestone 1 funding. However, there will be spot
locations and alignment deviations that will require additional mapping and survey efforts. The
extended length of the project added mapping costs. Jones & DeMille is handling the mapping services.
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Operating & Maintenance Planning
The operations and maintenance requirements have significant impact on the long-term viability of the
project. They are primary factors in determining the design criteria that affect the full route. Additional
evaluations will be required as the Coalition understands more about the corridor and the EIS process.
Detailed operations and maintenance planning will take place in order to complete the assessment of
environmental impacts required for the EIS, to develop cost estimates with higher precision, and to
develop construction planning. Detailed safety planning and outreach to local, state, and federal safety
agencies and first responders will take place. Train dynamics and operational capacity planning will take
place. Operations and maintenance plans will be finalized. Development of a plan of action for train
dynamic and operational capacity simulation modeling will also be tackled.
HDR was selected to handle the O&M planning tasks.

Right-of-Way Planning & Negotiations
The Coalition will own the right-of-way (ROW) for the project. The corridors are a variety of private,
tribal, and public lands. Landowners have been contacted and will be kept informed as the project
continues forward. Priority tasks include securing “options” for the corridor, including professional
survey and acquisition services to develop the corridor and terminal locations. It is anticipated the actual
fee-title right-of-way would be secured under a later funding package. Jones & DeMille is handling the
ROW coordination tasks.

Strategic Communications
Strategic communications is another term for “telling our own story”. The Milestone 1 funding allowed
the Coalition to plan and create communication tools and groups. Additional Strategic Communications
support is needed throughout the project development and construction phases of the UBRY project.
The Strategic Communications team will remain focused on these key activities:
•

•

Continue promoting the Uinta Basin Railway through digital and social media strategy, media
relations, local stakeholder engagement and elected official outreach throughout the full
duration of the project.
Support the Coalition as the proponent through the NEPA process, particularly through public
engagement of Notice of Intent (NOI), Scoping, Alternatives Screening, Draft EIS, Final EIS, and
ROD.

HDR was selected to handle the Strategic Communication services.

STB Regulatory and Legal Support
As the Coalition moves from the pre-NEPA process into the formal NEPA scoping and development of
the environmental impact statement, the specialty legal firm (Venable) will continue coordinating
activities and strategy development with the project interdisciplinary team. Venable will also continue
to coordinate with the STB and other cooperating agencies and to ensure that all information needs are
being met. Key deliverables and activities in the next phase of this project include:
•
•
•

Responding to information requests received from the STB;
Participating in the NEPA scoping process;
Development of a petition for exemption or application for construction authority;
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•
•
•
•

Reviewing and providing input on other agency permit applications;
Supporting strategic communications;
Supporting development of the administrative record; and
Providing advice relating to considerations for obtaining rights-of-way.

The budget assumes that no lawsuits will be filed against the project. Special interest groups and
property owners are interested in the Coalition’s efforts to deliver this critical project.

Commercialization Planning
The Coalition will work with the Commercial Partner and the Ute Tribe to develop a Commercial
Engagement Agreement and a Lease Agreement that will structure the financial relationship between
the Coalition, the Commercial Partner, and the Ute Tribe, and will develop how the Coalition and the
Ute Tribe will be compensated for the values they bring to the railway project. Commercial contracts
with shippers will be developed, and the Commercial Partner will seek to commence shipments using
alternative transportation modes during the railway’s permitting, design, and construction periods.
HDR was selected to lead the commercial planning efforts and Drexel Hamilton was selected as the
public-private partnership (P3) entity.

Program Management
Program management is critical to the success of the project. It includes services required to provide
technical support to the project consultants, data gathering and distribution, technical coordination, STB
and agency coordination, procurement of consultant and contractor services, communication
management, meeting coordination, CIB staff coordination, schedule control, and budget tracking.
Program management also includes roles such as executive director and board support, tribal
relationship and environmental support, strategic project leaderships, and related program
management tasks. Jones & DeMille Engineering has been serving in this role for the Coalition on the
“owner’s” side of the project.

Federal Agency Cost Recovery
Federal agencies may require the Coalition to cover the cost of staff review of the EIS and right-of-way
permitting process. The BLM has already expressed this requirement. These costs will be minimized if
the schedule can be streamlined.

Financial Advisory Services
Due to the size and complexity of a railway project, it is important the Coalition be informed and guided
through the financing process. Project Finance Advisory LTD (PFAL) out of San Francisco was selected to
provide these services. PFAL will prepare and review financial calculations by the Coalition team to
ensure that the project is handled in the most prudent way.

Administrative Travel Expenses
Travel by the Executive Director and other Coalition staff to Washington DC and other locations will be
important as the STB process unfolds and as commercialization discussions occur. Funding opportunities
are being pursued that may require out-of-state travel.
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Contingency
The UBRY project is massive and dynamic. The Coalition Board and Executive Director are doing all in
their power to minimize costs and accelerate schedule. However, due to the size and dynamics, a
contingency budget is requested in order to efficiently react to project needs. The budgeted contingency
is only 5.9% of the other costs. The Coalition will communicate budget adjustments to CIB staff.

Schedule Acceleration
The project is well ahead of schedule. The following graphic shows a conservative scenario, indicating
that construction would begin in 2022. However, the recent significant progress due to the
commercialization process, the Tribe, and federal land designation clarifications may accelerate the
schedule by as much as 1 full year, allowing construction to begin in 2021. Critical questions are being
answered much earlier than anticipated.

Public-Private Partnership (P3)
As referenced above, Drexel Hamilton Infrastructure Partners (DHIP) was selected to be the private
partner for the project. DHIP would provide the private capital to procure the contractor, construct,
operate, and maintain the UBRY, if freight contracts are secured in the next several months.
For the information of Board members, the Coalition would continue in its project leadership duties and
would own the right-of-way corridor. The Coalition’s value to the project and its ongoing roles include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

STB NEPA/EIS lead
STB legal lead
Ute Tribe relationship and process lead
Public involvement co-lead
Coalition legal lead
Program management co-lead
Federal agencies (Forest, BLM, BIA) relationship and process lead
State agencies relationship lead
Local government relationship lead
Public financing and grants lead
Strategic communications co-lead
Uinta Basin producer relationships co-lead
Right-of-way procurement lead
Landowner relationships lead
Stakeholder relationships lead
Engineering peer reviews
Quality assurance construction observation
Quality assurance materials testing
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•

P3 relationship co-lead

Conclusion
The Uinta Basin Railway project has gained significant traction and momentum as the Milestone 1 work
has progressed. The Coalition respectfully requests that the remaining $21.4M be authorized to
facilitate the development of this critical project.
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Seven County Infrastructure Coalition
Uinta Basin Railway (UBRY)
ADDENDUM – Request for Remaining Funds

Introduction
Based on recent discussions with CIB staff and others, there are a few key pieces of additional
information that may be helpful to the Board. This document is intended to serve as an addendum to
the prior information.

Leveraged Funds
The Coalition is working efficiently, using all available resources to evaluate and bring value to the
current UBRY preconstruction phase. Prior studies have been used to supplement the Coalition’s efforts
to minimize costs and shorten the schedule. The commitment from Drexel Hamilton Infrastructure
Partners also brings significant financial participation. The following table summarizes the Coalition’s
efforts to utilize data from prior studies and work with its P3 partner:
Entity and Scope
UDOT 2014 Uintah Basin Railroad Study – environmental and
mapping data, capital cost, and financial feasibility data
Private Energy Producer 2017 Uinta Basin Railroad Study –
geometrics, capital cost, and financial feasibility data
Coalition 2015 Information Gathering and Planning Study –
review of Craig route options
Drexel Hamilton IP (current) – commercialization, contract
negotiations, P3 coordination
TOTAL

Estimated Value
$4,000,000
$250,000
$50,000
$5,000,000 to $15,000,000
$9,300,000 to $19,300,000

De-risking the Project
The Coalition is making every effort to reduce or eliminate risks to the success of the project. There will
never be a “zero-risk” situation. However, the current configuration and strategies present the lowest
possible level of risk. Primary risks are addressed below.

Commercialization
Drexel Hamilton’s (DHIP) interest and involvement has solved much of the risk associated with the
commercialization and financial feasibility of the project. DHIP brings unique expertise and relationships
within the energy industry, along with connections across a broad spectrum of other freight sectors. The
capital to complete the final design, acquire right-of-way, construct, operate, and maintain the UBRY will
be provided by DHIP as its portion of the public-private partnership (P3) relationship. It has significant
experience with executing similar large-scale projects throughout the US.
The positive support and involvement from the Ute Indian Tribe reduces this risk.
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Environmental
The NEPA process always presents risk to a project. The corridors are well known. Environmental
resources have been researched to identify “fatal flaws” for each of the routes. Early outreach efforts to
private property owners and agencies have been productive.
The Surface Transportation Board (STB) is the lead agency and has been fully engaged as the process has
continued forward.
Significantly, the Ute Indian Tribe’s positive support and involvement drastically reduces environmental
risks.

Legal Action
Lawsuits always present risks to a project. Every effort is being made to follow correct procedures and
document every step. Any lawsuit against the STB would be heard at the US Court of Appeals in
Washington D.C. The STB staff includes a team of attorneys who ensure STB projects are successful.
The positive support and involvement from the Ute Indian Tribe reduces this risk.

Constructability
Several studies have been conducted in the past to review the routes under consideration. A large
component of the current request for funds includes detailed evaluation of geotechnical and tunnel
design parameters. Tunnels are common in this region due to coal mining operations.

Capital Cost Control
The UBRY project is massive. It requires expertise from many disciplines and professions to successfully
bring the UBRY to fruition. The project team is ideally configured to anticipate, evaluate, and adjust to
new information and requirements. It includes experts in railway planning and design, operations,
maintenance, local relationships, political relationships, tribal relations, strategic communications,
project management, commercialization, right-of-way procurement, and many other disciplines. Costs
are constantly evaluated to ensure success and to identify potential fatal flaws.

Schedule Control
Many factors contribute to the urgency of the project. Schedule control is a constant topic for the
project team. The NEPA, design, right-of-way, funding, and commercialization efforts each have places
along the project’s “critical path” schedule. It is important to note the addition of the P3 relationship
nearly eliminates the need for federal USDOT funds to finance the project, which would have been a
significant risk to schedule.
All indications are that the project could be delivered as much as one year ahead of schedule
(operational in 2023).
The positive support and involvement from the Ute Indian Tribe reduces this risk.

Use of Public Funds
Planning is an authorized use of mineral lease funds, under both state and federal law. In addition,
under Utah law, a rail facility that is open to use by the public is a public facility. A project is a public
facility when the public has a right to use it that cannot be denied at the pleasure of the owner, Union
Pacific Railroad v. Public Service Commission, 211 P.2d 851 (Utah 1949). The Utah Attorney General
Office has cited this case as an example of how broadly the term public has been interpreted by the
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Utah Supreme Court. Utah Attorney General Opinion No. 92-003 (February 24, 1993), 1993, Utah AG
LEXIS 13.

Indian Canyon Now Preferred Route
The original application indicated that the UBRY would likely be routed to Rifle, CO. The Milestone 1
funding allowed the project team to evaluate Utah and Colorado options based on environmental,
construction cost, schedule, permitting requirements, market economics, long-haul transportation
costs, and many other factors.
It has become clear the Indian Canyon route is preferred because it is the shortest and lowest cost
alternative. The support and involvement of the Ute Indian Tribe has affected these decisions. UDOT’s
2014 study had indicated significantly higher costs, but the scope was very different (included US-191
reconstruction, significant tribal land avoidance costs, high contingencies, etc.). The UBRY team has
identified ways to shorten the tunnel at the summit of Indian Canyon to drastically reduce the capital
cost of construction.
The Craig (CO) and Wells Draw (UT) routes are reasonable alternatives that will be considered in the
NEPA process.
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Mark Fole
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WELCOME
The Permanent Community Impact Fund Board (CIB) Meeting was held on Thursday, June 13,
2019 at the Uintah Conference Center, 313 East 200 South, Vernal, Utah and called to order at
8:30 a.m. by Chairman Jonathan Hardy.
Chairman Hardy indicated that today’s meeting is open to the public but is not a public hearing
to receive public comment. The priority projects on today’s agenda have been discussed during
the past three months and at this meeting, the Board may award funding for those projects.
Other projects on the agenda will be discussed with the applicant and upon Board approval may
also receive funding. This is the final funding meeting of FY2019.
ADMINISTRATION ITEMS
Briefing
1. Upcoming Meeting Dates and Locations
July 11, 2019 – Salt Lake City
2. Financial Review
Candace Powers reviewed the status of the funds for today’s meeting.
3. Review of Agenda Items
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There are nineteen projects listed on the Priority List, with 17 Priority Projects ready for final
funding consideration, one new project, one Large Infrastructure Funding Project, two
Supplemental Requests, two Special Consideration Requests, and Board Member Discussion
and/or Action Items.
I. INTRODUCTIONS [*9:57]
Chairman Hardy welcomed everyone and asked the Board members and staff to give
introductions.
II. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Chairman Hardy requested a motion to approve the minutes of the May 2, 2019 Board Meeting.
Naghi Zeenati made and Tooter Ogden seconded a motion to approve the minutes from
the May 2, 2019 meeting. The motion carried with Jack Lytle abstaining.
III. PRIORITY PROJECTS
All projects advanced to the Priority List were reviewed by the Board at previous meetings. The
information below is a summary of the requests as advanced to the Priority List.
1. Town of Koosharem (Sevier County)
The Town of Koosharem’s funding request was advanced to the Priority List as a $168,000 loan
for 10 years at 2.5% interest and a $500,800 grant (total $668,800) to chip seal all town roads
with the exception for state maintained roads. The project consists of 9 – 12 miles borrow ditch;
23 miles of 18” culvert, 2.05 miles of single chip seal; and 4.3 miles of double chip seal.
Total Funding Request: $668,800 (($168,000 loan for 10 years at 2.5% interest and a
$500,800 grant).
The applicant is requesting an addition $10,000 to accommodate the issuance of bonds.
Jack Lytle made and Gregg Galecki seconded a motion to fund this project as a $178,000
loan for 10 years at 2.5% interest and a $500,800 grant. (Total $678,800). The motion
carried unanimously.
2. Duchesne City (Duchesne County)
Duchesne City’s funding request was advanced to the Priority List as a $347,100 grant for the
1200 North water line and River Road water line project. This project consists of installing 1,000
LF of 8” water line to connect River Road to Victory Pipeline and 2,700 LF to connect the 1200
North line to Old Farm and Scotch Pine subdivisions, and appurtenances to complete the
connections.
Total Funding Request: $347,100 grant.
Ron Winterton made and Mike Dalton seconded a motion to fund this project as
advanced to the Priority List. The motion carried unanimously.
3. East Duchesne Culinary Water Improvement District (Duchesne County)
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East Duchesne’s funding request was advanced to the Priority List as a $3,683,000 loan for 30
years at 1% interest for water system improvements. This project consists of installing an
additional 300,000 gallon tank at Utahn and 35,400 LF of 8” PVC C900 pipe and appurtenances
to connect to existing water lines, including valves, pressure reducing valve vault, fire hydrants,
a river crossing, a bore under the state highway and easement acquisition.
Total Funding Request: $3,683,000 loan for 30 years at 1% interest.
Naghi Zeenati made and Tooter Ogden seconded a motion to fund this project as
advanced to the Priority List. The motion carried unanimously.
4. Price City (Carbon County)
Price City’s funding request was advanced to the Priority List as a $750,000 loan for 15 years at
1.5% interest and a $250,000 grant (total $1,000,000) for a 2019 Street/Water/Sewer project on
700 East and 4th Avenue. This project consists of reconstructing 700 East between 100 S to
400 S with 2,400 CY road base, 2,600 tons of hot asphalt, 900 LF curb & gutter, storm drains
and ADA corners; on 300 east, 900 CY road base, 1,000 tons hot asphalt, 50 LF curb & gutter,
storm drains, ADA corners, 1,200 LF water main, 3 water main connections, 3 fire hydrants, 5
service connections and a traffic loop replacement; on 4th Avenue, 125 CY road base, 250 tons
hot asphalt, 600 LF water main, 1 water connection, 1 fire hydrant, 20 service connections and
15 sewer connections.
Total Funding Request: $1,000,000 ($750,000 loan for 15 years at 1.5% interest and a
$250,000 grant).
Bruce Adams made and Jack Lytle seconded a motion to fund this project as advanced
to the Priority List. The motion carried unanimously.
5. Green River City (Emery County)
Green River City’s funding request was advanced to the Priority List as a $120,000 loan for 10
years at 2.5% interest for the purchase of equipment. This project will consist of purchasing a
mini excavator, a full tilt trailer, a F250 ¾ ton super cab truck with a utility bed and a ½ ton F150
crew cab truck.
Total Funding Request: $120,000 loan for 10 years at 2.5% interest.
Ron Winterton made and Dean Baker seconded a motion to fund this project as
advanced to the Priority List. The motion carried unanimously.
6. Grand County (Grand County)
Grand County’s funding request advanced to the Priority List as a $166,000 grant for SITLA
Easements. This project will consist of obtaining permanent easements on 60 miles of Class D
roads across SITLA property.
Total Funding Request: $166,000 grant.
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Bruce Adams made and Mike Dalton seconded a motion to fund this project as advanced
to the Priority List. The motion carried unanimously.
7. Fountain Green (Sanpete County)
Fountain Green’s funding request advanced to the Priority List as a $1,100,000 loan for 30
years at 1% interest and a $2,155,000 grant (total $3,255,000) for the construction of the
Fountain Green Public Safety Building. This project consists of building an 18,300 square foot
facility that will include 3 fire truck bays, training space, kitchen, storage room, men’s locker
room, women’s locker room, restrooms with decontamination appurtenances, city offices,
meeting room, law enforcement office, library and multi-media space, city council and justice
court.
Total Funding Request: $3,255,000 ($1,100,000 loan for 30 years at 1% interest and a
$2,155,000 grant).
Jack Lytle made and Kyle Stephens seconded a motion to fund this project as advanced
to the Priority List. The motion carried unanimously.
8. Escalante City (Garfield County)
Escalante City’s funding request advanced to the Priority List as a $326,000 grant for the
purchase of a type one aerial fire truck. The purchase will be a Rosenbauer 78’ Viper aerial type
one truck with an onboard extendable 78’ ladder and includes a built-in waterway with a
remotely controlled nozzle.
Total Funding Request: $326,000 grant.
Bruce Adams made and Naghi Zeenati seconded a motion to fund this project as
advanced to the Priority List. The motion carried unanimously.
9. Panquitch City (Garfield County)
Panguitch City’s funding request advanced to the Priority List as an $80,000 grant for
recreational lighting. The project consists of purchasing lights for the baseball field and the
outdoor rodeo arena. At the baseball field there will be two 70’ poles with 5 light fixtures and 1
ball tracker light per pole, four 70’ poles with 7 light fixtures and 1 ball tracker light per pole, and
two 60’ poles with 4 light fixtures per pole. Also included are the pre cast bases for the poles,
electrical component boxes, electrical wire inside of the poles, cross arms, and a wireless
control system.
Total Funding Request: $80,000 grant.
Mike Dalton made and Tooter Ogden seconded a motion to fund this project as advanced
to the Priority List. The motion carried unanimously.
10. Beaver County Fire District #2 (Beaver County)
Beaver County Fire District #2’s funding request was advanced to the Priority List as a $664,000
loan for 30 years at 1% interest and a $221,108 grant (total $885,108) for a fire service office at
Milford. The project consists of the demolition of an existing structure and building a 75'4"x
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41'3-1/4" (3,091 sq. ft.) office and storage building in Milford that has 2 offices, a restroom, a
break room, a conference room, a reception area, fire storage and a two bay garage with
storage attached.
Total Funding Request: $885,108 ($664,000 loan for 30 years at 1% interest and a
$221,108 grant).
Ron Winterton made and Jack Lytle seconded a motion to fund this project as advanced
to the Priority List. The motion carried unanimously.
11. Beaver County Municipal Building Authority (Beaver County)
Beaver County MBA’s funding request advanced to the Priority List as a $4,695,000 loan for 30
years at 2.5% interest and a $2,499,146 grant (total $7,194,146) for the Beaver Equestrian and
Event Center. The project consists of a 71,363 square foot steel building , footings and
foundation, lighting, sound, heating and ventilation systems, concrete bleacher platforms, 1,800
retractable and stationary bleachers, restrooms, kitchen, concession stand, livestock paneling
system, and extending the transmission line and the existing water well.
The applicant requested to be placed on the Pending List to review project cost and scope.
Naghi Zeenati made and Bruce Adams seconded a motion to place this project on the
Pending List. The motion carried unanimously.
12. Diamond Valley Fire Special Service District (Washington County) [19:21]
Diamond Valley Fire SSD’s funding request advanced to the Priority List as a $138,000 loan for
15 years at 2.5% interest and a $136,500 grant (total $274,500) for the purchase of an
International 4x4 Cummins diesel Model 14 Type III Wildland 6-man Crew Cab with a 500
GPM waterous pump and a Darley Auxiliary water pump.
Total Funding Request: $274,500 ($138,000 loan for 15 years at 2.5% interest and a
$136,500 grant).
Naghi Zeenati made and Kyle Stephens seconded a motion to fund this project as
advanced to the Priority List. The motion carried unanimously.
13. Salina City (Sevier County) [19:00]
Salina City ‘s funding request advanced to the Priority List as a $1,000,000 loan for 20 years at
1.0% interest for swimming pool renovations. This project will consist of demolishing the interior
building and remodeling the pool building with ADA ramps and railing, all new plumbing and
fixtures, framing, flooring, electrical, cabinets and countertops, metal roofing, new mechanical
room and control systems, lighting, masonry fencing, landscaping, resurface and improvements
to the pool area, and remove existing water slide and install new water slide and appurtenances.
Total Funding Request: $1,000,000 loan for 20 years at 1.0% interest.
The Board asked the applicant If they are requesting to extend the loan term to 30 years.
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The applicant is fine with a 20 year term.
Michael Dalton made and Tooter Ogden seconded a motion to fund this project as
advanced to the Priority List. The motion carried unanimously.
14. Town of Elmo (Emery County) [21:00]
Elmo Town’s funding request advanced to the Priority List as a $199,000 loan for 30 years at
1.0% interest and a $198,000 grant (total $397,000) for town hall/fire station modifications. The
project will consist of increasing the size of the fire station 1,800 sq. feet to accommodate a fire
engine, ambulance, firefighter laundry facilities, office space and equipment storage. The
modifications to the town hall will repurpose a restroom into a kitchen and an office and storage
area will be repurposed into a restroom.
Total Funding Request: $397,000 ($199,000 loan for 30 years at 1.0% interest and a
$198,000 grant).
Gregg Galecki made and Jack Lytle seconded a motion to fund this project as advanced
to the Priority List. The motion carried unanimously.
15. Town of Tropic (Garfield County) [21:50]
Tropic Town’s funding request advanced to the Priority List as a $1,450,000 loan for 30 years at
2.5% interest and a $1,450,000 grant (total $2,900,000) for new sewer lagoons. This project will
consist of deepening, relining and repairing existing lagoon cells, replacing existing inlet,
transfer and conveyance structures and the addition of a new containment lagoon including
property purchase. There will also be repair or replacement of broken or damaged manholes
and collection lines throughout the existing sewer collection system.
Total Funding Request: $2,900,000 ($1,450,000 loan for 30 years at 2.5% interest and a
$1,450,000 grant).
Naghi Zeenati made and Michael Dalton seconded a motion to fund this project as
advanced to the Priority List. The motion carried unanimously.
16. Beaver City Municipal Building Authority (Beaver County) [22:19]
Beaver City MBA’s funding request was advanced to the Priority List as a $200,000 loan for 20
years at 1.0% interest and a $200,000 grant (total $400,000) for upgrades to the Beaver City
Opera House. This project will consist of seismic upgrades to the roof and walls, electrical and
mechanical renovations, kitchen upgrades, and a new sound system, lighting, seating and
space for productions in the theater area. The senior center will be a CDBG project.
Total Funding Request: $400,000 ($200,000 loan for 20 years at 1.0% interest and a
$200,000 grant).
The applicant requested that the funding be directed to Beaver City and the loan term be
increased to 30 years.
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Total Funding Request: $400,000 ($200,000 loan for 30 years at 1.0% interest and a
$200,000 grant).
Michael Dalton made and Naghi Zeenati seconded a motion to fund this project as a
$200,000 loan 30 years at 1.0% interest and a $200,000 grant (total $400,000) with funding
to Beaver City. The motion carried unanimously.
17. Town of Leeds (Washington County) [23:45]
The Town of Leeds funding request was advanced to the Priority List as a $35,000 grant for a
master plan. The project will consist of a general plan to anticipate future land use
development, management, tourism demands and future growth. This will also include a
transportation master plan that will analyze impacts due to tourism, residential and commercial
growth, determine local roads data in conjunction with UDOT roads and create a GIS map.
Total Funding Request: $35,000 grant
Ron Winterton made and Jack Lytle seconded a motion to fund this project as advanced
to the Priority List. The motion carried unanimously.
18. Town of Charleston (Wasatch County) [24:10]
The Town of Charleston’s funding request advanced to the Priority List as a $1,165,000 loan for
15 years at 2.5% interest for the Winterton Road project. The project consists of removal of
current asphalt, road base and any road preparations to a depth of 18”, then the addition of clay
free road base with 2’ shoulders and 3” asphalt to meet engineering specifications to ¾ mile of
Winterton Road and Winterton Circle.
Total Funding Request: $1,165,000 loan for 15 years at 2.5% interest.
The applicant requested a reduction of the interest rate to 1.5% and indicated they are in the
process of establishing a special service area in the next two months.
The Board referred to the guideline for funding non impacted areas with regard to the interest
rate.
Gregg Galecki made and Tooter Ogden seconded a motion to fund this project at 2.5% as
advanced to the Priority List. The motion carried unanimously.
19. Town of Brian Head (Iron County) [27:15]
Brian Head Town’s funding request advanced to the Priority List as a $734,000 15 year loan at
2.5% interest for the Steam Engine Meadows Phase 1-C streets and utilities project. This
project consists of street improvements to include paving approximately .75 mile of dirt/gravel
roadway with asphalt, 100 feet of 36 inch culvert, 60 feet of 18 inch culvert, rock wall stacking
and 27 manholes on Highland Drive, Paddington Circle, Steam Engine Drive, Peak Avenue and
Autumn Drive.
The applicant requested to be placed on the Pending List to review project cost and scope.
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Naghi Zeenati made and Dean Baker seconded a motion to place this project on the
Pending List. The motion carried unanimously.
V. NEW PROJECTS
1. Spring City (Sanpete County) [27:45]
Spring City presented a funding assistance request for a $35,000 grant for a water and sewer master
plan. This project consists of a water master plan to identify future water supply and demand, develop a
capital improvement plan to correct deficiencies and demands, hydraulic modeling requirements report
and a system capacity and expansion report. The sanitary sewer master plan will analyze current and
future demands and capacity and develop a capital improvement plan to accommodate growth. A GIS
map will also be created for the City. The applicant is contributing $35,000 cash.
The Board indicated that applications requesting under $50,000 from the CIB for planning were to be
reviewed by the Community Development Office.
Chairman Hardy indicated that is correct starting in FY2020.
Ron Winterton made and Kyle Stephens seconded a motion to approve a $35,000 grant for a
Water and Sewer Master Plan.
The Board complimented the applicant on their minutes and discussion of the project in the public
hearing and expressed appreciation for the work of Spring City on improving their water sources and
their continued planning.
The Chairman called the question.
Ron Winterton made and Kyle Stephens seconded a motion to approve a $35,000 grant for a
Water and Sewer Master Plan. The motion carried unanimously.
VI. LARGE INFRASTRUCTURE FUNDING REQUEST
1. Seven County Infrastructure Coalition (Daggett County, Carbon County, San Juan County, Emery
County, Uintah County, Duchesne County, Sevier County) [31:52]
Seven County Infrastructure Coalition presented a funding assistance request for a $21,400,000 grant
for Phase II and Phase III of the Uintah Basin Rail Study to include engineering, environmental including
NEPA, mapping, operation and maintenance planning, right-of-way planning and negotiation, STB
regulatory and legal support, commercialization planning, program management, federal agency cost
recovery including federal staff review of the EIS and right-of-way permitting process, financial advisory
services and administrative travel expenses.
The Chairman indicated that the Coalition would be reporting on the funding and progress of Milestone 1
which was funded November 8, 2018.
Commissioner Horrocks, co-chair of the Seven County Coalition, stated the Coalition has made a great
deal of progress this past year. He expressed appreciation for all who have worked on the various
projects.
Mike McKee, Executive Director, referred to the prior funding awarded on November 8, 2018 and said
they are ahead of schedule. He reviewed the progress utilizing a power point presentation noting that
the Colorado routes had at that time, been the suggested routes. The Coalition hired HDR, a firm which
had also worked on the 2014 UDOT study analyzing twenty six different routes. Three more routes were
added to the study for a total of twenty nine possible routes. The list of routes was reduced to three
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routes chosen to be sent to the Service Transportation Board as the lead agency who makes the record
of decision as to the best route. The Coalition has identified the preferred route to be Indian Canyon.
CIB has provided a portion of the funding to begin the planning and EIS in Phase I. The SCIC is
requesting the remaining budget amount at this meeting to complete the planning for regulatory
approval. The SCIC reviewed different proposals to help commercialize the project and have selected
Drexel Hamilton which is an infrastructure fund out of New York City.
Mark Michele, of Drexel Hamilton, indicated their company is partly comprised of disabled service
veterans. They invest in container terminals, bridges, highways, and airport terminals. Their military
training and experience is valuable in taking on large, complex projects such as the Basin rail. The
hydrocarbon industry in the Basin has been stranded because of transportation and all Basin industries
including agriculture would benefit from a common carrier railroad. Drexel Hamilton is fortunate to be
partners with the Rio Grande Pacific Corporation which is a second generation railroad company to
operate this railroad. Rio Grande Pacific Corporation has committed to be part of this project with Drexel
Hamilton to service all commodities. Drexel Hamilton is committing $5,000,000 to $15,000,000 to
commercialize the project.
Mr. Zeenati stated that working in Louisiana there are marsh lands and it is flat and asked if they could
meet the challenges of elevation in the Basin.
Mr. Michele stated that there were challenges in Louisiana and they worked with environmental agencies
in the state to make sure they did not do anything to damage the environment. They will work with State
agencies on the Uintah Basin project. HDR has indicated they will work through the rights of way to
ensure what will be the least intrusive and have determined how to navigate the 2 ½ % grade and
preserve the environment.
Mr. Zeenati referred to the tunnel and asked how many tunnels and what size.
Mark Hemphill, Vice President HDR Engineering, indicated that the Wells Draw and Indian Wells routes
have a 3.1 mile tunnel and possibly shorter tunnels. The Craig route does not have tunneling.
Mr. Galecki asked for an explanation of the NEPA process and public input.
Mr. McKee stated they have been in the pre-NEPA stage. The Surface Transportation Board, which is
the lead agency for rail, will issue a notice of intent and will lead the meetings. Public meetings will be
scheduled for the public to engage.
([52:50] Interruption – out of order)
Mr. McKee referred to a third party contactor (ICF) that does the environmental work; very transparent
and independent. He assured the Board that this is a planning document which is an eligible use of
mineral lease funds. They have contacted UDOT and utilized their previous studies and a private entity
has also provided information to the SCIC for use in this effort. [57:18]
Mr. Michele stated that in addition to their monetary investment, they are providing outward awareness of
the project and engaging customers. Currently, markets are positive in the gas industry and there is
excitement about a railroad in the Basin. Permitting takes a significant amount of time and Drexel
Hamilton is firmly committed to this project noting the support from potential customers. This is the type
of transaction Drexel Hamilton frequently does and the price of this project does not exceed similar
projects. [1:02:05]
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Mr. McKee again stated they are ahead of schedule and are requesting the additional funds to finish out
this planning effort.
Chairman Hardy asked legal counsel for the Board to address the Board.

[1:03:17]

Alison Garner, Assistant Attorney General again admonished the Board to be aware of the potential legal
risks and vulnerabilities that may arise in deciding this Phase II application. There are a lot of unknowns
and should a legal challenge be filed, a court will scrutinize the record to determine whether the Board’s
decision was arbitrary and capricious; did the Board ask questions, seek supporting evidence and
require answers to difficult questions. Regardless of any possible challenge, the Board has a duty to
closely examine each application that appears before it including this one and the Board was strongly
advised to do so today.
Ms. Garner referred to two specific issues. Does this project constitute mere economic development?
Referring to the 1993 Attorney General’s office opinion, mere economic development is not an eligible
project under the Mineral Lease Act which usually means assistance to private business. The
expectation that this activity may provide jobs, taxes and other benefits that may accrue to the local
communities can be justified using general funds. Does the project primarily benefit private businesses?
Will the requested funding be utilized for the intended purpose to alleviate the burden of mineral
development impacts on local communities and advised the Board to consider those issues?
Chairman Hardy asked the Board’s financial consultant to address the Board concerning financial liability
and completion of the project. [1:06:46]
Marcus Keller, Zion’s Public Finance noted the Board had questioned who would finance the project
which has been partially answered in bringing in private partnerships discussed today. Unresolved
concerns include if the funds are spent according to the scope of work and if the planned project is viable
with a long term financing commitment for the project. Unresolved concerns to address:
1. The public acceptance by the Ute Tribe for this project
2. The final contracts with Drexel Hamilton.
3. The notice of intent from the Surface Transportation Board.
Chairman Hardy asked Mr. McKee to respond to the three issues Marcus Keller sighted.

[1:10:34]

Mr. McKee stated there is a Memorandum of Understanding with the Ute Tribe listing items the Coalition
needs to do and they have signed a surface use agreement with the Tribe. The Coalition, Tribal Vice
Chairman, and their attorney met with the Surface Transportation Board in Washington wherein a term
sheet was signed. He noted the Ute Tribe is a sovereign nation but the Coalition is encouraged with what
has been done. The Drexel Hamilton MOU is in place and a more formal contract will be forthcoming.
The Surface Transportation Board Notice of Intent will be published in the federal register soon with a
schedule of public meetings. Mr. McKee stated that this project has a public benefit indicating the rail is a
common carrier and there are legal decisions made concerning rail at the Attorney General’s office and
that can be provided.
Mr. Michele [1:16:45] reiterated this is a common carrier and is not specific to one industry or one business.
He stated it’s like a highway or road where anybody can use it and it is not limited to the hydrocarbon
industry but is a transportation logistics effort. They are working toward a contract. New transportation
infrastructure is greatly needed. Rail is a critical component in moving goods and services throughout the
country and Drexel Hamilton would not invest in this project if they did not think it was needed and would
be successful. [1:19:58]
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Mr. McKee noted that Governor Herbert, Senator Lee, Senator Romney, Rob Bishop and Senator Stuart
Adams all support this project. He acknowledged people in the audience who attended or provided
correspondence in support of the project locally as well as elected officials.
Senator Winterton [1:22:18] responded to the reference of economic development. Part of the job of
elected officials is to provide infrastructure including water, sewer, highways, emergency services
airports, roads and bridges which contribute to the economic development of any county, city or state.
Economic development will expand on what government provides. Highway 191 and Highway 40
provide for commerce. [1:23:23] Rail is needed to mitigate the impacts of maintenance cost, crowding of
the roadways and safety on the road. All commodities are currently transported by truck. He
acknowledged that community planning does not make everyone happy and all questions and concerns
have not been addressed but they will be. He asked the Coalition who is going to own the rail.
Mr. McKee: [1:27:25] indicated it will be a Public/Private partnership with Drexel Hamilton, the Coalition and
the Ute Tribe.
Mr. Michele [1:27:56] stated that typically with a P3, the public body will own either the land or some of the
infrastructure or all the infrastructure for a period of time and will give concession rights back to the
private operator in a lease. There will be a cooperative endeavor agreement (CEA) which is the
contractual guidelines on transfer of ownership and title for the terms and usage which has not yet been
discussed. It shall depend on the expense of the railroad etc. Drexel Hamilton as the investor will take
on operational risk. Union Pacific Railroad manages railroads across the United States which is
accommodated through a fee structure to service and maintain the railroad and allow common access to
all industries involved. Lease payments will go to the State of Utah and the Infrastructure Coalition.
Mr. Lytle [1:30:35] noted for the record he is on the Seven County Coalition Board. NEPA is a big part of
this but there has not been a notice of intent yet, so everything up to this point has been anticipatory to
NEPA. At what stage is the NEPA process? No decisions have been made until the STB makes their
decision based on the NEPA process, is that correct?
Mr. McKee [1:32:28] stated that SCIC is ready to do the NEPA with today’s funding. The decision will be
made by the Surface Transportation Board though SCIC can indicate a preferred alignment and the STB
will issue a license to proceed.
Gregg Galecki [1:34:24] asked if revenue from the lease would be brought to the County.
Mr. McKee [1:35:11] stated a revenue stream is anticipated in this project.
Mr. Michele [1:36:10] stated that there is a lease payment for access to the land and the use of the
infrastructure owned by the public entity and because it is improvement on the land, ad velorem taxes
would be generated for the Counties it runs across. Each county decides the distribution of the taxes.
Rail will increase the volume of commodities with an increase of royalties. Lease payments, royalties
and ad velorem taxes will provide revenue.
Naghi Zeenati [1:37:25] referred to the options of Craig and Riley, Colorado which in November were the
options to consider. Now it has changed to Indian Canyon and he asked why the change? He also
asked what is the deadline to accommodate the appropriate due diligence in regard to the necessary
studies.
Mr. Michele [1:38:54] stated the choice of locations to make the project viable took into account access to
two railroad lines; the BNSF and Union Pacific railroads which go West making this project more viable.
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The Colorado route had only one rail carrier. The due diligence will be accommodated in one year to
make this a commercially viable project and either party has ninety days to terminate the Memo of
Understanding. It is advantageous at this time due to politics and the world market, to commercialize this
project quickly with letters of intent which will translate into contractual obligations from shippers prior to
the new year. The current calculation is approximately 3 unit trains a day of commodities to achieve
commercial viability.
Mr. McKee [1:41:44] stated in the NEPA process the decision makers prefer three or four alternatives and a
no action alternative. HDR engineering has labeled the three best routes from an engineering standpoint
and the Indian Canyon is the preferred route.
Mark Hemphill, HDR [1:42:45] stated the Indian Canyon route has the lowest cost with the least
environmental impact in regard to what NEPA considers are no impacts. Routes were ranked for
engineering feasibility, operational feasibility and acres of impact and three routes were proposed to the
STB.
Commissioner Horrocks stated a rail line will also create jobs in Duchesne County, Carbon County and
Uintah County to build and operate it and the tax revenue will be beneficial.
Mr. Zeenati [1:44:42] asked if any cultural challenges are anticipated with the Indian Canyon route.
Mr. McKee indicated they are working with the Tribe and cultural resource people.
Mr. Hemphill with HDR [1:45:10] stated the tribe has set up a steering committee to look at each of these
resource areas: natural resources, water resources, wildlife resources, cultural resources etc. to ensure
they are satisfied that these routes are viable.
Mr. McKee indicated the Tribe signed a service use agreement allowing needed access.
Mr. Galecki [1:46:07] referred to the $6.5 million Phase I allocation of which $1.4 million was spent on
NEPA studies and asked what studies were submitted? During the winter not much can be
accomplished so were those studies previous studies? He asked if a study had been done as to a
reduction of traffic to mitigate air quality problems.
Mr. Hemphill with HDR [1:47:05] stated the $1.4 million was for desk-top research on each of the 29
alignments to categorize and quantify the environmental impacts of each of the 29 and for gathering
baseline environmental data mostly on wetland resources and endangered species. This data will be
provided to STB’s 3rd party contractor who will write the EIS. Their people have also been out in the field
to make sure that the appropriate data has been gathered. The STB will look at the air emissions created
by the railroad versus a no-build case. STB will make their decision in consultation with other Federal
agencies during the scoping process. They will look at the railroad emissions versus the trucking
alternative.
Commissioner Adams [1:48:58] asked about the rights-of-way on public and private land.
Mr. McKee [1:49:35] indicated the Indian Canyon route is the only route that goes through Tribal land and
also goes through private and Forest Service Land. SCIC has had discussions with the Forest Service,
has sent out letters to the private land owners and has had two meetings with landowners discussing the
project. The STB is also having correlation/coordination meetings. They have talked with BLM offices in
Colorado and in Utah.
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Mr. Zeenati [1:51:32] asked about the process and review of other investment firms before selecting Drexel
Hamilton and what sources of funding has been considered at the State or Federal level.
Commissioner Horrocks indicated he participated in three interviews.
Mr. McKee stated they sent an RFI which was converted to an RFQ in the process of selecting Drexel
Hamilton. All sources of funding will be considered and the best fit will be selected. The Tribe may wish
to be involved.
Mr. Michele stated that until a full understanding of what contractual, underlying assets exist to support
debt service and/or return basis for an equity instrument, there aren’t answers or variables. As the
financial arm of this project, when there is finality on what contracts look like on a term basis and a rate
basis, the best financial engineering to make this as viable as possible will be determined.
Mr. Lytle [1:54:47] asked if this rail is this going to be a short line and is there an example where local
governments or local entities are engaged in this type of project.
Mr. Michele [1:55:49] stated it is a short line. The STB regulates railroads for economics and
classifications. This would likely be a class 2 or class 3 rail line. There are more than 600 in the United
States and many of them are leased or owned or concessioned by public agencies. It is not unusual for
a public/private partnership between a county or port or a city or state that owns the underlying right of
way or underlying asset and leases it for operation on a revenue split with a private operator who is
solely responsible for the operation of the rail.
Ron Winterton [1:58:14] indicated that with every applicant, a public hearing is required and asked if SCIC
has had their public hearings and when did they take place.
Mr. McKee [1:58:52] stated they have had two public hearings; one in February 2018 and then CIB
requested a second public hearing and a second hearing was held.
Mr. Zeenati [1:59:37] asked if the Seven County bylaws require each of the seven counties to have a
separate public hearing before any decisions.
Mr. McKee [1:59:49] said the structure of the Coalition is made up of seven counties with an elected official
that comes from each county and they are authorized to speak on behalf for their county. The Board
meets monthly.
Chairman Hardy [2:00:40] asked if this is exacerbating impacts. There is not a regulatory barrier to
increasing production; the wells exist and the permits exist so it is a matter of turning the flow on to get
increased production as opposed to having to drill new wells. He asked what percentage of the
calculations on increased production exists with permits already issued versus what would have to
happen with new oil gas leases.
Mr. McKee [2:01:30] stated that technology is much more efficient. In 2006 the maximum number of wells
in Uintah Basin was just over 50 and today there are 4 rigs which are more efficient with horizontal
drilling. Environmentally it is much better today.
Commissioner Horrocks [2:00:40] indicated some oil companies say they can only get 80 – 90,000 barrels
a day out of the Basin. It is reported that production can increase 30% just by opening up the existing
wells.
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Mr. Michele [2:03:12] stated this Basin has been limited by the Salt Lake City Refinery market because a
finite number of barrels can be processed; 75,000 - 80,000 a day. This railway will open up this stranded
Basin to be able to access the chief refinery market in Louisiana. There are close to 7 million barrels a
day processed in the Gulf Coast area. The Gulf Coast markets are excited to access crude from the
Basin because of its unique characteristics.
Mr. McKee [2:06:21] stated the project the Board is considering today is the NEPA document – the
planning document. The rail project itself will be a private enterprise.
Jon Hardy [2:06:57] stated there is an economic side and a regulatory side. In regard to public benefits if
the commodity price increased there could be a lot of trucks traveling on every single one of these roads
taking products out as opposed to a rail line without ever having to issue a new permit for oil and gas.
The Board is considering a planning document, not the project itself. But there are scenarios in the
future when the price of oil is different when there would be truck after truck going down Indian Canyon
or going to Craig or going anywhere else to get oil onto a rail line somewhere else. Studying the impacts
of a rail does help alleviate the public transportation issue of having all those trucks on the road even
without additional gas and oil leases permitted.
Mr. Michele [2:09:20] indicated that is a correct assumption. If oil prices go higher, producers would be
inclined to increase production and get it to an end user market. There are four ways to move the crude:
ship, train, truck or pipeline. Ship is not an option, and a pipeline will not work due to the wax nature of
the crude. That leaves rail and truck. If the oil price is high, it will be trucked to an available rail. It is
much more efficient and safe to bring the rail to where the oil is.
Mr. McKee [2:10:33] stated that when the STB came out to look at the project, they drove the Indian
Canyon route on a day when there was a blizzard and trucks were at a standstill.
Commissioner Horrocks [2:11:27] indicated that an increase of 300,000 gallons per day would be
approximately 1300 more trucks on the road.
Commissioner Dalton [2:11:43] referred to the application for the requested funds of $21,400,000 and
asked what the time frame would be for spending that amount. Perhaps part of the funding could be
allocated now and part later.
Brian Barton, Jones & DeMille Engineering, [2:12:50] stated that the STB has requirements for the NEPA
process that need to be answered as well as commercialization questions. A lot of progress has been
made in each category and it is necessary to keep things moving forward.
Mr. Michele [2:14:44] indicated both the public and the private entities have invested capital with common
end results. This funding will finish out the permitting and the engineering and help mitigate any
concerns that the project is viable.
Mr. Dalton [2:16:07] clarified the manner the funding is provided which is to commit the $21,400,000 which
is allocated through reimbursement when contractor invoices for work performed are submitted and if the
project is not viable, the remaining funding can be recaptured.
Mr. Hardy [2:16:40] stated there would be a contract between Workforce Services and the Seven County
Infrastructure Coalition detailing what they can spend money on and then they would have to have
approved invoices within the scope of work and budget to be reimbursed. Funding is not allocated
outside that.
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Mr. Zeenati [2:17:10] asked if there is any commitment from the railroads that they will allow a connection
to their railroad.
Mr. Michele [2:17:50] indicated that under Federal Law they have to offer a connection as a common carrier
railroad, to any short line railroad that comes to them. The Surface Transportation Board regulates that
closely.
Mr. McKee [2:19:33] noted that Craig, Colorado has only one Class I carrier along that route which has
been a bit of a challenge.
Mayor Baker [2:20:18] commended SCIC on their progress since November and would like to make a
motion.
Chairman Hardy [2:20:40] stated there are still further questions from the Board.
Commissioner Ogden [2:20:53] disclosed his affiliation with the Seven County Coalition Board and he
expressed concern with the amount of the requested funding thus far. Accountability is of real concern
with $6.5 million allocated in November and the $21,400,000 request today. He suggested this should
be the last request from SCIC to this funding source.
Mr. McKee [2:22:00] acknowledged the CIB assistance with this project planning. This funding should be
enough to accomplish the planning components and encourage other funding for the rail. He anticipates
no further requests from the CIB on this project.
Mr. Michele [2:22:43] stated from a capital partner standpoint after this allocation they should have
commercial viability and commit the rest of the funds for finalization of construction.
Commissioner Lytle [2:23:50] indicated that in terms of CIB’s public purpose and ability to disperse this kind
of funding, could there be a succinct statement to support why SCIC is coming to ask for CIB funding
relative to the public purpose.
Mr. McKee [2:24:45] stated this is a planning document and planning was anticipated by the Federal
Government, stated in statute as an appropriate use of Mineral Lease funds and referred to a court case
that addresses this public side of the question.
Mr. Eric Johnson [2:26:10] referred to the 1993 opinion from the Attorney General’ Office regarding the use
of Mineral Lease funds for economic development which states: “Economic development may be a goal
or intended benefit of a particular project as long as the project qualifies as planning, construction and
maintenance of public facilities or provision of public services.” “Grants or loans “merely” for economic
development are not authorized under the state and federal acts. However, a grant and loan for the
construction and maintenance of a public facility or the provision of public service, which may have
economic development as an additional goal or benefit would be authorized.” The 1993 opinion cited a
railroad case as to what is a public purpose. “If the Impact Board is funding: (1) a project which is a
public facility, i.e. owned and operated by a public entity or to which the public has a right to use that
cannot be denied at the pleasure of the owner…” “A project that provides a traditional local
governmental service, such as public safety or public health, funding the project would be a lawful use of
the mineral lease monies even if economic development were one of the primary anticipated results”
(Union Pac. R.R. v. Public Service Commission 211 P.2d 851, 895 (Utah 1949). This was a Utah case
dealing with a railroad.
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David Damschen [2:30:03] (via phone) expressed support of the project as long as it can be professionally,
competently and legally accomplished with a minimum of taxpayer costs and a minimum of adverse
impacts from the project. He noted improvements in the quality of the Coalition’s efforts. He also referred
to the public comments received by the Board which he has reviewed. He thanked the members of the
Utah public for taking the time to organize and communicate their concerns. He expressed appreciation
for the high level of participation from private capital and the potential for partnership with the Ute Tribe
though tentative. [2:33:44] He noted the opportunity to meet with the professionals from Drexel Hamilton
who are committed to this great nation and are distinguished financial professionals with impressive
credentials. His concern is the process seems a bit rushed, involving this amount of money for a large
and complex project. The Board has had this information for a relatively short time and he understands
the need to move quickly to ensure this project is viable and can succeed. [2:35:21] His primary concern is
based on the magnitude and technical nature of the project and members of the Coalition lack the level
of experience, noting the importance of engaging all the right kinds of contract professionals with the
needed expertise. Robust procurement procedures are important and expressed concern about the
Coalition procurement process. [2:36:24]
Mr. McKee [2:37:29] indicated that through the procurement process, two entities responded.
Mr. Damschen [2:37:00] commented that public funds should be safeguarded and only entrusted to safe,
industry leading providers. The individuals he met from Drexel Hamilton are impressive, but noted that
Drexel Hamilton is not found in PitchBook which is a technology application used as an initial check on
asset managers.
Mr. Michele [2:40:31] indicated Drexel Hamilton filed for their fund which was established in December
2017. Last year Drexel Hamilton executed their first two assets. The Basin rail would be the third asset
to be developed through this fund. Drexel Hamilton has been an investment bank and broker dealer
since 2006. From an energy standpoint, the 2018 pipeline and liquid bulk terminal was done in a P3
construct which provides the requisite experience for this project.
Mr. Damschen [2:42:18] listed a selection of companies that would be expected to bid on this project but
did not and requested comment.
Mr. Michele [2:44:17] stated their joint partner in the Louisiana project is Blackstone. He is familiar with the
firms listed by Mr. Damschen. Those funds do not do ‘green field’ developments. They don’t have
development teams and rely on firms such as Drexel Hamilton to assemble the financial, contractual
level.
Mr. Damschen [2:45:18] stated that Drexel Hamilton may bring in those firms as a capital partner, not a
competitor.
Mr. Michele [2:42:18] indicated that is the way other projects have been constructed as a wise risk of
capital. Drexel Hamilton is an originator/packager of a project to a point where asset managers
participate.
Mr. Damschen [2:46:50] noted that with a project of this scope and size, it is a concern there were only two
bidders with Drexel Hamilton being one. He asked about Drexel Hamilton’s involvement in other
projects.
Mr. Hemphill of HDR, [2:49:55] indicated they worked with Drexel Hamilton on the TallGrass project in
Louisiana – the terminal seahorse project. HDR has checked with 4 rail companies concerning Drexel
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Hamilton with the response that they are good partners and would like to see Drexel Hamilton as the
commercializer on this project.
Mr. Michele [2:50:48] added that Drexel Hamilton recruited TallGrass energy as the terminal operator.
They have a good working relationship.
Mr. Damschen [2:51:50] indicated that very large procurements are to be posted on an electronic system that
is tracked nationally by firms. RFP’s and RFQ’s are generally posted on BidSynk or other sites to the
broadest possible market, maximizing transparency and competition and improving the outcome of
procurements. He asked if the RFQ was posted on an electronic system.
Mr. Johnson [2:54:50] indicated that their RFP was not posted on the two sites mentioned, but there was an
effort to reach out to those in the industry roles in the selection of a financial advisor with PFAL as well as
with the commercialization with Drexel Hamilton. 14 firms were contacted and Drexel Hamilton was
selected. There were responses from some not directly contacted.
Mr. Damschen [2:56:23] stated that firms may not bid on certain things because it is not a good fit, not a
good partner or the procurement is built to favor an entity. He referred to the committees within SCIC
procurement and commercialization processes and asked if that was the evaluation committee.
Mr. McKee [2:58:47] indicated the names listed by Mr. Damschen were involved in the evaluation and the
full Board made the selection based on the committee recommendations.
Mr. Hemphill [2:59:29] indicated that a railroad project is complicated from regulatory, commercial and
operating standpoints. A financing interest would need railroad expertise and the RFI was sent to Union
Pacific, BNSF, Florida East Coast Railway, the Shortline Holding Companies, etc. These have financial
Partners and a list can be furnished.
Mr. Damschen [3:00:56] asked why the PFAL financial advisor was not involved with the commercialization
procurement.
Mr. Johnson [3:01:31] stated the final approval of PFAL occurred at the same meeting as Drexel Hamilton.
Mr. Damschen [3:01:31] suggested that PFAL should serve the Coalition as a fiduciary, committed to the
best interest of the Coalition and be at the table during the evaluation process.
Mr. McKee [3:03:18] stated that at the meeting in Provo there were issues and only the financials were
approved. The approval of PFAL was delayed a month but PFAL did participate in the approval of
Drexel Hamilton.
Greg Tseng [3:05:36] PFAL, indicated they focus on all types of rail and are financial advisors to the
Coalition to protect the Coalition and public interests. PFAL was consulted before the selection was
made for the commercialization entity. They are familiar with BidSync and other procurement methods
and track them as well as the rail industry firms. Larger investment firms usually wait until there is more
development in a project.
Mr. Damschen [3:09:31] stated that the Coalition procurement process is troubling and also expressed
more confidence in the Office of the Attorney General than the analysis of the Coalition’s counsel. The
grant requested of the Board is speculative. The return on investment could be significant or could be
zero. The Board has to decide the degree to which they are willing to allocate public resources to an
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organization that may not be able to deliver on promises. This grant is very different from everything this
Board does with public resources and risk taking with public funds should be very limited.
Chairman Hardy [3:13:28] thanked Treasurer Damschen and asked if there were any further questions.
Mr. Galecki [3:13:43] asked if phase 2 and phase 3 could be funded separately. What is the timeline for
the rest of this project and the use of the funding? Normally the Board requires a 50% match and
suggested the seven counties contribute $1.5 million each. It is easy to be supportive when you don’t
have any money in it.
Mr. McKee [3:15:21] indicated the anticipated timeline is to have a record of decision by December 2020.
He referred to the last request which had some matching funds. Drexel Hamilton has indicated they will
be providing between $5,000,000- $15,000,000 in tandem with the planning portion. And the $4,000,000
UDOT study has provided a lot of information.
Mr. Galecki [3:17:49] asked about contributions from the Counties.
Mr. McKee [3:17:57] indicated the question was asked in Moab of the County representatives and they said
no.
Mr. Zeenati [3:18:30] referred to Mr. McKee’s service on the CIB where he asked the hard questions
making sure that the CIB money was spent on a properly planned project. The money must be used for
planning only; not rights-of-way, property or construction and asked for assurance of that fact. He asked
what would happen to SCIC and the other projects if CIB chooses not to fund this.
Mr. McKee [3:19:48] indicated that the Coalition won’t be coming back to CIB for additional funding. This is
for planning. In the application, land purchase is indicated but they don’t plan on coming to CIB. If the
funding is rejected, the project may not move forward.
Chairman Hardy [3:22:15] expressed concern with the right-of-way issue to make a clear delineation
between planning and the project. The intent is to complete the project and to insure all the rights of
way, but that is part of the project itself. He asked for clarity concerning the rights of way, the planning
and the project.
Mr. McKee [3:23:07] indicated there is uncertainty in reaching out to land owners and there is usually a
small amount of money put forward to hold the right-of-way option.
Chairman Hardy [3:24:06] suggested it would be better for the Coalition to have a private partner working
on the optioning portion. It is hard to draw a line on where the planning ends and the project begins
when you talk about right-of-way. Even the options are part of the project. It should be determined what
right-of-way options or acquisitions will be rather than including it with the planning scope of work.
Mr. McKee [3:24:44] stated the Coalition wants to make sure that everything is in compliance. This is a
planning document and is separate. It can be looked at several ways but the CIB needs to make sure
they are comfortable.
Commissioner Dalton [3:25:33] stated that Drexel Hamilton said this project is being accepted in the
commercial area very strongly, but are those partners willing to fund this project to completion? Drexel
Hamilton is funding the contracting, but is there any other money besides CIB to help obtain right-ofways and help with some of this NEPA?
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Mr. Michele [3:26:19] reiterated the project has been commercially and robustly perceived by the producer
community which will be the fundamental customers for the rail road. They are going to invest in the
contract to move this, and Drexel Hamilton will build, operate and maintain the railroad.
Michael Dalton [3:26:19] suggested that if producers think this is such a good project and can see
additional production getting to market, they should want to invest.
Mr. Michele [3:26:19] stated that typically the producers are uniquely drillers and their capital is put into
wells. The midstream is the transportation, downstream are the refineries. Indirectly, the producers do
invest through shipping the product.
Chairman Hardy [3:31:07] noted no other questions and called for any proposed actions or motions. [3:31:19]
Dean Baker made and Ron Winterton seconded a motion to fund this project as a $21,400,000
grant for the planning of Phase II and Phase III of the Rail Study.
Chairman Hardy asked if there were any caveats concerning the right-of-way acquisition.
Mayor Baker [3:32:04] suggested the understanding is there will be place holders with some of the
landowners. The purchase will come later. This is the planning of the right of way.
Gregg Galecki made a substitute motion to fund this project as a $10,000,000 grant and an
$11,400,000 loan with the opportunity to generate additional funding. The motion failed with no
second.
Mr. Zeenati [3:31:19] commented that it is a lot of money, but we cannot widen enough roads or build
enough bridges. This is a community effort. There aren’t enough resources; no other ideas and if
nothing is done, there will be no roads because there will be double the tankers. This is one answer.
Bruce Adams [3:35:36] commented that the Basin area has contributed millions of dollars in revenue
royalties to the CIB and the community has dealt with the impacts of oil production for 50 years. He
suggested the community is contributing by dealing with the impacts.
Mr. Galecki [3:36:28] indicated he is in support of the project but was considering the funding for the
project.
Ron Winterton [3:31:19] indicated the State leadership is in full support of the rail project. The funds could be
given to UDOT to build roads which encounter the same issues with acquiring rights of way to widen the
roads. If CIB does not fund it, the Legislature will face a decision to accommodate it another way with
tax payer money.
Keith Heaton [3:37:57] stated this is a lot of money in anyone’s opinion. He referred to his term as
Chairman several years ago and there was a little more money coming in. Some was put aside as the
Major Infrastructure Fund. That money has been waiting for a major infrastructure project and that is
where this funding will be coming from. There is uncertainty, but this is a way to put funding to work and
planning is appropriate. This money is not coming out of other community’s pockets at this time.
The Chairman called the question and proceeded with a roll call vote.
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Dean Baker made and Ron Winterton seconded a motion to fund this project as a $21,400,000
grant for the planning of Phase II and Phase III of the Rail Study. The motion carried with Gregg
Galecki opposed.
[Audience applause … Lunch Break [3:40:39] ]
VII. SUPPLEMENTAL REQUESTS
1. Price River Water Improvement District (Carbon County)
On October 4, 2018 Price River Water Improvement District was awarded a $2,000,000 loan for 20 years
at 2.5% interest for a project consisting of replacing 2000 linear feet of sewer pipe including excavation,
placement, backfill and pavement repair and repair and rehabilitation of 5000 linear feet of sewer line
with "cure-in-place pipe" lining, cleaning, placement, and curing.
The Price River Water Improvement District requested time at the June 13, 2019 CIB meeting to discuss
supplemental funding as a $1,100,000 loan for 20 years at 2.5% interest.
Bruce Adams made and Michael Dalton seconded a motion to fund the supplemental request of a
$1,100,000 loan for 20 years at 2.5% interest. The motion carried unanimously.
2. Town of Brian Head (Iron County)
On October 4, 2018 the Town of Brian Head was awarded a $732,648 grant for a new waterline in the
Cedar Breaks Mountain Estates fire protection project. This project consists of approximately 8,600
lineal feet of 8” waterline with gate valves, air/vac valves, fittings, tie-ins and modifications to the existing
pump station booster pump and 8” transmission pipeline project from the One Million tank to the Salt Pile
Tank, and 4,500 lineal feet of 8: distribution line and gate valves, pipeline fittings, air/vac valves, fire
hydrant assemblies and road base and asphalt replacement in Mountain View Drive and Forest Drive.
Brian Head is contributing $732,648 cash to the project.
The applicant indicated that the bids were higher than expected and is asking for a supplemental loan of
$147,000 for 15 years at 2.5% interest and a $146,326 grant (total $293,326).
Naghi Zeenati made and Jack Lytle seconded a motion to fund the supplemental request of a
$147,000 loan for 15 years at 2.5% interest and a $146,326 grant (total $293,326). The motion
carried unanimously.
VIII. SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
Chairman Hardy requested a motion to hear two projects for Special Consideration.
Gregg Galecki made and Kyle Stephens seconded a motion to hear two projects for Special
Consideration. The motion carried unanimously.
1. Emery County Local Building Authority (Emery County)
Emery County LBA presented a funding assistance request for a $2,625,000 grant for the San Rafael
Energy Research Facility. This project consists of renovating a portion of the industrial warehouse
building to meet NQA-1 clean room standards to house the energy research equipment, secure permits,
and initiate operations; and improvements to accommodate coal combustion testing unit, including
demolition, engineering, enclose and finish existing building unit, water cooling system and tank, utilities
connection, hydrants, meters, walls, ceilings, electrical, plumbing, finishing and paint, new concrete floor,
HVAC and a coal storage bin and pad for delivery of coal.
The applicant indicated this project was originally meant to be a research center for molten salt, thorium
research; not an emergency, but the University of Utah and Brigham Young University visited the
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property and offered a coal combustion research machine which was in Salt Lake City. The lease on the
building was up and needed another location. Senator Hinkins arranged funding to provide
transportation of the machine, but funding is needed to reassemble the machine. A company out of
England has expressed interest in a contract to use the machine if it is running by January 1, 2020.
The facility is a good building, away from town but gas and electricity were needed. Questar Gas and
Rocky Mountain Power have provided quotes to accommodate adequate power and gas to run the
facility. There may also be a coal gasification research facility if there is sufficient power.
There is also consideration of utilizing the facility to do hydrogen research and carbon fiber research.
The Board asked if the molten salt was part of the project.
The applicant indicated it is the largest part of the project but the accommodation of the coal combustion
research machine is the imminent need.
The Board stated it is a great project for Emery County and the area but asked if there was any ability to
take part loan for the project noting some retiring debt.
The applicant indicated the County is the landlord but would not operate the research facility and the
County would prefer not to incur debt for this facility. The professor who originated the machine is
committed to reassembling the unit.
Gregg Galecki made and Tooter Ogden seconded a motion to fund this project as a $2,625,000
grant as requested.
Chairman Hardy asked who determines who gets to use the research facility and under what conditions.
Could lease payments be utilized to support a loan?
The applicant stated they are in contact with a company in Alabama that operates five research facilities
to possibly manage the research facilities. Currently, any university can use the facility for research and
testing at cost. It is a nonprofit facility but revenue would help maintain the facility.
The Board asked what a coal combustion machine is.
The applicant indicated it is similar to a power plant, 106 feet long. It is heated and the coal is injected to
test and facilitate cleaner technology used by the University of Utah, and when they lost their lease, they
were going to scrap the machine. The system is 10 years old and will be maintained.
Chairman called the question.
Gregg Galecki made and Tooter Ogden seconded a motion to fund this project as a $2,625,000
grant as requested. The motion carried unanimously.
2. Duchesne County Municipal Building Authority (Duchesne County)
Duchesne County MBA presented a funding assistance request for a $558,000 grant for a salt shed in
the Fruitland area. This project consists of the purchase and installation of a pre-engineered metal
building to utilize as a salt shed and office including excavation, concrete, electrical, plumbing, utilities,
fending, office area , appurtenances and finishes for the purpose of storing equipment and asphalt
millings for the west side of the county. The applicant is contributing $120,000 in-kind land.
This project was on the Capital Improvement List anticipating an application submission, but in March
2019, the contractor for UDOT offered Duchesne County 100,000 tons of asphalt millings which will be
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salvaged from a nearby project that will start in early summer and a place is needed to store the millings
which will be used to help repair 232.4 miles of road on the west side of the county.
In 2018 the Dollar Ridge fire destroyed 70,000 acres of vegetation and numerous structures. Since that
time there have been two floods that caused extreme debris flow and culinary water contamination. The
floods also affected county bridges, roads and residents. Over 50 homes and a water treatment facility
have been impacted by the floods due to the fire.
The county is obligated to have 8 trucks immediately available to receive the materials so that the road
work would not be delayed; The materials must be moved this summer and before the end of this
calendar year before the snow comes.
There is the potential for more flooding when runoff starts due to the above average snowpack. This
shed will also store the needed road equipment in the event of additional natural disasters in this area.
The area will be fenced and the millings will be fully contained.
Senator Winterton asked for an explanation of the project.
The applicant stated the reason they are doing this is to have a place close to the Dollar Ridge fire which
is accessible to the situation but away from the community. This is along Highway 40 and will house
vehicles, accommodate the tailings and be fenced. It is 32 miles from Duchesne City and will
accommodate the West side of Duchesne County.
Jack Lytle made and Dean Baker seconded a motion to fund this project as a $558,000 grant.
The Board asked the applicant if they could take a partial loan for this project.
The applicant said that right now they could not as they are trying to find $2,000,000 as a match for the
NRCS grant for flood mitigation. There are still two families that are not back in the homes from the
previous fire and flooding and even today, the main road is being flooded with two to three feet of water
and the road cannot be repaired.
The Chairman called the question.
Jack Lytle made and Dean Baker seconded a motion to fund this project as a $558,000 grant.
The motion carried unanimously.
IX. BOARD MEMBER DISCUSSSION and/or ACTION ITEMS
1. Board Packet Tool Discussion.
The new Board packet tool will be iLegislate / Peak Agenda. This will be the final meeting
utilizing BoardDocs. The CIB will receive information prior to the July 11, 2019 meeting.
ADJOURNMENT
The next meeting of the Permanent Community Impact Board will be July 11, 2019 at the DWS South
Office, 1385 South State Street, Salt Lake City, Utah at 8:00 a.m.
This meeting adjourned at 1:15 p.m.
Submitted by:
Candace Powers
Cristine Rhead
June 13, 2019 *audio time
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ES.1 Executive Summary
Over the last decade the domestic oil industry has experienced an immense resurgence. Technological
breakthroughs and advancements, combined with the repeal of the Federal ban on oil exports in 2015,
have resulted in record domestic oil production. According to the US Energy Information Administration, since surpassing the previous monthly production record in November 2017, domestic oil production has continued to increase as of June 2018 to 10.9 million barrels per day (bpd), with many experts
expecting that number to surpass 11 million bpd by late 2019. Most signs suggest that this trend is poised
to continue. According to the International Energy Agency, worldwide demand for oil also will continue
to grow over the next five years and the United States will supply most of the production to answer that
growing demand.
While this significant growth has led to widespread exploration and development in select, domestic oil
reserves, most notably in the Permian Basin, the Eagle Ford Group and the Bakken Formation, there still
exists the need to support expanded production. One such example is the Uinta Basin. Despite substantial oil resources – estimated to be between 50-321 billion barrels – the geographically isolated Uinta
Basin currently produces less than 90,000 bpd, the vast majority of which are transported to local refineries in Salt Lake City by truck at relatively high cost, resulting in major road congestion, safety issues, low
efficiency and concerns that the production volumes are bumping up against these refineries’ capacity to
refine the oil.
Recognizing the intrinsic economic benefits of shipping large volumes of bulk commodities long distances, the Seven County Infrastructure Coalition (SCIC) contracted with a team led by R.L. Banks &
Associates, Inc. (RLBA), to perform a pre-feasibility study examining the economic and operational
feasibility of constructing and operating a railroad which would connect the Uinta Basin via one of three
alignments with the national railroad network at one of two junctions in Colorado, as detailed later. This
report is the culmination of that effort.

ES.2 Overview of Assignment
To better understand the transportation options available to Uinta Basin oil producers and other potential users of the prospective railroad, RLBA was asked to address several issues, including:
1. Determine commodities, volumes and destinations which could be expected to be shipped into or
out of the Uinta Basin by rail if a rail transportation option existed;
2. Determine the cost to transport commodities between the Uinta Basin and a connection with
the national rail system, given the results of the previous task, assuming the construction of the
prospective railroad built on one of three previously identified rail alignments:
•
•
•
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3. Compare the rail transportation cost developed in the previous task to the cost of alternative
transportation options to a connection with the national rail system, including:
•
•

Trucking between the Myton/Leland Bench Area and a rail transload facility at Price, UT, and
Pipelining between the Myton/Leland Bench Area and a rail transload facility at Price, UT;

4. Compare the cost to transport crude oil between the Uinta Basin and Salt Lake City area refineries via the five (three potential rail alignments, trucking/transloading and pipelining/transloading), alternative transportation options previously identified and trucking directly from the
Myton/Leland Bench Area;
5. Determine the cost to transport commodities between the Uinta Basin and distant, national markets reached on the national rail system via the three, identified connections (Rifle, CO, Craig,
CO and Price, UT) and
6. Offer recommendations based on the conclusions reached through the performance of the abovedescribed tasks.
In the following sections this Executive Summary provides a synopsis of the methodologies, findings and
conclusions regarding these tasks. Additional explanation and analysis is provided in the accompanying
Final Report and supporting documentation.

ES.3 Conclusions Regarding Volume of Commodities Originating and Terminating
in the Uinta Basin
To serve the needs of this study, RLBA developed forecasts of the number of carloads it believes are
reasonable to assume would be carried by the prospective railroad during the period 2022 through 2044.
To produce these forecasts, RLBA conducted multiple, extensive interviews with Uinta Basin producers/prospective rail shippers and receivers, prospective end users of Uinta Basin commodities, impacted
railroads and other stakeholders. To best define the potential volumes, RLBA developed “Lower” and
“Higher” forecasts in connection with crude oil and seven other commodities it believes might be hauled
on that railroad. These forecasts yielded the following results.
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Table ES-1
Estimated Annual Carloads Originating/Terminating in Uinta Basin, 2022-2044

Higher “Other Outbound” carload volumes in the 2022 Lower forecast are due to the prospective Leland Bench Uintah
Advantage refinery which, if built and operated, would result in fewer Crude Oil and Total carloads moving over the
subject railroad (please see section 2.9).

The carloads in the Higher forecast reflect assumptions made by RLBA consistent with a theme that decisions would be made which would result in actions that would be favorable to the prospective railroad’s
viability: the primary assumption made is that market conditions will enable and motivate Uinta Basin
oil producers to extract no less than 350,000 bpd (roughly
rail carloads per year) on a consistent
basis. The carloads in the Lower forecast reflect a more conservative adoption of the prospective railroad.
Both forecasts reflect a ‘ramp up’ period in their early years, driven by gradually increased production
of crude oil in the Uinta Basin and an assumed greater acceptance of the Uinta Basin’s crudes at various
refineries, primarily located in Gulf Coast states.

ES.4 Conclusions Regarding the Viability of a New Railroad along the Three, Proposed Alignments in Light of the Forecasted Volumes Originating and Terminating in the Uinta Basin
Transportation costs into and out of the Uinta Basin consist of two components: 1) the cost to transport
commodities from the Uinta Basin to a connection with the national rail network or in the opposite direction, a component which would be addressed by the construction of the proposed railroad and 2) the
cost to transport commodities from said connection with the national rail network to a final destination
via the Class One railroad(s) or in the opposite direction, providing the connection to the national rail
network.
To determine the first component, the cost to transport commodities between the Uinta Basin and the
national rail network, RLBA determined the break-even rate – or the lowest rate which the prospective
railroad could charge prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers and still not operate at a loss – in connection
PAG E vii
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with each of the three potential rail alignments. Specifically, RLBA: 1) developed an operating and maintenance plan appropriate to host the types and volumes of commodities identified by RLBA between the
Myton/Leland Bench Area, UT, and the national rail network connection with either UP and/or BNSF at
Rifle, CO, or Craig, CO, depending on the specific alignment; 2) employed an updated, initial capital cost
required to build each route developed in previous studies, provided by Jones & DeMille Engineering,
Inc.; 3) applied real world costing data to said operating and maintenance plans, and 4) determined what
rate prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers would be charged to make the prospective railroad on each of
the alignments viable.
The three alignments, collectively determined to be the most feasible out of over the 20 plus routes originally considered, included:
1. Myton/Leland Bench Area, UT - Rifle, CO, via Meeker Area, providing a connection to both
Union Pacific (UP) and BNSF Railway (BNSF) via a 183.31-mile route (including 152.97 newbuild miles1), operating through predominately rolling hills and mountainous terrain;
2. Myton/Leland Bench Area, UT - Rifle, CO, via Piceance Creek, providing a connection to both
UP and BNSF via a 185.13-mile route (including 154.80 new-build miles), operating through
predominately rolling hills and mountainous terrain and
3. Myton/Leland Bench Area, UT - Craig, CO, providing a connection only to UP via a 157.27-mile
route (including 126.93 new-build miles), operating through predominately rolling hills and flat
terrain.
The application of the above-described methodologies yielded the results seen in table ES-2 regarding the
Higher and Lower forecast volumes, respectively.
RLBA’s results indicated that using the potential rail alignment to Craig would provide the lowest rates to
shippers on the prospective railroad between the Myton/Leland Bench Area and a connection with the
national rail network (in this case, at Craig, CO, with UP). It is important to note that this assessment
does not consider or account for the cost which would be incurred by prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers to pay UP to transport commodities to and from Craig on the national rail system; it is simply the
cost prospective shippers could expect to pay the prospective railroad to reach the national rail system
from the Myton/Leland Bench Area.
Because the prospective railroad was assumed to handle the same amount of traffic regardless of alignment (all traffic in and out of the Uinta Basin area was assumed to have been loaded and off loaded in the
Myton or Leland Bench Area), the cost savings associated with the Craig rail alignment can be attributed
to: 1) the lower initial capital costs to construct the line, largely due to the shorter mileage, and 2) lower
operating and maintenance costs on that route, again, largely due to its the shorter mileage and more
favorable physical characteristics.

1

All three alignments assume the integration of the existing Deseret Power Railroad.
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Table ES-2
Rail Transportation Break-Even Rate per Carload and Barrel;
Myton/Leland Bench Area - Connection with the National Rail Network, Lower and Higher Volume Forecast, 2022-2044

Year
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031

Rifle Via Meeker Area
Break Even Rate
Expense
Carloads Carload Barrel

Lower
Rifle Via Piceance Creek
Break Even Rate
Expense
Carloads Carload Barrel

Rifle Via Meeker Area
Break Even Rate
Expense
Carloads Carload Barrel

Higher
Rifle Via Piceance Creek
Break Even Rate
Expense
Carloads Carload Barrel

Craig
Expense

Carloads

Break Even Rate
Carload Barrel

2032 +
Average

Year
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032 +
Average
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Craig
Expense

Carloads

Break Even Rate
Carload Barrel
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ES.5 Conclusions Regarding the Transportation Cost to Reach the National Rail
Network across the Various Transportation Options Potentially Available in the
Uinta Basin (Rail, Pipe and Truck)
To understand the full spectrum of transportation options potentially available to existing and prospective Uinta Basin shippers, RLBA compared the transportation rates of what were previously identified as
the two most viable alternatives to the prospective railroad between the Myton/Leland Bench Area and a
connection with the national rail network. These alternatives are:
1. Contracting a third party entity to truck crude oil to a rail transload facility at Price, UT, using
rates developed by RLBA and
2. Constructing and operating a dedicated, crude oil pipeline to a rail transload facility at Price, UT,
using rates developed by HDR, Inc. in previous studies.
This comparison yielded the following results.
Table ES-3
Alternative Transportation Rate Comparison per Barrel;
Myton/Leland Bench Area - Connection with the National Rail Network

RLBA’s results indicated that in both the Higher and Lower forecasts, the prospective railroad, the UBRR,
would provide the lowest transportation cost between the Myton/Leland Bench, UT area and a connection with the national rail network. These results were due to the fact that: 1) the high volumes of commodities estimated to ship via rail, including those other than crude oil, greatly amplify the superior economics of scale intrinsic to the rail mode, and 2) the additional cost of transloading or ‘double handling’
crude oil into railcars at the connection to the national rail network negatively impacts the competitiveness of non-rail transportation options. On the other hand, the rail mode offers economic development
and other benefits to the Uinta Basin economy that are unlikely to be realized in the event a pipeline was
constructed in the alternative. Specifically, the prospective railroad would be both more flexible (featuring the ability to transport multiple types of commodities in both directions and scalable (in that additional infrastructure could be added, as needed, at an economical cost), compared to a pipeline.
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ES.6 Conclusions Regarding the Total Transportation Cost to Ship to National
Markets
While important, determining the transportation cost between the Uinta Basin and the national rail network is only one of the two components of the true transportation cost into and out of the Uinta Basin.
Once commodities have reached the national rail network, a Class One railroad – either UP or BNSF,
depending on the junction location – must be engaged to perform final delivery. Because the Class Ones
will handle Uinta commodities over the majority of the miles to/from distant markets, Class One rates
likely will be the single largest cost component.
To determine the above-referenced Class One rates, RLBA estimated rates which prospective Uinta Basin
rail shippers would have to pay to transport Uinta Basin commodities via UP and/or BNSF routings
across the national rail system to eleven, target refineries identified as part of the study process. RLBA
also estimated prospective rates on seven other commodities involving eleven potential destinations/
origins. Additionally, RLBA calculated and included the cost associated with leasing rail cars to transport
Uinta Basin commodities across the UBRR and the national rail system.
The application of this methodology yielded the following results, amended here to show only results
regarding crude oil.
Table ES-4
Rail Transportation and Equipment Lease Rates per Barrel;
Connection with the National Rail Network - National Markets
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RLBA’s results indicated that the Class Ones’ rates are greatly influenced by the length of haul between
origins and destinations. The closer a candidate terminal is to each of the three potential connections to
the national rail network, the lower the rates it would logically enjoy, generally because the haul lengths
are shorter. In general, BNSF appears to be able to provide lower rates than UP to southeastern refineries, likely in part due to a shorter routing on BNSF, suggesting that the net benefits for prospective Uinta
Base rail shippers of building the prospective railroad along one of the more expensive Rifle alignments
may outweigh the lower construction and operating cost of the Craig option.
To offer a final opinion regarding what the total transportation cost which prospective Uinta Basin rail
shippers might pay to ship via the prospective railroad between the Myton/Leland Bench Area and national markets, RLBA synthesized the following values, including:
1. The average annual break-even rate for each of three prospective rail alignments at both the
Higher and Lower forecast volumes;
2. The estimated freight rate across the national system to the various identified destinations/originations and
3. The estimated equipment lease rates.
This comparison yielded the results shown on the next page, amended here to show only results regarding crude oil.
RLBA’s results indicated that at the Higher forecast volume the Rifle via Meeker alignment, allowing
for interchange with both UP and BNSF, offers prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers the lowest total
rail transportation cost on all 33 identified shipping lanes. RLBA’s results also indicate that at the Lower
forecast volume the Rifle via Meeker alignment, allowing interchange with both UP and BNSF, offers
prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers the lowest total rail transportation cost on 30 of the 33 identified
shipping lanes (90%).

ES.7 Conclusions Regarding the Transportation Cost to Reach Salt Lake City Refineries across the Various Transportation Options Out of the Uinta Basin
While the primary objective of this study was to determine transportation rates/costs to distant markets,
the Salt Lake City markets are currently, and figure to remain under any expansion scenario, a major
market for Uinta Basin crude oil. As such, RLBA compared the cost of the various transportation options
previously identified against the real world cost paid today to transport Uinta Basin crude oil to Salt Lake
City via contract trucking. To do so, RLBA: 1) applied the same methodology to determine the costs incurred to reach national markets; 2) considered real world contract trucking rates as reported in a previous study performed by HDR, Inc., and 3) considered costs regarding a dedicated, crude oil pipeline to a
rail transloading facility at Price, UT, developed in a previous study performed by HDR, Inc.
This methodology produced the results seen on Table ES-6.
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Table ES-5
Rail Transportation and Equipment Lease Rate per Barrel;
Myton/Leland Bench Area - National Market, Lower and Higher Volume Forecasts
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Table ES-6
Alternative Transportation Rate Comparison per Barrl;
Myton/Leland Bench Area - Salt Lake City Markets

RLBA’s results indicated that at the Higher forecast volume estimates an all-rail routing assuming interchange with UP at Rifle, CO, provided the most competitive transportation cost. However, at the Lower
forecast volume estimates the current practice of trucking directly to Salt Lake City offered the most
competitive cost. Additionally, the estimated rate charged by UP to handle traffic from the most distant
connection - the Craig, CO, interchange - negated any cost savings prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers
would realize thanks to the lower construction, maintenance and operating costs associated with the
Craig, CO, rail alignment. Not captured in RLBA’s results is the cost to construct the required facilities to
accept and handle railcars at Salt Lake City area refineries.
ES.8 Recommendations based on Conclusions
1. Volumes - To reiterate the importance and impact of the four challenges described earlier, the viability and competitiveness of the prospective railroad is directly related to the volumes of traffic
which would be shipped over the line.
2. Feasibility of the Proposed Railroad - Assuming the forecasted volumes can be achieved, it appears that the proposed railroad can offer cost competitive transportation to prospective Uinta
Basin rail shippers, as compared with the most practical identified transport alternatives. Beyond
the immediate quantifiable monetary benefits, the proposed railroad also would offer more flexibility to transport into and out of the Uinta Basin secondary and tertiary commodities related to
both crude oil extraction and other industries.
3. Multiple Class One Connections - The Class One rate estimation work conducted by RLBA
suggests that the additional construction costs necessary to reach Rifle, CO, may be justified by
the savings potentially realized by prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers due to the advantages of
being served by two Class One carriers instead of being ‘captive’ to only one. To this point RLBA
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estimates that BNSF Railway, the second Class One reached via a connection at Rifle, CO, in
general, may offer lower rates to and from the distant locations which are markets for Uinta Basin
commodities and sources of commodities consumed in the Uinta Basin. Furthermore, prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers might be able to leverage the two Class Ones against one another in
negotiations to receive even more favorable rates than those estimated by RLBA. Similarly, shippers should be able to secure better service than would be the case if only one of those railroads
provided service.
4. Alignment Selection - While the Craig rail alignment appears to be significantly less costly to
both construct and operate than either Rifle alignment, the Craig alignment: 1) is generally farther from the markets for Uinta Basin commodities; 2) lacks a second Class One connection, and
3) is located at the end of relatively isolated UP branch line. As a result, the total rail transportation cost, the sum of the costs to reach the national rail network and then to ship over the national rail network, incurred by prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers would likely be higher using the
Craig rail alignment, both to distant markets and Salt Lake City. As such, if the ultimate goal of
constructing the prospective railroad is to advance the economic development of the Uinta Basin,
it would appear as though the Rifle via Meeker Area rail alignment would be the most prudent
selection.
5. Salt Lake City - The short haul length (by rail standards) to Salt Lake City makes an all-rail
transportation option utilizing a combination of the prospective railroad and a Class One intrinsically less competitive, though potentially still feasible. If the prospective railroad can obtain the
High forecast volumes, the economies of scale are such that rail may be the most cost competitive
option. If said High forecast volumes cannot be obtained, the Salt Lake City market may not be
competitive for rail. In either case, as regards the prospective railroad, RLBA would consider Salt
Lake City to be a secondary market to more distant markets.
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1.0 Introduction
Despite substantial known natural petroleum resources and record growth in the domestic oil industry,
to date, oil production in the Uinta Basin region of northeastern Utah consistently remains substantially lower than that of similar, large oil plays across the United States – approximately 70,000 to 90,000
bpd. What’s more, essentially all this production is transported almost entirely by truck to five small-tomidsize refineries located in the north Salt Lake City metro area. Despite significant national demand for
the specific type of crude oil found in the Uinta Basin, producers in the Basin have been unable to find
national markets willing to purchase their production at prices which would facilitate widespread economical oil extraction in the region.
Chief among the issues thwarting the penetration of Uinta Basin crude oil and other petroleum resources
into national markets is the lack of sufficient transportation infrastructure to bring products to market.
While a main line of the nation’s largest railroad – Union Pacific – passes within 100 miles of the Uinta
Basin, to date the rugged topography of the region has limited transportation options between the oil
producers of the Uinta Basin and the national rail network to expensive, inefficient and publically burdensome trucks. These high costs have decreased significantly the profit margins Uinta Basin producers
have realized on their products, often approaching a 17% discount. The aforementioned five Salt Lake
City refineries - which currently constitute essentially the entire market for Uinta Basin crude oil – remain very aware of the constrained markets into which Uinta Basin producers can sell, manifesting that
awareness by insisting on paying prices that represent a substantial discount to West Texas Intermediate
(“WTI”), the primary onshore benchmark against which domestic U.S. oil prices are quoted.
As long as the transportation infrastructure into and out of the Uinta Basin remains status quo, discounted returns and constrained production capability can be expected to continue. As such, both public sector leaders and the managers of private sector oil production companies in the Uinta Basin are convinced
of four things:
1. that Uinta Basin producers will remain both captive to the five refineries and perpetually captive
to the discount that those refineries impose upon them unless and until something is done to
significantly change the status quo;
2. that a significantly larger volume of oil is available and could be produced quickly if additional
markets were available in which to sell Uinta Basin oil;
3. that there are a number of markets, both refineries and intermediate storage/blending locations,
which would be receptive enough to the region’s oil that not only would production in northeast
Utah increase significantly, but those producers would be able to reduce significantly, if not eliminate, the discount to WTI (even in Salt Lake City) that is their fate so long as no alternatives exist
by which to sell their oil; and
4. that the best option available to take advantage of the Uinta Basin’s abundant oil and shale reserves is to construct a pipeline or railroad to connect the subject region with already-built transportation infrastructure ready to carry oil to distant markets.
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In light of these revelations, it should not be surprising that public and private sector leaders in northeast
Utah have spent the last several years examining the feasibility and economic viability of constructing
and operating a pipeline to reach northeastern Utah. Indeed, a pipeline might well become the economic
salvation sought by both public sector economic development leadership in northeast Utah and the oil
producers on whom they hope to rely to achieve an improved economy in the region over the long term.
That said, aside from its extremely high initial capital cost, the potential pipeline solution suffers from
one major disadvantage, which is that a pipeline only can move one product in one direction at any one
time. In contrast, a railroad could be used both to move oil and other commodities out of the region, and
other commodities, significantly including materials to facilitate the drilling of oil and gas wells, into the
region at the same time. Nor is a pipeline scalable in the sense that it can be expanded readily to handle
more traffic.
Understanding the advantages inherent to railroads and disadvantages inherent to pipelines, the public
sector, specifically the SCIC, in consultation with private sector producers, commissioned a team lead by
R.L. Banks & Associates (RLBA), in association with Helios Group Inc., to conduct a pre-feasibility study
to examine the potential viability of constructing a railroad on one of three potential alignments between
the Uinta Basin and two different terminals, Rifle and Craig, Colorado. This report is the culmination of
that effort.

1.1 Description of Assignment
To better understand the feasibility of the prospective railroad connecting the Uinta Basin with the national rail network, RLBA was asked to address several issues, including to:
1. Determine commodities, volumes and destinations which could be expected to be shipped into or
out of the Uinta Basin by rail if a rail transportation option existed;
2. Determine the cost to transport commodities between the Uinta Basin and a connection with
the national rail system, given the results of the previous task, assuming the construction of the
prospective railroad built on one of three previously identified rail alignments:
•
•
•

Myton/Leland Bench Area, UT - Rifle, CO, via Meeker Area;
Myton/Leland Bench Area, UT - Rifle, CO, via Piceance Creek; and
Myton/Leland Bench Area, UT - Craig, CO.

3. Compare the rail transportation costs developed in the previous task to the cost of alternative
transportation options to a connection with the national rail system, including:
a. Trucking between the Myton/Leland Bench Area and a rail transload facility at Price, UT, and
b. Piping between the Myton/Leland Bench Area and a rail transload facility at Price, UT;
4. Compare the cost to transport crude oil between the Uinta Basin and Salt Lake City area refineries via the five (three potential rail alignments, trucking/transloading, piping/transloading), alPAG E 2
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ternative transportation options previously identified and trucking direct from the Myton/Leland
Bench Area;
5. Determine the cost to transport commodities between the Uinta Basin and markets reached on
the national rail system via the three, identified connections (Rifle, CO, Craig, CO and Price,
UT); and
6. Offer recommendations based on the conclusions reached through the performance of the abovedescribed tasks.

1.2 RLBA Approach to the Scope of Work
To address these tasks, RLBA developed and applied a three-part approach, including:
1. Determining Potential Rail Traffic Volumes, Destinations and Origins;
2. Determining Costs to Reach a Connection with National Rail Network and
3. Determining Costs to Ship Across the National Rail Network to/from Distant Markets.

1.3 Approach Part 1 - Determining Potential Rail Traffic Volumes, Destinations
and Origins
For any new build rail project in the Uinta Basin to be successful, there must be a clear and accurate
understanding of the commodities and volumes likely to be transported out of or into the Uinta Basin. While crude oil is likely to constitute the majority of volume shipped on any prospective railroad
in the Uinta Basin, the flexibility offered by rail affords opportunities to ship other commodities both
related and not related to crude oil production which could greatly improve the economic feasibility of
the prospective railroad. To determine both the volume of crude oil, as well as to identify and gauge the
volumes of other commodities that could potentially ship via rail, RLBA undertook a two-step process.
First, leveraging data supplied by the SCIC, RLBA compiled a comprehensive list of potential rail customers and other important stakeholders. RLBA then conducted both over–the-phone and on-site interviews
with said potential customers and stakeholders to identify: 1) their potential interest in shipping via rail;
2) their anticipated rail volumes should a connection be built; 3) ideal origin/destination points of shipments via rail; 4) current trucking rates; and 5) any other relevant information. Second, RLBA took the
information gathered from potential rail customers and stakeholders and developed a detailed volume
forecast of commodities to be transported both into and out of the Uinta Basin in the event the prospective railroad was constructed.
The methodologies, findings and conclusions regarding this step are detailed in section 2 of this report.
Additionally, conclusions regarding Task 1 (determination of commodities, volumes and destinations
which could be expected to be shipped into and out of the Uinta Basin by rail if a rail transportation option was built) are also addressed in section 2 of this report.
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1.4 Approach Part 2 - Determining Costs to Reach the National Rail Network
Transportation cost into and out of the Uinta Basin consist of two components: 1) the cost to transport
commodities between the Uinta Basin and a connection with the national rail network, a component
which would be addressed by the construction of the proposed railroad; and 2) the cost to transport
commodities between this connection with the national rail network and a final destination/origin via
the major national railroad(s) providing the connection to the national rail network.
Once the commodities and volumes potentially coming into and out of the Uinta Basin were understood,
RLBA used this data to determine the cost to transport said commodities in and out of the Uinta Basin
area on the prospective railroad – the first of the two components constituting the cost of transportation.
To determine said transportation costs on the prospective railroad, RLBA undertook a two-step process.
First, regarding each rail alignment option, RLBA developed an operating plan unique to the specific
characterization of that alignment. Second, RLBA applied real world costing data to said operating plan,
drawn from proprietary databases maintained by RLBA, to provide highly accurate cost estimations
in connection with each rail option based on the characteristics of each potential alignment provided
to RLBA. Beyond determining the transportation costs associated with the prospective railroad, these
estimations also were used to compare transportation costs associated with alternative transportation options into and out of the Uinta Basin.
The methodologies, findings and conclusions regarding this step are detailed in section 3 of this report.
Additionally, conclusions regarding Task 2 (determination of the cost to transport commodities between
the Uinta Basin and a connection with the national rail system, assuming the construction of the prospective railroad entity), Task 3 (comparison of the rail transportation costs to the costs of alternative
transportation options to/from a connection with the national rail system), and Task 4 (comparison of
the costs to transport crude oil between the Uinta Basin and Salt Lake City), are also addressed in section
3 of this report.

1.5 Approach Part 3 - Determining Costs to Ship across the National Rail Network
to/from Distant Markets
While important, determining the transportation cost between the Uinta Basin and the national rail network is only one of the two components of the true transportation cost into and out of the Uinta Basin.
Once commodities have reached the national rail network, a major national railroad – either Union Pacific or BNSF Railway, depending on the junction location – must be engaged to perform final or interchange delivery. Because a major railroad will handle Uinta commodities for the majority of the trip to/
from distant markets, a major railroad’s rates likely will be the single largest cost component encountered
by prospective rail shippers to and from the Uinta Basin.
The final ‘piece of the puzzle’ in determining the feasibility of a new rail line to the Uinta Basin is understanding what the major railroads – either Union Pacific or BNSF Railway – will charge to transport any
material into or out of the western Colorado. Combining information from proprietary databases maintained by RLBA, industry leading third-party rate estimation software to which RLBA subscribes and
real-world rail rate data maintained and provided by the Surface Transportation Board (“STB”) – the fedPAG E 4
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eral entity tasked with economic oversight of the railroad industry – RLBA developed estimated shipping
rates specific to the origins and destinations of the specific commodities potentially being shipped into
and out of the Uinta Basin. Additionally, RLBA determined lease rates associated with the rail equipment
required to ship Uinta Basin’s outbound and inbound freight commodities over the national rail network.
The methodologies, findings and conclusions regarding this step are detailed in section 4 of this report.
Additionally, conclusions regarding Task 5 (determination of the costs to transport commodities between
the Uinta Basin and distant markets) are also addressed in section 4 of this report.

1.6 The Prospective Railroad
For purposes of this report, RLBA has identified the prospective railroad as the “Uinta Basin Railroad”
(herein referred to as the “UBRR”). It is assumed that the UBRR would open as a regulated, common
carrier in 2022. Per the request of SCIC, this study focuses on a twenty year period spanning from the
commencement of operations in 2022 until 2042.
There have been a variety of studies regarding the potential construction of a railroad in the Uinta Basin
dating back to at least 1981. Most pertinent of these studies to RLBA’s work is the study entitled “Feasibility Report for the Isolated Empire Rail Project,” completed in 2001 by DMJM Harris (herein referred to as
the “2001 DMJM Harris Study”). This study, among other things, considered 16 potential rail alignments
between the Uinta Basin and a connection with the national rail network, ultimately recommending five
alignments for further study. For purposes of this report, RLBA was instructed by SCIC to consider three
of these five rail alignments. In part to support RLBA’s work, SCIC engaged a third party engineering
firm, Jones & DeMille Engineering (herein “Jones & DeMille”), to provide updated conceptual level engineering plans and construction cost estimates in connection with each of the three alignments identified
in the 2001 DMJM Harris Study and selected for inclusion in this study.
The following is a description of the important elements of these alignments, illustrated in Map 1-1.

1.7 Western Terminus - Uinta Basin
Through conversations with SCIC and interviews with various stakeholders it was determined that the
western end of UBRR would be located in one of two (but not both) locations:
1. Myton, UT - A small community of approximately 600, located within the Uinta Basin along U.S.
Routes 40 and 191. Due to its location on U.S. 40 and 191, Myton features reasonably developed
road infrastructure. The community is an important hub for the Utah oil industry; the regional
headquarters of Newfield Exploration Company, a leading crude oil producer in the region, is located in Myton. Additionally, Chevron Corporation’s Rangeley, CO – Salt Lake City, UT pipeline
passes several miles to the south of Myton. Myton was identified as the western terminus in the
2001 DMJM Harris Study and
2. Leland Bench, UT - An unincorporated community approximately 12 miles southeast of Myton.
Leland Bench currently features very limited road infrastructure and no industrial or rail infraPAG E 5
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structure. However, Uintah Advantage (see section 2.9) has expressed interest in developing a refinery at Leland Bench. Additionally, Uintah Advantage has suggested land could be made available for the construction of rail facilities at the Leland Bench site at little or no cost to the railroad.
As such, Leland Bench was identified as a potential alternate location as the western terminus of
the UBRR by SCIC.
The values advanced in this study regarding capital costs as well as operating and maintenance costs were
developed assuming that the UBRR terminated in Myton, However, Jones & DeMille determined that the
difference in construction cost to build the proposed railroad to either Myton or Leland Bench would be
negligible. Specifically, it would cost approximately $13 million more to build to Leland Bench – which
correlates to an approximately 1.15% increase in the overall initial construction cost. To reach Leland
Bench, the prospective rail alignment would remain largely the same as that to reach Myton, the only
difference being that the alignment would turn due south in the vicinity of Randlett, UT to reach Leland
Bench. RLBA also determined that, in general, the mileages and physical characteristics of the railroad to
either Myton or Leland Bench would be comparable. As such, it reasonably can be assumed that the conclusions reached in the study are valid regardless of which location is ultimately selected as the railroad’s
terminus and, therefore, are used interchangeably throughout this report.
Regardless of which location is assumed to be the western terminus of the railroad, both would require
substantial investment in both transportation and petroleum production-related infrastructure to adequately meet the needs of the proposed railroad. This study only considers the investment required to
construct and operate the required rail infrastructure.

1.8 Eastern Terminus - Connection with the National Rail Network
The three, potential rail alignments ultimately selected by SCIC from the 2001 DMJM Harris Study all
terminate at a connection with the national rail network at one of two locations. Depending on the location, the terminus would allow for a connection with the national rail network with one or two, major,
national railroads –Class One railroads, as defined by the STB - either via Union Pacific or Union Pacific
(herein referred to as the “UP”) and BNSF Railway (herein referred to as the “BNSF”). UP is the largest
railroad in the United States in terms of revenue, operating a 32,100 mile network in 23 western states.
BNSF is the second largest railroad in the United States in terms of revenue and UP’s largest competitor,
operating a 32,500 mile network in 28 western states. Their vast networks are illustrated in Map 1-2.
Thest two locations are:
1. Rifle, CO - A community of approximately 9,000, located along the UP Central Corridor. The
Central Corridor is a secondary mainline extending between Denver, CO and Winnemucca, NV
by way of Salt Lake City, UT. Previously the mainline of the Rio Grande & Western Railroad,
and subsequently the Southern Pacific Transportation Company, since being acquired by Union
Pacific in 1998, the majority of rail traffic on the line has been shifted to Union Pacific’s original
mainline through Wyoming. Today, the majority of traffic on this portion of the Central Corridor
through Rifle consists of unit coal trains, limited general freight and Amtrak’s California Zephyr.
Of note, coal traffic volume on the line has been significantly and negatively impacted by the
PAG E 7
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national downturn in both coal production and consumption. Additionally, as part of the Union
Pacific’s acquisition of the line, BNSF retains the right to both operate trains over and to directly
serve new railroads and select customers along the Central Corridor according to its representatives interviewed by the study team. As such, were the UBRR constructed to Rifle, Uinta Basin
shippers would have the luxury of connecting with two, major railroads instead of one.
2. Craig, CO - A community of approximately 9,000, located along the UP Craig. The Craig Branch
is a tertiary feeder line, connecting Craig with the aforementioned Central Corridor at Bond, CO,
a distance of approximately 100 miles. Historically, the Craig Branch served an important coal
producing territory, connecting several mines to power plants in Denver and beyond. However,
much as on the larger Central Corridor, recent downturns in the national coal market have led
to a significant reduction in the volume of coal being transported over the line. While coal still
accounts for the majority of traffic on the line, there are some customers in the Craig area who
receive general freight service. Importantly, unlike Rifle, BNSF does not have the ability to reach
or serve customers or new railroads on the Craig Branch. If the UBRR were constructed to Craig,
rail customers would have no alternative but to ship on UP.
Through conversations with SCIC and interviews with various stakeholders, RLBA determined that one
of the driving forces behind the consideration of Rifle as one of the potential eastern termini of the UBRR
was the desire to connect to both UP and BNSF instead of only with UP. Interviewed stakeholders repeatedly stated that connections to both railroads could result in significantly improved service and pricing.
RLBA’s extensive experience in railroad economics corroborates those expectations.
There are at least two major ways in which connections with any two Class One railroads are likely to
result in lower railroad rates (transportation costs) and better service than a connection with only one
railroad would yield. First, while UP is the largest railroad in the United States - which suggests that it
reaches many of the destinations to which oil and other commodities found or mined in the Uinta Basin
will be destined – there are destinations not directly accessed by UP but which are served by BNSF.
What’s more, BNSF may offer better, more direct routing to certain destinations served by both railroads,
an advantage which could result in lower transportation rates paid by prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers. Second, there is the potential to create some price competition between UP and BNSF to and from
those locations that are served directly by both, as well as those that are served by another railroad but
which third party can and does interchange with both UP and BNSF. One would expect the presence of
a second, major rail carrier to result in more vigorous price competition, again, resulting in prospective
Uinta Basin rail shippers realizing lower rail transportation rates and therefore higher profits than would
be the case in the event the UBRR connected with only one carrier.

1.9 Potential Alignments
The three rail alignments considered for the UBRR include:
1. Myton/Leland Bench Area, UT - Rifle, CO via Meeker Area - This alignment heads roughly due
east from Myton/Leland Bench, crossing the Green River before connecting to the Deseret Power
Railroad at Bonanza, UT (see section 1.11). The alignment continues along the existing Deseret
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Power Railroad until Dinosaur, CO, then continues east to the Massadona, CO area, at which
point the alignment heads south to White River City, CO. The alignment then follows the White
River eastward to Meeker, CO, where the alignment heads south over the Rio Blanco Pass before
arriving at Rifle, CO and a connection with the Union Pacific Central Corridor.
The total length of the alignment would be 183.31 miles (including 152.97 new-build miles),
operating through predominately rolling hills and mountainous terrain. According to the 2001
DMJM Harris Study, the alignment “contains 9° curves and switchbacks to gain elevation, making
the grade 2.5% for approximately nine miles. Other segments of the route are at 2.5% grade for 1
to 1.5 miles. The inbound 2.5% grade is the ruling grade for the route.” These characteristics suggest the alignment would be demanding, challenging, and therefore more expensive to construct,
maintain and operate than a typical rail line.
2. Myton/Leland Bench Area, UT - Rifle, CO via Piceance Creek - This alignment heads roughly
due east from Myton/Leland Bench, crossing the Green River before connecting to the Deseret
Power Railroad at Bonanza, UT. The alignment continues along the existing Deseret Power
Railroad until Dinosaur, CO, then continues east to the Massadona, CO area, at which point the
alignment heads south to White River City, CO. The alignment then continues southeast along
Piceance Creek before crossing Rio Blanco Pass, arriving at Rifle, CO and a connection with UP’s
Central Corridor.
The total length of the alignment would be 185.13 miles (including 154.80 new-build miles),
operating through predominately rolling hills and mountainous terrain. According to the 2001
DMJM Harris Study, the line “contains 9° curves and switchbacks to gain elevation, making the
grade 2.5% for approximately nine miles. Other segments of the route are at 2.5% grade for 1 to
1.5 miles. The inbound 2.5% grade is the ruling grade for the route.” These characteristics suggest
the alignment would be demanding, challenging and therefore more expensive to build, maintain
and operate than a typical rail line.
3. Myton/Leland Bench Area, UT - Craig, CO - This alignment heads roughly due east from Myton/Leland Bench, crossing the Green River before connecting to the Deseret Power Railroad at
Bonanza, UT. The alignment continues along the existing Deseret Power Railroad until Dinosaur,
CO, then continues east, roughly paralleling U.S. Route 40 until reaching the Yampa River. The
alignment then follows the Yampa River through Elk Springs Pass before arriving in Craig and a
connection with UP’s Craig Branch.
The total length of the alignment would be 157.27 miles (including 126.93 new-build miles), operating through predominately rolling hills and flat terrain. According to the 2001 DMJM Harris
Study, the line features “6° curves maximum. The ruling grade for this route is 2.0%, with most
grades at 1.8% or less. The 2.0% sections occur at the Craig end of the route and just to the west
of Elk Springs.” While presenting challenges to the operating and maintenance of the line, these
characteristics are significantly less extreme than those observed on either Rifle alignment, resulting in likely lower costs to build, maintain and operate the line.
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1.10 Shared Alignments
All three potential rail alignments share a common alignment between Myton and/or Leland Bench, UT
and in the vicinity of Massadona, CO. At Massadona, CO, the two potential Rifle rail alignments turn
southeast, continuing on the same, shared alignment, while the potential Craig rail alignment continues
eastward on a unique alignment. The two potential Rifle rail alignments continue on a shared alignment
between Massadona, CO and White River City, CO, before splitting, with one alignment heading southward towards Piceance Creek and the other continuing eastward towards Meeker, CO, before turning
southward. The two alignments then rejoin in the vicinity of Rio Blanco Pass, where both again share the
same alignment over the remainder of the distance to the end of the line/proposed interchange location
at Rifle, CO.

1.11 Deseret Power Railroad
Built in 1983 and owned by Blue Mountain Energy, the Deseret Power Railroad (DPR) was constructed
to transport coal between the Deserado Coal Mine outside of Dinosaur, CO, and the Bonanza Power
Plant outside of Bonanza, UT. The integration of the DPR right-of-way would result in significant cost
savings to the overall project. To that end, RLBA interviewed DPR management to, among other topics,
determine the company’s level of interest in cooperating with any effort to construct the proposed UBRR.
While no specifics terms or requirements were discussed, in general the management of the DPR expressed a willingness to cooperate with any such efforts, assuming that: 1) the company’s rail operations
could continue unimpeded; 2) any required infrastructure improvements would be paid for the UBRR;
and 3) some agreement was reached regarding the maintenance of the railroad.
As a result of the interview, this study reflected the assumption that approximately 32 route miles of the
existing DPR right-of-way, between Bonanza, UT and Dinosaur, CO, would be integrated into the construction of the UBRR, regardless of which alignment was chosen. A unique feature of the DPR is the use
of electric locomotives and an accompanying overhead catenary system, which limits overhead clearance
on the railroad to 22 feet. RLBA determined that all railcars used to transport the commodities likely to
be transported on the UBRR would not exceed this 22foot limit. As such, integration of the DPR would
not negatively impact operations on the UBRR or vice versa. Given the preliminary nature of the discussions with DPR management, RLBA made no assumptions regarding the nature of any commercial
arrangement or agreement involving potential use of the DPR. RLBA, however, did assume that all costs
associated with infrastructure improvements on the DPR and all maintenance expense on the integrated
portions of the DPR would be borne by the UBRR.

2.0 Approach Part 1 - Determining Potential Rail Traffic Volumes, Destinations
and Origins
2.1 Summary of RLBA Approach
RLBA employed a two-step process to determine the potential rail traffic volumes, destinations and origins, including:
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1. Conducting interviews with prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers and other stakeholders; and
2. Developing Higher and Lower forecast volumes.

2.2 Conducting Interviews with Prospective Uinta Basin Rail Shippers and Other
Stakeholders
The foundation of the forecast volumes used in this report was a series of interviews conducted by RLBA
based on a preliminary list assembled by SCIC. RLBA acknowledges the significant effort SCIC’s Executive Director went through to contact those interviewed, to create an aggressive but efficient interview
schedule and to attend and take notes during almost all of the interviews discussed below. The interviews
are best understood as falling into three categories:
1. Non Shipper, Stakeholder Informational Interviews - These interviews were conducted at a
higher and more generic level than the others. They were designed to familiarize RLBA staff with
both the opportunities potentially available were a rail solution found to be viable as well as the
potential challenges to such a rail solution, both now and in the future. These interviews were
conducted during a relatively short time frame via individual conference calls, primarily in the
week before May 6. Included among the entities interviewed were representatives of both UP and
BNSF. There were 11 such interviews.
2. Prospective Uinta Basin Rail Shipper Customer/Commodity Interviews - These interviews
largely took place during a single, intensive week between May 6 and May 11 and were conducted
in person in Denver, CO, Vernal, UT, Salt Lake City, UT and the Houston, TX metropolitan area.
Additional, follow up interviews to seek clarification of issues related to forecast volumes were
conducted as necessary. The information gathered in these interviews proved the most critical to
development of rail traffic volume forecasts. There were 14 such interviews.
3. Prospective End User Interviews - End user interviews were conducted in person by Marc
Eckels, an independent consultant (see section 2.4) under contract to SCIC and took place in the
Houston, TX metropolitan area during one week in the middle of June. These interviews were
focused entirely on potential consumers of the Basin’s crude oil, as RLBA decided during the
course of the study that the end product would be enhanced by detailed discussions with potential purchasers of the Uinta Basin’s oil since the oil has not had a chance to prove itself to most of
its potential customers. There were 5 such interviews, covering 11 potential end user refineries.
A comprehensive list of the interview type, interview location, company interviewed, refinery location
(where relevant) and the name of the individual interviewed, is included in Table 2-1.
While all three types of interviews provided valuable information, the interviews with prospective Uinta
Basin rail shippers’ customers formed the primary basis of the rail traffic volumes forecasted by RLBA.
From the perspectives of methodology and approaches, the prospective Uinta Basin rail shipper interviews are best understood as falling into three categories, including:
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Table 2-1
List of Interviews Conducted by RLBA

1. Prospective Uinta Basin Rail Shippers Currently Using Existing Rail Transportation Options
- Consisting of prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers that are already transporting commodities
to or from the Uinta Basin for their own account, in competition with other suppliers via transload between rail and truck. In this category, RLBA sought to understand the total volume of
that commodity moving today by truck to or from the Basin and to understand how that volume
might change in the future, especially if oil production increased significantly. Frac sand and steel
pipe are excellent examples of commodities in this category.
2. Prospective Uinta Basin Rail Shippers Currently Not Using Rail –Consisting of prospective
customers that hope to generate or consume freight volume that would move by rail in the future.
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Because of the more speculative nature of these prospects, RLBA used Higher and Lower forecasts, with Lower forecasts reflecting lower, later developing or no forecasted rail carloads and
Higher forecasts reflecting the dates and volumes presented by the interviewee, translated into
carloads.
3. Prospective Uinta Basin Rail Shippers with Limited Traffic Volume Forecasting Ability - Forecasts of conventional oil production were handled a third way that RLBA deemed more appropriate to the situation. More specifically, attempts to use a more conventional approach to forecasting potential use of the UBRR by crude oil producers would have been thwarted by the fact that
producers don’t tend to forecast as far into the future as required to support prospective railroad
carloads and that production is distributed across a large number of producers. So, in the alternative, RLBA decided to discuss potential total Uinta Basin production with almost all of the largest producers currently in the Basin and to use the extremes manifest in their estimates to drive
its Lower and Higher carload forecasts. Further detail on RLBA’s Higher and Lower forecasts for
each commodity can be found in the following sections.

2.3 Developing Higher and Lower Forecast Volumes
The railroad industry is different from most other industries in two major ways: 1) it requires a small
cost of materials relative to revenues earned to produce its outputs; and 2) it also requires a high capital
investment relative to revenues. However, once a railroad achieves a break-even level of freight traffic, a
surprisingly large percentage of incremental revenue drops to the “bottom line” as traffic is added and
a railroad can become highly profitable when measured against just about any metric except return on
invested capital. A common expression of this phenomenon is that the railroad industry is said to manifest extremely high operating leverage. As a result, for a railroad to succeed, it must attract and keep a
significant volume of traffic on which it can charge competitive rates. The need to achieve and sustain a
high volume of traffic and revenue is even more critical in the case of a railroad such as that investigated
herein because the financial performance of the Uinta Basin Railroad will be tested further by the need to
overcome the extremely high capital costs that are a necessary element of a railroad being constructed in
excess of 126 miles.
As a consequence of the above, it is absolutely essential that the SCIC be provided one or more traffic volume and associated revenue forecasts in which it can repose confidence. Through the course of the study,
RLBA determined there to be four significant potential challenges to the achievement of the projected
volumes forecasted herein, including:
1. Stability of the Future Price of Oil - The World oil market has been anything but stable since
1973, and there is every reason to think that such volatility might continue. The viability of the
UBRR is grounded on the assumption that oil markets will be stable or favorable, which is a
reasonable assumption to make. However, a significant and long-term downturn in the price of
WTI, particularly in the early years of the prospective railroad, could result in significant shortfalls from the performance indicated herein;
2. Barriers to Timely Construction of the UBRR - There are risks that permits or financing asPAG E 1 4
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sociated with the UBRR might be denied or delayed significantly, to the point that prospective
Uinta Basin rail shippers might seek alternative “take away” capability or divert investment dollars
to other regions, thereby diverting or postponing volumes of crude oil and other commodities
which otherwise might traverse the UBRR;
3. Reluctance to Commit - While the economics of the UBRR may be promising, the region’s
producers might be reluctant or otherwise unable to make the commitments necessary to secure
financing, even if such assurances are ultimately required to advance the project and;
4. Unknown Demand - The demand for Uinta Basin’s waxy crude, which is not well known outside
of Utah, in large part due to lack of transportation infrastructure to ship product out of the Uinta
Basin, may not be as readily accepted as initial indications would suggest. While there appear to
be a large number of refineries at least prospectively interested in Uinta Basin crude, additional
work should be undertaken to increase the likelihood that sufficient demand will manifest itself
by the time the UBRR is about to be constructed. Ideally, that demand will manifest itself not
only in interest expressed by out-of-state refineries that the Basin’s waxy crudes have been modeled successfully by the refineries, but also that the volumes desired are significant enough in
total to consume the supply side at pricing at or near WTI taking into consideration the need to
unload unit trains at or nearby refineries to keep rail transport costs to a minimum, and that arrangements already have been or can be made to provide sufficient heating to prevent the waxy
crude from “setting up.”
In light of these challenges, to best define the potential volumes, RLBA developed forecasts of the carloads it believes are reasonable to assume would be carried by the prospective railroad during the period
2022 through 2034 (and every year beyond) were it built, managed and operated at a reasonable cost.
More specifically, RLBA developed “Lower” and “Higher” forecasts in connection with crude oil and
seven other commodities it believes might be hauled on that railroad in its early years.
A summary of estimated annual Higher and Lower forecasts of various commodities is shown in Table
2-2.
The carloads in the Higher forecast reflect assumptions made by RLBA consistent with a theme that decisions would be made that would result in actions that would be favorable to the prospective railroad’s viability. Primary among those favorable assumptions is that Basin oil producers will be able and motivated
to extract, and market conditions will encourage the extraction of, no less 225,000 bpd on a consistent
basis if the railroad is built and operated as presently envisioned. That threshold volume has been articulated by several major oil producers in the Basin even though it represents almost a tripling of recent
production volumes there. The application of those assumptions results in a forecast of
carloads
over the prospective railroad in its first full year, 2022, in the Higher case and
carloads hauled by
that railroad in the Higher case in 2034 and beyond. As a sensitivity test, RLBA also developed a Lower
case in which
carloads were forecast to be carried in 2022 and
were assumed to be hauled
in 2034 and beyond.
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Table 2-2
Estimated Annual Carloads Originating/Terminating in Uinta Basin, 2022-2044

In both the Higher and Lower cases, railroad volumes were assumed to ramp up in the early years of the
forecast, driven by increased production of crude oil in the Basin and the inputs that enable same, as
well as greater and greater acceptance of the Basin’s crudes at various refineries, primarily located in Gulf
Coast states. Similarly, and perhaps more importantly, the viability of the prospective railroad is extremely dependent upon and sensitive to assumptions made about the ramp up rate and total production
of crude oil in the Basin. Not only is crude oil by far the largest single commodity moved on the prospective railroad, but frac sand and steel pipe movements into the Uinta Basin, supporting the production
of crude oil are obviously equally dependent upon how much oil is extracted in the Basin and are also
significant contributors to the prospective railroad’s viability.

2.4 Additional Study Contributions
To further assist in the study, the SCIC contracted with Marc Eckels, an experienced oil and gas consultant based in Park City, UT, to interview representatives of select refineries primarily in the Gulf Coast
and discuss with them in detail, to the extent possible, the prospective interest of those refineries in the
Basin’s oil. After interviewing in person representatives of five companies operating eleven refineries
believed to be possible consumers of Basin crudes, Mr. Eckels concluded that demand exists today for at
least somewhere between 320,000 and 340,000 bpd of Basin oil.
Several caveats should be taken into consideration in digesting that forecast. First, and most importantly,
the work performed by Mr. Eckels is not complete, as he was only able to meet with officials representing
eleven of the nineteen refineries he originally targeted. It is the intent of Mr. Eckels to make a good faith
effort to complete interviews with representatives of the remaining eight refineries. As such, the results of
this report are subject to change pending the outcome of said interviews.
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Second, although most of the representatives expressed few reservations about taking Basin crude, no
large and sophisticated refinery is going to commit to actually adding new crude into its mix until it runs
the characteristics of that crude through its proprietary model. And while there are several characteristics of the Basin’s crude oil that should make it extremely attractive to many large refiners, most are still a
long way from signing a contract committing them to taking significant volumes of Uinta Basin crude.
Additionally, the volumes of crude that the Basin’s oil producers have been able to market have been
highly constrained by the region’s transportation infrastructure limitations, particularly the absence of a
railroad or pipeline. These transportation limitations are the primary cause of the unique market factors
present in the region. Regarding price, Mr. Eckels concluded that it was extremely likely that the refineries he targeted would be willing to pay no less than a small discount to WTI and that some refineries
might be willing to pay either WTI or perhaps even a slight premium to it, depending upon their marketing objectives and other factors. It is important to note for the record that no refinery representative
explicitly promised or suggested that Basin producers absolutely would realize WTI from that refinery
or close to it. It is equally important to note that the individuals interviewed are or previously were crude
traders and traders could not reasonably be expected to “tip their hand” or reduce their negotiating leverage by agreeing in advance to pay WTI parity. While representatives of most refineries did not provide
indicative pricing relative to WTI, one offered an indication at a $3 to $5 discount to WTI. This discount
would compare favorably to the one realized today by most major Basin producers, which recently has
been in the neighborhood of WTI minus 17%.

2.5 Methodologies Used to Determine Potential Rail Traffic Volumes, Destinations
and Origins
The following section provides a synopsis of the methodologies employed by RLBA to determine the potential rail traffic volumes, destinations and origins which would likely utilize the UBRR, if constructed.

2.6 Outbound Commodities
2.7 Crude Oil
RLBA employed separate assumptions about six, different factors to develop its Lower and Higher crude
oil carload forecasts. Specifically, RLBA made assumptions about:
1. Intermediate Term Crude Oil Production Potential - Annual crude oil production in the Uinta
Basin was assumed to be 225,000 bpd in the Lower forecast as a sensitivity test of the viability of
the railroad hypothesized in this study. In contrast, a much higher figure, 350,000 bpd was employed in the Higher forecast, based on the oft-repeated pronouncements made by at least one of
the leading oil producers in the Basin and other knowledgeable experts during interviews conducted in connection with this study effort;
2. Volume of Production to Existing Salt Lake City Customers - As regards the volume of total
production destined to Salt Lake City refineries by truck and existing truck/rail transloading facilities after the prospective Uinta Basin railroad might become operational, 80,000 bpd was used
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in the Lower forecast to approximate the volume that is usually destined to those five refineries
largely by use of tanker trucks loaded in the Uinta Basin when the refineries are operating normally and the oil markets, likewise, are operating normally. In contrast, a lower figure, 40,000 bpd
was assumed destined to the Salt Lake City refineries by truck in the Higher forecast. The lower
truck diversion of crude oil to in-state refineries and away from potential new railroad haulage,
results in a higher amount of crude available to be handled over the prospective railroad;
Although RLBA recognizes that its 40,000 bpd assumption of crude destined to the five in-state
refineries would upset the status quo and could only come into play to the extent that long term
supply contracts were not in place between Uinta Basin suppliers and the five refineries, RLBA,
nevertheless believes that the lower diversion might arise for any one or more of at least three
reasons. First, it might become less expensive to use the railroad to haul the oil to the Utah refineries than to continue to use trucks. Second, even if rail were not to prove less expensive to
use than trucks to get to the five refineries, political pressure from the State of Utah and/or local
governments, both in the Basin and between the Uinta Basin and refineries, might cause half of
the volume to move by rail anyway because of the road congestion caused by the trucks, the safety
and environmental issues caused by such extensive truck use and the maintenance costs incurred
by Utah taxpayers to support continued use of the hundreds of daily truck movements necessary
to handle the 80,000 bpd to those refineries. Finally, the oil producers in the Uinta Basin are fond
of using the term “optionality” to describe their need to have optional markets other than Salt
Lake City into which they can sell their oil if they are to expand production and escape from or
improve upon the status quo WTI discount pricing they are currently forced to bear;
3. Volume of Production Potentially Diverted to the Uintah Advantage Refinery (see section
2.9) - It is difficult to argue that if the Uintah Advantage refinery comes into existence and consumes 40,000 bpd as forecast, it would be anything besides a big plus for oil producers in the
Basin as they would immediately enjoy a decent sized, local consumer of their production and a
refinery whose products would lower the overall cost of oil production by reducing the price of
diesel oil products purchased locally while paying WTI or close to it. That said, the local consumption of Basin oil essentially translates into lower crude oil production available to be hauled
on the prospective Uinta Basin Railroad to the extent the oil is refined into products consumed
locally or not moved via the subject railroad. Therefore, in the Lower forecast, the refinery was
assumed to be built and 40,000 bpd were diverted to that refinery although a lesser volume of
products produced through the refinery were reflected in the Lower rail carload forecast, to
capture refined products that would move by rail from the refinery; volumes that decline when
Phase 2 of the project is assumed to come on line and result in an adjusted, refined product mix.
In contrast, the Higher crude oil carload forecast reflects the assumption that the refinery is never
completed and, therefore, no crude oil is diverted from local production into the local refinery
and, likewise, no local refinery products are shipped via the subject railroad because the refinery
was assumed to never be completed;
4. Time Period of Production “Ramp Up” in Anticipation of the UBRR - RLBA made assumptions about the year in which Basin oil production would begin to ramp up in anticipation of
the prospective railroad’s imminent start-up. In the Lower forecast, RLBA assumed that crude oil
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producers in the Basin would not start to ramp up their production until the railroad was built
and scheduled to commence operations in 2022. In contrast, in the Higher forecast, RLBA assumed that crude oil producers in the Basin would not wait to start ramping up their production
until the railroad was scheduled to commence operations and started ramping up in 2020 in anticipation of same so that they could advance their respective enhanced sales volumes as soon as
possible. Although RLBA acknowledges that oil producers are unlikely to act in complete unison,
the assumptions employed to represent this factor were applied as if all producers acted uniformly
across both Lower and Higher crude oil production forecasts;
5. Rate of Production “Ramp Up” in Anticipation of the UBRR - The fifth variable taken into
consideration in the crude oil production forecasts was the rate of increase in production once
ramping up of production commenced. In both the Lower and Higher crude oil production forecasts, RLBA’s assumptions pivoted off of the net actual increase of
bpd that drilling rigs
accomplished in the 12 months between July 2016 and June 2017, or an increase of
bpd per
month. RLBA’s Lower forecast reflects a doubling of the rig count to about and a concurrent
approximate doubling of the growth to (
bpd x =)
bpd/month. Applying that rate of
growth to
bpd growth in Basin bpd production inherent in the Lower forecast yields
months, which RLBA equated to four years in that forecast. While the tripling of the rig count
may seem aggressive, that results in approximately the rig count in effect in the Basin in 2014.
The Higher forecast incorporated the same approach but applied different numbers more appropriate to that scenario. Specifically, RLBA’s Higher forecast reflects a quadrupling of the rig count
to and a concurrent quadrupling of the rate of growth to (
bpd X =)
bpd increase
per month. Applying that rate of growth to the
bpd growth inherent in the 350,000 bpd
overarching forecast in the Higher scenario equates to months which, again, RLBA equated
to four years. In other words, the ramp up period would be approximately the same in the two
forecasts because the higher ramp up rate in the Higher forecast accomplished the ramp up to a
higher ceiling in approximately the same time period as a slower ramp up to the Lower forecast
production ceiling and
6. Rate of Production After “Ramp Up” Period - The sixth variable taken into consideration in
the crude oil production forecasts was the rate of increase in production assumed once the initial ramping up period largely leveled off. In its Lower forecast, RLBA assumed a 1 % increase in
production occurred each year as compared to that achieved in the previous year. In its Higher
forecast, RLBA assumed a 2 % increase in production occurred each year as compared to that
achieved in the previous year. RLBA believes that both assumptions are practical, achievable and,
in fact, conservative (low) given the increases in production that have occurred in the last few
years.
The application of these assumptions resulted in the following carload volumes and prospective destinations in the Higher and Lower forecasts, respectively.
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2.8 Shale Oil - Enefit
Enefit USA is the US subsidiary of a company based in Estonia that operates a mining enterprise in that
country, using proprietary technology to mine shale there and turns it into heavy crude oil. After considering other geographic opportunities in which to expand its operations, the parent company elected to
establish a US headquarters in Salt Lake City and make substantial investments both in property in the
Uinta Basin as well as in commencing the permitting processes necessary to enable it to begin to mine
shale in the Basin in the short-term.
In its Lower carload forecast, RLBA reflected the assumption that the project either stalled or never
resulted in producing sufficient volumes to warrant inclusion in the subject forecast. Estimating when
the permits might be obtained and production might commence is always challenging, but based on the
interview RLBA had with the company’s top U.S. executive its Higher forecast reflected the assumption
that the plant would commence operations in mid-to-late 2025 and would generate approximately
carloads per year for three years, beginning in 2026, after which time volume would increase to a doubling of production, or
carloads per year, beginning in 2030.
The application of these assumptions results in the following carload volumes and prospective destinations in the Higher and Lower forecasts.
Table 2-4
Shale Oil Carload Volumes, 2022-2042

2.9 Refined Oil Products - Uintah Advantage
Uintah Advantage is the name of an organization seeking to develop a small refinery within the Uinta
Basin. At
bpd, that refinery would represent a significant growth opportunity for crude oil producers in the Basin, approximately a % increase over the
bpd now sent on average between
Basin producers and Salt Lake City refineries. But, in contrast with the volume to Salt Lake City refineries, the Uintah Advantage refinery would provide a destination to which Basin crude oil producers always
would enjoy a significant, competitive, geographic advantage and, presumably, WTI pricing or close to
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it, as opposed to the heavy WTI discounts historically imposed by the Salt Lake City area refineries on
Uinta Basin producers of crude. Although the refinery would consume
barrels per day of Uinta oil
produced locally, if built, it would not ship all of those barrels via the UBRR because approximately half
of that volume would be consumed locally. So, the operation of the Uintah Advantage refinery, should
it come into existence, would have the effect of limiting the volume of oil and refined oil products that
would use the prospective railroad.
As a result of the above, the Lower forecast reflects the assumption that the Uintah Advantage refinery does come into existence and consumes
barrels per day beginning in 2022 and continuing
throughout the forecast period. That consumption translates into
carloads of refined products
assumed to be moved in roughly equal proportion to Houston, TX and Oakland, CA by rail through the
year 2024, which date constitutes the assumed conclusion of Phase 1 of that project. Phase 2 of that project is assumed to commence in 2025 but results in a smaller volume of annual carloads,
, destined to
the same locations but based on an assumed upgrading of the refinery to the production of higher-value
commodities, which upgrade would have the effect of reducing the volume of products shipped by rail. In
contrast, counterintuitively, the Higher forecast reflects the assumption that the local refinery is not built
and a higher volume of locally-based crude oil production, therefore, is available to traverse the prospective railroad, equating to
carloads annually.
The application of these assumptions results in the following carload volumes and prospective destinations in the Higher and Lower forecasts.
Table 2-5
Refined Oil Products Carload Volumes, 2022-2042
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2.10 Sodium Bicarbonate
The Piceance Basin, somewhat north of Rifle, CO, contains North America’s only known, significant deposits of nahcolite – a soft, colorless or white carbonate mineral with the composition of sodium bicarbonate. Sodium bicarbonate is used in a variety of products and industries including food and baking,
personal care, pharmaceutical, animal nutrition, agriculture, pool and water treatment and industrial
markets. Natural Soda, the second largest producer of sodium bicarbonate in North America, is currently
the only company taking advantage of this world class resource as its major competitor uses non-natural
ingredients. Natural Soda’s operation is a sophisticated, reliable and efficient process for recovering pure,
naturally-occurring, sodium bicarbonate from the largest known nahcolite deposits in the world. The
plant’s location could provide easy access to the prospective railroad via a to-be-constructed spur in the
event economic and other factors resulted in the construction of the prospective railroad on an alignment that traversed the Piceance Creek Basin. The plant’s production today is shipped both in bulk and
in bags. All of the bagged materials move by truck. In contrast, the bulk material moves both via truck
and truck-to-rail. It is important to note that this potential movement is the only shipment of significant
size that has been identified to date that would originate or terminate on the prospective railroad in Colorado, although additional rail users may be identified once the route alignment issue is settled.
The Lower forecast reflects the assumption that the selected alignment of the subject railroad is too far
from the plant to make service by the prospective railroad competitive, which would certainly be the
case if the Craig alignment were chosen. In contrast, currently bulk material is moved by rail via a transload operation in Rifle, Colorado, which was served by Union Pacific prior to its acquisition of Southern
Pacific. So, in addition to replacing higher truck costs with a direct-to-rail shipment at its plant, Natural
Soda might benefit from the establishment of the prospective railroad, assuming that the railroad gained
access directly also to BNSF at or near Rifle. That said, RLBA’s Higher forecast employs the same number
of carloads, approximately
annually, regardless of year, because even though the vast majority of current shipments are to markets distant enough from Colorado to make rail service competitive, a combination of customer convenience, shipment size and customer preference for bagged materials limits the
upside potential to increase traffic from this rail shipper on the prospective rail line. The Higher forecast
could prove to be too conservative in the long run given that the plant’s production capability was doubled as recently as 2013. However, the executive interviewed by RLBA at Natural Soda indicated that the
company did not have any plans under consideration to expand production further and, therefore, it was
deemed prudent to not increase the carload forecast in the out years of this forecast.
The application of these assumptions results in the following carload volumes and prospective destinations in the Higher and Lower forecasts.
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Table 2-6
Sodium Bicarbonate Carload Volumes, 2022-2042

2.11 Fly Ash - Enefit
As discussed above in the context of Shale Oil - Enefit, plans are proceeding to finish the permitting and
commence construction of an shale oil mining operation in the Uinta Basin. Were the mining to commence along the scale of operations currently contemplated, the most valuable and voluminous commodity to be produced would be the shale oil described above. However, the mining operation also
would yield a significant volume of fly ash as a byproduct of the mining of the shale. Consistent with the
treatment of Shale Oil – Enefit, above, in its Lower forecast volumes, RLBA assumed that the plant would
not commence operations during the forecast period. And, therefore, no rail carloads of Enefit fly ash
are shown. In contrast, in its Higher forecast, RLBA forecasts that
carloads of fly ash per year will be
transported on the subject railroad during the first phase of the project, specifically, commencing in 2026
and ramping up through 2028. That forecast also reflects the assumption that that volume will double
in 2029, commensurate with the assumed startup of the second phase of that operation. Destinations to
which that fly ash might be delivered have not been identified, but are believed to be sufficiently distant
from the Uinta Basin to make use of the prospective railroad economic.

2.12 Fly Ash - Deseret Power Electric Cooperative
Deseret Power Electric Cooperative (DPEC) provides electrical power to industries and residents in the
Uinta Basin and parts of five states. Deseret’s primary generating resource is the Bonanza Power Plant.
As previously discussed, the Bonanza Power Plant is the western terminus and sole destination of Deseret Power Railroad (DPR), the right-of-way of which is presumed would be largely integrated into the
UBRR. The amount of electricity generated by the power plant is relatively constant from year to year alPAG E 2 4
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though there are variations from the norm. As previously discussed in the context of the Fly Ash - Enefit
carload forecast, generation of power from the use of coal results in a substantial volume of fly ash which
today moves by truck from the plant to the Salt Lake City area, where it is transloaded to rail and moved
in roughly equal proportion to markets in the Sacramento and Houston metropolitan areas. Historical volumes average approximately
carloads per year. This volume is set to continue until at least
until 2030, by which time, as the result of an agreement between DPEC and the Environmental Protection Agency, the Bonanza Plant must install specific emission control equipment to continue operating.
At this point, it is unknown if DPEC will install said equipment or decide, instead, to decommission the
plant.
Beyond fly ash, DPR management suggested that, if built, the UBRR could serve to meet additional
future transportation needs, including inbound heavy equipment and both periodic inbound (to the
Bonanza Power Plant) and outbound (from the Deserado Mine) coal shipments. As a result, the carload
forecasts employed in this analysis may potentially understate potential traffic volume available to the
subject railroad associated with this prospective rail customer, although such uses are both too speculative and too far in the future to be appropriate to include in this study.
The application of these assumptions results in the following carload volumes and prospective destinations in the Higher and Lower forecasts.
Table 2-7
Fly Ash Carload Volumes, 2022-2042

2.13 Gilsonite
Gilsonite, also known as “uintahite,” “asphaltum” and asphaltite, is a naturally occurring solid hydrocarbon and an extremely pure form of asphalt (or bitumen) with a relatively high melting temperature
which, given its unique chemical properties and physical characteristics, gilsonite is particularly valuable
in improving the performance of many critical materials and applications. Although the substance has
been historically mined and its only large-scale production occurs in the Uinta Basin of Utah and ColoPAG E 2 5
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rado, resources are being discovered and mined more recently in other countries such as Colombia and
Iran.
While the price of oil stimulates the production of gilsonite in any given year, ironically, oil production
volumes in the Uinta Basin do not affect gilsonite production because it is not used in the Basin’s oil production. Gilsonite is distributed to just about every state in the U.S., but the prospective railroad primarily would be involved in the export of gilsonite, with about equal volumes passing through Oakland, CA
and Houston, TX. RLBA employed a constant volume of
carloads annually in its Lower case forecast,
commencing immediately and twice that amount,
annual carloads, in every year of its Higher forecast. Those forecast volumes are in line with average relatively poor and good years, respectively.
The application of these assumptions results in the following carload volumes and prospective destinations in the Higher and Lower forecasts.
Table 2-8
Gilsonite Carload Volumes, 2022-2042
Year

Oakland, CA
Lower
Higher

Houston, TX
Lower
Higher

Total
Lower

Higher

2.14 Inbound Commodities
2.15 Frac Sand
Frac sand, particularly inbound from Wisconsin and Illinois, to support the development of oil and gas
wells, is the largest inbound commodity identified thus far, and while it is not as significant as outbound
crude oil to the potential viability of the subject railroad, it is projected to generate more carloads, by far,
than any other commodity on the prospective railroad except crude oil.
The volume of frac sand and equated projected carloads are related to the total amount of oil produced
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in the Uinta Basin forecast in a given year, not just the amount of crude oil or refined oil products that
moves over the prospective railroad. Specifically, it is related to the projected oil production that underlies the Lower and Higher carload forecasts, namely 225,000 and 350,000 bpd, respectively, and grows
proportionately as projected volumes ramp up to those amounts. Frac sand volumes in the Higher forecast, increase from
carloads in 2022 to
in 2024, constituting the ramp up period, before
increasing by % per annum after that to
in 2034 and beyond. Similarly, frac sand volumes in the
Lower forecast increase from
carloads in 2022 to
in 2026, constituting the ramp up period,
before increasing by % per annum after that to
in 2034 and beyond.
Not captured in either the Lower or Higher carload forecasts are the volumes of frac sand which could
be shipped via the UBRR in the event that gas exploration increased in the Uinta Basin. At this time, the
prospect of such exploration remains too speculative to advance any volume forecast. However, it should
be noted that if said exploration did occur, the carload volumes of frac sand advanced in the Higher forecast could potentially be understated, perhaps even significantly.
The application of these assumptions results in the following carload volumes and prospective originations in the Higher and Lower forecasts.
Table 2-9
Frac Sand Carload Volumes, 2022-2042

2.16 Steel Pipe
Steel pipe and other tubular products are significant and necessary contributors to modern oil production methods. Today, Colorado Tube and Pipe (CTAP) is the dominant supplier of such products into
the Uinta Basin. Based on a telephone interview with its Senior Vice President, Operations, Quality Assurance and Technical Sales, RLBA believes that a very large share of inbound tubular products would
be transported there via the UBRR, were it built. In fact, the individual interviewed volunteered that of
the 12 supply yards in 8 states for which he is responsible, Vernal, UT (located in the Uinta Basin) is the
only yard that is not rail-served. Instead, the Uinta Basin is generally supplied by yards CTAP operates in
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Craig and Rifle, Colorado, exactly the two endpoints being studied in this report as possible junctions of
the prospective railroad with one or more major railroads. CTAP would be strongly inclined to move the
maximum amount of its products possible via the prospective railroad for a variety of reasons including
economics. However, that would not translate into all of its volume due to customer preferences and the
inability, so far, of the rail industry to provide sufficiently reliable service to make CTAP comfortable that
its customers will not suffer stock outs due to failed deliveries by rail.
As was the case with several of the above-discussed commodities, the volume of tubular goods forecast
to move via the UBRR is related to the total amount of oil production in the Uinta Basin.. In the Higher
case, the forecast equates to
carloads in 2022, rising steadily to
in 2024 and then more modestly to
carloads in 2034 and beyond. In the Lower case, the forecast equates to
carloads in
2022, rising steadily to
in 2026 and then more modestly to
carloads in 2034 and beyond.
The application of these assumptions results in the following carload volumes and prospective originations in the Higher and Lower forecasts.
Table 2-10
Steel Pipe Carload Volumes, 2022-2042

3.0 Approach Part 2 - Determination of Costs to Reach the National Rail Network
3.1 Summary of RLBA Approach
RLBA employed a three-step process to determine the cost to reach the national rail network, including:
1. Developing an Operating Plan Unique to Each Proposed UBRR Alignment;
2. Developing Costs Associated with Each Operating Plan for Each, Proposed UBRR Alignment and
3. Amending and Including the Initial Capital Investment to Build Each, Proposed UBRR Alignment.
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3.2 Developing an Operating Plan Unique to Each Proposed UBRR Alignment
RLBA developed two operating plans in connection with each of the three, proposed alignments; one
reflecting the Higher forecast volumes and another reflecting the Lower forecast volumes. These operating plans primarily reflected consideration of: 1) the volumes of freight forecasted to be shipped both
inbound to and outbound from the Uinta Basin; and 2) the physical characteristics of the alignment.
The operating plans were critical to the determination of the manpower, material, equipment and physical plants required to adequately support the movement of the forecasted volumes over the railroad. The
specifics of each operating plan are defined in the following sections.

3.3 Developing Costs Associated with Each Operating Plan for Each, Proposed
UBRR Alignment
The manpower, material, equipment and physical plant requirements of each operating plan were putt
into RLBA’s short line costing model. This costing model draws on real world costing data drawn from
proprietary databases maintained by RLBA to provide highly accurate cost estimations. The RLBA costing model considers six major inputs: the four major operating expense cost centers associated with
railroad operations and capital expenses regarding Maintenance of Equipment and Maintenance of Way.
For purposes of this study, RLBA defines each of these inputs as follows:
1. Transportation - Alternatively known as the as the Train and Engine (T&E) Department on a
railroad, encompasses the manpower and material necessary to operate trains over the railroad;
2. Equipment - Alternatively known as the Mechanical Department, encompasses the manpower
and materials required to maintain the rolling stock of a railroad. Equipment expenses captured
in operating costs are considered “routine maintenance” costs and encompass the day-to-day upkeep and repair activity required to ensure that equipment is available to support railroad operations;
3. Maintenance of Way (MOW) - Alternatively known as the Engineering Department, encompasses the manpower and materials to maintain the physical plant of a railroad (i.e., the track structure, grading, bridges, road crossings and signals). MOW expenses captured in operating costs are
considered “routine maintenance” costs and encompass the day-to-day upkeep and repair activity
required to ensure that the track structure is available to support railroad operations;
4. General and Administrative - Spans several departments of most railroads, and encompasses the
expenses other than those attributed to train operations or maintenance of a railroad’s equipment
or physical plant. These activities generally include ‘back office’ functions and the executives of
the railroad and other departments such as Human Resources, Marketing, Legal etc.;
5. Equipment Capital Expense (Capex) - Also referred to as “Program Maintenance” encompasses
the expenses to acquire railroad equipment (sometimes referred to as “Expansion Capital Expense”) and the expenses to perform major overhauls or repairs to same with the goal of extendPAG E 2 9
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ing the useful life of the equipment, or the outright replacement of existing equipment (sometimes referred to as “Maintenance Capital Expense”) and
6. Maintenance of Way (MOW) Capital Expense (Capex) - Also referred to as “Program Maintenance” encompasses the expenses to build new railroad right of way and track structure and the
expenses to preform major renewal projects with the goal of extending the useful life of the track
structure or the outright replacement of existing railroad right of way and track structure (sometimes referred to as “Expansion Capital Expense”).

3.4 Amending and Including the Initial Capital Investment to Build Each Proposed UBRR Alignment
Conceptual engineering costs to construct each of the three, proposed UBRR alignments prepared by
Jones & DeMille were integrated into the cost model. RLBA understands that: 1) Jones & DeMille was
only engaged to prepare ‘high level’ estimates regarding the level of effort and associated cost to construct
the three rail alignments; 2) information regarding the physical characteristics of the three proposed rail
alignments through Colorado was largely based on a 2001 DMJM Harris Study; and 3) limited information was prepared regarding the physical characteristics of the shared alignment through Utah.
The Jones & DeMille cost estimates reflect the construction of a single track railroad, with no additional
support infrastructure. As such, RLBA included additional costs to reflect, as necessary, additional infrastructure not captured in the conceptual costs developed by Jones & DeMille, including side and yard
tracks, signal and train traffic control systems and maintenance facilities. The specific additional costs
added by RLBA are defined in the following sections.

3.5 Comment Regarding Assumptions Regarding the Physical Characteristics of
the Railroad
It is important to note that the physical characteristics of a specific railroad have wide reaching implications as to the level of effort and associated cost to both operate and maintain any railroad. As prepared,
the Jones & DeMille conceptual engineering plans included limited, if any, specific physical characteristics regarding the three potential rail alignments. In the absence of specific information regarding the
physical characteristics of the potential UBRR alignments, RLBA professionals were required to employ
a significant amount of professional judgment and estimation in developing the costing information
required by this assignment. Because of the these limitations in the conceptual level engineering data,
RLBA stresses that values advanced in this report are to be considered high level estimations; more accurate operating and maintenance cost estimations would require a much more detailed understanding
of the physical characteristics and profile of the railroad.

3.6 Consideration of Institutional Arrangements
To determine a more exact estimate of the costs associated with the UBRR, RLBA considered three discrete institutional arrangements by which service could be provided on the UBRR:
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1. A public entity, or a consortium of public entities, constructs the UBRR and leases or enters into
an operating agreement regarding the new railroad with UP or BNSF to operate;
2. A public entity, or a consortium of public entities constructs the UBRR and leases or enters into
an operating agreement regarding the new railroad with a short line to operate; and
3. A public entity, or a consortium of public entities, constructs the UBRR and creates a new railroad entity, thus operating the line itself.
These three arrangements represent the most likely methods by which the UBRR would operate, based
on current standards and trends in the industry. It is important to note that in all three arrangements
considered by RLBA, RLBA assumed that construction of the railroad would be the responsibility of
SCIC, another public entity, or a consortium of public entities. While private/public partnerships (“3Ps”)
are not unprecedented in the freight rail industry, there has never been such a partnership approaching
the size and scope of the UBRR. Furthermore, given the generally conservative nature of the rail freight
industry, RLBA believes any railroad which may eventually service the line has relatively little incentive to
invest in the construction of the line, especially given the high associated capital costs projected and lack
of current production levels sufficient to justify construction.
The following describes the pros and cons of each railroad institutional arrangement.
1. Public entity(s) constructs the UBRR and leases or enters into operating agreement with UP
or BNSF - The most recognizable advantage of leasing the line directly to UP or BNSF is that such
an agreement would eliminate the need for an additional railroad to transport freight to and from
either Rifle or Craig, resulting in possible time and cost savings realized by both the carrier and
its customers. Conversely, there are two significant problems with leasing the line to UP or BNSF.
First, due to the significant size of the two railroads, the quality of service may not be up to that
delivered by a much smaller customer-focused short line. Second, like all the major Class One
railroads, UP and BNSF have continually emphasized investment in major, high-capacity mainlines over the last few decades, while at the same time aggressively reducing the number of branch
lines along their systems , either by divesting operations to short lines or outright abandonment.
As much was confirmed during conference calls with BNSF, during which representatives from
the railroad stated their preference to service the UBRR via interchange with a Class Two or Class
Three operator at Rifle;
2. Public entity(s) constructs the UBRR and leases or enters into operating agreement with a
short line operator - The pros and cons of entering into an operating agreement with a short line
operator are essentially the inverse of those associated with UP or BNSF operating the line. The
hallmark of even the largest short line holding companies is customer service. Most short lines
are headquartered along the rights-of-way they own or operate, allowing direct access to railroad
managers by local customers and vice versa. Short lines are generally much more flexible to work
with regarding such key commercial terms as service, billing and operating agreements, often
working one-on-one with customers to tailor solutions to meet their individual needs. Additionally, many Class Ones, including UP and BNSF, enjoy working with short lines, to feed the larger
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railroad traffic while leaving the more labor and cost intensive “last miles” to short line operators. The disadvantages of a short line operator in this situation are the potential loss of time and
money associated with another party handing traffic between the Uinta Basin and either Rifle or
Craig, although the above-mentioned flexibility and high level of customer service may more than
offset these potential losses. As such, RLBA considers these disadvantages to be minimal given the
improved customer service and general direction in which the industry has been heading regarding the role of short lines; and
3. Public entity(s) constructs the UBRR and creates and operates a new railroad - The most obvious advantage of this arrangement is that the public entity that built the line would enjoy total
control over railroad operations and, as such, could ensure the railroad provided near optimal
service to meet the needs of its customers. There are, however, several serious negative aspects to
consider as well. First, acquiring the necessary manpower and equipment to operate the railroad
would dramatically increase the initial capital investment, as well as expose the subject public
entity(s) to additional financial and liability considerations. Secondly, significant effort would
have to be made by the subject public entity(s) to assemble an experienced staff to stand up railroad operations. Both these issues would result in the subject public entity(s) committing huge
resources to issues that are most likely well outside respective scope(s) and mission(s).
Table 3-1
Third Party Operator Profit Margin, 2022-2042

While all three methods have merits, RLBA believes the most practical option in this instance is to have a
public entity(s) enter into an operating agreement or lease with an established short line operator. A short
line operator should provide the ‘personalized’ servicing of Uinta Basin customers. This would allow the
public entity to focus on its core function and mission with only an oversight role over rail operations,
such as receiving regular reports and holding regular meetings with the carrier’s management. For proposes of this cost comparison exercise, RLBA assumed that all rail operations would be conducted by a
third party, contract operator. Furthermore, it was assumed that the third party operator would expect to
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realize a 15% profit margin above the operational expense associated with the operation of the railroad.

3.7 Explanation of Methodologies Used in Determining Costs to Reach the National Rail Network
The following section provides a synopsis of the methodologies employed by RLBA to determine the cost
to reach the national rail system.

3.8 Operating Plan
In all three alignments, RLBA assumed that railroad operations on the UBRR were based at the western
end of the railroad at either Myton or Leland Bench, hereafter, the “West End Yard.” Facilities at the western end of the railroad would include the UBRR’s primary yard facility, maintenance facilities and administrative offices. The only other major facilities on the railroad are located at the eastern end of the line at
either Rifle or Craig, CO, respectively, hereafter the “East End Yard.” Facilities at the eastern end would
include a second yard to facilitate interchange with UP and/or BNSF and a minor maintenance facility.
With the expectation of sodium bicarbonate produced by Natural Soda at a location north of Rifle (only
in the Higher forecast scenarios) and fly ash produced at the Bonanza Power Plant, all outbound traffic on the railroad was assumed to originate at the West End Yard, where commodities were assumed to
be loaded onto railcars via privately owned and operated transloading facilities located adjacent to West
End Yard. Due to the preliminary status of the UBRR project, no information regarding the location of
potential shipper’s facilities was available to consider. The cost to transport commodities to the transloading facilities and load on railcars is not reflected in this study. Conversely, RLBA further assumed that all
inbound traffic on the railroad would be received via interchange at the East End Yard and transloaded
off of rail at West End Yard for final disposition. Again, the cost of transporting inbound commodities to
their final destinations, likewise, is not reflected in this study.
Because the vast majority of rail traffic is either loaded or unloaded at West End Yard and interchanged
or received from interchange at East End Yard, operations on the UBRR are relatively simple. The vast
majority of trains were assumed to traverse the entire length of the line. Train crews are assumed based
out of West End Yard. Due to Federal law limiting the number of hours a crew member can work, it is assumed that train crews spend the night at a local hotel near East End Yard before returning back to their
base on an inbound train and vice versa.

3.9 Transportation
Transportation costs primarily consist of two, major components, labor and fuel. To determine these
costs on the UBRR, RLBA developed a per-train cost associated with each of the most prominent train
types on the UBRR. Because of the simplistic nature of UBRR operations, trains on the line can be categorized into four types:
1. Loaded Unit Trains - The majority of trains on the UBRR are unit trains – or trains consisting
entirely of a single commodity loaded at a single location and destined to a single location, thus
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resulting in significant cost and time savings. There are four types of unit trains on the UBRR:
1) outbound, loaded unit oil trains (consisting of both crude oil and shale oil carloads); 2) outbound, loaded unit refined oil product trains (only in Lower forecast); 3) inbound, loaded unit
frac sand trains; and 4) inbound, loaded unit steel pipe trains. Side track length on the UP Central
Corridor between Salt Lake City and Denver limits trains on the UBRR to 6,200 feet in length.
This makes the maximum train length on the UBRR 95 cars. To maximize equipment utilization
and efficiency, for the purposes of this study, RLBA assumed that outbound, unit crude trains
were held at West End Yard until a full, 95-car train was ready to interchange with the UBRR’s
Class One partner.
2. Empty Unit Trains - Because unit trains are designed to handle a single commodity, the majority
of unit trains, including those on the UBRR, would return to their point of origin empty, at which
point they are assumed to be reloaded with this commodity. Because of the simplistic nature of
the UBRR’s operations, RLBA assumed that every loaded unit train resulted in a corresponding
empty unit train, consisting of the same number of cars. The four types of empty unit trains on
the UBRR include: 1) inbound, empty unit oil trains; 2) inbound, empty unit refined oil product
trains (Lower forecast only); 3) outbound, empty unit frac sand trains and 4) outbound, empty
unit steel pipe trains.
3. Outbound, Loaded, Manifest Trains - As opposed to unit trains, manifest trains consist of cars
containing a variety of commodities and freight car types, from one or more origins, bound to
a number of different destinations. These cars are brought from their various origins to a yard
and assembled into a single manifest train. Once a manifest train reaches its destination yard,
the cars are disassembled and delivered to their respective destinations. On the UBRR, manifest
trains handle commodities which do not project enough volume to warrant dedicated, unit trains,
including: 1) outbound sodium bicarbonate, 2) outbound fly ash and 3) outbound gilsonite. To
maximize equipment utilization and efficiency, for the purposes of this study, RLBA assumed
that manifest trains were held at West End Yard until a full, 95-cartrain was ready to interchange
with the UBRR’s Class One partner. Like unit trains, outside of yard facilities manifest trains are
ultimately transiting from one terminus of the UBRR to the other. However, unlike unit trains,
manifest trains make periodic, stops to pick up loads of fly ash from the Bonanza Power Plant in
Bonanza, UT, as well as loads of sodium bicarbonate from Natural Soda. Additionally, outbound,
loaded manifest trains require additional time in West End Yard to collect the various cars and assemble them into a single train consisting of bunches of cars “blocked” by final destination region.
At the East End interchange, the train was assumed delivered to the UBRR’s Class One partner in
the same manner as a unit train.
4. Inbound, Empty, Manifest Trains - While the nature of manifest traffic means that most such
trains are carrying both loaded and empty railcars, all inbound traffic on the UBRR is handled
by unit trains (frac sand and steel pipe). As such, the only manifest traffic on the UBRR consists
of empty cars returning to West End Yard to be reloaded. Consistent with its treatment of empty
unit trains, RLBA assumed that every outbound loaded manifest train resulted in a corresponding
inbound empty manifest train. At the East End interchange, the train was assumed to be received
from the UBRR’s Class One partners in the same manner as a unit train. However, these trains
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require additional time once arriving at West End Yard to disassemble the train and deliver the
cars to specific locations to be reloaded.
Table 3-2
UBRR Number of Trains by Type, 2022-2042

To determine the per train cost of each of these four types of trains, RLBA: 1) developed train physical
characteristics; 2) determined unit costs of labor and fuel; 3) completed rudimentary performance simulations to determine train performance; and 4) applied unit costs based on train performance.
RLBA’s train performance calculations were based on the conceptual level engineering data provided by
Jones & DeMille, which, due to the ‘high level’ nature of the data, required a significant amount of professional estimation by RLBA professionals. Because of the aforementioned limitation in the conceptual
level engineering data, RLBA stresses that these train performance and resulting per-train cost amounts
are to be considered high level estimates. More accurate train costs would require a much more detailed
understanding of the physical characteristics and profile of the railroad.
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Table 3-3
Per Train Cost by Train Type on the UBRR

3.10 Equipment
RLBA assumed that all railroad cars traversing the UBRR are privately owned or leased by shippers and,
as such, no railroad cars beyond those required to support railroad maintenance are owned or operated
by the carrier. The cost to lease railcars borne by shippers was included as a separate line item outside of
the short line model but included in the transportation option cost comparison detailed in section 4.6 of
this report.
RLBA assumed that the UBRR owns, operates and maintains its own locomotives on all trains operated
over the railroad. UBRR locomotives on outbound trains were assumed to be removed at East End Yard
and attached to inbound trains to complete the return trip to West End Yard. Due to the scale of UBRR
operations, RLBA elected to assume that the UBRR provides its own locomotives. It should be noted that
an alternative arrangement known as “run-through power,” in which the Class One railroad interchanging with a short line railroad provides its locomotive to said short line at a price, is commonly employed
and also could be realistically employed in the situation of the UBRR as it improves locomotive utilization, reduces costs and improves service.
RLBA further assumed that the main locomotive on the UBRR are GE ES44AC locomotives, built new
for the UBRR, supplemented by rebuilt, EMD SD40-3 locomotives. The ES44AC is a 4,400 horsepower
locomotive commonly found in mainline service on major heavy haul railroads around the country,
including UP and BNSF. The SD40-3 is a 3,300 horsepower upgraded version of the SD40-2 locomotive, originally built between 1972 and 1989. A highly popular and reliable locomotive, the SD40-3 is a
completely rebuilt locomotive regularly assigned to secondary or back up service. Both locomotives are
compliant with current environmental regulations.
Based on the aforementioned simulations performed, RLBA determined that five, ES44AC locomotives
(three on the front of the train, two on the rear of the train but controlled remotely) would be required to
successfully power a 95-car loaded train between West End Yard and Rifle, while four, ES44AC locomoPAG E 3 6
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tives (two on the front of the train, two on the rear of the train) would be required to successfully power
a 95-car loaded train between West End Yard and Craig. While unloaded trains are significantly lighter
than their loaded counterparts, to ensure that locomotive utilization is maximized, all the locomotives
used on a loaded train were assumed by RLBA to return on the accompanying empty train. In such cases
on empty trains to/from Rifle, three locomotives are required to power the train over the railroad, while
the other two locomotives are hauled dead in tow (“DIT”). On empty trains to/from Craig, two locomotives are required to power the train over the railroad, while the other two locomotives are hauled DIT.
Table 3-4
Locomotive Requirements of the UBRR, 2022-2042

Locomotive maintenance costs were calculated by considering per-locomotive unit costs reported by
Class One railroads. While locomotive maintenance costs are generally lower on short line railroads,
equipment and operations on the UBRR more closely resemble that of a Class One mainline, and, as
such, Class One costs were deemed more appropriate. RLBA used a value of
annually per unit.

3.11 Maintenance of Way
The level of routine maintenance activity required on UBRR is primarily driven by the physical condition
the railroad is to be maintained to and the level of traffic expected to operate over the line. RLBA determined that the railroad should be maintained to Class 3 Track Class Standards, as defined by the Federal
Railroad Administration, thus allowing for a maximum safe operating speed of 40 MPH by freight trains.
While not specifically required by Class 3 Track Class Standards, RLBA also assumed that the new-build
portions of the railroad would feature 136-pound continuously welded rail and concrete, cross ties, materials considered industry standards on heavily used railroads. RLBA assumed that the track on the Deseret Power Railroad portion of the line, 32 miles, which was assumed to be integrated into all three, rail
alignments, would consist of the track materials currently installed, which is understood to be 136-pound
continuously welded rail and wooden cross ties.
RLBA assumed that the majority of routine maintenance activities would be addressed by a full time,
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MOW Department employed by the UBRR or its contractor. To adequately perform the routine maintenance activities on the UBRR as defined above, RLBA determined that a labor force of 28 employees
would be required on either Rifle rail alignment and 25 employees would be required on the Craig
rail alignment, assuming the Higher forecast volumes. The shorter length of the Craig alignment, and
therefore, lower maintenance requirements, explains the difference in the labor requirements across the
proposed rail alignments. A labor force of 22 employees would be required on either Rifle rail alignment,
as well as the Craig rail alignment assuming Lower forecast volumes were realized. The lower annual
carloads, and thus tonnage over the line, in the Lower forecast volumes makes a full second section gang
unnecessary in those scenarios.
In addition to the maintenance activities performed by the UBRR MOW Department, RLBA assumed
that certain specialty tasks and services were performed by third-party contractors on a regular basis.
These services include: 1) periodic weed spraying along the right-of-way; 2) third party bridge inspection
and bridge maintenance plan development and recommendations; 3) periodic ballast cleaning (ballast is
a layer of crushed rock, which both stabilizes the track structure and provides proper drainage); and
4) ultrasonic rail flaw detection inspections. The outsourcing of these activities is consistent with current
industry practices on a railroad of similar size and scope as the UBRR.
RLBA’s estimated routine maintenance cost calculations were based on the conceptual level engineering
data provided by Jones & DeMille, which, due to the ‘high level’ nature of such data, required a significant amount of professional estimation by RLBA professionals as well as the employment of a contingency factor. Because of such limitations in the conceptual level engineering data, RLBA stresses that these
maintenance costs are to be considered high level estimations. More accurate maintenance costs would
require a much more detailed understanding of the physical characteristics and profile of the railroad.

3.12 General and Administrative
Because General and Administrative (G&A) activities encompass the non-transportation aspects of a rail
operation (i.e., Marketing, Law, etc.), the level of manpower associated with G&A is not directly impacted by the length of a railroad or the volume of trains operating over a railroad, as are the other major
cost centers. Instead, G&A manpower is driven largely by the number of customers doing business with
the railroad (marketing and accounting considerations) and the number of employees employed by the
railroad (human resources). As such, RLBA determined that in the Higher forecast scenarios, the UBRR
would require a G&A work force of 25 employees, regardless of alignment. In the Lower forecast scenarios, the UBRR would require a work force of 17, again, regardless of alignment.
In addition to the G&A staff, RLBA assumed that a number of specialty tasks and services were performed by third-party contractors on a regular or as-needed basis, as appropriate. These services include:
1) legal services (specifically, supporting the activity of the General Counsel’s office); 2) rail accident
clean-up and repair services; 3) office services; 4) train crew services, including managing efforts to contact and inform train crew members of upcoming assignments, overnight lodging at the East End Yard
for crews coming off duty, and transportation to and from trains as required and 5) IT services (including both in offices and the field). The outsourcing of these activities is consistent with current industry
practices on a railroad of similar size and scope as the UBRR.
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3.13 Equipment Capital Expenses
RLBA assumed that new locomotives were purchased as traffic volume levels warranted. Locomotives
were assumed to have a useful life of 25 years, after which they would be sold and replaced. The cost to
perform major overhaul or upgrade work to all UBRR locomotives was captured in the locomotive maintenance operating cost. The only capital expense associated with equipment relates to the periodic acquisition of new locomotives as traffic volumes on the railroad demand. RLBA assumed that the capital cost
of such acquisitions would be amortized over a 25-year period.

3.14 Maintenance of Way Capital Expenses
Typically, renewal programs, or program maintenance activities, are designed to be performed in an ongoing, cyclical nature. Only a small portion of the railroad, on which the target material has reached the
end of its useful life, is addressed during a specific program year. On a typical railroad, installed materials
along a railroad are at various points along their respective useful life cycles and, therefore, renewal programs are, at least theoretically, always on-going on some portion of the railroad to replace material at the
end of its useful life. Because the majority of all three rail alignments would be new-build construction
(the exception being the 32 miles of the Deseret Power Railroad which RLBA assumed to be integrated
into the route), and because the tonnage shipped over the line gradually increases during the ramp-up
period, the physical track structure of the UBRR would require significantly less than typical renewal
over the first ten years of the railroad and essentially no renewal at all on the new-build portions of the
railroad over the first seven years. As a result, RLBA assumed that program maintenance of the UBRR
would consist of three discrete periods, including:
1. 2022 – 2028 - during this period, RLBA assumed that program maintenance activities on UBRR
operations are limited to the approximately 32 miles of line which consist of the Deseret Power
Railway, which existed prior to the construction of the UBRR and, thus requires regular asset
renewal. During this period the material on the rest of the railroad, which was installed new, does
not require any sort of replacement program;
2. 2029 – 2031 - during this period, 1) surfacing, 2) some track replacement (starting with curved
track on areas with high vertical grades, thus incurring the most wear and tear from passing
trains), 3) grade crossing; and 4) turnout renewal programs begin along the entire railroad; and
3. 2032 and Beyond - during this period, 1) cross tie, and 2) structure renewal programs begin
along the entire railroad.
RLBA’s program maintenance calculations were based on the conceptual level engineering data provided
by Jones & DeMille, which, due to the ‘high level’ nature of the data, required a significant amount of
professional estimation by RLBA professionals. Because of limitations in the conceptual level engineering
data, RLBA stresses that these maintenance costs are to be considered high level estimates. More accurate
costs would require a much more detailed understanding of the physical characteristics and profile of the
railroad.
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3.15 Initial Construction Costs
Initial construction costs, as prepared by Jones & DeMille, were accepted ‘as-is’ by RLBA. Additionally,
certain physical characteristic elements of the three, alignments developed by Jones & DeMille also were
accepted by RLBA, specifically, route miles and, to some extent, the general terrain types of the three
routes.
Table 3-5
Physical Characteristic Assumptions of UBRR Alignments Provided by
Jones & DeMille Engineeering, Inc.

3.16 Additional Initial Construction Costs Determined by RLBA
RLBA determined that additional infrastructure items would be required to begin rail operations on the
UBRR beyond the construction costs developed by Jones & DeMille, as these costs only reflected the assumption of a single track railroad. These additional items include:
1. Structures - RLBA determined instances in which bridges would be required beyond the major
river crossings identified by Jones & DeMille, either over minor waterways or over physical features over which a fill would be impractical;
2. Grade Crossings - RLBA determined instances in which the alignment crossed a road at grade,
with a distinction made between major, ‘improved’ crossings featuring active crossing protection
(cross gates and bells) and minor, ‘unimproved crossings, featuring passive crossing protection
(warning signs only);
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3. Siding and MOW Tracks - RLBA assumed that a signal-controlled, 8,000 foot siding would be
constructed every 20 miles, to allow trains to pass one another. Additionally, a MOW track was
constructed at each siding, to allow MOW equipment to either be stored or temporarily moved
on to so that trains might pass on the main track;
4. Train Traffic Control System - RLBA assumed that train movement on the line would be governed
by a Centralized Traffic Control (CTC) system, a modern automated system which allows a dispatcher to remotely control signals and switching trains, and thus, train movements, from a single
location;
5. Positive Train Control (PTC) - RLBA assumed the new railroad would built with PTC, a federally mandated safety system which, given the volumes and type of traffic moving over the UBRR,
would be required by law to be installed on the railroad;
6. Yard Facilities - RLBA determined an approximation of the linear footage of yard track which
would be required at both ends of the railroad to temporarily store both loaded and empty trains
between trips over the railroad. No effort was made to identify or determine the cost to acquire
real estate underlying said facilities but, as previously stated, Uinta Advantage has indicated a
willingness to provide real estate in the Leland Bench area at little or no cost to the railroad and
7. Maintenance and Office Facilities - RLBA estimated the cost to build a central facility at West End
Yard, at which all locomotive maintenance and general administrative activities required to manage the entire operation would be performed. No effort was made to identify or determine the
cost to acquire real estate underlying said facilities.
RLBA determined costs specific to both the Higher and Lower forecast volume scenarios. Regardless of
the volume scenario, RLBA assumed that the railroad was built to handle the maximum volume forecasted under each scenario. The physical infrastructure of the railroad was not ‘scaled up’ to match the
increasing volumes experienced during the ‘ramp-up’ period of the Higher and Lower forecasts. To be
consistent with the initial construction cost developed by Jones & DeMille, a 30% contingency was added
to construction budgets developed in connection with the above improvements regarding the additional
initial construction cost determined by RLBA.
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Table 3-6
Additional Initial Construction Costs Determined by RLBA

3.17 Financing of Initial Construction Costs
Given the large capital investment required to construct the UBRR within any of the three proposed rail
alignments, RLBA assumed that construction of the railroad would be financed through the issuing of
bonds. Specifically, RLBA assumed that the entire cost to construct the UBRR would be financed with
capital generated from issuing 30-year bonds, yielding an assumed 3.13%, the published yield on a 30year bond as reported by the U.S. Department of the Treasury as of May 1st, 2018.
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Table 3-7
Annual Average Initial Capital Debt Servicing Obligation of the UBRR

3.18 Feasibility of the UBRR
Using the above-described cost assumptions, RLBA determined what it has characterized as the ‘annual
cost obligation’ associated with each of the three, potential rail alignments, assuming both the Higher
and Lower volume forecasts. For purposes of this study, RLBA defines annual cost obligation as the sum
of the following four values:
1. Annual Operating and Maintenance (O&M) and capital expense costs to operate the UBRR;
2. A 15% profit margin (based on O&M costs) paid to the contract short line operator assumed to
operate the UBRR;
3. A 30% contingency applied to the O&M cost, capital expense cost and short line operator profit
margin; and
4. Annual debt servicing obligation, assuming the entire construction cost of the railroad was financed with 30-year bonds with a 3.13% yield.
This comparison yielded the following results.
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Table 3-8
Annual UBRR Cost Obligations, 2022-2042
Year

Rifle Via Meeker Area
Lower
Higher

Rifle Via Piceance Creek
Lower
Higher

Craig
Lower

Higher

RLBA’s cost model suggests that in both the Higher and Lower forecast volumes, total annual cost obligations of the UBRR would be the lowest utilizing the Craig alignment. This is due to three reasons:
1. Lower Initial Construction Cost - The Craig alignment requires 26.04 fewer miles of new-build
track as compared to the Rifle via Meeker Alignment, resulting in a cost savings of $319.2 million
on the new-build construction cost alone;
2. Less Equipment and Infrastructure Required - Because the Craig alignment is both shorter
and enjoys more benign physical characteristics than either Rifle alignment, the Craig alignment
requires less equipment and infrastructure. This most noticeably manifests itself in the number of
locomotives required to successfully operate the railroad, as trains operating over the Craig alignment require one less locomotive than those operating over the Rifle alignment.
3. Lower Operating and Maintenance Costs - Because the Craig alignment is both shorter and
features more benign physical characteristics compared to either Rifle alignment, it requires a
shorter amount of time for trains of any kind to transit that alignment, resulting in both fuel and
train crew labor savings. Additionally, and for the same rationale, fewer MOW crews are required
to adequately maintain the railroad.

3.19 ‘Break-Even’ Transportation Rate on the UBRR
Once the annual cost obligation of each proposed alignment was determined to assess the feasibility of
the UBRR as a competitive transportation option linking the Uinta Basin with the national rail network,
RLBA determined the ‘break even’ rate on the UBRR. For purposes of this study, RLBA defines the ‘break
even’ rate as the lowest rate which the URR could charge prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers and not
operate at a loss. This value was determined by dividing the annual cost obligation by the total number of
estimated annual carloads originating/terminating (including all carloads of all commodities, not limited
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to crude oil) in the Uinta Basin. Because almost all rail traffic on the UBRR originates and/or terminates
at either Myton or Leland Bench, carload totals remain the same within both the Higher and Lower forecasts regardless of which potential rail alignment is considered.
This comparison yielded the results shown on Table 3-9.

3.20 Lower Forecast Volume Scenarios Cash Flow upon Start Up
Theoretically, and all things being equal, for the projected volumes to move over the UBRR the transportation rates offered by the UBRR must be equal to, or, ideally, lower – a concept frequently characterized
as a ‘competitive rate’ - than the transportation rates offered by the next best alternative transport option
between the Uinta Basin and the national rail network. While transportation costs likely aren’t the only
consideration a shipper would weigh when selecting a transportation option – quality of service also
would likely be a factor – it is probably fair to assume it would be the single most important consideration. With this in mind, it should be noted that before the completion of the ramp up period in carload
volume in the Lower forecast scenarios, the breakeven rate on the UBRR regardless of alignment may
be so high as to no longer be competitive against trucking, which would presumably be the next and
only alternative in the event the UBRR is constructed. (SCIC is also considering a pipeline but it is the
understanding of RLBA that either a railroad or pipeline would be built, but not both. Please see section
3.21). These high rates, assuming the Lower forecast volumes, may necessitate that the UBRR offer a rate
lower than that which would allow the railroad to ‘break even,’ thus the railroad would operate cash flow
negative for a period of time up upon the initial ramp up of UBRR commercial operations. This is only
an issue in the Lower forecast volume scenarios; carloads are such that under the forecasted volumes in
the Higher forecast, the UBRR would be able to offer competitive rates and achieve a positive cash flow
immediately upon commencement of operations.

3.21 Comparing the UBRR to Alternative Transport Options beween the Uinta
Basin and the National Rail Network
To quantitatively determine what, if any, transportation cost benefit the UBRR may provide to prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers, RLBA attempted to ‘compare’ the transportation rates of what were previously identified as the two most viable alternatives to the prospective railroad between the Myton and
Leland Bench Area on the west end of the railroad and a connection with the national rail network on the
east end. The values advanced below should not be considered direct comparisons of the actual transportation cost which could be achieved assuming volumes projected in either the Lower or Higher forecast.
In actuality, limitations inherent to both alternatives (described below in greater detail) would preclude
either from achieving the necessary capital to transport the volumes projected by RLBA.
These alternatives included:
1. Trucking and Transloading-to-Rail Between the Uinta Basin and Price, UT - This alternative reflects the assumption that one or more third-party trucking entities would be engaged to
transport crude oil from well sites in the Uinta Basin to truck-to-rail transloading facilities in the
vicinity of Price, UT, a community of approximately 9,000 located on the Union Pacific Central
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Table 3-9
Rail Transportation Break-Even Rate per Carload and Barrel;
Myton/Leland Bench Area - Connection with the National Rail Network, 2022-2044
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Corridor, approximately 225 miles west of Rifle. Price was selected as the terminus due to the fact
that much of the Uinta Basin crude oil previously shipped out of the state of Utah by rail has been
transloaded and shipped from facilities in the Helper, Price and Wellington area. RLBA assumed
that transloading occurs at a hypothetical, unnamed transloading facility near Price. Values
related to trucking and transloading costs under this alternative were developed by RLBA team
member, Helios Group, Inc., based on data collected during stakeholder interviews and proprietary information maintained by Helios Group.
As referenced above, it is important to note that RLBA does not believe that it is practical or
reasonable to assume that the truck-to-rail transloading alternative realistically could move the
volumes of traffic projected in the later years of either the Lower or Higher forecast. Research
suggests that the maximum volume of crude oil moved by truck from the Uinta Basin to rail
transloading facilities peaked at
. This value represents only approximately % and %
of the daily production projected in the Lower and Higher forecasts, respectively, beyond 2034,
nor does it include any volume associated with the other commodities coming into and out of the
Uinta Basin. Increasing transloading volume beyond
bpd is unlikely due to: 1) the challenging, mountainous characteristics of the road connecting the Uinta Basin and the Price area; 2)
hazardous driving conditions on said roads during winter months and 3) the inability to expand
or improve existing roads, due to, among other factors, said roads passing through the Ashley National Forest. As such, the values advanced in this study are provided only to attempt to quantify
the potential transportation cost-benefit the UBRR may provide to prospective Uinta Basin rail
shippers
2. Piping and Transloading-to-Rail Between the Uinta Basin and Price, UT - This alternative
reflects the assumption of the construction and operation of a dedicated, 70,000 bpd crude oil
pipeline between Myton, UT and the aforementioned Price River Terminal, at which crude oil
would transload from pipe to rail. Values associated with this alternative were determined by subtracting RLBA Team-developed transloading and rail shipping costs from a baseline, all-in, per
barrel cost, developed previously and independently of this study by HDR, Inc. in 2017, as part of
a study entitled “Uinta Basin Oil Pipeline Study.”
As with the truck-to-rail transloading alterative, it is important to note that, as currently defined,
the pipe-to-rail alterative also could not realistically move the volumes of traffic projected in the
later years of either the Lower or Higher forecast. The 70,000 bpd crude oil pipeline defined in the
HDR study could only handle approximately 45% and 20% of the daily production projected in
the Lower and Higher forecasts, respectively, beyond 2034, nor does it include any volume associated with the other commodities coming into and out of the Uinta Basin. Since a pipeline cannot
be ‘scaled up’ if oil volumes increase beyond its capacity, a proposed pipeline would need to be
larger than the version previously investigated. This is particularly true in light of the fact that
previous studies determined that there is not enough available right-of-way for a second pipeline
to be constructed along the same corridor. As such, the values advanced in this study are provided
only to attempt to quantify the potential transportation cost-benefit the UBRR may provide to
prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers.
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To provide a fair comparison between the UBRR and the above-described transportation alternatives,
RLBA included a pro-rated value to capture the cost of leasing a railcar in which to ship commodities
between the Uinta Basin and a connection with the national rail network (rail car leasing costs are addressed in more depth in section 4.6).
This comparison yielded the following results.

Table 3-10
Alternative Transportation Rate Comparison per Barrel;
Myton/Leland Bench Area - Connection with the National Rail Network

RLBA’s results indicated that in both the Higher and Lower forecast, the UBRR would provide the lowest
transportation cost between the Myton/Leland Bench, UT, area and a connection with the national rail
network. These results were due to the fact that: 1) the high volumes of commodities estimated to ship via
rail, including those other than crude oil, greatly amplify the superior economics of scale intrinsic to rail;
and 2) the additional cost of transloading or ‘double handling’ crude oil into railcars at the connection to
the national rail network negatively impacts the competitiveness of non-rail transportation options.
While transportation cost is the most important factor in the determination of a particular transportation option’s competitiveness, it is not the only consideration. The flexibility that a railroad provides in
comparison to a pipeline – the ability to transport multiple types of commodities, in both directions –
offers a significant non-monetary service advantage over a pipeline. The next best alternative as regards
cost, which can only transport one type of commodity, in a single direction at a time. This flexibility was
cited by several prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers whom expressed a preference towards a rail connection serving the Uinta Basin rather than a pipeline. Additionally, unlike a pipeline which essentially
cannot be significantly altered or expanded upon, a rail option would be relatively ‘scalable,’ in that additional infrastructure could be added as needed, at an economical cost.

3.22 Comparing the UBRR to Alternative Transport Options between the Uinta
Basin and Salt Lake City
While the primary objective of this study was to determine transportation rates/costs to distant markets,
the Salt Lake City markets are currently, and figure to remain under any expansion scenario, a major,
market for Uinta Basin crude oil. As such, RLBA compared the cost of the various transportation options
previously identified against the real world cost paid today to transport Uinta Basin crude oil to Salt Lake
City via contract trucking. RLBA considered six transportation options, including:
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1. All Rail Between the Uinta Basin and Salt Lake City, UT - Considering the three prospective
rail alignments address earlier in this report;
2. Trucking and Transloading-to-Rail between the Uinta Basin and Salt Lake City, UT via Price,
UT - As addressed earlier in this report;
3. Piping and Transloading-to-Rail between the Uinta Basin and Salt Lake City, UT via Price,
UT - As addressed earlier in this report; and
4. All Truck between the Uinta Basin and Salt Lake City, UT considering the current, real world
cost to transport crude oil from a central location in the Uinta Basin (defined as Myton, UT to
facilitate a fair comparison to transport cost of the other options) directly to Salt Lake City, UT
refineries. These costs were developed in conjunction with Mr. Eckels.
This comparison yielded the following results.

Table 3-11
Alternative Transportation Rate Comparison per Barrel;
Myton/Leland Bench Area - Salt Lake City Markets

UP and BNSF rates to Salt Lake City represent an average of all estimated rates to all Salt Lake City area refineries

RLBA’s results indicated that at the High forecast volume estimates, an all-rail routing assuming interchange with Union Pacific at Rifle, CO, provided the most competitive transportation cost. However, at
the Low forecast volume estimates, the current practice of trucking directly to Salt Lake City offered the
most competitive cost. Not captured in RLBA’s results is the cost to construct the required facilities to accept and handle railcars at Salt Lake City area refineries, nor the cost to the taxpayers of Utah to maintain
U.S. Route 40 (and associated routes between the Uinta Basin and Salt Lake City), which are not reflected
in the trucking rates.
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4.0 Approach Part 3 - Determination of Costs to Ship across the National Rail Network to/from Distant Markets
4.1 Summary of RLBA Approach
RLBA employed a two-step process to determine the cost to ship across the national rail network to/from
distant markets, including:
1. Determining Estimated Freight Rates across the National Rail Network;
2. Determining Rail Equipment Lease Rates and
3. Determining the ‘All-In’ Transportation Cost across the National Rail Network.

4.2 Determining Estimated Freight Rates across the National Rail Network
The national network (UP and BNSF) rail rates are particularly important to prospective Uinta Basin rail
shippers and the viability of the UBRR because said rates are likely to be the single largest transportation cost component involved in moving Uinta Basin commodities to/from markets/sources. These rates,
and those on the other seven commodities, also are important because they influence the rates which the
UBRR would be able to charge on its portion of the overall rail haul and, thus, influence the economic
feasibility of the UBRR.
Estimated rates which prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers might pay to transport Uinta Basin crude oil
via UP routings and BNSF routings across the national rail system to eleven target refineries were determined by RLBA from both proposed eastern termini – Rifle, CO and Craig, CO – as well as the proposed
terminus of the two previously identified alternative transport options – Price, UT. At the request of
SCIC, RLBA also provided estimated rates to the closest railhead to Cushing, OK. Finally, RLBA estimated prospective rates on seven other commodities involving eleven potential destinations (of shale oil,
refined oil products, etc.) and four potential origins (of frac sand and pipe), also from Rifle, CO, Craig,
CO and Price, UT.
The rates which either UP or BNSF may charge prospective Uinta Basin shippers are determined by five
factors which are briefly described below.
1. Demand for Products - Demand for the products and raw materials being sold in the economy
determine the demand for rail transportation, as is the case with all modes of transportation.
Hence, rail transportation is referred to as a ‘derived-demand industry’ in economics circles. At
the individual rail customer level, this translates into the amount (barrels, tons or carloads) of
product or raw material which a freight generator thinks it can sell or purchase and then ship.
The volume of a customer’s demand provides the customer with some leverage in its rate negotiation with a railroad.
2. Profit Goals of the Railroad - Profit goals of a railroad determine the degree to which it exercises its market power to mark-up its cost per carload to the rate which it feels will maximize its
profitability. RLBA evaluated the profit goals of BNSF and UP, the railroads with which the Uinta
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Basin traffic would be interchanged, by reviewing estimated revenue/variable cost (R/VC) ratios
of the railroads. R/VC ratios are a common metric by which railroads measure the profitability of
individual shipments.
3. Cost Per Carload - A railroad’s cost to transport a carload is the baseline against which the profitability of a given carload is measured by a railroad. The average cost per carload is calculated in
terms of long-term variable costs, which include the costs of items such as: owning and maintaining mainline track network and switching yards, owning and maintaining locomotives and rail
cars and recruiting and paying its workforce. The extent to which such costs are allocated against
a given carload is determined by the number of times the railroad must switch (handle) it during
the course of its trip, its length of haul and its weight.
4. Alternative Transportation Options - A shipper’s access to competing transport options is the
most important factor in attempting to manage the level of rates charged by a railroad. In addition to securing access to competing carriers at a specific location, such as Rifle, CO or Price,
UT, access to transport options includes a customer’s ability to shift production and raw material
sourcing among multiple facilities and vendors to leverage shipping volumes and carrier competition at those locations where feasible. RLBA considered the specific location level of access in its
rate analysis by producing prospective rates which reflected assumed routings via two competing
rail carriers, BNSF and UP. RLBA also evaluated modal competitive options (truck and pipeline)
between the Uinta Basin and Price, UT.
5. Level of Service - The level of service required by a customer can influence the rate charged by
a railroad because it might impact a railroad’s cost of providing service. The most prominent
level of service element is the frequency (daily vs. Monday – Wednesday – Friday) with which a
customer’s facility is switched by a railroad. Daily service might require a railroad to incur overtime on a crew while the three-day-a-week service could be accomplished within a crew’s normal
eight-hour day. Where a customer relies upon a railroad to provide rail cars into which it loads its
product, the ability of the railroad to reliably provide a sufficient supply of rail cars is a metric on
which customers measure a railroad’s level of service. For purposes of determining prospective
rates, RLBA assumed that daily service would be provided at the Uinta Basin locations and that
a sufficient supply of rail cars would be provided by railroads to move the commodities which
would require railroad-supplied equipment.
The application of this methodology yielded the following results.
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Table 4-1
Rail Transportation Rate per Carload and per Barrel, Oil;
Connection with the National Rail Network - National Markets
Per Carload
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Table 4-2
Rail Transportation Rate per Carload, Other Commodities;
Connection with the National Rail Network - National Markets

Red highlight indicates the highest rate and green, the lowest rate, to each destination listed above

Railroad rates are greatly influenced by the length of haul between origins and destinations. Twelve of the
thirteen target refineries are located to the southeast and east (in Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi and
Texas) of the three candidate terminal/junction locations (Craig, CO; Price, UT and Rifle, CO). Another
target refinery is located in Anacortes, WA, to the northwest (opposite direction) of most candidate
terminals. The closer a candidate terminal is to those southeastern and south-central states, the lower the
rates it would logically enjoy, generally because the lengths of haul are shorter. This is the case with the
prospective Uinta Basin crude oil rates, resulting in the following findings:
1. Rifle, CO - Produces the lowest rates of the three candidate terminals on the Uinta Basin crude
oil to the twelve target refineries. Prospective rates via UP and its connections (UP routings) are
$ –
lower than rates from Craig, CO. Prospective rates via BNSF and its connections (BNSF
routings) suggest that the spread between Rifle and Craig rates has the potential to be larger – in
the range of $
–
. As would be expected, prospective rates on Uinta Basin crude oil from
Rifle, CO are lower than from Price, UT because Price is farther from the twelve target refineries:
$
–
via UP routings and generally $
–
lower via BNSF routings.
2. Price, UT - Produces the lowest rates to the target refinery in Anacortes, WA. The prospective
rates are at least $
lower than the rates from next closest candidate terminal, Rifle, CO, via
BNSF and UP routings. This is not surprising because Price, UT is significantly closer to Anacortes, WA.
3. Prospective rates on the seven, non-crude oil Uinta Basin commodities generally display the
same pattern as illustrated above: commodities moving to or from destinations and origins located in the South, Southeast and East find the lowest rates at Rifle, CO while those located in the
West and Northwest find the lowest rates at Price, UT.
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4. Comparison of BNSF routings with UP routings at Rifle, CO and Price, UT - Indicates that
most BNSF routings produce shorter lengths of haul than UP routings. For instance, BNSF’s operating mileages between Rifle, CO and four of the target refineries in Texas are between 168 and
332 miles shorter than UP’s. This is largely because BNSF’s mainline network provides a shorter,
more direct route between the candidate terminals and the Gulf Coast region of Texas, Louisiana
and Mississippi. The shorter mainline network routing provides BNSF with a somewhat lower operating cost structure to many of the target refineries, which has resulted in lower rates in RLBA’s
analysis.

4.3 Explanation of Methodology Used in Determining Estimated Freight Rates
across the National Rail Network
The rates presented by RLBA in this analysis are characterized as “prospective rates” because they are
estimates of rates which a rail shipper might achieve through negotiations with BNSF and UP or through
access to BNSF and UP rate tariffs. They have been developed by RLBA’s lane-by-lane analysis of the following data available through RSII Logistics’ USRail rail rate and traffic analysis software, a third-party
rail rate and costing software employed by RLBA:
1. Long-term variable costs per carload which the railroads would incur in transporting unit trains
or individual carloads across their lines;
2. Benchmark Revenue/Variable Cost (R/VC) ratios calculated from government databases on a
commodity-specific and car-type specific basis;
3. Operating miles and
4. Average revenue per car for individual commodities hauled on BNSF and UP.
As previously mentioned, R/VC ratio is another key element which RLBA considered in determining
prospective Class I rail rates in its analysis. RLBA reviewed R/VC benchmarks regarding each lane which
it generated with RSI’s US Rail Impact tool. US Rail Impact’s R/VC benchmarks are developed from RSI’s
analysis of revenues and variable costs by commodity and equipment (rail car) type which appear in a
database maintained by the U.S. Surface Transportation Board (STB).

4.4 Union Pacific Rates
RLBA considered R/VC’s on crude oil rates found in a current UP tariff which apply on shipments from
Utah in manifest train service. Manifest train service is general freight train service in which one carload to 30 or 40 carloads of crude might be shipped as part of a larger train hauling various commodities. RLBA found rates in the tariff which apply to destinations relevant to this study, such as Louisiana,
Mississippi and Texas and entered them into the US Rail Impact tool to calculate their R/VC’s (profit
margins). While not directly applicable to unit train service in which Uinta Basin crude would be transported, these R/VC’s provided another set of benchmarks against which RLBA tested the appropriateness
of its prospective crude oil rates.
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4.5 BNSF Railway Rates
This analysis reflects the assumption that rail shippers and public officials would be able to convince
BNSF to establish Price, UT and Rifle, CO as stations on its network. Both locations already are stations
on UP. BNSF’s willingness to publish competing rates and services at existing UP stations will be either
tempered or encouraged by a variety of factors, including its existing commercial relationships with producers, marketers, other rail shippers and transload operators at existing BNSF stations which are proximate to the candidate terminals. Wellington, UT (BNSF) and Price, UT (UP) are only six miles apart.
Parachute, CO (BNSF) and Rifle, CO (UP) are fifteen miles apart. Such concerns might be overcome, of
course, by the prospect of significant amounts of new traffic.

4.6 Determining Rail Equipment Lease Rates
Freight rates charged by the railroads are only one of the two rail-related charges which a rail customer
commonly must pay if the serving railroad does not provide rail cars and the shipper must acquire them,
generally by leasing.. Railroads generally do not provide tank cars, such as those which would be required
to transport Uinta Basin Crude, shale oil and refined oil products, due to the wide variety of specifications (capacity, lining, pressure, loading/unloading fixtures, etc.) required to safely carry a wide variety of
commodities and the volatility in demand for such cars. Covered hopper cars, such as those required to
transport frac sand, sodium bicarbonate and fly ash, are predominantly provided by the shippers as well.
Class I railroads have frac sand-capable cars in their fleets but most of the frac sand shipments observed
in RLBA’s research moved in shipper-leased (private) rail cars.
This gives rise to equipment (rail car) lease costs which, generally, must be borne directly by the shipper
who tenders the freight at origin, such as a Uinta Basin crude oil marketer. Lease costs are commonly
thought of in terms of an average equipment cost per load and effectively become an add-on to the
freight rate paid by the rail shipper (lessee). Rail equipment lease costs also are borne – indirectly - by a
rail receiver such as a prospective Uinta Basin rail customer who supplies frac sand arriving by rail. The
price which said prospective customer pays for a carload of frac sand typically will include the supplier’s
average cost of leasing the fleet of covered hopper cars in which the frac sand is transported.
With that in mind, RLBA determined the following estimates of the average private equipment costs per
carload (lease cost per carload) by each of the commodity groups and traffic lanes in the analysis.
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Table 4-3
Equipment Lease Rate Per Carload and per Barrel, Crude Oil;
Connection with the National Network - National Markets

Red highlight indicates the highest rate and green, the lowest rate, to each destination listed above
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Table 4-4
Equipment Lease Rate per Carload, Other Commodities;
Connection with the National Rail Network - National Markets

Red emphasis indicates highest rate, green emphasis indicates lowest rate

4.7 Explanation of the Methodology Used in Determining Rail Equipment Lease
Rates
RLBA estimated the total equipment cost per carload of traffic moving over the UBRR destined to thirteen target refineries as a group – so they all have the same five values - because RLBA assumed that the
oil marketer (shipper) likely would sell and ship its crude to multiple refineries over the course of a year
or years based on changing market conditions. Such an approach would take advantage of the flexibility
afforded by rail transportation to switch among multiple markets and would maximize the utilization of
its leased tank car fleet. The different equipment utilization rates in each target refinery lane were captured by calculating a weighted average transit time in connection with all thirteen lanes by weighting the
transit time in each lane by the annual carloads (high-end) in each lane. With regard to crude oil shipments to the refineries in Salt Lake City, the transits across the four destinations were nearly identical and
the projected volumes to each were assumed to be equal, so the same five equipment costs per carload
appear regarding each of the four refineries.
The equipment cost per carload for crude oil and frac sand shipments reflect equipment utilization,
which results from the faster round-trip transit times afforded by equipment operating in 100-car unit
trains, as opposed to single or multiple-car blocks in regular manifest freight trains, where total transit time is inflated as cars are switched into and out of trains headed in the correct direction. Unit train
service has been assumed throughout the UBRR operating plan as it typically provides faster transit times
and average load-to-load times than does manifest train service. The cars in a unit train remain together
during the trip from load-out to refinery and avoid delays associated with being switched from one train
to another at intermediate rail yards.
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4.8 Determining the ‘All-In’ Transportation Cost across the National Rail Network
To provide an estimate of the total cost to ship across the national rail system, RLBA combined the estimated freight rates and equipment lease rates developed above into a single value. The application of this
methodology yielded the following results as regards crude oil.
Table 4-5
Rail Transportation and Equipment Lease Rate per Carload, Other Commodities;
Connection with the National Rail Network - National Markets

*Equipment lease rate included in freight rate
Red highlight indicates the highest rate and green, the lowest rate, to each destination listed above
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Table 4-6
Rail Transportation and Equipment Lease Rate per Carload and per Barrel, Crude Oil;
Connection with the National Rail Network - National Markets

Red highlight indicates the highest rate and green, the lowest rate, to each destination listed above
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5.0 Conclusion
The following section addresses the ultimate conclusions reached by RLBA.

5.1 Total Rail Cost to Ship Uinta Basin Commodities on the Proposed UBRR
To offer a final opinion regarding what the total transportation cost which prospective Uinta Basin rail
shippers might pay to ship via the UBRR between the Myton/Leland Bench, UT Area and national markets, RLBA synthesized the following values, described in detail earlier in this report, including:
1. The average annual break even rate for each of three prospective rail alignments at both the
Higher and Lower forecast volumes;
2. The estimated freight rate across the national system to the various, identified destinations; and
3. The estimated equipment lease rates.
This comparison yielded the following results.
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Table 5-1
Rail Transportation and Equipment Lease Rate per Carload;
Myton/Leland Bench Area - National Markets
Assuming Lower Volume Forecast
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Table 5-2
Rail Transportation and Equipment Lease Rate per Carload;
Myton/Leland Bench Area - National Markets
Assuming Higher Volume Forecast
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Table 5-3
Rail Transportation and Equipment Lease Rate per Barrel, Crude Oil;
Myton/Leland Bench Area - National Markets
Lower and Higher Volume Forecasts
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RLBA’s analysis suggests the following conclusions:
1. Assuming the Higher forecast volume, the Rifle via Meeker alignment, allowing for interchange
with both UP and BNSF, offers prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers the lowest total rail transportation cost on all 33 identified shipping lanes;
2. Assuming the Higher forecast volume, the Rifle via Piceance Creek alignment, allowing for interchange with both UP and BNSF, offers prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers the highest cost on
25 of the 33 identified shipping lanes (76%);
3. Assuming the Higher forecast volume, the Craig alignment, allowing for interchange with UP, offers prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers the highest cost on 8 of the 33 identified shipping lanes
(24%);
4. Assuming the Lower forecast volume, the Rifle via Meeker alignment, allowing for interchange
with both UP and BNSF, offers prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers the lowest total rail transportation cost on 30 of the 33 identified shipping lanes (90%);
5. Assuming the Lower forecast volume, the Rifle via Piceance Creek alignment, allowing for interchange with either UP or BNSF, offers prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers the highest cost on 24
of the 33 identified shipping lanes (73%) and
6. Assuming the Lower forecast volume, the Craig alignment, allowing for interchange with UP, offers prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers the lowest cost on 3 of the 33 identified shipping lanes
(10%) and the highest cost on 9 of the 33 identified shipping lanes.
Given that the ultimate goal of the UBRR is to provide prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers with the
lowest cost transportation option between the Uinta Basin and national markets, it would appear that the
Rifle via Meeker Area rail alignment would be the most prudent selection.

5.2 Recommendations
1. Volumes - To reiterate the importance and impact of the four challenges described earlier, the viability and competitiveness of the prospective railroad is directly related to the volumes of traffic
which would be shipped over the line.
2. Feasibility of the Proposed Railroad - Assuming the forecasted volumes can be achieved, it appears that the proposed railroad can offer cost competitive transportation to prospective Uinta
Basin rail shippers, as compared with the most practical identified transport alternatives. Beyond
the immediate quantifiable monetary benefits, the proposed railroad also would offer more flexibility to transport into and out of the Uinta Basin secondary and tertiary commodities related to
both crude oil extraction and other industries.
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3. Multiple Class One Connections - The Class One rate estimation work conducted by RLBA suggests that the additional construction costs necessary to reach Rifle, CO may be justified by the
savings potentially realized by prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers due to the advantages of being: 1) a shorter length of haul, and 2) served by two Class One carriers instead of being ‘captive’
to one. To this point, RLBA estimates that BNSF, a “second” Class One reached via a connection
at Rifle, CO, in general, may offer lower rates to and from the distant locations which are markets
for Uinta Basin commodities and sources of commodities consumed in the Uinta Basin. Furthermore, prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers might be able to leverage the two Class Ones against
one another in negotiations to receive even more favorable rates than those estimated by RLBA.
Similarly, shippers should be able to secure better service than would be the case if only one of
those railroads provided service.
4. Alignment Selection - While the Craig rail alignment appears to be significantly less costly to
construct and operate than either Rifle alignment, the Craig alignment: 1) is generally farther
from the markets for Uinta Basin commodities; 2) lacks a second Class One connection; and 3) is
located at the end of relatively isolated Union Pacific branch line. As a result, the total rail transportation cost, the sum of the cost to reach the national rail network and then to ship over the
national rail network to prospective Uinta Basin rail shippers ultimately would likely be higher
using the Craig rail alignment, both to distant markets and Salt Lake City. As such, if the ultimate goal of constructing the prospective railroad is to advance the economic development of
the Uinta Basin, it would appear as though the Rifle via Meeker Area rail alignment would be the
most prudent selection.
5. Salt Lake City - The short length of haul (by rail standards) to Salt Lake City makes an all-rail
transportation option utilizing a combination of the prospective railroad and a Class One intrinsically less competitive than shipments to/from more distant markets, though potentially still
feasible. If the prospective railroad can obtain or even approach the Higher forecast volumes,
the economies of scale are such that rail may be the most cost competitive option. If the Higher
forecast volumes cannot be achieved or approached, the Salt Lake City market may not be competitive for rail. In either case, as regards the prospective railroad, RLBA would consider Salt Lake
City to be a secondary market to the more distant markets.
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shall aol: in an independenteapacity lIud not as officers or employees 01' agents of the State ofUfah
agency effectuating tJlis ContracL
6. lNDE'M NITY': aoth parties to Ihis Conlmct are govtmlmenlol entities as defioed in the UtWI
Govonuncntal Inununity Act (Utah Code Ann. 63G-7-10 1 at. seq.). Nothing in this Contract shall be
construed /is Ii wnlver by eitber or both parties of any rights, limits, protcctions or defenses provided
by tho Act. Nor shall Ulis Conlract be construed, with respect to lhil'd partios, as a waiver oflll1Y
govcnullcntal imnnmity to which u putiy to this Conlrllct is otbctwiso cntitled. Subject to tlnd
J
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consistent with the Act, each p,uly will be raspollsiblc for its own actions 01' negligence nnd wit!
defend against <lny claims 01' lawsuit brought against it There are no indemnity obligations between
these pal'ties.
7, EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES: Gratl(cc ith'l'CCS to abide by fedeml and State employment laws,
including: (i) Titlr.: VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U,S.C. 2000c) which prohibits
disorimination against any employee or applicant for employment 01' any applicant 01' recipient of
!:arvict;l,s, on the basis ofrace, religioD, COIOf, or national origin; (ii) Executivo Ordel'No. 11246, all
amended, which prohibits discrimination olliha basis of sex; (iii) 45 CPR 90 which prohibits
discrimination on the basis cfage; (iv) Section 504 oftbe Relmbilitation Act of 1973, or the
Americans witli Disabilities Act of 1990, which probibits discrimination on the basis ofdisabilitics;
lind (v) Utah's Executive Order, dated December 13, 2006, which prohibits unlaWful harassment in
the workplace. Grantce further agrees to abido by any other laws, regulations, 01' orders that prohibit
the dlscl'imination of any kind by any of Grantee's empJoyecs,
8. AMEND.MENTS: TJlis Contract may only be amendcd by Uifl mutual written agreement oftlLa
parties, which amendment will be attache;d to this Contract. Automatlc renewals will not apply to this
Contract even if listed elsewhere in Ihis Contract.
9. TERMINATION: Unless otherwise statcd in this Contracl', this Cont1'8ct may be terminated, with
cause by either party, in advance ofthe specified tenninatioll date, upon written notice being given by
the other party. Any material violation of tile terms of the program or Contract may givc rise to
for-cause termInation, The party in violation may be given ten (10) worklng days after notification to
correct and cease the violation(s), aftcr which tbe Contract may immediately be terminated for case.
Tltis Contract may be terminated without cause~ In IIdvance ofthl3 specified temlrnation date, by
eithcrpal'ty, upon 30 days prior writtc:n notico being given to the other party. The State and the
Grantee may terminate:! this Contract, in whole OJ' in party. at any time, by mutual agrccment in
writi"g. On termination ofthis Contract, 1111 accounts and payments will be pl'Ocessed accoI'ding to the
financial alTlmgemcnts sct forth herein for npllroved services rendered to date o[lenn{naUon.
10. NONAPPROPRIATION OF FUNDS, REDUCTION OF FUNDS, OR CIIANGES IN LAW:

Upon tbirty (30) days written notice delivered to tIlC Grantee. fhis Contract may be termillatcd in
whole or ill patt at the sale discretion of the State.,if11lC State rcasonably dctcllruncs that: (i) 11 change
in federal or State legislation or applieablo laws materially affecls the ability of eithe!, party to
perfonn uuderthe ferms of this Contract; or (ii) 111at n chnnge in avaiJable funds affects the State's
ability to pay under this Contract. A challge of available funds as used in this paragraph includes, but
is not limited to, a change io federal or State funding, whether liS a l'eSUIt of nlegisJlltive act or by
ordel' of the President 01' the Govcrnor.
11. WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE: Grantee shall maintain. during the telm of this
Contract, Workers'. Compensation Insurance for all its employees, as well as any Sub-Grantccs, as
required by law. Workers' Compensation Insurance shall cover fuJiliabiUty under the Workers'
Compensation laws ofthe jurisdiction in which the service is performed at the s1atutOlY limits
required by saidju'risdiction, Grantee acknowledges that within thirty (30) days' of Contract award,
Grantee must submit pl'Oof of certificate of iusurance that meets'the above requiremcnts.
12, PUBLIC INli'ORMA'J'lON: Gnmroc agrees that this Contract antlinvoices aro publio records and
may be available fol' distribution in accordance wHb the State of Utah's GovornmentReeordsAooess
and Management Act (GRAMA). Groutee gives the StatD express pQl'mission to mako copies of this
Contract. related documents, and invoices in accordance wiUt GRAMA. Except for sections idcntified
in writing by Grantee and expressly approved by the State ofUiah Division of Purchasing and
General Services, aU of which must be ill accordance with GRAMA. Grantee also agrees tbat nonprotected portions oftltc Grantco's Application will be a pubJic record,lInd copics may be given to
the public as ponnittcd under GRAMA. TIlC Stotc is not obligated to inform Grantcc of any GRAMA
requests for disclosurc oftbls Contt'nct, rolated documents, 01' invoIces.
13. PAYMENT: The acceptance by GI"ftntceoffInai payment, without a w1'itten protest filed with the
State within ten (1_0) bnsiness days ofrecciptoffmal payment, shall release the Slate from 011 claims
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and aU liability to Ihe GfButec. The State's PlIYJltcnt shall not bo deemed an acceptance of UIC
performance wider this Contract and is without prejudico to any aud aU claims lhat th", Stille may
have against Grantee.
n. RECAPTURE: Slate sbaJi recapture, and Grantcc shall repay, allY Grant Money disbursed to
GIantee that is not used by Granteo fur tho project identified or is lIsed fOl' any purpose in violation
of the torms of this Contract 01' in violation of the Jaw.
1-I, REVIEWS: The Stale I'userves the right to plWronn reviews, and/or comment upon lh~ GraJltce's usc
of the Grant Money. Such reviews do not waive the requirement of Grantee to meet aU nfllie terms
and conditions oflhis Contract.
IS. INELIGIDLE EXPENSES: Grantee expenditures untie)]' this Contract dewlmined by audit to bu
ineligible fOf l'eimbuTsemeut becaus() thoy were not authorized by the terms aud conditions of the
Contract, or that are inlldequatcly documented, and for which payment bas been made to the Grantee
wiU bo immediately refundcd to the Slate by tho GI'antCI}, The Gmnlec .further agrees that the Stute
shDJI have the right to withhold any 01' al l subsequent po.yments under this or other Contracts until the
recoupmont of ovorpayments is made, .
16, ASSIGNMENT: Grantee may not assign. scU. tt'ansfcr. subcontract or sublet rights, or delegate any
right or obligation undel' this Contract, in wholo or in part, without lho prior wdtten approval ofthe
Stale,
17. CHANGES IN SCOPE: Any changes in the scopo of tho Sorvices to be perfonncd uadet· this
Contract, to tho extend pel'mitted by Utah Law. shall bo in tho fomt ofa written amendment to thls
Contract mutually agreed 10 and signed by both parties, specifying nny such chnnges, fe~ adjustm~nt
In timo of performance, or any oUter significant factors arising fi'OOl the changes in the scope of
SCrYices.
18, NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION: IiNon-PubLic Informntioll is disclosed to Grantt.'O, Grantee sllOll:
(i) advise its agents, of:fieers, employees, partners, and Sub-Granteos of the obJigatlon.s set fOJ1h in .
this Conlracf; (it) keep all Non-Public Infurmation strictly confidential; and (iii) not disclose !tny
Non-Public lnfol'lnotion receivcd by it to any third pnrticli. Grantee will promptly notify the State of
any potential or aclual misuse or misnpPl'oprlntion of Non-Public Jnformntion. Grantee shoU be
responsible for Bny breach of this duty of confidontiality, including ony reqUired remedies and/or
notifications under applicable law. Upon termination orcx.piratlon of this Contmctand upon request
by the Stale, GI'!Intec WiUll;:tillTI all copies of Non-Public Infonnatlon to the Sinte or certify, in
writing, that the NOll-Public "fnfurmo.Hon bas been destroyed, This duty of confidentiality shull be
ongoing and survivo Ute termination or expiration ofthis.Contract.
19. PUBLICO'\,: Granteo shall submit to the State forwrllten approval nIl advertiSing and llUblicity
, malleI'S relating to this Contl'actond that mention 01' I'efer to the State of Utah, DWS. 01' ClB. It is
'. I within thu Stato's solo diSCJ.'CtiOD whether to provido approval, which must b~ done in writing.
20. OWNERSIIIP IN INTELLEcrUAL PROPERTY: The Slate and DWS will own and relain all
right, title. and interest in ami to all Intellectual Property Rights in or reillted to thc services, or
tangible components thereofj including but not limUed (0: a) all know-bow, lUlellectuaJ property,
methodologies, processes, technoJogies.algorithms, software, engineering, or development tools' used
in pCloforming l1te Contract; b) all Dclivemblcs c) aU Mess, concepts, know-how, processes alld
reusable repol1s, designs, charts, modols,lnventions, technlcaUnformaticn, plans, ongineering
reports. specifications, documentation, forms. templates, or output that are developed or aoquired
from activities related to Ulis Contract or tbat result from this Confract, or which aro supplied or
otherwiso uscd oy or on bcllalfofGrnntee or Suh-Grontecs in tlle perfonnance of this Contract. even
if embedded in tho Dclivembles.
s. Grootcc may usc Intellectual Propcrty (as desclibed abov~) in UlC performance oftbc Project
authorized by Ihis Contract.
b, Granleo shall not scl l, leflse, or otherwise dilillOSO of said rntelltlctual Pl'OllClty, Dolive.rnbles, 01'
Repolts (as described 8bove),
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21. INDEMNIFICATION RELATING TO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: Grantee will

indemnify and hold the State IUlimless fi'om und against ally and aU damages, expenses (including
reasonable attorneys' fees), claims,judgmonls, jiabilities, and costs in any action or claim brought
against the Slate for infringement of a third party's copyright, trademark, trade secret, or othel'
proprietmy right. Th6 parties agreo that ifthcro arf! any limitations ofGmntce's liability, such
limitations of liability will not apply to this section.
:2.2. WAIVER: A waiver of any right, power, or privilege shall not be constlUed as a waiver of any
subsequent right. power, or privilege.
23, Sl'ANDAlID OF CARE: Tho Services of Grantee and its Sub-Grantees shall be performed in
accordance with the standard of care exercised by licensed members oftbeil' respectivo professions
having substantial cxpcrience providing similar sClvices wbich similadties include the type.
magnitude. and complexity of the Services that are the subjectoflhis Contract. Gl'antee shall bl,) liable
to the State for cIailTlS,liabilitles, additional burdens, penalties, damages, or third-party claims, to the
extent c8l1sed by wrongful acts, ClTOrs, or omissions that do ·not meet this standard of care.
24. ORDER OF PRECEDENCE: 10 the event of any contlict in the telms and conditions in this
Contract. the order ofpl'ccodence SllSIl be: (i) this A1I8chmentA; (ii) Contract signature page(s); (iii)
the State's additional terms and conditions, if any; (iv) any other document listed or referenced in
Contract; and (v) Grantce's tenns and conditions that arc attached to this Contract, if any. Any
provision attempting to limit the liabiUly of Granfee or the rights ofllle State must be in writing and
attached to this Contract 01' it is rendered null and void.
25. SURVIVAL OF TERMS: Termination or explmHon of this Contract shall not oxtinguish or
prejudice the State's right to cnforco this Contract with respect to any default 01' defect ill the
perfOimance of this Contract that has not been cured.
26. SEVERAllR.ITY: Tho invalidity or unenforceability ofony pmvisioD, term, or condition of this
Contract shall not affect the validity 01' enforceabilily orany other provision. lenn, or condition of this
Contract, which shaJlremaiu in full force and effect.
27, ENTIRE AGREEMENT: This Contract and its addenda constitute tho entire agreement between
the parties and supersedes any and aU other prior and contemporaneous agreements and
understandings belween the pal1ilfS. w1lC~th~r oral 01' written,
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ATTACHMENT B
PROGRAM TERMS AND CONOITIONS
PERMANENT COMMUNITV IMPACT FUND

1. Pormanent Cummunlly Impact Fund Board Findings of Fact:
The CONTRACTOR Is an applicant undor the Pormanent Community Impact Fund provisions contained In Utah Code
Ann, Seellon 35A·8-301 10 307, Undor Its provisions and the powers and fUllclions of the Permanenl CommunUy
Impflct Fund Board (Ihe BOARD), basad upon the format appUcation of tha CONTRACTOR, the evldance provided by
tho CONTRACTOR to tha BOARD and Us staff, and /nfonnellon dov%ped by the BOARD In Its own Invasl/gaUol'ls
and at the hearings on the application orthe CONTRACTOR. It is determIned that:
a, Under UCA SectIon -35A.8.305, the CONTRACTOR:
1. Is a Slate agency or subdivision; who is or may be socially or economlcaUy Impacted, diraclly or Indirectly, by
mIneraI resource development,
3, Is sockIng monIes for planning, construction and maintenance of public facllllles, or the provision of public
sorvlces;
4, Meels and complies with the criterIa set by statute end by Ule BOARD (0( the prOVIdIng of monoy to appiloallls;
and
5. Has been prIoritized In comparIson with olhar applicants, and the order of payment has been determined, and
this contract Is appropriate.
b, Under UCA Seellcn 35A..a.J07. tho BOARD has reviewed the usages o( the funds allocated to the
CONTRACTOR, cnd thet tho usages ero W/tlun the proper purpose$' of Section 35A·8-3Q1 10307. ond tho Fedoral
Minerai Leasing Act of 1920, 30 U,S,C, Secllon 191; end under the Rules oflhe pennenenl CommunIty Impact Fund
Board, Rule R990·8, tho allocation of money to the CONTRACTOR ts within the proper prlorftizatlon of the BOARD
and meets eU the criteria end requlremants of the rules and statutes Involved,
2, Payment by the STATE Is subject to availability 0(818te fundS.
S. The CONTRACTOR shall apply to the STATE In wrlUng (or any proposed modlncaUon to the Project which alters
ATTACHMENT 0- SCOPE OF WORK endlor lolal CONTRACT AMOUNT, Proposals will be reviewed by slaff, and If
appropriate, brought before Ihe Permanent Community Impact Board. The STATE reserves the righl 10 relect
proposed changes 10 the SCOPE OF WORK andlor the cosl of Ihe propased modlf1catlclM and to request return of lis
funds Jfsuoh changes are made wIthout wrlllen STATE and/or BOARD approval. Thls)n no way should be construed
to allow any surplus funds to be expended on lIems nol roleted to the specifically approved Project.
4, The CONTRACTOR aorees to submll (0( reimbursement only those expenses allowed under the scope o(wor!< and
auUlorlzatlon from the BOARD, The fund reserves the rIght to reject rulmbursernent requests (or Ineligible e)(penses.
The STATE shan re·capture and CONTRACTOR shall repay any funds disbursed to coNTRACTOR that are not used
by CONTRACTOR for the approved Project or used for any purpose In violalion of Ihe terms of this contract or In
vlolaUon of the law.

6. The CONTRACTOR shall comply wIth all laws which normally govern lis affaIrs In regard to contracts, fIScal
procedure. and fair bidding procedures,
6. Ifworlc on the Project has not commenced within 90 days after having received final approval, then this contract
may bo canceled by wrlUen notlco from lho STATE 10 the CONTRACTOR. No work completod after receipt of the
noUca shell be reimbursable. The Project must be completed within the speclned contract period,
7. In orderfoT Ule STATE to comply wIth lis duties undar UCA SecUon 9·8404, Ihe CONTRACTOR agrees that If any
dlstrlet. slla, bUildIng, structure, or specimen Ihel ls Included In or ellglble for Inclusion In tho National RegIster of
Hlslol'fc Placa5 or Iho S!ale RegIster \,OlI/tUr'8l/paleonlologfcal resources'') Is discovered during the Project Ihe
CONTRACTOR shalilmmadiataly slop all construclfon on Iha Project

whIch may affect or Impact the cultural/paleontological resources and noUry the STATE of the discovery. The
CONTRACTOR may nol proceed wUh the Project un1llit receIves further Approval from the STATE, which approval
may only occur aftor tho STATE takas Inlo account the effocls orlha Project on culturaVpaleonlologlcal resources,
which may requlro or rosull In modiflcaUon of tho Project. The CONTRACTOR further agrees thai It shell noUfy the
Utah DIVIsion of Slate Hlsto!), of the dIscovery and comply with aU of the requirements of the Utah Dlvlslon of State
History, including obtaIning a permit, If necessary, prior 10 proceedIng any furtherwilh thosa portions of the Project.
which may effect or Impact the culturaVpaleontologloal resource.
8. All Interest accrued and/or allocaled to these grant (unds through this contract shall be deemed property or Ihe
Permenent Community Impact Fund and shall be rerurned to the Fund.
9. The CONTRACTOR agrees to comply with U,e fiscal reporting reqUirements In Utah Cads SectJons 51·2a·102

through 201.5, as amended.
10. The CONTRACTOR musl abide by the program rules and regulat}ans, as set out In the cle Program Summary
document. whlcJ1 can be accessed on lhe cIa website, under "Program Summary and Appllcallon", or upon request
from the Fund Manager.
(RevIsed Novembor 13, 2018)

ATTACHMENT C - BUDGET

Seven County Infrastructure Coalmon

COST SHARING

$

6,500,OOQ.00

PCIFB Grant

$
$
$
$
S

0.00
0.00
0.00
Q,OQ
6.500,OOO.QQ

Total Revenues

$

6,500,000.00

Tolal Project Cost
Project Revenues
Applicant Cash
Local Cash
State Grant

PCIFB l oan

BUDGET

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Construction
ConstructIon Contingency
Engineer/Architect
Special StudIes
LandJRlghls-of-WaylWater Rights
Equipment
Administration
TOTAL

1.
2.
3
4.
5.
6.
7.

S

0.00
0.00
1,900,000.00
4.000, 000.00
0.00
0.00
6QQ,QOO.00

$

6,500,000.00

ATTACHMENT D· SCOPE OF WORK
Ulntah Basin Railway Planning - Phase I

Phase I of the project consists of the completion of conceptual engineering, environmental baseline, and operaUng
plan. SCIC will deliver to the GRANTOR all reporls, plans and other documents developed as a rasult of this

planning study.

Scope of Work $6,500,000
(Nota: Cost breakdown Is approximate; Expenses not to exceed $6,500,000 withIn scope of work)
$1,90D,OOO for Conceptual Engineoring Services, Including design standards selection, operating basIs of design.
alternative analysIs and preferred route selection. and preliminary engineering evaluation. This task will complete
cnough conceptual engineering to gIve the Coalition the abiUty 10 salecl the preferred route and alternatives and to
provide to the USDOT Surface Transportation Board (STB) the Information It needs to InlUete the NEPA process,
Does no! Include Intermediate or final design engineering.

$700,000 for Baseline Environmental Services, [ncludlng the desktop anatysls of environmental resources using GIS;
maaUngs with managing agencies, local knowledge, and any other avaUable resources; services required to preparo
a draft Purpose and Need slatement; field surveys required to give the STB enough Infannatlon to proceed wllh the
NEPA process; coordination with STB, olher agenCies, and partners.
$1,200,000 for MappIng Sorvlces for up to 307 miles of rail corridor.
$300,000 for Preliminary Opera ling and Maintenance Planning Services, Including preliminary operallng and
maintenance criteria for environmental permitting and clearances; conceptual operating plan oUllIns; conceptual
mnlntonance plan outline; operating and maintenance cost estimates; development of main IflIck {'.apaclty and Ira!n
dynamics sImulations.
$200,000 for Right-of-Way Planning Services, Including analysIs of land ownership Wpes; development of GIS
shapell!es required to prepare a conceptual right-of-way acqulslllon plan.
$300,000 for Strategic Communical1ons ServIces, Including tasks required 10 develop a strategic communlcallons
plan for the project; begin Interacflons with the public, agencies, stakeholders, and other enllties; compile a project
website.
$500,000 for STB Regulatory legal Servlces, Including preparation of the SlB application; plannIng for the NEPA
procoss; Interactlon wah Ihe STB and other agencles; funding procuremont planning; stratoglc guldanoe for the
project.
$200,000 for Freight and CommercIal Analysis (Project FInancing), including.updated commercIal feasibility analY3es
based on updated cost Information gatherad by this Scope; discussions wllh potential shippers; funding opportunity
planning for the project.

$500,000 for Program Management Services, Including technIcal support to the proJect consultants; data galhering
and dlstribut[on; technical coordinalian; STa and agency coordInation; procuremont of servlcos; communIcation
management.
$100,000 for AdmInistrative expanses for CoanUon Staff, Including travel, meaUng accommodallons and
administrative assIstance necessary to manege the project. Expenses for Consultants will be covered in \he other
categorlos.
$600,000 for Conllngency to provide funding for unanticipated or expanded setvJces based on project dynamics
within the scope of work. ' . .
The Seven County Infrastructure CoalitIon will present de/iverables at 1!16 June 2019 cia meeting .
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NO.
CONTRACT NO.
CONTRACTOR:

Seven County Infrastructure Coalition

VENDOR NO.

VCOOO0187702

PROJECT NAME:

Uintah Basin Railway Planning - Phase II

AWARD NUMBER:

FUND5285MISAF-19

CFDA #ITITLE:
#ITITLE :

NIA

CONTRACT ORIGINATOR:

Gayle Gardner

FEDERAL AGENCY:

NIA

CONTRACT
DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE SERVICES
HOUSING & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
1385 S. State, Salt Lake City, UT 84115

1. PARTIES: This contract is between the DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE SERVICES :
Permanent Community Impact Fund (CIB)
(Board or Program)

Referred to as STATE , and the following CONTRACTOR
Seven County Infrastructure Coalition
Name

294 E. 100 South
Address

Price

Utah

84501

City

State

Zip

Douglas Rasmussen

435-781-5382

435-781-5384

Contact

Phone #

Fax#

2. GENERAL PURPOSE OF CONTRACT:
Uintah Basin Railway Planning - Phase II

3. CONTRACT PERIOD:

Commencing on 06/13/2019 and terminating on 05/31/2021

4. CONTRACT COSTS: CONTRACTOR will be paid a maximum of $21,400,000.00 , pursuant to the
budget attached hereto as Attachment C
5. ATTACHMENTS:
01'

.{01'
01'
v'
v'
01'

ATTACHMENT A- GENERAL PROVISIONS
ATTACHMENT B - PROGRAM GENERAL CONDITIONS
ATTACHMENT C - BUDGET
ATTACHMENT D - SCOPE OF WORK

6. STATE FISCAL YEAR BILLING DEADLINE
DWS must receive proper billing for expenditures incurred up to and including June 30
3D no later than July 15 of the
same year, due to the DWS fiscal year end. Billings submitted after this date may be denied.

SIGNATURES AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
By signing below, the following officials acknowledge that they understand and agree to all of the terms and
responsibilities set forth herein and cause this Agreement to be executed.
CONTRACTOR

STATE

APPROVED:

APPROVED:

HOUSING & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

Seven County Infrastructure Coalition

Date

Print Name
UTAH STATE DIVISION OF FINANCE:
FINANCE:

BY ~
Signature, Chairman of t e Board

g.

2 (

Date

(2/20/2019 CIB)

I~

RECEIVED AND PROCESSED
BY DIVISION OF FINANCE

8/6/19

Attachment A

{Ol'

Standard Terms and Conditions
Grants between Government Entities

1. DEFINITIONS: The following terms shall have the meanings set forth below:
a. "Contract" means these tenns and conditions, the cover pages, and all other attachments and
documents incorporated by reference.
b. "Grant Money" means money derived from State fees or tax Tcvcnues that is owned, hcld, or
administered by the State.
c. "Grantee" means the individual or entity which is the recipient of Grant Money from the State.
The tenn "Grantee" includes Grantee's agents, officers, employees, and paliners.
d. "Non-Public Information" means infol1nation that is deemed private, protected, controlled, or
exempt from disclosure under the Government Records Access and Management Act (GRAMA)
or as non-public under other applicable State and federal laws. Non-public information includes
those records the State determines are protected after having properly received a written claim of
business confidentiality as described in Utah Code § 63G-2-309. The State reserves the right to
identify additional infonnation that must be kept non-public under federal and State laws.
e. "State" means the State ofUtal1 Department, Division, Office, Bureau, Agency, Of other State
entity identified on the Contract providing the Grant Money.
f. "Sub-Grantees" means persons or entities under the direct or indirect control or responsibility of
the Grantee, including, but not limited to, Grantee's agents, consultants, employees, authorized
rese1lers, Or anyone else for whom the Grantee may be liable at any tier, including a person or
entity providing or performing this Contract, including the Grantee's manufacturers, distributors,
and suppliers.
2. GOVERNING LAW AND VENUE: This Contract shall be govemed by the laws, rules, and
regulations of the State of Utah. Any action or proceeding arising from this Contract shall be brought
in a comt of competent jurisdiction in the State of Utah. Venue shall be in Salt Lake City, in the Third
Iudicial District Court for Salt Lake County.
3. LAWS AND REGULATIONS: At all limes during this Contract, Grantee alld all acls performed
under this Contract will comply with all applicable federal and State constitutions, laws, mles, codes,
orders, al1d regulations, including applicable licensure and certification requirements.
4. RECORDS ADMINISTRATION: Grantee and Sub-Grantees shall maintain or supervise the
maintenance of all records, receipts alld any other documentation necessary to properly account for:
payments made by the State to Grantee under this Contract; Grantee's perfonllance of the Contract
terms and milestones; and outcomes reported to the State by the Grantee. These records shall be
retained by Grantee for at least six (6) years after final payment, or until all audits initiated within the
six (6) years have been completed, whichever is later. Grantee alld Sub-Grantees agree to allow, at no
additional cost, State of Utah and federal auditors, State staff, and/or a party hired by the State, access
to all records necessary to account for all Grant Money received by Grantee as a result of this
Conh'act and to verity that the Grantee's use of the Grant Money is appropriate and has been properly
reported.
5. INDEPENDENT CAPACITY: Grantee and Sub-Grantees, in the pelfOlmance of this Contract,
shall act in an independent capacity and not as officers or employees or agents ofthe State of Utah
agency effectllating this Contract.
6. INDEMNITY: Both parties to this Contract arc governmental entities as defined in the Utah
Governmental Immunity Act (Utah Code Ann. 63G-7-101 et. seq.). Nothing in this Contract shal1 be
constlUed as a waiver by either or both parties of any rights, limits, protections or defenses provided
by the Act. Nor shall this Contract be construed, with respect to third paliies, as a waiver of any
govenunentaL immunity to which a party to this Contract is othelwise entitled, Subject to and

consistent with thc Act, each party will be responsible for its own actions or negligence and will
defend against any claims or lawsuit brought against it. There are no indemnity obligations between
these parties.
7. EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES: Grantee agrees to abide by federal and State employment laws,
including: (i) Title VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2000e) which prohibits
discrimination against any employee or applicant for employment or any applicant or recipient of
services, on the basis of race, religion, color, or national Oligin; (ii) Executive Order No. 11246, as
amended, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex; (iii) 45 CFR 90 which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of age; (iv) Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, or the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of disabilities;
and (v) Utah's Executive Order, dated December 13,2006, which prohibits unlawful harassment in
thc workplace. Grantee further agrees to abide by any other laws, regulations, or ordcrs that prohibit
the discrimination of any kind by any of Grantee's employees.
8. AMENDMENTS: This Contract may only be amended by the mutual written agreement of the
parties, which amendment will be attached to this Contract. Automatic renewals will not apply to t11is
Contract even if listed elsewhere in this Contract.
9. TERMINATION: Unless otherwise stated in this Contract, this Contract may be tenninated, with
cause by either party, in advance of the specified termination date, upon written notice belng given by
the other party. Any material violation of the terms of the program or Contract may give rise to
for-cause termination. The party in violation may be given ten (10) working days after notification to
correct and cease the violation(s), after which the Contl'act may immediately be tenninated for case.
This Contract may be tenninated without cause, in advance ofthe specified termination datc, by
either party, upon 30 days pdor written notice being given to the other party. The State and the
Grantee may terminate this Contract, in whole or in party, at any time, by mutual agreement in
writing. On termination of this Contract, a11 aCCOtillts and payments will be processed according to the
financial arrangements set forth herein for approved services rendered to date of termination.
10. NONAPPROPRIATION OF FUNDS, REDUCTION OF FUNDS, OR CHANGES IN LAW:
Upon thirty (30) days written notice delivered to the Grantee, this Contract may be terminated in
whole or ill part at the sole discretion ofthe State, if the State reasonably determines that: (i) a change
in federal or State legi:;lation or applicable laws matelially affects the ability of either party to
perform under the terms of this Contract; or (ii) that a change in available funds affects the State's
ability to pay under this Contract. A change of available funds as used in this paragraph includes, but
is not limited to, a change in federal 01' State funding, whether as a result of a legislative act or by
order of the President or the Govemor.
11. WORI{ERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE: Grantee shall maintain, dming the term of this
Contract, Workers' Compensation Insurance for all its employees, as well as any Sub-Grantees, as
required by law. Workers' Compensation fusurance shall cover full liability wlder the Workers'
Compensation laws of the jW'isdiction in which the service is pelformed at the statutOlY limits
required by said jurisdiction. Grantee acknowledges that within thirty (30) days of Contract award,
Grantee must submit proof of certificate of insurance that meets the above requirements.
12. PUBLIC INFORMATION: Grantee agrees that this Contract and invoices are public records and
may be available for distribution in accordance with the State of Utah's Government Records Access
and Management Act (GRAMA). Grantee gives the State express permission to make copies ofthis
Conh'act, related documents, and invoices in accordance with GRAMA. Except for sections identified
in writing by Grantee and expressly approved by the State of Utah Division of Purchasing and
General Services, all of which must be in accordance with GRAMA, Grantee also agrees that nonprotected portions of the Grantee's Application will be a public record, and copies may be given to
the public as pennitted under GRAMA. The State is not obligated to inform Grantee of any GRAMA
requests for disclosure oftbi8 Contract, rclated documents, or invoices.
13. PAYMENT: The acceptance by Grantee affinal payment, without a written protest filed with the
State within ten (10) business days of receipt of final payment, shalll'e1ease the State from all claims
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and all liability to t)le Grantee. The State's payment shall not be deemed an acceptance of the
performance under this Contract and is without prejudice to any and all claims that the State may
have against Grantee.
a. RECAPTURE: State shall recapture, and Grantee shall repay, any Grant Money disbursed to
Grantee that is not used by Grantee for the project identified or is used for any purpose in violation
of the terms of this Contract orin violation of the law.
14. REVIEWS: The State reserves the right to pelfonn reviews, and/or comment upon the Grantee's use
of the Grant Money. Such reviews do not waivc the requirement of Grantee to meet all of the te1111S
and conditions of this Contract:
15. INELIGffiLE EXPENSES: Grantee expenditures under this Contract determined by audit to be
ineligible for reimbursement because they were not authorized by the terms and conditions of the
Contract, or that are inadequately documented, and for which payment has been made to the Grantee
will be immediately refunded to the State by the Grantee. The Grantec further agrees that the State
shall have the right to withhold any or all subsequent payments under this or other Contracts until the
recoupment of overpayments is made.
16. ASSIGNMENT: Grantee may not assign, sell, transfer, subcontract or sublet rights, or delegate any
right or obligation under this Contract, in whole or in part, without the prior written approval of the
State.
17. CHANGES IN SCOPE: Any changes in the scope of the Services to be pelformed under this
Contract, to the extend permitted by Utah Law, shall be in the form of a written amendment to this
Contract mutually agreed to and signed by both palties, specifying any such changes, fee adjustment
in time of perfol1nance, or any other significant factors arising from the changes in the scope of
Services.
18. NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION: If Non-Public Information is disclosed to Grantee, Grantee shall:
(i) advise its agents, officers, employees, partners, and Sub-Grantees of the obligations set fmih in
this Contract; (ii) keep all Non-Public Information strictly confidential; and (iii) not disclose any
Non-Public InfOlmation received by it to any third parties. Grantee will promptly notify tIle State of
any potential or actual misuse or misappropriation of Non-Public Information. Grantee shall be
responsible for any breach of this duty of confidentiality, including any required remedies andlor
notifications under applicable law. Upon tennination or expiration oftbis Contract and upon request
by the State, Grantee will retum all copies of Non-Public Information to the State or certify, in
writing, that the Non-Public Information has been destroyed. This duty of confidentiality shall be
ongoing and survive the termination or expiration ofthis Contract.
19. PUBLICITY: Grantee shall submit to the State for written approval all advertising and publicity
matters relating to this Contract and that mention or refer to the State of Utah, DWS, or CIB. It is
within the State's sole discretion whether to provide approval, which must be done in w11ting.
20. OWNERSHIP IN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: The State and DWS will own and retaill all
right, title, and interest in and to all Intellectual Property Rights in or related to the services, or
tangible components thereof, including but not limited to: a) all know-how, intellectual property,
methodologies, processes, technologies, algorithms, software, engineering, or development tools used
in performing the Contract; b) all Dellverables c) all ideas, concepts, lmow-bow, processes and
reusable reports, designs, charts, models, inventions, technical information, plans, engineering
reports, specifications, documentation, forms, templates, or output that are developed or acquired
from activities related to this Contract or that result fi·om this Contract, or which are supplied or
otherwise used by or on behalf of Grantee or Sub-Grantees in the performance of this Contract, even
if embedded in the Dcliverables.
a, Grantee may use Intellectual Property (as described above) in the performance of the Project
authorized by this Contract.
b, Grantee shall not sell, lease, or othelwise dispose of said Intellectual Propelty, Deliverables, or
Reports (as described above).
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21. INDEMNIFICATION RELATING TO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: Grantee will
indemnify and hold the State harmless fi:om and against any and all damages, expenses (including
reasonable attorneys' fees), claims,judgments, liabilities, and costs in any action or claim brought
against the State for infringement of a third party's copyright, t.rademati<, trade secret, or other
pl'Oprietaty right. The parties agrcc that if there are any limitations of Grantee's liability, such
limitations of liability will not apply to this section.
22. WAIVER: A waiver of any right, power, 01' privilege shall not be construed as a waiver of any
subsequent light, power, or privilege.
23. STANDARD OF CARE: The Services of Grantee and its Sub-Gratltees shall be perfOlmed in
accordance with the standard of care exercised by licensed members of their respective professions
having substantial experience providing similar services which similarities include the type,
magnitude, and complexity of the Services that are the subject ofthis Contract. Grantee shall be liable
to the State for claims, liabilities, additional burdens, penalties, damages, or third-patty claims, to the
extent caused by wrongful acts, errors, or omissions that do not meet this standard of care.
24. ORDER OF PRECEDENCE: In the event of any conflict in the terms and conditions in this
Contract, the order of precedence shall be: (i) this Attachment A; (ii) Contract signature page(s); (iii)
thc State's additional terms and conditions, if any; (iv) any other document listed 01' referenced in
Contract; and (v) Grantee's terms and conditions that are attached to this Contract, if any. Any
provision attempting to limit the liability of Grantee 01' the rights of the State must be in writing and
attached to this Contract or it is rendered null and void.
25. SURVIVAL OF TERMS: Termination or expiration ofthi8 Contract shall not extinguish 01'
prejudice the State's right to enforce this Contract with respect to any default or defect in the
performance of this Contract that has not been cured.
26. SEVERABILITY: The invalidity or unenforccability of any provision, term, or condition of this
Contract shall not affect the validity or enforceability of any other provision, term, or condition of this
Contract, which shall remain in full force and effect.
27. ENTIRE AGREEMENT: This Contract atld its addenda constitute the entire agreement between
the palties and supcrsedes any and all other prior and contemporaneous agreements and
understandings between the parties, whether oral 01' written.
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ATTACHMENT B
PROGRAM TERMS AND CONDITIONS
PERMANENT COMMUNITY IMPACT FUND
1. Permanent Community Impact Fund Board Findings of Fact:
The CONTRACTOR is an applicant under the Permanent Community Impact Fund provisions
contained in Utah Code Ann. Section 35A-8-301 to 307. Under its provisions and the powers and
functions of the Permanent Community Impact Fund Board (the BOARD), based upon the formal
application of the CONTRACTOR, the evidence provided by the CONTRACTOR to the BOARD
and its staff, and information developed by the BOARD in its own investigations and at the
hearings on the application of the CONTRACTOR, it is determined that:
a. Under UCA Section 3SA-8-30S, the CONTRACTOR:
1. Is a State agency or subdivision; who is or may be socially or economically impacted,
directly or indirectly, by mineral resource development;
3. Is seeking monies for planning, construction and maintenance of public facilities, or the
proviSion of public services;
4. Meets and compiies with the criteria set by statute and by the BOARD for the providing of
money to applicants; and
5. Has been prioritized in comparison with other applicants, and the order of payment has
been determined, and this contract is appropriate.
b. Under UCA Section 35A-8-307, the BOARD has reviewed the usages of the funds allocated to
the CONTRACTOR, and that the usages are within the proper purposes of Section 35A-8-301 to
307, and the Federal Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, 30 U.S.C. Section 191; and under the Rules of
the Permanent Community Impact Fund Board, Rule R990-8, the allocation of money to the
CONTRACTOR is within the proper prioritization of the BOARD and meets all the criteria and
requirements of the rules and statutes involved.
2. Payment by the STATE is subject to availability of state funds.
3. The CONTRACTOR shall apply to the STATE in writing for any proposed modification to the Project
which alters ATTACHMENT D - SCOPE OF WORKand/or total CONTRACT AMOUNT. Proposals will
be reviewed by staff, and if appropriate, brought before the Permanent Community Impact Board. The
STATE reserves the right to reject proposed changes to the SCOPE OF WORK and/or the cost of the
pr.oposed modification and to request return of its funds if such changes are made without written STATE
and/or BOARD approval. This in no way should be construed to allow any surplus funds to be expended
on items not related to the specifically approved Project.
4. The CONTRACTOR agrees to submit for reimbursement only those expenses allowed under the scope
of work and authorization from the BOARD. The Fund reserves the right to reject reimbursement requests
for ineligible expenses. The STATE shall re-capture and CONTRACTOR shall repay any funds disbursed
to CONTRACTOR that are not used by CONTRACTOR for the approved Project or used for any purpose
in violation of the terms of this contract or in violation of the law.
5. The CONTRACTOR shall comply with all laws which normally govern its affairs in regard to contracts,
fiscal procedure, and fair bidding procedures.
6. If work on the Project has not commenced within 90 days after having received final approval, then
this contract may be canceled by written notice from the STATE to the CONTRACTOR No work
completed after receipt of the notice shall be reimbursable. The Project must be completed within the
specified contract period.
7. In order for the STATE to comply with its duties under UCA Section 9-8-404, the CONTRACTOR
agrees that if any district, site, building, structure, or specimen that is included in or eligible for inclusion in
the National Register of Historic Places or the State Register ("cultural/paleontological resources") is
discovered during the Project the CONTRACTOR shall immediately stop all construction on the Project

which may affect or impact the cultural/paleontological resources and notify the STATE of the discovery.
The CONTRACTOR may not proceed with the Project until it receives further approval from the STATE,
which approval may only occur after the STATE takes into account the effects of the Project on
cultural/paleontological resources, which may require or result in modification of the Project. The
CONTRACTOR further agrees that it shall notify the Utah Division of State History of the discovery and
comply with all of the requirements of the Utah Division of State History, including obtaining a permit, if
necessary, prior to proceeding any further with those portions of the Project which may affect or impact
the cultural/paleontological resource.
8. All Interest accrued and/or allocated to these grant funds through this contract shall be deemed
property of the Permanent Community Impact Fund and shall be returned to the Fund.
9. The CONTRACTOR agrees to comply with the fiscal reporting requirements in Utah Code Sections
51-2a-102 through 201.5, as amended.
10. The CONTRACTOR must abide by the program rules and regulations, as set out in the CIB Program
Summary document, which can be accessed on the CIB website, under "Program Summary and
Application", or upon request from the Fund Manager.
11. The STATE shall not reimburse CONTRACTOR for legal expenses for ETJ Law or Eric Johnson in
excess of $175,000 per year for work performed under this contract or any other contract between the
STATE and CONTRACTOR. The STATE reserves the right to refuse reimbursement to CONTRACTOR
for attorney time spent communicating with counsel for the CIB, or time spent on administrative tasks.

(Revised March 28, 2019)

ATTACHMENT C - BUDGET
Seven County Infrastructure Coalition

COST SHARING

$

21,400,000.00

Local Cash
State Grant
PCIFB Loan
PCIFB Grant

$
$
$
$
$

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
21 ,400,000.00

Total Revenues

$

21 ,400,000.00

Total Project Cost
Project Revenues
Applicant Cash

BUDGET

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Construction
Contingency
Engineer/Architect
Special Studies
Land/Rights-of-Way/Water Rights
Legal
Administration
TOTAL

1.
2.
3
4.
5.

$

0.00
2,212,000.00
3,900,000.00
13,288,000.00
0.00
1,900,000.00
100,000.00

$

21 ,400,000.00

6.

7.

ATTACHMENT 0 - SCOPE OF WORK
Uintah Basin Railway Planning - Phase II
The project consists of pre-construction planning, design, regulatory approval process, grant and loan procurement
in order to qualify for construction grants. Phase II includes engineering, environmental issues including NEPA,
mapping, operation and maintenance planning, right-of-way planning and negotiation, communication, STB
regulatory and legal support, commercialization planning, program management, federal agency cost recovery
including federal staff review of the EIS and right-of-way permitting process, financial advisory services and
administrative travel expenses.
DETAIL:
$3,900,000 for Engineering Services, including design refinement, operating basis of design, engineering tasks
required to complete the NEPA process, engineering services required to complete the commercialization process
and procure services of a construction contractor. Geotechnical engineering and tunnel engineering are included.
This task will provide the engineering to allow the Surface Transportation Board (STB) to complete environmental
impact statement. Final detailed engineering will occur following regulatory approval (NEPA and permitting) after the
alignment is selected. Those expenses are anticipated to be covered by the commercialization partner.
$6,900,000 for Baseline Environmental Services, including additional desktop analyses of environmental resources
using GIS; coordination meetings with managing agencies, local knowledge, and any other available resources ;
refinement of the draft Purpose and Need statement; field surveys required to give the STS enough information to
complete the NEPA process; coordination with STB, other agencies, and partners.
$400,000 for Mapping Services to supplement the Milestone 1 mapping based on alignment revisions and other
project needs.
$138,000 for Operating and Maintenance Planning Services, including refined operating and maintenance criteria for
environmental permitting and clearances; operating plan; maintenance plan; refined operating and maintenance cost
estimates; development of main track capacity and train dynamics simulations.
$2,800,000 for Right-of-Way Planning Services, including analysis of land ownership types; development of GIS
shapefiles; right-of-way options required to properly plan and option the right-of-way corridor through private and non
-federal lands. Note: reimbursement for the purchase of rights-of-way prohibited.
$700,000 for Strategic Communications Services, including ongoing tasks required to refine the strategic
communications efforts; interactions with the public, agencies, stakeholders, and other entities; compile a project
website and social media tools.
$500,000 for Federal Agency Cost Recovery Fees required by the BLM, Forest Service, and/or BIA for involvement
in the NEPA process, resource specialist reviews.
$1,900,000 for STB Regulatory and Other Legal Services, including planning and strategic guidance of the NEPA
process; interaction and communication with the STB and other agencies; specialty legal services; strategic
guidance of the Coalition regarding federal and tribal issues. All litigation expenses will be paid from the contract
with ETJ law, and fall within the dollar limits imposed in Paragraph 11, Attachment B, to this Contract.
$50,000 for Financial Advisory Services, including updated risk and feasibility reviews based on updated commercial
partnership information, municipal advisor services for bonding.
$1,850,000 for Program Management Services, including technical support to the project consultants; data gathering
and distribution; technical coordination; STB and agency coordination ; procurement of professional services;
technical project management services; commercialization coordination; communications assistance.
$50,000 for Administrative/Expenses for Coalition Staff, including travel; meeting accommodations; administrative
assistance; and other expenses required to manage the project. Expenses for Consultants will be covered in the
other categories.

$2,212,000 for Contingency to cover unanticipated or expanded services based on project dynamics excluding
litigation .
Budget amounts are estimates and will be allocated as necessary to accommodate the needs of the project, staying
within the approved total budget of $21 ,400,000.

Contract: temp-136288 - Uintah Basin Railway Planning - Phase II - 2019
Status:

Awarded

Program Area:

Permanent Community Impact Fund (CIB)

Grantee Organization:

Seven County Infrastructure Coalition

Appropriations - Finite Awards

Yi ar Award Coding Set Name
e Number Block Aside

Uncommited Committed
.
Award
this
ProJ~ct d Expended Unexpended
Amount
contract CommItte
$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Appropriations - Revolving Awards

Award

Name

Coding Block

J9 em MAJOR

FUND5285MISAF- 1000/60017512INTE17501/KISF INFRASTRUcrURE
19
SET-ASIDE FUND

Award Contract
Project Expended Unexpended Type Supp.
Balance Committed Committed
$0.00

$21,400,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$21,400,000.00 Grant

$0.00

$21,400,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$21,400,000.00

CONTRACTING TEAM:

Fiscal Grant Manager/CFO
Program Manager
Approved for Routing

8 -0\-\9

ContractorlSubrecipient

Sent
Checked, and
Delivered to Contract Routing Officer

~-cs--\~
Date

CONTRACT ROUTING OFFICER:

Division Director

ot'ompleted
OIJ' I~

Og·o~11
Received

Division of Finance

ug'Dlo .,q
Sent

Returned

Uploaded in Web Grants/Grantee Attachments, and in Shared Drive/Contracts; Returned to Contracting Team :
Contract Routing Officer
Date Complete

Initials

CONTRACTING TEAM:

Contract Owner supplies executed copy to Subrecipient _ _ _ __
Date Completed

Original hard copy filed :
WG3-Updated 01.04.19

_ _With Contract Owner

Contract Owner Initials

___With Contracting Team

EXHIBIT 30
Excerpts of SCIC Board Meeting Packet

SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION
AMENDED AGENDA
March 20, 2020, 10 a.m.
Carbon County Commission Chambers
751 East 100 North, Price, Utah
(435) 219-1362

1.
2.
3.
4.

Welcome
Public Comment
Approval of Meeting Minutes for February 21, 2020
Report on San Rafael Research Lab

5. Report on Satellite Transportation Hub
6. Report on the Uinta Basin Railway Project

Lynn Sitterud
Lynn Sitterud
Lynn Sitterud
Lynn Sitterud
Casey Hopes
Tooter Ogden
Casey Hopes
Brad Horrocks
Greg Miles
Mike McKee
Jones & DeMille
Mike McKee

7. Executive Directors Report
8. Engineers Report
9. Discussion and consideration to approve and authorize the Executive
Director to execute and sign contracts, application, certificates,
and other documents for and on behalf of the Coalition.
Resolution approving and authorizing the Executive Director to
execute and sign contracts, application, certificates, and other
documents for and on behalf of the Coalition.
10. Discussion and consideration of monthly expenses
Smuin, Rich & Marsing
Resolution approving monthly expenses
Review and accept financial reports
11. Motion for closed (executive) session pursuant to Section 52-4-205
Eric Johnson
(Litigation, personnel, real estate acquisition, and or character, professional
competency under Section 59-1-404)
Motion to leave closed session and return to open meeting.
12. Motion to adjourn
Lynn Sitterud
NOTE: Due to the Coronavirus, we are offering the opportunity to dial-in to participate in the meeting. Please dial-in as follows:
1-669-900-6833 or
1-646-876-9923
Meeting ID Number: 8341916232

*In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, the Coalition will make reasonable accommodations to participate in the
meeting. Requests for assistance can be made by contacting the Carbon County Events Center at (435) 636-3214 at least 48 hours in
advance of the meeting to be held.
*The order of agenda items may change to accommodate the needs of the Coalition Board, the staff, and the public.
*This meeting may be held electronically via telephone to permit one or more of the Coalition Board members to participate

Seven County Infrastructure Coal ition Projects
As of Expenses Approved at 3-20-20 Board Meeting

Year

Project

2017
2018
2015

Petroleum Pipeline Study· CLOSED
DaggetVUintah Counties Master Trails Plan·CLOS ED
General Grant · CLOSED

2016
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019

Book Cliffs
Book Cliffs · Legislature/UDOT Funding
Planning, Administrative, Operating· Phase 2
Uinta Rail Line· Milestone 1
Research Center
Uinta Rail Line · Phase 2

Project Cost
$
$
$

1,200,000.00
200 ,000.00
5,000 ,000.00

$

1,000,000.00
3,200,000.00
750,000.00
6,500,000.00
1,000,000.00
21 ,400,000.00

$
$
$
$
$

Spent
$ 1,199,877.52
200 ,000.00
$ 5,000 ,000.00

$

926,271.46
$
(68 ,869.46)
$
$
345 ,567.87
$ 6,344 ,889.89
56 ,065.09
$
$ 6,175.692 .28

Rema ining
$
$

·

$

·

$
$
$
$

$
$

·

73,728.54
3,268,869.46
404,432.13
155,110.11
943,934 .91
15.224,307 .72

SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCT\JRE COAlITION
Contract

:17-0220 .

Book Cliffs Transportation Corridor Environmental Plan ·

2016

aep" 6/9/16 to
5/31/19
1/2 of Fundln, Comes from CI8 .nd 1/2 of fundln, Comu From Ulnllh Tr.nspo,tatlon Sped.1 5.,."1,, Olll1let

RECEIPTS· OB
DAT(

o(SCRIPTIOH

ea"""Int 8110nu
1/20/2017 Jona. Ind Oomilia
1/20/2017 Jone. Ind Dam/1l0
3/U/2011 Jonannd Dam/lla
9/25/2017 Jona. Ind Dam/lie
9/25/2011 Jonannd Damlile
9/U/2017 ETHAW
912§{2017 ETHAW
IO/t9l2017 Jonellnd Damille
10/1912017 CIIICO £,.1_ ,1,.
10/19/2017 CIVCO £,.1_ ,1".
1/4/2011 Jones Ind Dam/II.
1/'/201' CIVCO £,.1_ ,1".
1/'/2011 Jonellnd DomIlio
1/'/2018 ETJ lAW
2/15/2011 CIIICO £,.1_,1".
3/2/201. CMO £,.1-0".
3/2/201. Jone•• nd Damillo
3/2/201. Jone. Ind Damill.
3/2/2011 ETJ lAW
3/2/2018 ETHAW
'/912011 CIIICO £,.1... 0".
5/17/2011 ClVCO [".1_",.
5/17/2018 Jone. Ind Dom/II.
612912011 ClveO £".1_,1".
6/29/2011 Jone •• nd Oom/II.
1/6/2011 CIVCO £,.1_,1".
IIll/2011 CIVCO £,.1_,lna
1123/2011 Jones Ind Oom/II.
9/2S/2C1I QIICO £nal"""".
11/1/2011 ClveO £na1"",lna
11/2612011 01lCO £",'neorl".
1/4/2019 CIVCO £,.1.... '1..
1/4/201. Ione. .nd Oomlilo
l/1l/2C19 aveo £..1_"".
2/U/2019 CIVCO £,.Ineori".
2122/2019 Jone •• tId Oom/II.
l/1§{2019 CIIICO fnIj .... 'I".
3/1§{2019 Jones.nd Damill.
4/2l/201t ClveO £,.1 .... ,lna
'/23/2019 Ione•• nd Oom/II.
5/24/2019 CIIICO £nel-"".
7/16/2019 CIVCO £".1_"".
7/1612019 Jones Ind Demilio
7/12/2019 ClIICO £,.1.... 'lna
7/12/2019 Jonos.nd 00m/1l0
1/23/201' ClveO £na1_,lne
1.0/24/2019 CIIICO £".1_,1".
11/2S/2019 ClVCO £..I_,lna
12/12/2019 CIVCO £".lne.,I".
2n/2020 ClIlCO £nal_" ..
2/1/2020 JOnollnd Oomill.
1/5/2020 oveo £neIMO,ine
'ondlnt 08 ApprovI' CIIICO £nal_" ..
'ondlna 08 Approv.1 Jon... nd O.millo
hndlnt 08 Approvl' ETJ lAW
Pondl". Bo .... Approv.1 QIICO £nalnM,lna
Pondi". 800 ... , , - . 1 lone. Ind DomIlio
To...1

IHI

i

01l«R

RECEIPTS · UTSSO
DISlURS{MtHrS

SOC.OOO.OO
..500
l.I'2.SO
I 77. so
391.25
102.SO
3,259.36
2SOOO
us 00
2.062.5D
9,osHO
9500
35.U1.l3
3U.SO
1.'53.17
22,414.39
'5.13311
90.00
55560
37500
1.12500
57.746.49
37.91657
111.10
SO,31t.1O
217 SO
16,24920
7." ' ••
21000
1'.670.61
20,091.)3
12,S2' 11
12.256.&.
55500
7,36134
1,706.63
llO.oo
3.'IO, U
162.SO
S,592.1'
9250
112.&3
12,J01.S2
3600
2.167.50
26500
1,1'5.16
2.161.11
6,541.22
6,08I.7S
ll,sll 75
12125
10.116.70
5,513.75
5750
175.00
12.13191
1.05625
SOC.OOO,OO

.n.llS 75

loll

1Al.A/K(

soc.ooo.OO
'119. 15500
'91.011 SO

INT

orn(R

.. 500
1.1'2 so
177.SO
391 .2S
102.SO
3. 25936
UOOO
13500
2.062 so
' .055 so
9500
35. 251.13
312.SO
1.'53.17
22,'14.39
'U3117
90.00
555.60
37500
l.U5.OO
57.74•• ,
37,916 S7
111.10
50.11t.10
717.50
16.249.20
7," ' .•
21000
14,670.61
20,09333
12,S2' 17
12,256'"
SS5.OO
7,161.]1
3,706,62
230.00
3,410 IS
162.SO
S.S92.1l
92.50
712.11
12,JOI .S2
3600
2.167.50
26500
1.'65.86
2, 161. 11
6.501.22
6.081.15
ll,Sl1.15
121 25
10,276.69
75
S7 SO
17500
12.938 tl
1,05625

497 . 1~00

'97.'43.75
'91.141 25
'94.011.19
493.1)1.19
'93.696.19
'91.634.39
4I2.S71.19
4I2.'1l19
~7 . 225 . 76

44'.913.2'
~5 . '60. 09

'23.045.70
m .,u 53
377.122.53
377.266."
376.191.93
375.766.93
311.020...
210.033.17
279.215.17
221.196.67
221,679.17
212,'29.97
204.41509
204,225 09
119.554.41
169.461.15
156.916.37
144.67949
144.12'-49
136.163. IS
Ill,0S6.S2
132.'26.52
129.346.17
129,IUI7
Ill.S91 .73
121.'99.2)
122,716.'0
110.'14 .•
110.371••
107,SlI3I
107,246.31
105.38O.S2
103,212.14
96.664.12
90,575.11
67,063.62
66.942.17
56.665.67
51,091.92
51,034.'2
SO.159.42
31,920.SO
36 .... 2S
36. ~ , 25

D'SlUA5(M£Hll

soc.ooo.OO

un

soc,ooo.oo

4n, U5 71

IALAHCl

R£QUU1.

SOC.OOO.OO
.99.155.00
'98.0U so
'97.835.00
4t7 . ~3 . 75

'91.341.25
'94.011.19
'93.IlI .19
493.696.19
'91.634 39
4I2.S7I.19
'12.'13.19
~7.2U . 76

~6.913 . 2'
~5 . '60 .09

023.045.70
377.912.S3
377.122.53
377.266.93
376.191.93
375.766.93
318.020 .••
2IO.0ll17
279.215.17
221.196.67
221.679.11
212.'29 97
204 . '~ 09
204,225.09
189.554."
la9,.aUS
lS6,936.3I
144,679.50
144, 12'.SO
136.763.17
ll3,056.5S
UU25.SS
129,346.40
129.113.90
123,591 77
123.499.27
122.116."
110,'14.91
110,371.92
107,511.'2
107.246.42
105.380.56
103,212.31
96,664 .16
90,515.'1
17.063.66
66,942'1
56.665.72
51.09\.97
SI,034 '7
50,159.47
17.920 50
16.... 29
36.~ . 2'

U6
'16
'17
'18
III
'1'
U9
'20
'20
.21
'22

III
'2]

'23
'2_
'25

'26
'27
UI
'21
'29
0)0

'30
130
11\

'1\

SEVEN COUNTY INF RASTRUCTU RE COAlITI ON

EASTERN UTAH REGIONAL CONNECTION EIS - BOOKClIFFS
Nov 2018

l
DESCRIPTION

11/30/2018
12/31/2018
1/31/2019
2/28/2019
3/31/2019
4/30/2019
5/31/2019
6/30/2019
7/31/2019
8/31/2019
9/30/2019
10/15/2019
10/31/2019
11/30/2019
12/31/2019
1/31/2020
2/29/2020

Beginning Balance
Interest Reinvestment
Interest Reinvestment
Interest Reinvestment
Interest Reinvestment
Interest Reinvestment
Interest Reinvestment
Interest Reinvestment
Interest Reinvestment
Interest Reinvestment
Interest Reinvestment
Interest Reinvestment
Additional Fundlng-UDOT
Interest Reinvestment
Interest Reinvestment
Interest Reinvestment
Interest Reinvestment
Interest Reinvestment

DISBURSEMENTS

600.27
3,811 .24
3,966.57
3,674.08
4,103.39
3,953.03
3,988.09
3,868.85
3,963.14
3,778.62
3,497.40
1,600,000.00
5,420.41
6,393.84
6,308.83
6,088.03
5,453.67

Total

3,268,869.46

1 of 1

BAlANC,=-_1

1,600,000.00
1,600,600.27
1,604,411.51
1,608,378.08
l.612,052.16
1,616,155.55
1,620,108.58
1,624,096.67
1,627,965.52
1,631,928.66
1,635,707 .28
1,639,204.68
3,239,204 .68
3,244,625.09
3,251,018.93
3,257,327.76
3,263,415.79
3,268,869.46
3,268,869.46

Geneul Grant

5£II(N COUNTY INfRASTRUCTURE COAUTIOH

Contract :19· 1736· Planning, Adm inistrative, Operating Funding· Phase 2· 2019
lIqan6/a

10

RECEIPTS
DAn

DESCRIl'r,OH

1 _ 'NT. INCOME

8f1innlnaBallnu

OTHElI

DlseURSEMENTS

750.000.00

10/16/2019 H•• th.r Hoyt - Split Invoic.
10/1612019 Ayco<k. Mile. & Anoc:lo,.. CPAs
1011612019 M,on,ntld P,' ntina
10/1612019 Jon ... nd Dem~'e
10/1612019 Jone, and Demill.
10/22/2019 Mkhul McKu
1l/2612019 £TJ L.w
11/2612019 £TJ Law
11/2612019 Smuln. Rich & Marslna
111261201' Mich.e' McKe.
11/2612019 H.. th.r Hoyt
11/1612019 Jones .nd Dem ~'e
11/26/2019 Jone. and DemOI.
1l/2612019 £TJ Law
12/612019 £TJ Law
12/612019 £TJ Llw
U/6I20lt £TJ L.w
12/612019 Smuin, R'ch & Mars'ne
12/6/2019 Mich.el Mck ••
U/6I2019 Jone, and DemOlt
12/612019 Jones .nd DemMle
1/28/2020 £TJ Law
1/21/2020 £TJ Law
1/2112020 Smuil\, Rich & Marsine
1/28/2020 Mlch ••1McKee
1/28/2020 Heath., Hoyt
1/2112020 US Medi,
1/21/2020 US Medi.
1/28/2020 San Juan Record
1/21/2020 EI'MIV T.,com
1/28/2020 The Richlield Reaper
1/21/2020 Utah IUdi. Group
1/21/2020 utah IUdi. Group
1/28/2020 Utah M<tdl. Group
1/21/2020 Jon .. and Demille
1/21/2020 £TJ Law
1/30/2020 Mlchltl McKee
2127/2020 £TI Law
2/27/2020 £TI l.w
2/27/2020 ETJ Llw
2/21/2020 Smull\, Rich & M.rsinl
2/21/2020 MIchael McKee
2/27/2020 H•• th., Hoyt
2/27/2020 UCIP
2/27/2020 lones and Demi""
2/21/2020 Jone, .nd Domin.
2/27/2020 Jone ••nd Demin_
l/U/202O 5muln, Rich & Mars'",
3/13/2020 Michael McKee
3/11/2020 He. ther Hoyt
3/13/2020 Jon •• and Demilt.
3/13/2020 £TJ Law
3/13/2020 ITJ Law
3/13/2020 £TJ Low
Po-. a a Approv.1 Mlc:h ..1McKee
Pondl". _
Al>jIfoWl' Smuin. Rich & M, ..inl
Pend.". _
Approval Mlch.el McKee

128.48
4, 180.00
37.35
11.359.15
6.427.50
48.761.29
68'.89
1,084.68
4.041.26
148.93
2.948.43
1.835.00
11.875.30
1.000.00
583.33
1.000.00
3.000.00
3.993.41
346.14
108.a8
12,285.80
3,000.00
2,158.92
~ .03' . 59

222.22
2,503.04
77.25
77.25
28.80
92.00
70.00

Pendl,. 6o~1'CI Approvaf Jones ,nd Oemilte

Pond,,,. &0.... Appr"..' £TJ Law
Pond I". e..", Approval £TJ Law
Pondl". &0,,,, Ap,rovel £TI L.w
Totll

750.000.00

lor 1

621 ,~54 , 05

955.00
1.145.00
10,782.25
583.33
50.441.00
87.50
3,641.52
8, 3n47
3,860.42
956.17
1.019.69
1,919.00
9.248.50
4,891.13
2.312.36
5,421.,47
371.56
1,808.39
30.133.45
3,192.25
3,368.23
1,076.00
50,44.• .00
3.))2.49
650.73
1.253.71
457.28
8,706.50
2.965.45
7.7.50
2.461.33

621.362.05
621,292.05
621,172.81
620,217.81
619.012.81
608,290.56
607.707.23
557,259.21
557.111.73
553,530.21
545,146.74
541,286.32
540,330.15
539,250.46
537,331.46
528,082 .96
523, 185.83
520,873.47
515,452.00
515,080.M
513,272.05
483,138.60
479,946.35
476,578 .12
475.502.12
425.054.12
421 .72 1.63
421 .070.90
419,811.19
419.3 59,91
410,653.41
407.617.96
406.900.46
404.432.l3

345.567.8 7

404,432.13

119.24

Pondl". 80lr" Approval H.. th., Hoyt
Pondl". BOlrel Approval H.. ther Hoyt

BAlANCE
750.000.00
750.000.00
749.871.52
745.691 .52
745.654 .17
734.295.02
727,867.52
619,106.23
678.417.34
677.332.66
673.215.40
673,136.41
670.188.04
668.353.04
656,477.74
655,417.74
654,894.41
653.894.41
6SO.894.41
646.900.94
646.554.80
645,845.92
633.560.12
630,560.12
628,401 .20
624,362 ,61
624,140,39
621,637.35
621,560.10
621,412.85

REQUEST _

U

U
Nt
Nt

n
~2
~3
~3

0
~3

n
n
U
U
~5

#5
U
#5
n5
#5
#5
#6
#6
#6
.&
#6
#6
#6
#6
#6
~6

#6

#6
#6
#6
#6
#7
~8

#8
#8
#8
#8
#8

n
HI

*'
U

~9

#9

#9
#9
#9
.9
#9

MlO
#11
Ul

Hll
#11
#11
#11
~1I

NIl

SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION

CONTRACT: 19· 1417
UINTA BASIN RAILWAY PLANNING
PHASE I· 2019

r

'-

DESCRIPTION

DATE

DISBURSEMEN TS

Bee Mini 8alance
3/6/2019
3/6/2019
3/6/2019
3/6/2019
3/6/2019
3/612019
3/6/2019
3/6/2019
3/6/2019
3/6/2019
3/6/2019
3/6/2019
3/6/2019
3/6/2019
3/2112019
3/2112019
3/21/201'
3/21/2019
3/21/2019
4/25/2019
4/U/l0t9
4/n/2019
4/25/2019
4/25/2019
4/25/2019
4/25,,019
4/25/2019
4/25/2019
6/27/2019
6/27/2019
6/27/2019
6/27/2019
6/27/2019
6/21/2019
6/21/2019
6/21/2019
7/10/2019
7/10/2019
7/10/2019
7/10/2019
7/10/2019
7/10/2019
7/10/2019
7/10/2019
7/n/20t9
7/31/2019
7/31/2019
7/3l/2019
7/31/2019
7/SI/2019
7/31/2019
7/31/2019
7/31/2019
7/31/2019
7/31/2019
8/21/2019
9/5/2019
H/112019
U/1/2019
11/26/2019
11/26/2019
12/10/2019
1/2112020
2/25/2020
3/1l/2020

Mike McKee
MIf' T Eckels
Ulah Media One Group
Ell law
Mike McKee
Jones & Oemille
Marc T Eckels
Elllilw
Mike McKee
HOR
lones & Demille
Venable LlP
Venable lLP
Ulah Media Group
Ell Law
Milte McKee
HOR
lone. & Demille
CE Brooks & Auoci.le.
Venable LlP
Ell law
Ell l aw
Mike McKn
HOR
Jones & Demille
ICF lones & Slok ... Inc
Marc T Eckel.
Utah Medl. Group
Venabiell P
ElJ law
HOR
HDR
Jones & Demille
ICf lones & Stokes. Inc
Utah MediJ Group
V.llable lLP
Ell Law
HOR
HOR
HOR
Jones & Demille
ICF lone. & 510kos. Inc
Ulah Media GrD<lp
Ven.blelLP
Ell la ..
HOR
HOR
Jones & Demille
ICF Jones & Slokes, Inc
ICf Jones & Slokes, lnc
PfAl
Venable LlP
Venable l LP
CE Brooks & Associ.tes
8lM
Jones & Demille
ICf ,5plit wilh PII... 2
Jones & Demille
Milte McKee
Jones & Demille
MUte McKee
lones & Demille
Jones & Demille
Jones & Demille
lones & Demille
TOlal

BAlANCE

858.40
1,595.82
797.50
17,873.33
941.31
68.250.00
700.00
29, 535.68
229.65
Ul,OOQOO
68. 250.00
3.923.50
20,013.27
62 .50
32.997.50
140.75
266.200.00
70.650.00
536.50
64.603.10
24.992.50
21.999.17
113.31
96.800.00
161 ,390.00
22,367 .68
1,400.00
30.00
42,350.90
9.974 .09
518, 787.25
38,625.00
374.602.50
58.512.45
32.50
39.739.50
12,000.00
447,499.75
34,762.50
71 ,287.50
378.444 .07
52,278. 75
31.25
43,041.30
12.000.00
719,162 .15
322.274.85
590.907.31
71.438.45
99,498.55
31.753.58
42.860.20
81.88
354.00
100,000.00
134.591 .99
30,904 .12
448,575.34
1.695.16
126.210.00
2.718.22
130.613.25
H9.160.00
49.940.00
59.&40.00

6.500,000.00
6.500,000.00
6.499,141.60
6.497,545 .78
6.496.748.28
6.478.814 .95
6.477.933.64
6.409.683 .64
6,408.983.64
6,379,447.96
6.379.218.31
6.258.218.31
6.189.968.31
6.186,044.81
6.166,011 .54
6. 165.949 .04
6, 132,951 .54
6, 132.810.79
5,866.610.79
5,795.960.79
5.795,424 .29
5.730,821.19
5,705,828.69
5.683.829.52
5.683.716.15
5,586.91615
5,425.526.15
5.403.158.47
5.401.758.47
5.401.728.47
5.359.377 .57
5.349.403.48
4.830,616.23
4,791.991.23
4,417,388.73
4.358,876.28
4,358,143.18
4,319.104.28
4.307.104.28
3.859.604.53
3.824,&42 .03
3.753,554.53
3.375,110,46
3,322,831 .71
3.322,800046
3,279.759.16
3.267,759.16
2.548.597.01
2.226,322 .16
1..635.414.85
1.563.976.40
1,464.477.85
1.432,724 .27
1.389,864.01
1.389,782.19
1.389.428.19
1.289.428 19
1. 154.836.20
1.123.932 .08
675.356.74
673.661 .58
547.381.58
544.663.36
414.050.11
264,890.11
214.950.11
155.110.11

6,344.889.89

155,110.11

I of 1

REQUES f .

J
U

11
.1
#I
.1
.1
.1
_I

n
.1
#1
#1
U

#1
.2
WI
.2
.2
#2
#3
0
U

.3
.3
'3

#3
#3
.3
.4
.4
14

.4

,4

'4

.4
Ie

'5
'5
.5
'5
.5
.5

'5
.5
.6

'6
.6
'6
.6
#6
.6
.6
.6
'7

.8
119
.10
.11
Ul
.13
WI)

.14
'15
'16
.17

S£VEH COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COAUTION

CO NTRACT: 19-1417
UI NTA BASIN RAI LWAY PLANN ING
SUBCATEGORIE S - PHASE 1 - 2019
Conceplual
Enaineefina!Environment.1

0A1E

OESCRIPTIOH

•••Ii••ts8f8;ai;ln;;nIn~."881'I.nce
3/612019
3/612019
3/612019
31612019
3/612019
3/612019
3/612011
3/6/2019
3/612019
3/612019
3/612019
3/6/2019
3/612019
3/612019
3/21/2019
3/n/2019
3/21/2019
3/21/2019
3/21/2019
4/25/2019
4/25/201'
4/25/2019
4/25/2019
4/25/201'
4/25/2019
4/25/2019
4/25/2019
4/25/2019
6111/2019
6/27/2019
6/27/2019
6/27/Z019
6/27/2019
6/27/2019
6127/2019
6/27/2019
7/10/2019
7/10/2019
7/10/2019
7/10/2019
7/10/2019
7/10/2019
7/10/2019
7/10/2019
7/Jl/2019
7/31/2019
7/31/2019
7/3112019
7/1112019
7/31/2019
7/31/2019
7/3112019
7/11/2019
7/31/2019
7/31/2019
8/27/2019
9/5/2019
11/1/2019
11/1/2019
11/26/2019
11/26/201t
12/10/2019
1/2112020
2/25/2020
3/13/2020

Milee McKee
Marc T Ecttls
Utah Medl. One Group
ElJ Law
Mike McKee
Jone, & Demille
Mire T Eckels
ElJ Law
Mike McKee
HDR
Jones & Demille
Venable uP
Ven,ble lLP
Utah Medi. Group
ElJ law
M"e McKee
HDR
Jont.s & Demille
CE Brooks & Associate,
Ven.blellP
ElJ l.w
ElJ law
Mike McKee
HDR
Jones & Demille
ICf Jones & Stokes. Inc
Mare T Eckels
Ut.h Me~ Group
Ven.bIe LlP
ElJ law
HDR
HDR
Jone. & DemiNe
ICf Jones & Stokes. Inc
Ulih Medi. Group
Venlble uP
ElJ law
HDR
HDR
HDR
Jones & Demille
ICf Jones Sloke" Inc
Utah Medl. Group
Ven.ble lLP
ElJ law
HDR
HDR
Jones & Demille
ICF Jones & Stokes, inc
ICf Jon., • Slok.s, Inc
PfAl
Ven.ble LlP
Ven.ble llP · SpIll
C( Brooks & Associates
8LM
Jones & Deml"e
ICf Splil with Phue 2
Jonel & Demiae
Mike McKee
Jones & Deml.e
Mike McKee
Jones & DemiRe
Jont.s & Demille
Jone, & Demille
Jones & Demille

a

~~UK5EM[NTS 1

12,000.00

121,000.00
12,000.00

266,200.00
14,400.00

8ALANCf
2.716.000.00
2,716,000.00
2,716,000.00
2.716,000.00
2,7l6,ooo.00
2,716,000.00
2,716,000.00
2,704,000,00
2,704,000.00
2,704.000.00
2,704,000.00
2,513.000.00
2,571,000.00
2,511,000.00
2,571 ,000,00
2,571 ,000.00
2,571,000,00
2.S71,OOO.OO
2,304,800.00
2,290,400.00
2,290,400.00

Slrll .. lc CommunKation
M.ppiOi Ser,,"ces

I

O'S8u~lHTs. 1 !~ J l

2,29O,~00 .00

96,800.00
3,1140 .00
22,367.68

447,499.75
9,120.00
58,512.45

6,144.00
52,278.75

626,499.65
268,499.85
7,680.00
71,438.45
99,498.55

10,904.12

2,290,400.00
2,290,400.00
2,290,400.00
2,193,600.00
2,119,760,00
2,167,392.32
2,167,392,32
2,167,392.32
2,167,392,32
2,167,392.32
1.7l9,892.57
1,7l9,892.S7
1,710,772.57
1,652,260.12
1.652,260.12
l.652,260.12
l,652,260.12
1,204,760.37
1,204.760.37
1,204,760.37
1,191,616.37
l ,l46,337.62
U46,3)7,62
1,146,337.62
1.146.337.62
519,837.97
251 ,338.12
2~3,6S8 . 12

172,219.67
72.721 .12
72,721 .12
72,721 .12
72,721 .12
72,711.12
72,721.12
72.721.12
41 ,817,00
41 .817.00

96,800.00

280,720.00

280,720.00

470,140.00

126,940.00
430.980.00

~1,817 . 00

4U17.00
4l ,I17.00

126,280.00

~l , 117 .00

121.480.00
149,16000

41.817.00
41 ,11700
41 ,817.00

1016

~9, 940.00

59,1140.00

2,190.000.00
2,190,000.00
2,190,000.00
2,190,00000
2.190.000 00
2.190.000.00
2,190.000.00
2,190,000 00
2,190,000.00
2,190,000.00
2,190,000.00
2,190,000.00
2,190,000.00
2,190,000.00
2,190,000,00
2,l9O,ooo.00
2,190,000.00
2,190,000.00
2. 190,000.00
2,190,000.00
2.l90.ooo.00
2,190,000.00
2.190,000,00
2,190,000.00
2,190,000.00
2,190,000.00
2,093. 200.00
2.093,200.00
2.093.200,00
2,093,200.00
2,093, 200.00
2,093,200.00
2,093,200.00
2,093,200.00
1,812,480.00
1,112,480.00
1,812,480.00
1,812,480.00
1,812,480.00
1.812,480.00
1,812,480.00
1,812,480.00
l ,531,760.00
1,531,760.00
1,531,760.00
1,531, 760.00
1,531,760.00
1,531,760.00
1,53l,760.00
I,06l,620.00
1,061,620,00
l ,06I,620.00
1,061,620.00
l,061,620.00
1,061,620.00
1,061,620.00
1,061,620.00
934,680.00
934,680,00
S03,700.00
S03,700.00
377,420.00
377,42000
248.9<10.00
99,780.00
49,1140.00
(lO,ooo.OO)

Services
OISaUR5I:MEHU

55,012.50
31.62500

34,762,50
55,012.50

69.877.50
44,010.00

r

BALANCE
297,300.00
297,300.00
297,300.00
297,300.00
297, 30000
297, 300.00
297,300.00
297,300.00
2.97,300.00
297,300.00
297,300.00
297,300.00
297,300.00
297,300.00
297,300.00
297,300.00
297,300.00
297,300.00
297,300.00
297,300.00
297,300.00
297.300.00
297,300.00
297.300.00
297,300.00
297.300.00
297,300.00
297,300.00
297,300.00
297, 300.00
297,300.00
297.300.00
2~2,217 . 50

203.662.SO
203,662.SO
203,662.SO
203,662.SO
203,662,SO
203,662.SO
203.662.SO
l68.900.00
113,887,50
113,887.50
113,887.SO
113.887.SO
113,887.SO
113,887.SO
44,01000

SEVEN COUNTY INF RASTRUCTU RE COAUTION

CONTRACT: 19· 1417
UINTA BASIN RAILWAY PLANN ING
SUBCATEGORIES · PHASE 1 • 2019

DATE

l
TOlal

Conceptu.1
EngineerinllEnllironmenlal
OUCIIIPTlOH

DfSBUASfMfHTS

I

SA\.A"CE

2.614,183.00

Sirall!lic Communi< Ilion
Mapp1na Services

I
DISIURSEMEHTS
2.200,000.00

2 of6

8llIANCE

(10,000.00)

I

ServICes

DISBURSEME"rs

291,30000

I

BAlANCE

SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTU RE COALI TION

CONTRACT: 19-1417
UINTA BASIN RAILWAY PLANNING
SUBCATEGORIE S - PHASE 1 - 2019
O&M/Fr,.hl & CC)mmerclll'
legil Services

DATE

3/6/2019
3/6/2019
3/6/2019
3/6/2019
3/6/2019
3/6/2019
1{6/1019
3/6/2019
3/6/2019
3/6/2019
3/6/2019
3/6/2019
J/6/2019
3/6/2019
3/21/2019
3/21/2019
3/21/2019
]{21/20U
3/2.1/2019
'/25/2019
4/25/2019
4/25/2019
4/25/2019
4/25/2019
4/25/2019
4{25/2019
4/25/2019
4/25/2019
6/27/2019
6/27/2019
6/27{2019
6/27/2019
6/27/2019
6/27/2019
6/27/2019
6/27/2019
7/10/2019
7/10/1019
1/10/2019
7/10/2019

7/10/2019
7/10/2019
7/10/2019
7/10/2019
7/31/2019
7/31/2019
7/31/2019
71l1/2019
71)1/2019
701/2019
7/31/2019
7/11/2019
7/31/2019
7/31/2019
7/31/2019
Ifl7/2019
9/5/2019
11/1/2019
11/1/2019
11/26/2019
1 t/26/2019
12/10/2019
1/21/2020
2/25/Z010
3/ll/2020

IXSCIIIPTION

Mike McKee
Marc T Eckels
Utah Media One Group
fTJ ~w
Mike McKee
Jones & Oemtlle
Marc T Eckels
£TJ ~w
Mike McKee
HDR
Jones & Demine
Venable llP
Venllblc UP
Utah Media Group
fT J law
Mike McKee
HDR
Jones & Dem~le
CE Brooks & Associates
Venable llP
fTJ law
fTJ lJw
Mike McKee
HDR
Jones & Demille
ICF Jones & Stokes, Inc
Marc T Eckels
Utah Media Group
Venlble UP
fTJ law
HDR
HDR
Jones & Demille
ICF Jones & Siokes, Inc
Utah Media Group
Venable llP
fTJ law
HDR
HDR
HOR
Jones & Demille
ICF Jones & Siokel. Inc
Ullh Media Group
Venable ltP
fTJ law
HDR
HDR
Jone. & Demille
ICF Jone. & Slokes, Inc
ICF Jones & Sloke•• Inc
PFAl
lienable lLP
Venable UP • Spill
Ct Brooh & Associlt!s
BlM
Jone. & Demille
ICF 5plil with PhlSe 2
Jones & Demille
Mike McKee
Jones & DemiUe
Mike Mcltee
Jon .. & OemlD,
Jones & D'mUle
Jones & D,mlMe
Jones & OemtOe

r OIS8tJ~SEMENn I

17.873.33

29.535.68

3.923.50
20,033.27
32.997.50

536.50
54.riOHO
24.992.50
21,999.17

42.350.90
9.974.09

39.739.50
12.000.00

12.000.00

31.753.58
42.860.20
8l.88

BAlANCE

JI

4SO.650.OO
450,650.00
450.650.00
450.650.00
450,650.00
432,776.67
432.776.67
432.776.67
432,776.67
403, 240.99
403,240.99
403.240.99
403,240.99
399,117.49
379,2114.22
379,2114.22
346.286.72
346.286.72
346.286.72
346.286.72
345.750.22
281.147.11
256,154 .62
234.155.45
234.1.55,45
234.155.45
234.155.45
234.155.45
234.155.45
234.155.45
191.804.55
181.8.IC.46
181.830,46
181.8.IC,46
181,8.IC.46
181,830.46
181.830.46
142.090.96
130.090.96
1.IC.09O,96
1.IC,09O.96
1.IC,09O.96
1.IC.09O.96
1.IC.09O,96
130.090.96
B7.049.66
75.049.66
75.049.66
75.049.66
75,049.66
15.049.66
75.049.66
43.296.08
435.88
354.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Anal~;,

OI5IURS(MEI'rs

1.595.82

70000

1.400.00

16.275.00

16.275.00

22.785.00
9.765.00

3016

Prosrllm Minarement Services
BALANCE

145.100.00
145.100.00
145,100.00
143.504.1B
143.504 .18
143.504.18
143.504 .18
143.504.18
142.804.18
142.804.18
142.804.18
142,804.18
142.804 .18
142.804 .18
142.804.18
142.804.18
142.804.18
142,804.18
142.804.18
142.804.18
142,804.18
142.804.18
142.804.1S
142,804.18
142.804.18
142,804 .18
142.804.18
142.804 .18
141.404 .18
141.404.18
141.404.18
141,404.18
125.129.18
125.129.18
125,129.18
125.129.18
125,129.18
125,129.18
125,129.18
125,129.18
125.129.18
10B,854.18
10B,85U8
10B.854.18
108,854.18
108,854.18
108.854 .18
86,069.18
76.304 .18
76,.lC4 .18
76. 304 .18
76•.lCU8
76,304.18
76.304.18
76,304 .18
76.304 .18
76,304.18
76,304 .18
76,304.18
76.304.18
76.304.18
76,304.18
76.304.18
76. 304.18
76.304.18
76,304.18
76,304 .18

J

I

OI5eURSlM(NTS

56.250,00

56,250,00

56.250.00

riO,750.00

13,485 ..00

79.515,00

80.281 ,00

781 .00
896.00

I

BAlANCf

470.000.00
470.000.00
470,000.00
470.00000
470.000.00
470,000.00
470.000,00
413.750.00
413,750.00
413.750,00
413.750.00
413,750.00
357,500.00
357.500,00
357.500.00
357,500.00
357,500.00
357,500.00
357,500,00
30l,250.oo
301.250.00
301.250.00
301.250.00
301,250.00
301.250.00
301, 250,00
240,500.00
240,500.00
240.500.00
240,500.00
240.500.00
240.500.00
240.500.00
240.500.00
167.015.00
167,015.00
167,015.00
167,015.00
167,015.00
167.015.00
167.015.00
161.015,00
87.500.00
87.500.00
87,500.00
87.500,00
87,500.00
87,500.00
87,500.00
7.219.00
7, 219.00
7,219.00
7,219.00
7,219,00
7,219,00
7,219,00
7,219,00
6.438.00
6,08.00
5,542 ,00
5.542.00
5.542.00
5.542 .00
5.542 .00
5,542.00
5.54200
5.542.00

Administritlve

IL..COI5BU~5EMENTS
~

858,40
797.50
941.31

229.65

62 .50
140.75

113 ,37

30.00

32.50

3125

1,695.16
2.7IS 22

8AlANCl

20.000,00
20.000.00
19.141 ,60
19.14\.60
IS.344 .IO
IS.344 .IO
17.402.79
17.402.19
17.402.79
17.402.79
17.111.14
17.173.14
17.173.14
17.173.14
17.173.14
17.110,64
17.110.64
16.969 .89
16.969,89
16.969.89
16.969.89
16.969,89
16.969.89
16.969.89
16,B56.52
16.856.52
16,856.52
16,856.52
16,856.52
16,826.52
16.826.52
16.826.52
16.826.52
16.B26,52
16.826,52
16.826.52
16.794 ,02
16,794.02
16.794.02
16.794 .02
16. 794 .02
16.794.02
16.794.02
16.794 .02
16.762.71
16.762 .77
16.762 .71
16.762.77
16, 762.77
16,762.77
16,762 .77
16.762.77
16.762.77
16.762,77
16.762.77
16.762.77
16,762.77
16.762,"
16.762,7]
16.762.77
15.067,61
15,067 .61
12,349.39
12.349.39
12.149.39
12.349.19
12,349,39

SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION

CONTRACT: 19· 1417
U INTA BASIN RAILWAY PLANNING
SUBCATEGORIES· PHASE 1 • 2019
o&M/Fr~hl .. Comml!fcial

OESCRIPTION
TOIaI

1

le.al Services

DISBURSEMENTS

.50.650.00

I

AnalV1is

Pros rom Manaaemenl Setvice5

I
BALANCE

OISiURIlMlNTS

61.79582

• of 6

BAlANCE
16.~18

DISBURseMENTS

AdminiJ lritiIJI

DISBURSEMENTS

5.542.00

7.65061

BALANCE

SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COAUTION

CONTRACT: 19-1417
UINTA BASIN RAI LWAY PLANN ING
SUBCATEGORIES - PHASE 1 - 2019
Contin,ency
DllTE

DUClIIPl IOH

DtS8UJt5(M£NTS

8 .. lnninl 8.I.o<e

ROW Plannlnl

....lANa
9S000
9SO.00
950.00
'ISO 00
'ISO 00
9SO.OO
9SO.00
95000
9SO.00
9SO.00
9SO.00
9SO.00
95000
9SO.00
9S000
9SO.00
9SO.00
9SO.00
9SO.00
9SO.00
9SO.00
9SO.00
9SO.00
9SO.00
9SO.00
9SO.00
950.00
9SO.00
950.00
9SO.00
9SO.00
9SO.00
950.00
9SO.00
9SO.00
950.00
9SO.00
9SO.00
9SO.00
9SO.00
9SO.00
9SO.00
950.00
9SO.00
9SO.oo
9SO.00
9S000
9SO.00
9SO.00
950.00
950.00
9SO.00
950.00
9SO.00
950.00
950.00
9SO.00
9SO.00
950.00
9SO.00
9SO.oo
9SO.00
9S000
9S000
9SO.00
950.00
950.00

3/612019 Mike M<Ke.
3/612019 M.rc T Eckels
3/612019 Utah Medl, One Group
3/612019 ElJ law
3/612019 Mike McKee
3/612019 Jones & Oemille
3/612019 Marc T Eckels
3/612019 ElJ law
3/6120It Mike McKee
3/612019 HOR
3/612019 Jones & Demille
3/612019 Venable llP
3/612019 Venable llP
3/6/2019 Ut~h Media Group
3/21/2019 ElJ law
3/21/2019 Mi e McK~
3/21/2019 HDR
3/21/2019 J~5 & Oemille
3/21/2019 CE 8rool<. & Associates
./25/2019 Venable UP
./25/2019 ElJ law
./25/2019 ElJ law
4/25/2019 Mite McKee
4/25/2019 HOR
4/25/2019 Jones & Demille
4/2512019 ICf Jones & Siokes, Inc
4/25/2019 Marc T Eck~s
./25/1019 Utah Medl. Group
6127/2019 Venable lLP
6/27/2019 ElJ l,w
6/21/201t HDR
6127/2019 HDR
6127/2019 Jone. & Demille
6I27/201!! IC1 Jones & Stokes, lnc
6127/201' Utah Medl. Group
612712019 VenabielLP
7/10/1019 ElJ llw
7/1Q/201' HDR
7/10/1019 HDR
7/1Q/2019 HDR
7/1Q/2019 Jones & Demille
7/1Q/2019 ICF Jones & Stok.. , Inc
7/10{2019 Utah Media Group
7/1Q/2019 Venable lLP
7/31/2019 ElJ law
7/11/2019 HDR
7/31/2019 HDR
7/31/2019 Jones & Demille
7/l1/2019 ICF Jones & 510kes. 1nc
7/31/2019 IC1 Jones & Stokes, Inc
7/31/2019 PFAl
7/31/201' Venable lLP
7/U/2019 Venable llP · ~Iit
7/31/2019 CE 8rool<s & Assoclale,
7/31/2019 8LM
1/27/2019 Jones & Demille
9/S/20n ICF Split with Phase 2
11/1/2019 Jones & Demille
11/1/201' Mike M<Kee
11/26/2019 Jones & Demille
11/2612019 Mike M<Kee
12/1Q/2019 Jones & Demille
1/21/2020 Jones & Demille
l/U/2020 Jon.s & Demil le
3/13/2020 Jones & Demille

5 016

DlS8URSEMENTS

11,277.SO

12.065.07

32.806.31

100.000.00
6.870.99
16.699.34

2.ll325

IIAUINCf

210.000.00
210.000.00
210.000.00
210.000.00
210.00000
210.000.00
210.000.00
210.000.00
210.000.00
210.000.00
210.000.00
2]0.00000
210.000.00
210.000.00
210.000.00
210,000.00
210,000.00
210,000.00
2]0.000.00
210.000.00
210.000.00
210.000.00
210,000.00
210,000.00
210,000.00
210,000.00
210,000.00
210,000.00
210,000.00
210,000.00
210.000.00
210,000.00
210.000.00
210.00000
198,722.SO
198,722.SO
198,722.SO
198,722.50
198,722.SO
19I,722.SO
198.722.SO
198.722.50
186,65743
186.65743
186.657.43
186,657.43
186.657.43
116.657.43
186,657.43
153,851.12
153.851.12
153.851 12
153,851.12
153,851.12
15).851.12
153.851 .12
53,851.12
46.980.13
46,980 13
30,280.79
30,280 79
30.280 79
30.280.79
28.147.S4
28 . 14 1 . ~4

28,147 .54
28.147.S4

j

SEVEN COUNTY INfRMTRUCTURE COA UTION

CONTRACT: 19-1417
UINTA BASIN RAILWAY PLANNING
SUBCATEGORIES - PHASE 1- 2019

ROW Plannml
OAT(

DESCRIPTIOH

OOsaUA~EM!HTS

TOUI

BAlANCE

950.00

6016

OOSBUASEM[HTS

BAlANCE

General Grant

SEVEN COUNTY IHFIlASTIIUCT\IA£ COAlITION

Research Center of Excellence

DATI'

DESClUPlION

DIS8UASEMENTS

8eglnnlnl Balance
11/4/2019
2/10/2020
2/10/2020
Pend.". Dept 01 EntllY Appr""al
Pend,,,, Dept 01 [-IY Approval
Pend.". Boord Approval
P.ndi", Boord Appr"".1

BAlANCE

AEQUESI

1,000,000.00

Jon05 & OoMilie Encinoenna
Emery County . lBA
ElJ Llw
ElJ Llw • ReV/sod
Emery County - lBA
Emery County - LBA
Ell Llw
Totl'

1.000,000.00

1 of 1

3,900.00
7.04961
5.9SO.OO
19.031 SO
3,270.86
2.196.45
14,666.67

1,000,000.00
996,100.00
989,050.39
983.100.39
964.068.89
960,798.03
958.601.58
943.934.91

56.065 .09

943,934.91

U

.2
.2

.3
U
.4

.4

«

SEVEN CO UNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COAllnON

CONTRACT: 20-0309-001
UINTA BASIN RAILWAY PLANNING
PHASE 2- 2019

CATE

OESCRIl'TlON

OlSIURSfMENTS

Bellnnin. B.~nc e
3/6/2019 Jones & DeMIlle
7/11/2fl19 Ven.ble · Split
1./17/2fl19 ITJ l.w
1I1712fl19 Ven.ble
'/5/2fl19 HDR
'/S/2fl19 Jones & DIMllle
'/5/2019 ICF ·Split with Ph.n 1
1I/1/2fl19 ElJ law
1I/1/2fl19 Ven.ble
1I/1/2fl19 HDR
1I/1/2fl19 Jones & DeMin.
ll/lI2fll' ICF
11/1/2fl19 Don Hicken Firms lLC
1l/l6/2019 ElH.w
1l/16/2fl19 Venoble
11126/2fl19 HDR
11/26/2fl19 Jones & DeMln,
11/26/2fl19 ICf
12/10/2fl19 ITJ law
12/10/201' Ven.ble
12/10/2fl1' HDR
l2/tO/2fl19 Jones & DeMille
t2JIO/2fl19 ICF
1/21/2fl20 HDR
1/1I/2fl20 Jones & DeM~le
1/21/2020 £TJ l.w
1/21/2020 Ven.ble
1/21./2020 ICF
2/25/2fl20 HDR
2/25/2020 Jones & DeMAI.
2/25/2020 £TJ l.w
2/25/2020 Ven.ble
2/25/2020 ICF
2/25/2020 JohNlhln A. Sleorme.
.l/1l/2020 HDR
.l/1l/2020 Jones & DoMMie
1/13/2fl20 Ven.ble
1/U/2fl20 ICF
1/1l/2020 ITJ low
1/13/2020 Johnolh.n A. Slu.mer
Pondlnl Boord App HDR
Pond nc lIoo.d App Jones & DeMQl,
Pond"'llloord Iopp Ven.ble
PtnditJt IIoord App R.L 8anks & Associales
Pondl", _rei App ICF
PtnditJt lIoo,d App £TJ law
Tot.1

18. 176.75
3t.808.52
11.000 00
63.734.40
438.000.00
22.200.00
86.600.07
12. 184 .44
37.8S5.92
274.000.00
100,389.10
115.315.92
10.00
12.000.00
76,089.26
429,S20.00
100,903.00
130.819.03
10.000.00
69.702.30
349.000.00
119,987.83
99,197.94
649.000 00
130,251.14
9.038.28
79,468.20
111,464 .05
499,000.00
102. 768.75
5,016.00
39,216.40
151,519.16
6,981 .36
429.520.00
147.97500
53.590.29
145,746.72
1.181.15
972.18
590.560.00
130,364.07
69.291.16
5,147.SO
19U30.19
8,595 SO

21.400.000.00
21.381,823.25
21.350.014 73
21.339,01473
21,275.280. 33
20.837,280. 33
20,815.0ao.33
20.728.'ao.26
20.716.295.82
20,671,439.90
20.404.439.90
20,304,OSO.80
20,188,734 .88
20.188.72488
20.176,72U8
20.100,63S.62
19,671,11S.62
19,570.212.62
19.439,393 S9
19,429.39359
19.359,691.29
19,010,691.29
18.890,703.46
18.791.Sos.S2
II, U2.S0S.52
18.012,254 38
18,003,216.10
17.923.747.90
17,812,283.85
17,313,28385
17,210,515.10
17, 205,499.10
17,166.282.70
17.014.763.54
17.007.782.18
16.571,262.11
16.430.287.18
16,376,696.89
16,23O,9SO.17
16,222.769.02
16.221.796.84
IS.631.236.84
15. 500,872.77
15,431.581.61
IS,425,734.11
IS,232.903.22
15,224,307.72

6.175,692 ..28

15,224,307.72

I of I

REQUEST •

BALANCE

.1
.6
'9
.9

no
'10
.10
.11
.11

111
.11
III
']2

.t)
U3

.13
113

'13
.14
'14
114
.14

U'
.15
.15
.15
115
115
.16
116
.16
.16
116
.16

.17
.17
117
.17
.17
~17

U8

.18
.11
.18
118
U8

SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION

CONTRACT: 20-0309-001
UINTA BASIN RAILWAY PLANNING
SUBCATEGORIES - PHASE 2 - 2019
(n,,"Ulina 5ervi<es
I
DESCRIPTION
B~nnin.

3/6/2019 Jonel & DeMille
7/31/201'! Venable · Split
1/2712019 Ell lIw
1/27/2019 Venable
9/5/2019 HDR
9/5/201't Jones & DeMille
9/S/2019 ICf · Split With Phu. I
11/1/2019 ElHaw
11/1/2019 Venable
11/1/2019 HOlt
11/11201' Jones & DeMille
11/1/2019 ICf
11/1/2019 Oon Hicken farms
11/26/2019 fTlLlw
11/26/2011 Venable
11/26/2019 HOR
11/26/2019 lonel & OeMllie
11/26/2109 ICf
12/10(2019 ITI law
12/10(2019 Venable
12/10(2019 HDft
12/10(2011 Jones & DeMille
12/10(201't ICf
1/21/2020 HDR
1/21/2020 Jones & DeMille
1/21/2020 HI law
1/21/2020 Venable
1/26/2020 ICF
2/25/2020 HDft
2/2S/2020 Jones & DeMille
2/25/2020 ETJ law
2/2S/2020 V~.bIe
212S/2020 ICf
2/2S/2020 Johnathan A. Sturmer
J/I)/2020 HDR
3/1l/2020 Jones' DeMille
3/1)/2020 Venable
3/1)/2020 ICF
J/n/2020 ElJ lIw
1/1l/2020 Johnathan A. Stearmer
Pondinl IOlrd App HDft
Pond,", 1000d App Jones & DeMille
Ponclln. IOlld App Venlble
Pondl", loord App R.l. Blinks & Assoc iatel
Pencil", _ d App ICf
Po-. loa<d App Ell low
Toul

DlsaURSfMENTS

Boline.

175.000.00

105,000.00

175.000.00

140,000.00

280,000.00
6,301.14

210,000.00
19,702.75

175,000.00
115.00

245,000.00

1,531,188.89

L_

BAIANct

3.900,000.00
3.900.000.00
3,900,000.00
3,900,000.00
3,900.000.00
3.725,000.00
3.725,000.00
3,725,000.00
3,725.000.00
3,725.000.00
3,620,000.00
3,620,000.00
3,620,000.00
3.620,000.00
3,620,000.00
3,620,000.00
3,445.000.00
3,445,000.00
3,445,000.00
3,445.000.00
3,445.000.00
3,305,000.00
3,305.000.00
3,305,000.00
3,025,000.00
3,018,698.86
3,018,698.86
3.018,698.86
3.018.698.86
2,808,698.86
2,788,996.11
2,788,996.11
2.788,996.11
2,788,996.11
2,788,996.11
2,613,996.11
un.81l.1l
2,613,811.11
2,613,811.11
2,6ll,Sl\ .1l
2.613,811 .11
2,368,811 .11
2.368.811 .11
2,368,81l .11
2,368,811.11
2,368.81l .1l
2,368.SIl .1l
2.368,811 .11

Buetine EnVllonmental Services

lOIsauRS£~HTS

__

200.000.00
86,600.07

120,00000
115.315.92

200.000.00
130,819.03

160,00000
99,19794
320,000.00

111,464.05
240,00000

151,519.16
200,000.00

145.746.72

280.000.00

192.830 89

2,753,493.78

10f.

l

Mappin8 Services

.~~ ~URSEMfHTS J
6,900.000 00
6.900.000.00
6,900.000.00
6.900.000.00
6.900.000.00
6,700.000.00
6.700,000.00
6,613.399 93
6.613,399.93
6,613,399.93
6.493,399.93
6.493,399.93
6.378.084 01
6.378.084.01
6,378,084 01
6,378.084.01
6.178,084.01
6.178.084.01
6,047,264.98
6.047.264.98
6.047.264.98
5,887,264.98
5,887,264.98
5,788,067.04
5,468.067.04
5,46s.o67.04
5,468,067.04
5,468,067.04
5,356,602.99
5,116,602.99
5.116,602 .99
5,116,602.99
S,1I6,602.99
.,965,083.83
.,965,083.83
4,765,083.83
4,765,083.83
4,765,083.83
4,619.337.11
. ,619,337.11
4,619,337.11
4.339,337.11
4,339,337.11
4.339.337.11
4.339,337.11
4,146,506.22
•• 146,506.22
4.146,506.22

19,400.00

19.400.00

O&M Plaoni?8 Services

i

BAIAHCE
I
400,000.00
400,000.00
400,000.00
400,000.00
400,00000
COO,OOO.OO
400.000.00
400.000.00
400,000.00
400,000.00
400,000.00
400,000.00
400,000.00
400.000.00
400.000.00
400,000.00
400.000.00
400.000.00
400.000.00
400.000 00
400,000.00
400,000 00
400,000.00
400.000.00
400,000.00
400,000.00
400,000.00
400,000.00
400,000.00
400.000.00
400,000.00
400.000.00
.00,000.00
400.000.00
.00,000.00
400,000.00
380,600 00
380.600.00
380.600.00
380,600.00
380,600.00
380.600.00
380.600.00
380,600.00
380.600.00
380,600.00
380.600.00
380,600.00

~ Dlsa~RSfMENTS

5,520.00

5,520.00

16.560.00

27,60000

BAlANCE
138,000.00
138.000.00
138,000.00
138,000 00
138.000.00
138.000 00
138.000.00
138.000.00
138,00000
138,000.00
138,000.00
138.00000
138.00000
138,000.00
138,00000
138.000.00
13t48000
132,480.00
132,480.00
132,480.00
132,480.00
132,480.00
132,480.00
132,48000
132,480.00
132,480.00
132.480.00
132,480.00
132,480.00
132,48000
132,.80.00
132,480.00
132,,480.00
132,480 00
132,480.00
126,960.00
126,960.00
126,96000
126.96000
126,960.00
126.960.00
110,400.00
110.400.00
110.400.00
110,400 00
110,400.00
110,400.00
110.400.00
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Rlght·oJ·Wav Planning Serwe.

5trote,1< CommunicatoOM
Service.

Feder.1 Alency Con RKovrry
Fee.

5T8 R~.ulatory and Other lea.1
Setvices

I
DESCRIPTION

DATf

SoalnninC Balance
3/6/2019 Jone. & DeMille
7/31/201' Ven.ble · SpIlt
1/27/2019 Elll.w
1/27/2019 Ven.ble
9/S/2019 HOI!
9/Sl201' Jones & DeMille
9/S/2019 ICf · Split With PIIue I
11/112019 ETJ l.w
11/1/2019 lIen.bIe
11/112019 HOR
11/1/2019 Jon.s & DeMille
11/112019 ICF
11/112019 Oon Hicken flrml
11121/2019 ETJ l.w
11/21/2019 Venable
11/21/2019 HDR
11/21/2019 Jon.. & DeMille
11/2612109 ICF
U/I0/201' ElJ l.w
12/10/1019 lienable
12/10/2019 HDR
12/10/2019 JON!' & DeMille
12/10/2019 ICF
1/21/1020 HDR
1/21/2020 Jonn & DeMille
1/21/2020 ElJ law
1/11/2020 lIen.able
1/21/2020 ICF
2125/2020 HDR
2/25/1020 Jones & OeM ill.
2/25/2020 ElJ law
2/2S/2020 lIen.bIe
2/lSI2020 ICF
1125/2020 John.than A. Stt.rIMr
]/11/2020 HDR
]/11/2020 Jones & DeMille
J/I3{2020 lien. bit
]/11/2020 ICf
3/UI2020 ElJ l.w
3/11/2020 Johnatll.. n A. Sltlrmtr
'ondln, Bo,rd App HDR
,endln, loord App Jones & DeMille
Pond,n, Boord App Venable
Pendin, Boord App R.L Bank! & Assoc l.tel
,.ndln, Boord App ICF
Boltd App Ell low

ouaUASlMfNTS

859.10
10.00

3.223.00

Ull .83

740.00

3,146.00

6,981.36

972.18
6.599.07

,.odin,

10111

26,153.54

BAlANCE

2.800.000.00
2.800,000.00
2.800,000.00
2,800.000 00
2,800,000.00
2.800,000.00
2,800,000.00
2,800,000.00
2.800,000.00
2.soo,OOO.00
2.soo,OOO.00
2,799,140.90
2,799,140.90
2,799.130.90
2.799,130.90
2,799,130.90
2,799,130.90
2,795,907.90
2,795,907.90
2,795,907.90
2,795,907.90
2,795,907.90
2,792,285.07
2,792,285.07
2,792,215.07
2,791,545 ,07
2.791,545.07
2,791.545.07
2,791.545.07
2,791,545.07
2,788,399.07
2.788,399.07
2.788,399.07
2.188,399.07
2.781,417.71
2,781,417.71
2,781,417 .71
2,781,417.71
2,781,417.71
2,781.417.71
1,780,.45.53
2.780,445 .53
2.773,846.46
2.773,846.46
2,773.846.46
2.773,846.46
2,773,846.46
2.773,846.46

OI~URS£MEIHS

63,000.00

49,000.00

49,000.00

49,000.00

49,000.00

49.00000

49,000.00

49.000.00

406,000.00

2 of 4

eALAHCf

OI~UASlM[NTS

8At.lNCE

700,000.00
700,000.00
700.000.00
700,000.00
700.000.00
637,000.00
637,000.00
637,000.00
637,000.00
637,000.00
588.000.00
588,000.00
588.000.00
588,000.00
588,000.00
588,000.00
539.000.00
539,000.00
539,000.00
539,000.00
539.000.00
490.000.00
490,000.00
490,000.00
441.000.00
441.000.00
441 ,000.00
441,000.00
441,000.00
392.000.00
392.000.00
392,000.00
392.00000
392.000.00
392.000.00
343,000.00
343,000.00
343.000.00
343.000.00
343,000.00
343,000.00
294,000.00
294,000.00
294,000.00
294,000.00
294.000.00
294.000.00

500,00000
500,00000
500,00000
500,00000
500.000.00
500,000.00
500,000.00
500,00000
500,00000
500,000.00
500,000,00
500,000.00
500,000.00
500,000.00
500,000.00
500,000.00
500.00000
500.000.00
500,00000
500.000.00
500,000.00
500,000.00
500,000.00
500,000.00
500,000.00
500,00000
500.000.00
500,000 00
500.000.00
500.000.00
500.00000
500.000.00
500,000.00
500,000.00
500.000.00
5OO,OOClOO
500,000.00
500,000.00
500,000.00
500,000.00
500,000.00
500.000.00
500,000.00
500,00000
500.000 00
500,000.00
500.000.00

294,000.00

500,000.00

D<SBURS£MEHTS

8AlANCE

8.595.50

1.900,000 00
].900,000 00
1.868,191.48
1.857,19148
1,793,45708
1,793,45708
1,793,457.08
1,793,45708
1,781,272 64
1.743.416.72
1,743,41672
1,74MI6,72
1.743,416.72
1,743,416.72
1,731,41672
1,655,32746
1.655,32746
1.655,32746
1,655,321 46
1.645.327.46
1.575,625.16
1,575,625.16
1,575,625.16
1,575,62516
1,575,625.16
1.575,62516
1.566,586 88
1,487.118.68
1,487. 118.68
1,487.11868
1.487,11868
1.482.102.68
1,442.88628
1,442,886,28
1,442,886.28
1,442.886.28
1,442.186.28
1,389.29599
1.389,295.99
1,381.114.84
1,381.114.84
1,381.114.84
1,381.114.84
1,311,82368
1.311,82368
1,31U2368
1.303,228 18

596,77182

1.303,228.18

31,808.52
11 ,00000
63,734.40

12.18444
37,855.92

12.00000
76.089.26

10,000.00
69,702.30

9.03828
79.468.20

5.016.00
39.21640

53,59029
8.181.15

69,291 16
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flnJnclil Advisory Service.

'I1i1i0IATIElilliB~:.ili~0~f~~~IP~n~oN~-=~rD~I~5B~U~R~
~MeHT5 ! eA~CE
•

3/6/2019
7/Jl/2019
1/27/2019
8/27/2019
9/5/2019

9/5/2019
9/5/2019

Be,lnnl", Btlance
Jone> & DeMille
Venable · Spilt
ETJ lilw
Ven.ble
HOR
lones & DeMille
ICF · Splil With Ph.se I

11/1/2019 ETJ UW
11/1/2019 Venable
11/1/2019 HOR
11/1/2019 Jones & DeMille
11/1/2019 ICF
11/1/2019 Don Hicken f;l(ms
1I/l6/2019 ETJ law
11/26/2019 Venable
11/26/2019 HOR
11/26/2019 Jones 8< DeM~le
11/26/2109 IC F
12/10/2019 ElJ law
12/10/2019 Venable
12/10/2019 HOR
12/10/2019 Jones & DeMilio
12/10/2019 ICF
1/28/2020 HOR
1/28/2020 lones & DeMUle
1/21/2020 Ell law
1/28/2020 Venable
1/21/2020 ICF
2/25/2020 HOR
2/25/2020 Jones & DeMYle
2/25/2020 ETJ law
2/25/2020 Venable
2/25/2020 ICf
2/25/2020 Johnathan A. Stea.me.
lIn/1020 HOR
l/n/102C Jones & DeMille
1/13/2020 Venable
3/13/2020 ICf
1/13/2020 Ell law
3/13/2020 Johnathan A, 5learmer
_dIne Boord App HOR
P.~dl ", Boord App Jones & DeMille
"-"dine Boord App Venable
P.~dine Boord App R,l . Banks & AsSociates
"-"dine Boord App ICf
....dlne Boord App ElJ Uw
Total

5,841.50

5,841,50

Proarim Mana,ement 5ervices

Administrative

Coni

I

\... DISBURSEMENT.!

50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50.000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
so.ooo.oo
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
SO,ooo.OO
SO,ooo.OO
SO,OOO,OO
50,000.00
50,000.00
SO,OOO.OO
50,000.00
50.000.00
SO,OOO.OO
50,000.00
50.000.00
50,000.00
SO,OOO.OO
44,152.50
44,152.50
44,152 .50

18,176.75

22,200.00

99,530.00

97,680.00

116,36500

123,2 10.00

19.920.00

128,390.00

123,765.00

44,152.50

809,236.15

3 or 4

j

= ~~~

I OI~BUR5l~~-----.!.~~!.-.-.., t. OISBURSEME~....

l,8SO,ooo.OO
1,831,823.25
l,831,813.2S
1,831,823.25
1.831,823.25
1,831,823.25
1.809,623.l5
1,809.623.25
1,809,623.25
1,809,623.25
1,809,623.25
1,710,093.25
l,710,09HS
1,710,093.25
1,110,093.25
1,110,093.25
1,710,093.25
1,612,413.25
1,612,413.25
1,612Ml.25
1,6I2,4ll.25
1,612,413 .25
1,496,048.25
1,496,048.25
1,496,048.25
1,372,838.25
1.312.838.25
1.312,838.25
1,372.838.25
1.312.838.n
1.292,918.25
1,292,918.25
1,292,918.25
1,292,918. 25
1.292,918.25
1,292,918.25
1.164,528.2.5
1.164,528.25
1,164,528.25
1.164,528.25
1,164,528.25
1,164,528.25
1,040,763.25
1,040,163.25
1,040.163.25
1,040,763.25
1,040,763.l5

50,000.00
50,000.00
SO,OOO.OO
50,000.00
50,000.00
50.000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50.000.00
SO,OOO.OO
50,000.00
SO,OOO.OO
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50.000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
SO,OOO.OO
50,000.00
SO,OOO.OO
SO,ooo.oo
50.000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00
50.000.00
SO,OOO.OO
50.000.00
50,000.00
50,000.00

1,040,763.25

50,000.00
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"'seney
DATE

OESClIIPTIO N

••liiii••1sJonl!s
8~el~innl n.

B,I,nce

I

8AlA~C:!_~ J

Jones & OeMIlie
Venable
R.1. B.nks & Assocl.les
leF
'o"dlnl Boord App ITJ low

2.212.000 00
2. 212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.00000
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000,00
2.212.000.00
2,212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2,212.000.00
2,212.000.00
2,212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2,212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2,212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.Z12.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2. 212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212,000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00
l.212.000.00
2.l12.000.00
2.212.000.00
2.212.000.00

TOlol

2.212.000.00

& DeMme

3/611.019

7/31/2019 Ve~ble · Spill
8/2712019 ElJ Law

S/27120n
9/512019
9/5/2019
9/5/2019
11/1/2019
11/1/2019
11/1/2019
11/112019
11/1/2019
11/l/2019
1I/2612019
11/26/2019

Vc~ble

HDR

Jones & DeMIII.
ICF · Sptk With Phase I
ElJ l,w

Ven.ble
HDR

Jol\es & DI!MUle
K;F

Don Hicken farms
£TJ Law

Ven.ble
11/7.612019 HOR
11/26/201' Jones & DeMm.
11/26/2109 K;F
12/10/2019 ITJ l.w
12/10/2019 Ve~bl.
12/10/2019 HDR
IlIl0/10n Jones & DeMille
12/10/2019 ICF
1128/2020 HDR
l/l8/2020 Jones & DeMille
1/28/2020 ITJ l aw
1/28/2020 Venable
1/28/2020 ICF
2/25/2020 HDR
2/25/2020 Jones & DeMine
2/25/2020 ITJ Law
2/25/2020 Ven.bl.
2/25/2020 ICF
2/25/2020 Johnat •• n A. Steormet
3/13/2020 H DR
3/1312020 Jones & OeMllle

3/13/2020
3/13/2020
3/13/2020
3/13/2020

Venable
leF
ITJ lIw
JohNlh.n .... Sturmer

Pendi", Boord App HDR
'endl",
Pendlna
Pondlnl
P.ndina

Boord App
80ard App
Boord App
Board App

Closed Session Vote

SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION

Closed Session Vote
March 20, 2020

Motion to enter closed/executive session and reopen at the end of the closed/executive session for
the purpose of pending and reasonably imminent litigation, potential real estate acquisition, trade
secret related to procurement, and/or character and professional competency made by
Commissioner
, seconded by Commissioner _ _ _ __ _ _ _
Closed session entered at
a.m. / p.m.
ROLL CALL VOTE - Enter Closed Session
SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION
Carbon
Daggett
Duchesne
Emery
San Juan
Sevier
Uintah

VOTING:

Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

ROLL CALL VOTE - Exit Closed Session
SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION
Carbon
Daggett
Duchesne
Emery
San Juan
Sevier
Uintah

VOTING:

Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Co-Chair Brad Horrocks

Co-Chair Lynn Sitterud
COALITION SEAL
ATTEST:

Eric Johnson, Legal Counsel

EXHIBIT 31

Aaron C. Garrett (#12519)
aaron@nonprofitlegalservices.com
NONPROFIT LEGAL SERVICES OF UTAH
623 E. 2100 S. Suite B1
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106
Telephone: 385.419.4111
Facsimile: 801.401.3504

Wendy Park (CA Bar No. 237331),
pro hac vice pending
wpark@biologicaldiversity.org
CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY
1212 Broadway #800
Oakland, CA 94612
Telephone: 510.844.7138
Facsimile: 510.844.7150

Attorneys for Petitioners
IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
LIVING RIVERS and CENTER FOR
BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY,
Petitioners,

DECLARATION OF ALLEN RYDMAN
IN SUPPORT OF RULE 65B
PETITION FOR EXTRAORDINARY
RELIEF

v.
UTAH PERMANENT COMMUNITY
IMPACT FUND BOARD; UTAH
DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE
SERVICES, HOUSING AND
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
DIVISION; and SEVEN COUNTY
INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION,
Respondents.

Case No.: ______________________
Honorable: _____________________

I, Allen Rydman, hereby declare as follows:
1.

I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein which are known

by me to be true and correct and, if called as a witness, I could and would competently
testify to them.
2.

I am a current member of Living Rivers. I am providing this declaration in

support of Living Rivers’ lawsuit challenging the Utah Permanent Community Impact
Board’s (CIB) $27.9 million grant to the Seven County Infrastructure Coalition (SCIC) for
developing the Uinta Basin Railway.
3.

In October 2006, my wife and I purchased a home in Talmage, Utah, in

Duchesne County. We moved there in July 2007, and since then it’s been our
permanent home. Before that, we lived in Ogden, Utah for 32 years, from 1975 to 2007.
In Ogden I worked at Hill Air Force Base for 21 years, as a civilian aerospace engineer,
employed by the United States Air Force. I retired from Hill Air Force Base in January
1996. My wife retired from her employment in 2002. My wife and I pay property taxes on
our house and properties in Duchesne County.
4.

The house we bought here is on two ten-acre lots within the Sundance

West Subdivision, recorded and platted in Duchesne County. The subdivision consists
of ten-acre lots, with some subdivided to five acres; however, all lots are zoned as
recreational/agricultural land within Duchesne County. This very large subdivision was
created and platted by the county with no provisions or requirements for county road
maintenance. A majority of subdivision property lines align with dirt roads, which were
constructed by mineral rights owners or developers, prior to surface land subdivision. It
is rugged terrain, high elevation, arid climate, and predominately covered by sagebrush
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with concentrations of juniper and pinion pine trees. Lack of water discourages
agricultural development. We were drawn to the area because of its rural, wilderness
appearance. Our nearest neighbor lives a mile away. Nearby rocky ledges are not Red
Rock scenery, like around Moab, Utah, but we have an excellent view of the Uinta
Mountain range, the highest mountains in Utah, 30 miles north. When we moved here,
we were aware there was petroleum production in the area, but we didn’t realize, nor
were made aware, how extensive it was.
5.

I’m a private pilot and often take kids for airplane rides. When you fly over

the Uinta Basin, it is stunning, to them and to me, how extensive the ground-level
scarring is that covers the basin. The view is a checkerboard of well pads,
interconnected and accessed with a maze of dirt roads and pipelines cut into the land.
Citizens of Duchesne County live on top of a major petroleum production oil field. Over
the years, we have seen a couple of cycles of accelerated drilling activity in the area. As
drilling goes up, production goes up. Currently, drilling has tapered off, presumably
because the price of crude is so low, now. I’ve stood on the edges of drilling sites and
watched the activities, and the eventual transformation from drill site to completed pump
site with multi-tank production batteries. Drilling rigs bore thousands of feet down, and
now often bore horizontally as well. In May there was a drilling rig within 500 feet of
State Highway 87. Up close, it was a noisy beehive of activity, brightly lit at night,
running 24-7, and the drilling lasted several weeks. There are probably 50 such
completed well sites, with production tank batteries, within a five-mile radius of my
house. The tanker trucks hauling out crude oil and service/maintenance vehicle traffic
past my house never ceases.
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6.

When I first read a newspaper article about the Uinta Basin Railway

several years ago, I downloaded a study quoted within the article. I found that previous
studies had identified a dozen or so different routes for railway service into the Uinta
Basin. As I recall, all were deemed economically unreasonable, and “the idea” dropped
from further consideration. Now, the idea has come up again, with the SCIC using CIB
money to bring a railroad to the area for shipping crude out of the basin. I take objection
to the SCIC using CIB funds for the railroad. The money is supposed to be used for
local community improvements, not supporting the oil and gas industry. I’ve been to
local city council and county commission meetings where they discuss applying to the
state CIB board for funds to make a park, improve baseball diamonds, soccer fields, or
fairground facilities, etc. The funds should be used for such improvements, or to pave
local roads, or improve local water or sewer systems, or to address things that impact
current infrastructure brought on by increased demands from increased petroleum
production.
7.

Currently, trucks go by my house, to and from oil production sites, at least

one per hour, 24 hours per day. This includes oil tankers carrying out refinery grade
crude, pickups with site service crews, and produced water tank trucks. Produced water
is a byproduct of separating refinery grade crude from raw crude being extracted at the
well site. Raw crude contains high percentages of saltwater (as high as 40%). The
separated saltwater waste is disposed of by tank truck, to open air disposal/evaporation
ponds or newer technology waste product facilities located in other parts of the county.
Whenever a new site is prepared for drilling, the added truck traffic includes heavy
excavation and grading equipment, earth hauling tractors/trailers, and dump trucks that
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move in to prepare a 3 to 4-acre pad, then move out to make way for the drilling rig and
all its accessory facilities. When drilling commences, it is sustained by an army of truck
traffic carrying drill pipe and casings, clean water for drilling fluid, fracking sand,
generator trucks, pump trucks, fracking water storage tanks, and fueling trucks for all
the generators and pumps. With the railway, which would be built to transport higher
and higher volumes of crude from the Uinta Basin, it would mean increased heavy truck
traffic and greater volumes of dust in summer and muddier conditions in winter near my
home.
8.

Truck traffic generates a great deal of dust, often trailing a mile behind the

vehicle in calm wind conditions (day and night!). Dust cloud intensity increases with
vehicle speed and size. If any winds are blowing, the dust drifts accordingly. The poorquality dirt road past my house is often pulverized to the level of fine powder. The eastwest road past my house is about a tenth of a mile (500 feet) from my front door. Gusty
winds are a frequent occurrence in our area, and truck-generated dust gets blown
everywhere. Dust accumulates, in various depths, on everything from the road to within
and beyond our house. I have to wash my windows and screens to see outside. The
growth of any foliage must be stunted by virtue of less sunlight penetrating through
layers of dust. When we get an occasional heavy rain shower, it is surprising how much
greener things are. The dust is incessant and significantly degrades my landscape
environment and quality of life.
9.

The unpaved road outside my home is usually in terrible condition. The

heavy truck traffic described above is not compatible with nature’s soil, sand, gravel,
and clays that constitute the road’s base and surface. It is not constructed to handle the
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heavy traffic it bears today. When it rains, soft areas become muddy and are impassible
by automobile. When it dries, softer parts pulverize, turn to dust, and get blown away.
Rocks appear, chuckholes develop, and washboards develop. Winter conditions often
require tanker truck drivers to install tire chains, to climb icy grades, even though plows
clear the snow in advance. The surface grinds away rapidly. All road maintenance is by
the petroleum industry, which is a necessity for year-round transportation of crude from
producing wells and for access to new sites for development. Occasionally, they simply
scrape and level the existing surface. When additional material is needed for surface
repair, they pull it up from roadway edges if it’s available or excavate new material from
terrain farther off the road. This has resulted in plowing sagebrush off my property to
provide fill dirt for their surface repairs.
10.

Because the subdivision’s road past my house is not an improved county

road, there is no school bus service to pick up kids within the subdivision. Parents have
to transport their kids out to the road’s intersection with a paved highway. However, the
school bus does turn off onto the unpaved road to turn around and safely load and
unload the kids. In the mornings I’ve seen a half dozen automobiles waiting for the
school bus at the intersection. Further, the U.S. Postal Service does not deliver mail
within the subdivision. Instead, it delivers only to mailboxes erected at the intersection of
the road and paved highway. There are probably two dozen or so permanent
residences whose only access to their property is this unpaved road into the
subdivision. Improving and paving this road would be a perfect target for CIB money as
opposed to spending it on a railroad. CIB mineral lease funds have been used to pave
roads in the Uinta Basin.
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11.

I am concerned about air pollution from oil development in the Uinta

Basin. In 2012, I complained about odor coming from three nearby evaporation ponds, a
complex used for produced water disposal. The petroleum industry uses such reservoirs
to let wastewater evaporate and then skim off residual crude for reclamation. When
those ponds grew big enough and warm enough, they would release terrible odors. The
odors can be acidic and smell like rotten eggs because of a high sulphur content. I
could smell the odors from my home, two miles away, and often downwind from the
facility. For a year or so I diligently kept records of any odor incidents. If I could smell it, I
would note my location, the date, and time of day. I kept a log and submitted it to the
county offices once a month to document the odor problem and establish that it wasn’t
just a few isolated incidents. Threatened with the loss of their county conditional land
use permit, the facility revised and modified their produced water disposal operations.
Now, the facility incorporates a process to pump some wastewater back into the ground.
One large pond was converted to a burial pit for disposal of drilling solid waste products.
The offensive odor issue impacted my way of life, my living environment, and air quality.
The problem has significantly reduced since then, but occasionally I still smell odors.
These incidents are much less frequent than they were before.
12.

In 2011, I started to see notices in the newspaper that a petroleum

production entity was applying for multiple approvals to increase the quantities of
hazardous vapors and gases to be released at some production sites. These notices
came from the Utah Division of Air Quality and provided estimates of specific pollutants
and quantities to be released into the atmosphere, including PM 2.5. I had learned that
PM 2.5 is bad for lungs and people’s health. The Division’s public notices stated these
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existing sites were located in remote areas of Duchesne County, thus implying the
public needn’t be concerned. But PM 2.5 pollution is a public health concern at any
concentration level. I was very concerned because I live in the middle of Duchesne
County, not a remote corner, and within two or three miles of the specific sites
mentioned. I submitted written objections and talked with Air Quality Division staff. A
public hearing ensued at my request, and the hearing included county commissioners,
petroleum industry representatives, and the Division of Air Quality. I presented my
concerns. Such notices, over time, seem to have disappeared. Ozone pollution, which is
also increased by petroleum production, is also a problem in the Uinta Basin. The fact
that Duchesne County has been designated non-Attainment Status for ozone pollution
within the last few years is proof that petroleum production is not dormant, nor
dwindling.
13.

I am concerned that if the railroad is built, there will be more natural

environment damage, more drilling activity, and more oil production from more and
more drill sites. More drilling and production will mean more heavy equipment coming
and going, more noise, fumes, odors, dust, and air quality problems degrading my
quality of life.
Pursuant to Utah Code § 78B-5-705, I declare under penalty of perjury that the
foregoing is true and correct. Executed on July 10, 2020.

/s/ Allen Rydman
Allen Rydman
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EXHIBIT 32

Aaron C. Garrett (#12519)
aaron@nonprofitlegalservices.com
NONPROFIT LEGAL SERVICES OF UTAH
623 E. 2100 S. Suite B1
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106
Telephone: 385.419.4111
Facsimile: 801.401.3504

Wendy Park (CA Bar No.
237331), pro hac vice pending
wpark@biologicaldiversity.org
CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY
1212 Broadway #800
Oakland, CA 94612
Telephone: 510.844.7138
Facsimile: 510.844.7150

Attorneys for Petitioners
IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
LIVING RIVERS and CENTER FOR
BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY,
Petitioners,

DECLARATION OF CHAD HAMBLIN
IN SUPPORT OF RULE 65B
PETITION FOR EXTRAORDINARY
RELIEF

v.
UTAH PERMANENT COMMUNITY
IMPACT FUND BOARD; UTAH
DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE
SERVICES, HOUSING AND
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
DIVISION; and SEVEN COUNTY
INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION,
Respondents.

Case No.: ______________________
Honorable: _____________________

I, Chad Hamblin, hereby declare as follows:
1.

I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein which are known

by me to be true and correct and, if called as a witness, I could and would competently
testify to them.
2.

I am a current member of the Center for Biological Diversity and am

providing this declaration in support of the Center for Biological Diversity’s lawsuit
challenging the Utah Permanent Community Impact Board’s (CIB) $27.9 million grant to
the Seven County Infrastructure Coalition (SCIC) for developing the Uinta Basin
Railway.
3.

I live in Cedarview, Utah, six miles northwest of Roosevelt. I have worked

in education for 15 years as a high school teacher and teacher’s aide. I have owned my
home in Roosevelt, Utah for 15 years and have paid property taxes in Duchesne County
during that time. I live here with my wife. Except for a nine-month period when I lived in
Oregon (between August 2018 and May 2019), my permanent residence has been in
Utah all my life.
4.

In June 2019, I heard about the proposed CIB funding for the railway from

a friend for the first time. I listen to local radio stations frequently and had never noticed
any public outreach about the railway by the SCIC, including outreach for its February
2018 public meeting in Salt Lake City concerning its application for the CIB grants. If
there had been a public hearing near where I live, and I had heard about it, I would have
tried to attend. In June 2019, I went to the CIB meeting in Vernal, during which the
Board approved funding for the Uinta Basin Railway. I would have liked to have
commented on the funding at the meeting, but the CIB did not give the public the
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chance to speak. A couple of people tried to speak during the meeting, but were not
allowed, and one was handcuffed and removed from the room. This was very frustrating
since I had driven an hour to attend the meeting and had written down comments I
wanted to share. Instead, I silently protested the proposed funding by standing during
the entire meeting.
5.

I protested, because I believe it is wrong to use CIB money to benefit oil

companies instead of benefiting the community and its residents. CIB money comes
from federal mineral lease revenues, so using it for the oil industry essentially allows oil
companies to get back their money instead of helping the community and gives these
companies an unfair advantage over other industries. The money should instead be
used for promoting public recreation (such as building hiking trails), or for funding our
libraries, road maintenance, or community medical clinics. For example, my property
taxes pay for the Neola Community Park in my neighborhood and the local public
schools. Using the CIB funds for these governmental services instead of the railway
would give us a tax break. My property taxes also pay for the Cedarview-Montwell
Special Service Water District, which pipes water into our community from elsewhere. I
believe that this entity was created because people were concerned that their well water
may have been contaminated by the oil and gas industry, which the industry has
denied. My wife Kristina and I don't use that water, but we still have to pay for the water
district as part of our property taxes. Instead of paying for the railway, CIB funds should
be used to help pay for this water service.
6.

I also protested because I do not want to see more oil and gas

development in the Uinta Basin, and particularly on public lands. Further, I am
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concerned about the impact of the railroad’s construction and operations in the areas it
could be built. The preferred route for the railway goes through Indian Canyon, near and
around areas I recreate in.
7.

In the area I live, we are surrounded by oil wells. South of the road that

goes by our house, there is an oil well less than a quarter of a mile away. Half a mile to
the north of us is another oil well, and a mile or so to the east is another oil well. A gas
refinery is located a couple miles to the northwest of our home. Sometimes from my
house at night I can see the flames from the gas refinery burning off waste product, and
often even hear the flaring from inside my home. I’ve spent some time working as a
classroom aide at Altamont Elementary School, and I am concerned about another gas
refinery that also burns waste product, just about two miles upwind from that school.

Me at the refinery near my house (l), and the view of the one near the school (r).

8.

Our water comes from an artesian well, which means we don’t need a

pump to draw water—pressure down in the water table pushes it out. I worry about our
well water being vulnerable to pollution from all the oil wells around us. I’m concerned
about fracking and the chemicals oil drillers are putting into the ground, which I
understand some oil companies keep secret even from their own workers. Some of
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these chemicals could be toxic and could ruin our well water. I worry that development
of the Uinta Basin Railway could lead to more drilling and oil operations near and
around my home and could increase the risk of pollutants contaminating the water. I am
also concerned that if fracking operations use the local groundwater, the water
withdrawals could deplete the aquifer we rely on.

Our artesian well-head and the watering trough for our donkeys.
An oil well tank is visible in the background just to the left of the
white donkey’s head.

9.

Ozone pollution from oil and gas development is a problem in the Uinta

Basin. Odors are a problem, too. For about the last five years, my wife Kristina and I go
hiking or skiing in the desert on Bureau of Land Management (BLM) land in Uintah
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County between Vernal and Roosevelt. We will sometimes go every week, but on
average we visit this area twice a month. Occasionally the air smells bad, like
chemicals. Because there isn’t much human activity out in this area except for oil and
gas wells, the smell is probably from oil and gas operations. Once in the last couple
years, the air smelled so bad, we turned around and went back home. It felt like we
were breathing in something that was bad for our health. Sometimes, around our house,
we can smell the settling ponds used for wastewater from oil drilling operations. If the
wind is right, we can smell the odors coming off the ponds, and it smells like rotten egg.
I am concerned that if the Uinta Basin Railway is built, increased oil and gas
development could worsen these odor and air quality problems around my home and
the areas that I recreate in.

Kristina, hiking with me near Halfway Hollow, where we hike regularly.

10.

Kristina and I both love the outdoors, and we do a lot of outdoor recreation

in the Uinta Basin. The main activities we enjoy are camping, hiking and cross-country
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skiing. I ski on public lands all around the Uinta Basin every year at least once a month
when there’s enough snow, and I go hiking in the Uinta Basin throughout the year.

Me, skiing in Wide Hollow near the proposed railway route.

11.

My parents nurtured my love of nature from early childhood. We spent

time hiking, camping, and horseback riding as a family. My mother was my Cub Scout
leader and my father was my scoutmaster when I was a boy, and I spent a lot of time in
the outdoors as a Cub Scout, Boy Scout, and Eagle Scout. In turn, I was a scoutmaster
for 20 years, taking kids on trips around the Uinta Basin. My father’s side of the family
has lived in and loved this area for decades, and I’m a fifth-generation resident of the
Uinta Basin. I have an older brother who loves to hunt and fish, and spending time with
him outdoors has greatly contributed to my love of wild places and the creatures that
live in them. I love being out in nature observing, learning, teaching, and recreating with
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family and friends especially on public lands. I also love spending time in nature alone
and appreciate the solitude I find in wild places.
12.

I am concerned that the Uinta Basin Railway will lead to increased oil and

gas development on public lands that I enjoy for recreation, or lands around these
areas. For example, Kristina and I hike on BLM lands between Vernal and Roosevelt,
including around Halfway Hollow and Twelve-mile Wash, among other places. We last
came here several days ago on June 20 to celebrate Summer Solstice, and we try to
visit this area at least once or twice a month. We call part of that area “the Yellow
Flower Desert,” because we see so many pretty yellow flowers blooming there. We also
find wild onions, which we enjoy nibbling on. We have set out trail cameras in this
general area to photograph wildlife, and have captured photos of rabbits, coyotes,
pronghorn, bobcats, a golden eagle, and other wildlife. I have seen and heard oil and
gas development while hiking in this area, and I worry that the railway will bring
increased oil and gas development across the Uinta Basin, including this region. More
well pads and roads would cause habitat loss for the wildlife I enjoy viewing and habitat
fragmentation of wild areas, reducing my ability to view and photograph wildlife. Oil
operations on these lands would make it harder to find solitude and quiet that I seek
when I go hiking. I’m also worried about oil companies engaging in illegal activities,
which could harm the places I recreate in. I’ve heard about people illegally hauling oil
wastewater out in the middle of the desert at night and dumping waste in washes or
canyons, and I have wondered whether reports of unexplained foam pollution in
streams could result from this type of illegal dumping.
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One of our trail camera photos (top) and yellow flowers (bottom).

13.

I am also concerned the railway could lead to more tar sands development

on BLM lands in the Book Cliffs. The SCIC has talked about using the railway for
moving tar sands out of the Basin. There have been plans to strip mine a huge area of
land in the Book Cliffs, and I have been involved in opposing and protesting the tar
sands project. The mine started on state land, and there’s been a proposal to expand it
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onto thousands of acres on BLM land. (I believe currently it’s shut down due to oil
prices.) The railroad could facilitate increased strip mining in that area, and potentially it
could be a huge strip mine. I have skied, camped, and hiked around the Book Cliffs for
20 years. I went there in the fall of 2013 with my dad, who was seventy-eight years old
at the time. We traveled Seep Ridge Road, which goes through the Book Cliffs, and
camped at PR Springs – a popular campsite on BLM land that’s within a mile of the
existing mine. We had a great time exploring the area around our campsite. We drove
the short distance to the summit and enjoyed the vast view of the rugged canyons of the
Book Cliffs to the south, and beyond them the La Sal Mountains. On our way home we
stopped and enjoyed the views at the Willow Creek overlook. Being there in the Book
Cliffs area with my dad was a priceless experience. We went back again the next fall.

My dad at the Willow Creek overlook.

14.

I am worried that the mine could be expanded into this area around the

PR Springs campsite. The CIB funded the paving of Seep Ridge Road to improve
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access for tar sands mining in the Book Cliffs. The road has already changed the
experience of this area. It feels busier with traffic from industry vehicles and other
vehicles. I do not visit here as regularly as other public lands in the Uinta Basin, but I
plan to go back for skiing and hiking around PR Springs within the next year. Expanded
tar sands development in this area would take away from the experience of solitude,
quiet, and scenic recreation that I seek when I visit this area by bringing in more traffic
and development and by harming deer and other wildlife that I enjoy viewing.
15.

For example, Kristina and I used to enjoy hiking in the Ouray National

Wildlife Refuge here in the Uinta Basin, but after we learned about plans for an oil well
to be developed right in the middle of the refuge, next to the Green River, we haven’t
had the heart to go back. Seeing the impacts once the well is put in would be too
upsetting for us. In another example, there is a tourist attraction in the Uinta Basin
called Fantasy Canyon, known for its weird hoodoo rock formations. It is surrounded by
a sea of oil and gas development, but the county promotes it as a tourism site. The first
time I took Kristina there she was amazed by the awesome hoodoos at the site, and she
was shocked by the negative impacts of oil drilling on the land all around Fantasy
Canyon. A stone’s throw from this site is an oil well and warning signs to stay away from
the well due to poisonous gas around the well. Encountering scenes like this in the
places I recreate would spoil the experience for me.
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A satellite view of tar sands strip mining - our campsite was in the center right of the photo (l); and a warning
sign on the way to Fantasy Canyon (r).

16.

The potential for the railway to increase drilling near and around Dinosaur

National Monument is another concern I have. I like to hike the narrow little canyons on
BLM lands close to the monument, and in the flats above the canyons. I also do wildlife
photography and skiing in this area. I visit this area two to three times a year and plan to
continue visiting this area every year. I believe this area could be threatened with oil and
gas development if the railway were to be built, as there have been controversial
proposals for oil and gas leasing near the monument in recent years. A few years ago
my dad and I took one of my co-workers and his family on a trip to the area. We
camped on BLM land on Wagon Road Ridge, just outside of the Island Park part of
Dinosaur National Monument. I got up early the next morning and took photos of the
incredible scenery, and as I was doing so, I found the tracks of a mountain lion that had
passed by our camp in the night. I was thrilled and made plaster casts of the tracks. As
we were leaving the area, we talked to a local photographer who had come to visit the
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area and he told us that there had been plans to put an oil well right in the location
where we had camped, but that conservationists had succeeded in stopping the
proposed well from being developed. I am so grateful a well wasn’t put there, and so
worried that the railway could lead to development there, and in other places around
Dinosaur National Monument—a region that is a national treasure that should be
protected for the present and future generations to enjoy.

A plaster cast I made of a mountain lion track
Near Dinosaur National Monument

17.

Another place that has been impacted by the oil and gas industry here in

the Uinta Basin is the area around the White River. I once participated in a rafting trip
down the White River, and I would love to do that again, but I know that area is being
encroached upon by oil and gas development. When I was a scoutmaster I took my
troop once every three years to a district campout at a site overlooking the White River.
I remember one year sitting by a little campfire with my troop. One of the boys told
stories while the other boys and I listened intently. It was a magical experience. I talked
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to the boys about the importance of conserving resources by doing things like only
burning little dead limbs and not harming the vegetation. When I took my troop back to
the area three years later, I hoped to camp at the same site but was shocked to see that
in the place where our little camp had been there’s now a big oil well pad with an oil well
on it. A lot of people here in the Basin would love to see what remains of the wild White
River area protected, but the Uinta Basin Railway would make that much more unlikely.

A satellite image of the White River area, including oil and gas well pads and access roads north of the river (l); and
friends on the raft with me on the White River (r).

18.

I have looked at the Surface Transportation Board’s maps of the proposed

rail routes for the Uinta Basin Railway. All three of the proposed routes are near an area
that I enjoy visiting in the southern part of the Ashley National Forest, including Sowers
Canyon and Anthro Mountain, which are adjacent to each other. The areas I visit are
about five to eight miles east of the proposed Indian Canyon and Whitmore Park routes
(which overlap each other), and five miles from the proposed Wells Draw route for the
railway. For the last five or six years, I have visited this general area two to three times
a year for hiking, skiing, and wildlife viewing. My wife and I last hiked on the west side of
Sowers Canyon last fall, in an area that is part of the Cottonwood unit currently being
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evaluated by the Forest Service for its potential to be added to the country’s wilderness
preservation system. I also skied in the Sowers Canyon area twice last winter. This part
of the national forest is mostly wild, and I have surveyed the Anthro Mountain area for
wilderness values for the organization Utah Environmental Congress (UEC), which is
now part of WildEarth Guardians. The opportunities for solitude, being surrounded by
natural scenery, and viewing wildlife or observing and tracking their footprints attract me
to this place. I plan to revisit Sowers Canyon and Anthro Mountain within the next year,
including an area called Mine Hollow where there is an outstanding ice flow in a canyon
that I enjoy viewing and photographing. I have observed mule deer, bobcats, mountain
lions, coyotes, elk, or their tracks around Sowers Canyon and Anthro Mountain. I worry
that train operations along the proposed Indian Canyon or Wells Draw rail routes could
result in collisions with these animals, scare them away with noise, or change their
behavior, making it more difficult to come across them and view them.

Me at the ice flow at the mouth of Mine Hollow. At one time there were plans to put an oil well right next to this ice
flow.
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19.

I am also concerned that the railway will lead to more oil and gas drilling

around Sowers Canyon and Anthro Mountain and other parts of the Ashley National
Forest that I visit. Oil and gas drillers have developed parts of the national forest for oil
and gas. For example, the U.S. Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management
approved a 400-well project in Sowers Canyon, which was challenged by the
conservation group WildEarth Guardians in 2014 (but I am not sure what has happened
with the lawsuit since). Increased drilling in and around Sowers Canyon and other parts
of the national forest would harm my ability to enjoy the forest, because the landscape
would be fragmented with oil wells, development, and bare, broken land where there
used to be forested areas interspersed with naturally open sagebrush/grassland areas.
It would also harm my ability to observe the greater sage-grouse in the national forest,
which provides habitat to sage-grouse. I have enjoyed viewing this bird in a part of the
Ashley National Forest where an oil and gas driller planned to develop oil and gas wells
as part of the 400-well project mentioned above. I would like to photograph it in its
natural habitat, but I may not be able to do so if increased oil and gas drilling forces
sage-grouse out of this area.
20.

I also worry about the effects that increased drilling could have on

archaeological sites in the region. While doing survey work for the UEC around Anthro
Mountain I saw and photographed a stone tool in a place where there were signs for the
development of a new oil well. I hope that artifact wasn’t destroyed by the project, and I
worry about all of the other artifacts and archaeological sites that could be destroyed by
increased oil and gas development – and by the railway itself.
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A broken arrowhead I found while hiking in Utah (I enjoy
photographing them, and I always leave them where they are).

21.

On May 5, 2020, I visited an area called Wide Hollow that would be

impacted by the Indian Canyon and Whitmore Park routes and I hiked and skied in this
area. This canyon is about a mile wide and connects Indian Canyon to the ridge to the
south (between Indian Canyon and Argyle Canyon). I hiked on and near the proposed
railway route to the top of the ridge and then skied down through the forest on the northfacing slope at the head of Wide Hollow (within about an eighth of a mile of the
proposed rail routes). While hiking and skiing in the area I observed bear claw marks on
trees, mountain lion tracks, deer tracks, elk, and a horned lizard. I plan to return to this
area again in a few months to hike the hollow on the other side of the road and to view
wildlife and signs of wildlife. But if the railway were built along the proposed Indian
Canyon/Whitmore Park routes, I may not be able to see wildlife as much. Also, if the
railway is built in Wide Hollow it would cut off the eastern part of the Cottonwood
potential wilderness unit that I previously mentioned. The UEC included that entire area
in its wilderness proposal, and I would hate to see part of it left out.
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Bear claw marks on an aspen (l), and a horned lizard (r) in the Wide Hollow area.

22.

Across the road from the potential Cottonwood wilderness area is another

area that the UEC included in their proposal and that is being evaluated by the Forest
Service for its wilderness potential. It’s the Right Fork Indian Canyon unit. Kristina and I
skied into it from Indian Canyon one day last winter in an area called Grass Hollow. We
could see that a bunch of other people had snow-shoed in the area, and we could see
why—the snow was great, and the scenery was beautiful, and it was so quiet. Kristina
said it was the quietest of any of the places we’ve hiked or skied together. I felt bad
telling her that the quiet might soon be gone if the Uinta Basin Railway is built, because
the proposed Indian Canyon/Whitmore Park routes would pass right by the mouth of
Grass Hollow, just across the road from it. We plan to return to that area every winter,
and we hope to be able to enjoy peace and quiet each time we go there.
23.

In addition, the proposed Wells Draw route goes through the middle of the

Bad Land Cliffs, while the Indian Canyon/Whitmore Park routes would hit the western
end of the Bad Land Cliffs. The Bad Land Cliffs are a rugged canyon area where I’ve
spent a lot of time. As a teenager, I went there for Boy Scout activities, and I still like to
go there for hiking or skiing. I have also surveyed this area to look for areas with
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wilderness potential while doing work for the Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance. I
believe this area should be protected as wilderness, because it is undisturbed BLM land
that connects with unroaded Forest Service land. I remember one evening several
years ago standing on top of Anthro Mountain and looking down at the vast Bad Land
Cliffs in the beautiful evening light and thinking about how wild and deserving of
protection that area is. Sadly, the Wells Draw railroad route would cut right through the
middle of it. Last fall I drove through Argyle Canyon at the base of the Bad Land Cliffs,
to Birch Bottom Canyon. I hiked to within about a mile and a half of where the proposed
Wells Draw route would cross through the canyon. I came to a frozen waterfall in the
narrow canyon and was amazed at the beauty all around me. I plan to go back this
summer to hike further up that canyon and hike the whole canyon. The area feels very
wild, but the development of a railway there would detract from the experience of
wilderness, solitude, peace and quiet, and wildlife viewing.

Me on Anthro Mountain looking down at the Bad Land Cliffs (l), and in Birch Bottom Canyon (r).

24.

The proposed Wells Draw route also goes through the cliffs and benches

above part of Nine Mile Canyon, which I’ve visited every two or three years or so since I
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EXHIBIT 33

Aaron C. Garrett (#12519)
aaron@nonprofitlegalservices.com
NONPROFIT LEGAL SERVICES OF UTAH
623 E. 2100 S. Suite B1
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106
Telephone: 385.419.4111
Facsimile: 801.401.3504

Wendy Park (CA Bar No.
237331), pro hac vice pending
wpark@biologicaldiversity.org
CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY
1212 Broadway #800
Oakland, CA 94612
Telephone: 510.844.7138
Facsimile: 510.844.7150

Attorneys for Petitioners
IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
LIVING RIVERS and CENTER FOR
BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY,

DECLARATION OF TOM ELDER IN
SUPPORT OF RULE 65B PETITION
FOR EXTRAORDINARY RELIEF

Petitioners,
v.
UTAH PERMANENT COMMUNITY
IMPACT FUND BOARD; UTAH
DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE
SERVICES, HOUSING AND
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
DIVISION; and SEVEN COUNTY
INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION,
Respondents.

Case No.: ______________________
Honorable: _____________________

I, Tom Elder, hereby declare as follows:
1.

I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein which are known

by me to be true and correct and, if called as a witness, I could and would competently
testify to them.
2.

I am a current member of the Center for Biological Diversity. I am

providing this declaration in support of the Center for Biological Diversity’s lawsuit
challenging the Utah Permanent Community Impact Board’s (CIB) $27.9 million grant to
the Seven County Infrastructure Coalition (SCIC) for developing the Uinta Basin
Railway.
3.

I have made Vernal, Utah in Uintah County my permanent home since

1988. I own my own home and have paid property taxes in Uintah County for 31 years. I
taught high school science for 25 years, including biology, geology, anatomy, and
physiology, and retired in 2013.
4.

I am concerned about the impact that the proposed Uinta Basin Railway

would have on the air quality of the Uinta Basin and potential risk to my health. The
SCIC has said that if the railway were to be built, production of petroleum in the Uinta
Basin could quadruple.1 Clearly, the main reason for the railway is to facilitate the
shipment of fossil fuels, because currently there is not an efficient way of getting fossil
fuels out of the Basin. I oppose the railway because it would mean drilling more wells,
and further developing the oil industry in the Uinta Basin, which I expect to degrade the
quality of our air. Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) leaking from wells in the basin is

1

https://www.sltrib.com/news/environment/2019/06/13/disputed-rail-project/
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a problem for our air. Among these VOCs, methane is also a potent greenhouse gas,
which has global climate change implications.
5.

The air quality has degraded significantly in the Uinta Basin in the several

decades I’ve lived here. From the valley floor where I live, when I look horizontally into
the horizon and across the valley floor, I can sometimes see smog obscuring the bottom
half of the hills that surround Vernal. Likewise, when I look down into the valley from a
hilltop, I sometimes see a band of murky smog below on the valley floor, which is
especially striking in the winter. Haze created by pollution from more oil wells in the
Basin will certainly worsen these conditions and visibility and reduce my general
aesthetic appreciation of the Uinta Basin.
6.

I believe air quality is the single biggest environmental health problem in

Vernal. I have had friends who moved away because the air pollution was a serious
hazard to their health. I attended a talk by Doctor Brian Moench of Utah Physicians for a
Healthy Environment, which addressed air pollution on the Wasatch Front and the
implications for human health in the Uinta Basin, and it convinced me of the serious
health threat posed by air pollution. Dr. Moensch pointed out that while the pollution
problems on the Wasatch Front are mostly from transportation, the same kind of
problems are afflicting rural areas in Utah due to oil and gas drilling.
7.

Particularly, the Uinta Basin suffers from inversions, which, in combination

with VOC emissions from oil and gas operations, cause unhealthy spikes of ozone
during brilliant winter days. We are in a mountain valley, and during the winter, a cap of
warmer air traps cool air at the ground level so that the cold air cannot rise through this
warmer air. Any pollution generated at ground level is trapped and doesn’t get a chance
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to disperse. The phenomenon tends to occur when there are very cold temperatures, a
lot of snow cover, and brilliant winter sun. VOCs and other ozone precursors released
by oil and gas operations are struck by UV light from the sun, which catalyzes a reaction
to create ozone. The snowy surface is important, because the sunlight gets a chance to
work through air twice, once when it hits the ground, and again when it bounces back
up reflecting off the snow’s surface. Because of the presence of such extensive oil and
gas extraction operations, this phenomenon now leads to unhealthy wintertime ozone
levels in the Basin. For this reason, the Environmental Protection Agency has
designated the Uinta Basin as a nonattainment zone for ground level ozone.2
8.

I worry that I have sensitivity to air pollution and am at higher risk of

complications from ozone exposure. I grew up in Kansas, and in my teen years my
family moved to southern Indiana, where there was a coal-fired power plant across from
the Ohio River. The air pollution was dramatically worse than in Kansas, where pollution
disperses quickly—the wind blows often and hard on the Kansas plains, and there are
no inversions on the flat landscape. In Indiana, the pollution was so thick I could see
scum collect on the windshields. I had a massive reaction to it, which included asthma
attacks and wheezing. The asthma attacks would keep me up at night and were very
scary. After about ten years the asthma attacks stopped, and I haven’t had them since I
was in my twenties. Still, my pulmonary system and lungs are sensitive to pollutants. I
tend to get wheezy when there are dust storms in the desert or when I am moving hay. I
have a couple of horses and if there’s plant dust coming off the hay, I tend to get

2

https://deq.utah.gov/communication/news/ozone-marginal-nonattainment-areas-utah
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wheezy. These wheezy periods may last a couple hours before I regain normal
breathing. While these episodes are not disabling, they are unpleasant.
9.

I also have a history of long periods of persistent dry cough during the

wintertime when it is very dry and cold, which I have experienced for at least a decade.
While the persistent cough does not occur every year, it only occurs in the winter. It
usually starts off like a cold, but at the end of my recovery, I experience a long epilogue
of coughing for weeks or a month or two. It occurred to me that this persistent cough
might have to do with air pollution around Vernal, because it only happens in winters
when it is cold and dry, and my respiratory system may be more prone to irritation. I
understand that ozone pollution is intermittent and erratic, and there can be fairly long
periods of time when the air is good in the Basin. This past winter I did not experience a
persistent cough, but due to weather conditions it was not a bad winter for ozone
pollution. The murk from the smog was not bad, and my wife even thinks that it was one
of the best winters with the clearest skies she’s ever seen in the Basin. If ozone levels
were to sharply increase in the wintertime due to increased oil production in the Basin, I
am concerned that this pollution could increase my risk of persistent cough or worsen or
prolong coughing in the winter.
10.

Young people are the most at risk to ozone exposure, but age is also a

risk factor. I turned sixty-five this year, and have sleep apnea, because my breathing
sometimes stops at night. I have used a special machine for the last 15 years to help
me breathe normally at night. These health conditions and my age make increased lung
irritation from pollutants a big concern for me.
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11.

I usually spend two to three hours outside each day, which is likely to

increase my risk of exposure to ozone and other pollutants. The most important part of
my lifestyle is being able to walk outside in pretty country, which I expect to do daily.
These hikes are essential to my quality of life and are the most valuable part of my daily
exercise. The ability to access scenic hikes and wide-open landscapes on public lands
is the best part of living in Vernal, and why I chose to live here. From my home, I can
reach a trailhead in 15 minutes. I walk at least one mile on my daily walks, and at least
twice a week I will walk two or three miles across rugged landscape. I also do longer
hikes (five to seven miles) about twice a month and recently hiked six miles of
wilderness trail. In addition, I go outside twice a day to take care of my horses, which
requires hanging them the hay, turning them out, putting them back in their paddock,
and managing the field. If I were to experience increased health problems from
increased exposure to air pollution in the Basin, it would reduce my enjoyment of the
outdoor activities that make me want to live here, and dramatically worsen my quality of
life.
12.

The funding of the Uinta Basin Railway also concerns me greatly because

of its potential to worsen climate change. I am persuaded by scientific bodies that
climate change is a serious problem. Greenhouse gas levels have created
circumstances which generations to come are going to be paying for—for example,
hotter summers in Utah, warmer winters, and increased fire risks all concern me. My
deep concern about climate change has led me to become an advocate for renewable
energy, and I run my house almost entirely on solar panels and have a fully electric car.
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13.

I am also concerned about climate change’s harmful effects on plants and

wildlife. One of the central pleasures of my life is viewing plants and animals in the wild
and feeling a connection to these species. For example, I enjoy seeing pikas when I
hike, which are already restricted to higher elevation areas. Rising temperatures
threaten to push the species farther up into higher elevations and strand them on
smaller and smaller habitat islands. The ptarmigan grouse is another high-altitude
species that I enjoy viewing and am concerned about for the same reasons. Increased
drilling in the Uinta Basin and the burning of the fossil fuels produced will lead to the
release of massive amounts of methane, carbon dioxide, and other greenhouse gases
into the atmosphere. This will further compromise these species’ habitats and put their
populations at risk, reducing my ability to see them on my hikes.
14.

I have enjoyed taking river trips through Desolation and Gray canyons in

the past, as well as other stretches of the river in the Uinta Basin. I have floated the
Green River through Desolation and Gray canyons three times on five- to seven-day
trips and on one overnight trip, and floated the Green River through Split Mountain
Canyon thirty times. I have also taken trips down the White River, which is less popular
and less spectacular, but these trips are easier to take because you don’t need a permit
to get on it. I have taken ten to twelve trips along the White River, each lasting two to
three days. Increased drilling and fracking for oil and development of oil shale and tar
sands in the Uinta Basin would require vast amounts of water and deplete the White
and Green rivers, preventing me from taking future trips. As a river runner, I do not want
to see these rivers drained. I plan to revisit both rivers in the future, although I have not
scheduled a specific trip date. The Green River is not a big river and the river is already
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overallocated. Any industrial development using it as a water source could significantly
lower river flows.
15.

I oppose the CIB’s funding of the Uinta Basin Railway because those

monies were generated by fossil fuel sales and were returned to the state and counties
to mitigate the effects of industry such as by paving local roads, establishing
playgrounds, or creating parks—not for building infrastructure to promote more fossil
fuel development. Oil companies that operate in the Basin have not stepped up to help
fund the railroad. That money is no longer available for ambulances, schools, and
parks, because it is being used to subsidize the fossil fuel industry, which ironically has
some of the deepest pockets on earth. As a taxpayer, I am concerned that I will have to
pay more taxes for local government projects and services that the CIB money would
have funded if these funds had not been allocated to the railway. Huge amounts of CIB
funds have already been used inappropriately, including to build a 90-mile highway that
goes from Ouray, Utah to a tar sands mine, which used to be run by U.S. Oil Sands. I
believe $88 million in public funds, including $59.5 million of CIB grants and loans,3 was
spent to construct the highway to expedite the extraction of tar sands. This money could
have been used for public services and public facilities that we need in Uintah County.
16.

For example, there is a park near where I live called Ashley Nature Park,

where people can walk along paths surrounded by a naturally vegetated area with trees
and shrubs along Ashley Creek. I regularly visit the park to take walks with a friend. The
park was formerly run by the civic group Kiwanis International Club, but when the club
started to wind down and could no longer take care of the park, I approached them in
3

https://www.scribd.com/document/461262632/A-Performance-Audit-of-the-PermanentCommunity-Impact-Fund-Report-2020-03, p. 13.
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my capacity as a leader of the Uinta Mountain Club and suggested they deed the park
to the Uinta Mountain Club until it could be passed along to the appropriate agency.
Eventually, Uintah County accepted the land, and put in a bathroom, paved a trail,
developed a network of dirt trails, and started refencing it. But halfway through the fence
project, they apparently ran out of funds and the project was never finished. I can still
see the post holes that were never filled with the remaining fence posts. It would
probably only take a few thousand dollars to finish the fence but four years after the
park’s dedication the fence remains unfinished. CIB funds should be used to fund
maintenance of Ashley Nature Park and other community improvement projects—not a
railway to subsidize the oil industry.
17.

In June 2019, I attended the CIB’s meeting on the SCIC’s grant request to

protest the grant for the railway, but the public did not have the chance to speak at the
meeting. I felt very frustrated, because I took notes during the meeting in anticipation of
speaking. While the project proponents had an opportunity to make their case for
receiving the funding, the public had no opportunity to object. I was shocked when the
CIB approved the funding without giving members of the public the opportunity to
comment. After the vote, I asked one of the board members how they could only listen
to the proponents of the controversial funding request without taking comment from a
roomful of concerned people. He replied that the CIB allows public comment to be taken
by the entities that are requesting the funding, in this case, the SCIC.
18.

However, I do not recall ever seeing or hearing of public outreach by the

SCIC to invite public comment or attendance at a public hearing on its grant application,
although I habitually follow the news, including local news coverage. I listen to public
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EXHIBIT 34

Aaron C. Garrett (#12519)
aaron@nonprofitlegalservices.com
NONPROFIT LEGAL SERVICES OF UTAH
623 E. 2100 S. Suite B1
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106
Telephone: 385.419.4111
Facsimile: 801.401.3504

Wendy Park (CA Bar No.
237331), pro hac vice pending
wpark@biologicaldiversity.org
CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY
1212 Broadway #800
Oakland, CA 94612
Telephone: 510.844.7138
Facsimile: 510.844.7150

Attorneys for Petitioners
IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
LIVING RIVERS and CENTER FOR
BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY,
Petitioners,

DECLARATION OF JOHN WEISHEIT
IN SUPPORT OF RULE 65B
PETITION FOR EXTRAORDINARY
RELIEF

v.
UTAH PERMANENT COMMUNITY
IMPACT FUND BOARD; UTAH
DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE
SERVICES, HOUSING AND
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
DIVISION; and SEVEN COUNTY
INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION,
Respondents.

Case No.: ______________________
Honorable: _____________________

I, John Weisheit, hereby declare as follows:
1.

I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein which are known

by me to be true and correct and, if called as a witness, I could and would competently
testify to them.
2.

I am a current member of Living Rivers and Center for Biological Diversity.

I am providing this declaration in support of these organizations’ lawsuit challenging the
Utah Permanent Community Impact Board’s (CIB) $27.9 million grant to the Seven
County Infrastructure Coalition (SCIC) for developing the Uinta Basin Railway.
3.

I am the Conservation Director and co-founder of Living Rivers and have

served in this position since Living Rivers was founded in January 2000. I have a long
history of river advocacy and have served on the boards of Utah Guides and Outfitters,
Colorado Plateau River Guides, Headwaters Institute, and the Glen Canyon Group of
the Sierra Club. I am also a voting member of the Waterkeeper Alliance and have had a
contractual obligation to serve as the Colorado Riverkeeper since 2002.
4.

Living Rivers was founded in 2000 and functions as an environmental

advocacy group based in Moab, Utah. Living Rivers is a non-profit corporation
dedicated to the preservation, protection, and restoration of rivers and watersheds in the
Colorado Plateau, and promotes river restoration through mobilization. By articulating
conservation and alternative management strategies to the public, we seek to revive the
natural habitat and spirit of rivers by undoing the extensive damage done by dams,
diversions, and pollution on the Colorado Plateau. Living Rivers works to ensure the
long-term health and viability of human, animal, and plant species, as well as
environmental quality threatened by mining and oil and gas operations in the region.
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With a principal focus of reestablishing a free-flowing Colorado River through Glen and
Grand Canyons, Living Rivers has mobilized more than 200 organizations to aid in
promoting a new federal Environmental Impact Statement on Glen Canyon Dam
operations; generated hundreds of articles in the United States and around the world
concerning the viability of decommissioning Glen Canyon Dam; exposed the Bureau of
Reclamation’s failure to comply with the Grand Canyon Protection Act and to provide
adequate recovery for endangered native fish species in the Grand Canyon; launched
efforts aimed at decommissioning Navajo Dam on the San Juan River and Flaming
Gorge Dam on the Green River; and has established a program with Native American
activists to propose the healing of rivers in the Southwest.
5.

I am also a member of the Center for Biological Diversity. The Center is a

non-profit environmental organization with more than 74,000 members, including 680
members who live in Utah. The Center uses science, policy and law to advocate for the
conservation and recovery of species on the brink of extinction and the habitats they
need to survive. The Center has and continues to actively advocate for increased
protections for species and habitats in the Uinta Basin. The Center’s board, staff, and
members use the area potentially impacted by development of the Uinta Basin Railway
for quiet recreation (including hiking, biking and camping), scientific research, aesthetic
pursuits, and spiritual renewal.
Background and Expertise
6.

I have been drinking the water of the Colorado River since my birth in

1954 in Los Angeles County. In 1959, I began to recreate in the Colorado River Basin
and, since 1966, I have resided within the Colorado River Basin in Arizona and Utah. I
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have been a resident and homeowner in Grand County, Utah since 1987, and I have
paid taxes in Grand County during this time and continue to do so. The flowing rivers I
enjoy in Grand County include the Green River, the Colorado River and the Dolores
River. I am a certified river guide and naturalist. I am a co-author of several academic
publications related to the natural and human history of the Colorado River and its
tributaries. My cumulative time on boats in the Colorado River Basin amounts to a total
of about 15 years. My first whitewater rafting trip in the Uinta Basin was in 1980 and my
last rafting trip was in 2019; my total amount of week-long river trips through the Uinta
Basin is over 100 times. I understand how the federal Energy Policy Acts transformed
the Uinta Basin in the decades between 1980 and 2020. During the Reagan
administration I watched oil and gas development increase significantly. I remember
how the Uinta Basin ecosystems looked and functioned before the Uinta Basin Synfuels
Development Program of 1983, the Utah Combined Hydrocarbon Program of 1983, the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Resource Management Plans of 1984, and the Air
Quality Assessment of the Uinta Basin in 1984.
7.

I have a strong interest in the management of wildlife and water resources

on public lands. My interest stems from my years as a professional raft guide and my
life-long love of the outdoors. I continue to run rivers often, and remain an avid hiker,
backpacker, and camper. Detrimental impacts to the natural environment where I raft,
hike, backpack, and camp affect my enjoyment of natural, wild, and untrammeled nature
of the places I choose to enjoy.
8.

I am a co-author of a book titled “Cataract Canyon: A Human and

Environmental History of the Rivers of the Canyonlands.” Because of my intimate
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knowledge of this remote and sacred area, which is downstream of the Uinta Basin, I
have been able to derive income from sale of the book.
9.

Proponents of the Uinta Basin Railway speculate that it could facilitate

increased extraction of oils derived from oil shale and tar sands mining in the region by
lower transportation costs for such fuels. I have personally visited many lands opened to
oil and gas drilling in the Uinta Basin. I have also visited nearly all the lands opened to
oil shale and tar sand leasing and development in the State of Utah—most of which are
in the Uinta Basin and Tavaputs plateau—including the PR Springs Tar Sands Mine,
Redleaf Resources Oil Shale Mine, TomCo Oil Shale Mine, various tar sand mines at
Asphalt Ridge, and the Enefit America Oil Shale Mine. I have a keen interest in rare or
endangered fish, plant, and bird species, and during nearly all my visits to these areas I
carry with me a birding book and binoculars. I derive great enjoyment from viewing rare
species in their natural environment, and am constantly on the lookout for not only
federally-listed endangered and threatened species, but BLM and state-listed special
species as well. During my camping, hiking, and river trips to these areas, I also enjoy
the clean air and water provided by these remote areas, the quietness and solitude
provided by the surroundings, and the ability to share my knowledge of the areas with
others.
10.

My land-based camping trips into the Uinta Basin and Tavaputs Plateau

began in 2010 and has occurred in every year since. The Tavaputs Plateau is a high
plateau of the Greater Colorado Plateau and in the Uinta Basin. The Green River
divides this plateau into a western and eastern section. The river’s upper gorge is called
Desolation Canyon and the lower gorge is called Gray Canyon. The highest point of this
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plateau is 10,000 feet and the landscapes support woodlands of aspen, firs, pines,
junipers, and oaks. These sensitive highlands are especially threatened by potential tar
sand mining. These highlands condense water vapor into rain and snow that provide the
Colorado River Basin with about 400,000 acre-feet of water per year. These trips
created my growing awareness of the impacts from the Energy Policy Act of 2005,
which launched the development of unconventional fossil fuels, including fracked oil and
natural gas, hard rock oil shale, and bituminous sand, all of which may increase if the
Uinta Basin Railway is built. Impacts from these forms of fossil fuel extraction include
heavy vehicle traffic, noise, habitat fragmentation, soil erosion, air quality degradation,
and water depletion and pollution. My last trip was in May of 2020 for the purpose of
enjoying the spring wildflowers and the migratory birds of the Tavaputs Plateau and the
watershed of the White River and Evacuation Creek. The geology of this area is
especially unique and interesting, because its sedimentary rock types, which are from
the Late Eocene Period, are very rare finds in the Colorado Plateau. On this trip I
explored the area where Evacuation Creek joins the White River in a river trip down the
White River. I also visited the Gilsonite mining operations at Bonanza, Utah. I visited the
Chipeta Natural Gas Field. I also visited the Bonanza Generation Station and the
railway that delivers coal to this power station. I plan to return to this area within the next
year and I also intend to initiate hiking, biking and rafting trips to enjoy these natural
ecosystems with my friends and professional colleagues. In addition, from May 25 to
May 28, 2020 I took a four-day river trip on the White River in the Uinta Basin, between
the bridge at Highway 45 and the Enron boat ramp. This part of the White River has the
biggest cottonwood galleries, which I enjoy seeing, and I would like to take this trip
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again.
11.

I have conducted field trips into the Uinta Basin for the non-profit

educational organization Canyonlands Field Institute. In 2013, I conducted field trips into
the Uinta Basin with Professor William Johnson and his students from the University of
Utah for the purpose of understanding the basin’s quantity and quality of groundwater
resources.
12.

I have personally visited the lands governed by the BLM Price Field Office,

including lands opened to oil and gas leasing and drilling and to oil shale and tar sands
(OSTS) exploration, leasing, and potential development, which may increase if the Uinta
Basin Railway is built. I pass through areas governed by the Price Field Office opened
to oil and gas and OSTS development often to gain access to the Green River in
Desolation Canyon, which I have rafted numerous times. Specifically, to get to river
access points, I often travel through the Sunnyside, Argyle Canyon, Pariette special tar
sands area (STSA), and other STSAs and areas open to oil and gas development.
Some of these areas, especially Argyle Canyon, stand not only to be impacted by a
potential increase in OSTS extraction, but also directly due to construction of the Uinta
Basin Railway itself.
13.

In 1995, I visited the San Rafael area within the Price Field Office area,

which is highly praised for its outstanding petroglyphs, while enjoying a river trip down
the San Rafael River. I also visited the area via fixed-wing aircraft three times.
Additionally, I often pass through the area while travelling on Interstate 70. The San
Rafael river trip was one of the best river trips of my life, and I plan on returning the next
time the San Rafael River flows again, hopefully sometime very soon.
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14.

The Sunnyside area of the Price Field Office area is a remote and hard-to-

get-to area. I have hiked up Range Creek several times and have enjoyed camping in
this area. Although I have looked, I have failed to see any threatened or endangered
species in this area. I plan to return to this area within the next several years.
15.

I have personally visited many of the lands opened to oil and gas leasing

and drilling and to oil shale exploration within the lands managed by the Vernal Field
Office. My first visit to the area was in 1985, and my first visit to the oil shale area south
of the White River was in 2010. In 2013, I visited both Bitter and Parachute Creeks near
the White River mine (Enefit oil shale mine site). Additionally, I have visited the area
west of the Green River in Desolation Canyon frequently over the past several decades
to gain river access. I have also visited the area around Monument Ridge just off Seep
Ridge Road close to the US Oil Sands exploration site as recently as May of 2020.
While camping at Monument Ridge in 2010 I heard, but did not see, a sage grouse.
Additionally, in September 2011, I viewed a spotted owl on Seep Ridge Road, but was
unable to tell if it was a federally listed Mexican or other species of spotted owl. I plan to
return to these areas often, likely within the next year.
16.

I have personally visited the Asphalt Ridge “Special Tar Sand Area”

(STSA) as recently as March 2013 and again in 2014, where I viewed the mine sites,
went to the Temple Mountain mining site, and climbed the Asphalt Ridge. I plan to
return to this site within the next several years.
17.

I have personally visited the Pariette STSA many times traveling to and

from river trips on the Green River in Desolation Canyon. I have not camped in this
area, but plan to return to the area within the next several years.
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18.

In July 2014, I visited a number of BLM planning areas in Colorado, Utah,

and Wyoming with Dr. Robin Silver, co-founder of the Center for Biological Diversity.
We visited the Vernal and Price Field Offices in Utah and areas spanning the Uinta
Basin, including the East Tavaputs Plateau. We camped, hiked, and took photographs
of these areas. We also visited the ongoing tar sands development at the PR Spring site
on state lands adjacent to BLM lands that are allocated as available for tar sand leasing.
We visited proposed oil shale extractions sites along Seep Ridge Road, including the
Red Leaf Resources project site, and the Enefit oil shale extraction site near Evacuation
Creek.
Impact on Conservation Interests
19.

I enjoy visiting the areas listed above, and I plan to use and enjoy them on

a continuing and ongoing basis. I have a strong interest in the protection of endangered
and threatened species, and my interests dictate that I will continue these activities. I
have every intention of returning to these and other areas in which endangered and
threatened species are known to inhabit. I plan to return to the lands identified above
within the next several years.
20.

My recreational interests, as well as those of Living Rivers and its

members, will be harmed if the CIB funds pre-construction of the Uinta Basin Railway,
leading to its development and operation as a consequence. The purpose of the Uinta
Basin Railway is to increase both conventional and unconventional (OSTS) oil
production, which would occur in areas including those discussed above that I have
visited and/or plan to visit in the future. My ability, and other Living Rivers’ members’
ability, to see and enjoy the natural features of these areas, including threatened and
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endangered species, will also be adversely impacted due to the impacts to air, water,
vegetation, soil, and habitat from the railway’s construction and the growth in oil
production it would induce in the region.
21.

In total, 29,303 acres of land in the BLM’s Price Field Office, and 463,054

acres of land in the BLM’s Vernal Field Office have been opened to oil shale and tar
sand leasing and development in the State of Utah, which includes hundreds of
thousands of acres that have been opened to conventional oil and gas development
since the 2005 Energy Policy Act was enacted by Congress. My personal, professional,
and recreational interests are threatened by the CIB’s funding of the railway. The CIB
funding for the railway and development of the railway are likely to attract investors and
visitors interested in profiting from the exploitation of conventional oil and gas and oil
shale and tar sand deposits (as the railway is intended); instigate development of
infrastructure to support expansive mining and drilling operations; and result in
widespread destruction of natural habitat.
22.

My recreational interests will be harmed by conventional oil drilling and

OSTS development on vast amounts of land that would be spurred by development of
the railway, including the lands that I recreate on. For example, with the anticipation of
substantial OSTS development, Seep Ridge Road, once a quiet dirt road, has now
become a massive paved thoroughfare recently developed by the State of Utah,
incidentally also using tens of millions of inappropriately granted and loaned CIB funds.
My ability to enjoy the solitude I once enjoyed while driving on and camping near Seep
Ridge Road is already impaired. Development of the lands surrounding Seep Ridge
Road for OSTS mining will cause even greater industrial traffic on Seep Ridge Road
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and habitat destruction and fragmentation on surrounding lands, and my recreational
interests will be consequentially detrimentally impacted. Further, the wilderness quality
of the Winter Ridge Wilderness Study Area, which is adjacent to Seep Ridge Road at
the northeast boundary, and my recreational interests in this area would be impacted by
OSTS development around Seep Ridge Road. The ponderosa forests of Winter Ridge
and its numerous seeps and springs have an important ecosystem value to this
landscape as well as to me personally.
Impact on Taxpayer Interests
23.

As a taxpayer in Grand County, I am concerned that the misuse of CIB

funds may increase my tax burden for local governmental services and public facilities
in Grand County, which could otherwise be funded with CIB funds. In addition, the
misuse of CIB funds may divert these funds from services provided by Grand County
and the Uinta Basin counties that I visit, including road maintenance, public health, and
public recreation, and reduce the benefits I receive from these services.
Statement In Support of Alternative Standing
24.

Living Rivers has the interest and expertise necessary to investigate and

review legal and factual questions relating to the CIB’s issuance of funds to the SCIC for
the proposed Uinta Basin Railway. Living Rivers has a strong interest in preventing the
misuse of public funds for fossil fuel infrastructure projects like the Uinta Basin Railway,
because these investments subsidize and encourage fossil fuel development in the
Colorado River Basin and the Uinta Basin, hindering Living Rivers’ efforts to restore
rivers and ecosystems in the Colorado River Basin.
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25.

In 2014, Living Rivers retained the Sloan Law Firm PLLC to investigate

potential improprieties related to the funding of infrastructure projects by the CIB. With
the Sloan Law Firm’s assistance, Living Rivers requested and obtained documents from
the CIB and SCIC to understand how CIB funds were being spent, and brought
complaints against the misuse of these funds. For example, in 2015, Living Rivers wrote
to the Utah Attorney General about the misuse of CIB funds, after the CIB approved a
$53 million loan to several Utah counties for a coal terminal in Oakland, California.
(Attachment A.) The letter explains in detail why the loan is illegal, and objects to the
CIB’s approvals of funding for pipelines, rail lines to move fossil fuels, electric
transmission lines, and other private facilities on similar grounds.1 The Sloan Law Firm
and Living Rivers also worked in coalition with the Center for Biological Diversity to stop
the misuse of CIB funds on the Oakland coal terminal. In 2015, the Center for Biological
Diversity and other conservation groups prepared a separate letter to the Utah Attorney
General objecting to the misuse of CIB funds for the Oakland coal terminal, which Living
Rivers signed onto.2 In 2016, Living Rivers, Center for Biological Diversity, and several
other groups filed a complaint with the U.S. Attorney General about the misuse of funds
allocated by CIB for the Oakland coal terminal.3

Pursuant to Utah Code § 78B-5-705, I declare under penalty of perjury that the

1

The CIB’s loan to the counties for the Oakland coal terminal was contingent on the
Utah Attorney General finding that the loan did not violate the law. The Attorney General
never made such a finding, and funding for the coal terminal was provided through the
legislature instead. https://archive.sltrib.com/article.php?id=3641085&itype=CMSID.
2
https://www.biologicaldiversity.org/programs/public_lands/energy/dirty_energy_develop
ment/coal/pdfs/CBD_et_al_letter_to_Attorney_General_Reyes_11-2-15.pdf
3
https://earthjustice.org/sites/default/files/files/FINAL%20letter%20to%20investigate%20
CIB%20loan_0.pdf
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foregoing is true and correct. Executed on July 10, 2020.

/s/ John Weisheit
John Weisheit
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ATTACHMENT A

THE SLOAN LAW FIRM, PLLC
Christina R. Sloan
sloan@thesloanlawfirm.com
www.thesloanlawfirm.com
* licensed in UT and CO

76 S. Main Street, Ste. 1
Moab, UT 84532
435.259.9940

October 22, 2015
VIA EMAIL AND US MAIL
Sean D. Reyes
Utah Attorney General
PO Box 142320
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-2320
Re:

Illegality of CIB’s Use of Mineral Lease Funds for Private Major
Infrastructure, including the $53 million loan for investment in the Oakland
Export Terminal

Dear Mr. Reyes:
The Permanent Community Impact Board (“CIB”) has requested that you review and
approve the CIB’s decision to loan $53 million to four Utah counties for investment in a private
export terminal in Oakland, California. On behalf of a group of my Clients in Southeast Utah, I
write to support and expand the analysis contained in Attorney General Opinion 92-03, which
found that private economic development projects may not be funded with Utah’s mineral lease
funds paid to the CIB because they are not “public facilities” and “public services” as required
under federal and state law.
My Clients include Living Rivers, a Utah non-profit organization based in Grand County;
Dennis Willis, a Carbon County resident; Nine Mile Canyon Coalition, a Utah non-profit
organization based in Carbon County; Herm Hoops, a Uintah County resident; and Holiday
River Expeditions, a Utah corporation with offices in Emery and Uintah Counties. Mr. Willis
and Mr. Hoops are each residents of communities impacted by mineral development, and Living
Rivers, Nine Mile Canyon Coalition, and Holiday River Expeditions maintain offices in such
communities with Directors and Members or clients impacted by mineral development in rural
Utah.
My Clients are troubled by the CIB’s set aside or funding of private major infrastructure
projects in lieu of increased grant funding for projects in their communities, such as the Price
water and sewer improvement project, the new Castle Dale City Hall building, and the Grand
County jail remodel. The diversion of tens of millions of dollars to private major infrastructure,
especially when such infrastructure is out-of-state, harms my Clients by depriving them of
essential public services that should otherwise be grant funded by the CIB and results in an
increased tax burden on my Clients (or their members) to pay for such services. My Clients are
further concerned that the CIB’s subsidization of private industry and resulting increased mineral
development has harmed and threatens to harm natural resources in Southeast Utah. These
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resources include viewsheds, creeks and rivers, watersheds, canyons, trails, cultural resources,
and clean air, on which my Clients rely for their livelihoods, recreation, health, and safety.
We appreciate the CIB’s concern to first confirm the legality of the loan, and we believe
that you must reject the CIB’s loan for investment in the Oakland Export Terminal as illegal now
because it funds private major infrastructure that does not provide a local governmental service
to Utah residents, was not designed to primarily promote Utah’s public interest, and is not open
and available to the public as required by law.
In addition, to further ensure that the CIB does not continue to fund private economic
development projects, we respectfully request you to:
1. Provide guidance that projects funded by the CIB’s share of mineral lease funds must
provide a local governmental service to Utah residents for a dominant public purpose
and effect; and, where a facility is concerned, be owned or operated by a public entity
or otherwise provide public access to Utah residents; and
2. Clarify for the CIB that projects out-of-state or with a dominant purpose of generating
a profit for private industry and which are closed or may be closed to the public at the
option of the owner, including but not limited to commodity export terminals,
pipelines, electric transmission lines, and rail lines that exclusively carry fossil fuels
are not “public facilities” or “public services” under law and may not be funded by
mineral lease monies paid into the CIB Fund.
I.

FEDERAL LAW PROHIBITS USE OF CIB FUNDING FOR PRIVATE FORPROFIT PROJECTS

The Federal Mineral Leasing Act requires lessees to pay one-half of royalty payments
earned on the production of fossil fuels in Utah to the state to alleviate the social and economic
impact caused by development of minerals. Such “community impact alleviation” shall be
achieved through grants and loans to subdivisions of the state for planning and public
infrastructure. See Mineral Leasing Act (“MLA”), 30 USC 181, et seq.; Utah Community
Impact Alleviation Act, Utah Code 35-8a-301, et seq. The CIB’s recent funding and
prioritization of pipelines, rail lines to move fossil fuels, electric transmission lines, and other
private facilities, like the Oakland Export Terminal, clearly ignore the plain language of the
Mineral Leasing Act, its legislative history, and prior opinions of the Utah Attorney General that
prohibit use of CIB funding for private projects for private profit.
Specifically, the MLA directs the States to use the royalty payments earned on the
production of fossil fuels paid into its mineral lease account (the “CIB Fund”) for “(i) planning,
(ii) construction and maintenance of public facilities, and (iii) provision of public service.” 30
USC § 191. The MLA does not define “public” as used therein. However, its legislative history
and various federal regulations, as discussed below, interpret “public” in the traditional and
common sense of the word: open and available to the people and for the benefit of the people.
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The MLA’s legislative history confirms that “public facilities” and “public services” do
not mean private facilities operated for private profit, like the Oakland Export Terminal. AG
Opinion 92-03 carefully analyzed the legislative history of the planning and public use
restrictions. As the Attorney General observed, the MLA’s legislative history provides numerous
examples of what Congress meant by “public facilities” and “public services” including:












Schools;
Roads;
Hospitals;
Sewers and sewage disposal;
Police Protection and Law Enforcement;
Community Service;
Search rescue and emergency;
Public health;
Libraries;
Recreation; and
Local government services.

See, e.g., AG Op. 92-03, p2-6, citing MLA, at § 191 (1976); H.R. Report No. 681 (HR Rep.
681), 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 19-20 (1976); S. Report No. 367 (S Rep. 367), 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 8
(1976); S. Report No. 1262 (S Rep. 1262), 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 9 (1976).
Further, the MLA’s legislative history clearly shows an intent to specifically benefit:
1) Communities impacted by mineral development and their inhabitants; 2) Local communities
affected by boom and bust cycles that accompany natural resources development; 3) Large
numbers of new residents living in areas with mineral development; and 4) Local people bearing
the impact of helping to meet national energy needs. Id.
The Attorney General’s analysis is consistent with other federal laws which uniformly
indicate that “public facilities and services” are improvements and services that promote and
increase the welfare of the public. Simply put, they make life easier for people and communities,
they are owned by a public entity or generally open and available to the public, and they are not
operated for the purpose of generating a private profit. Examples of “public facilities and
services” found in federal regulations include:




1

Hospitals, health care clinics, and nursing homes;1
Law enforcement and emergency services, such as firehouses;2
Parks and recreation;3
Sewer and water treatment plants;4

Energy Impacted Area Development Assistance Program (EIAD), 7 CFR 1948.53(q) and (r); Housing and Urban
Development (HUD), 24 CFR 570.21, 570.201, and 1003.201.
2
EIAD, 7 CFR 1948.53(q) and (r); HUD, 24 CFR at 570.201.
3
Id.
4
Id. at 1948.53(q); Department of the Army and Defense, 33 CFR 263.25(c)(1).
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Community centers;5
Municipal buildings, including libraries, city or town halls, jailhouses, and
courthouses;6
Schools and education;7
Homeless shelters, convalescent homes, and halfway houses for run-away children,
drug offenders or parolees;8
Battered spouse shelters and temporary housing for disaster victims;9
Group homes for mentally-handicapped persons;10
Employment services;11
Counseling;12
Energy conservation;13
Child care;14
Drug abuse programs;15

Further, one of the most complete definitions under federal law is contained in the
Departments of the Army and Defense’s regulations for the Continuing Authority
Programs.Under these programs, “public works” are “those important and essential public
facilities which serve the general public and are owned and operated by federal, state, and local
governments, such as water supply systems and sewage disposal plants.” 33 CFR 263.25(c)(1).
“Public services” are defined as serving “the general public and not intended to earn a profit.”
Id. at (c)(3).
There is not a single instance in which private economic development qualifies as a
“public facility” or “public service” under the MLA, its legislative history, or other federal law.
Accordingly, the Utah Attorney General’s office properly concluded in Opinion 92-03 that
private economic development does not qualify for CIB funding under federal law. Economic
development may be a goal or purpose of the project, but “economic development by itself is not
one of the traditional local government services that Congress intended to be eligible for funding
by mineral monies.” AG Op. 92-03, p5-6.

5

Id.
Id.
7
EIAD, 7 CFR 1948.53(q) and (r); HUD, 24 CFR at 570.201.
8
HUD, 24 CFR at 570.21, 570.201, and 1003.201.
6

9

Id.
Id.
11
HUD, 24 CFR at 570.201.
12
Id.
13
Id.
14
Id.
15
Id.
10
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II.

UTAH LAW PROHIBITS USE OF CIB FUNDING FOR PRIVATE FORPROFIT PROJECTS

Utah law, including statute, administrative rules, and case law, incorporate the language
of the federal MLA and imposes the same restrictions. In doing so, Utah law also prohibits the
use of CIB funding for private projects for private profit. The Utah statute governing the CIB
Board is the Community Impact Alleviation Act at Utah Code § 35A-8-301, et seq. The Act’s
title is revealing, as is the fact that it is codified under the Utah Housing and Community
Development Division. The Utah Community Impact Alleviation Act intends to do just that –
alleviate impact in Utah communities, not in other states and not by subsidizing private industry
for private profit. Id. at §§ 301; 303(6), 307(2).
The Community Impact Alleviation Act clarifies that “provision of public service”
includes “contracts with public postsecondary institutions to fund research, education, or public
service programs that benefit impacted counties or political subdivisions of the counties” and a
“land use plan.” Id. at § 305(4). Otherwise, the Utah Community Impact Alleviation Act
delegates to the CIB the authority to create rules and criteria that govern the CIB funding
process, which shall be consistent with the MLA. Id. at § at 307.
Accordingly, in 2012, the CIB adopted Administrative Rules to govern its mineral lease
funding program, which are organized under the Workforce Services, Housing, and Community
Development Rules. See R990-8. The CIB defines “public facilities and services” to mean
“public infrastructure or services traditionally provided by local government entities.” See
R990-8-2. “Eligible applicants” include counties “which are or may be socially or economically
impacted by mineral resource development.” Id.
The CIB Rules require that “all applicants must demonstrate that the facilities or services
provided will be available and open to the general public and that the proposed funding
assistance is not merely a device to pass along low interest governmental financing to the private
sector.” See R990-8-3(J) (emphasis added). And the Rules further indicate that only projects
within local communities may be funded since eligible projects must be listed on a counties’
“local capital improvements list.” R990-8-5(D) (emphasis added); see also Community Impact
Alleviation Act, Utah Code § 35a-8-307(2) (factors by CIB to consider when evaluating
applications shall include the “current taxes being paid by the subdivision or local agency’s
residents” and “all possible sources of state and local revenue”). And, in several sections, the
administrative rules prioritize funding for facilities and services that address “bona fide public
safety or health emergencies.” See e.g., R990-8-4(F) and 5(D).
Moreover, while the CIB Rules do not further define “public infrastructure or services
traditionally provided by local government entities,” other Utah statutes provide clear examples
such as:


Water rights and water supply, treatment, storage, and distribution facilities;16

Impact Fees Act, Utah Code § 11-36a-102 (16) – (18) (emphasis added); County Land Use, Development and
Management Act, Utah Code § 17-27a-403(3)(b); see also Utah Privatization Act, Utah Code § 73-10d-1 (defines
16
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Wastewater collection and treatment facilities;17
Storm water, drainage, and flood control facilities;18
Municipal power facilities;19
Roadway facilities, which means a street or road and all necessary appurtenances;20
Parks, recreation facilities, open space, and trails;21
Public safety facilities, which means a building constructed or leased to house police,
fire, or other public safety entities or a fire suppression vehicle;22
Police and fire protection.23
Environmental mitigation.24
Sewage25
Public utilities, rights of way and easements.26
Schools and related facilities.27
Garbage collection and disposal;28
Health care;29
Providing correctional and rehabilitative facilities and programs for detainees and
prisoners;30
Street lighting;31
911 and emergency dispatch;32
Animal shelter and control;33
Police protection34; and
Cemeteries.35

public services as drinking water, water, and wastewater collection, treatment, and disposal); Utah Code § 78B-2216 (no adverse possession against land designated for public use, as defined).
17
Id.
18
Id.
19
Impact Fees Act, at § 102 (16) – (18) (emphasis added).
20
Id.; Coal Mining and Reclamation Act, Utah Code § 40-10-25(2)(d); Resource Development Act, Utah Code §
63M-5-302(1) and (2); Special Service District Act, Utah Code §§ 17D-1-201; 78B-2-216.
21
Id.
Impact Fees Act, at § 102 (16) – (18) (emphasis added); Special Service District Act, at § 201.
County Land Use, Development and Management Act, at § 403(3)(b).
24
Impact Fees Act, at § 102 (16) – (18) (emphasis added).
25
County Land Use, Development and Management Act, at § 403(3)(b).
26
County Land Use, Development and Management Act, at § 403(3)(b); Coal Mining and Reclamation Act, at §
25(2)(d).
27
Resource Development Act, at § 302(1) and (2).
28
Special Service District Act, at § 1201
29
Id.
30
Id.
31
Id.
32
Id.
33
Id.
34
Id.
35
Id.
22
23
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Similarly, Utah courts have defined a “public facility” very precisely, as a facility that is
“owned and operated by a public entity” or “open to the public for use that cannot be denied at
the pleasure of the owner.” Union Pac. RR v. Public Serv. Comm’n, 211 P.2d 851, 895 (Utah
1949). And Utah’s Supreme Court has found that funding for a “public purpose” can be proven
only where the funding is designed to promote the public interest as opposed to furtherance of
the advantage of individuals or private entities, Tribe v. Salt Lake City Corp., 540 P.2d 499, 504
(Utah 1975), and public good is the dominant interest at stake. Utah Housing Finance Agency v.
Smart, 561 P.2d 1052, 1055 (Utah 1977).
III.

PROPOSED METHOD FOR DETERMINING HOW THE CIB DISTRIBUTES
MINERAL LEASE MONIES IN THE CIB FUND

Based on the above sources, we respectfully request you provide the following guidance
to the CIB by which it must evaluate projects to determine if they meet the definition of a “public
facility” or a “public service” under federal and state law:
1. BENEFIT - Does the project provide a traditionally local governmental service to the
Utah public? If the project does not provide a service traditionally provided by
government or serves private entities and individuals, then CIB Funding must be
denied.
2. PURPOSE - Is the project’s dominant purpose and intended effect to enhance public
welfare for Utah residents? If the project’s dominant purpose and effect is to generate
a private profit or generate private economic development, then CIB Funding must be
denied.
3. ACCESS - Is the project owned or operated by a public entity or, if private, is it open
and available to the Utah public? If a private owner may restrict public access at its
pleasure and discretion, then CIB Funding must be denied.
IV.

CONCLUSION

In recent years, the CIB has allocated or prioritized tens of millions of dollars of Utah’s
mineral lease money for projects that fail the three-prong test set forth above, violating federal
and state law. Examples include pipelines across the state to move fossil fuels, including the $29
million victory pipeline in Duchesne County; the reservation of $50 million for a short-line
railroad to move fossil fuels in southeast Utah; the set aside of $53 million investment in the outof-state Oakland Export Terminal; and the new Major Infrastructure Set Aside Fund rule that
expressly permits funding for pipelines at R990-8-8(C)(1).
CIB funding of private major infrastructure is illegal and undermines the very purpose of
royalty payments to the states under the MLA – rather than alleviating the burden of mineral
development as intended, it will only increase and exacerbate those burdens. In addition, little
prosperity trickles down to the communities in which the private economic development occurs.
The lion’s share of the profit is enjoyed only by large private corporations. As mandated, the
CIB must strive to do the opposite: alleviate that impact caused by mineral development,
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increase the general welfare of Utah residents, and create livable Utah communities supported by
essential services.
For these reasons, we respectfully request the Attorney General’s office not only find the
$53 million loan to four Utah counties for investment in Oakland, California unlawful, but
expand its opinion to provide the CIB with a clear directive to immediately cease funding private
major infrastructure projects that fail the three-prong test set forth above.
We appreciate your consideration of this letter, and we look forward to reviewing your
opinion on this matter soon.
Sincerely,
THE SLOAN LAW FIRM, PLLC

_________________________
Christina R. Sloan
CRS/

EXHIBIT 35

Aaron C. Garrett (#12519)
aaron@nonprofitlegalservices.com
NONPROFIT LEGAL SERVICES OF UTAH
623 E. 2100 S. Suite B1
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106
Telephone: 385.419.4111
Facsimile: 801.401.3504

Wendy Park (CA Bar No.
237331), pro hac vice pending
wpark@biologicaldiversity.org
CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY
1212 Broadway #800
Oakland, CA 94612
Telephone: 510.844.7138
Facsimile: 510.844.7150

Attorneys for Petitioners
IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
LIVING RIVERS and CENTER FOR
BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY,

DECLARATION OF RYAN BEAM IN
SUPPORT OF RULE 65B PETITION
FOR EXTRAORDINARY RELIEF

Petitioners,
v.
UTAH PERMANENT COMMUNITY
IMPACT FUND BOARD; UTAH
DEPARTMENT OF WORKFORCE
SERVICES, HOUSING AND
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
DIVISION; and SEVEN COUNTY
INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION,
Respondents.

Case No.: ______________________
Honorable: _____________________

I, Ryan Beam, hereby declare as follows:
1.

I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein which are known

by me to be true and correct and, if called as a witness, I could and would competently
testify to them.
2.

I am employed at the Center for Biological Diversity (“Center”) as a Public

Lands Campaigner and work out of Salt Lake City, Utah. I have held this position for
four years. My work at the Center includes researching activities that pose a threat to
the health of public lands and imperiled species in Utah, analyzing their ongoing or
potential impacts, communicating relevant information to members of the media, and
organizing communities that stand in opposition to such activities. As the lead
campaigner at the Center working to oppose the Uinta Basin Railway, I am deeply
familiar with the Seven County Infrastructure Coalition’s (SCIC) proposal to develop the
railway and the Utah Permanent Community Impact Board’s (CIB) approval of two
grants for the railway totaling $27.9 million.
3.

The Center has over 74,000 members, including over 680 members in

Utah. The mission of the Center is “to secure a future for all species, great and small,
hovering on the brink of extinction. We do so through science, law and
creative media, with a focus on protecting the lands, waters and climate that species
need to survive. We want those who come after us to inherit a world where the wild is
still alive.”1

1

Center for Biological Diversity. Our Mission: Saving Life on Earth. Available at:
https://www.biologicaldiversity.org/about/.
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4.

The Center has the interest and expertise necessary to investigate and

review legal and factual questions relating to the CIB’s approval of $27.9 million in
grants to the SCIC for the proposed Uinta Basin Railway.
5.

The Center has a strong interest in preventing public subsidies to the

fossil fuel industry, including the misuse of public CIB funds for the Uinta Basin Railway.
The railway and its goal to increase fossil fuel development in the Uinta Basin threaten
the Center’s mission to protect species and their habitat. If the railway is developed and
increases oil production in the Basin as planned, it would result in the destruction of
public lands, fragmentation of wildlife habitat, depletion and pollution of water resources,
increased emissions of greenhouse gases causing global warming, and the
exacerbation dangerous air pollution problems in the region. All of these impacts would
put plant and animal species at greater risk of harm and extinction and would harm
communities in Utah and around the world.
6.

For instance, the preferred route for the Uinta Basin Railway would

destroy and/or degrade priority breeding and nesting habitat for the greater sagegrouse—including in the Emma Park area in Utah’s Duchesne, Carbon, and Utah
counties—which the Center has spent considerable time and resources working to
protect. The Center has worked to obtain federal protections for this species under the
Endangered Species Act and federal land management plans, and to prevent fossil fuel
development and other destructive activities in its habitat through public education
campaigns, administrative advocacy, and litigation. For example, last year the Center
obtained a preliminary injunction against federal land management plans (including for
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lands in Utah) stripping sage-grouse of protections,2 and obtained a court order
preventing oil and gas drilling on sage-grouse habitat across 67 million acres in Utah
and other western states.3 The Center has also worked to protect other species that
would be harmed by the railway and the increased fossil fuel extraction it is meant to
induce, including the four Colorado River endangered fishes: the Colorado pikeminnow,
humpback chub, razorback sucker, and bonytail. These species would be impacted by
water depletion and pollution of the waterways in the Uinta Basin. The Center has
worked to protect these species from fossil fuel development projects,4 coal-fired power
plant pollution,5 changes to the amount and timing of river flow due to diversions,6 and
many other threats. Similarly, the Center has fought for federal protections for the
Graham’s and White River beardtongues, which are threatened by proposed oil shale
mining in the Uinta Basin. 7 The Uinta Basin Railway would purportedly decrease the
cost of transportation for synthetic oil produced from oil shale mining, increasing the
likelihood that such mining could become economical in the area.
7.

The Center has worked extensively to ensure the protection of public

lands and to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels by participating in public planning
and decision processes for fossil fuel leasing, permitting, and infrastructure

2

See, e.g., https://biologicaldiversity.org/w/news/press-releases/court-blocks-trumpadministration-plans-strip-sage-grouse-protections-2019-10-16/.
3
https://biologicaldiversity.org/w/news/press-releases/judge-voids-trump-oil-and-gaslease-sales-nearly-1-million-acres-sage-grouse-habitat-2020-02-27/.
4
See, e.g., https://www.biologicaldiversity.org/news/press_releases/2019/utah-oilshale-02-26-2019.php
5
https://www.biologicaldiversity.org/news/press_releases/2010/four-corners-coal-10-122010.html
6
https://www.biologicaldiversity.org/news/press_releases/2019/green-river-watercontract-03-21-2019.php
7
https://www.biologicaldiversity.org/news/press_releases/2015/beardtongues-03-262015.html; https://biologicaldiversity.org/w/news/press-releases/lawsuit-attacks-trumpfailure-protect-241-species-extinction-2020-02-26-2020-02-27/
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development in Utah and across the country. In order to prevent needless and unlawful
environmental destruction and pollution the Center works to ensure that the impacts of
such projects are fully understood, that required public processes are adhered to, and
that environmental and other laws are followed.
8.

In my role as Public Lands Campaigner at the Center, I have diligently

monitored the Uinta Basin Railway proposal since at least October 2018. Since that
time, I have attended relevant meetings of the CIB and SCIC boards either in-person or
remotely or have reviewed meeting minutes and recordings after the fact. I have also
recently reviewed relevant archived minutes and recordings from these monthly
meetings between the establishment of the SCIC in 2014 and present.
9.

I have conducted extensive research on the Uinta Basin Railway, other

SCIC projects funded by the CIB, and the history and governance of both agencies. The
Center has submitted several Government Records Access and Management Act
(GRAMA) requests to the CIB and SCIC seeking records pertinent to the Uinta Basin
Railway project and related agency activities, including the CIB’s decision file for the
Uinta Basin Railway grants. I have reviewed numerous records provided in response to
these requests. I have also compiled and reviewed relevant records obtained by the
Center’s partners and conducted research on the railway’s private financing,
development plans, and federal permit process.
10.

During the 2019 legislative session I attended and provided comment at

legislative hearings on bills affecting the CIB and SCIC. In numerous instances I have
been called on by members of the media to provide information and commentary on the
Uinta Basin Railway, CIB, SCIC, and other related matters.
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11.

The Center has prior experience in investigating and challenging the CIB’s

misuse of funds. In 2015, the Center, Living Rivers, and other groups opposed the
illegal use of $53 million of CIB funds to push a proposed coal export terminal in
Oakland, California. The CIB’s allocation of the loan for the project was contingent on
the Utah Attorney General’s finding that the loan does not run afoul of the law. The
Center for Biological Diversity performed legal and factual investigation of the proposed
funding and prepared a letter to the Utah Attorney General objecting to the misuse of
CIB funds for the coal terminal.8 Over twenty community and conservation groups
signed onto the letter, including co-petitioner Living Rivers. The Utah Attorney General
never made any public findings about the loan, and the project proponents sought and
obtained the funding for the coal terminal through the Utah Legislature instead, though
the funding mechanism still involved transferring $53 million of CIB funds to the Utah
Department of Transportation. Living Rivers and Center for Biological Diversity also
worked in coalition with other groups to file a complaint with the U.S. Attorney’s Office
regarding the misuse of funds for the coal terminal.9
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best
of my knowledge. Executed in Salt Lake City, Utah on June 29, 2020.

__________________________________
Ryan Beam

8

https://www.biologicaldiversity.org/programs/public_lands/energy/dirty_energy_develop
ment/coal/pdfs/CBD_et_al_letter_to_Attorney_General_Reyes_11-2-15.pdf
9
https://earthjustice.org/sites/default/files/files/FINAL%20letter%20to%20investigate%20
CIB%20loan_0.pdf
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AUDIT REQUEST
We were asked to evaluate
whether Community Impact
Board (CIB) funds are used
effectively and in accordance
with the funds’ intended
purpose and CIB’s project
prioritization process.

BACKGROUND
The federal government
collects revenues from
private producers for the
lease of public lands and the
extraction of minerals from
public lands. A portion of
these federal revenues are
remitted back to the state
where the resource extraction
took place. In fiscal year 2019,
the Utah CIB received $36.6
million in revenues.
CIB provides loans and
grants from these revenues
to state agencies and
subdivisions of the state that
are socially or economically
impacted by mineral resource
development. Loans and
grants can be used for
specific provisions allowed
in statute which include
planning, construction and
maintenance of public
facilities, and provision of
public services. The board is
composed of 11 members, of
which six are locally elected
officials.

KEY
FINDINGS
No CIB policy exists to ensure projects adequately alleviate
mineral extraction impact.
Board members and other stakeholders desire guidance to
ensure consistent funding decisions.
Competitive bidding is not always occurring for CIB-funded
projects.
Internal policies are incomplete and inconsistently followed.

CIB Board Should Implement Policies
Ensuring Funds Alleviate Impact
We identified several large projects that highlight the need for improved
policy and processes going forward. These projects have substantial economic
development elements or provide low-interest government loans to the private
sector.

RECOMMENDATIONS
CIB should implement, formalize, and follow internal policies for
how projects will be reviewed and awarded, maximum award
size, and grant/loan mix of all projects.
CIB should continue working with staff to ensure consistency
in decision-making.
CIB should consider providing additional resources towards
capital asset inventories and require applicants to complete
them.
CIB should ensure all projects engage in a competitive bid
process.
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SUMMARY
Strengthened Procurement Controls Are
Needed for Some Board-Approved Projects
We evaluated the procurement process for a sample

Internal Policies Are Incomplete and
Inconsistently Followed
A number of CIB policies are documented but not

of cases to ensure that a competitive bid occurred. Robust

consistently followed. Adherence to policies safeguards

competitive bidding was missing from some projects and

resources and promotes desired outcomes. Moreover, there

should be required by the board. Five examples, accounting

are informal policies that, if formalized, would provide

for $11.9 million in CIB funding, had only one bid. The

additional meaningful controls. CIB’s internal guidelines

Utah Division of Purchasing and General Services has

state that the maximum award amount is $5 million, but

resources available at no cost to applicants that could help

the board has exceeded this 54 times while funding over

strengthen the procurement weaknesses we found.

$500 million in projects. In addition, the board’s practice of
providing more grants than loans over the last 5 years may
not be sustainable.

Enhanced Planning and Consistent Decision-Making Is Needed
Good planning is important to ensure the most-needed, highest-value projects are prioritized and funded by
CIB. Planning could improve through the widespread use of capital asset inventories, more meaningful use of capital
improvement lists, and stronger public involvement on capital projects. CIB can also improve decision-making through
enhanced consistency of award terms.
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Chapter I
Introduction
The federal government collects revenues from private producers
for the lease of public lands and the extraction of minerals such as coal,
oil, and gas from public lands. A portion of these federal revenues are
remitted back to the state where the resource extraction took place.
Utah’s Permanent Community Impact Fund Board (CIB) provides
loans and grants to state agencies and subdivisions of the state that are
socially or economically impacted, directly, or indirectly, by mineral
resource development on federal lands for specific provisions allowed
in statute which include planning, construction and maintenance of
public facilities, and provision of public services.

CIB provides loans and
grants to state
agencies and
subdivisions that are
impacted by mineral
resource development.

While local communities cannot collect taxes on federal land, they
are required to provide basic public services. CIB returns a portion of
mineral lease fees to these impacted communities as a result of
activities on the land. Examples of public services provided by local
governments for which CIB funds may be requested are shown in
Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1 Mineral Lease Funds May Be Used for a Variety of
Services that Alleviate the Impact of Mineral Extraction. While
not exhaustive, the following examples highlight some of the
government services for which CIB funds may be used.
Parks, recreation, open space, trails

Roads

Environmental mitigation

Street lighting

Public safety
Police and fire protection
Emergency Dispatch
Garbage collection and disposal
Sewage

Correctional and rehabilitative
facilities and programs

Cemeteries

Water rights, supply, storage,
treatment, and distribution

Animal shelters

Wastewater collection and
treatment, stormwater, drainage,
and flood control

Healthcare

Source: Utah Code 40-10-25(2)(d); 63M-5-302(1), 17D-1-201; 78B-2-216; 11-36a-102(16)-(18); 17-27a- 403(3)(b).
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CIB is comprised of 11
members, of which six
are locally elected
officials.

CIB is comprised of 11 members, of which six are locally elected
officials (two members are from the counties with the most mineral
lease revenue), and five are government officials from Water
Resources, Water Quality, the Department of Workforce Services, the
State Treasurer, and the Transportation Commission. We interviewed
all board members and the majority of them reported that board
composition is balanced and appropriate.

CIB Provides Significant Resources
To Utah’s Rural Communities

CIB prioritizes funding
proposals based on a
variety of criteria such
as existing facilities
and services and the
presence of a taxable
base.

Mineral lease funds are a significant revenue source for capital
projects in rural Utah, both through direct allocations to districts and
counties as well as to CIB. CIB prioritizes funding proposals based on
a variety of criteria such as the amount of mineral lease money
generated by the county, existing public facilities and services, and the
presence of a taxable base to fund projects. Funds are disbursed in the
form of grants and loans at varying interest rates. Approximately half
the funds are distributed as grants and half as loans, although this
distribution has shifted towards more grants over the last five years, as
highlighted in Chapter V.
Mineral Lease Funds Are Statutorily
Allocated to Various Entities
Utah Code requires mineral lease revenues to be allocated to
various entities for a variety of statutory purposes as shown in Figure
1.2.
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Figure 1.2 Fiscal Year 2019 Mineral Lease Revenues as
Allocated in Statute. CIB receives a portion of extraction royalties
(money associated with extraction activities) and rent, (money
associated with leasing federal land to private entities) along with
other distributions of mineral lease funds.

Source: Office of the Legislative Auditor General, based on FINET revenue data and Utah Code 59-21.
Note: Payments in Lieu of Taxes (PILT) are federal payments to local governments that help offset losses in
property taxes due to the existence of nontaxable federal lands within their boundaries.

Extraction royalties can be used for grants, zero percent loans, or
interest-bearing loans while federal rent (bonus payments) must be
used for interest bearing loans. Special service districts and counties
impacted by mineral extraction receive a large portion of mineral lease
funds. These districts and counties can apply for additional mineral
lease money in the form of CIB grants and loans for eligible projects.

Special service
districts and counties
impacted by mineral
extraction receive a
large portion of
mineral lease funds.

For fiscal year 2019, we validated that CIB received the correct
amount of funds and verified that all mineral lease money was
accounted for. Distributions from the Mineral Lease Account and
Mineral Bonus Account were matched to information provided by the
Department of Workforce Services to verify all distributions were
correct.

Office of the Utah Legislative Auditor General
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CIB Funds Are Intended to Benefit the
Greatest Number of Citizens of the State
Utah statute states that the intent of mineral lease funds is to:
Maximize the long term benefit of funds derived from
these lease revenues and bonus payments by fostering
funding mechanisms which will, consistent with sound
financial practices, result in the greatest use of financial
resources for the greatest number of citizens of this state.1
Statute gives funding
priority to communities
impacted by natural
resource development.

Since this statute also states that there is “priority given to those
communities designated as impacted by the development of natural
resources,” marginally impacted and marginally producing
communities typically receive more CIB assistance in the form of
loans, as stated in funding guidelines.
At the start of fiscal year 2020, the mineral lease fund portfolio
totaled approximately $177 million. Approximately $60 million is
being held for large infrastructure projects. Figure 1.3 shows the
fluctuation in mineral lease revenue over the last ten years.

1
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Figure 1.3 Mineral Lease Funds Are Composed of Program
Income and Federal Receipts. Program income is composed of
loan repayments and earned interest while federal receipts are
composed of extraction royalties and federal rent.

Source: Permanent Community Impact Board revenue data from fiscal year 1998 to 2019.

While most CIB revenue has been generated through the federal
mineral lease disbursements, based on the price of oil and gas and
mineral extraction occurring, the federal receipts can fluctuate greatly,
as shown above. An increasing portion of CIB revenue comes from
loan repayment income as a result of lending money at interest to
communities.

An increasing portion
of CIB revenue comes
from loan repayment
income.

Other States Allocate Mineral
Lease Money in a Variety of Ways
We performed a limited review of neighboring western states and
found they use their mineral lease revenues in a variety of ways. Utah
appears to have one of the most clearly defined mineral lease programs
among the western states. Colorado has the program most similar to
Utah’s CIB called the Energy and Mineral Impact Assistance Fund.
The mission of this program is “…to promote sustainable community
development and to increase the livability and resilience of
communities through strategic investments in asset-building
activities.” The program funds projects that are urgent, a high priority

Office of the Utah Legislative Auditor General
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for the applicant, and in communities with a demonstrated financial
need.

In most states we
examined, mineral
lease revenues are
typically added to
existing funds.

In other states we examined, mineral lease revenues are typically
added to existing funds and their use is governed by applicable
requirements. In Idaho, about 90 percent of the money goes to its
Public School Income Fund and the remaining 10 percent goes to the
community in which the royalty was generated. Likewise, Wyoming
uses most of its mineral lease funds for its School Foundation Program
and other state education related programs, with the remainder used
for roads, cities and towns, and local governments. In Montana, funds
are deposited into the general fund with a portion distributed to
affected counties. In California, mineral lease funds are deposited to a
renewable resource fund and for a variety of projects related to
geothermal resources.

Audit Scope and Objectives
We were asked to evaluate 1) whether CIB funds are used in a way
that is consistent with the funds’ intended purpose, 2) CIB’s project
prioritization process, and 3) whether CIB funds are used effectively.
This led us to focus on the following chapters:
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•

Chapter II evaluates the need for enhanced board policies
that ensure funded projects align with the Mineral Leasing
Act and Utah statute’s intended purpose of alleviating
impact.

•

Chapter III evaluates the need for enhanced planning and
consistency in board decision-making.

•

Chapter IV evaluates whether funding projects adhere to
state procurement code and best practices.

•

Chapter V evaluates compliance with board policies and
procedures.

A Performance Audit of the Permanent Community Impact Fund (May 2020)

Chapter II
CIB Board Should Implement Policies
Ensuring Funds Alleviate Impact
Most Permanent Community Impact Board (CIB) projects
reviewed align well with the Mineral Leasing Act’s (MLA) and state
statute’s intended purpose of alleviating the impact of mineral
development. However, our risk assessment revealed several large
projects that illustrate the need for additional policies because they
appear to be largely for economic development or provide low-interest
government loans to the private sector.
Because the MLA and state statutes are open for interpretation
regarding what constitutes impact alleviation and therefore eligibility
for public funding, we are unable to directly determine the
appropriateness in awarding CIB funds for these projects. In 1993, the
Utah Office of the Attorney General issued an opinion clarifying
allowable uses of mineral lease funds. While this opinion is helpful,
CIB can further improve its processes by establishing clearer policies in
selecting and awarding projects. This chapter discusses several CIBfunded projects that highlight the need for improved policy and
processes going forward.

Mineral Leasing Act and State Statute
Restrict Mineral Lease Funding Uses
Based on a risk assessment, we examined several CIB-funded
projects to determine if they were in compliance with the Mineral
Leasing Act (MLA) and Utah statute’s intended purpose, to alleviate
impact. We found that nearly all CIB-funded projects we reviewed
align well with this intended purpose and improve the quality of life
for Utah residents. However, we identified several large projects that
highlight the need for improved policy and processes going forward.

Several large projects
highlight the need for
improved policy and
processes.

Utah Code says CIB projects should result in the “alleviation of
social, economic, and public finance impacts resulting from the
development of natural resources in this state2.” The Attorney
General’s office has advised CIB that an economic development
2

Utah Code Ann. § 35A-8-301(1)
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project “in and of itself, is not eligible for funding with mineral lease
monies.” Finally, Utah Administrative Rule requires projects to be
“available and open to the general public and that the proposed
funding assistance is not merely a device to pass along low interest
government financing to the private sector.”

Our recommendations
focus on ensuring
projects align with
state statute requiring
CIB funds alleviate
impacts from natural
resource development.

We visited many CIB funded projects and interviewed many
people who attested to the importance of CIB funds for their
communities. The benefits of the MLA funds to communities
throughout Utah is clear. Our recommendations in this chapter focus
on ensuring that projects going forward clearly align with federal and
Utah statutes and that there is a clear standard in policy which can be
used to measure projects’ compliance with statute.
CIB Funds Are Intended
To Alleviate Impact
The Federal Mineral Leasing Act was enacted in 1920, allowing
the government to receive compensation for mineral extraction
activities on federal public lands. In 1976, the Department of the
Interior requested that congress expand allowable uses of MLA funds
beyond “the construction and maintenance of public roads or for the
support of public schools or other public educational institutions.”
Congress rejected the Department of the Interior’s request to remove
all restrictions on the use of the funds but defined allowable uses of the
funds which is reflected in the current law. Specifically, the MLA
directs states to prioritize the money for:

Eligible projects
include planning,
construction and
maintenance of public
facilities, and the
provision of public
services.

those subdivisions of the State socially or economically
impacted by development of minerals leased under this
[Act], for (i) planning, (ii) construction and maintenance
of public facilities, and (iii) provision of public services…
State statute closely corresponds with the language in the MLA
stating that the Impact Board shall:
Make [subject to the limitations of the leasing act] grants
and loans from the amounts appropriated by the
Legislature out of the impact fund to state agencies,
subdivisions, and interlocal agencies that are or may be
socially or economically impacted, directly or indirectly, by
mineral resource development for (i) planning, (ii)
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construction and maintenance of public facilities, and (iii)
provision of public services.
State Statute adds that the legislature intends to:
maximize the long term benefit of funds derived from these
lease revenues and bonus payments by fostering funding
mechanisms which will, consistent with sound financial
practices, result in the greatest use of financial resources for
the greatest number of citizens of this state, with priority
given to those communities . . . impacted by the
development of natural resources covered by the Mineral
Leasing Act (emphasis added).

Use of mineral lease
funds should result in
the greatest use of
financial resources for
the greatest number of
citizens.

Federal and State statutes provide direction on how these funds
can be used but lead us to ask questions that need clarification in
board policies. For example:
1. How does the board determine if a project provides a
sufficient impact alleviation when it is touted as an
economic development project?
2. How does the board determine if a project alleviates or
exacerbates the impact from mineral lease development?
3. What criteria does the board use in determining if a
project provides a low interest government loan to the
private sector?
This report provides examples of projects that demonstrate these
questions and shows the need for CIB to adopt a policy in
accordance with the Federal Mineral Leasing Act and Utah
statute which provides criteria for how projects will be reviewed
and awarded.
Attorney General Opinion States that Purely Economic
Development Projects Do Not Qualify for Mineral Lease
Funding
The Office of the Attorney General (OAG) has relied upon the
analysis and legal conclusions of their 1993 opinion in determining
whether a project constitutes economic development and an improper
use of public funds for private purposes in violation of federal and
state law.

Office of the Utah Legislative Auditor General
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According to an AOG
opinion, “an economic
development project,
in and of itself, is not
eligible for funding
with mineral lease
monies.”

According to the opinion, “an economic development project, in
and of itself, is not eligible for funding with mineral lease monies
because it does not qualify as ‘planning,’ ‘construction and
maintenance of public facilities’ or ‘provision of public services.’” In
addition, the OAG opinion states, “The use of mineral lease monies
for ‘mere’ economic development—usually meaning assistance to
private businesses and enterprises in their operations—raises Utah
Constitutional issues.” The opinion references the Utah Supreme
Court, which has upheld the constitutional principle that “public funds
cannot be expended for private purposes” stating:
[T]he fundamental test of the constitutionality of the
statute requiring the use of public funds is whether the
statute is designed to promote the public interest, as
opposed to the furtherance of the advantage of individuals.
While many projects funded by CIB will result in some economic
development, we believe that CIB needs to develop policies that have
clear criteria for reviewing and awarding funds for projects that
provide substantial economic development or that exacerbate impact.
CIB Funds Cannot Be Used as Low-Interest
Government Loans to the Private Sector
The Utah Supreme Court has held that the Utah Constitution
bars the State from subscribing (or lending its credit) in aid of any
private enterprise. This is made clear in CIB Administrative Rule
which states:
All applicants must demonstrate that the facilities or
services provided will be available and open to the general
public and that the proposed funding assistance is not
merely a device to pass along low interest government
financing to the private sector.3

Proposed funding
should not merely be a
device to pass along
low interest
government funding to
the private sector.

Federal and state statute, the Utah Constitution, Utah
Administrative Rules, as well as the OAG opinion provide guidance
for CIB in making funding determinations. Because many projects will
have private, as well as public benefits, we recommend that the board

3
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develop additional clarity in their policies for determining what factors
will be considered when awarding funds.
We also recommend that CIB review the project size, scope,
intended beneficiaries, and budget of proposed projects and make a
determination that the project is a good value for the community in
alleviating impact, in accordance with statute’s directive to provide
“the greatest use of financial resources for the greatest number of
citizens of this state.” The Community Development Block Grant, for
example, scores applicants based on the proposed project’s benefit to
their targeted population. Projects that provide the greatest benefit to
the target population at the lowest cost are awarded a higher score.

CIB should review
project size, scope,
intended beneficiaries,
and budget of
proposed projects and
make a determination
that the project is a
good value.

The following section focuses on several projects that demonstrate
the need for CIB policies which can clearly determine if a project is
adding rather than alleviating the impacts of mineral extraction,
primarily promotes economic development, or provides low interest
government financing to the private sector.

Some CIB-Funded Projects Reveal the Need for a
Clear Policy Governing Projects with Substantial
Economic Development Elements
Using a two-step methodology that included searching meeting
minutes and reviewing flagged projects for high dollar amounts, we
identified several projects that show a need for clearer policies and
criteria in determining the appropriateness of CIB-funded projects.
We recommend CIB adopt a policy that clearly outlines how projects
with substantial economic development elements will be reviewed and
awarded.
Risk Assessment Was Used to
Identify Concerning Projects
Early discussions with stakeholders indicated potential concerns
with how CIB funds are used. To examine whether Utah’s mineral
lease funds are used as intended, we conducted a risk analysis review
that looked for projects which may have a large economic
development purpose. To identify these projects, we searched all CIB
meeting minutes over the last three years using terms “economic,”
“development,” “private,” “benefit,” “legal,” and “attorney.” This
yielded examples of projects across the state where board members,
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CIB’s assistant attorney general, CIB staff, or other interested parties
raised concerns that a proposed project may be misaligned with the
fund’s intended purpose. Of the projects that were flagged by this
search, we identified projects that presented the greatest risk due to
their significant dollar amount and reviewed detailed documentation
surrounding these projects. The following sections discuss these
projects, demonstrate the need for CIB to have clear policies in
determining the appropriateness of projects, and offer suggestions for
ensuring that CIB funds are used as intended.
The Uintah Basin Rail Line Project’s Impact Mitigation Was
Questioned by Assistant Attorney General Advising CIB
In 2019, CIB awarded a $27.9 million application from the Seven
County Infrastructure Coalition (SCIC) for Uintah Basin Rail Line
planning. Prior to the award, the Office of the Attorney General
(OAG) raised “questions and legal concerns about the application.”
SCIC’s attorney sent a response letter which resulted in a subsequent
OAG letter sent October 30, 2018. Specifically, this letter raised the
following primary issues:

The OAG questioned if
the purpose of the
SCIC study was
primarily economic
development.

•

The application and supporting materials do not provide
sufficient evidence that the proposed rail line will mitigate
impact by alleviating truck traffic.

•

The primary purpose of the project appears to be economic
development, which is not eligible for funding as clarified
by the 1993 Utah Attorney General Opinion of the MLA.

Notably, the OAG letter quotes a study of the project which
states, “[T]he ultimate goal of constructing the prospective
railroad is to advance the economic development of the Uintah
Basin….” The letter states, “because SCIC’s application and its
supporting studies place the issue [economic development] at
the forefront” and “the MLA expressly forbids the use of mineral
lease funds for mere economic development” the proposed
project raises Utah Constitutional issues in need of addressing.
Despite significant OAG review regarding the rail study and
warning that, “It is possible—perhaps likely, even—that the CIB’s
decision on the Application will be challenged in court,” the project
was funded with one board member opposing.
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To provide clear guidance and a legal framework to the board for
making funding decisions, we recommend that the board adopt a
policy in accordance with the Federal Mineral Leasing Act and state
statute that provides criteria for how projects will be reviewed and
awarded.
Seep Ridge Road Economic Development Elements
Show Need for Clear CIB Policy
Between 2009 and 2019, CIB awarded five grants/loans for
contiguous sections of Seep Ridge Road totaling $59.5 million. Over
half, or $34 million, was awarded as grants and the remainder as
loans; $14 million at 2.5 percent interest and $11.5 million at zero
percent interest. Meeting minutes surrounding the project indicate the
project was touted primarily for economic development reasons,
although public benefits were also mentioned. Further, the road runs
through many oil and gas wells, as evidenced in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1 A Map of Seep Ridge Road Indicates the Road Was
Upgraded and Paved to Facilitate Resource Extraction. Each
yellow dot on the map is an oil or gas well.

Source: Office of the Legislative Auditor General, based on Utah Department of Natural Resources Division of Oil,
Gas and Mining database.
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The Seep Ridge Road
project application
stated the road was
used for oilfield
workers, ranchers,
hunters, and travelers.

Seep Ridge Road’s
primary purpose
appears to be
enhancing mineral
development.

Meeting minutes
indicate the road was
needed to
accommodate oil and
gas wells.

Seep Ridge Road is a 48-mile paved road starting from the end of
State Route 88 near Ouray, Utah. The Uintah Transportation Special
Service District’s (UTSSD) initial application in 2009 explains that the
proposed project is to reconstruct, upgrade, and improve the drainage
issues on the 48 miles of road known as Seep Ridge Road used by
“oilfield workers, ranchers, hunters, and travelers.”
Seep Ridge Road Application Discusses Increased Mineral
Development Possibilities. The Seep Ridge Road application states
that because the mining industry generates mineral lease monies,
Uintah County and the district support returning, “a large portion of
the funding back to the mining industry in the form of road
improvements.” In their phase two application for CIB funds they
state, “This roadway provides access to recreation, hunting, ranching,
and the development of abundant natural resources including oil,
natural gas, oil sands, and oil shale.” The CIB applications also
mention public benefits such as enhancing access to recreational and
hunting opportunities and enhancing traveler safety. While these
public benefits are important to demonstrate, without clear criteria
adopted by the board that has been carefully reviewed to ensure it is in
compliance with federal and state statute, it is difficult to know
whether this project satisfies the MLA’s intended purposes of
alleviating the burden of impacts from mineral development on local
communities. Rather than reducing impacts from mineral
development, it appears as though the road’s primary intended
purpose was to enhance mineral development, which would by
extension, increase some impacts on local communities.
Meeting minutes indicate that increased energy production was
expected from building the road noting that, “if production increases
in the Uintah Basin by about 100,000 barrels a day, that will add
another 300 to 500 trucks a day.” Further, oil and gas companies were
reported to be supportive, with one company pledging $100,000
towards the road and issuing a challenge grant to other large oil and
gas companies, suggesting the private sector anticipated enhanced
production.4 In meeting minutes from 2019 regarding the most recent
installment of the road, the applicant stated the road addition was
needed to accommodate 2,864 oil and gas wells, but the oil and gas

4

Minutes of The Uintah Transportation Special Service District Administrative
Control Board - February 6, 2008
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companies did not have any money to help with the project at that
time.
Given the large percentage of CIB funding awarded to these
expensive projects, we are concerned that the money has not benefited
the greatest number of citizens, as required by statute. The board
should clearly articulate in policy how it will comply with this
requirement in the future and provide information supporting it.
Available Information Shows A Strong Economic
Development Component for Seep Ridge Road. According to the
Transportation, Environmental Quality & National Guard
Appropriations Subcommittee meeting minutes that occurred prior to
CIB awarding funding:
The purpose is to get the waxy crude oil from the Uintah
Basin to the railroad where it can be shipped to refineries
which can handle this kind of crude oil and net a better
price per barrel to the suppliers5.
The Uintah Basin Energy and Transportation Study reveals the
extent to which Seep Ridge Road is predicated on economic
development in the form of enhancing oil and gas production. The
purpose of the study was to identify if transportation infrastructure is a
barrier to oil and gas production. Seep Ridge was identified as one of
the “major transportation corridors that serve as primary routes for
energy-related development in Duchesne and Uintah counties.”
Likewise, the environmental assessment for the project stated that
purpose for building the road was, “a continued substantial increase in
light and heavy vehicle traffic on the road, primarily associated with
energy development in the Book Cliffs area”.6

5

Minutes of The Transportation, Environmental Quality and National Guard
Appropriations Subcommittee February 6, 2008
6
United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management, "Seep
Ridge Road Paving Project Environmental Assessment" (2011). Environmental
Assessments (UT). Paper 6. https://digitalcommons.usu.edu/utah_enviroassess/6
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Supporting
documentation did not
provide evidence of
significant impact
alleviation benefits of
Seep Ridge Road.

The engineering firm that presented the most recent addition to
the road called Ouray Bottoms Road emphasized that 45 percent of
gas produced in the Uintah Basin comes from this corridor and that it
was necessary to raise the road to prevent the oil and gas industry
vehicles from taking a 92-mile detour in the event of a flood.
Additionally, one board member asked if the applicant had
approached the state for economic development money since the
project affects the whole state. The board might have believed that
that the impact alleviation benefits were compelling enough to fund
the projects. But supporting documentation did not provide evidence
of this position. In the future, the board should better document their
decisions showing the statutory reason for making their decisions.
CIB Board Should Clarify How Private and Public Benefit Is
Evaluated. The 1993 Attorney General Opinion stated the intent of
the MLA, indicating that economic benefit is not an appropriate use of
mineral lease funds. According to the opinion, assistance to “private
businesses and enterprises in their operations. . . raises Utah
Constitutional issues.” The opinion further adds that, “private benefits
incidental to a dominant public purpose do not detract from the
constitutionality of the legislation.” While roads are an expressly
permitted use of CIB funds, supporting documents on this road
appear to show a dominant private benefit.
We recommend that the board clarify in their policies how they
will evaluate applications with significant private benefits to ensure all
CIB-funded projects are in accordance with the Federal Mineral
Leasing Act and state statute’s intended purpose and adequately
demonstrate the cost of projects is justified by the value for the
community in alleviating impact.
The Leland Bench Road Project Raises Questions
That Demonstrate a Need for Improved Policies
In 2019, Leland Bench Road was fully funded with a $9 million
CIB grant. The money for this project was initially intended for
another project called the South Vernal Truck Route, which was
planned to divert heavy truck traffic from main street roads in Vernal.
After the project was approved, the applicant determined that there
was no longer a need to divert traffic, requesting to use the funding
instead for the Leland Bench Road.
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The Leland Bench Road project involved realigning and
reconstructing the roadway on Leland Bench to utilize, “the soils
[that] have a greater capacity and will allow for the continued growth
of larger vehicles in this area.” In contrast to the original proposal that
focused on the alleviation of mineral extraction impacts by diverting
heavy truck traffic out of Vernal, the application for Leland Bench
focuses more on the promotion of economic development. Meeting
minutes indicate that the applicant anticipated that the road would
create jobs and benefit the oil and gas industry.

Constructing Leland
Bench Road was
anticipated to result in
job creation, which is
not an appropriate use
of CIB money
according to the OAG.

The OAG advised the SCIC in a 2018 letter that, in their opinion,
job creation is not an appropriate use of mineral lease money:
The expectation that economic development activity may
provide jobs, taxes, and other benefits that may accrue to
benefit the community may justify governmental entities in
spending their general fund monies for economic
development. However, it is not a proper use of mineral
lease monies (emphasis added).
In addition to this economic development concern, rural planners who
reviewed the project prior to CIB funding stated, “This road in Uintah
County is mainly to provide access to oil and gas production” and the
existing road “is not in the best condition to handle the amount of
heavy oil and gas traffic.” The planners favorably recommended the
project because, “this road will greatly benefit the energy sector that it
feeds.” Figure 2.2 illustrates the proximity of the road to oil and gas
wells.

Office of the Utah Legislative Auditor General
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Figure 2.2 Leland Bench Road Appears to Promote Economic
Development. Each yellow dot on the map indicates an oil and gas
well.

Source: Office of the Legislative Auditor General, based on Utah Department of Natural Resources Division of Oil,
Gas and Mining database.

The Leland Bench
Road application
states the road was
needed for heavy truck
traffic for the energy
industry.

Application documents also suggest that the purpose of the road was
enhanced resource extraction, stating that the road was needed, “as a
means of providing [truck] access to the southern portions of Uintah
and Duchesne Counties for heavy truck traffic for the energy
industry.”
This project again points to the need for clear criteria to measure
and review projects against the Mineral Leasing Act and state statute.
In addition, the project was built without securing the right of way,
consequently it is unclear if the public will continue to have access to
the road.
Flood Mitigation Project May Be An
Innapropriate Pass-Through to Canal Companies
In 2016, CIB awarded $10.9M ($8.2M grant and $2.7M loan at
zero percent interest) to Uintah County Municipal Building Authority
for a flood mitigation project. In 2018, Uintah County Water
Conservancy District applied to take over the project which had not
yet begun. The project—which is currently underway—will pay canal
companies for a 100-year rights-of-way lease to use the canals to
channel flood water should a flood occur. Unlike other projects
highlighted in this chapter, the canal project application states a clear
public benefit which is flood mitigation and does not appear to have
been built to enhance mineral extraction. We are concerned, however,
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that the money provided for this project may be an inappropriate passthrough to three private canal companies.
CIB may be paying canal companies to pipe their canals when they
have already received funding to do so. CIB meeting minutes indicate
that the canal companies determined the price for the CIB-funded
rights-of-way based on the anticipated cost to purchase pipe for
irrigation. Minutes also indicate that canal companies would use the
rights-of-way money to purchase the pipe for the project. However,
the Bureau of Reclamation awarded the canal companies funding to
pipe their canals prior to CIB’s decision to fund this project in 2018.
This project raised additional concerns. For example, county
minutes show that the county intended to pursue the loan portion of
the CIB award in order to pass along money to canal companies at a
lower rate than they could obtain elsewhere. Further, a county
commisioner in the area also raised this pass-through concern stating
that one of the canal companies had already placed pipe in part of their
canal and was preparing to finish the piping project. The
commissioner raised thirteen concerns with the project inluding:
•

A Storm Water Plan for the Area provides more effective
flood mitigation measures than the proposed project

•

A legal determination, which had not been performed, may
show that the county already has a right of way, eliminating
the need to lease the canals.

The Bureau of
Reclamation provided
funding to pipe canals
that CIB also awarded
funds for.

CIB funds were
pursued to pass along
money to canal
companies at a lower
rate than they could
obtain elsewhere.

The commisioner stated, “Even though my county is a beneficiary it
seems odd to give such generous terms to a project with so many
unstated objectives.” We share the commissioner’s concern and
question if the public is getting a benefit that is comparable to the
money spent in addition to the potentially improper pass-through
concerns raised by the documentation.
In 2017, the OAG’s office, CIB bond counsel, and CIB staff
cautioned the board to evaluate whether this project represented an
improper pass-through to the private sector. They stated that
purchasing the easements would be an improper pass-through if there
was no determination of fair market value. The applicant proposed a
fair market value based on the cost of installing the pipe, but according
to a commissioner closely involved with the project, there were no
details behind this estimate. The commissioner wrote a letter to the
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A county
commissioner stated
that the canal project
appeared to be paying
water companies to
upgrade their system.
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board raising this concern. Meeting minutes document “that there
have been concerns from various entities about this project” and that
“it appears to be paying the water companies to upgrade their system.”
Despite unaddressed concerns raised by various parties, the project
was approved. Documentation suggests that part of the purpose of
this application may have been to pass along a low-interest
government loan to privately owned canal companies to do a project
that they mave have planned to do even without CIB funding.
Administrative Rule states that applicants must demonstrate that
“funding assistance is not merely a device to pass along low interest
government financing to the private sector.7” Likewise, CIB policy
echos this language in their policies stating:
The CIB may determine to participate in non-culinary water
projects where an eligible applicant can demonstrate that the
facilities or services provided would be available to or significantly
benefit the general public and that the proposed funding assistance
is not merely a device to pass along low interest government
financing to the private sector.
The policy uses “lining canals to prevent water loss to agricultural
and industrial users,” as an example of an inappropriate water project.
While the canal project provides a public benefit of flood mitigation,
the nearly $11 million cost of this project, combined with the passthrough to private entities that may have completed the projects on
their own, raises concerns of the appropriateness of the project. We
therefore recommend that CIB review applicant projects to ensure that
the project is a good value for the community in alleviating impact.
Other Projects Also Demonstrate a Need For Close
Review of Pass-Through Funds to the Private Sector

Clear policies
regarding impact
alleviation are needed
for projects that
appear to largely
benefit private sector
interests.

Our risk analysis led us to identify a number of high dollar
projects, which raised concerns since CIB does not have clear criteria
for determining the public benefit of projects. The following section
provides examples of additional projects we reviewed that share this
concern. Due to the relatively small dollar amounts of these projects,
our review was limited. We include them to illustrate that the board
must ensure their policies are clear on what constitutes impact
7
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alleviation and then carefully weigh the public benefit when funding
projects that appear to largely benefit private sector interests or do not
demonstrate impact alleviation.
•

Brian Head Water Line. This $1 million project (mostly
grant) pays for a new water line in the Cedar Breaks Mountain
Estates, a development in the Brian Head area. While CIB
funds will provide important infrastructure for fire protection
in the Cedar Breaks area, the applicant acknowledged that
future development of the area could also benefit by utilizing
the line. It is not clear from current board policies and the
application if this project primarily benefitted the public or
owners of the future development.

•

Charleston Town Road Paving Project. This $1,165,000,
15-year loan at 2.5 percent raised several concerns from the
board including the OAG. The concern was that the project
would benefit only a few private homeowners. Again, better
policies and more information is needed to make a
determination.

•

Gunnison City Sidewalks. This $58,000 grant project was to
provide sidewalks and driveways that lead to private homes.
The OAG raised the concern that the project appeared to be a
pass-through to homeowners who would benefit through
increased property values. Clearer criteria in policy would
illuminate if this project is appropriate for CIB funds.

The current lack of CIB policies on how these projects should be
weighed in conjunction with the private benefits do not give the board
clear guidance on how these types of projects should be analyzed. We
recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board adopt a
policy in accordance with the Federal Mineral Leasing Act and Utah
statute which provides criteria for how projects will be reviewed and
awarded.

A $1.1 million CIB loan
was used to benefit
only a few private
homeowners.

CIB policies do not
give the board clear
guidance for projects
with substantial private
benefits.

Board Members Should Provide Extra Scrutiny
To Projects That Lack Clear Public Benefits
Because Mineral Lease funds are limited and the need for these
funds is great, as evidenced by the many projects that appear on capital
improvement lists promogulated by communities, it is crucial the
board develop policies that align with the Mineral Leasing Act.
Office of the Utah Legislative Auditor General
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Collectively, the projects highlighted in this chapter raise concerns
surrounding how mineral lease funds are used. Projects that promote
economic development rather than public benefit, that do not
adequately alleviate impact, or provide low-interest government
financing to the private sector should be reviewed with an extra level
of scrutiny by the board.

Recommendations
1. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board
adopt a policy in accordance with the Federal Mineral Leasing
Act and Utah statute that provides criteria for how projects
providing substantial economic development or that exacerbate
impact will be reviewed and awarded.
2. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board
review the project size, scope, intended beneficiaries, and
budget of proposed projects and make a determination that the
project is a good value for the community in alleviating impact.
3. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board
require in policy that all applicants clearly identify their
project’s intended purpose and impacts to the community and
that applicants provide evidence that there is clear impact
alleviation.
4. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board
staff monitor applications to ensure that each project’s intended
purpose is clearly stated and demonstrates how the project will
alleviate impact before it is presented to the Board.
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Chapter III
Enhanced Planning and Consistent
Decision-Making Are Needed
Good planning is important to ensure the most needed, highestvalue projects are prioritized and funded by the Permanent
Community Impact Fund Board (CIB). This is especially true in rural
communities which may lack resources to implement effective
planning. CIB helps rural communities by providing planners in five
regions of the state and by providing grants and loans for planning
and infrastructure needs. While this is helpful, we found that planning
could be further improved through the widespread use of captial asset
inventories, more meaningful use of capitol improvement lists, and
stronger public involvement on capital projects.

CIB provides funding
for planners in five
regions of the state.

We also found inconsistencies in board decision-making resulting
in unclear expectations for applicants and potentially subjective
decision-making, which can result in the funding of projects that are
not the most needed for communities. The board has already begun
implementing a new policy for board decision-making that will
enhance consistency and transparency. We recommend that the board
continue to strengthen and follow its policies for decision-making.

Enhanced Planning Will Optimize Funding
By Aligning CIB Projects with Community Needs
CIB is the primary funding source for rural planning in Utah. CIB
pays for five full-time regional planners as well as state-level planners
with the goal of providing “…stability for continuous quality planning
throughout rural Utah.” We surveyed and interviewed all five regional
planners, which helped us to identify opportunities for improving the
planning process.

CIB is the primary
funding source for
rural planning in Utah.

CIB’s current prioritization process requires key components, as
shown in Figure 3.1.

Office of the Utah Legislative Auditor General
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Figure 3.1 Capital Improvement Planning and Project
Prioritization Process. According to the Department of Workforce
Services’ (DWS) Capital Improvement Planning Guide, sound
community planning, which includes performing a capital asset
inventory and prioritizing needed projects, should occur prior to
petitioning CIB for project funding.

Source: Office of the Legislative Auditor General, based on the DWS Capital Improvement Planning Guide.

Most rural
communities lack
capital asset
inventories.

Despite this established process for capital improvement planning and
prioritization, most of Utah’s rural communities lack capital asset
inventories (orange), which are essential for planning purposes but not
currently required by the board. We also found that required capital
improvement lists (blue) do not always reflect a community’s planned
and prioritized needs. Finally, robust public involvement could not be
documented for some projects. Collectively, these planning deficits
prevent communities from identifying their capital asset needs and
prevent the board from effectively meeting these needs. CIB should
consider providing additional resources to ensure this important
tracking and planning can occur.
Critical Capital Asset Inventories Are
Missing from the Planning Process
Most of Utah’s rural communities lack capital asset inventories
(CAI) which are essential for capital planning and project
prioritization. Capital assets are a community’s high-cost assets, such
as roads, pipelines, buildings, parks, recreation facilities, and vehicles.
CAI’s account for every asset’s current condition, maintenance and
replacement timeline, location, and replacement costs.
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CIB provides funding for five full-time planners in the more rural
regions of the state to enhance the development and implementation
of local and regional planning goals. Regional planners are responsible
for the following activities:
•
•
•

•

Consulting entities on their applications for CIB funding prior
to submission to CIB
Coordinating planning activities that use CIB funds
Coordinating requests for planning funds from other state
agencies (such as Community Development Block Grants and
Housing)
Providing planning services for communities, including
assistance with creating capital improvement plans and
Geographic Information System mapping

CIB-funded planners
enhance the
development and
implementation of
local and regional
planning goals.

These planners expressed concern that not enough of their
communities are tracking assets. According to regional planner
estimates, only 20 percent of rural communities manage up-to-date
asset inventories, as shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2 Rural Planner Estimates of the Number of
Communities Lacking Up-To-Date Capital Asset Inventories. In
the five rural areas that receive CIB funding, planners estimate that
approximately 80% of rural communities lack up-to-date capital
asset inventories.

Source: This figure shows estimates provided by regional planners. Actual data is not available.
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Although it is not included in CIB policy, according to their rural
planning guide, communities should conduct capital asset inventories
prior to making new capital funding decisions.
These assets require upkeep to maintain their value to a
community—none are free of costs, even when they are
ignored. Capital assets should be maintained to ensure
financial stability, limit emergencies, and enable long-term
strategic planning for cities, counties, and special service
districts.8
CIB should consider
funding additional
planners

While there is a cost in terms of time needed for CAIs, it is important
that rural communities complete these prior to requesting CIB
funding to promote more efficient use of funds. If communities, in
conjunction with planners, are unable to complete these inventories,
CIB should consider funding additional planners. These planners
would cost a fraction of the largest projects funded by CIB each year.
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
also issued guidance for asset management for local governments.
According to the guidance, comprehensive asset management includes
the following:

Comprehensive asset
management helps
communities
determine how much
money is needed to
fund maintenance and
asset investments.

•

Building an inventory of assets

•

Scheduling and tracking maintenance tasks through work
orders

•

Managing budgeted and actual annual expenses and revenue

By performing these tasks, local communities can identify the assets
that they have, determine how long they will last, determine costs
associated with repair, rehabilitation, or replacement, and plan for
future needs. This information helps with determining how much
money is needed to fund maintenance and asset investments. The
information helps local communities determine if rates and other
revenue-generating mechanisms are sufficient to cover costs while
maintaining agreed-upon levels of service.

8

Capital Asset Inventory: Helping Community Leaders Learn What’s Under
Their Feet. The State of Utah's Rural Planning Group is a project of Housing and
Community Development, Department of Workforce Services.
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By funding capital projects in communities that have not first
conducted an asset inventory, CIB may be unknowingly prioritizing
projects that do not accurately represent a community’s greatest need.
Using CAIs, communities could make more informed requests for
major infrastructure funding based on the end of the useful life of the
asset. This could help prevent emergencies that arise from asset failure.
Additionally, when communities do not have access to information
about their needs, they may be more susceptible to private interests
such as engineering firms directing planning decisions, as will be
discussed in Chapter IV.

Communities could
make more informed
requests for major
infrastructure funding
based on Capital Asset
Inventories.

Capital Improvement Lists May
Not Reflect Community Needs
CIB’s process for utilizing capital improvement lists may not result
in funding projects that represent a community’s highest needs.
According to administrative rule, applicants should work together
with other entities in the county to create “…a consolidated list of the
anticipated capital needs.”9 Ideally, prioritization occurs at the county
level and is then prioritized at the area level as a cooperative venture.
After agreeing upon the list of capital projects, county leaders forward
their prioritized lists to the regional planner who submits each
county’s list to CIB by April 1st of each year. Only those projects that
have gone through this coordinated prioritization process are eligible
for CIB funding. We identified several concerns with how this process
is implemented.
Some CIB-Funded Projects Were Not Found on the Capital
Improvement Lists. Administrative rule states, “Projects not
identified in a county area’s or HCD’s10 list, will not be funded by the
Board, unless they address a bona fide public safety or health
emergency or for other compelling reasons.” We found several CIBfunded projects that were not on the capital improvement lists in one
region, including a $40,000 grant for a water system and three road
improvement projects totaling $4.13 million in grants and $5.6
million in loans. In another region, a project that involved raising a
two-mile section of highway was not placed on the capital
improvement list because the applicant stated the project was an
emergency. As the DWS’ Capital Improvement Planning Guide states,
9

Coordinated project
prioritization process
is required to receive
CIB funding.

Some large projects
funded by CIB were
not on capital
improvement lists.

Utah Administrative Rule R990-8-5
DWS Housing and Community Development Division

10
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“proper planning will significantly reduce the number of surprises and
emergencies communities face, allowing leaders to take charge of the
future of their community.”
Planning Regions Are Inconsistent in How Capital
Improvement Lists are Prioritized and Amended. While regional
planners are required by administrative rule to submit a regional
capital improvement list to the board annually, we found that planners
vary in their practices for prioritizing and amending lists. One region,
for example, requires county leaders applying for CIB funds to
participate in regional prioritization of capital improvement lists.
Other regions appear to have more relaxed standards for creating,
prioritizing, and amending lists.

Capital improvement
lists are easily
amended and not
viewed as important by
some communities.

Regional planners stated that CILs are easily amended. For
example, in one region, county commissioners modify capital
improvement lists throughout the year. We were told that the list “…is
merely a required step in applying for CIB funds” and that
prioritization is not important because “board members do not
account for the prioritized rank when funding projects.” In addition,
we found lists modified after the April 1st deadline. We documented
an example of a large project that was added to the capital
improvement list after the deadline and just before CIB authorized
funding. These examples suggest that capital improvement lists may
not be providing the intended control to ensure CIB funds are used
for prioritized, planned projects except in emergencies.
Capital Improvement Lists Do Not Reflect Planned Capital
Needs. Several regional planners we interviewed raised the concern
that the CILs collected from counties and submitted to CIB are not
true capital improvement lists because projects have not been vetted
through the capital planning process as shown in Figure 3.1. Planners
described the capital improvement lists that they submit to CIB as
“merely a wish list of projects applying for CIB funding” and as “a
hoop to jump through.” Instead of current CILs that are not always
based on a prioritized list and are easily modified, CILs need to start
with capital asset inventories and be part of a planning process that
allows communities to identify and prioritize needs.
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Public Involvement Requirements
Need Enhanced Oversight by the Board
According to rule, all CIB applicants are required to have a
“vigorous public participation effort” as a condition of project
funding.11 CIB applicants are required to hold “…at least one formal
public hearing to solicit comment concerning the size, scope, and
nature of any funding request” and submit meeting minutes
documenting that they have informed the public prior to its
submission to the board.
In our limited review of project applications, we found some
applications where meeting minutes lacked documentation that the
public has been sufficiently informed about project details and loan
possibilities. For example, meeting minutes for the Ouray Bottom
Road (the latest segment of Seep Ridge Road) indicate that the public
was not sufficiently informed of the size, scope, and loan potential for
the project. Proof of adequate public involvement was also missing in
the Leland Bench public meeting minutes. While it is unclear how
often the public is not sufficiently informed, one board member
reported that, frequently applicants’ meeting minutes do not
demonstrate that the public has been adequately informed about a
project’s details and potential funding contingencies.

Vigorous public
participation is a
condition of CIB
funding.

Some meeting minutes
lacked documentation
of the public being
sufficiently informed.

Public involvement is an important component of community
capital planning. According to the Utah Rural Planning Group’s
guidebook, “if decisions such as capital improvement plans are made
in a vacuum, long-term plans can separate community direction from
collective community desires.”
CIB’s updated policies reflect an awareness of the need for better
community involvement. According to policy, applicants must have a
noticed public hearing to thoroughly inform the public concerning the
size, scope, nature, and potential financial impact of any project and
must provide evidence of that public forum through complete and
detailed documentation. We encourage CIB to continue monitoring
applications to ensure they follow this requirement.

11

Utah Administrative Rule R990-8-3(E)
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Fifty Percent Match Requirement Is a
Barrier to Effective Rural Planning
Proper capital planning is necessary to maximize funds and is
especially important in small communities with limited budgets. CIB
is an important funding source for planning in Utah’s rural
communities. CIB contracts for five planners dedicated to promoting
planning within participating regional Association of Governments.
Utah administrative rule normally requires CIB applicants to
contribute 50 percent matching funds for all planning grants and
studies.12 Unfortunately, some rural communities do not have enough
revenue to conduct planning grants and studies. CIB staff note that
the 50 percent match requirement is important because “…without
skin in the game, engineers can end up being the ones driving an
expensive plan.” While we agree that it is important to prevent private
interest from instigating projects and that larger communities are
equipped to meet the match requirement, smaller communities may
find the match requirement cost prohibitive, resulting in unmet
planning needs.

Planners reported that
a 50 percent match
requirement for
planning grants may
be too costly for some
communities.

One entity receiving a
$27.9 million award
was not required to
provide 50 percent
matching funds.

Planners from each of the five areas stated that it is difficult for
some small communities to afford the 50 percent matching funds,
which can exceed $40,000. One regional planner explained that the
requirements for “…some communities is very onerous because it
would take up most if not all of their budget.” Mayors from small
communities that we spoke with believe the 50 percent match
requirement is difficult given their limited budgets. One mayor from a
town of 160 people said they needed a new water master plan and
have not been able to afford it. Another mayor said his town
(population of 330) cannot afford the 50 percent match for a master
plan that they need.
CIB appears to consistently enforce this requirement, with 94
percent of planning grants meeting the requirement. In one notable
exception, the board approved a $27.9 million award to the Seven
County Infrastructure Coalition for its railway and oil pipeline studies
without requiring 50 percent matching funds. Given the significant
need for capital planning in Utah’s communities and CIB’s
requirement to use funds for the greatest number of citizens in the
state, we recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board
12
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consider changes to the 50 percent match requirement for planning
projects for rural communities with limited funding.

Board Can Improve Decision-Making
By Increasing Consistency
We asked all CIB board members about the decision-making
process. Many reported they were inconsistent in their decisions and
wanted better guidance for decision-making. This was also a
frustration voiced by all the rural planners we met with. We
documented several instances of inconsistent board decision-making.
Recently, board members and staff have responded to this concern by
developing a new funding policy based on applicant and project
characteristics, which we believe is a good first step to consistent
funding decisions. We recommend that CIB continue to work with its
staff to ensure consistency in funding decision-making.

CIB has taken steps to
improve the
consistency of funding
decisions.

Board Members and Other Stakeholders
Desire Guidance to Help Ensure Consistency
Board members are tasked with determining which projects receive
funding as well as the terms of the funding. This is a difficult task
because the variety of projects that come before the board is large and
the board is limited by available funding. Discussions with board
members and stakeholders reported that board decision-making is
inconsistent and that they do not have adequate guidance for making
funding decisions.
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Figure 3.3 Board Members and Stakeholders Report
Inconsistency in Board Decision-Making. The following
examples are direct quotes from board members and other
stakeholders regarding board decision-making.

Source: Quotes from CIB board members, CIB staff, and rural planners

These quotes demonstrate what we also observed—that board
members and stakeholders are aware of inconsistent decision-making
and desire further guidance. The following examples document
instances of inconsistent board decision-making.
CIB Has Offered Varying Award
Terms for Similar Projects

CIB has offered
varying loan terms for
similar projects to
counties in the same
producing class.

CIB has offered different loan terms for similar projects. For
example, as shown in Figure 3.4, two applicants from different
counties in the same producing class13 received different loan terms for
their community centers. Similarly, CIB offered varying loan terms to
project applicants for medical clinics in another producing class. These
two examples highlight times when CIB has offered inconsistent loan
terms to similar projects. These examples support board member,
staff, and planner concerns that decision-making is often inconsistent.

13

Counties are divided into five producing classes based on the amount of
mineral lease funds produced in the county.
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Figure 3.4 Examples of Varying Loan Terms Awarded for
Similar Projects. Two entities from counties in the same mineral
production class received different loan terms. Similarly, medical
clinic projects in a different production class received varying loan
terms.

Source: CIB data

Consistency in board decision-making is important for enhancing
transparency and ensuring that CIB applicants have reasonable
expectations about the likelihood of receiving funding and the funding
terms.

Consistency enhances
transparency and
ensures applicants
have reasonable
expectations.

CIB meeting minutes highlight another example of a time when
CIB board members decided to offer an applicant terms that were
inconsistent with other decisions they have made for similar projects.
In 2017, a county applied to CIB for a $3.5 million loan (at 2.5
percent interest) to build a multipurpose building at its fairgrounds.
The applicant contributed $2.7 million to the project. CIB rejected the
applicant’s terms and offered $3.5 million at 5 percent interest. The
board reasoned that the applying county was non-producing and did
not contribute to mineral lease funds.
This reasoning is inconsistent with other decisions they have made.
Since 2011, interest rates for CIB loans have never exceeded 2.5
percent, indicating that the 5 percent interest rate was an anomaly.
Additionally, while CIB prioritizes projects in producing areas, CIB
has repeatedly awarded grants and loans to non-producing applicants
in contrast to CIB policy, which states that these entities should only
receive interest-bearing loans. Figure 3.5 shows examples of projects
in non-producing counties that CIB funded in 2017, the same year
that CIB rejected the applicants’ requested terms of 2.5 percent for a
multipurpose building.
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Figure 3.5 CIB Funds Awarded to Non-Producing Counties in
2017. CIB awarded $1 million in grants and $4 million in loans to
entities that do not contribute to CIB funds through mineral
production.
ML
Grant

Project Type
New Fire Truck
Water system improvements
Remodel community center
Multi-purpose Civic Complex
Public Works Expansion
TOTAL

$315,644
515,000
83,000
170,000
$1,083,644

Loan

430,000
3,500,000
$3,930,000

Terms

30Y @ 2%
30y @ 1%

Total
$315,644
515,000
83,000
600,000
3,500,000
$5,013,644

Source: Office of the Legislative Auditor based on CIB-provided data.

In addition to examples shown in Figure 3.5, CIB has consistently
awarded funding to other non-producing entities.
CIB Is Making Efforts to Improve
Consistency of Decision-Making

Board members
reported a preference
for adopting
established criteria to
structure funding
packages.

Utah statute requires board members to “…establish the criteria by
which the loans and grants will be made.”14 Statute further requires 12
criteria for determining funding eligibility.15 According to a poll
conducted by CIB staff, board members reported a preference for
adopting “…officially established criteria to structure funding
packages” as well as determining the loan to grant mix for applicants.
Consequently, the CIB board, in conjunction with staff, adopted a
policy in February 2020 for CIB funding criteria based on existing
statute and rules as well as board-established criteria. Among the new
changes adopted is a “…methodology wherein similar applicants and
projects are reviewed with guidelines defined in statute and noted in
policy.” Specifically, applicants are assigned minimum and maximum
interest rates based on:
•
•
•
•

14
15
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Projects that are considered “essential to the health, safety, and welfare
of a community” will be given more favorable award terms. We
support these changes and encourage the board to consider additional
opportunities to strengthen the transparency and consistency of board
funding. Because the new policy justifiably allows discretion within
the funding guidelines, we encourage the board to emphasize
consistency to ensure similar applications receive similar terms.

Projects considered
essential to health,
safety, and welfare will
be given more
favorable terms.

Other Boards in Utah Use Stronger
Decision-Making Guidance
In reviewing opportunities to strengthen the board’s decisionmaking process, we reviewed other Utah boards with similar
processes. We found that the Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG), Wasatch Front Regional Council, and Utah Department of
Transportation (UDOT) all have guidelines for their boards’ funding
decisions.
The CDBG requires that its board adhere to more stringent
decision-making criteria than is currently used by CIB. For example,
the CDBG has a rating and ranking process for prioritized projects.
This process allows the board to rank projects against a predetermined
set of criteria to ensure that the projects that best align with the
criteria receive funding. Applicants who demonstrate proactive
planning receive additional points in the CBDG ranking process.

Other boards rate and
rank projects using
established criteria.

The Wasatch Front Regional Council uses weights and algorithms
in its funding decisions. Projects with the highest rank are prioritized
in accordance with available funding. According to the senior
transportation engineer who runs the program planning, because
funds are limited, applicants are ranked against each other based on a
predetermined set of criteria.
Finally, the Utah Department of Transportation provides technical
planning assistance grants. Grants are awarded based on how well they
align with the programs’ goals and are based on a discrete set of
selection criteria. These other state boards have taken measures to
ensure that projects receive funding based on transparent criteria.
Likewise, CIB could benefit from enhanced planning, transparency,
and consistency in funding decisions.
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Recommendations
1. We recommend that the Community Development Office, in
conjunction with regional planners, develop a strategic plan for
creating, updating, and implementing capital asset inventories
across rural communities. The Permanent Community Impact
Board should consider, where appropriate, providing additional
resources to assist these efforts.
2. We recommend that the Community Development Office, in
conjunction with regional planners in each Association of
Government, work with communities to complete asset
inventories and further recommend that the board require asset
inventories to be completed prior to filing applications for new
projects.
3. We recommend that the Community Development Office, in
conjunction with regional planners in each Association of
Government, coordinate their policies surrounding the process
for prioritizing and amending capital improvement lists.
4. We recommend that Permanent Community Impact Board
enforce their rule that all applicants document that the public
have been thoroughly informed of the size, scope, nature, and
potential financial impact of any project prior to awarding
funding.
5. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board
consider changes to the 50 percent match requirement for
planning projects for rural communities with limited funding.
6. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board
continue to work with its staff to ensure consistency in funding
decision-making.
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Chapter IV
Strengthened Procurement Controls Are
Needed for Some Board-Approved
Projects
We were asked to review whether Permanent Community Impact
Board (CIB) funds have been used effectively. To answer this
question, we evaluated the procurement process for a sample of cases
to ensure that a competitive bid occurred for funded projects and that
state or local procurement code was followed. We found that robust
competitive bidding was missing from some projects and should be
required by CIB. Additionally, the State Purchasing Office offers
resources at no cost to procuring entities that could address the
following weaknesses we found in the sampled entities’ procurement
practices:
•
•
•

Competitive bidding
was missing from
some projects funded
by CIB.

Insufficient solicitation of bids
Lack of proper criteria for bid scoring
Insufficient controls to ensure a fair bid process

While Essential, Competitive
Bidding Is Not Always Occurring
To maximize the effectiveness of CIB funds, entities receiving these
funds need strong procurement practices that include competitive
bidding of goods and services. Obtaining competitive bids helps
control costs by reducing the risk of overpaying, receiving substandard
services, or paying for unneeded services. Additionally, competitive
bidding “…reduces the opportunity for favoritism and inspires public
confidence that contracts are awarded equitably and economically.” 16

Competitive bids help
control costs by
reducing the risk of
overpaying, receiving
substandard services,
or paying for unneeded
services.

Our review of sampled projects indicates a lack of robust
competitive bidding and solicitation of bids. Projects funded with CIB
grant funds had fewer controls for ensuring competitive bidding than
projects funded with CIB loans. CIB could help ensure the effective

16

American Bar Association – The 2000 Model Procurement Code Regulations
for State and Local Governments, page 50.
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use of its funds by requiring proof of competitive bids from all
recipients for goods and services purchased using CIB funds.
Some Reviewed Projects Lack
Robust Competitive Bid Process
A limited review of CIB-funded projects found examples of little or
no competitive bidding. Figure 4.1 highlights some of these examples.
Shown below are five examples of projects where entities obtained
only one bid. The lack of robust competitive bidding in these cases is
troubling, considering the significant funds involved.
Figure 4.1 Sampled Projects with Only One Bid. The five
examples of projects lacking competitive bids totaled $11.9 million.
Project
Seep Ridge Road
Segment 5
Leland Bench Road
Phases 3 and 4
Price City Flood
Mitigation Project
SCIC Legal
Services
Engineering for
Junction Town
Municipal Building
Total

Total
$7,200,000

Funding Type
60% Grant
40% Loan

$2,900,000

100% Grant

$1,300,000

75% Grant
25% Loan

$400,000

Grant

$102,900

67% Grant
33% Loan

$11,902,900

Source: Procurement Documentation from Sampled Entities

Multiple bids increase
confidence that the
procurement process
was fair and
competitive.

Lack of competitive bidding in these cases may have resulted in higher
costs. Notably, the design engineer for the Seep Ridge Road Segment
5 project estimated that the project would cost $5.5 million. The
winning (and only) bid for construction was $7.2 million, 30 percent
higher than the engineer’s estimate. Similarly, the design engineers for
the Leland Bench Road (Phase 3) estimated the project would cost
$86,000. Procurement documents show that the only bidder secured
the project with a $129,000 bid, 50 percent higher than the engineers’
estimate. Had the entity secured multiple bids, it would increase
confidence that the procurement process was fair and competitive.
Further, it would reduce the appearance of favoritism.
Some entities cited exceptions for not following policy to
obtain multiple bids. While every entity we examined had a
procurement policy that required competitively bidding, entities in our
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sample used various exceptions in several circumstances. One entity,
for example, experienced an emergency and cited an exception in their
policy that allowed for single source procurement during emergencies.
The entity contacted one engineering firm to design the project and
obtained one bid for the construction portion of the project.
The entity’s purchasing policy required as much competition as
possible in the event of an emergency and written documentation for
the emergency exceptions. Given the three months between the time
the emergency took place and the time the entity hired the engineer,
there might have been time to obtain competitive bids for engineering
services. Six months lapsed between obtaining CIB funding and
awarding the project to a construction company. We believe that six
months provided enough time for the entity to obtain competitive
bids for the construction of the project. The entity was unable to
provide required written documentation to explain why the emergency
necessitated an exemption from competitive bidding.
Another entity reported following a policy that required a
minimum of three sealed bids for a project. When asked why they
obtained two bids through direct phone calls to contractors rather
than following policy requiring three sealed bids, the entity
representatives responded that they had made an exception in this case
because of the small size of the project and the limited number of
contractors available in their area. CIB questioned another entity
about their lack of competitive bidding for legal services. Initially, the
entity claimed an exception and stated that procurement code did not
apply to them. After being questioned by CIB about their
procurement practices, the entity has since bid out legal services.

One entity cited an
exception in their
policy that allowed for
single source
procurement during
emergencies but didn’t
hire a company for
three months.

Another entity reported
that they did not bid
out legal services
because state
procurement code
does not apply to
them.

Bid Solicitation for Large Projects Can Be Strengthened. One
entity that received $68.5 million in CIB funds for three road
construction projects claims to have solicited bids for engineering
these projects using a local newspaper’s online legal notices page.
While this legal notice in a local paper may meet the policy
requirements for soliciting the bid, further solicitation of bids on a
broader scale could have resulted in additional interest among
potential vendors.
Another entity in our sample did not publish notice of their project
despite the policy requirement to do so. Instead, the entity directly
contacted two contractors by phone. While directly targeting potential
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bidders through phone calls is allowed, it did not fulfill the policy
requirement to publish notice, nor did it fulfill best-practices
recommendations to target a large audience.
Entities receiving CIB funding can strengthen confidence in the
effective use of those funds by ensuring their bid proposals go out to
as many vendors as possible. As discussed later in this report, State
Purchasing has offered to post entities’ bid proposals on the largest bid
solicitation platform in the state at no cost to the entity.
CIB Should Bolster Competitive Bidding
Requirements for Grant Recipients

CIB loans have
controls for checking
procurement policy
compliance that grants
do not.

Grant recipients have
less of an incentive to
seek competitive bids.

When an entity receives CIB grant money, there are fewer controls
for ensuring competitive bidding occurs than there are for entities
receiving CIB loan money. When CIB awards a loan to a public entity,
the borrowing entity is required to supply a legal opinion from its
attorney certifying that the borrower complied with all procurement
laws with respect to the project. Before the loan is closed, the
borrower is required to submit a bid tabulation to CIB showing bids
received for the project. These controls are inherent in the bonding
process when CIB awards a loan but are not required in the case of
grant funding.
Additionally, loan recipients who must pay back the money they
borrow (often with interest) have incentives to seek multiple bids for
projects and to use the funding effectively. Conversely, CIB grant
recipients (who are not required to pay back awarded funds) have less
of an incentive to seek competitive bids as demonstrated in Figure 4.1.
Given an increased trend toward awarding more grant money,
especially with larger projects, we believe that CIB should implement
additional controls to safeguard funds. We recommend CIB review all
projects to ensure entities use a robust competitive bid process.

State Resources Could
Strengthen Procurement Processes
The Utah Division of Purchasing and General Services (State
Purchasing) has resources available that could help entities strengthen
the procurement weaknesses found in our review of CIB-funded
projects. State Purchasing would provide these services at no cost to
procuring entities. In addition to widely soliciting bids on their
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platform, using State Purchasing’s services could strengthen other
procurement weaknesses we found in procurement practices relating
to bid scoring and potential for bid steering.
State Purchasing Has Staff and Resources
Available to Aid the Procurement Process
State Purchasing has resources to assist Utah entities with the
process of preparing documents for procurement, soliciting
competitive bids, tabulating bids, and ensuring entities follow best
practices. These resources are available at no cost to procuring entities
and could help promote the best use of CIB-awarded funds through
the following services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State Purchasing
offers procurement
services at no cost to
entities.

Assistance with drafting solicitation documentation
Reviews to ensure compliance with Utah Procurement
Code and to avoid conflicts of interest
Solicitation reviews
Posting solicitation documents on the largest bid
solicitation platform in Utah
Assisting a public entity with evaluation of bids and
proposals
Drafting contract documents
Providing all other procurement-related events

CIB should review its policies and practices regarding procurement by
award recipients to ensure they are sufficiently strong. To further
strengthen its procurement policies, CIB should consider requiring
entities use State Purchasing if projects exceed a certain threshold or if
best practices are not required in local procurement policy.
State Purchasing Services Could
Strengthen Weaknesses in Bid Scoring
We found examples of weak bid scoring practices in sampled
projects. While these practices may not go against their local
procurement policy requirements, Utah State Procurement code
requires entities to assign weights to each decision criterion for a
proposal. Utah Code and best practices also require entities to inform
prospective vendors of the criteria to be used in the decision-making
process. Disclosing the relative importance of factors provides
transparency to prospective bidders. Figure 4.2 shows an example of
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the scoring system outlined in code, along with a scoring sheet from a
project in our sample.
Figure 4.2 Example of Model Bid Scoring System Compared to
Scoring System from Our Sample. Best practice bid scoring
involves attributing points to bidders based on transparent weighted
criteria. Our sample revealed a simple scoring sheet that lacked
clear weighted criteria.

Source: Utah Association of Special Service Districts procurement training document, and Duchesne Water
Conservancy District

We found examples of
entities selecting
winning bidders
without transparent
weighted criteria.

We found cases where entities did not select winning bidders based on
transparent weighted criteria. One sampled entity obtained three bids
for a water master plan funded by a $137,000 grant from CIB. As
shown in Figure 4.2, the entity’s decision committee rated each
bidding firm from 1 to 3 and awarded the contract to the firm with
the best rating. In cases like this, competing firms may not understand
how their proposals would be evaluated and scored. State Purchasing
has services available to evaluate entities’ requests for proposals,
scoring matrices, and decision-making processes to ensure entities
follow these best practices.
State Purchasing Services Could Help
Ensure Fair Bid Specifications
Our review also found examples of engineering firms playing a
significant role in procuring the construction company for projects.
For example, in one of our sample cases, an engineering firm solicited
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the town about a project to chip seal the town’s roads. The
engineering firm prepared the application for funding from CIB. After
the entity received CIB funding, the engineering firm conducted the
procurement for project construction, including the solicitation of bids
and bid tabulation. Representatives from another entity in our sample
explained that engineering firms have approached them about
potential CIB projects, offering to write up CIB applications for free
under the condition that the entity select them as the engineering firm
for the project.
Situations like this are concerning since engineering firms may not
have the level of expertise that State Purchasing has regarding
procurement practices. Further, using State Purchasing would help
entities in writing specifications according to best practices and
procurement code. If entities do not employ proper controls,
engineering firms could exercise undue influence on the procurement
practice. According to State Purchasing, “the entities should also
ensure that the engineer is not writing a specification that is limiting
who can participate in the project. This could be considered steering
the contract to a particular vendor.”

Engineering
companies have
played significant roles
in requesting CIB
funding for entities.

Entities should ensure
engineering firms do
not limit who can
participate in a project.

By using solicitation reviews available through State Purchasing,
entities procuring projects with CIB funds would better ensure that all
participants in the procurement process are operating according to
best practices.

Recommendations
1. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board
review all projects to ensure they are engaging in a competitive
bid process.
2. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board
consider requiring that State Purchasing be used with larger
projects and determine a threshold for imposing this
requirement.
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Chapter V
Internal Policies Are Not Consistently
Followed and Are Incomplete
We found that a number of Permanent Community Impact Board
(CIB) policies are documented but not consistently followed.
Adherence to policies safeguards resources and promotes desired
outcomes. Moreover, there are informal policies that, if formalized,
would provide additional meaningful controls. CIB’s internal
guidelines state that the maximum award amount is $5 million, but
the board has exceeded this 54 times while funding over $500 million
in projects. In addition, the board trend of providing more grants than
loans over the last five years may not be sustainable.
We also found that CIB needs to improve how it monitors and
oversees its grants. Specifically, some projects lacked sufficient details
such as performance expectations and timelines in their scope of work,
making it difficult for staff to hold grantees accountable. We also
found that some recipients had not requested reimbursements for
expenditures in over six months, possibly indicating that the project is
complete and can be closed out, but suggesting that ongoing contract
monitoring is not occurring.

CIB Policies Should Be
Formalized and Enforced
Internal policies are important to help ensure that CIB meets its
objective in “…the alleviation of social, economic, and public finance
impacts resulting from the development of natural resources in this
state”17 by providing loans and grants for qualified projects and
studies. CIB maintains and updates internal policies to document its
processes and priorities for funding. However, these policies are
routinely disregarded, as evidenced by 54 funded projects that
exceeded, sometimes by several times, the policy’s stated limit of $5
million per project. There could be valid reasons to fund those

17

CIB policies are
routinely disregarded.

Utah Code 35A-8-301
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projects, but we believe a process needs to be in place to ensure strong
controls especially on high-cost projects.
While CIB staff consider these policies to be informal guidelines,
we are concerned that deviating from its policies relaxes the internal
control environment. According to the United States Government
Accountability Office:
Internal control comprises the plans, methods, policies, and
procedures used to fulfill the mission, strategic plan, goals,
and objectives of the entity. Internal control serves as the
first line of defense in safeguarding assets. In short, internal
control helps managers achieve desired results through
effective stewardship of public resources.18
Many Projects Exceed the
$5 Million Threshold

We documented 54
projects that exceeded
CIB’s $5 million limit
on award size.

CIB guidelines limit funding for projects to $5 million or less.
Specifically, the policy states, “Total CIB participation in any given
project will be limited to a maximum of $5,000,000 regardless of
grant/loan mix.” Other CIB materials, including their website,
state that “generally” total participation is limited to $5,000,000.
However, the board has routinely deviated from this policy. We
documented 54 out of 1,697 projects funded between fiscal year
2000 and 2020 have exceeded the $5 million limit. These projects
amounted to nearly one-third of all CIB money awarded for all
projects, as shown in Figure 5.1.

United States Government Accountability Office Standards for Internal Control
in the Federal Government
18
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Figure 5.1 Total Amount and Number of CIB-Funded Projects
That Exceeded $5 Million since 2000. While the number of large
projects that exceeded $5 million accounts for only 3 percent of
approved projects, these projects cost $500 million, or 32 percent
of the total CIB funds disbursed.

32 percent of CIB
funds have gone to
projects that exceeded
$5 million.

Source: Office of the Legislative Auditor General, based on Permanent Community Impact Board funding data 20002020.

While the vast majority of funded projects did not exceed the $5
million limit, there are a number of notable and very large projects
that exceeded this threshold. Figure 5.2 illustrates four of these large
projects:
Figure 5.2 Examples of Projects That Exceeded $5 Million.
Projects that exceeded the $5 million threshold include a pipeline, a
jail, and road projects.

Source: Office of the Legislative Auditor General, based on Permanent Community Impact Board funding data 20002020.

While we recognize that large, expensive projects are occasionally
necessary, they can be problematic without additional controls such as
ensuring sufficient public benefit (Chapter II) and strong procurement
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practices (Chapter IV). Several projects over the $5 million limit had
other concerns that we identified in previous chapters.

Other boards place
limits on maximum
award size.

Other boards have placed limitations on large projects. For
example, Colorado’s Energy and Mineral Impact Assistance Fund
program, a similar program to Utah’s CIB, provides funding for
projects over $2 million only when the project involves regional or
multi-jurisdictional collaboration to solve multi-jurisdictional
problems. Recipients of these awards may also be asked to withdraw
from future funding cycles. Utah’s Community Development Block
Grant, also within the Department of Workforce Services, places a
maximum award for any project at $200,000 unless there is multiple
entity collaboration or emergency needs. Applicants who receive the
maximum award must wait 24 months before applying for a new
grant.
We recognize that occasionally projects over $5 million will be
justified. However, to ensure that internal controls are followed and
these projects maximize the use of CIB funds, we recommend the
board modify its policies to allow for projects over $5 million, but
require additional justification of the need for the project and ensure
best practices are followed.
Fewer Awards Are Being
Loaned with Interest

Statute states that the
board shall keep a
portion of CIB funds
revolving.

To ensure CIB funds are revolving, statute requires CIB to issue
loans at interest. Statute states that the board “…shall administer the
impact fund in a manner that will keep a portion of the impact fund
revolving.”19 Statute also clarifies that the purpose of CIB funding:
Is to maximize the long-term benefit of funds derived from
these lease revenues and bonus payments by fostering funding
mechanisms which will, consistent with sound financial practices,
result in the greatest use of financial resources for the greatest
number of citizens of this state (emphasis added).20
Historical award data indicates the board is awarding more grants
than loans over the last five years, as shown in Figure 5.3.

19
20
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Figure 5.3 More Grants Than Loans Have Been Awarded in
Recent Years. The board has provided $83 million more in grants
than in loans over the last five years.

Source: Office of the Legislative Auditor General, based on Permanent Community Impact Board funding data 20002019.

In recent years there has been a growing trend toward an increased
use of grant money. We are concerned that over time this trend will be
unsustainable. Because the board has a statutory responsibility to keep
funds revolving, we recommend the board adopt a policy and controls
that ensure adherence to this requirement.

More grants than loans
have been issued over
the last five years.

Policies on Reimbursements
Need to Be Formalized
Award recipients are reimbursed for eligible expenses. Board staff
told us that some expenditures are not reimbursable. For example,
staff reported that the board does not reimburse legal fees except for
bonding and possible project necessities. Despite this, we found
instances of CIB funds being reimbursed to entities for legal fees, but
since there is not a clear policy governing these reimbursements it is
hard to determine the appropriateness of these expenditures. For
example, the board reimbursed the Seven County Infrastructure
Coalition (SCIC) operational legal fees in the amount of $993,000 as
of February 2020. Some of these legal fees do not appear to be bond
related or a project necessity, but instead relate to operational aspects,
such as attending CIB board meetings, and there is not a clear policy
governing the appropriateness of these reimbursements.
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CIB reimbursed SCIC
almost $1 million in
legal fees, some of
which do not appear to
be bond related or a
project necessity.
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Administrative and operating expenses are also ineligible for
reimbursement, according to CIB general guidance and grant
information. Again, we found that the board has overridden this
guidance and approved reimbursements for administrative and
operating expenditures. The SCIC rail study requested funding for
planning, permitting, legal fees, and engineering costs.
CIB policy does not provide specific language about appropriate
reimbursements. While CIB staff advised us that this is intentional, it
creates uncertainty and potential disparate treatment for recipients. We
therefore recommend that further clarification be made regarding
eligible reimbursements.

Contract Monitoring
Needs to Be Enhanced
CIB should strengthen the monitoring and oversight of issued
awards. Our review to sampled projects (see Chapter II), found
projects where the scope of work had insufficient detail, such as
expectations and timelines, making it difficult for staff to hold
recipients accountable. We also found that monitoring needs to be
strengthened; 17 projects that had not been finalized or closed out had
submitted no requests for expenditure reimbursement in over six
months. It is unclear whether the projects are still ongoing or if they
are complete and unused funds can be returned to the board to be
awarded to another recipient.
Contracts Do Not Provide Sufficient
Details for Effective Monitoring
Some projects had a
scope of work that
lacked sufficient
details.

We found a number of projects with a scope of work that lacked
details and meaningful expectations that would allow for project
monitoring. Sound project monitoring is necessary to ensure projects
have been completed within the scope, on budget, and met the
specified deadlines. The Department of Administrative Services’
(DAS) Contract Administration and Monitoring Guide states:
Tracking the performance of the contractor is the principal
function of proper contract monitoring and administration.
The purpose is to ensure the contractor is performing all
duties in accordance with the contract and for the agency
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to be aware of and address any problems or issues
promptly.
Project Scope of Work Is Missing Critical Information.
Without a clear scope of work that documents timelines, expectations,
and outcomes, CIB staff are unable to effectively monitor contracts.
While CIB collects detailed information regarding projects when
considering them for funding, these details are not always included in
a contract’s scope of work. The following provides examples of scope
of work sections that lack sufficient detail:
•

Without timelines,
expectations, and
outcomes, CIB staff
are unable to
effectively monitor
contracts.

Seep Ridge Road (Phase 1)—The project consists of
reconstructing and upgrading the existing dirt road and
improving the drainage issues of 48 miles of the roadway
known as Seep Ridge Road extending from the end of State
Route 88 near Ouray, Utah southeast to the Uintah/Grande
County line used by oilfield workers, ranchers, hunters, and
travelers.

•

Brian Head Public Safety Building—New Public Safety
Building.

•

Canal Easements—The project consists of purchasing
recordable easements from the Highline, Ashley Upper and
Rock Point canals and property for a 219,350 cubic yard
detention basin.

•

Carbon County Senior Center ($8.4 million)—The project
consists of constructing a new single story 34,000 sq. ft.
building for use as a Senior Center with handicap accessibility
to be located on property owned by Carbon County near the
County Fairgrounds.

•

Victory Pipeline Water System Improvements ($15 million
grant)—This project consists of a water transmission line from
the Central Water Conservancy District Duchesne Valley Water
Treatment Plant in Duchesne and conveys culinary water to
Ballard, Myton, and Roosevelt Cities; Cedarview-Montwell,
East Duchesne, and Neola Special Districts

Our expectation is that all CIB contracts would have a detailed
scope of work, especially for large awards. But, as shown above,

Office of the Utah Legislative Auditor General
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the scope of work sometimes consists merely of a short project
description without sufficient detail to determine if projects meet
the expected quality and design specifications. We recommend
that the board require a detailed scope of work that provides
accountability for the award recipient to ensure CIB funds will
be used as intended.
Grant Monitoring
Needs Strengthening

We found 19 open CIB
projects that have had
no activity in over six
months.

We are concerned that active monitoring is not occurring on
grants. Specifically, we found 19 projects with contracts held in the
state’s Public Treasurers' Investment Fund (PTIF) account are open
despite no activity in over six months. At the end of 2019, these
projects accounted for over $2.3 million and two had funds in excess
of $500,000 each:
•

The Duchesne County Special Service District had $1.2 million
remaining in the account with no activity since December
2018.

•

The Grand County Transportation Special Service District had
$608,000 left in the account with no activity since January
2018.

DAS’ Contract Administration and Monitoring Guide states that
tracking performance includes “…verifying all performance measures
and reports are completed in a satisfactory manner in accordance with
the contract.” A failure to withdraw funds in a timely manner from the
PTIF account might indicate that a project encountered problems or
that the funds would not be needed and could be freed for new CIBfunded projects. In either case, it is important that CIB staff actively
monitor contracts to ensure that projects are moving ahead as
indicated and the board is fully utilizing available funds.
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Recommendations
1. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board
formally adopt and follow policies and controls regarding
maximum award size, the total grant versus loan mix of all
projects, and reimbursable expenditures.
2. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board
staff review its contract monitoring procedures to ensure
contracts have a clear scope of work with meaningful
performance metrics.
3. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board
staff ensure completed projects are closed in a timely manner.

Office of the Utah Legislative Auditor General
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Agency Response
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May 5,2020
Kade R. Minchey, Auditor General
315 House Building
PO Box 145315
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-5315
Mr. Minchey,
I am pleased to respond to the report, A Performance Audit of the Permanent
Community Impact Fund 2020-03. I appreciate the thoughtful work your staff performed
over these many months in reviewing all of the aspects of administering this important
program.
I am responding on behalf ofthe Department of Workforce Services in my role as Division
Director. As I am also the chairman of the Board, any recommendations to the board will
require further dialogue with them as they have not been party to receiving a copy of these
recommendations as ofthe date ofthis response. Nevertheless, I anticipate support from
the Board in implementing the recommendations and improving the program moving
forward.
Our responses are as follows:

Chapter II Recommendations
1. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board adopt a policy in
accordance with the Federal Mineral Lease Act and state statute that provides
criteria for how projects providing substantial economic development or that
exacerbate impact will be reviewed and awarded.
We agree to work with the Board on implementing this recommendation. We would clearly
state that every project reviewed, induding the few highlighted by the auditors, fully meet
the stated eligible purposes of the state and federal statutes. Although in the course of
review, applicants at times highlighted the economic benefits of their proposed projects,
the staff and board fully vetted these projects to determine they had a public benefit and
purpose and met the standards outlined by law. This vetting process is the reason such a
robust record exists and is something taken seriously by the staff and Board. However, we
recognize that improvements can be made by applicants in clearly defining the public
YOUR ADDRESS, Utah YOUR ZIP • Telephone YOUR PHONE

WORKFORCE
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purposes to these types of projects and look forward to our further discourse on how to
enhance our policies in this regard.

2. We recommend the Permanent Community Impact Board review the project size,
scope, intended beneficiaries, and budget of proposed projects and make a
determination that the projects is a good value for the community in alleviating
impact.
We agree to work with the Board on the implementation of this recommendation. As noted
in the prior recommendation, we feel the Board has performed this obligation in the past
with projects and is reflected in the amount of due diligence applied to these applications.
We do see areas of improvement available and look forward to discussing how to
implement such a recommendation as a Board.
Contact: Jonathan Hardy, CIB Chair

3. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board require in policy
that all applicants clearly identify their project's intended purpose and impacts to
the community and provide evidence that there is clear impact alleviation.
We agree with the recommendation. We will have this policy discussion as a Board. As this
process has often involved the Board and staff establishing these things as part of its due
diligence process, we look forward to discussing how a policy at the application level can
enhance the establishment of impact alleviation.
Contact: Jonathan Hardy, CIB Chair

4. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board staff monitor
applications to ensure that project's intended purpose is clearly stated and
demonstrates how it will alleviate impact before it is presented to the Board.
We agree with the recommendation. Staff will work on modifications to the application so
that this purpose is clearly defined by the applicant prior to being presented to the Board.
Contact: Candace Powers, CIB Program Manger

Chapter III Recommendations
1. We recommend that the Community Development Office, in conjunction with
regional planners, develop a strategic plan for creating, updating, and implementing
capital asset inventories across rural communities. The Permanent Community
Impact Board should consider, where appropriate, providing additional resources to
assist these efforts.
Staff agrees with the recommendation and will work with regional planners to develop a
plan which may include a presentation to the Board for additional resources if warranted.
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Contact: Keith Heaton, Assistant Director

2. We recommend that the Community Development Office in conjunction with
regional planners in each Association of Government work with communities to
complete asset inventories and that the board require asset inventories to be
completed prior to filing applications for new projects.
The Community Development Office will work on this recommendation in conjunction with
the above highlighted strategic plan. This recommendation will be implemented if
resources are sufficient to execute the strategic plan. Timing of this implementation will be
determined according to resources.
Contact: Keith Heaton, Assistant Director

3. We recommend the Community Development Office in conjunction with regional
planners in each Association of Government coordinate their policies surrounding
the process for prioritizing and amending capital improvement lists.
We agree with this recommendation. Staff will work to ensure consistency is applied across
all regional areas.
Contact: Candace Powers, CIB Program Manager

4. We recommend that Permanent Community Impact Board staff enforce their rule
that all applicants document that the public have been thoroughly informed of the
size, scope, nature and potential financial impact of any project prior to awarding
funding.
We agree with the recommendation. As highlighted in the report, the CIB has implemented
a new matrix tool to clearly define the terms that should be discussed with communities via
their public hearing requirement. This will allow the best possible vetting of information
prior to the Board's consideration ofthe project.
Contact: Candace Powers, CIB Program Manager

5. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board consider changes to
the fifty percent match requirement for planning projects for rural communities
with limited funding.
We agree to working with the Board to consider changes to this requirement. This rule has
its pros and cons and we will facilitate a discussion on whether changes should be made.
Contact: Candace Powers, CIB Program Manager

Office of the Utah Legislative Auditor General
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6. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board continue to work
with their staff to ensure consistency in funding decision making.
We agree with the recommendation. As mentioned in the report, our new matrix tool that
has been adopted by the Board is designed to produce this very outcome. We look forward
to utilizing it to ensure consistency.
Contact: Jonathan Hardy, CIB Chair

Chapter IV Recommendations
1. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board review all projects
to ensure they are engaging in a competitive bid process.
We agree with the recommendation. Staff will work with the Board to identify the best
ways to implement this recommendation.
Contact: Jonathan Hardy, CIB Chair

2. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board consider requiring
state procurement be used on larger projects and determine a threshold for
imposing this requirement. Agree and Discuss with Board policies.
We agree with the recommendation. Staff will work with the Board to identify the best
ways to implement this recommendation.
Contact: Jonathan Hardy, CIB Chair

Chapter V Recommendations
1. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board formally adopt and
follow policies and controls regarding maximum award size, the total grant versus
loan mix of all projects, and reimbursable expenditures.
We agree with the recommendation. The Board has adopted our new matrix tool to help
provide some controls on some of these elements and we will work with the Board to
discuss the enhancement of other policies to implement this recommendation.
Contact: Jonathan Hardy, CIB Chair

2. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board staff review its
contract monitoring procedures to ensure contracts have a clear scope of work with
meaningful performance metrics.
We agree with the recommendation. Staff will work to enhance scopes of work, contract
monitoring and performance metrics.
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Contact: Candace Powers, CIB Program Manager

3. We recommend that the Permanent Community Impact Board staff ensure
completed projects are closed in a timely manner.
We agree with the recommendation. Staffwill implement new procedures to ensure timely
closeout of projects.
Contact: Candace Powers, CIB Program Manager
We look forward to the successful implementation ofthese recommendations in order to
enhance this critical program. Where recommendations are directed to the Board, we look
forward to a collaborative dialogue and would invite your audit team to help review these
items at our June 2020 Board Meeting.
Should you have further questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me
directly.
Sincerely,

Division Director, Housing and Community Development

Office of the Utah Legislative Auditor General
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EXHIBIT B-1
WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION AND REQUEST FOR REIMBURSEMENT
FROM ESCROW FUND

TO:
DATE:

The Utah State Treasurer, as Escrow Agent (the "Treasurer").
CC

1\"3> / IG}

I

WRITTEN REQUEST NO .:

- - 91----

1. the undersigned authorized officer 0 f_('~-,,-,-q-L_·.o-",
;. . u.~"t-~~"""'-'-='~-'--=-~<.:.:.J.'
(the "Entity"), do hereby certify and request to the Treasurer as . llows:
1.

Pursuant to the provisions of the Escrow Agreement by and between the Entity,
the State and the Treasurer dated
~ J'd-o \ ()
( the "Escrow Agreement"),
the undersigned hereby authorizes at d requests a reimbursement from the Escrow
Account to pay the amounts shown on the attached Payment Schedule.

2.

Each payment proposed to be made as set forth on the Payment Schedule has been
incuned and is a proper charge against the Escrow Account.

3.

To the extent that the payment of any item set forth on the Payment Schedule is
for other than work, materials, equipment or supplies, in cOlmection with this
authorization and request, the undersigned certifies that each payment proposed to
be made on the Payment Schedule is a proper charge against the Escrow Account,
is a reasonable amount and has not been heretofore included in a prior Written
Authorization and Request for Reimbursement from the Escrow Account.

4. This Written Authorization and Request, including the Payment Schedule
attached hereto, shall be conclusive evidence of the facts and statements set forth
herein.
,

5. A copy of this Written Authorization and Request is being kept on file in the
official records of the Entity.
The terms used herein which are defined in the Escrow Agreement shall have the
respective meanings therein assigned to them.

By:

---':~~~~L2S~!,(~~b!'s<i5~-:;.jl~

Ti tie :

_·:n-J-.L.:;M--,--,~~'C:t:=----=~=---=--t2EC
---=::. .L.70-=-.~""""L

EXHIBIT B-2

I, the undersigned authorized officer of the State, do hereby certify and request to
the Treasurer as follows:
1. I have reviewed the foregoing statements of the authorized officer to the
Entity attached hereto, and on behalf of the State approve the request for
reimbursement from the Escrow Account made therein: provided that the
State has not independently verified the statements of such authorized officer
of the Entity attached hereto and makes no representations or certifications
with respect thereto.
2.

A copy of this Written Authorization and Request is being kept on file in the
official records of the State.

The terms used herein shall have the same meanings assigned to them in the
attached statements of the authorized officer of the Entity.
Dated the date appearing at the top of the attached statements of the authorized
officer of the Entity.

STATE

BY: --,~~~~=--<.=-=-~_
Title:

_

~F.L..>.~~~=.J
~----~~~-=---

8-C).t -l 4

EXHIBIT B-3
REIMB URS EMENT SCHEDU LE

Check No.

Person or Firm

Amount

Purpose

Reimbursement for the above listed payments totaling $ ;tOG! 3?-~, 3'1
is to be made
to 5~v·t", l-0\.L I'lt:J
("Entity") by transfer of funds from the Escrow Account
(PTIF # 73'1 b
) to (CHECK ONE) :

1~Gf~
_ __ _ _ Entity ' s general account in the Public Treasurers' Investment Fund
(PTIF #
): or to
_

_

....;x,;.......>...._ _

Entity's checking account at _Z"--r_o.....;
·~:...::5_ _ __ __ _ __ ("Bank").
Account number
9J9 0<& 10 .3 ,

RETAINAGE REQUEST
In addition to the above listed reimbursement, transfer the following retainage amounts:
From Escrow Acct. #

To Retainage Acct. #

Contact Person at time of Wire Transfer

For Contractor (name)

Amount

m -h37·-/Zo3
(phone #)

REIMBURSEMENT SCHEDULE
REQUEST NUMBER: 9
Person or Firm

Check No

1496

Amount

Purpose

ETJ LAW

11,000.00 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
63,734.40 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

1497

VENABLE LLP

1499

JONES & DEMILLE ENGINEERING

781.00

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

1499

JONES & DEMILLE ENGINEERING

126,940.00

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

1499

JONES & DEMILLE ENGINEERING

6,870.99

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Category

V

LEGAL SERVICES

V

LEGAL SERVICES

v
,/

./

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT SERVICES
MAPPING SERVICES
RIGHT-OF-WAY PLANNING

l3Y S-Cll.
Total Reimbursement:

$

209,326.39

Invoice

ETJ Law Inc
Blaisdell, Church, and Johnson P.C.
Eric Todd Johnson
Attorneys at Law

Phone # 801-261-3407

August 02, 2019
1512
Invoice #
Client Matter #C0002-004

Email eric@bcjlaw.net

Coalition-Rail-Uinta

Make Checks to :
ETJ Law, INC
P.O. Box 831
Pleasant Grove, UT 84062

Professional Services
Hours

Rate

Amount

7/1/2019 ETJ

Weekly HDR call. Work on response to GRAMA
request.

3.50

280,00/hr

980,00

7/5/2019 ETJ

Call with K Floyd re leiter from BLM asking for
$4.6Million for cost recovery, Discuss possibility of
appeals letter.

0.50

280 ,00/hr

140,00

7/9/2019 ET J

GRAMA request response and email to K, Floyd to
double check our communications with STB . Call
with D, Hawley re redacted HDR documents,
Review Venable documents to STB ,

1.00

280 .00/hr

280 ,00

7/10/2019 ET J

Call with J, Lytle. Comments on Venable Itr to
BLM . ICF amendments. Call with B, Barton re ICF
amendment.

3,00

280 ,00/hr

840,00

7/12/2019 ETJ

Call with M, McKee and B, Barton re contract
budget for CIB on rail contract. Review Drexel
Hamilton agmt for need for a financial advisor to
fulfill our contractual obl igations under the Drexel
Hamilton agreement. GRAMA for Darrel Fordham,
Conf, call with OEA in which I answered questions
regarding land access under Utah an d Colorado
law,

6.00

280 ,00/hr

1,680 ,00

7/16/2019 ET J

Call from M, McKee , Look up projected fina ncial
benefits to Utah public bodies from taxes on
increased oil production due to rail. At 250,000
Bopd it is projected that the benefit exceeds
$4Billion by 2030 and that should exceed $6Billion
if oil production increases to 350,000 Bopd. M,
McKee was meeting with the Governor and wanted
to refresh his memory on the benefits of the rail

0.50

280,00/hr

140,00

Coalition-Rail-Uinta

Page

Hours

Rate

2

Amount

7/17/2019 ETJ

Special Bd meetin g in Price , primarily on rail.
Answer question s about need for fina ncial advisor.
Need arises from two sources. First, in the Drexel
Hamilton contract we agree to issue municipal
bonds, if requ ested, and a financia l advisor is
needed to do this . Second, the CIB, in particular
David Damschen has insisted that the Coalition
have a financial advisor on board to evaluate the
Drexel Hamilton relationship and look after the
Coalition's best interests. Meeting with B. Horrocks
and L. Sitterud afterward. Look up lawsuit that has
been filed by Argyle Wilderness group against
Coali tion and CIB an review.

9.00

280 .00/hr

2,520.00

7/18/2019 ETJ

Coordinate on letter from Exec. Dir. to Drexel
Hamilton reaffirming that public funds must be
expended under the control of the Coalition as a
public body. Conf call re Argyle lawsuit with
Ve nable attorneys and Exec. Dlr. Seek their Input
about how to best blunt accusation of public funds
going to private purposes. Communications with
Ryan Beam of Ctr for Biological Diversity about
GRAMA req uest, in particular he needs help finding
our financial information on our websle .

4.00

280 .00/hr

1,120.00

7/22/2019 ET J

Call with A. Garner the assistant atty general
assigned to the CIB about the Argyle lawsuit.
Discuss with her the potential Immunities available
to oppose claims against Commissioners and CIB
board members in their personal and individual
capacities, discuss lack of standing of private
citizens to bring claims under the Federal Mineral
Leasing Act under Cuba Soil Conservation Dis!. a
1Oh Circuit Court of Appeals case out of New
Mexico . Discuss coordination moving forward
where another attorney will be assigned to assist
Ms . Garner. Follow up call with M. McKee

3.00

280.00/hr

840.00

7/23/2019 ET J

Review ROW information about Emma Park
roadway and make recommendations to Exec. Dir.
about how to determine if BLM ROW grant includes
additional uses, such as rail, or not. Continue
research on motion to dismiss.

6.00

280 .00/hr

1,680.00

7/24/2019 ETJ

Email to Coalition Board members about
coordinating with CIB attorney and UCIP. Review
minutes from special meeting and make revisions .

1.50

280 .00/hr

420 .00

7/25/2019 ETJ

OEA coordination call. Call with M. McKee re
litlgalion. Coordinate with A. Garner on Argyle
litigation. Coordinate with Venable on BLM appeal
letter, decision made to not appea l. Receive and

4.00

280 .00/hr

1,120.00

Page

Coalition-Rail-Uinta

3

Hours

Rate

Amount

review new BLM letter reducing fee to around
$3 .3Million from $4.6Million, Many thanks to Mike
McKee for his efforts coordinating with Utah BLM to
get a new letter and a reduction .

7/29/2019 ET J

Cont call with HDR. GRAMA appeal Fordham call
with M. McKee, Resend to internal team the docs
that were sent to Fordham ,

3.00

280.00/hr

840 .00

7/31/2019 ETJ

Con tact with opposing counsel in rail litigation.
Res earch litigation issues,

2.00

280 ,00/hr

560.00

For professional services rendered
Previous balance

47 .00

$13,160 .00
$33,974.19

Accounts receivable transactions

7/10/2019 Payment - Thank You. Check No. 1443
7/12/2019 Payment - Thank You, Check No. 1454
8/212019 Credit
Total payments and adjustments
Balance due

($9,974,19)
($12,000 .00)
($2,160 .00)
($24,134.19)
$23,000 ,00

ETJLaw, Inc
Blaisdell, Church & Johnson, P.c.
Eric Todd Johnson
Attorneys at Law
Phone # 801-520-5333
Email eric@bcjlaw.net
INVOICE #1512
August 2, 2019
Client Matter #C0002-004 Coalition Rail
July 1-31, 2019
LEGAL WORK

$11,000.00

TOTAL AMOUNT

$11,000.00

ZIONS BANK
SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION

•

I

1496

WE HAYEN·, " A "TTEN
WHO KEE PS US IN BU SINESS·

1-800-974-8800
zionllbank.com

751 E 100 N
PRICE, UT 84501

31-5/1240

8/812019
"o

-'!J

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

$

ETJ LAW, INC

"Ii
o
~

**11,000.00

EIeve nTh 0 Usa ndan d 00/1 00***********************************************************************************************

~

~

DOLLARS

€
~

ETJ LAW INC
PO BOX 831
PLEASANT GROVE, UT 84062
MEMO

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE

Invoice #1512

SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION

ETJ LAW, INC
Date
Type Reference
7/31/2019
Bill
1512

Original Amt.
11,000.00

Balance Due
11,000.00

8/8/2019
Discount
Check Amount

ZIONS BANK

Invoice #1512

Original Amt.
11,000.00

Balance Due
11,000.00

8/8/2019
Discount
Check Amount

ZIONS BANK
PRODUCT DLT104

USE WITH 91663 ENVELOPE

Payment
11,000.00
11,000.00

11,000.00

SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION

ETJ LAW, INC
Date
Type Reference
7/31/2019
Bill
1512

1496

Invoice #1512
CARBON COpy CENTER (435) 637·2679

1496
Payment
11,000.00
11,000.00

11,000.00

•

['~

6831056001 ~

EXHIBIT 38
Excerpts of SCIC Reimbursement Approvals

EXHIBIT B-1
WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION AND REQUEST FOR REIMBURSEMENT
FROM ESCROW FUND

TO:
DATE:

The Utah State Treasurer, as Escrow Agent (the "Treasurer").

1/;;3 II "l
I

I

WRITTEN REQUEST NO.:

---,141-.:t:D£"

1. the undersigned authorized officer of So,loo ~i-,
stM<bv-e..
(the "Entity"), do hereby certify and request to the Treasurer ;;;;Jtollows:

Gc.(;b'oVi

1.

Pursuant to the provisions of the Escrow A reement by and between the Entity,
the State and the Treasurer dated
1i 'J.D
( the "Escrow Agreement"),
the undersigned hereby authorizes and 'eq tests a reimbursement from the Escrow
Account to pay the amounts shown on the attached Payment Schedule.

2.

Each payment proposed to be made as set fOl1h on the Payment Schedule has been
incuned and is a proper charge against the Escrow Account.

3.

To the extent that the payment of any item set forth on the Payment Schedule is
for other than work, materials, equipment or supplies, in connection with this
authorization and request, the undersigned certifies that each payment proposed to
be made on the Payment Schedule is a proper charge against the Escrow Account,
is a reasonable amount and has not been heretofore included in a prior Written
Authorization and Request for Reimbursement from the Escrow Account.
4. This Written Authorization and Request, including the Payment Schedule
attached hereto, shall be conclusive evidence of the facts and statements set forth
herein.
5. A copy of this Written Authorization and Request is being kept on file in the
official reeords of the Entity.

The terms used herein which are defined in the Escrow Agreement shall have the
respecti ve meanings therein assigned to them.

BY:~~~~L~5~~~~~~~~d~~~-~____
Title: ---,-h--LI!JI:d;'If'lfi.""~""",".~Dt=-",flEC~,,-,t?>.,-,-~=--_

EXH IBIT B-2

I, the undersigned authorized officer of the State, do hereby certi fy and request to
the Treasurer as follows:
I . [have reviewed the foregoing statements of the authorized officer to the
Entity attac hed hereto , and on behalf of the State approve the req uest for
reimbursement from the Escrow Account made therein: provided that the
State has not independ ently verified the statements of such authori zed officer
of the Entity attached hereto and makes no representations or certifications
with respect thereto.
2.

A copy of this Written Authori zation and Request is being kept on file in the
official records of the State.

The term s used herein shall have the same meanings assigned to them in the
attached statements of the authori zed officer of the Entity.
Dated the date appearing at the top of the attached statements of the authori zed
officer of the Entity.

STATE

BY: '~~
Titl e:

(2~ ~
/'D-I'1-IC]

EXHIBIT B-3
REIMBURSEMENT SCHEDULE

Check No.

Purpose

Amount

Person or Firm

./

Reimbursement for the above listed payments totaling $ 7'IO 015.1)'6
is to be made
to
("Entity") by transfer of funds from the Escrow Account
(PTIF # ]'b'11o
) to (CHECK ONE):
~~~~~

Entity's general account in the Public Treasurers' Investment Fund
(PTIF #
): or to

__

~~y- ~~ Entity's checking account at _c"2",t,-,():..:."",,5,,---~~~~~~~_ CBank").
Account number --,'f-'.1-'.'1-"D,-,l'iul",o:...;.3c...l1~~~~~~~~~~~~~----,
RETAINAGE REQUEST
In addition to the above listed reimbursement, transfer the following retainage amounts:
From Escrow Ace!. #

To Retainage Ace!. #

For Contractor (name)

Contact Person at time of Wire Transfer'22l0teutS
(name)

4SilJdS5li4

Amount

1~:i -6 n ~ (zc, $

(phone #)

REIMBURSEMENT SCHEDULE
REQUEST NUMBER: 11

Person or Firm

Check No

1516

HDR ENGINEERING, INC

1516

HDR ENGINEERING, INC

Amount

L,

/('

Purpose

105,000.00

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

120,000.00

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

49,000.00

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

896.00

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

/

1516

HDR ENGINEERING, INC

1517

JONES & DEMILLE ENGINEERING

1517

JONES & DEMILLE ENGINEERING

1517

JONES & DEMILLE ENGINEERING

1517

JONES & DEMILLE ENGINEERING

1517

JONES & DEMILLE ENGINEERING

v'

/

10"
J

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT SERVICES

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

/'

MAPPING SERVICES

16,699.34

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

"

RIGHT-OF-WAY PLANNING

859.10

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

"

RIGHT-OF-WAY PLANNING

./

LEGAL SERVICES

ETJ LAW

V

12,184.44

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

V

37,855.92

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

1520

MICHAEL MCKEE

Total Reimbursement: $

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

VENABLE

""./

/
.,

BASELINE ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

99,530.00

1519

ICF

,-

ENGINEERING SERVICES

430,980.00

1518

1521

Category
./

1,695.16
115,315.92

/990,015.88

DIRECTOR'S TRAVEL
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

,/

,,-

LEGAL SERVICES
ADMINISTRATIVE
BASELINE ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

Seven County Infrastructure Coalition I Engineering & Environmental Baseline: Task Order 6
Invoice Documentation

•

o Field work August 4 to August 9 on Craig Route
o Field work August 18 to August 30 on Craig and Wells Draw routes
o HDR sent the STB and Coalition copies of the 2014 UBRR Study.
Conclusion
o This is the second invoice for Task Order 6.

For Task Order 6, HDR has completed the following percentages of work by subtask:
Task Order 6: Engineering and Baseline Environmental (through August 31, 2019)
Professional Services
From: August 1, 2019 To: August 31, 2019

,,,

Professional Services
Conceptual Engineering IGeotech
Baseline Environmental
NfA
NfA
Contract Fee

3,500,000.00
4,000,000.00
0.00
0.00

Percent
Complete

Fee Earned To
Date

8.00%
8.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Previous Fee Invoiced

280,000.00
320,000.00
0.00
0.00

$7,500,000.00

$600,000.00

175,000.00 ..
200,000.00 ~
0.00 ~
0.00 r
$375,000.00

Amount Due this Invoice

Fee Amount
Fee invoiced to Date
Fee Remaining

Current Fee
Inwiced
105,000.00
120,000.00
0.00
0.00
$225,000.00
$225,000.00

$7,500,000.00
$600,000.00
$6.900.000.00

HDR personnel working on Task Order 6 from August 1, 2019 through August 31, 2019 were:

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alvord, Joanna
Anderson, Adrienne
Barker, Sara
Barton, Kelly
Bristol, Andrew
Brownlee, Sierna
Cain, Ian
Croft, Amy
Hjelholt, William
Holder, Mark
Keller, Kevin
Klaumann, Anthony
Kuehne, Kenneth
Magiera, Doree

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Mazer, Gregory
McCammon, Donald
McMillin, Joshua
Nazare, David
Nichols, Karen
Perkins, Michael
Rae, Curtis
Robe, Kyle
Rustand, Scott
Santos, Ronell
Tzioumis, Travis
Ulrich, Carrie
Wadeson, Kari
Warner, Terry

During this period, HDR staff used a total of 1,211 hours. Conceptual engineering accounted for
372 hrs. Baseline environmental accounted for 839 hrs. Note that the HDR hours listed here do
not include the significant hours and value contributed by the several subconsultants engaged
on the project.
HDR subconsultants engaged on Task Order 6 during August 1, 2019 through August 31, 2019
were:
•

Johansen & Tuttle Engineering
2825 East Cottonwood Parkway Suite 200 Salt Lake City, UT 84121-7077
(801) 743·7800
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Seven County Infrastructure Coalition I Engineering & Environmental Baseline: Task Order 6
Invoice Documentalion

•
•
•

SWCA
Gerhart Cole
McMillan Jacobs Associates

2825 East Cottonwood Parkway Suite 200 Salt Lake City, UT 84121-7077
(801) 743-7800
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Invoice
Reference Invoice Number with Payment

1200213126

HDR Invoice No.
Invoice Date
Invoice Amount Due
Payment Terms

HDR Engineering, Inc.

2825 E Cottonwood Pkway, Suite 200
Phone: (801)743-7800

Seven County Infrastructure Coalition
c/o Mike McKee
p ,0. Box 760032
Tridell, Utah 84076

August31,2019
$225,000.00
Net30

Remilto

HDR, Inc.
P.O. Box 74008202

ACH/EFT Payments

Bank of America

Chicago, IL 60674-8202

Accounl#: 355004076604
Transit #: 081000032
Additionallnforma\ion as Requested

Task Order 6: Engineering and Baseline Environmental (through August 31, 2019)
Professional Services
From: August 1,2019 To: August 31, 2019
Professional Services
Conceptual Engineering { Geotech,
Baseline Environmental
NfA
NfA

Contract Fee

Fee

3,500,000.00
4,000,000.00
0.00
0,00
S7,500,000.00

Percent
Complete

8.00%
8.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Fee Earned To
Date

Previous Fee Invoiced

280,000.00
320,000_00
0.00
0.00

175,000,00
200,000.00
0.00
0,00

105,000,00
120.000.00
0.00
0_00

S600,000.00

$375,000.00

$225,000.00

Amount Due this Invoice

Fee Amount
Fee Invoiced to Dale
Fee Remaining
HDR Internal Reference Only
38332
Client Number
Business Unit
10197
10177213
Project Number

Current Fee
Invoiced

$225,000.00

$7,500,000.00
$600,000,00
$6,900,000.00

Seven County Infrastructure Coalition I Engineering & Environmental Baseline: Task Order 6
Invoice Documentation

Invoice Documentation
Dale:
Project:

To:
Copied:

From:

Subject:

Wednesday, September 04,2019
Engineering & Environmental Baseline: Task Order 6
Mike McKee - Seven Counties Infrastructure Coalition
Brian Barton - Jones & DeMille Engineers
Kristi Sharp - Smuin, Rich, and Marsing
Kevin Keller - HDR Engineering, Inc.
HDR Invoice No. 1200213126 on UBRY Task Order 6 - From: August 1, 2019 To: August
31,2019

Mr. Mike McKee,
Attached is HOR Invoice #1200213126 for Task Order 6 for August 1, 2019 to August 31, 2019
inclusive.
From August 1, 2019 through August 31, 2019, HOR has progressed on Task Order 6. Work
performed in this period included:
•

Project Management and General Project Activities
o Meetings
• HOR participated in the OEA Coordination meeting with STB, ICF, Venable,
Coalition, and JOE on August 1.
o
Weekly UBRY Coordination meeting with the Coalition, JOE, and Venable on
August 6.
o
HOR participated in the monthly Coalition meeting on August 8.
o
Weekly UBRY Coordination meeting with the Coalition, JOE, and Venable on
August 12.
o
HOR participated in an in-person meeting with STB, Venable, Coalition, and
RGPC on August 16.
o
Weekly UBRY Coordination meeting with the Coalition, JOE, and Venable on
August 19.
o
HOR participated in the OEA Coordination meeting with STB, ICF, Venable,
Coalition, and JOE on August 22.
o
Weekly UBRY Coordination meeting with the Coalition, JOE, and Venable on
August 26.
o
HOR participated in the OEA Coordination meeting with STB, ICF, Venable,
Coalition, and JOE on August 29.
o
HOR participated in the Uinta Basin Energy Summit on August 29.
o General Activities
• Received Temporary Access Permit from Ute Tribe, to expire on August
9, 2019. No Utero Permit has been issued. Business License expires on
September 30, 2019.
• Received a Ute Tribe Business License Renewal for FY2020.
2825 East Cottonwood Parkway Suite 200 Salt Lake City, UT 84121-7077
(801) 743-7800

hdrinc.com

Seven County Infrastructure Coalition I Engineering & Environmental Baseline: Task Order 6
Invoice Documentation

•

•

•

HDR acquired a non-intrusive right of entry with Union Pacific Railroad
effective September 2 through October 1, 2019 in order to complete the
environmental baseline study work at Kyune.
o Contracts
• On July 2, 2019, HDR received Notice to Proceed for Task 6 Engineering and Baseline Environmental (through December 1, 2020).
Fee amount of $1 million, effective July 1, 2019.
• On July 7, 2019, HDR received Notice to Proceed for Task 6 Engineering and Baseline Environmental (through December 1, 2020).
Fee amount of $7.5 million.
• HDR received a signed Task Order 6 on July 12, effective July 1, 2019.
HDR executed on July 13.
• On July 16, the Coalition signed the Third Amendment to the project's
Master Agreement with HDR. HDR executed on July 17, 2019.
Conceptual Engineering
o HDR participated in a Technical Coordination meeting on August 1 with JDE.
o HDR participated in a Technical Coordination meeting on August 7 with JDE.
o HDR participated in a Technical Coordination meeting on August 14 with JDE.
o HDR participated in a follow-up Technical Coordination meeting on August 15
with JDE.
o HDR participated in a Technical Coordination meeting on August 21 with JDE.
o HDR participated in a Technical Coordination meeting on August 28 with JDE.
o Continued looking at options to the Indian Canyon Route, including the Whitmore
Park, Emma Park, and Mini Ranches areas.
o HDR received mapping data and aerial imagery from JDE and evaluated the
established coordinate systems and setup for use in additional refinement.
o Started the refinement of the route alternatives.
o Started preliminary geotechnical investigation and tunnel assessment.
• HDR and Gerhart Cole met with the USFS on August 23 in Duchesne to
discuss necessary requirements to do Geotechnical investigations on
Forrest Service land.
• Gerhart Cole Visited private land owner locations to discuss drilling on
their land.
• McMillian Jacobs provide support on tunnel boring locations and assisted
on critical needs for the tunnel borings, such as monitoring equipment
that will be required.
Environmental Evaluation of Routes
o On August 1, HDR sent Coalition, JDE, and Venable an assessment of current
RMPs for the five BLM offices located in UT and CO, as well as a summary of
meeting notes from our previous meetings with CO agencies.
o HDR participated in a GIS Screening meeting on August 7 with STB and ICF.
o On August 16, HDR sent OEA and ICF Preliminary Aquatic Resource Data for
the Craig Route.
o HDR participated in a meeting with USWFS and USCOE on August 22.
2825 East Cottonwood Parkway Suite 200 Salt Lake City, UT 84121-7077
(801) 743-7800
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Invoice
Reference Invoice Number with Payment

HDR Engineering, Inc.
2825 E Cottonwood Pkway, Suite 200
Phone: (801) 743·7800

HDR Invoice No.
Invoice Date
Invoice Amount Due
Payment Terms

Seven County Infrastructure Coalition
clo Mike McKee
P.O. Box 760032
Tridell, Utah 84076

Remit to

ACH/EFT Payments

1200213127
August 31, 2019

$49,00000
Nel30
HDR, Inc.
P. 0, Box 74008202
Chicago, IL 60674-8202
Bank of America

Accounl#: 355004076604
Transit #: 081000032
Additionallnforma!ion as Requested

Task Order 7: Strategic Communications Phase 2 Services
Professional Services
From: August 1, 2019 To: August 31, 2019
Professional Services

Fee

Percent

Complete
Strategic Communications
N/A
N/A
N/A
Contract Fee

700,000.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
$700,000.00

16.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Fee Earned To
Date

Previous Fee Invoiced

112,000.00

63,000,00

0.00
0.00
0.00
$112,000.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

Current Fee
Invoiced
49,000,00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$63,000.00

$49,000.00

Amount Due this Invoice

Fee Amount
Fee Invoiced to Date
Fee Remaining
HDR Internal Reference Only
Client Number
38332
10197
Business Unit
10177214
Project Number

$49,000.00

$700,000.00
$112,000.00
$588,000.00

Seven County Infrastructure Coalition

I Strategic Communications

Phase 2: Task Order 7
Invoice Documentation

Invoice Documentation
Dale
Project:
To:

Copied:

From:

Subject

Wednesday, September 04,2019
Strategic Communications Phase 2: Task Order 7
Mike McKee - Seven Counties Infrastructure Coalition
Brian Barton - Jones & DeMille Engineers
Kristi Sharp - Smuin, Rich, and Marsing
Kevin Keller - HDR Engineering, Inc.
HDR Invoice No. 1200213127 on UBRY Task Order 7 - From: August 1, 2019 To: August
31,2019

Mr. Mike McKee,
Attached is HOR Invoice #1200213127 for Task Order 7 for August 1,2019 through August 31,
2019 inclusive.
From August 1, 2019 through August 31,2019, HOR has progressed on Task Order 7. Work
performed in this period included:
•

•

•

Project Management and General Project Activities
o Meetings
• HOR participated in the OEA Coordination meeting with STB, ICF, Venable,
Coalition, and JOE on August 1.
• Weekly UBRY Coordination meeting with the Coalition, JOE, and Venable on
August 6.
• HOR participated in the monthly Coalition meeting on August 8.
• Weekly UBRY Coordination meeting with the Coalition, JOE, and Venable on
August 12.
• HOR participated in an in-person meeting with STB, Venable, Coalition, and
RGPC on August 16.
• Weekly UBRY Coordination meeting with the Coalition, JOE, and Venable on
August 19.
• HOR participated in the OEA Coordination meeting with STB, ICF, Venable,
Coalition, and JOE on August 22.
• Weekly UBRY Coordination meeting with the Coalition, JOE, and Venable on
August 26.
• HOR partiCipated in the OEA Coordination meeting with STB, ICF, Venable,
Coalition, and JOE on August 29.
Contracts
o HOR received NTP of $700k for Task Order 7 on July 2.
o HOR received a signed Task Order 7 on July 3 (executed July 9), which ends
short of the expected NEPA timeline.
o Amended MSA executed on July 17.
General Activities - Strategic Communications
2825 East Cottonwood Parkway8uite 2008all Lake City, UT 84121-7077

(801) 743·7800

hdrinc.com

Seven County Infrastructure Coalition I Strategic Communications Phase 2: Task Order 7
Invoice Documentation

1-)(

o
o

•

Participated in a meeting with U.S. Senator Romney on August 20 in Roosevelt.
Developed an agenda and facilitated a Work Group meeting on August 20 in
Roosevelt.
o Developed a template letter of support and distributed to Work Group, County
Commissioners and city Mayor's throughout Uinta Basin (Price, Vernal,
Duchesne)
o HDR coordinated with RPGC on master community events calendar.
o HDR created and placed an ad for the Ute Tribal newspaper; distributed to the
Coalition, RGPC, DHIP, and JOE for review.
o HDR developed a 30-second radio script and scheduled on the KIFX, KLCY, and
KVEL radio stations
o On August 27, HDR distributed a new FAQ sheet and fact sheet in preparation
for the Uinta Basin Energy Summit.
o HDR developed and purchased two branded tablecloths for outreach events.
o HDR designed and purchased two promotional banners for outreach events.
o HDR developed three coloring pages for outreach events to engage stakeholders
and direct them to the website, social media.
o HDR developed a power point presentation and coordinate speaker bios and
promotions for the Uintah Basin Energy Summit.
o HDR participated in a booth and presentations at the Uintah Basin Energy
Summit on August 28 and 29.
o Developed seven social media posts and monitored social media activity and
responded to questions.
o Continued media monitoring and updated dashboards.
o Created a social media ad campaign to boost the promotional video.
o Developed an animated logo and updated website.
o Participate in tribal outreach
Conclusion
o This is the second invoice for Task Order 7.

For Task Order 7, HDR has completed the following percentages of work by subtask:
Task Order 7: Strategic Communications Phase 2 Services
Professional Services
From:August1,2019 To: August31,2019
Professional Services
Strategic Communications
NfA
NfA
NfA
Contract Fee

Fee
700,000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
$700,000.00

Percent
Complete
16.00%
0,00%
0.00%
0.00%

Fee Earned
To Date

Previous Fee In'oOiced

Current Fee
Invoiced
63,000.00'
49,000.00
0.00"
0.00
0.00"
0.00
0.00"
0.00

112,000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
$112,000.00

$63,000.00

Amount Due this Invoice

$49,000.00

$700,000.00
$112,000.00
$588,000.00

Fee Amount
Fee Invoiced to Dale
Fee Remainin

2825 East Cottonwood ParkwaySuite 200Salt Lake Cily, UT 84121-7077
(801) 743-7800
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$49,000.00

hdrinc.com

Seven County Infrastructure Coalition I Strategic Communications Phase 2: Task Order 7
Invoice Documentation

HDR personnel working on Task Order 7 from August 1, 2019 through August 31,2019 were:

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alvord, Joanna
Barker, Sara
Bauman, Vanessa
Champo, Tammy
Collinge, Chelsea
Dobrowski, Adrienne
Everest, Shelby
Galvan, Heleana
Gray, Brian
Hjelholt, William

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Kammerer, Kolton
Kelly, Alan
Klaumann, Anthony
Meszler, Christopher
Miller, Brian
Pallari, Kimberly
Raaberg, Leanne
Ritchey, James
Torres, Vanessa Marie
Wagner, Bridget

During this period, HDR staff used a total of 487 hours. No subconsultant services were used in
August 2019.

2825 East Cottonwood ParkwaySuite 200Salt Lake City. UT 84121-7077
(801) 743·7800
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1516
SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION

ZIONS BANK

294E100S
PRICE, UT 84501

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

31-5/1240

911912019

$

HDR Engineering, Inc

**274,000.00

Two Hundred Seventy-Four Thousand and 00/1 00***********************************************************************

HDR, INC.
PO BOX 74008202
CHICAGO, IL 60674-8202
MEMO

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE

11'0000

~

5 ~ bll' I:

~

2 L,oooo 5 L,I:

97908 W:llall'

SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION
HDR Engineering, Inc
Date
Type Reference
8/31/2019 Bill
1200213126
Bill
1200213127
8/31/2019

Original Amt.
225,000.00
49,000.00

1516
Balance Due
225,000.00
49,000.00

9/19/2019
Discount

Check Amount

ZIONS BANK

274,000.00

SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION
HDR Engineering, Inc
Date
Type Reference
8/31/2019
Bill
1200213126
Bill
1200213127
8/31/2019

Payment
225,000.00
49,000.00
274,000.00

Original Amt.
225,000.00
49,000.00

1516
Balance Due
225,000.00
49,000.00

9/19/2019
Discount

Check Amount

ZIONS BANK

Payment
225,000.00
49,000.00
274,000.00

274,000.00
~~~

881064/0]·16

A

1270497400~

"C872FB SU\DK02 03.:06/2019 14'34 -237-

Jones & DeMille
Engineering
800.748.5275
www.jonesanddemille.com

Professional Services Invoice
September 6, 2019

Mike McKee

Project No:

Executive Director
Seven County Infrastructure Coalition
ClO Carbon County
751 East 100 North
Price, UT 84501

1803·227.00
0120748

Invoice No:

Seven County Infrastructure Coalition
Rail Line
Project Manager:

ITotal this Invoice:

~

Uinta

Michael Hawley

$548,964.441

Please remit payment to 1535 South 100 West, Richfield, UT 84701.
Credit card payments accepted over the phone (transactions over $5)000 will be subject to a 3% processing fee).
Professional ~ervices fr~m July 16. 2019 to ~u~:!.1.2' 2019 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
Phase
11
Professional Personnel

Ute Tribe Temp Surface Use Fee

Hours
9.50
9.50

Senior Project Administrative Assistant
Totals
Total Labor

Rate
68.00

Amount
646.00
646.00

646.00

Reimbursable Expenses
Mise Reimbursable Expenses
Total Reimbursables

250.00

250.00
Total this Phase

001

Task
Fee

Percent Complete

Ph 2 Program Mgmt Services

6.58 Total Earned

121,730.00
22,200.00
99,530.00

Previous Fee Billing

Current Fee Billing
Total Fee

Phase
Fee
Total Fee

$896.00

1,850,000.00

Total Fee

Task

250.00

002

31

99,530.00
Total this Task

$99,530.00

Total this Task

0.00

Total this Phase

$99,530.00

Grama/Foia Documents

Milestone 1 Conceptual Engineering Services

96,000.00

Project

1803-227.00

SCIC- Uinta Rail Line

Invoice

67.90 Total Earned

Percent Complete

65,184.00
65,184.00
0.00

Previous Fee Billing
Current Fee Billing
Total Fee

0.00
Total this Phase

Phase

90

0120748

0.00

Milestone 1 Mapping Services

Fee
2,200,000.00

Total Fee

76.65 Total Earned

Percent Complete

1,686,300.00
1,255,320.00
430,980.00

Previous Fee BHling
Current Fee Billing
Total Fee

430,980.00
Total this Phase

Phase
91
Professional Personnel

$430,980.00

Right-of-Way Acquisition

Principal
Senior CAD Designer
Professional Land Surveyor
Survey Office Technician
Survey Technician I
Intern
Totals
Total Labor

Hours

Rate

Amount

22.00
55.00
2.00
21.00
29.50
1.50
131.00

185.00
135.00
127.00
93.00
68.00
55.00

4,070.00
7,425.00
254.00
1,953.00
2,006.00
82.50
15,790.50
15,790.50

Reimbursable Expenses

Per Diem (reimb.)
Total Reimbursables

70.00
70.00

70.00

250.00
288.84
300.00
838.84

838.84

Unit Billing
GPS R8 (G12-01) - Rover
Company Vehicle Mileage
GPS R8 (G12-01) - Complete

498.0 Miles

@

0.58

Total Units
Total this Phase

Phase

93

$16,699.34

Phase 2 ROW Planning

Consultants
Star Point Enterprises, Inc.
8/31/2019
Star Point Enterprises, Inc.
Total Consultants

Professional Services

724.50
724.50

724.50

134.60
134.60

134.60

Reimbursable Expenses
Misc Reimbursable Expenses
Total Reimbursables

Total this Phase

$859.10

Total this Invoice ====",,$5=4=8~,=96=4=.~4~4

Page 2

Project

1803-227.00

SCIC- Uinta Rail Line

Invoice

0120748

Billings to Date

Fee
Labor
Consultant
Expense
Unit
Totals

Current
530,510.00
16,436.50
724.50
454.60
838.84
548,964.44

Prior
1,792 ,704.00
186,926.25
8,352.57
18,805.98
3,680.20
2,010,469.00

Total
2,323,214.00
203,362.75
9,077.07
19,260.58
4,519_04
2,559,433.44

Received

AIR Balance

2,010,469.00

548,964.44

Thank you - we appreciate your business!
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS, 1.5% Finance Charge per Month on Past Due Invoices.

Page 3

800.748.5275
Jones & DeMille
Engineering

www.jonesanddemille.com

infrastructure professionals
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Date:
To:
From:
Subject:

September 6, 2019
Seven County Infrastructure Coalition
Michael Hawley, PE; Brian Barton, PE, Daniel Hawley, PE
Summary of Work for Invoices
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Seven County Infrastructure Coalition - Uinta Rail line
1. Phase 11- Ute Tribe Temp Surface Use Fee ($896.00)
o Renewed access permit for UTERO

SPIIl1,'lilk, liT S'\I>(,J
,~IJ1.(''!''::.()'':: I')

o

Worked on information on Business license and other permit
questions for UTERO.

2.
16 Fa,l 30(j S."1l1h
PO H(1\ 577
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1.::;00.74S.5.275
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Phase 12 - Phase 2 Program Management Services ($99,530.00)
o Weekly team coordination meetings and meetings with OEA.
o Strat Comm budget review and coordination meetings with Moffat
County.
o Weekly summary of rail work preparation and budget reviews .
o Follow up with UDWR and CPW. Wildlife data and easements
coordination.
o
o
o

3.

Review of subconsultant scopes of work and progress.
FOIA / GRAMA request documentation gathering and coordination.
GRAMA appeal coordination and gathering.

Phase 90 - Milestone 1 Mapping Services ($430,980.00)
o Coordination with Survey team. Discussed property owner
coordination, survey progress.
o Aerographics schedule and data coordination.
o Weekly project meetings and schedule updates.
o Review of ROWand section information.
o Updates to property status access map.
a Quality control review of aerial data. Surface and boundary creation.
o
o
o
o

Set aerial targets and coordinated with property plat information.
Located survey monuments and section corners. Coordinated utility
locations.
Coordination with property owners throughout survey process.
There are several large invoices totaling nearly $250K from aerial
companies in this invoice to cover several flights and associated
processing time.
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4.

Phase 9i - Right-of-Way Acquisition ($16,699.34)
o Finalized Indian Canyon map for ROW discussions; worked on map of
property owners in Lower Argyle Canyon.

5.

Phase 93 - ROW Planning ($859.10)
o Landowner meetings, maps and contacts review, scheduled initial
landowner meetings.

Seven County Infrastructure Coalition - Engineering, Planning, Coordination
(Category 8)
1. Phase 39 - Planning & Studies ($7,959.15)
o Monthly summary update.
o

Board Meeting Preparation.

o

Navajo Mountain to Oljato Road site meeting with Chapter.

o

Updated Coalition planning and analysis web GIS data.

2. 3A - Coalition Website ($3,400)
o Website updates and improvements. Fixed time display issue,
optimized images to improve speed of web page loading.
Seven County Infrastructure Coalition - Leland Bench Utilities
1. Phase 31 Planning and Studies ($5,108.00)
o GAS
• Cactus habitat discussions.
• Created kmz of floodplains and tribe cactus plan. Updated
overview map.
• Coordination with tribal personnel on permitting
requirements and process
• Discussions with lAG on gas volume peaking demands at the
refinery
• Meeting with Reed Page on Anadarko connection.
o WATER
• Water source estimates and compilation and comparison.
• Transwest coordination meeting with Eric.
• Review of hydraulics for pipeline.
• Updated cost estimates.
2. Phase 32 - Duchesne River Pumping Option ($1,192.50)
o Worked on cost estimates for additions to building and new 6-inch
pipelines.
o Created proposed water line realignment station elevation points.
o Prepared system costs.
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Hydraulic analysis and preliminary design for pipeline on Duchesne
river,
o Prepared cost estimate for booster pump and discussed power needs
to booster pump along pipeline alignment.
Phase 91- Hicken Property Survey ($127,00)
o Prepared maps for Rod Hicken,
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SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION

ZIONS BANK
31-5/1240

294E 100S
PRICE, UT 84501

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

-M

9/19/2019

$

JONES & DEMILLE ENGINEERING INC.

**548,964.44

F!ve Hundred Forty-Eight Thousand Nine Hundred Sixty-Four and 44/100*********************************************

DOLLARS

I

i?
~

JONES & DEMILLE ENGINEERING INC.
1535 SOUTH 100 WEST
RICHFIELD, UT 84701
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SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION
JONES & DEMILLE ENGINEERING INC.
Date
Type Reference
Bill
0120748
8/15/2019

Original Amt.
548,964.44

1517
Balance Due
548,964.44

9/19/2019
Discount
Check Amount

ZIONS BANK

Invoice #0120748

548,964.44

SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION
JONES & DEMILLE ENGINEERING INC.
Date
Type Reference
Bill
0120748
8/15/2019

Original Amt.
548,964.44

1517
Balance Due
548,964.44

9/19/2019
Discount
Check Amount

ZIONS BANK

Payment
548,964.44
548,964.44

Invoice #0120748

Payment
548,964.44
548,964.44

548,964.44
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Invoice

ET J Law Inc
Blaisdell, Church, and Johnson P.C.
Eric Todd Johnson
Attorneys at Law
Phone # 801-261-3407

September 06. 2019
1526
Invoice #
Client Matler #C0002-004

Email eric@bcjlaw.net

Coalition-Rail-U inta

Make Checks to:
ETJ Law, INC
P.O. Box 831
Pleasant Grove, UT 84062

Professional Services
Hours

Rate

Amount

8/1/2019 ET J

Calls and emails with M. Hemphill, who is now with
Rio Grande Pacific, about the scope and limitations
of confidential communications with the Coalition
Board in executive session. Review open meetings
act. Review scope of protected documents under
GRAMA. OEA call. Conf call on ROW acquisition.
GRAMA doc review.

4.50

280.00/hr

1,260.00

8/2/2019 RP

Environmental Litigation - Review complaint,
research standard for TRO, motion to dismiss,
pleading standard

4.00

130.00/hr

520.00

Email and call with K. Liuzzi of the Utah Ally Gen.
Office re Argyle Wilderness lawsuit and offer full
cooperation, especially in light of overlapping board
members. Call and emails with Korby Siggurd re
UCIP coverage. He will check into it but wants the
complaint submitted to him by Smuin Rich and
Marsing rather than by me, which I arranged to
have happen.

2.25

280.00/hr

630.00

Environmental Litigation - Outline TRO motion,
research issues on Coalition powers, premature
litigation jurisdictional issues

4.17

130.00/hr

541.67

Argyle lawsuit, call with K.Liuzzi of Utah Atty Gen
office on potential for joint defense agmt.
Research defenses to personal liability when acting
in official capacity.

4.00

280.00/hr

1,120.00

Environmental Litigation - Additional research on
standinglripeness in NEPAIEnvironmental Cases

1.50

130.00/hr

195.00

ETJ

8/5/2019 RP

ETJ

8/6/2019 RP

Coal ition-Rail- Uinta

Page

Hours

Rate

2

Amount

8/6/2019 ET J

Morning call with sub committee to update on
litigation. Argyle GRAMA request. Continue
research on defenses against personal liability
when acting in official capacity on public board.

6.50

280.00/hr

1,820.00

8/7/2019 RP

Environmental Litigation - Prepare summary of
claims and defenses

3.00

130.00/hr

390.00

RP

Environmental Litigation - Additional research on
official/individual capacity issues

2.00

130.00/hr

260.00

ETJ

Research doctrine that when a board member is
sued in their official capacity it is a lawsuit against
the public body and therefore the claims against the
individual board members can be collapsed into a
single claim against the Coaliition

4.00

280.00/hr

1,120.00

Prepare for and attend coalition meeting for
environmental lawsuit

4.50

130.00/hr

585.00

Attend CIB meeting to opportunity to talk to
Kathleen Liuzzi and Daniel from the Utah Attorney
General Office.

4.50

280.00/hr

1,260.00

Follow up with Korby Siggurd re scope of coverage
by UCIP. He is still checking and more follow up
will be needed.

1.00

280.00/hr

280.00

Environmental Litigation - GIA research - how to
kick out individual claims quickly; Noerr
Pennington, Legislative immunity research

4.17

130.00/hr

541.67

RP

Rail - TW Litigation - Follow up with court on joining
Coalition - court granted Coalition's motion in July

0.50

130.00/hr

65.00

ETJ

GRAMA Cordray review documents prepare letters,
HDR conf. call. UCIP coverage emails and conf
call. UCIP will provide coverage for Coalition and
all board members in both their official and
individual capacities.

5.00

28000/hr

1,400.00

Environmental Litigation - Summarize and outline
research to hand over to new defense attorneys

0.50

130.00/hr

65.00

GRAMA Cordray letters. Fordham reviewing
documents. Coordinate with B. Kunz attorney
appointed by UCIP.

4.50

28000/hr

1,26000

GRAMA D. Fordham. Coordinate with B. Kunz.
Coordinate with K Siggurd on scope of coverage
and whether UCIP policies with counties will
provide extra layer of coverage. Coordinate with C.

4.00

280.00/hr

1,120.00

8/8/2019 RP
ETJ

8/9/2019 ET J

8/12/2019 RP

8/13/2019 RP
ETJ

8/14/2019 ETJ

Coalition-Rail-Uinta

Page

3

Hours

Rate

Amount

Rail - TW Litigation - Finalize Answer and file,
update Eric

0.33

130.001hr

43.33

HDR conf call. GRAMA issues for D. Fordham

2.00

280.001hr

560.00

812112019 ET J

Call from Candy Merritt from ULGTITravellers re
coverage for Commissioner Hopes. Follow up with
Christian Bryner re same. GRAMA re Tyre Energy
and TIFIA references.

3.00

280.001hr

840.00

812212019 ET J

Call with K. Floyd re Emma Park Road access and
contract involving J. Stearmer

0.50

280.001hr

140.00

812312019 ET J

Review documents related to GRAMA request from
Center for Biological Diversity

2.00

280.001hr

560.00

812612019 ET J

Conf call with HDR team. Call with M McKee re
request for fee waiver from Ctr for Biological Dev.
ICF contract call with M. McKee.

3.00

280.001hr

840.00

812712019 ET J

GRAMA Ctr Biological Diversity. ICF Contract

3.00

280.001hr

840.00

812912019 ET J

Mtg with Rio Grande Pacific re separation of public
and private in the acquisition of real estate in
Vernal. Conf call with OEA

9.00

280.001hr

2,520.00

813012019 ET J

ROW call. Whitmore Park call. GRAMA issues for
Ctr for Biological Diversity.

4.50

280.001hr

1,260.00

Rozelle at ULGT on extra coverage for
Commissioner Hopes through ULGT.
811912019 RP

ET J

For professional services rendered

91.92

$22,036.67

Additional Charges:
812912019 Travel to Vernal 318 miles round trip
Total additional charges

184.44
$184.44

Total amount of this bill

$22,221.11

Previous balance

$23,00000

Accounts receivable transactions
81912019 Payment - Thank You. Check No. 1477
91512019 Payment - Thank You. Check No. 1496
91612019 Credit

($12,000.00)
($11,000.00)
($10,036.67)

Coalition-Rail-Uinta

Page

4

Amount

Total payments and adjustments

Balance due

($33,036.67)

$12,184.44

SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION
294E100S
PRICE, UT 84501

ZIONS BANK
31-5/1240

9/19/2019

~

:;

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF

$

ETJ LAW, INC

I

"12,184.44

Twelve Thousand One Hundred Eighty-Four and 44/1 00****************************************************************

~

DOLLARS

~
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ETJ LAW INC
PO BOX 831
PLEASANT GROVE, UT 84062
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MEMO

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE

Invoice #1526

SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION
ETJ LAW, INC
Date
Type Reference
Bill
1526
8/31/2019

Original Amt
12,184.44

1518
Balance Due
12,184.44

9/19/2019
Discount
Check Amount

ZIONS BANK

Invoice #1526

12,184.44

SEVEN COUNTY INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION
ETJ LAW, INC
Date
Type Reference
Bill
1526
8/31/2019

Original Amt
12,184.44

1518
Balance Due
12,184.44

9/19/2019
Discount
Check Amount

ZIONS BANK

Payment
12,184.44
12,184.44

Invoice #1526

Payment
12,184.44
12,184.44

12,184.44
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EXHIBIT 39
Excerpts of SCIC Reimbursement Approvals
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The Capitol Complex

is

closed to the public due to COVID-19

.

All

meetings

will

be held virtually online. View procedures and guidelines for remote public comment
Search

Legislators

Home

COBI 2015

Overview

Issues

Social Services
Performance

Code

Bills

Workforce Services
Background

Committees

Audits

Budget

Research and Legal

Permanent Community Impact Fund

Financials

Appropriation Overview
During the 2015 General Session, the Legislature appropriated for Fiscal Year 2016, $67,473,700 from
This is a 1.6 percent increase from Fiscal Year 2015 revised estimated amounts from all sources.

all

sources for Permanent Community Impact Fund.

Staff Analysis
FY 2014 ended with $64,269,700 million

in

uncommitted funds.

Six Projects Denied During FY 2014 for Not Meeting Statutory Guidelines
Price City - $70,000 for removing two fuel tanks. The city requested help with two projects and had some cash for both projects. The Board decided that
it could not justify the fuel tank removal. The Board added $70,000 funding help to the other eligble project.
Helper City - $960,800 to restore the Price River waterway. The project is not infrastructure and does not meet the statutory requirements of funding.
Elwood Town - $4,000 grant for an ordinance review and update. The Board directed the town to work with the Community Impact Board regional
planner.
Elwood Town - $17,500 for a water source improvement plan. The project was mostly engineering and the Board does not fund stand-alone
engineering.
Washington City - $37,000 grant for the design of a public safety facility. The Board does not fund stand-alone design projects.
Northwestern Special Service District - $15,000 grant for the design of a new fire station. The Board does not fund stand-alone design projects.
COBI contains unaudited data as presented to the Legislature by state agencies at the time of publication. For audited financial data see the State of Utah's Comprehensive Annual Financial
Reports .

State
Senate
350 North State, Suite 320
PO Box 145115
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114
Telephone: (801) 538-1408
https://senate.utah.gov
Contact

a

Senator

Records Requests

Staff Offices

House of
Representatives

Legislative Fiscal Analyst

350 North State, Suite 350
PO Box 145030
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114
Telephone: (801) 538-1408
https://house.utah.gov
Contact

Procurement

Legislative Auditor General

Contact the Webmaster

a

Legislative Research and General Counsel
Legislative Services
Public Information

Representative

Job Opportunities

FAQ

Site Map

Terms

of

Use

ADA

Utah.gov

Settings

Login

EXHIBIT 40

Wayland, Joshua
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

>
Tuesday, August 06, 2019 10:02 PM
Wayland, Joshua
Re: Uinta Basin Railway Environmental Impact Statement Question

Mr. Wayland,
Thank you for your reply,

Sent from my iPad
On Aug 6, 2019, at 14:07, Wayland, Joshua <Joshua.Wayland@stb.gov> wrote:
Ms.

,

This email is to follow up on a question that you submitted to the project email address for the Uinta
Basin Railway Environmental Impact Statement. In your email, you asked if passengers would be able to
travel on the proposed rail line. Based on the description of the proposed project submitted by the
applicant (the Seven County Infrastructure Coalition), there are no plans for passenger rail service on the
proposed rail line and no anticipated demand for passenger rail service. Thanks for your question and for
your participation in the Surface Transportation Board’s environmental review process; please feel free to
reach out to me at the number below if you have additional questions.

Best,
Josh Wayland, PhD
Environmental Protection Specialist
Office of Environmental Analysis
Surface Transportation Board
202.245.0330

1

Aaron C. Garrett (#12519)
aaron@nonprofitlegalservices.com
NONPROFIT LEGAL SERVICES OF UTAH
623 E. 2100 S. Suite B1
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106
Telephone: 385.419.4111
Facsimile: 801.401.3504

Wendy Park (CA Bar No. 237331),
pro hac vice pending
wpark@biologicaldiversity.org
CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY
1212 Broadway #800
Oakland, CA 94612
Telephone: 510.844.7138
Facsimile: 510.844.7150

Attorneys for Petitioners

IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
LIVING RIVERS and CENTER
FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY,
Petitioners,

MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE
OVERLENGTH MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF RULE 65B PETITION
FOR EXTRAORDINARY RELIEF

v.
UTAH PERMANENT
COMMUNITY IMPACT FUND
BOARD; UTAH DEPARTMENT
OF WORKFORCE SERVICES,
HOUSING AND COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT DIVISION; and
SEVEN COUNTY
INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION,
Respondents.

Case No.:
Honorable:

200904912
Adam Mow

Pursuant to Rule 7(j) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Petitioners Living Rivers and
Center for Biological Diversity (“Petitioners”), by and through undersigned counsel of record,
respectfully submit this Motion for Leave to File Overlength Memorandum in Support of Rule
65B Petition for Extraordinary Relief (“Motion”).

Petitioners seek leave to file a Memorandum in Support of Rule 65B Petition for
Extraordinary Relief (“Memo”) totaling 48 pages. The additional pagination is required to
provide the Court with the complete factual history supporting the relief requested, and to
provide the Court with a thorough and accurate review of the applicable case law. The Memo has
been made as short as possible without voluminous quotations or excessive citation to cases or
the factual record. Nonetheless, the Memo cannot be made shorter than 48 pages without leaving
out important factual background and legal standards required for the Court to resolve the
Petition for Extraordinary Relief.
Accordingly, Petitioners respectfully request that the Court grant them leave to file a
Memo not in excess of 48 pages.
A proposed order has been filed contemporaneously with this Motion.

DATED this 4th day of August, 2020.
NONPROFIT LEGAL SERVICES OF UTAH

/s/ Aaron C. Garrett
Aaron C. Garrett
Attorney for Petitioners
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Aaron C. Garrett (#12519)
aaron@nonprofitlegalservices.com
NONPROFIT LEGAL SERVICES OF UTAH
623 E. 2100 S. Suite B1
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106
Telephone: 385.419.4111
Facsimile: 801.401.3504

Wendy Park (CA Bar No. 237331),
pro hac vice pending
wpark@biologicaldiversity.org
CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY
1212 Broadway #800
Oakland, CA 94612
Telephone: 510.844.7138
Facsimile: 510.844.7150

Attorneys for Petitioners

IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
LIVING RIVERS and CENTER
FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY,
Petitioners,

PROPOSED ORDER GRANTING
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE
OVERLENGTH MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF RULE 65B PETITION
FOR EXTRAORDINARY RELIEF

v.
UTAH PERMANENT
COMMUNITY IMPACT FUND
BOARD; UTAH DEPARTMENT
OF WORKFORCE SERVICES,
HOUSING AND COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT DIVISION; and
SEVEN COUNTY
INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION,
Respondents.

Case No.:
Honorable:

The Court, having received Petitioners’ Motion for Leave to File Overlength
Memorandum in Support of Rule 65B Petition for Extraordinary Relief, and good cause
appearing therefore, hereby GRANTS the Motion.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT Petitioners Living Rivers and Center for Biological
Diversity are given leave to file a Memorandum in Support of Rule 65B Petition for
Extraordinary Relief not to exceed 48 pages.
BY THE COURT:

PR

O

PO

SE
D

Issued under the seal of the Court. Official signature appears at the top of the first page.
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Aaron C. Garrett (#12519)
aaron@nonprofitlegalservices.com
NONPROFIT LEGAL SERVICES OF UTAH
623 E. 2100 S. Suite B1
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106
Telephone: 385.419.4111
Facsimile: 801.401.3504

Wendy Park (CA Bar No. 237331),
pro hac vice pending
wpark@biologicaldiversity.org
CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY
1212 Broadway #800
Oakland, CA 94612
Telephone: 510.844.7138
Facsimile: 510.844.7150

Attorneys for Petitioners

IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
LIVING RIVERS and CENTER
FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY,
Petitioners,
v.
UTAH PERMANENT
COMMUNITY IMPACT FUND
BOARD; UTAH DEPARTMENT
OF WORKFORCE SERVICES,
HOUSING AND COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT DIVISION; and
SEVEN COUNTY
INFRASTRUCTURE COALITION,
Respondents.

REQUEST TO SUBMIT FOR
DECISION MOTION FOR LEAVE
TO FILE OVERLENGTH
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
RULE 65B PETITION FOR
EXTRAORDINARY RELIEF

Case No.:
Honorable:

200904912
Adam Mow

Pursuant to Rule 7(j) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Petitioners Living Rivers and
Center for Biological Diversity, by and through undersigned counsel of record, respectfully
submit this Request to Submit for Decision Motion for Leave to File Overlength Memorandum
in Support of Rule 65B Petition for Extraordinary Relief.

The documents filed in connection with the motion are as follows:
1) Motion for Leave to File Overlength Memorandum in Support of Rule 65B Petition
for Extraordinary Relief; and
2) Proposed Order Granting Motion for Leave to File Overlength Memorandum in
Support of Rule 65B Petition for Extraordinary Relief.
This is a motion that can be acted upon without waiting for a response under Rule
7(j)(6)(B), and therefore it is ripe for decision.
Oral argument is not requested.
DATED this 4th day of August, 2020.
NONPROFIT LEGAL SERVICES OF UTAH

/s/ Aaron C. Garrett
Aaron C. Garrett
Attorney for Petitioners
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